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TABLE 3-1.- SEQUENCE OF EVEHTS

Event Time

,

hr :min :sec

Launch Phase

Range zero (l6.-00:00 G.m.t.

)

Lift-off
0:00:00.7

Maximum dynamic pressure
0:01:25.5

S-IC inboard engine cutoff 0:02:ll».3
S-IC outboard engine cutoff 0:02:1*2.8
S-IC/S-II separation

0:02:1*3-5
S-II engine ignition commanded

0:02:1+1*.

2

Interstage jettison
0:03:13.5

Launch escape tower jettison 0:03:18.3
S-II engine cutoff

0:08:56.2
S-II/S-IVB separation

0:08:57.2
S-IVB engine ignition

0:09:00.8
S-IVB engine cutoff

0:11:01*.

7

Orbital Phase

Orbital insertion
0:ll:lU.

7

Command and service module /S-IVB separation command 2:1*1:16

Docking
3:01:59.3

Spacecraft ejection from S-IVB l+:08:06

First service propulsion maneuver 5:59:01.1
Second service propulsion maneuver 22:12:01*.!
Third service propulsion re-aneuver 25:17:39.3
Fourth service propulsion maneuver 28:21* : 1*1.1)

First descent propulsion maneuver 1*9: 1*1: 31*. 5
Fifth service propulsion maneuver 5^ :26:12.3
Lunar module hatch open for extravehicular activity 72:53:00
Lunar module hatch closed after extravehicular activity 73:1*9:00
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TABLE 3-1.- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - Concluded

^ Event Time
,

hr :min :sec

Orbital Phase - concluded

First undocking 92:39 36

Command, and service module/lunar module separation 93 ;02 :
5I+

Descent propulsion phasing maneuver 93 : 47 : 35 .4

Descent propulsion insertion maneuver 95:39 :08.1

Coelliptic sequence initiation maneuver ' 96:16:06.

5

Constant delta height maneuver (first ascent propulsion) 96:58:15

Terminal phase initiation 97:57=59
Docking 99:02:26

Lunar module jettison 101:22:^5

Ascent propulsion firing to depletion 101:53:15. 4

Sixth service propulsion maneuver 123:25:07

Seventh service propulsion maneuver 169:39:00. 4

Eighth service propulsion maneuver (deorbit) 2^0:31:14.9

Entry Phase

Command module /service module separation 240:36:03.8
Entry interface ( 400 000 feet altitude) 240:44:10.2

Begin blackout 240:47:01
End blackout 240:50 :U3

Drogue deployment 240:55:07.8
Main parachute deployment 240:55:59.0
Landing 241:00:54
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PAO This is Apollo/Saturn Launch Control at

T-59 minutes and counting, T-59 on the Apollo 9 count. We

are go for the mission at this time. Just a matter of some
2 or 3 minutes ago, the Vice-President of the United States,
Mr. Agnew, arrived here in the Launch Control Center. The
Vice-President, who is of course the chairman of the Space
Council, here to observe the final 60 minutes or so of the

count for Apollo 9. When the Vice-President arrived, he
did meet some of the crews for the upcoming launches, the
complete crew for Apollo 10, astronauts Tom Stafford, John
Young, and Gene Cernan, and two of the members of the Apollo
11 crew, astronauts Neil Armstrong and Mike Collins. In

the meantime, the three astronauts in the Apollo 9 space-
craft, Jim McDivitt, Dave Scott, Rusty Schweickart are con-
tinuing to work on their final checks for this flight.
McDivitt and Schweickart at this time are performing some
final checks of the stabilization and control system. In

the meantime, we are starting to bring up radio frequency
and telemetry checks with the launch vehicle. All still
going well at 58 minutes and counting. Our countdown picked
up following a 6-hour built in hold at 2 a.m. Eastern stand-
ard time this morning and has run very smoothly since that
time. We've now been in progress a little more than 8 hours
with the count. The first 5 hours or so of our final phases
of the countdown list are devoted to the propellant load-
ing of the three stages of the Saturn V launch vehicle.
During this period, we brought in close to 3/4 of a million
gallons of liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen into the stages
of the Saturn V. We now have all our propellants aboard,
we have a vehicle on the pad that weighs some 6.4 million
pounds. The propellants are all aboard at this time, and
the flightcrew going through their final checks in the

spacecraft. During these 8 hours or so that we've been in

the final count, all aspects of the mission have gone very
well. We had one questionable item, that was a regulator
for helium pressure in the third stage of the Saturn V.

We ran several verification tests and were able to determine
that a pneumatic control module in the third stage is ca-
pable of performing its Intended functions and we are able
to proceed. This module plays a part in preparations for
the second burn, particularly on the S-IVB , the third stage
of the Saturn V. Other than that one minor aspect, which
was verified by some tests during the count, all other
aspects of the mission have gone very well. The flight-
crew in Apollo 9 was alerted In their countdown, as planned,
at 5:45 a.m. Eastern standard time this morning. They
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PAO then went down the hall from their crew
quarters at the Kennedy Space Center and had a final physi-
cal. They were declared in good physical condition and flight
ready by Dr. Charles A. Berry and a team of physicians giv-
ing the final examination. Dr. Berry commented that the
throats of the astronauts really looked good this morning.
Astronaut Rusty Schweickart, the lunar module pilot, did
request to take a motion sickness pill and he did take that
while he was suiting up a little later in the morning. Fol-
lowing their medical examinations, the astronauts sat down
for breakfast in the crew quarters, the usual astronaut menu
on launch day of scrambled eggs, steak, toast, orange juice,
and coffee. They had some seven guests with them at break-
fast. The crew then went to the suit room where they donned
their space suits and then were called to the pad some 10

minutes late, as we were a little bit behind on bringing the
propellents on board. The crew departed from the crew quar-
ters at 8:05 a.m. Eastern standard time this morning and
started to board the spacecraft at 8:29. The first member
of the crew across the sill was the commander, astronaut
Jim McDivitt. He came across at 8j29 a.m. He was followed
by the lunar module pilot, Rusty Schweickart, who" sits in

the right-hand seat, some 5 minutes later, at 8:34, and the
final member, command module Pave Scott, who sits in the
center seat, came aboard at 8:40 a.m. Eastern standard time.
The backup command module pilot, astronaut Richard Gordon,
was in the spacecraft during this period aiding all three
astronauts in coming aboard. Our countdown continuing at

this time, T-54 minutes 20 seconds. The Vice-President now
being briefed here in the Control Center by Dr. Kurt Debus,
who is director of the Kennedy Space Center. The Vice-
President is accompanied by Dr. Thomas Payne, the adminiis-
trator, the acting administrator of NASA, Dr. Robert C.

Seamans, the Secretary of the Air Force and former deputy
administrator of the space agency, and astronaut Frank Bor-
man, who was the commander for the Apollo 8 mission. Those
are some of the key people in the Vice-President's party.
Our countdown proceeding at this time, all going well.
Weather is GO for the mission also. We have a forecast of
overcast in the Cape Kennedy, the complex 39 area, but it
is acceptable for launch. The hatch was closed on the Apollo
9 spacecraft at about 9:20 a.m. this morning, and our count
has proceeded well since that time. We will go on automatic
sequence in the countdown at about 3 minutes and 6 seconds,
and from that point on down, all phases of the count will
be automatic, leading up to ignition of the five engines
and the first stage of the Saturn V vehicle at the 8.9
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PAO second mark In the count. This will be

ignition sequence start, lit will take some 8 seconds or so

to build up the proper thrust in those five engines to give

us our planned 7.7 million pounds of thrust at liftoff. All

engines should be running at the 2 second and we should get

commit and liftoff at zero in the count. We are now at

T-52 minutes 40 seconds in counting, this is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAo This is Apollo Saturn Launch Control, T

minus 49 minutes and counting. T minus 49; we are proceeding

satisfactorily at this time. At this point the Apollo access

arm, sling arm number 9 is being removed from the spacecraft,

being taken to its stand by position some 8 or 10 feet

away; it will remain in this position until we get to the 5

minute mark in the count. In the meantime we are arming the

pyro-technic devices aboard t"he spacecraft at this time,

particularly the launch escape tower, which could be used

these final moments of the count once the swingarm is taken

away. All aspects of the mission still going well at this

time and into a planned liftoff time on the hour. T minus 48

minutes, 18 seconds and counting; this is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo/Saturn Launch Control

at T-44 minutes and counting, T-44, we are GO with the

Apollo 9 mission at this time. Vice-president Agnew now has

taken his seat here in the control center and is monitoring

the countdown with a crew of some 450 people here in the

Launch Control Center, another 30 or so are back in the

Spacecraft Operations here at KSC and continue to work the

countdown at this time. Standing by in Houston, of course,

and participating in the count are the various teams there

at the Mission Control Center under the flight director.

Our countdown now, some - running a little ahead, especially

on the spacecraft portion, and with the launch vehicle they

are coming up on one of our final major checks - final checks

of the destruct system aboard the three stages of the

Saturn V launch vehicle. These are checks with the Air

Force Eastern Test Range to assure that the destruct system

aboard the vehicle would be operable if it were required in

flight. Of course, before taking destruct action, the

astronauts would go through an abort sequence with their

Apollo spacecraft to separate from the vehicle. Our countdown

proceeding satisfactorily, T-42 minutes 50 seconds, and

counting. This is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Saturn launch control

T-39 minutes In counting. T-39 all aspects of the mission

still GO at this time. A capBule communicator here in the

launch control center at firing room 2 - Jack Lousma who

Is a member of the support crew - the astronaut support

crew for the Apollo 9 mission - now in some communication

checks from his console with the pilots onboard the space-

craft. Coming up shortly - spacecraft wise, in about 5 min-

utes or so, will be pressurization of the reaction control

system for the service module of the spacecraft. These are

those quad thrusters - 100 pound thrusters in four quadrants

around the service module that are used for maneuvers in

space - orbital maneuvers in the case of this paticular flight.

On the launch vehichle side we're gearing up for some final

checks of the power system aboard the three stages an in-

strument unit of the Saturn V - a power transfer test where

we check the flight batteries that then return to internal

power - correction - return to external power in order to

conserve those batteries down to the final moments of the

count. T-37 minutes 51 seconds in counting - this is

launch control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Saturn Launch Control,

T minus 34 minutes and counting. T minus 34; still proceed-

ing satisfactorily with the count at this time. We now have

just completed our py ro- trans fer test; this is a test of

the flight batteries in the 3 stages of the Saturn V and

the instrument unit. Early indications are that the test

went well. We will now remain on external power till the

50 second mark of the count when we finally go internal

for good in the countdown. The astronauts still preparing

for the pressurization of their reaction control system

aboard the Apollo 9 spacecraft. We have the access arm, the

swing arm that enables entry to the spacecraft located some

12 degrees from the spacecraft in a standby position. For

safety purposes, we have 2 high speed elevators locked at the

320 foot level; that swing arm could be brought back in rapid

fashion if required. It will remain in this position and

not go back to its fully retracted position until the 5 minute

mark in the count. We have now passed the 33 minute mark;

we are at 32 minutes, 54 seconds and counting. This is

Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo/Saturn Launch Control
T-29 minutes and counting, T-29. WE are GO for a planned
liftoff for Apollo 9 at this time. The Lunar Module, which
will be tested for the first time with a crew aboard in orbit
on this flight, now has gone on internal power. It is on
the power of its own flight batteries at thi6 time and will
remain in this mode through the remainder of the countdown.
The crew here in the Control Center is continuing to monitor
the status of the propellants aboard in the Saturn V. We
have now close to a million gallons of propellants, the
vehicle weighing some 6.4 million pounds on the launch pad.
The astronauts aboard the spacecraft are going through the
press url z ati on sequences concerned with their reaction control
system, those are the thrusters on the service module that
will be used for maneuvers in orbit. Participating, primarily,
Jim McDivitt and the Lunar Module pilot, Rusty Schweickart.
We're still GO and we approach the 28 minute mark. Mark,
T-28 minues and counting, this ia Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Saturn Launch Control at

T minus 24 minutes and counting. T minus 24; the crew a little

ahead with their work on the spacecraft at the 320 foot level.

At this time, Rusty Schweickart, the Lunar Module Pilot, de-

cided he had time to ask on how the Lunar Module was doing,

the Lunar Module located beneath them now in the stack. The

spacecraft test conductors came on the circuit and reported

that the Lunar Module also is GO and on internal power. The

astronauts have completed their p ress ur i zat ion and checks of

the reaction control system on the spacecraft service module;

our countdown proceeding smoothly at this time. 23 minutes,

20 seconds and counting; this is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apo Ho/ Saturn Launch Control
T-19 minutes and counting, T-19. We are bringing up our
water supply now for the launch pad in preparation for the
ignition, which will come some 18 minutes 47 seconds from
this time. We have also completed readouts on the C-Band
tracking beacons which are located in the instrument unit
and our checkout still continues to go satisfactorily at
this time. Despite the overcast that we have, the visibility
is good, the ceiling is acceptable, we are GO as far as
weather is concerned on our launch attempt for Apollo 9.

We now have 2 complete follow-on crews also observing the
launch, the complete crew for Apollo 10 and now Astronaut
Buzz Aldrin, the Lunar Module pilot for Apollo 11, has joined
his two fellow pilots, so we have both complete crews here
along with the Vice-president and the dignitaries accompanying
him. WE are coming up toward the 18 minute mark, a GO for
Apollo 9, this is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Saturn Launch Control
T-14 minutes and counting. We are still proceding - all
aspects of the mission GO at this time. The Apollo command
module now has gone on a full internal power - this is on
the full power of the fuel cells aboard. Actually the
command and service module, of course, the complete space-
craft now on the power of its fuel cells. Up to this time
it had been sharing the load with an external power source.
Also at this time, the crew in the spacecraft giving some
readouts on the various power systems - checking some final
switch settings and arming those rotational hand controllers
that enable them to drive the vehicle in orbit in the space
mission itself. All aspects of the mission still GO.
Thirteen minutes 15 seconds and counting - this is Launch
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Saturn Launch Control,
T minus 9 minutes and counting, T minus 9; we are still GO
for our planned liftoff on Apollo 9. In progress at the
present time - there have been some final communication
checks by some key individuals here at the control center,
as well as the flight director, Gene Kranz and the Capsule
communicator Astronaut Stu Roosa in Houston. We have made some
final checks on what is known as the astro-launch circuit;
this is a special circuit which is several key people talk
to the flight crew aboard the spacecraft over the final few
minutes of the count. The crew switches to astro-launch at
the 4 minute mark in the count. Just a handfull of people
and key people talking to them from that time on for the re-
mainder of the count; it will be the spacecraft conductor,
his name is Skip Sheldon, the launch operations manager, Paul
Donley, and the Capsule Communicator here in the Control
Center, the backup support astronaut, a member of the support
team, Astronaut Jack Lousma. The. flight director in Houston
also has the capability to talk to the astornauts. He are
now past the 8 minute mark in the count) spacecraft test
conductor Skip Sheldon going through a final status check
of all of his systems, the report coming back GO at this time.
As we proceed, T minus 7 minutes 45 seconds and counting;
this is Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo/ Saturn Launch Control
T-5 minutes and counting, T-5 , and the order has been
given for the Apollo Access Arm to come to its fullest
retracted position and now swing arm number 9 coming back
to its fully retracted position. Just before this order was
given, we went through a final status check. This spacecraft
is GO, we also got a GO for launch from Mission Director
George Hage in Houston, and finally Launch Director Rocco
Petrone, here in firing room 2. Our status board shows
launch support preparations are complete, and the ready
lights are ON for the instrument unit, the spacecraft, and
the emmergency detection system. We are GO at T-4 minutes,
21 seconds and counting. This is Launch Control.

PAO This is Apo 1 1 o / S at u rn Launch Control
coming up on 3 minutes 50 seconds, MARK, T-3 minutes 50
seconds and counting, we are GO for launch. The countdown
now turned over to the control of the launch vehicle
conductor for the last 4 minutes of the count. We will go
on an automatic sequence starting at 3 minutes 7 seconds.
Final common i cations checks now in progress between the
spacecraft test conductor and the crew aboard the spacecraft.
Some final checks in progress at this time. We have the
report that we are clear for firing command, that is the
automatic sequencer that should come in in about 15 seconds.
From that time on down, all aspects of the mission will be
automatically monitored by the computers here at the control
center and at the pad. At 3 minutes 10 seconds, we have firing
command. Launch sequence started, the computer is in, the sequence
is in at this time. Mark, T-3 minutes, T-3 minutes and
counting. Our preparations are now complete, our ready
lights are on here in the Control Center. During this
period the various propellant tanks aboard the three stages
of the Saturn V will be pressurizing. Primarily we use
helium on the ground to pressurize these tanks . The various
vent valves will close, as the countdown proceeds. We are
now past 2 minutes 35 seconds, and counting, all still going
w«ll. 2 minutes 30 seconds, we should be getting an indication
on pressurization of the third stage. We have it, here in
the Control Center 2 minutes 20 seconds and counting, the
third stage now is pressurized. We will be looking toward
those 5 engines in the first stage of the Saturn V, the
ignition sequence to start at the 8.9 second mark in the
countdown. We are now coming up on the 2 minute mark,
MARK T-2, all aspects of the misstion still GO at this time,
The Apollo 9 crew standing by in the spacecraft. 1 minute
50 seconds and counting. Once the ignition sequence 'does
begin with the 5 engines it will take some 9 seconds or so
to build up the proper thrust. The computers will automatically
sample those engines and assure ourselves that we have
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PAO 95 percent of the thrust. We will get
a commitment at that time, and the 4 hold-on arms will come
back. We are now 90 seconds and counting, 90 seconds and
counting. Vice-president Agnew now has come up to the window
of the Launch Control Center, along with members of the party
to view the launch. 1 minute 20 seconds and counting. All
indications are we are still GO at this time. Third stage
propellant tanks have been pressurized. Final check of
several panels by Lunar Module Pilot Rusty Schweickart,
second stage tanks now pressurized. Schweickart confirms
that he has the proper readings. 1 minute and counting.
T-55 seconds and counting.

END OF TAPE
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PAO - T-55 seconds and counting. All going
well, we are coming up on the power transfer. Mark 50 sec-
onds and counting, we're now on internal power with the
three stages and instrument unit of the Saturn V. All pro-
pellant tanks in the second stage now pressurized. 35 sec-
onds and counting, the vehicle now completly pressurized,
the vents closed, we are GO, 30 seconds and counting. T-25
seconds and counting, all aspects still GO at this time as

the computer monitors. Twenty seconds, guidance release,
15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, we have ignition sequence start,
6, 5, 4,* 3, 2, 1, zero. All engines running. Commit, lift-
off. We have liftoff at 11 a.m.. Eastern standard time.

PAO Plus 17 seconds, the roll and pitch pro-
gram are in now to put Apollo 9 on the proper flight azimuth
and attitude. Half a mile high, roll is complete.

PAO Apollo 9 a mile and a half high now.
Velocity 1,597 feet per second. One minute, cabin release
relieving. One mile downrange, 4-1/2 miles high, velocity
2,500 feet per second in the region of maximum dynamic pres-
sure.

PAO Flight Director Gene Kranz taking his
status check now. Apollo 9 is GO for staging. Plus 2 min-
utes 15 seconds and GO. Inboards out.

PAO Outboards out. S-II ignition, thrust
is GO on the second stage. Down range 70 miles now, 42 miles
high, 9,300 feet per second velocity. Standing by for tower
jettison now, the launch escape tower. Tower jet confirmed.
Guidance has been initiated on the second stage. Gene
Kranz taking another status check with the controllers now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, you are GO all the way. Every-
thing looks good.

SC Roger.
SC Houston, did you read comment that our

SPS helium pressure went to zero, indicated zero at liftoff.
PAO The cabin is stable at 6.1 pounds per

square inch

.

SC Be advised our SPS helium pressure went
to zero at liftoff.

CAP COM Roger, copy.
SC Okay. You got any --

PAO Jim McDivitt reports the SPS helium pres-
sure on board went to zero at liftoff; however, we are re-
porting GO here at the Mission Control Center. 225 miles
downrange, 75 miles high, 11,700 feet per second.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, it's 5 minutes and every-
body is as happy as clam here. Looking good.

SC So are we.
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PAO Mark S-IVB to orbit capability. If
the second stage shuts down prematurely, we do have the
capability to put the spacecraft into orbit with the S-IVB.
We are estimating cut-off of the S-II stage at 8 minutes
55 seconds. We are at 630 now, still GO, 430 miles down-
range, 90-1/2 miles high, and 15,300 feet per second veloc-
ity.

SC
ful.

CAPCOM
is going real great.

SC
PAO

there

.

PAO
590 miles downrange,

CAPCOM
is GO.

And the rookie says that looks beauti-

And rookie, at 7 minutes, everything

Roger

.

A little wor-d from rookie Schweickart

18,000 feet per second velocity now,
, 96 miles high.
Apollo 9, at 8 minutes everything here

SC Roger, everything looks fine here too.
CAPCOM Very good. The comm is beautiful, Jim.

You are really coming through to us.
SC Roger, your comm is nice and clear and

loud, Smoky. We had no trouble with comm on launch at all.
PAO Apollo 9 has a GO for staging now.

Looking for S-II cut-off about 8 + 55. Retro reports were
right on ground track. S-II cut-off, staging is complete,
S-IVB ignition. Thrust is good on the S-IVB. 920 miles

23,000 feet per second velocity.
9, you have mode 4 capability
are real solid.
What time did the engine shut

downrange, 101 miles high,
CAPCOM Apollo

and everything is GO. You
SC

down?
CAPCOM

Apollo 9.

Roge r

.

We will have that for you in a flash,

SC
PAO

yet. We expect it shortly.

Okay .

Guidance does not have a cut-off time

CAPCOM
Apollo 9.

SC
CAPCOM

shortly

,

SC
first.

CAPCOM

My onboard FIDO here says we are doing

Yes, everything is looking good here,

Okay .

We will try to have your cut-off time

Better hurry, I'm going to cut-off
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PAO
25,256 feet per second

1,241 miles downrange , 102 miles high,

Plus 11 minutes, looking good.

CAP COM
sc
CAPCOM
PAO

orbital parameters
through tracking.

CAPCOM

CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

perigee?
CAPCOM

Roger, shutdown.
Okay. Houston, we've got 103 by 89.5.

Roger, Apollo 9, copy.

That was Dave Scott giving the onboard

103 by 89.5. We will refine those later

FIDO says
you are GO in the orbit.

Roger

.

And your CMC is GO, it is valid.

Okay.
And Apollo 9, the S-IVB has been safed.

Roger, safe. Do you have our apogee and

Not yet, Apollo 9. Stand by.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Apollo 9 S-IVB has been safed.
SC Roger, safed. Do you have our apogee

and perigee?
CAP COM Not yet, Apollo 9, standby.
SC Okay.
CAP COM Apollo 9 the S-IVB has been configured

for orbit. It's looking real good and your SPS helium is
solid as a rock.

sc Roger. We copy. Thanks a lot.
CAPCOM Roger.
PAO That's Astronaut Stu Roosa, the CAPCOM

from the Houston Control Center talking to the crew.
pAO Apollo 9 out over the Atlantic now in

contact with the tracking ship Vanguard. We're going to
want it tracked Apollo 9 for a while before we come up with
a fine tuned orbital parameter 103 by 89.5 was the onboard
readout from the command module computer.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 17 minutes.
Apollo 9 - now coming into contact at the Canary Island
station. We'll stay up live.

~ Nine , Houston.
Roger. Let's go ahead with it.
Roger. We've got Canaries here. You

plus alpha.
Apollo 9 Houston. Did you copy?
Apollo 9 Houston. Do you read?
Roger, Houston. Five by. How ua

?

Okay, you're coming in five square,
allright I guess and everything looks good,

Roger. What kind of^eathe^)did you

We don't have it yet, Apollo 9. We are
through the computers.

Okay .

This is Apollo Control at 18 minutes
32 seconds. We've got the lift off heart rates for the crew
now from the Flight Surgeon Dr. Hawkins. He says they are
within the range the medical officers expected, with
Schweickart running a little lower than they expected.
Jim McDiyi tt - 135, Dave Scott 120, Rusty Schweickart 72.
Rusty normally runs in the mid to low 60 's, Dave Scott in
the high 60's to low 70's and McDivitt in the 70's to high
80's. - to all 80's rather.

CAPCOM Two point 9 is the first cut.
SC Roger, 107 98.9.
CAPCOM And we are continuing to massage this

Apollo 9 and we will keep you updated.
SC Roger. Understand.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

can configure 10
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

We switched over
SC

get us in?
CAPCOM

still running it
SC
PAO
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PAO The first cut at the orbit from the
ground shows 107 by 98.9. This - we haven't had too much
tracking yet on this - we'll continue tracking.

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, we've got 1 minute with you at
Canaries and we will see you over Tananarive at 37.

SC Roger. Tananarive at 37, thank you.
CC Roger that.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 23 minutes.

We've had tracking through the Canaries now and we've refined
the orbital parameters better. We are now showing an orbit
of 10 3 by 102.3 nautical miles, very close to what we were
sho~o~ting for; we were shooting for 103 circular. We've had
LOS at Canaries now; Tananarive will be the next station, in
approximately 15 minutes. We have the tape of the entire
powered portion of the flight; we'll play that for you now.

SC Yes clock's going.
SC There's out Roll program, we read you

loud and clear. Just have one problem.
CC Apollo 9, you are GO for staging.

And you are mode 1 Charlie.
SC Affirmative.
SC (garble)
CC Apollo 9, Houston. Your thrust looks

good. Apollo 9, you are GO for tower jet.
SC Yes. Tower has jettisoned. It's looking

good here, I've got the power off.
CC Apollo 9, we are showing guidance initiate'

everything looks good. Apollo 9, you are GO all the way;
everything looks good.

SC Roger. Houston, did you read our comment
that our SPS helium pressure went to zero? Indicated zero at

liftoff?
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. I did not

\

copy .

SC Roger. Be advised that our SPS helium
pressure went to zero at liftoff.

CC Roger; copy.
SC If you get any good words on that, why don't

you give them to me when you can.
CC Roger; it: is GO here Apollo 9.

SC Very good.
CC And Apollo 9 at 5 minutes, everybody's

happy as a clam here; looking good.
SC Soarewe.
CC Apollo 9,, you have SIVB to orbit capability.
SC Thank you. Roger here.
CC Your level temp arm time is 8 plus 21,

predicted S2 cutoff, 8 plus 56.
SC 8 plus 21, and 8 56; roger, and we got

S band omni to Delta.
CC Copy. Onni Delta, thank you.

/

SC And a rookie says that looks beautiful.
/

CC And rookie, at 7 minutes everything is
/

going real great.
SC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, at 8 minutes, everything is

GO .

SC Roger, everything looks fine here, too.
CC Very good. The COMM is beautiful, Jim,

you're really coming through good.
SC Roger, I read you nice and clear and

loud, too, Sraokey. We had no trouble with comm on launch
at all.

CC Roger, copy that Apollo 9, and you are
GO for staging.

SC Roger.
SC We're getting a little vibration at

about 8 - - staging complete and it's the best S-IVB that's
running.

CC Roger, we copy staging complete, we're
showing a good thrust on the S-IVB, everything is GO.

SC We're guiding now.
CC Apollo 9, you have mode 4 capability, and

everything is GO, you are real solid.
SC

shut down?
CC

Apollo 9.
SC
SC

doing okay.
CC

Apollo 9.

CC
SC

CC
CC
SC
CC
SC
CC
SC

and perigee?

Roger, What time do you think we can

Roger, we'll have that for you in a flash,

Okay .

My onboard computer here says we're

Yes, everything is looking good here,

Okay.
We'll have your cutoff time shortly.
Better hurry, I'm going to cut off soon.
Roger

.

Shutdown, enter.
Roger, shutdown.
Check .

Houston, we've got 103 by 89.5.
Roger, Apollo 9, copy.
And Apollo 9, you are GO in the orbit.
Roger

.

And your CMC is GO, it is valid.
Okay .

And Apollo 9, the S-IVB has been safed.
Roger, safe. Do you have our apogee

Not yet, Apollo 9, standby.
SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 36 minutes.

We have AOS at Tananarive, now," we'll standby live through
this pass .
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CC
CC

Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive.
Apollo 9, this is Houston through

Go ahead, Houston.
Roger, Apollo 9, our Canary data shows

9 by 102.3.
Roger, understand 103.9 by 102.3.
That is affirmative, and that changes

IVB vents, but that was a pretty good

Tananarive

.

SC
CC

your orbit at 103.
SC
CC

slightly as the S-

hack at it on Canary. And we'll have you here at Tananarive
for about another 5 minutes.

SC Roger. It looks good huh?
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Do you copy our

parking
CC

ngles ?

Dave ,We have no data here at Tananarive,
you will have to read them to me.

SC Very well. GET was 3900 plus 00116 minus
00032 minus 00108.

CC Roger, Apollo 9, this is Houston. I

copied the time and the angles. Thank you.
SC Works like a charm.

Roger, looks like the platform was right
And that was a nice speedy job on that 52.

Good old auto optics.
I s ee , copy .

CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We are
going to lose you here at Tananarive in about 45 seconds,
and we'll see you over Carnarvon at 52.

SC Roger, 52 at Carnarvon.

CC
there

.

SC
CC

END OF TAPE
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PAO Tananarive has loBt the signal now. The
next station to acquire will be Carnarvon at 52 minutes 11

seconds. At Carnarvon is the GO/NO-GO decision point for
six revolutions. At 43 minutes 11 seconds, this is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, Houston. We've got 1 minute
with you at Canaries and we will see you over Tananarive at
37.

SC Roger; Tananarive at 37. Thank you.
CC Roger that.
CC Hello Apollo 9, do you read?

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 52 minutes int
the mission of Apollo 9. Apollo 9 coming up on Carnarvon
right now. We will stand by through Carnarvon and Honey-
suckle.

SC Hey Houston, how do you redd, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Reading you loud

and clear through Carnarvon.
SC Okay. I'm presently in a backup conn

check. Thus far, they are. on LMP 1 dash 2 and I'm on line
5. I got the initial contact and I got my S-band volume
up .

CAPCOM Roger, understand you are in step 5 and
stand by one here,

SC Roger. And I'm standing by for a GO
for the backup voice check.

CAPCOM Roger, wa will give you a GO on that
in about 30 seconds here.

SC Okey-dokoy,
CAP COM Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston. We

are standing by for your voice- check on S-band. Let her
rip.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston. I

did not copy anything. I got one blast In there sounded
like you keyed and that was all.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston on VHF . Do
you read?

. CAPCOM Apollo 9, Apollo 9, this is Houston via
the VHF. Do you read oft?

SC Roger, Houston. We read you on VHF.
I gave you a call on data wave backup and evidently you are
not reading on it; however, I'm reading you up on the S-
band.

CAPCOM Okay, and we can confirm with the site
that we did not get an S-band downlink on that one, Rusty.

SC Roger. We will be standing by for sug-
gestions. Let me just give you my configuration here, if
you want to copy that.

CAPCOM Go,
SC Okay. I'm on the primary transponder

and I'm reading you okay, everything else is in normal
there. Going across, I've got the ranging switch off, I've
got the S-band off tape in downvoice backup, the power PMP
back up to normal, and everything else is vanilla,

CAPCOM Roger, I copy that, Apollo 9, Let us
mull that over. We are going to have you here about another
minute at Carnarvon and then we are going to pick up over
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CAPCOM Honeysuckle at about 50, it will be just

about on the hour, so have your S-band volumes up at that

time.
Sc Roger. And be advised, we are rushing

on through all our checklist here and we've got most every-

thing done. The fuel cell purge check is checked out okay,

CAPCOM Roger. Sounds great and Apollo 9, you

are GO for 6 dash 4.

SC Roger, GO for 6 dash 4.

SC And Houston, be advised that I'm going

to go out of this backup comm check configuration here and

go back to normal.
CAPCOM Roger. Let's meet you over Honeysuckle

in normal configuration just about on the hour.

SC Roger.
PAO Carnarvon has had loss of signal now.

We've got about a minute and a half gap between Carnarvon

and Honeysuckle. We will come back up at acquisition at

Honeysuckle

.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control. Honeysuckle

has acquired the Apollo 9; we will stand by for conversation

through that station,
cc Apollo 9, thorugh Houston through Honey-

suckle. , , .

pA0 This is Apollo Control. We are showing

cabin temperature 70 degrees F, cabin pressure 5.5 pounds

per square inch.
sc You're 5 square on S band Apollo, or

Hous ton

.

cc Roger, you're ... that's really great

Rusty. You're coming in, and if you want to try this back-

up com check again, we can support it; it's dealer s choice.

And if there's ... we were leaving Canarvaa, the down length

appeared to be coming through on the backup.

sc Okay. Why don't we forego it right now,

and we'll try to check that at some quiet period.

qq Roger. We concur. And Apollo 9, this

is Houston, we are going to loose you here at Honeysuckle

in about AO seconds, and we will see you over Huntsville in

about 3 minutes

.

SC Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control, 1 hour, 5 minutes

and we have had LOS at Honeysuckle. To summarize briefly,

Apollo 9 was inserted into an orbit very near what we were

shooting at; we were shooting at 103 circular. Tracking

through the Canaries showed the insertion orbit to be 103.9

bv^ryrThatJjL^angin~g~~a~i:ittle bit due to ventlng trom^
ThVTlVB7~iruTThTFw7s expected} we are well within whe r

e

wT want to be to continue this mission. Apollo 9 has been

given a GO for 6 revolutions. We are now showing cabin

pressure 5.4 pounds per square inch, temperature 67 degrees

F and at 1 hour, 6 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 2 hours 2 min-

utes into the mission. Apollo 9 la in its second revolu-
tion over the continent of Africa - its status is GO. ]le^

have not yet identif i e

d

_wh e

t

h er_t h e r e is a problem in _th

e

command moduIe^VomEut^rT ILhi—computer was abouJL 4 tenths

o f~~a~second late on lift- off . Over Bermuda in this first
stateside pass we did successfully update a state vector -

that is the ground told the command module computer the

spacecraft's position and velocity in reference to the earth

at that particular time. So we do have a good state vector
aboard the spacecraft. The Guidance Officer is continuing
to watch the computer - and will for some time yet before
he is able to say whether there is a problem or there is

not. To date we have not identified a problem, Jus t at

the en d of the Canarie s passa few minutes ago Dave Scott
e x t e n de d the docking probe ~fo~r~ the~f irs t^ tTme . H i s comments
weTeT" "We ' ve got a good one. It's jus~r~Tike in The cham-
SeTTT^ He reported the crew could hear the docking probe
extend. We're still reading good - H2 tank - the pressure
is on the ground in that tank that was reading zero onboard.
Ground telemetry shows the pressures are good there. We had

a caution warning light on in the number one H2 tank. Briefly,
however, just within a second the heater came on and the

light went out. It has been determined that the limits are

probably set a little too high on that caution and warning
light in that parameter and that there is no problem. We

had the tape of all the air-ground starting at the tracking
ship Huntsville through the states and ending at Canary.
We'll play that for you now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 to Houston through Honeysuckle.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 this is Houston through Honey-

suckle.
SC You are fine and square on S-band, Hous-

ton.
CAPCOM Roger. That's really great, Rusty, You are

cooing in and if you want to try this backup communications check again
we can support it. It's dealers choice. And just as we
were leaving Carnarvon the downlink appeared to be coming
through on the backup.

SC Okay. Why don't we forego it right now.

We'll try to check that at some quiet period.
CAPCOM Roger. We concur.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We're

going to lose you here at Honeysuckle in about 40 seconds.
And we'll see you over Huntsville in about 3 minutes.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston through

Huntsville

.
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SC Cannot maintain valid two-way range, so

we lost signal bearing in the negative.
CAPCOM Hello, Apollo 9, this is Houston. We

read through the Huntsville.
SC Huntsville at valid and (garbled) .

CAP COM And Apollo 9, this is Houston through

the Huntsville

.

SC Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9, you're coming through.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston. You're

breaking up pretty badly. We don't have much to pass you

here - we're only going to have you for about another min-

ute and a half and we'll talk to you as you come across the

states and pass the data to you then.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston if you

can read me. We'll see you over the Redstone at about two-

four.
Roge r

.

Huntsville LOS.
this

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Redstone standingby.
CAP COM

Reds tone

.

SC Roger
CAP COM Oh, you

this is Houston.
SC
CAP COM

Apollo 9, this is Houston through the

Apollo 9, this is Houston through the

Houston,
re clear as a bell, Apollo 9 -

Roger.
And Apollo 9, we'd like to confirm that

you are in omni Baker and primary S-band transpondent

.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. It may be a coincidence, but we

lost data just about the time I gave you that transmission
to clarify that omni Baker. Did you change configuration
then?

SC That's affirmative. We were on Delta

and I just switched it to omni for you.
CAP COM I understand you did go from Delta to

Baker and the primary transpondent was ON. You didn't need

to change that, did you?
SC That's a negative. The primary was OFF.

SC How are you doing down there, Smokey?
CAPCOM Oh, we're pressing along, Jim. And

(garbled) we'll probably have a state vector we want to up-

link over Bermuda or Vanguard - oh, in five or ten minutes
and for Rusty's benefit the backup COM check over Carnarvon
was 5 square. It came in - we had a momentary dropout there,
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but we got it real good.
sc Oh, goody. We'll write that one off then.

Okay, we have got all of the checklist done except the glycol
loop and some things that I am going to do right now. And
we haven't taken the bias check either. I guess you guys
want to do that.

CAPCOM Roger. We have no data right now, Nine.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. For your

info we do have our data coming in now solid. And Jim, for
the bias check. We really will get a good one on you after
TD&E. It's not going to do us much good on the booster here.

SC Okay.
SC Houston - Apollo 9.
CAP COM Go, Apollo 9

.

sc Roger. We just got a master alarm cyro
pressure on the number one H2 tank - just off the lower
limit here. You might want to take a look at that.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, we copy. See what we
can do for you.

sc Okay. And the heater just came ON and
It's going back up again. And it looks like it's just ticklling the
garbled) around there before it decides to heat up.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. Copy.
CAP COM And Apollo 9 - Houston. That's probably

Sym Soup just playing with the tolerances a little bit.
SC Yeah. Could be.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this, is Houston through Ber-

muda,
SC Roger,

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, this is Houston through Bermuda.
SC Roger, Houston through Bermuda. Go

ahead

.

CC Roger. We'd like to appoint you a state

vector there Apollo 9. There is a discrepancy between your

vector and ours; we don't have a real good story for you at

this time; there was sorta a slow diversion trend that we
would like to slip it in - there were some funnies about the

liftoff time and everything that we are working on. But at

this time we would like to give you a new vector.
SC Okay, understand you want to give us a

new vector, and let me see ... stand by.

SC (garble) through and accept; you got it.

CC Roger, we'll go to work on it; thank you.

SC This is Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9.

SC Roger. I checked the 02 purge before
I noticed 1 didn't check the H2 so 1 got the purge 2 heater
on for awhile, and I'm gonna check the H2 purge ... on that.

CC Roger; you're going to be checking"R2
purge and Apollo 9, I have a nav check to go along with the

state vector when you are ready to copy.
SC Oh Roger. Stand by on the purge and stand

by on the nav check.
CC Roger. At your convenience. And Apollo 9,

this is Houston, the computer is yours, the vector has been
transferred, and it looks good.

SC (garble) and ready to copy on the nav.

CC Roger. Reading the nav check. Time ...

002, 29 all zeros, minus 3081 plus 11622. 1067. End of

update

.

SC Roger, read back. 002 29 all zips.
Minus 3081 plus 11622. 1067.

CC Roger, Houston confirms the update.
SC Okay.
CC And Apollo 9, Houston, we copy your DSKY

on the ground. Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CC Just for your info here, we'll be sending

a command into the IU just to verify our response and this
will have no affect on you and we are just trying to trouble-
shoot our LVDC data, and we don't want you to move the IU

accept switch; leave it in block.
SC This is Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9.

SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9. Do you ... we
are are now ready to terminate cabin pressure, is that okay
with you?

CC Stand by 1 Apollo 9. Apollo 9, this is

Houston, we concur. Go ahead and terminate.
CC Thank you.
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SC Di dn ' C work

.

CC Roger; copy.
SC Houston, this ia Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9

.

SC (garble) docking affirm. Are you ready?

CC Oh boy, we are all ears down here; please
lat us see how that goes.

SC (garble)
CC Roger.
SC We got a good one,

CC Roger; copy. That makes us all happy.
SC Roger. Works just like a champion; we are

here to throw out (garble) couple three tenths of a second.
CC Roger; copy. And Apollo 9, this is

Houston, we'll fall off at Canaries here in about another
minute and we'll see you over Tananarive around 09.

SC (garble) AOS
CC Apollo 9 t this is Houston through

Tananarives. Apollo 9 through Tananarive.
CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston; we'll

have you over Tanarive for about the next 5 minutes; we are

standing by; I have not heard any transmissions from you
here.

SC (garble)
CC Apollo 9, Houston; 1 heard just the first

part of that; I'll just stand by here. Apollo 9 this is

Houston; we'll lose you in Tanarive here in about 1 minute;
if you tried to call me, I haven't received anything but
we'll see you over Carnarvon at 26. And Apollo 9, that will
be Carnarvon at 26.

PAO This is Apollo Control, at 2 hours, 17

minutes into the mission of Ajaoilo 9. Apollo 9 out of range
at Tananarive now, out over the Indian Ocean. Next station
to acquire will be Carnarvon in about 8 minutes. This is

Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 2 hours 25 min-
utes into the mission. Apollo 9 coming up the tracking sta-
tion Carnarvon. During the Carnarvon pass, the S-IVB instru-
ment unit will be enabled for command and about halfway be-
tween Carnarvon and the tracking ship Huntsville, the S-IVB
will maneuver to transposition and docking attitude. We
should have ARIA aircraft in that area, which may be able
to pick it up. Here is Apollo 9 at Carnarvon now.

CAPCOM - want to take a look at you and we will
give you a GO on that shortly. . We would like to -have you
go ahead and arm the logic at this time.

SC
CAPCOM

you enabled?
SC

Roger

.

And would you confirm, up telemetry,

Negative. Up telemetry IU is in block.
Do you want to go to up telemetry IU in accept?

CAPCOM
have up telemetry

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

That is affirmative.. We would like to
IU to accept.

In accept..
Understand,
And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We woul

like to have you have the up telemetry IU switched to block.
SC
CAPCOM
SC

mark, 2 logic.
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

for pyro arm,
SC

you.
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

for TD and E.
SC
SC

light?
CAPCOM

tion pass?
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

CAPCOM
this one at about

SC

Up telemetry IU to block.
Very good, thank you-.
And Houston, the logic on my mark 321

Roger, we copy. Stand by one.
Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are GO

Roger, understand GO for pyro arm, thank

That is affirmative.
Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are GO

Roger, understand. GO for TD and E.
Houston, what time do we come into day-

Do you mean on this pass or for the ejec-

This pass

.

Okay , stand by.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead.
Roger. You will come into daylight on
+ 39 + 21,'

Roger, thank you.
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CAPCOM
sunrise time. You faked me out on this one.

Here I was all primed for your ejection

SC Next time I'll ask.

CAPTOM Roger.

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

rAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.
,

S C We have a rather consistent behavior on

this number 1 H2 tank. It appears to light the cryo warn-

ing light every time it gets down there before the heater

en. You" might think about how we're going to handle

for the sleep period because it keeps setting off the

maSte
CApJoM

m
* Roger, Apollo 9, copy and that is in

work.
SC Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston We will

go right on through ARI* as soon as we come up off of Car-

narvon on this one in about 20 seconds.

CAP COM Apollo 9, this is Houston through an

honest-to-goodness ARIA. How do you read me?

sc (garble) I get it?

CAPCOM Roger on the wawas ,
Apollo 9.

sc We are going to come into (garble} in

about 6 or 8 seconds.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
too much success
aircraft. We'll
S tandby .

SC
CC

H TV Huntsville
HTV
PAO

(garbled;- we're just about there.

This is Apollo Control. We aren't having

in voice commun i cat ions through this ARIA
be at the Huntsville in about 2 minutes.

AOS.

Hello

.

Ap o 1 i o this is Houston, did you call

Huntsville valid two-way lock.

This is Apollo Control. Command and

Service Module separation from the third stage is scheduled

near the end of this Huntsville pass. Separation and turn

around. We will have an ARIA aircraft between the Huntsville

and Hawaii for that maneuver, too.

PAO This is Apollo Control. The crew is

very busy at this time preparing tor its separation.

CC ' This is Houston.
S C Roger, it's out there and we're turned

around and proceeding with the station keeping and docking.

CC Tremendous, Apollo 9, thank you.

PAO Command and Service module has separated

from the third stage, is turned around and is now station

keeping

.

SC ( garb led)
Roger, copy

END OF TAPE
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.
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°^ °

e
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 2 hours

50 minuteB. Hawaii has acquiaitibn now. We'll stand by.

CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. We should

have you through Hawaii, standing by.

SC Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The booster

engineer reports the attitude rates on the S-IVB look very

good

.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 2 hours 57

minutes. The Redstone has acquired the Apollo 9 now. There

has been no air-to-ground conversation as the crew is busy

station keeping and visually inspecting the Lunar Module

and the SLA. We'll continue to standby for any conversation.

CC Apollo 9, Houston. We've got you through

the Redstone, standing by.
SC Roger, Houston. We are about 25 feet

now and closing (garbled)
CC Copy.
PAO Apollo 9 is free to dock whenever the

crew feels like they want to. They will not have to await

a GO from the ground. The flight schedule shows it about

3 hours over California, but the crew is free to dock when

;hey desire to.
SC Alright, Houston, we're hard docked.

CC Roger, Apollo 9, understand hard dock.

SC Good show.
PAO Reported hard dock at 3:02:08.
SC Hello Houston, Apollo 9. We had a

master alarm on the - when we did the docking when we made the

contact there. And we had some problems with our RCS

thrusters we'll tell you about later.
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. Understand

you got a master alarm just as you docked and I didn't copy

about the RCS.
SC - We'll talk to you later, just a minute.

CC Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9.

SC We'll give you a quick rundown here.

How much time do we have with you?
CC We've got you for a long time here.

We're coming across the states here, you're just over
California now.

SC Okay, I've got it. We came out just

right, the angles were all just right, and we got turned
off, turned around, and lined up, and didn't have any left

translation for some reason.
CC Roger, copy, no left translation.
SC Would you check Service Module RCS for us?
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CC Stand by a second, Apollo 9 .

cc Apollo 9, this is Houston. It looks

okay to us. Do you have a quesiton?
SC Roger. It just had a light on it and

it's difficult to tell with the helmets on whether we have

any adjustment on it or not. Didn't see any motion, just

wanted you to check.
CC Roger, Apollo 9, copy.

SC The pressures all look good up here.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, our package temp on the quad A

is running about 200. What do you have down there?

CAPCOM Stand by one and let's check it.

SC Houston, 9. Do you want to go on with

the recap?
CAPCOM That affirmative, Apollo 9. Let s press

ahead and your comtn sort of cycles in and out. You are a

little weak at tines. We do confirm the temperature here

however, and we will have some more words on that in a min-

ute. And we are standing by for the rest of your recap.

SC Okay. When we got off we were in pretty

good shape and then we noticed -- after we got that sorted

out and probably used up quite a bit of gas putting us

squared away, but the docking was smooth, the capture latches

worked just right, there were no operations after we cap-

tured, we lined it up and did the retract and it took about

10 seconds and it sounded like we got a good solid line.

CAP COM Roger, Apollo 9. Copied all that real

good.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We will

have another state vector for you over Bermuda.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM You will be coming just about overhead

Apollo 9. You ought to be over Texas.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. Could you give us POO in ac-

cept, please? We have a state vector for you and I have

a nav check when you are ready to copy. And we would also

like to have your opinion on do you think you will have

any problems continuing on the timeline through ejection
with this situation.

SC Okay, you have got POO in accept.

CAP COM Rog.

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. The computer

is yours, and that quad A temp has dropped about 8 degrees

now coming across the states, and we're keeping an eye on

SC Okay, Houston. Standby, we're briefing.

CC Apollo 9, Houston. We've got you for

about another minute. We'll see you over Ascension, around

28. We would like to have you to go BLOCK on your command

module telemetry, and you don't have to slip a nav check,

we've checked your vector and it's good.
Apollo 9, Houston, you're way down in

the mud. Try again.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 3 hours 21 minutes

into the mission. Apollo 9 beyond the range of the Vanguard

now. During - right at the start of this long pass over

the United States, the command and service module docked

to the lunar module. The crew reported they were hard
docked at 3 hours 2 minutes 8 seconds. Dave Scott, in

recapping the events, said that the command and service

modules came off of the S-IVB stage with no problems. During

the turn around they discovered they had no left translation

from the service module reaction control system. In trouble

shooting that they found some isolation valves closed to

one of the RCS quads. They co rre c ted that , came on in and

docked, reported the docking was smooth, without oscillation,

the capture latches worked as advertised, so we now have the

command and service modules docked to the lunar module, which
is still within the SLA attached to the third stage of the

launch vehicle. The crew is extremely busy now, preparing
for the ejection of the entire spacecraft from the third

stage. They are checking tunnell intregrity between the

two spacecraft, checking the docking latches connecting
some umbili cals , some power umbilicals that provide power

into the LM from the command module. Ejection of the

combined service and lunar module is scheduled at sunrise
just past LOS at Carnarvon. We may be in communication
right at the tail end of that pass, but we may not be in

communication at ejection. The crew was somewhat concerned
about the temperature of one of the service module RCS

quads, reported that at 200 degrees. We confirmed that on

the ground, but during this pass over the states, the
temperature has started down and the controllers here in

the Mission Control Center do not believe we'll have a

problem with that quad. Next station to acquire will be

Ascension at 3 hours 28 minutes. At 3 hours 24 minutes this

is Mission Control, Houston.

end of tape
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PA.0 This is Apollo Control at 3 hours and

28 minutes into the mission. We are showing orbital para-
meters now at 2 revs of SIVB venting and the maneuvers of

107 by 110 nautical miles.
SC Roger, we are making the umbilical right

now .

CC Roger, understand you are connecting the

umbilicals. Apollo 9,. this is Houston, we are going to have

you for about another minute here at Ascension and then we'll
see youi over Tananarive at about 44 and we would like to know

the time of when you transfer to the CSM power and I have

a sunlight time any time you want .it. _ .

SC Roger, we transferred to CSM power at

3 hours, 33 minutes and zero seconds.
CC Very good; thank you.

SC Houston, we are also reading on the systems

test meter through the LM tower to about a half a volt to

sometimes up to 3 volts. It's in slow oscillation maybe
every 10 seconds or so.

CC Roger, copy it's varying from a half to

3 volts slowly; thank you.
SC Roger. Tops open and tops back down.

Sometimes for two. There is some small oscillation at a period

of about every second. At about 2 or 3 tenths of a

volt

.

CC Roger. Copy small oscillations 2 tenths

to 3 tenths; thank you. And we'll see you over Tananarive
4.4.

SC Roger, And what was the sunrise time

Houston ?

CC Sunrise time is 4 plus 08.

SC Roger. 4 plus 08.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 3 hours, 34

minutes. Ascension has LOS. During this pass the crew re-

ported they had brought up CSM power and attached it to the LM
at 3 hours, 33 minutes. We are showing an orbit for the

combined spacecraft, the SIVB combination, of 107 by 110

nautical miles now. Passed up a sunrise time of 4 hours, 8

minutes. Ejection of the spacecraft from the SIVB scheduled
at sunrise. This sunrise time is a couple of minutes past
Carnarvon LOS, howeve r " the r e will be an ARIA aircraft in the

area, so we may be able to pick up the voice communications
during the ejection maneuver. Tananarive will acquire at

3 hours, 44 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM
narvon

.

SC
CAPCOM

Apollo 9, thia is Houston through Car-

Roger
Roger

Houston. Go ahead.
Wis read you loud and clear.CAPCOM Roger. w«* yuu

would like to have the up telemetry IV switched to accept.

Go for the pyro arm anytime you want

Roger.

SC
to run through it.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control at 3 hours 43

minutes into the mission. Tananarive is acquiring now.

CC Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive.

CC Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive,
standing by.

SC (garbled)
CC Okay, Apollo 9, I heard you answer me,

but it's unreadable at this time.
Si; Roger, the tunnell is closed out, the

hatch clears, we are preparing f or . ejection

.

CC Roger, copy the hatch is closed out and

your are pressurizing,
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. We're losing

you here at Tananarive. We'll see you over Carnarvon at

about 59.
PAO Apollo Control at 3 hours 48 minutes.

Tananarive has LOS . During this pass the crew reported
the tunnell was closed out, the hatch has been installed,
and the LM was being pressurized. The guidance officer
continues to monitor the command module computer, and reports

it is GO, he does not see a problem in it. However, he says

he will continue to monitor. It is GO at this time. Next

station to acquire will be Carnarvon, at 3 hours 58 minutes.

At 3 hours 49 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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P AO This is Apollo Control at 3 hours 58 min-

utes. Carnarvon ic acquiring Apollo 9 now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.

SC Go, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We have got you now in good voice

contact. We will be giving you your GO here shortly and

take a look at you.
SC Okay, very good.

CAP COM And Apollo 9, we would like to have you

arm logic busses

.

SC Roger, Houston, you ready?

CAP COM That's firm
St; ... logic coming on now. 2 logic on.

CAPCOM Copying, stand by one. And Apollo 9,

you are: GO for pyro arm.

St; Roger, understood and understand the

injection at 4 hour 11 minutes, is that correct?

CAP COM That's a - negative. We - I gave you

the sunrise time as 4 + 08.

Sc Roger. You want us to go on sunrise

or at All?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. We would

like to have you go at sunrise.
SC Roger, understand.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston. That will put

your evasive maneuver at 4 -i- 11.

SC Roger.
SC Houston, 9.

CAP COM Go, Apollo 9.

SC Listen, if you concur, we would sort of

like to wait until we have good sunlight before we come off

of that.
CAPCOM Roger, we concur with that. Use your

j ud gme n t .

SC Okay, thank you.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, we're still showing your

command module telemetry switch in accept. We would like

to have you go block on that.
SC Roger.
CAP COM Roger, thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are GO

for ejection.
SC Roger, GO for ejection.

PAO This is Apollo Control. The ejection

will be accomplished by the use of springs to which the

LM is attached. They will be activated py ro t e chni ca 1 ly

«

They will give the spacecraft slightly over 1 foot per
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second velocity and then a few minutes later, the spacecraft
will make a slight evasive maneuver with RCS thrusters, slightly
under 1 foot per second. Total of the ejection and evasive
maneuver about 2 feet per second. This is to place the
CSM anc LM on a trajectory that will go below and behind the
S-IVB for the first S-IVB ignition. We will continue to
stand by for air to ground.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are
coming off of Carnarvon here but we will be monitoring your
ejection through an ARIA.

SC Roger. Those ARIA's make an awful lot
of noise, Houston. We have trouble hearing each other.

CAPCOM Rog, copy.
SC AIRA is making all kinds of noise and -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Say again.
SC Houston, Apollo 9. We are making very

much ncise in VHF and it would be better if we do not show
(garble )

.

CAPCOM Roger, understand that you want the
ARIA down. Is that affirmative?

SC I think that would be better if the
\RIA is out of it.

CAP COM Okay, copy,,

PAO This is Apollo Control at 4 hours 8 min-
utes. Communications from the ARIA aircraft are just too
noisy for the crew. They have asked that we not keep the
ARIA's up here. The aircraft will continue to stand by and
if the need arises, we will ask them to go remote again,
but we do not anticipate ARIA communication. The next sta-
tion where we will be able to have voice contact will be
the tracking ship Huntsville at 4 hours 14 minutes. This
is Mission Control Houston at 4 hours 9 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
The Hunts

CAPCOM

This is Apollo Control at A hours 14 min-

Llle has acquisition now.
Houston, Apollo 9.

Go, Apollo 9. This is Houston.
Okay, Houston. You're coming in very weak,

but since (garbled) we had a very successful ejection and

we are suddenly separating very slowly from the S-IVB.

We've got them in site out of all of the windows.
CAPCOM Sounds beautiful. Could you give me

your ejection time?
Okay, Houston. If you can read
hours, 10 minutes and 5 seconds.
Say the minutes again please, Apollo 9.

the

ejection time was
CAP COM

Just the minutes.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. If you

read - we did copy your transmission of the successful ejec-

tion. You are moving away. We did copy the time, but we

would like for you to verify the minutes - if you can try

i t again

.

this is ApolloHo us to

please

.

CAPCOM
time again, please?

Would y o

Say again,

give your ejection

CAPCOM
you

I t was 08 05.

We copy. Thank you and we'll
two-four.

can rea

Roger.
Roger,

over Hawaii at about
Roger.

COM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. If you

me - the S-IVB manuever time is 25 plus 04.

Roger. Two 5, zero four.
very good. We're talking to eachCAP COM

other again.
PAO Huntsville has LOS now. Crew reported

the successful ejection of the combined spacecraft from the

S-IVB. At four hours, 8 minutes, 5 seconds (that's five

seconds after sunrise) they had performed the evasive ma-

nuever. They report Apollo 9 is separating slowly from the

S-IVB and the S-IVB is in sightout of all windows of the

spacecraft. Apollo 9 will go below and behind the S-IVB

now on this trajectory. The minimum distance at S-IVB re-

light is 500 feet and pulling away. However, we expect with

this nanuever to be between 3,000 and 4,000 feet at the time

the S-IVB is reignited. The S-IVB is scheduled to manuever -

211, burn attitude at 4 hours, 25 minutes. The ground will

release the reignition inhibit at 4 hours, 36 minutes and

we are presently planning the second reignition of the S-IVB

at 4 hours, 46 minutes Into this mission. That would put

it over the Merrit Island tracking station in Florida.
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Hawaii will acquire Apollo 9 at 4 hours,
23 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 4 hours, 24

minutes; we are standing by for Hawaii.

cc Apollo 9, Houston, through Hawaii.

p ^0 T he engineer reports the SIVB is maneuvering.

C C Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.

S C Roger, Houston. We've been sitting here

watching the SIVB maneuver, and he's just about 90 degrees

to our* line of sight now.
cc Roger. The comm is beautiful now Apollo

9; we have (garble) SOR with delay. And I would like to pass

you the ignition time for the SIVB.

SC Roger; go ahead.

Cc Alright, stand by 1 here, we might get a

better one. Apollo 9, Houston
SC Go ahead Houston.
Cc Roger; we are showing the SIVB restart

at 4 plus 45 plus 56.

SC 4 45 56.

CC That's affirmative.
PAo Booster engineer reports SIVB Is at local

horizontal now.
C C Apollo 9, this is Houston. The SIVB

has completed its maneuver and we would like to have a GO from

you to release the maneuvering; (garble).

CC Say that again, Houston, Apollo 9.

sc Roger; the SIVB has completed its maneuver

and we are standing by for its ignition with (garble) GO from

you to (garble) restart inhibit.
S C Roger Houston, Apollo 9 here, we ve just

announced that we are (garble) to the rear (garble) and want

a GO for restart inhibit.
CC Roger, Apollo 9, Houston, cut.

SC This is Apollo 9.

CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. Stand by about

a minute and we'll pick you up later.
PAo We've had LOS Hawaii but we'll pick up

at the Redstone momentarily. We'll continue to stand by.

SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston, we've got

you now through the Redstone and you were faded out on your

last transmission there.
SC Roger, you have a GO to release and to

restart and Inhibit.
CC Roger Apollo 9, We copy that; thank you.

SC Houston, Apollo 9, do you read me?

CC You are a little weaker than Rusty, Jim.

Go ahead.
SC Okay, I just was wondering; you weren t

answering some of my transmissions. We are quartering behind

(garble) at the present time .and you do have that GO.

CC Okay, thank you Jim. We got It. You
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transmission was a ARIA at LOS coming off

the Y there; we had about a 40 second break here.

SC Alright.
CC I've got you real good now.

END OF TAPE
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PAO The restart has been enabled, the booster
systems engineer reports,

CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. If you got
the time could you give me a guess at the range from the S-IVB?

SC It's a pretty tough question.
CC Okay, I thought it might be, I was just

curious for a guess on it.
SC It's at a couple thousand feet or so, I'd

gue s a .

CC Okay, than k you.
SC Looks like it's going to be right down the

tail pipe.
CC That ought to be a good view.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The program

duration of this S-IVB burn is 1 minute 2 seconds. We
anticipate an apogee of 1722 miles.

SC (garbled)
CC Did you say that it was smoggy, Apollo 9?
SC Doesn't look like it, looks pretty clear.
CC Oh, very good.
SC (garbled)
CC I missed what Jim said there.
SC Houston, we're down like, it looks like

about 1000 feet or so.
CC Understand you are now at 1000 feet, is

that affirmative? Does it look like you are closing?
SC Well, just climbing up above. He's

just crossing the horizon with respect to us, so he's going
to get up above us again and then come back around us.

SC Houston, we're going to be just about
down his tail pipe. It looks like about 1000 feet or so.

CC Roger, copy, right down to tail pipe
and about 1000 feet.

SC Does that look like a good place?
CC Stand by one. It's better than being

right off the nose, but let's see what somebody says.
CC Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston. It's

our understanding that the places not to be are directly
above or below inside of 500 feet, so with that criteria
sounds like you are doing okay.

SC Alrigh t

.

SC Houston, against the black sky you can
really see the aps firing away,

CC Roger, copy,
CC And Apollo 9, when your lead cuts in its

afterburner you're expected to keep up.
SC No thanks.
CC Okay.
SC Give us about an hour.
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PAO Six minutes away from the burn now. We
are looking for an apogee of 17 hundred 22 miles, a parigee
of one hundred and nine miles at the conclusion of this S4B
b urn .

PAO Velocity should increase from about 25
thousand 500 feet per second to 27 thousand 800.

PAO Telemetry shows the present S4B orbit
at 111 by 106 nautical miles. (Pause.) Booster reports the
S4B looking good at 3 minutes. (Pause.)

SC Houston, Apollo 9, it looks like we have
slid down enough below them now so they can be thrusting right
at us with the engine.

CC Roge. Understand youall are a little
below and I will wait until after this burn of course but
I do have your SPS 1 pad when you get squared away after
this burn . Okay

.

SC Houston, what time should we begin to
see the ullaglng of the venting.

CC Stand by apollo 9. (Pause.) Apollo 9

this is Houston. You should see it starting in about 15

seconds from right now.
SC Okay , thank you.
CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, this la Houston. You should
see It start In about 15 seconds from right now.

.SC ._.0kay, thank you.
CAPCOM Rog.
CAPCOM All the way down, Apollo 9.

SC Roger, understand, overdrawn and we
don't see any change yet.

CAPCOM Rog.
CAPCOM Mark 1 minute to ignition.
PAO Ignition reported.
CAPCOM Ignition on the S-IVB.
SC It's on the way.
SC It's just like a great star disappear-

ing into the distance.
CAPCOM What is there, quite a bit of debris

kicked out there, Apollo?
SC looked like a. real clean burn. You

could see a lot of stuff coming out when he just started
up but then it just went into a nice bright light.

CAPCOM Thank you,
SC We got some movies but I'm not sure

they're going to be too good. He's pretty far out there.
PAO Apogee is 1200 miles now. Shut down.

Normal shutdown.
CAPCOM And the S-IVB has shut down, Apollo 9.
SC Roger, he's just a speck in the dis-

tance right now.
CAPCOM Okay, now that we've got him out of

the way, back with the business at hand. I'm ready to
read SPS 1 pad any time.

SC Okay, stand by just a minute.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. Could we

have computer in ACCEPT] we'd like to start you up target
load.

SC Rog, you got it.
CAPCOM Understand we got it.
SC Rog.
SC Okay, Houston. Ready to copy the

P-30.
CAPCOM Rog. Starting with the P-30 and there

will be about a minute delay on the target load. We're
going to switch stations starting now on the maneuver
pad. SPS 1, 005 59 all zips plus 00368, all zips, all
zips, 00368, 00324, 0051 58840 plus 100 minus 020 1713.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Go Apollo 9.
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SC Roger, you cut out very badly in that.

I got TIG and I got DELTA VX and DELTA VR and DELTA VC and

that's all I got.
CAPCOM Okay, we'll try you again. Now are you

reading me okay?
SC Roger, reading you okay now. Stand by

just one minute. Okay, go ahead again.
CAP COM Say again Apollo 9.

SC Roger, go ahead with your pad.
CAPCOM Okay, I won't read the TIG again. That's

55900, and reading the DELTA VX ,
plus 00368 and are you with

us ?

SC Yes I am and that's as far as we got

last time

.

CAPCOM Okay, all zeros for DELTA VY , all zeros.
00368, 00324, 0051 , 58840 plus 100 minus 020 17135 2033100.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

SC Roger, the last thing I got was 937;
you got any more?

CAPCOM Rog, we'll try you again here. Stand
by one here

.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, Houston. How do you
read?

SC Reading you five square, Houston.
CAPCOM Okay, you're coming In a little weak.

Understand you got up through CSM weight; is that affirma-
tive?

SC That's affirmative.
CAPCOM Okay, reading PIPSTRAN. Plus 100 minus

020, 171352033100, end of the pad.
SC Roger, reading back. 00559 all zips.

Plus 00368, all zips, all zips. 00368 00324 005158840 plus
100 minus 020 171352033100.

CAPCOM Houston confirms the pad. I would also
now like to give you your gimbal angles used in the pad-
ressmaxforSPSl.

SC Go.
CAPCOM Rog. It's roll 00 , pitch 359, yaw 001.
SC Roger, understand 000 359 001.
CAPCOM And this is affirmative; Houston con-

firms .

SC Roger, and ia the computer ours? Did
you get the P-27 in?

CAPCOM The computer is yours, Apollo 9.
SC Roger, thank you.
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 4 hours,
54 minutes. Antigua has LOS now. The next station will
be Ascension in about 6 minutes...

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 4 hours, 54
minutes;. Antique has LOS now. Next station will be Ascension.
In about 6 minutes. You heard the crew's reaction to the SIVB
restart: during this pass. An initial look at telemetry on
this SIVB burn, this second burn of the SIVB in this mission
shows an apogee of 1 6 80 n autical miles, perigee o f 108 nautic al
miles; very early readout on it. We had predicted 1 722 by
109. A preliminary velocity achieved, 27 763 total; we were
about 25 5 when we started the burn. Preburn we had expected
something a total velocity of about 27 800. We passed up the
maneuver updates for the first service propulsion system burn
in the docked configuration. This will come at 5 hours, 59
minutes into the mission; DeltuV at 36.8 feet per second, dura-
tion of the burn, 5.1 seconds. The second SIVB restart will
come within 7 or 8 minutes after this first SPS burn. At 4

hours, 56 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, we are at Ascension

CAPCOM Repeat your state vector again, if you
could give us through and accept.

SC Roger, your are through and accept.
CAPCOM Roger, and a couple of items. There is

a bias in your x pipa and we are taking a look at this and
the only steps we would like to do at this time would be to
recommend that you stay in Average G as little time as possible.
We are estimating that during the SPS 1 burn, there will be
an error of about a foot and a half. So the only thing we
will do at this time is you just come out of average G as
soon as possible and we will talk about this later after the
burn

.

SC Okay, and we have another problem here.
On the 02 (garble) highlight continues to come on and we
seem to have a steady space flow on the on the (garble) PIPS - - -

lbs per hour. We don't have the vent open yet. There is
a little bit in the waste management vent, but we do have the
LM pressurization on, and I'm wondering if you could you give
us a clue as to whether you think we have a leaky LM or not.

CAPCOM Roger, we copied the transmission, Apollo 9.
Stand by for some words of wisdom on that.

SC We're getting the master alarm light on every
few minutes here. You can send the CRYO generator 02 flow
high. It is almost like the simulator.

CAPCOM Roger, that is a shame. Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, we like to have the fans in

H2 tank 1 turned on manually at this time and just leave it on.
We will leave it on for a while and take a look at it.

SC Okay, we'll turn the fan on.
CAPCOM Okay, and we would like to know if you

can see the docking angle index when you were up in the tunnel.
SC Negative, I didn't look.
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. The computer

is yours and I have a NAV check to go along with that state
ve c to r

.

SC Roger, stand by.
SC Okay Houston, ready to copy your NAV check.
CAP COM Roger. Disregard, we have checked it here

on the ground and unless you want it, I won't read it to you.
Apollo 9, did you copy?

SC We won't need it.
CAPCOM Okay we won't read it. We are going to have

you for about another minute at Ascension and then we will see
you over Tananarive at 19

.

SC Roger.
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CAP COM Roger, we would like to have you

turn ol'f the LM p r ess ur i z a t ion valve to see if that takes

care of the 02 high flow.
gc; Roger, we will check that in a few

minutesi and advise you.
CAP COM Okay.
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. We want .you to go

back to P30, P40 again, to recompute that restmat after this

up link.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 5 hours,

8 minutes. We have loss of signal at Ascension. During

this pass the crew reported the oxygen flow high light on.

Indicating that they were getting high rate flow from the

oxygen tanks. The E COM officer, the environmental officer
here on the ground is monitoring this and we just advised
the crew to turn the LM p re s s ur i z a t ion valve off to see
whether this will help the situation. This valve has been
on to pressurize the LM, using the CSM oxygen. We have a

report here now, on some activities following this third
SAB burn which will put the S 4 B into an escape trajectory.
This burn will be followed by a propellant dump about
4000 miles above the Pacific Ocean. This is expected to

create a cloud that may be visible from dark portions of the

Earth. If the dump is started at its scheduled time, about
5:12 pn Eastern Standard Time. The cloud will build up in

size until it is about 1000 kilometers in diameter. This
should make it visible from the darkened East Coast of the

United States between 6 and 8:30 pm Eastern Standard Time.
On the East Coast the cloud should be about the size of a

full noon from 20 to 35 degrees above the western horizon.
Binoculars would be helpful. Next station to acquire will
be Tananarive at 5 hours, 19 minutes into the mission. This
is Mission Control at 5 hours, 10 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is apollo control at 5 hours,
19 minute. We're coming up on a short pass at Tananarive
now. We'll stand by.

CAPCOM Hello, Apollo 9, this is Houston,
through Tananarive.

CAP COM Apollo 9, this is Houston, if you read
me, we'll see you over Carnarvon at 3:02.

PAO This is Apollo Control, 5 hours, 21

minutes. We've had loss of signal at Tananarive now.
Went through that short pass without conversation. Next
station acquired will be Carnarvon, at 5 hours, 32 minutes.
At 5 hours, 21 minutes, this is mission control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Apollo Control at 5 hours, 32 minutes

and Carnarvon is acquiring Apollo 9. We'll atand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Through Carnarvon,
sc Roger, Houston.
CAPCOM Now we're reading you loud and clear.

SC Signal if you are ready to copy.
CAPCOM Go ahead,
SC ... GET observe 5, 1830, plus 00153

plus 00333, minus 00638.
CAPCOM Roger. Apollo 9, I copy that.
CAP COM Hello, Apollo 9, this is Houston.

You are go SPS1.
SC Ready here to go for SPS1.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Just a word of info to close

out that item on the power going into the LM, that duty
cycle has now settled down and is exactly the same as the

duty cycle was prior to launch. So, everything is good
on the LM power. And it's 5 on and 28 off.

SC (Garbled)
CAPCOM Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 5 hours,

37 minutes, Carnarvon has had LOS. During this pass, we

just passed up the information on the LM heater. You
recall sometime ago, Jim McDivltt asked about the needle
hopping around and he was wondering about that. We

have confirmed now that this heater is on the same duty
cycle chat it showed prelaunch. It's 5 seconds on and
28 seconds off. So, there is no problem there with the

heater,, We're now in the orbits - we are on revolution 4

and we're in the orbits that are getting up farther north,
so we'll pick up Guam this time. It's the next station
to acquire at 5 hours, 43 minutes. This is mission
control, Houston, at 5 hours, 38 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control at 5 hours 43

minutes. We are standing by at GWM for aquisition of

Apollo 9.

CC Apollo 9 this is Houston through GWM
standing by.

SC Roger Houston, ... to do a check with
you.

CC Apollo 9, Houston. I will have you
here for about another 2 and a half minutes. I have got
a couple of words of wisdom on your attitude on this burn,
why you are going to be off a couple of degrees in PITCH
and a couple of degrees in YAWS if you want me to give then
to you.

SC Go ahead.
CC Okay. Your restmat is off slightly

and we think this may have come about by the order in which
you loaded the dap in relation to the P52. However we have
taken a look at this and we are saying at burn attitude you
are going to have zero roll, a pitch of 358 and a yaw of
about 002, and this will give you the right burn if you wont
be at 000 on the ball.

SC Roger, Houston. Thank you very much.
CC Roge.
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.
CC Go Apollo 9

.

SC Okay, we seem to have our 02 thing in hand
now. We have closed the frontal the return valve
and one of us had our helmet off for just a moment there
and that was so it looks like we have the 02 problem
in hand.

CC Roger, we copy that some of it was
dropped out. I am about to loose you here. We will see
you over Hawaii at 57.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 5 hours 50
minutes GWM has loss of signal. This first service propulsion
system burn scheduled in 8 minutes now over Hawaii just
after we acquire Hawaii. The third S4B burn is now 16
minutes away, it will be performed over Guaymas tracking
station in Mexico. This SPS burn will be posigrade, very
short burn low Delta V 36.8 feet per second. But it will
give us a good look at the interface between the two
spacecraft. The docking ring and the dynamics between
the Lunar Module and the Command and Service Modules during
a big engine firing. We will come back up just prior to
Hawaii aquisition. At 5 hours 52 minutes this is mission
control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Apollo 9„ thia ia Houston. Standing by

PAO Apollo Control at 5 hours, 57 minutes.
Apollo 9 coming up on Guam acquisition now and we're a min-
ute, 20 seconds away from the SPS burn.

CAP COM
for your burn

.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9. A minute,
10 seconds ready to go.

Soger.
Ignition confirm. Cutoff.
Burn c omp 1 e t e

.

Roger, copy. Burn complete.
And Apollo 9, Houston. I copy your
plus .5 minus .2.
Roger, Affirmative and the EMS was minus

CAPCOM
PAO
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

residuals, plus 1

.

4.2.
CAPCOM
PAO

Roger, minus 4.2.
Guidance Officer says a preliminary look

indicates that it was a good burn.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. In about 30 seconds

we'll lose you off Hawaii and have you back at Redstone about
a minute later. They'll be & break in there and then we'll
pick you up for a long pass.

PAO We're 4 minutes away from the third S-IVB
restart. The spacecraft will be over Guaymas but the S-IVB
will be over Guam during chis burn. We're showing through
tracking now an S-IVB velocity of about 20,500 feet per sec-
ond. We expect to get a total velocity of 37,730 feet per
second as a result of this burn. We'll burn to escape tra-
jectory.

PAO Showing the S-IVB in an orbit right now
of 1671 nautical miles apogee, 115 and a half perigee.

CAPCOM Through Redstone, we ought to have you
now on a long stateside pass.

PAO
4 minutes.

CAP COM
do you read?

SC
CAPCOM

reading you okay,
and it should be

one here,
minutes .

PAO

And the duration of this burn will be

Apollo 9, Houston through Redstone. How

Houston, Apollo 9. Are you reading?
You're down a little bit, Dave, but I'm

We've got you through the Redstone now
nice long pass.
Apollo 9, how do you read me?
Rog, you're about the same. Stand by

think we'll get better here in- a couple of

S-IVB ignition.

END OF TAPE
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PAO . .Y4B ignition.
•Apogee just hit 3,000 miles. Velocity

is up to 24,000 feet per second. 4,000 mile apogee, now.

5,000 mile apogee, now. 6,000 mile apogee. Still burning
and apogee has hit 8,000 mile;3 . 10 ,000 mile apogee, now.

And, we've lost data here on the S4B.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is

read now?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Housto

again - how do you read?
PAO Flight Dynamics reports picking up

vector on the S4B which indicates a 53,000 mile apogee.
Cut off.

Houston, do you read?

Houston, how do you

Trying

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

how do you read?
SC

loud and clear
CAPCOM

Apollo
Apollo 9, Houston, through Texas,

Houston, Apollo 9, we read youRoge r

how about
Oh, we're reading you loud and clear.

We just sent the S4B hyperbolic and got it out of your
way .

S5C Roger. Vary Good. We were reading
you all along there; guess you just weren't reading us.

CAPCOM Roger. Guess we had some of our
receivers tuned in on the S4B there, that I didn't
know they had taken away from me,

SC Okay.
CAPCOM When you get squared away after the

burn, I've got your star count update for you.

EIC

up take

.

CAPCOM
068029113302

SC
3302.

CAPCOM

Okay .

Okay ,
Houston, go ahead with the

Roger. Star count update. 006494500.
End of update.

Roger, understand. 006494500 0680291

That's afirmative. Houston confirms
the update and would like to have you go ahead and open
up the LM p r ess ur i z a t ion valve, if you concur.

SC Roger. We tried to get ahold of you
before to tell you we're going to do it, so we'll do it
at this time.

CAP COM Okay .
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apcllo 9.

Sc How are we making out on RCS as

opposed to Manual. What I'a wondering about is whether

or not we should do the star count.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one minute.

capcom Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. We're down a little bit, but

we've got an excellent margin and nobody is sweating

it at all. We recommend that you go ahead and do this

star check.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Houston.
SC Let me give you an up on the SPS Pu

system there. Following the burn, reading 89.2 percent in

oxidizer and 93.7 in fuel and an unbalanced peg on the

decrease side.
CAPCOM Roger, copy 89.2, 93.7, and the unbalanced

pegged on the decreased side.
SC Roger, and for your information, the

fuel vent, SPS injector valve Al opens slower than A2

.

CAP COM Roger, copy. Al is slower than A2

.

CAP COM Apollo 9, this is Houston. We are

about to lose you here. We will pick you up over Tananarive

at 51.
SC Roger, Tananarive at 51.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 6 hours,

26 minutes into the mission. Antigua has LOS. Next station

to acquire will be Tananarive at 6 hours, 51 minutes. During

this last pass we have the first Service Propulsion System

burn, with the spacecraft in the docked configuration.
Guidance Officer says his data indicates that it was a good

burn. We should have a valid orbital parameters very shortly.

We will come back up as soon as we have those. That burn

was performed at 5 hours, 59 minutes over Hawaii. That is

6 hours, 7 minutes, 18 seconds, while the spacecraft was
over Guaymas and the S4B was over Guam. We had the third

SAB restart. We lost data about half way into this burn
and picked up one vector and lost data again, however all

indications are that the SAB did go hypergolic and now is

in an escape trajectory. We will come back up just as soon as

we have some good orbital parameters on Apollo 9. At 6 hours,
27 minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 6 hours,

50 minutes into the mission. We have the current orbital

parameters now. They' are 125.6 nautical miles apogee by

108.3 nautical miles perigee. We were predicting as a re-

sult of the SPS bunt, U 6 by 108. We had targeted that burn

for a duration of '5\ 1 secoqds; we actually got 5.0 seconds.

We were: looking for a DELTA V of 36.8 feet pex second; we

got 34.1 feet per second. So we're very close to what we

had projected prior to the burn. We're coming up on Tanana-
rive now, should have acquisition within a few seconds. We'll

stand by.
PAO Our parameters prior to that burn were

108.7 by 106.5.
CAP COM Do you read?
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston through

Tananarive. We're probably nor getting you here. We got

about another minute and a half and if you can read me we'll

see you over Guam at about 17.

SC Roger, Houston. This is Apollo 9 and

we're reading you loud and clear through Tananarive. We'll

look for you over Guam. How do you read me?
CAPCOM Oh, we're getting you in here now. I

didn't read you at all the first time through.
SC Okay, I heard your call (garble) but

we just weren't getting down to you.
CAP COM Rog. It hasn't been too stern here off

Tananarive today.
SC Okay. We're just taking a little time

out to eat here right now. We haven't had anything to eat
yet (gerble).

CAP COM Okay, our plan is that as we come over
Guam and back across the states, why, we'll discuss all that
distance stuff and so forth before you go to sleep tonight.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And we say Sayonara over Tananarive; see

you over Guam.
SC Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 6 hours, 56 min-

utes. Tananarive has loss of signal. Communications not too
good over the Tananarive station. The crew did report that
they were having a meal, taking a little time out to eat.
They'll be updated on the few minor problems that exist over
Guam prior to their rest period. The white team is in the
process; of handing over now to the gold team headed by Plight
Director, Jerry Griffin. The next station to acquire will
be Guam at 7 hours, 17 minutes. This is Mission Control
Houston at 6 hours, 57 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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]>AO This ia Apollo control at 7 hours 8 minutes
ground elapsed time. We have had a shift change the gold team

of course has replaced the white. Jerry Griffin is the
flight: director on this shift that is coming up and the

capcoia that is the voice that you will hear talking to the

crew is that of astronaut Stu Roosa. At 7 hours 9 minutes
ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo control at 7 hours 15

minutes, ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is in the fifth

revolution at the present time. Flying over the Philippine

Islands approaching the tracking site at GWM. On this the

fifth revolution of the flight:, controllers here at MCC

will pass up permission for 1 4 more revs, that is the

go no go for 14 more revs. Apollo 9 will be acquired by

the GWM tracking site at 7 hours 17 minutes into the flight

or a little less than a minute from now. And at that

particular time the flight manual called for discussion of

open items, the go no go decision and of course an MCC update

state vector. In about 15 more seconds we should have
acquisition. Let's monitor for a while and hear any conversation

between the crew and the ground.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 this is Houston through gwm.

SC Hello Houston, Apollo 9 here.
CC Roger, we would like to have two and

accept please we are going to give you state vector.
SC Roger you have two and accept.
CC And Apollo 9 this is Houston. Can you

talk a few minutes h e re we are going to have you over gwm

for about 5 minut es

.

SC Sure go ahead. What shall we talk about ?

CC Okay ) s tand by would you.

SC What I want to talk about is that extra
PIPA bias.

CC Okay we will take that one first. We

are showing an error in tha t x step up of about .04 fe et

per second squared

.

The P 1 an is to not do anything wi th that

tonight and we will up d a te that tomorrow prior to the firs t

b urn .

S C Okay i s it within the tolerance of

which you c an update
CC Yes it is, That is affirmative.
SC Okay very good.
CC Okay that takes care of that. I would

just like to ask a fast question. You haven't mentioned it

I assume that you have no reading on that SCS Helium pressure
thats still gone.

SC That is affirmative and still reading
full scale low.

CC Okay very good. Another item on this
master alarm on the hard docking. We don't have you a good
explanation, however we do have some info in from the cape
that this was found on spacecraft 106 when they docked and
they hadn't found out why but they did get an unexplained
master alarm when they docked down there with 106.

SIC Okay.
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qq And we 'axe. going to replay the data when,

you dock to see if we can get anything out of it but we

can not close the loop on that one at this time.

SC Okay do you.. have any idea what could have
caused our primary second and propellant valves to go

closed.
CC. I think you Bust be looking at my sheet

here Jim because that was my exact item comming up next. I

would like to ask you. We feel that two explinations , one
was a stray electrical current there that actually did.it
or do you feel that you could have bumped the switches when
you were changing seats? .

SC No I don't think so because, I dont
think we could have bumped them because we did a RCS check
after that and it was dark in here but I looked through all
of the quads and I looked at all the talk backs. The talk
backs looked okay. It is possible but not very probable
that I missed all three of those talk hacks, I was wondering
if we couldn't have had the jolt from the seperation between
the service module and the sla cause them to go closed'. I

can't imagine that we would only have one of the talk backs
on the D-Quad go closed for any other reason.

CC Okay that was something we. wanted to

verify that the talk back that was closed on Quad Delta was
the secondary propellant. -

SC Roger C and primary and secondary closed,
D or Delta ..just the secondary closed,

CC Okay we copy that and we agree with you
we are really at. a loss how the secondary propellant only
talk back could have gotten in that condition,

SC" Okay...

CC So. that is something that we will have
to think about here over night,

SC Alright, be advised of one other thing,
sortof keep track of the venting cabin vent. We didn't go
back to waste the vent overboard until 715, we didn't get
that open again until then.

CC Roger copy

.

SC And you know when we closed it it was
just prior to the docking. /

CC Roger. Okay and that is okay. Next item
is 1 would just like to, we are closing this one out about
that LM power -cycling that is running, as I mentioned before
just exactly on .the cycle that we would expect and the way
it was doing on the pad.

SC Okay fine

.
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CC Okay we have got some other things. We

will pick them up here over Hawaii at about 3 2. I have

a minute left and I have a nav check to go with this

state vector we just pasaed you.
Sc Standby one we are going to have to

sort through the food bag9 for a piece of paper.

CC Okay understand and the computer is yours.

SC Okay Houston go ahead with the nav check.

CC Okay time 00810 all O'a -2719 +02980

1256 end of update.
SC Roger understand, 00810 all zips 92719

+02980

.

CC Okay Apollo 9 you went over the hill
with everything confirmed except the altitude and we will
see you over Hawaii.

PA0 At 6 hours and 40 minutes some time ago

there was to have been an S4B lox and hydrogen dump. The

flight controllers here at MCC applied power to the system

but there was no indication of a dump, and as yet we don't

know why there was no indication of a dump. So there was no

lox and hydrogen dump as was planned. The spacecraft has

moved beyond range of the gwm tracking site. We will

pick it up again at Hawaii in about 8 more minutes. In the

mean time at 7 hours 25 minutes ground elapse time this

is Apollo control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 7 hours,
31 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9. We expect that the

crew will get its decision GO /NO-GO for 19-1 on this pass

when the Hawaii tracking station acquires. There will also

be some information passed up to the crew regarding the light

housekeeping and preparation for the rest cycle which will

be due very shortly- We estimate that the change of shift
briefing involving the participants on the white team will
take place here in Houston, at approximately 5:45 Central
Standard Time. We should have acquisition very shortly.
Let's monitor the conversation between the ground here in

Houston and the Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Greetings Apollo 9, this is Houston
through Hawaii

.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, I didn't get a confirm on your
NAV checkout. If you run it, you have probably discovered
the sign was wrong on the longtitude.

SC (garble)
CAP COM Say again Apollo 9.

SC Roger, we discovered that.

CAPCOM Roger, and did the rest of it go okay?

SC Roger.
CAPCOM Alright, and are you free to talk now?

SC Roger, go ahead.
CAPCOM First, is this cryo tank. What we would

like to have you do at this time is turn off fans and heater
in both H2 tanks. Let the pressure drop down to 200 and

then have you manually maintain that at 200 until you power
down. After you have powered down, just before sacking out,

we are going to turn on the fan in H2 tank 1, and the
estimates on this one is that it will slowly build up the
pressure and when you wake up in the morning it will have
built back up to 235 and it will keep the master alarm from
coming on through the night.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, are we squared away on that, Apollo
SC Okay, you want us to turn the heaters

and fans off on both the H2 tanks, and when do you want us
to do that now.

CAP COM You can do that right now.
SC Okay fine.
CAPCOM Okay, very good. We would also - have

you started a charge on battery B.

SC Negative, we weren't going to start the
charge until we went to sleep. (garble) charge on battery B.

CAPCOM Okay, we will go ahead and agree with
that Apollo 9

.

SC Okay, we will turn it on right before
we go to sleep.
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CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are GO

for 19-1. in .

SC Roger, understand we are GO for 19-1.

CAPCOM Okay, and this 02 flow high readings

you were getting, we consider that a closed item. How do

you feel on this one Apollo 9.

SC 1 think it is a closed item also.

CAPCOM Okay, and on Rusty's comment on SPS 1,

our data shows that both ball valves opened right on the money,

opened together.
SC Okay fine, we may have just had a sticky

gage in the cockpit. How about PICON valves that we have

on the quantity gage.
CAP COM Okay, this one we will have to look at

some more. We don't believe that it is a valid reading at

this time, Apollo 9. On that short of burn we feel that the^

pugs worked for such a short time, and that it probably didn t

get a valid reading and we don't believe that.

SC Yes, that seems logical.
CAP COM Okay, and on SPS 1 everything uh it

jas a nominal burn. G and C is real happy, the PC and

everything else looks real good, so it looks like we are in

fine shape on it.

SC Okay, very good.
CAPCOM Okay, we are about to lose you here for

about a couple of minutes and we will see you over the

Redstone about 38.

PAO Now, we have lost the contact with the

spacecraft. We will pick it up in another minute or so, over

the tracking ship Redstone. At 7 hours, 37 minutes into

the flight of Apollo 9, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo control. During the

change of shift press conference the spacecraft was acquired

by the tracking ship Redstone and the station at Guaymas

and a portion of the Texas station. ,T
~

J ~ J " 1 '

to ground between Houston and the

to play that for you at this time.

CC Okay Apollo 9

have you through to Redstone now

We recorded the air
crew and are prepared

this is Houston we should

CC
How do you read?

Apollo 9 this is Houston through Redstone

CC

You are weak but clear Houston. Go ahead

Oh you are coming in clear here. Okay

we would like to have you go back to BLOCK on your cm

telemetry.
sc Roger. BLOCK. Let me ask you a question

about the other H2 tank. Tf we run them both down to

200 and we turn the fan on in H2 tank number 1 what are we

going to do with tank number 2?

CC We expect it will...
I didn't get that answer.
Apollo 9 this is Houston

SC
CC copied that

would you stand by.
Ro ge r

.

CC Apollo 9 houston.
SC Go ahead.
CC Okay. Copy your question and what we

are saying is that the pressure will stay equil in tank 2

just due tc the heat leak even though we are feeding primarily

out of tank one, but that pressure should come up right

alon
j
with tank one.
SC
CC

Ok ay .

And also uld like-- Could you verify

that the surge tank is on the line.

SC

coming up
SC

Roger the surge tank is

.

Okay very good we just noticed that

t tie slow.
Yea it sure is coming up slow isn't it.

Stand by. And Apollo 9 we are showing you

about 60 degree yaw now, just wanted to mention that.

SC Roger.
cc And Apollo 9 this is Houston. That just

about closes out my list here unless you have any questions

about my comments on that 2 degree pitch and yaw on the

attitude for the CSl.

3C What was your comment about 6 degree yaw.

r c Say again Apollo 9.
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SC (Garble)
CC Boy you are really coming in scratchy here

on this one.
SC Okay I think we understand what you said.
CC Okay and that cleans us up here Apollo 9

have you got anything you would like to tosa in here across
this pad. This is about the last time we plan on doing much
talking to you.

SC No I guess it is just the general comment
we were pretty well crowded today to get all of these things
in so we shouldn't have missed much.

CC Roger 1 understand you were really humping
up there, pretty busy day.

CC And Apollo 9 Houston would like to verify
the canister change at 6:30.

SC It's in now.
CC Roger copy. Apollo 9 Houston. Apollo 9

Houston. Apollo 9 Houston how do you read?
SC Apollo 9, we are reading you loud and

clear

.

CC Okay we have got you in here now. Two
other items. We would like to get an E memory dump from you
to give us some homework here tonight if you can give us
a mark and take that...

SC Garble
CC Wait stand by Apollo 9 our telemetry

just dropped out.
SC Okay we would like to know when you would

like u£> to start charging the battery.
CC Okay you can start it any time prior

to sacking out. We are going to lose you here in about
another minute and the only other time we will talk with
you before sack time will be over Tananarive which will hit
there at 24. So you can start anytime you want.

SC Okay fine do you want that E memory dump
now or do you want to just skip it.

CC No we are standing by now go ahead and
let her run.

SC Okay stand by.
SC Houston the E memory dump is on the way.
CC Okay roger copy. And one other item

over Tananarive if you can, we would like to have a PRD
read out from each one of you. And we will see you over Tananarive
at about 24 or 25.

SC Roger. Thank you and we will get a
PRD report as soon as we figure out what it is. And charging
battery D right now for you.
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cc Okay and that is a dosimeter readin-g over

tananarive, Apollo 9 this is Houston through Tananarive.

SG Apollo 9.

eg Roger I. am not reading you very good

at all .but axe you reading me well enough to take your

BLOCK data, I am ready to send that if you can read it.

SC Roger stand by just one,

CC Okay

.

SC Okay Houston go ahead.

CC " Roger reading BLOCK, data number 2. 009

3 bravo + 256 + 1450. Zero 131431 2928 010. Okay charley

charley -195 -1617 015 3 bravo.

SC Okay roger ready to continue.

CC Okay continuing on. 012 alpha charley

+101 -0321 0171349, 29 28 0132 Alpha +250 -0264 01850

55 77 29 28 and the last one 014 alpha charley +308 -0279

0202440 2928, That is the end of the BLOCK data and your

SPS trim angles for this pitch -133 yaw +135,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM I have 133 yaw plus 135 and that
Is the end of the BLOCK data, Before you start to read
back, there are a couple of other comments for you.

SC Okay, go ahead.
CAP COM Roger. We'd like to have you verify

that you will do a waste water dump down to 25 percent
prior to the rest period?

SC Roger, Waste water dump down to

25 percent prior to rest period.
CAP COM That 1 $• affirmative, and we'd like to

have a dosimeter reading i ': you've got it.

SC Roger, stand by.
SC Okay, the LMP dosimeter is 8001.
CAPCOM
SC Roger.
CAP COM Go ahead.
SC 001
CAP COM Roger. I copy LMP 8001.

Say the next one.
SC CDR is 31C2.
CAPCOM Roger and CMP.
SC CMP is all sacked up.
CAPCOM Roger. Stop the no reading for

the CMP. Thank you. We've only got about 20 seconds here
before we leave. On this surge tank coming up, we aay
that if you would bring r.ne repress back on the line
and give us a reading on that, it might help us trouble
shoot that.

S C
• CAP COM We're going to lose you here, Apollo 9

at the end of the pass, Tie nest pass is scheduled over
Hawaii at 05 which is righc at the beginning of your
rest period.

PA0 Thn Apollc 9 spacecraft apparently
has moved out of rangs of -he Tananarive Tracking Station.
We should pick them up again in about 32 minutes at the
by the Hawaiian Tracking Site. At that time, the crew
should be entering its rest period. The plan here is to

limit the conversation, keep the conversation- to a

minimum with the crew. At. 8 hours, 33 minutes into the
flight of Apollo 9, 'chip is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 9 hours, 4 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 ig in the sixth revolution
at the present time approaching the tracking station Hawaii.
About an hour ago during the Change of Shift Press Conference
Mission Control here in Houston concluded S-IVB tracking and
they turned that over - the balance of the tracking over to
Goddard. That was about 815 GET . At that time the TM data
coming back from the S-IVB stage indicated that it was tumbl-
ing. :!he crew at the present time, according to the flight
plan, is in che process of powering down the spacecraft prior
to going into drifting flight. This is done prior to the
rest cycle. The crew plans to power down the spacecraft and
go into that mode of flight identified as drifting flight.
This ie not new; it was used during the Mercury flights and
again In Gemini. During that power down phase, the crew
will reduce the power zo the inertial measuring unit to the
command module computer and to those other systems using
electrical power. Generally, ihis power load is kept as
low as possible with almost everything off or down except
the environment control system. At 9 hours and 6 minutes
into the flight, we have acquisition by the Hawaii tracking
tatior.. Let's monitor any air-to-ground that might trans-
ire between Houston and the Apollo 9 crew.

PAO We're standing by to monitor any poten-
tial conversation between the crew and MSC.

PAO Evidently we're not going to have any
commentary over this pass so we'll take the lines down and
continue to monitor end if #e have anything transpire we'll
pick it up Inter.

END OF TAPE
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PAq This is Apollo Control at 9 hours,

21 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9. The spacecraft has

moved just out of range of the tracking ship Redstone at

the present-time on the sixth -- still on the sixth revolu-

tion. During thia last pass there was about 40 to 45 seconds

of air-to-ground between the Center here in Houston and the

Apollo 9 crew. Let's play that back for you at the present

time.
CAPCOM Apollo 7, Houston. About one minute to

LOS. Looks like the last time we'll be talking to you this

evening

.

SC Roger, that's Apollo 9,

CAP COM Sorry about that.

sc That's alright. New guys are that way.

CAP COM Okay.
sc Roger, and Houston, we are purging. Is

that what you want?
CAPCOM That's affirmative.

We're presently in the process of purging

Affirmative. And is your H2 tank 1 fan

We'll bring it on now. We noticed it's

SC
02 fuel cells.

CAP COM
on at this time?

SC
: 00 .

CAPCOM Okay.
PA0 That was conversation between the Apollo 9

crew and Astronaut Ron Evans, who is the new CAPCOM at the

present time. Reference was made during that pass to fuel

cell purges there. There are actually two kinds of purges,

one of course is an oxygen; and the other is a hydrogen
purge. In this case, the crew did an 02 purge, an oxygen

purge. What this was essentially was cleaning out the chem-

ical impurities from the cells. Purging is merely forcing
oxygen into the fuel cells and thereby forcing the unwanted
chemicals out. The Apollo 9 crew is pretty much bedded down

on their rest cycle at the present time and as the spacecraft

heads over the Pacific, at 9 hours, 24 minutes into the flight

of Apollo 9, this is Apollo Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 9 hours, 56 min-
utes into the flight of Apollo 9. During the last pass over
Hawaii at about 905 GET., the Flight Surgeon, Dr. John Ziegel-
schnidt , reported the following mean heart rates on the crew.
He said that the Commander was registering 80 beats per min-
ute, the command module pilot registered 80 beats per minute,
while the lunar module pilot registered 68 beats per minute.
The respiration rates were as follows: 20 breaths per min-
ute for the Commander, 16 for the command module pilot and
12 for the lunar module pilot. The astronauts at that time
were not yet resting. They were still doing some minor
housekeeping duties in preparation for the rest cycle. In
the meantime here at MS C we're maintaining a radio silence
to jive the crew the maximum opportunity for rest. In the
area of the spacecraft systems, all of them are looking
okay and they're being monitored by the Flight Controllers
here in Houston. No anomalies occurring whatsoever. At
9 hours, 57 minutes into the flight with the spacecraft now
heading across the tip of Africa, the lower part of Africa,
on the seventh revolution, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 10 hours,

51 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9. The spacecraft has

moved out of range of' the Hawaii tracking station. During

that pass over Hawaii the Flight Surgeon was monitoring the

astro-b I oenvi r onment al tab as chey call it, the vital signs

and rates of the crew, and noted that all of their vital

signs appeared to be within the tolerable limits. The Com-

mander, for example, was indicating between 80 and 84 beats

per minute. The command module pilot Bhowing approximately

60 beats per minute, and about 10 respirations per .minute.

Flight Surgeon assumes that the astronauts are still resting,

perhaps another hour or so will be required before they can

lapse into a sound sleep. Meantime, all of the systems on

the spacecraft are reported operating well. As far as we're

able to determine, the Commander and the command module pilot

are reciting in the couches and the LM , the lunar module pilot,

evidently is in the sleep station. We assume that since we

receive no biomedical data froa the LM , the lunar module

pilot, on this pass. Incidentally, at approximately 10 hours,

and 42 minutes, some 9 minutes or so ago, Dave Scott doubled

his total flight time in space. He was a member of the Gem-

ini 8 crew that had to reenter In the Pacific on March 16,

1966, after some 10 hours and 41 minutes of flight. He now

as 10 hours, 54 minutes of flight. All systems seem to be

working well. The astronauts are in their rest cycle and

this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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i

PAO This is Apollo Control at 11 hours,
50 minutes, into the flight of Apollo 9. At the present
time the spacecraft is flying ever India on the 8th
revolution. A little earlier when the $p*cecraft was in
range of Pretoria Tracking Station, the digital chart
indicated that the astronauts were flying following
parameters. Apogee was 126,4 nautical miles and the
perigee or low point was 108,1 nautical miles. The
altitude was about the same as earlier altutudes following
the first SPS burn. Spacecraft Speed at that particular
time was in the neighborhood oi 25,500 plus feet per
second. At the present time the spacecraft systems are
powered down, thsy still register okay here at mission
control. Spacecraft cabin pressure is maintaining
stability at 4.9 PSIA at li hours, 51 minutes into the
flight: of Apollo 9 S this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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?K0 . This is Apollo control- at 12 hours 50

minxes ground elapsed time. During the Hawaii pass some

30 minutes ago the gold team flight surgeon reported

receiving data on the lunar module pilot. Apparently

astronaut Schweickart has moved from his sleep station

into one of the couches. The LM pilots mean heart beat

registered 50 beats per minute and his mean respiration

registered 10 breaths per minute leading the surgeon to

conclude that he is dozing or beginning to sleep. No

data was received on the commander or the command module

pilot during the Hawaii pass. Chances are they disconnected

their biomed instrumentation according to the flight

surgeon. Cabin temperature is 68 degrees fahrenheit

a very comfortable 68 degrees. Meanwhile the count

down clock shows 5 hours 36 minutes plus ,
indicating

that that's the time. left in the rest cycle for the

Apollo 9 crew. The spacecraft at the present time is

over the Atlantic Ocean east of South America coming

up on the ascension tracking station on this" 9th revolution

all systems still seem to be functioning very well. At 12 hours

52 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9 this is Apollo control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 18 Apollo Control. Spider and
Gumdrop, that's the code name for the Apollo 9 spacecraft,
are over the Pacific Ocean on this, the 9th rev. Apollo 9

moved out of the range of the Guam tracking station about
10 minutes ago, and It will bis acquired by the tracking Bhip
Mercury shortly. However, since the crew is resting, bo
attempt will be made to talk with them. During a recent
pass the flight surgeon reported that TM data on astronaut
Schweickhart indicates that he is sleeping soundly. The
countdown clock indicates that some 4 hours and 37 minutes
of rest remain before the crew will be awakened in prepa-
ration for the second day's activities. Meanwhile, the
flight: controllers here at MCC in Houston monitoring the
spacecraft report the systems appear to be functioning nor-
mally. At 13 hours 51 minutejs GET , this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo control 14 hours 50 minutes
ground elapse time. Here in mission control we've recently had a
change of shift to the orange team of flight controlers headed
up by flight director Pete Frank. Apollo 9 fifteen minutes
ago crossed over the Ascension Island tracking station in the
South Atlantic at which time pulses of the system were felt
on the ground so to speak by telemetry and all the systems
are in pretty good shape. Flight surgeon John Zeigleschmidt
reported that LM pilot Rusty Schweickhart was not apparently
sleeping very soundly because his heart rate fluctuated some
what during the past indicating that he was staring in his
sleep, Cabin pressure at the present time is holding at 4.9
pounds per square inch, with a the cabin temperature is 66
degrees fahrenheit. The Apollo 9 space craft will cross over
the tracking station at Guam at 8 minutes past the hour. At
14 hours 51 minutes ground elapse time this is Apollo control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thia is Apollo Control 15 hours 50 min-
utes) ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is just crossing the
West Coast of the southern portion of South America at this
time and should be beginning the eleventh revolution as it
crosses the meridian of longitude of the launch point of
Cape Kennedy. We have some two hours thirty-eight minutes
until the Apollo 9 crew is awakened to begin the next day's
activities. Among these activities will be service propul-
sion system burn number two which is scheduled at 22 hours
12 minutes and 03 seconds. This 850 foot-per-second burn
will be primarily out of plane however it will raise apogee
by some 64 nautical miles. The out of plane component of
the burn will shift the orbital plane back to the East to
improve tracking for the activities later in the mission,
such as EVA and rendezvous. Most of these SPS burns as a
matter of fact are out of plane for this reason and also to
lessen the gross weight or mass of the spacecraft to improve
the RCS LM rescue capability and for RCS de-orbit at the end
of the mission. Here in the Mission Control Center, there's
a cardboard mounted cartoon behind Pete Frank's console, the
Orange Team flight director. It was drawn by Ed Pavelka who
is the Gold Team flight dynamics officer. The cartoon says
welcome to Manned Spaceflight to a Tenderfoot meaning flight
director Pete Frank; this is his first time out as a flight
director. We are coming up in approximately 12 minutes on
the Ascension Island Tracking Station. Our present orbital
measurements show a perigee of 108 nautical miles, apogee of
126.3 nautical miles, total weight of Gumdrop and Spider,
the command and service module and the docked lunar module,
is now calculated at 90 369 pounds. At 15 hours 52 minutes
ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Apollo control 16 hours 50 minutes

G£T, Apollo 9 is presently over the island of New Guinea in

the South Pacific and is within seconds of being acquired

by the tracking ship Huntsville which is hove to just east of

New Guinea.- Earlier this revolution over the Acension Island

pass Doctor Ken Beers reported that the biomedical telemetry

beamed down from the spacecraft showed that Schweickhart

apparently was in a sound sleep. The command module pilot

and the commander are in the sleep stations underneath the

couches, the sleeping bags, where -there 's no telemetry available

because of the way the biomedical instrumentation cabling is

arranged, however the command molule pilot Rusty Schweickhart

is in the couch with biomedical telemetry available. It is

likely that the two passes over the ship huntsville and Mercury

which almost overlap here in this 11th revolution will be

simply system status passes and no commentary or conversation

with the crew is anticipated since it is likely that they

are all still asleep. At 16 hours 51 minutes GET this is

Apollo control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 17 hours 50 min-
utes GET. The crew of Apollo 9 has less than an hour of

their sleep period remaining. The countdown clock showing
the wake time - one might call it the alarm clock - shows
some 38 minutes remaining in the sleep period. Apollo 9,
at the present time, is over the northern portion of Africa,
approximately Libya or Tunisia at the start of the 12th rev-
olution. All three crewmen apparently are still sleeping
soundly. We've had no conversation with the crew in the
recent passes over Canary Island station or the Mercury
earlier in the preceding revolution. After the crew wakes
up, the first order of business, of course, will be breakfast.
The eat period is scheduled for about an hour after the wakeup.
The spacecraft will be powered up during the pass over the
tracking ship Vanguard during this next revolution. The
Mission Control Center or the spacecraft communicator here
in Mission Control will confer with the crew on the flight
plan update for the upcoming day's activities and also
coordinate the - all the numbers and values of the consumables
remaining onboard the spacecraft. There will be also a

fuel cell oxygen purge. The inertial measurement unit -

• 1 ertial measuring unit on the command module will be alined.
e - over the tracking station at Antigua one revolution

later, there will be what is called the maneuver pad or the
all the numbers and necessary information passed up to the
crew f or service propulsion ays tea burn number 2, which is

now scheduled at some 22 hours 13 minutes into the flight.
The GO-NO GO for this burn will be given over the tracking
ship Mercury at 21 hours 4 5 minutes. There are some three
burns scheduled in today's activities: SPS burns 2, 3, and
4. At 17 hours 52 minutes GET , this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO This is Apollo Control 18 hours 33 min-
utes GET. Within the next few seconds, we'll be having
acquisition of signal at the tracking ship Mercury in the
South Pacific. We're some two-thirds of the way through
revolution number 12. At this tiae the crew is scheduled
to be awakened. The spacecraft coamunitator, Ron Evans,
likely will put through a call to the crew remoting through
the tracking ship Mercury. We'll stand by to monitor any
conversation. Until we do hear Ron Evans put through a
call, perhaps we could review some of the items coming up
in the flight plan. W« hav-s service propulsion system burn
number 2 at 22 hours 12 minutes GET. This will involve a
test of the digital auto pilot sec at the 40-percent ampli-
tude stroking of the engine. It will be primarily an out-
of-plane burn, but will raise the apogee some 190 nautical
miles, Two other burns eg the SPS are scheduled later in
the day. Further details on those will be generated later
in tha day and passed up to the crew in what is called a
Maneuver pad. These are not expected to be changed too
drastically from the preiaunch flight plan. We're continuing
to monitor the air-ground loop for any call through the
Mercury. We should have had acquisition signal a minute
and half ago. Still standing by hers. Spacecraft communi-
cator Ron Evans ie now standing up leaning over to look at
the displairs in tha flight surgeon's console to see if lunar

'•

'

«
'

,? pilot SeEu/^irkha-t is aw«&6c He's putting in a call.
Let's eavesdrop

,

CAPCOM Good morn ing, Apollo 9 > Houston.
:» C Gcbjj_Jfto r^Tn'&7irolTaTonT Th i a__i s Apollo" 9.
CAP COM ¥ogT Loud" and clear^ Looks' like the

"

right was -in good shape . V» didn't notice any anomalies.
•3C Very 1 guess we have to wake up

now, Huh? — —
CAP COM ¥*ah< It's stout that time.
CAP COM $ Rous tor. „ ve got about 2 minutes

Left here of Mercuiy ;.
r, -i then we'll pick you up at Antigua

at 0 2.. If you feel «k* talking, I've got a coupie of com-
ments for you,

SC ~ij , You say we'll be at Antigua at
02. Did you have anything yo\s wasted to tell us, Ron?

CAP COM No. I vaa.Juat going to remind you in
your power up there in the cryo stratification, when yau
cycle your fans just to note the pressures on them.

• Okay. To>i want us to break the fans
out one at a tiae, is that right?

CAPCOM That ? s affirmative. And to note the
pressures as you bring them up.

SC Roger,
I'AO Apparently, we have had loss of signal
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PAO from the tracking ship Mercury after a

brief exchange between Apollo 9 and spacecraft communicator,
Ron Evans, here in MisBion Control. The crew will next break
out their breakfast* .meals , and begin powering up the space-
craft for the day's activities. We'll be coming up on the
tracking station Antigua followed by Vanguard and Canary.
The acquisition time for Antigua will be 1 minute past the
hour. At 18 hours 40 minutes GET , this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PA0 This is Apollo control. 19 hours 1 minute

ground elapse time. Within seconds we should be coming over

the tracking station at Antigua. The acquisition time table

shows 19 hours 1 minute and 52 seconds. Mark 52 seconds we

should have acquisition. We'll stand by until spacecraft

communicator Ron Evans makes a call to the crew through

Antigua. Between the Antigua loss of signal and Vanguard

acquisition of signal there's, a drop out of some two minutes

and again between Vanguard loss of signal and Canary Island

loss of signal there's approximately one minute drop out, we 11

continue to s, tay . on the. line -though .and get these three stations

in a semi-continuous fashion, Still waiting now for the

conversation to begin. He's putting in a call now.

SC Alright.. Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP- COM Alright. I read you loud and clear, I've

got a bunch of up dates if you < re ready
;

to copy some of them,

Ah flight plan consumeable from the block data.

SC Roger. Stand by.

sc Houston, Apollo 9. Go. over the flight

Plan
'cAP COM Roger, Time 24 plus 44, page 3-15 deleate

MCC go, no go for 33-1. "
'

'

S
S C Alright. 24, 44 315 deleate MCC go, no

go for 33-1. -w
CAP COM Affirmative. At time 23 plus 34 page

3-14 add MCC go, no go 4 33-1.

sc Roger. 23 34 page 314 add the MCC go,

no go for 33-1,
. ,

CAP COM Affirmative. And that's the flight plan

up date

;

SC Roger. What's your next.

CAP COM Roger. Your consumables.
SC OK, go ahead with the consumab les

.

CAP com GET is 018 8130 8440 8840 8636 564 48 31

36 39, now Houston over.
S C Roger. Copy 018 8130 8440 8840 8636 564

4831 36 39,
-

-

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston read back correct.

sc Roger and ready for youv black data.

CAP COM Roger, Our area is 0151 bravo plus

267 minus 0670 021 5249 3671 0161 bravo plus 324' minus 0670

0232803 3670 0171 bravo plus 335 minus 0670 0250225 3668

0181 bravo plus 318 minus 0663 0263758 3627.

PAO ' Apparently we've had loss of signal at

Antigua. Should be acquiring at Vanguard in less than a

minute. Ron Evans will be "standing by to continue the block

up date of contingency landing times and deorbit times and

so on so that the crew will have this data aboard in case

they're out of touch with the ground at any particular time

.and for some reason we'd have to go into any of these areas

These are routine updates that are passed up "to the crew
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CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Canaries.
SC On the ,018 dash. 1 Bravo block data I

got down through the TAGE and then module if you wanna go

from there,.
CAP COM Roger, the TAGS i§ 0263758, the Delta

VC is 3627, area 0191 Bravo plus 258 minus 0692 028 11 50

3627 020 4 Alpha plus 332 minus' 1655 031 07. 17 3620 and I

have some trim angles if you want 'em.
SC Rog, stand by. Go ahead with the trim

angles
CAP COM Roger. Area 15 pitch minus 134 yaw plus

135, the next four - the next four areas pitch minus, 080
yaw plus 130. Look for area 20, pitch minus Q9Q yaw minus
071 ,

SC Roger. Copy that. Drop one bit on the
017 dash one Bravo TAGE the last digit

.

CAP COM Roger, 25 seconds.
SC Okay, you ready for the readback?
CAP COM Affirmative. Go.
SC Okay 015 dash one Bravo plus 267 minus

0670 0215249 3671 0161 Brayo plus 324 minus 0670 0232803
3670 017 Bravo plus 335 minus 0670 .0250225 3668 0181 Bravo
plus 318 minus 0663 0263758 3627 0191 Bravo plus 258 minus
0692 0281150 3627 0204 Alpha plus 332 minus 1655 0310717
3620. And for the trim angles vary of 15 pitch minus 134
yaw plus 135, area 16 through 19 pitch minus 080 yaw plus
130, for area 20 pitch 09Q yaw minus 071.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. Your readback is
correct. I got about two minutes left here, we're missing
a little data from the power down last night.

SC Roger, What would you like we got that,
CAP COM Ah
SC Take it Hous ton,
CAP COM Okay. What we need is your command

module RCS injector temperatures and your pyro A at^d B •

batteries and B ATT C voltage. Before you give that though
we'd like to configure your H2 tanks here.

SC Roger. How would you like them?
CAP COM Okay, H2 tank two heater in AUTO and

H2 tank one heater OFF and both fans OFF,
SC Roger. H2 tank one fan OFF, tank 2 fan

to AUTO, H2 fans both OFF.
CAP COM Negative, That' s H2 tank two heater in

AUTO and both fans OFF and tank one heater OFF. ...

SC Roger. I just read it backwards to you.
H2 heaters number two in AUTO and number one OFF and the fans
are both OFF,

. CAP COM Rog.
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SC And ah --

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston, S-band up.

SC — the injector temperature if you want
it

.

CAP COM Roger, Go.
Apollo 9, Houston through Madrid, S-band.
Apollo 9, Houston through Madrid, S-

band volume up.
SC Rog, Houston, 9 looks like we have a

good lock now. Did you get the battery readings.
CAP COM Negative.
SC Okay, BATT C was 37 Pyro A was 37,

Pyro B was 37 and that was on the power down last night.
CAP COM Ah — Roger and I didn't get your injector

temp, command module temp either.
SC Okay, the injector temps I give you sys-

tems test meter readout.
CAP COM Affirmative.
SC v All of 'em was full scale high except

six C and that was reading 5 volts.
CAP COM Roger, six Charlie with 5 volts.
SC That's correct.
CAP COM Okay, next thing is on your cryo surge

tank pressure, as you noticed it took a long time to come up

and then all of a sudden it came on up. Did you jiggle any
valves or anything.

SC Yeah. (static - cut out)

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Apparently we have had lost of signal

from the Madrid, Spain tracking station. Had a little P™^m

there eetting lock on between the spacecraft antennas and the

nd
8
a nna at Madrid, At 4».*«.t the hour **»e jp^ojofaft

Jill !e earning up on the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station.

At 19 -hours 22 minutes GET this is Apollo Control.

END Of TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 19 hours 49 min-
utes GET. Expecting acquisition of Apollo 9 by the tracking
station at Carnarvon, Australia in a few seconds now.
Apollo 9 is mid-way through the 13th revolution. The crew
should be ending their breakfast meal about this time. At
the end of the pass at Carnarvon there will be some 2-1/2
minutes of drop-out until the Honeysuckle Creek station in
Australia acquires the spacecraft. We'll stand by now as
we wait for spacecraft communicator Ron Evans to put a call
in to the spacecraft. This is a fairly low elevation angle
pass over Carnarvon - some 2,7 degrees. Somewhat higher over
Honeysuckle - 10,

CAP COM
SC
SC
CAP COM
last night,-52

7 degrees

.

through Carnarvon.
Rog Houston, Apollo 9. Stand by one.
Houston, 9, Go.
Rog. We listened to your OJT during

but didn't copy any gyro torqueing angles.
Would you give those, if you copied them down?

SC
SC

SC
00002 minus 00108.

CAP COM

Oh , very . well . Stand by.
Okay, Houston, 9. Are you ready to

9 go - or Houston, go.
Roger. GT is 082430 plus 00110 plus

Houston, Roger, copy.
SC And I'll give you a rundown on the

H2 and 02 cryo pressures when we ran the fans if you've
got a pencil.

CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Okay. H2-1, when we turned the fan off,

it was 228 for the pressure and right now it's about 228.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC H2-2, when we turned the fan on, it was

242. After 3 minutes of fans it was 242.
CAPCOM Roger. Sounds good.
SC 02-1, when we started out with the H2

,

it was 816 by the time we got to the 02 and it was 890 when
the fans were turned on, it was 880 when the fans were turned
off.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. 890 to 880.
SC That's correct, and 02-2, when the fans

were turned on it was 880, and when they were turned off,
it was 870.

CAPCOM Roger, 880 to 870, and S-band volume
up a t 5 6 ,

SC Roger. 1
1

' s- up now.
SC And Houston, 9, we're down through the

CMC sub-tests and getting ready for a P-51 and do you want
those CMC sub-tests numbers or on the DSKY?
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CAP COM Roger, we have them.
PAO Apparently, we've had loss of signal at

Carnarvon, We'll continue to monitor the air- to-ground
circuit until the tracking station at Honeysuckle Creek
acquires Apollo 9.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston through Honeysuckle,
SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9 , loud and clear.
CAPCOM Roger, same . We never did get what you

did on those cryo valves, I'd like to get that first tank
up

.

SC Oh, all X did was move the surge tank
valve back and forth a little bit on the console , here

<

; and
then I went to bed. And I think that- may have done it.

CAPCOM Rog. That did it.
SC And did it come up pretty fast after

that, Ron?
CAPCOM Affirmative , yeah

.

SC Okay . Well , we never did get our plus
tank filled, so we ' re going to be filling that here along
the - along the way today . It only hag about 200 or 300 psi
in it.

CAPCOM Roger, We understand.
SC Houston, Apollo 9

.

CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Roger, We're still charging Battery B.

What's the status of that? Do you want us to continue or
s top

END OF TAPE.
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Houston. Go,

sc Roger. We're still charging battery B,

what is the' status of that. Do you want us to continue or

stop or, look at the forecaster?
CAPCOM Affirmative. Go ahead and continue on

it. We estimate' there will probable be up to charge at about

22 hours or just before SPS number 2 burn? and we'll tell you

at. that time to turn it off,

SC Okay, very good,

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, Thirty seconds LOS

Mercury at OS,

SC Roger,
PAO Apparently we have had loss of signal at

Honeysuckle tracking station, Meanwhile here in the control

center the space flight meteorology group based here in the

control center has issued a forecast for the Apollo 9 mission

weather. Weather conditions for the flight of Apollo 9 will

be satisfactory in most landing areas for the next 24 hours,

. and the primary landing area in the West Atlantic centered

about 800 miles east of Jacksonville, skies will be mostly

cloudy with scattered showers , Winds will be southerly at

26 to 25 knots , with seas 5 to 8 feet and temperatures ranging

"between 64% and. 70%. . In the Mid-Pacific landing zone, centered

about 600 miles northwest of Honolulu weather will be mostly

cloudy with a few showers . Winds will be southerly about

25 knots , seas 8 feet and temperature 63%. In the West Pacific

landing zone centered about. 400 miles southeast of Tokyo skies

will be partly cloudy . Winds will be northwesterly 15 to 25

knots, seas 5 to 8 feet, and temperatures near 54%. In the

East Atlantic landing zone centered about 500 miles southwest

of the Canary Island the weather will be partly cloudy with

easterly winds 10 to 15 knots and seas 4 to 5 feet. Temper-

atures will be about 70%. The next station to acquire

Apollo 9 will be the Mercury tracking ship. The acquisition

table shows that 07 past the hour, some 3 minutes from now
we'll come back up at that time and go live with the Mercury

pass. At 20 hours 4 minutes GET this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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1

PAO This is Apollo Control 20 hours 07 min-
utes ground elapsed time; we're some 40 seconds away from
acquisition at the tracking ship Mercury. Just passed midway
of the 13th revolution. At this time, the spacecraft crew is

alining or orienting the inertial measuring unit as part of

the procedures for getting the spacecraft ready for the days
activities and maneuvers. We'll coniinue to stand by here
as the spacecraft comes in range. The tracking map at the
front of the Control Center has shown that the Mercury has
acquired signal, the little spacecraft that's projected on
the big screen changes color when the acquisition time comes
in. That doesn't necessarily mean that we have voice con-
tact but merely the time in which the spacecraft comes over
the hill. The spacecraft communicator will wait a few sec-
onds before making the call to assure that the lockon is
solid, Spacecraft Communicator Ron Evans' replacement for
the next 12 hours, Stu Roosa, has come into the Control Room
and Evans is now briefing him on the nights activities and
what is coming up in the next days activities. We'll leave
the line open and await any call from the Spacecraft Communi-
cator console to Apollo 9 through Mercury.

PAO This is Apollo Control again. Stu Rooa
and Ron Evans are still in a hand-over type huddle down there
at the spacecraft communicators, console; apparently there are
no plans to contact the crew through Mercury . We'll continue
to leave the air-to-ground line active here and eavesdrop on
any conversation that might take place.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Mercury stand-
ing by.

SC Roger, Houston.
CAP COM Roger.

Apollo 9, Houston. We indicate you're
right close to gimbal lock.

SC That's affirmative.
PAO This is Apollo Control". We've had loss

of signal at Mercury, very brief conversation there just a
standing by and advisory from spacecraft communicator Ron
Evans that the Apollo 9 was approaching gimbal lock, this
has to do with the attitude of the spacecraft relative to
the inertial measuring unit and the guidance system. We'll
be coming up on Antigua with acquistion at 34 minutes past
the hour. During that pass the Mission Control Center will
pass up to the crew the so called maneuver pad, the velocity
and the time of the ignition and all the other data the crew
needs onboard for the service propulsion system burn number
two which is now scheduled for 22 hours 12 minutes ground
elapsed time. At 20 hours 15 minutes ground elapsed time,
this is Apollo Control.
END OF TAPE '
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A/9 Mission Commentary, 3/4/b?,

^cecra^hrough^r^S hop now. The Antigua overlap this time,

"the Canary lalahd and the Caching ^possibilities
He should have a 2 ° m^ groun d and Apollo 9. Space-

for a conversation between tnn g d Kon E, a„ s at the

"aft communicator Stu Eoosa has "l*,
re standlng by now for

sE acecraft
communicators consol,.

rop _

director Pete Fran, and Stu Poosa are avrng^h ^
SrT'u^-rt/crrc-un open'here and stand by £ or any conver-

C0M Apollo 9, Houston to Antigua... dead arr...

this is^V'^^^'^i
CAP COM Oh. I reaa y

morning, a We were wondering whether

SC Good mT ndatls first or whether you want

maybe you want to give us the updates

an E memory dump first. n£ed an £ memory dump.

CAP COM Ah, w^° w^, re ready to accept your up-

date then any time Houston. on that z have an

CAP COM ^ger. St and 7 ^ ^ and well

SPS2 pad here for y ou any time y

have the loads ready 7 gefcting it .

S

SC OK. go 'ahead and -a^.copy^^^
3 minuf pi- TO/- ;? t^iI/U^i^>
that '

S C
The computer is y°»"

And starting

CAP COM OK. We have tje ".puter. ^ ^ g

again, I ^^^^20 840

T

3 2oTplus 01 23 plus 05 514

plus 100 minus 0 20 21 ^
16 45 end of up date. 5Q4 plus 10 0 minus

SC uo
,

"
. . \ t be2 your pardon 1645.

020 212084 013200 plus bU "J
co^ on that was extremely

CAP COM AP
°3 lines of the whole blooming smear.

bad
;

1 S
°one f think we are going to hand off here

Let's standby one. l
.

n \, n
and maybe we can try it again

. Houst on. Do you read?

CAP COM Apollo 9, th is
Houston. If you

CAP. COM Okay, Apollo 9,
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read me. I cannot get you. I can hear

that you are transmitting. You are way, way down, besides

you are reporting no VHF downlink. You might check that,

but I don't understand why our S-band isn't any better

either.
, J .

sc (Too low to understand.)

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. I can barely

read you - I just barely copied it.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9, how now?

CAPCOM Apollo 9,, you are very, very weak. I

can't get your read-backs, but I'd like to give you the nav

check again. The na check I gave you was wrong. We're

starting off good today, and I'd like to - if you can copy

I'd like to review nav check again. It should be minus 2891

minue 16997 1228.
SC Okay, how now?

I can just hear you transmitting and

(Cannot hear speaker)
Houston, Apollo 9, how do you read now?

Hello Apollo 9, Houston, do you read

CAPCOM
that's about all.

CAPCOM
now ?

SC
CAPCOM

now. Evidently,
through Goddard.
check?

minus 16997 122.
CAPCOM

Houston, 9, read you five by.

Oh great's We've got you through Canaries

we couldn't get Vanguard and cabled back

Did you copy my correction on the nav

Roger, if you read, 1 got a minus 2891

Rog. That ought to check a lot better,

and I'm reading you five square now. We've got good conn

through Canary here for about the next 5 minutes.

SC Roger. Did you read the read-back on

the i5PS-2 pad?
CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.
sc okav. 022 12 03 00 plus 00993 minus

08446 plus 00176 08506 08457 1512 58502 plus 100 minus 020

2120840 13200 and you've already got the nav check.
Rog. I confirm the update. One small

last number in the CSM weight is 4 vice 2

that really doesn't matter.
Yeah, I guess I wrote it right and read

Okay ,

58504.
That's affirmative.
And Apollo 9, the computer is yours,
target load, a state vector and a verb

The
but

CAP COM
correction,
aa you read,

SC
it wrong.

CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

We have given you
66 .

SC
CAPCOM
SC

Roger. Copy,
Apollo 9, Houston,
Go.

SC Roger, Houston, go.

CAPCOM Okay. We've got about 3 minutes here.

I would like to update that PIPA bias and - if we can have

the computer again.
sc Okay. The computer is yours, and while
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SC you're doing that, I'd like to know
what you would like us to do with Battery B; We are atill
charging it, and it's now down to about .4.

CAPCOM Rog, Last word I had was we wanted to
run the battery charger, probably run up to almost the time
SPS 02.

SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM And we are indicating about .43 or so

and we would like to let it run a while and cut it off on
our indication.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 we'll be handing over to

Madrid, so have S-band volume UP.
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston, the computer is yours,

the PIPA 5's is in.
SC Roger, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM Apollo 9, this Is Houston. We're about
30 seconds from LOS Madrid and we'll see you over Carnarvon
at 21.

SC Roger. Carnarvon at 21.
PAO This ia Apollo Control. Apparently we

have had loss of signal at Madrid station. During the pass
after communications were locked in, we had some problems
over the tracking ship Vanguard -with some of the return
lin«s coming back through Goddard. During the pass over
these stations the spacecraft communicator passed up to the
crew the necessary information for the service propulsion
system burn number two. The essence of which is burn time
of ignition time of 22 hours 12 minutes and 03 seconds with
a velocity change of 850.6 f ee t-pe r-s econd . We'll be coming
up on the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station at 20 minutes
past; the hour. At 20 hours 56 minutes ground elapsed time,
thigi is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control 21 hours 22 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Let's join the conversation in

progress between the spacecraft communicator and the space-

craft Apollo 9 through Carnarvon, Australia.

SC Sure is,

CAPCOM Stand by for ARIA.

SC Houston, here's an interesting sidelight

When we woke up this morning and got the B-bands ready, and

after drifting all night our highest drift rate was approx-

imately l/10th of
CAPCOM
SC
CAP COM
SC

H2 and 02 fans prior
leave them alone?

CAP COM
cycled prior to the

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

battery B and
7 back in,

SC
CAP COM

you have your S

suckle in about
SC

degree per second.
Rog, Apollo 9, copy.
Houston, Apollo 9.

Go ,
Apo 1 lo 9 .

Houston, do you want us to cycle cur

the burn or do you want to just

Apollo 9, Houston. We do not want them

burn. Just let them go as is.

Okay, very good,
Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead.
Roger. You can terminate the charge

for your info, we took 10 amp-hours and put

Roger.
Apollo 9, Houston. Like to make

-band volume up. We will be picking i

a minute.
Roger

.

sure
.p Honey-

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control here; we are still

in acquisition through Honeysuckle but apparently the spacecraft
communicator doesn't plan to talk. He's punching up now; per-
haps he plans to call the spacecraft now before LOS. We'll
continue to eavesdrop on the air to ground circuit.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, we are one
minute to LOS Honeysuckle; we'll see you over Mercury at 41.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We are right on

loss of signal at Honeysuckle.- One of the items that is up-
(

coming is over Mercury will be GO/NO/GO for the SPS burn number
2 and this burn will take place over the States at 22 hours,

12 minutes ground elapsed time. Our present orbit stands at

107.8 nautical mile perigee, about 125.7 nautical mile apogee.

The ... we have had LOS at Honeysuckle; flight director Pete
Frank just advised the spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa to

tell Apollo 9 that they were GO for SPS number 2 burn, however
this was in the flight plan to take place over Mercury. As

Apollo 9 came over the hill at Carnarvon, they just began
talking to MCC through Carnarvon without spacecraft communicator
having made a call. We'll go back and play a little catch up

on the first several sentences of this transmission so that

it'll tie it all together. Let's roll the tape now.
SC Interesting side line here Houston, when-

ever we give the command module LM combination a positive direct,

acceleration command attitude control system, we get a lot of

cut-back from pitch to yaw back to pitch. I suspect the

stroker test may be fairly safe.
CC Roger. I guess it must be a lot more

noticeable than the simulator then on it.

SC Sure is.
PAO This is Apollo Control here, 21 hours, 38

minutes ground elapsed time. We'll be coming up on Mercury
Tracking Ship at 41 minutes past the hour. This is Apollo
Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control 21 hours 41 minutes,

!
A
°i a H ffle Should have acquisition with the tracking

tbr,US.S;:
C"ryV

Aeollo 9, Houston, through Mercury.
"SltS; / .

Atoll. 9, Houston through

sc Alright, Houston, Apollo y .

CAPCOM Oh, sterling, you are loud """.r *

,

SC We are in process of donning our helmets

and gleves here for the burn.

Ztll Anflpoflo is Houston. I believe

you the Mil atVneysuckle there before I got you,

but you are GO for SPSJ2. „ e „. G0 tQX sps 02 ,

Thank you,.

cScSS ApoUo 9, Houston, 1 minute LOS Mercury,

and we'll see you. over Texas at 04.

SC Roger, over Texas at 04.
,

PAO This is Apollo Control, Although we have

not had loss of signal at tracking ship Mercury, it is unlikely

t*here will be any further conversation. The crew presently

donning helmets and gloves on their pressure suits for

the burn scheduled at 22 hours 12 minutes over th e Texas

tracking station, This SPS burn number 2 is one of a series

of test! to demoistrate the attitude control of the command

and service module during the service propulsion

trusting, when both the CSM and the Lunar Module^are docked

.

These bu?ns are varying durations, are set up where the

digital autopilot will damp out the oscillations that are

inluced L gimbaling the big engine of the service propulsion

Astern, and'thereby give a measure of the dynamic response

Jf the spacecraft's structure. Other byproducts of the burns

is to reduce" the command and service module weight and also

being out-of-plane it drives the orbital plane further back

to the east so that it improves tracking later in the mission

for the rendezvous and the extravehicular activity We 11

L coming up on the Texas station at 22 hours 04 minutes

ground elapsed time, at 21 hours 49 minutes ground elapsed

time, this is Apollo Control*

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 22 hours 04

minuses ground elapsed time. We are coming up on a state-

side pass here, across Texas, Mila, Bermuda, Vanguard, and

on over to Canaries, a total time of about 25 minutes. At

this time, the command module pilot should be climbing out

of the lower equipment bay and on up into the couch and

strapped in for the burn. The burn is scheduled for 22 hours

12 minutes and 03 seconds ground elapsed time, some 08 min-

utes from now. We will stand by, he is making a call now.

SC Roger.
pA0 This is Apollo Control some 03 minutes

48 seconds away from ignition time. No conversation going

on at the present time. The guidance reported that the gim-

bal motors on the big engine had come on, according to telem-

etry. We will continue to monitor the air-to-ground circuit

for any conversation between Mission Control and Apollo 9.

CAP COM

and 1 when we get
CAPC0M
PAO

Apollo 9 , Houston.
Houston, go.
Roger. We are showing your scale in

Roger.
ready to

Roger

Understand 5-5 will shift to 5

do a stroker.

until ignition SPS burn number 2.
Apollo Control here. One minute mark

PAO
PAO

did go off on time

Five seconds.
Apogee is going up. Apparently the burn

„_ and is still underway. Some 45 seconds

into the bum, No conversation from the crew; they are quite

busy at this time and will probably read back their residuals

at the conclusion of the burn. We will continue to monitor

the circuit.
PA0 We've had confirmation of the end of the

burn. Perigee has remained right where it was supposed to;

however, apogee is going on up around 187.6 and from the

initial tracking, this will be refined somewhat as we get

further tracking across the states. Gimbals motors are off

on the big engine. These are the motors that actually swivel

it in its mount to move the thrust vector. Now showing an

apogee of 189.5, Let's listen in.

CAPC0M - I've got -0001 + 0007 + 0003.

Sc Okay, that'6 pretty good and the delta V

5.counter was -

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

And Apollo 9

Say again, -5.?
-5.1.
-5.1. It looked pretty smooth, Apollo 9.

Houston. Our first catch shows you 189 by 108.
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CAP COM And I copy your onboard NOUN at 44,

Apollo 9.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM
How do you read?

SC

Apo 1 1 o 9 , Hous

Loud and clear, Houston

through the Vanguard.

how do you read

Looks like we are

us ?

CAP COM That's about a thousand percent improve-
ment over the last pass, reading you loud and clear. Our

earth-band track now shows you ljT2_Jjy__10_7 .

about to agree with you.
SC Roger.

Standby.
Houston, Apollo
Go ,

Apollo 9

.

Roger. Stroker looks pretty smooth
(garbled) about 30 percent of 1 degree,

about a tenth of a degree,
trouble in the yaw. Itany

How 's our PIPA 5

'

CAP COM
SC
CAP COM
SC

We had a AO percent
and the MAX rate in pitch was
and -there didn't appear to be

all damped out probably about 5 seconds after the stroker
stopped.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, copied. Sounds great.

Sc Okay, Houston, Apollo 9 here, SPS

PU sensor light came on during the burn because of the large
unbalance we had. However, it immediately jumped back down,

and we are presently reading 69.25 percent oxidizer, and

69.4 percent fuel, and the unbalance is reading decrease
about 30 pounds .

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, copied, sounds like
things are shaping up.

We still don't have an indicated helium

Well, maybe if you kick that transducer
that back.

If you'll tell us where to kick, we'll

Roger, in work. And at your convenience
I have your gimbal angles for SPS 03 using your SPS 02

re f mat .

standby. Okay, ready to copy,
reading roll 024, pitch 001,

SC
pressure, though,

CAPCOM
again you'll get

SC
try it.

CAPCOM

yaw
CAP COM

35 3 .

SC
CAPCOM

Ro ge r ,

Roge r ,

024, 0C1, 353.
Roger, 353 on the yaw, and let's make

sure your S-band volume is UP. We'll be handing over to

Honeysuckle in about 3 minutes, 3 or 4 minutes. I meant
Madrid - sorry about that.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger, We're showing PIPA 5's as

minus .02 feet per second squared.
SC Roger. It looks like we counted up about
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SC almost a foot per second there in that
30 seconds we were waiting for the burn to start.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. And Apollo 9, Houston,
that looks like it was in tolerance, we checked that.

SC Roger, Houston. And be advised the
court in R-03 was positive, also there prior to the burn,
not negative.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. Fido is real

happy with that burn, says it's completely nominal, looks
like he won't even have to retarget for SPS 03. You did
good work.

SC Roger, and I assume you'll give us a GO
for the structural demonstration before we get there, right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.
SC Okay,
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go.
SC Roger. For your information on the clock

the burn shut off about 8/10ths of a second early.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.
PAO This is Apollo Control still standing by

on the tail end of this pass.
SC I'll call you again in a minute.
CAPCOM Say again.
SC Hey

,
Smokey

.

Go .

Have you ever been attacked by a band
of

CAPCOM
SC

wild elephants?
CAPCOM Negative

.

SC You ought to see what it looks like here
with these six big black hoses.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC Did you ever dream about octopuses?

Hey, speaking of dreaming, how did theCAP COM
night go?

SC
CAPCOM

I guess we did okay for our first cut.
Okay, sounds real good. I'm going to

lose you here at Madrid in about 30 seconds and we'll see
you over Carnarvon at 54.

SC Hey, Stu, one thing we ran into a problem
with was a lot of radio jazz coming off the ground.

CAPCOM
tonight

.

SC
PAO

Okay
,

'11 see if we can stop that

(garbled)
Apparently we have had Loss of Signal

at the Madrid tracking station. The next station to acquire
Apollo 9 will be the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station
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PAO at 53 minutes past the hour. Apollo 9

has just begun the 15th revolution. Service propulsion system
burn number 3 is scheduled to take place at 25 hours 17 minutes
38 seconds. It will be a much longer burn and will exercise
the digital autopilot in the full stroking of the big engine.
The last 45 seconds of SPS burn number 3 will be under
manual thrust vector control by the crew. At 22 hours
29 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 22 hours, 53 minutes
ground elapsed time. We are less than a minute away from ac-
quisition at the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station. The
refined tracking after the service propulsion system burn num-
ber 2 during the last stateside pass has now come up with
numbers of 107,7 nautical mile perigee, by 189.6 nautical
mile apogee. This is a more refined number than the earlier
cuts that were given by the flight dynamics officer after
first tracking. We'll stand by here as we come up on the
acquisition here; they are putting in a call now.

SC Go ahead Houston.
Roger. You're making it 5 square, standing

by.
CC

SC kay, we're chlorinating o

h
}
very good. Very good;

;r water,
you are chlori-

nating your water,
SC That's s little behind schedule on that,

but chat's when we did it.
And Apollo 9, Houston, Remind you on

your S band volume,
about 2 minutes

.

SC
CC

•re'll be going over to Honeysuckle in

Roger.
Apollo 9, Houston. I've got a question
got time, at your convenience. Apollo 9,

How do you read through
for you when you
do you read? Apollo 9, Houston.
Honey suckle?

SC Houston, say again.
Soger, I've got a question for you when

t i m e .

v e?, go ahead

.

Okay, just to ease our mind here to make
're working on the same procedures , we're curious

We'd like to verify that you are doing
P 40 program.
last time we did it after P 30 but

CC
you ge t

sure
about loading the DAP,
that prior to the

prior to P 40.
CC

DAP prior to both
SC

Okay, we would like to have you load the
30 and P 40 prior to your P 52.
Okay, we'll do that.

CC Okay, very good.
SC I guess we also have a question on when

you want us to load the pitch trim and yaw trim you send us
up next time which looks like it will be somewhat different
from what the DAP ended up with ... on the SPS 2.

CC Okay, would you say the first part of
your question again Dave.

SC Roger. We've looked at the nom SPS 3

pitch trim and yaw tria, the gimbals, and they look somewhat
different from what we ended up with after SPS 2, and I guess
the question is do you want us to load your numbers or our
numb e r s ... ?
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CC Okay copy; we'll give you that info when
I have the pad.

15 C Okay, stand by. Houston, do you have a pad at this

time?
CC That's negative Apollo 9.

!5C Okay.
CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We're about a minute

to LOS at Honeysuckle, and we'll see you over Mercury about

15.
:>C Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 23 hours, 12 minutes.

Apollo 9 is out of range at Honeysuckle Creek. The orange
team of flight controllers lead by Pete Frank now in the pro-

cess of handing over to Gene Kranz and his white team. We're
estimating the change of shift news conference for 9:30 CST.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 23 hours, 15 min-
utes into the mission. The Mercury tracking ship in the
south Pacific is acquiring Apollo 9 now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through the
Mercury standingby.

SC Roger. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Just checking in. You are coibt

ing in 5 square. Sounds like the Mercury is working good.
SC That's a very (garbled),
CAPCOM Roger.
SC What's new in Houston, Smokey?
CAPCOM Hey, would you believe that there was

ice on the windshield this morning.
SC No, I wouldn't.
CAPCOM Well, I speak with a straight tongue.
SC Is the place washed away yet?
CAPCOM No, we are keeping all the water out

and everything's pretty good. It's just a little chilly,
SC Very good, I wish we could say the same.
CAPCOM Does that mean you are running hot or

you're not dry?
SC We're kind of damp on occassion,
CAPCOM I also copy.
SC There's nothing wrong. Those are human

errors

.

CAPCOM Roger. Smoke understands.
SC You've never made one, you've just heard

about them. Is that right?
CAPCOM Now, that's a negative.
CAPCOM Sounds like you all are too relaxed to-

day. We'll have to put you to work tomorrow ~ save it up

,

SC It's hard enough today just trying to

figure out how we eat and sleep.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9,

SC I get some data here on our little in-
teruptions last night. Seems like we were going over some
station that was transmitting VHF from a tower clearing
people to land and it was daylight when we went over and I

have got some times , I doubt if it will do any good, but
you can have them anyway.

CAPCOM Okay. Go ahead,
SC We picked up some at 1015 - 10 hours and

18 minutes. Again at 11:57, again 16:35, again at 18:12.
And the first couple sounded somewhat like Chinese.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand the first couple was
a Navy tower.

SC Something like that. I'm not an expert
in that paticular branch, but it was strange.
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SC Hey, I'll give you a clue they've got a

runway that's 112 and they have a (garbled) 112. They fly

a whole bunch of different kinds of airplanes - Mohawks, and

C-47 and 01' s. And If you really wanted you could call
Green Hornet 35 or Black Hawk 15.

CAPCOM Roger, Copy all that. You know I thought
you were jesting a while ago when you said about the trans-
missions interupting you.

SC Bring it in every hour and a half. We

had two six or seven minute passes. Chris ought to incor-
porate these guys into the network.

SC Actually it was one of the better tower
operators I've heard. The guy really had a lot of traffic,
and he was doing pretty good.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this Is Houston. We'll
do a little work on this to see what's going on. Yeah, I

didn't realize you had this and it is on the BFC. We'll
take a look at it.

SC Okay, good.
CAPCOM I guess it's all right just as long as

you don't have to get clearance through that tower. And I

am going to lose you in Mercury in about a minute and we'll
see you over Guaymas around three-four.

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 23 hours 23 min-

utes into the mission. Mercuy has LOS of signal now. Very
chatty pass. This time crew reporting at least four occas-
sions where they have heard VHF communications from control
tower at an airfield. Dave Scott complimenting the tower
operator for his ability to handle heavy traffic. The net-
work controller is now attempting to run a check and see
where this traffic may have come from. They identified 4

times - elapsed times 10 hours 18 minutes, 11 hours 57 min-
utes, 16 hours 35 minutes, 18 hours 12 minutes. Smokey to

whom you have heard reference to several times is Astronaut
Stu Roosa. Back in his college days he spent several sum-
mers as a smoke jumper with the U.S. Forest Service - para-
chuting in to fight forest fires. At 23 hours 24 minutes -

this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 this is Apollo Control at 23 hours
?

k n n q nut over the Atlantic now in it s

50 minutes Ap H 9 « J
er

over the

78/1

CAP COM
SC

Apollo 9?
CAP COM

loud and clear,
and clear.

CAP COM
How me?

CAP COM

Roger, I haven't heard anything.

Okay, standby, Houston, how do you read

Apollo 9, this is Houston reading you

Apollo 9, this is Houston, I read you loud

Houston, Apollo 9.
P i ea r

Apollo 9, I'm reading you loud and clear.

Same ,

Roger

,

Let me'give you an estimate of when

of the trench.
SC
CAP COM

Ready to copy

.

standby here, don't have yet.
' ' going to come out

Okay' Apollo 9, Houston, we've got the
UAruun uitay, «f

t r data, and we ought

^have^f^o^n^nerYor ^minu^s! we've got you

-v >lcUw, «!"tr'
CAPCOM Roger, we would like to give you a state

vectoS and a target load, if you will go crew xn ACCEPT

,

Roger, it's yours

.

Understand it is ours.

That's affirmative.
Apollo 9, Houston, I have your SPS 03

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

pad
'

cr Roeer, Houston, ready to copy.
SC

I 111 Reading SPS 03 025173800 plus

°* UP
sc

te
' Okay, are you ready for the readback?

CAPCOM Go.
x 00l51 mlnus 5707 minus

0025707560 4419 5 1 20?Tl« li 8 »inue 017 2112010 21600 „inus

2145
?»??OM

6867
""Roger. I think you got It all there, Ruaty,

bet I

C
fant

M
to coniirm ough one See ed like you «« c.-in g

Sr,.?: ana O^A-Venus' 6oo"
?
"anfo^A -ZC 25640.

or Roger. We've got that.

PAPCOM Okay, and Apollo 9, the computer is yours,

y ou hafe^our targetVad, and the state vector in both lots.
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c r Roger, did you happen to notice the

pitch and yaw trick that we have in the DAP at this time,

after
CAPC0M

aSt
'""'Roger, it looked like we were running

pretty close.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, houston.
cr Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, just for your info, we did take

your values and use them. That's why they checked so well.

gQ un huh

.

CAPCOM We're shaping up.

cr (garbled)

CAPCOM Roger, the data from the SPS 2 burn on

the stroker looks real nominal with rigid body results max

rates and pitch was about 2 seconds after initiation, and

Peaked out about a minus .15, the yaw was
f^

d

&
everything was essentially nominal, and you are GO for a

full amplitude on SPS^OS. ^^ ^ ^ & ^ structural

demonstration.
CAP COM Roger, copy.
cr it's sort of interesting. The RCS

cuads when they fire, even in the middle of impulse, and

"particularly when we are moving around In ADAPT you can

reel the whole, thing shake and vibrate. It really feels

just like a (garble) it's pretty solid.

CAPCOM Roger, copying.

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston here, go ahead.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, I didn't copy

y our 5ast transmission^ If you will Just hang l?"^"^-'
a couple of minutes we will be over Canary and I 11 be able

to read you then.
S C Ro ge r .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Canary, how

do you read?
SC Read you 5 by.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, you have a GO for 33-1.

sc Roger, understand go for 33-1.

CAPCOM And I'm reading you 5 square, and I missed

your last tranmission when we were mixed up on the Vanguard

there
l Roger, I was just commenting that the

.achinery here is very interesting because wi th tb . RC S
quads,

you can feel the whole structure bend and vibrate, just

one or two propulsions, yet the SPS seems pretty solid,

you can hardly feel any bending at all.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thank you.
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

SC What the time for this burn? We have
25173820 in our computer, and I just have 25:17:38 here.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. Go with the

time in the computer.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CAPCOM Roger, we would like to have you

confirm this onboard. It appears here that the
evaporator appears to be drying out. If this is true we
would recommend your shutting it down, not to reservice it

at this time.
SC Okay, we can confirm that onboard, and

I'll go ahead and shut It down.
CAPCOM Roger, understand.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM We're about a minute and a half LOS

Canaries, and Tananarive is down this pass, we'll see you
over Carnarvon at 30.

SC Roger, Carnarvon at 30.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, do'you still read Apollo 9?

If you do, we would like to advise you that we did get the

secondary water flow control off yesterday.
CAPC0M Rog, copy that. And I should be abie

to copy you for about another 45 seconds or so.

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 24 hours 2

minutes into the mission. We have had loss of signal at

the Canary Islands station. During this pass we passed up

information for the third service propulsion system burn.

That will come at 25 hours 17 minutes 38 seconds, delta V

2,570.7 feet per second, duration of this burn 4 minutes
41.9 seconds. The biggest component of this delta V will

be out of plane. We are expecting a resulting orbit from

the third burn in the neighborhood of 270 by 109 nautical
miles. We are now at about 189 by 108. The Tananarive
station is down as far as the voice is concerned and we

will not be in contact at Tananarive during this revolu-
tion, the 16th revolution. The next station to acquire
will be Carnarvon at 24 hours 29 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston at 24 hours 4 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 24 hours, 25

minutes into the mission. Apollo 9 is in the nightside of

the 16th revolution, out over the Indian Ocean, east of

Tananarive. Tananarive Station is down; we had no communications

during this pass. Command Module pilot Dave Scott should be

down in the lower equipment bay at this time at the optics

station and the crew should be realigning the inertial measure-

ment unit. We are about 4 minutes away from acquisition at

Carnarvon; we'll come back up then. This is Mission Control

Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 24 hours, 29

minutes. We should be acquiring Carnarvon very shortly. This

pass will continue right on through the tracking ship Huntsville
just about a 10 second break between the Honeysuckle Station
and the Huntsville; we will carry it through live through

the Huntsville.
CC

standing by.
Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon,

Roge r

.

Hous t on ,
are you ready for torquing angle -

time 242800.
SC

Go ahead.
Plus 232 minus 473, minus 841. 242800.
Apollo 9, Houston. We copy that. The

Roge r

.

Apollo 9, bring up your S band volume;
we'll be going over the Honeysuckle in about a minute and a

half.
SC Roger; S band is up.

CC Copy.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CC Roger. You are GO for SPS 3.

SC Roger; understand. GO for SPS 3.

CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We are

going to lose you here at Honeysuckle in about 30 seconds.

The coram through the Huntsville is reported to be a little
bad here; if we don't make contact there, we'll see you at

the Redstone at 02.
PAO This is Apollo Control, 24 hours, 46 minutes

and we have had LOS at Honeysuckle. The Huntsville due to

acquire within a few seconds; we'll stand by and see what the

quality of the communications is there.
C0MM Huntsville, valid, two-way.
CC Say again Apollo 9.

CC And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We'll have

you through the Huntsville here for about 5 minutes; if the

noise gets to blasting you, let us know; we'll just turn it off.

SC Roger. (garble)
CC You're down in the mud a little bit; I

can copy.
PAO This is Apollo Control, 24 hours, 50 minutes

and it seems very unlikely we are going to have good communi-
cations here at the Huntsville and we will not assault your

ears with that noise any more. If there is communication, we

will come back up and play it for you. We are at 27 minutes
and about 10 seconds away from this third SPS burn, which will

occur right at the end of the 16th revolution. We'll still be

in contact with the Texas station with overlapping coverage
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from Mila. The biggest component of this very long burn,

4 minutes 42 seconds, almost, 4.41.9 and 2,570.7 feet per

second, out of plane. Designed for two primary purposes.

One, to lower the weight of the command and service module

so that when we reach the rendezvous stage, the command

module will be in a better posture to use its reaction con-

trol system in the event that a rescue maneuver is required.

It doesn't need as much thrusting propellant to shove around

a lighter spacecraft. Also designed to move the node of the

orbit, that's the point at which the ground track of the or-

bit crosses the equator. We are driving this node about

10-1/2 degrees east, with this one burn. We launched deliberately

on a pitched azimuth of 72 degrees which put the node

about 22 degrees west of where we want it to be during the

rendezvous and this series of out of plane burns, the docked

SPS, and the docked descent propulsion system burn, which

comes later in the mission, primarily out of plane to move

this node to the east for proper ground track over the

tracking stations and also for lighting, to get the proper

lighting at the terminal phase and breaking and docking of

the two spacecraft. There has been no further communication

it Huntsville, we have LOS now. The next station to acquire

will be the Redstone, at 25 hours 3 minutes. We are now at

24 hours 53 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 25 hours 3 min-
utes. We are coming up on the Redstone and then we'll go
right into the states pass. And we are about 14 and one-
half minutes away from the burn.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston through
the Redstone. Standing by for your burn.

SC Roger.
PAO Apollo Control. We may not have much

conversation. Crew getting busy for this burn. We'll do
another stroker test on this third SPS burn. The computer
wagging the engine bell on the service module. It's check-
ing the digital auto pilot and seeing how quick the auto
pilot can steer out the little inaccuracies put in. In
some ways it's like checking the play in your steering
wheel of your automobile. During the last 45 seconds of
this burn the crew will take over manually. Called manual
thrust vector - the last 45 seconds.

PAO Apollo Control. We are now 7 minutes
away from this third SPS burn.

PAO Apollo Control. We expect the resulting
orbit following this burn to be in the neighborhood of 270
by 109 nautical miles. We are now at 190 by 107.

PAO Flight Director Gene Kranz has just
taken a status report. All of his controllers report they
are GO for this burn.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We are two min-
utes away from the burn now.

PAO Mark one minute.

END OF TAPE
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dah Fifteen seconds.™°
We have ignition. G&C reports it looks

Vety
?lS

ble
* Still nice and stable.

lf0 Engine looks good, the rates are low,

thiTd
Al

S """" Engine and vehicle both still stable.

Apogee is up to 225 ««£l
f at 2 5 hours 22 *ln-

g ° Od
'pA0

Ut "° ff
' Initial look at the onboard computer

looks like we are right in there close.

c r Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. I copy the residuals

« + 26 -21 and -"•
pretty clos e and we have a -6.6

we we" "nitoring here aid It looked real s.ootb and every-

thing looked great. ^
_ Houstoni 274 . 5 by l09.6.

i

o

u;

k
i t^/i.jr.

d
.

h
.
,

b

r
:-.r.i"iiii;":

y
x -m the

,r...*jrbit tor Tou^h.r.lj. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ flyl„ g 0„

that MTVC?
ue had a prett;y g00d trIn.ient in

CAP COM Roger, thank you.

f Houston, we've got a couple of other

system things I want to tell you about here before you go

°Ver
CAPCOM

11
' Roger, go ahead. We have got several

minutes

.
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SC Okay, we would like you to take a look

at fuel cell 3. At the present time, the fuel cell 3 02

flow is high, reading .78 in it, and the H2 flow at the same

time is .072. We may have a leaky fuel cell 02 purge valve

or something.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.

sc Kind of rambles all over during a burn

and we are presently 500 pounds on the increase side. The

light must have come on at least 6 or 7 times. I went to

auxilliary on it and the light came on and off there also.

I switched back to normal and we are presently reading 23.1

and 21.1, oxygen and fuel, respectively.
CAPCOM Roger, copy that, 23.1 and 21.1.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. I have your gim-
bal angles for SPS 4 using RE FS MMAT

.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Roll 017, pitch 001, yaw 355.
SC Roger. 017 001 355.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, Apollo 9.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We are in a

keyhole between the Vanguard and the Canaries now. We'll
continue to standby live. Flight Dynamics Officer wants
to look at tracking for a while before he comes up with
refined orbital numbers, but it looks like we are going to
be very, very close to nominal - what we were expecting
after this burn

.

PAO The E COMM has been taking a look at

this fuel cell number 302 flow-high. He reports its running
about 2 tenths of a pound per hour above normal. He says
he will continue to watch, but he is not really concerned
with it at this time - at that low-rate.

PAO And we have the heartrate highs during
that long SPS burn. McDivitt - 115, Scott - 108, Rusty
Schweickart - 70 - seven zero.

PAO This is Mission Control. We still have
about 2 minutes left at the Canaries. We'll continue to
S tandby

.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9 - Houston. We are about
a minute from LOS on Canaries and we'll see you over Tanna-
rive about four-eight.

SC (Garbled) Houston, Apollo 9.
SC What's our overages Houston?
CAPCOM Roger. Stand by. We haven't got that

out of FIDO yet.
SC Okay. And also, Houston, you might

have some words to say after you look at the data there on
the SPSP sensor. Both normal and off have a pretty high
increase. I'd like to know if you want to go decrease on
the next burn.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. We are going to have
some work on the bug for the SPS4.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. We're losing

you here. We'll see you over Tannanarive with a preliminary
orbit - I hope.

SC Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control - 25 hours, 37

minutes into the mission. Canaries has loss of signal now.
FIDO, the Flight Dynamics Officer, expects to have a good
look at the orbit by the time Apollo 9 gets to Tannanarive,
and we'll pass up the numbers at that time. This long third
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SPS burn went essentially as planned,

according to all preliminary indications. We will acquire

Tannanarive at 47 minutes 44 seconds. We are now at 25 hours,

38 minutes, 23 seconds. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 25 hours, 47

minutes. Apollo 9 coming up on Tananarive now; we'll stand

.

by
'

cc Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.

S c (garble) (static)

cc Okay Apollo 9, Houston. I think you are

trying to answer me but you are unreadable. Our orbit is

showing you in a 271.8 by 109.5.

SC (garble)
cc You are essentially unreadable Apollo 9;

I can detect you are transmitting.
SC (Garble)
cc Apollo 9, Houston. We are going to loose

you at Tananarive in about a minute and we'll see you over

Carnarvon at 05

.

SC Roger. (garble) now.

cc Missed that Apollo 9; say again.

sc Are you able to read us now?

cc I can make you out now, but barely. Before

I couldn't read you at all.

sc Okay, we'll see you at 05 at Carnarvon.

CC Roge r

.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is be -

yond Tananarive's range. Next station to acquire will be

Carnarvon at 26 hours, 5 minutes. During this pass communi-

cations were bad, we did pass up the ground computed orbital

parameters based on tracking information through the Canary

islands. We are showing an orbit of 271.8 by 109.5 nautical

miles. At 26 hours, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Control at 26 hours 4

minutes. Apollo 9 still in the nlghtside on this 17th rev-

olution, coming up on Carnarvon now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, you are loud and clear and we've

got you here at Carnarvon for about 10 minute9.

SC Beautiful. This must be one of those

long passes.
CAPCOM Roger. I guess you copied the orbit

we're showing you in over Tananarive.
SC Roger, we did and I'd like to update you

on the malfunction procedure. Stand by just one.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okay, we've gone through malfunction

1 golf and we've worked our way through steps 1, 5, and

6 and presently standing by to see if the cryo quantity de-

creases abnormally. And be advised our, if you are ready

to copy, I've got some data on the purge flow.

CAPCOM Rog. I copied malfunction 1 goss , your

steps, and I'm standing by to copy.

SC Okay. In step 5 there, when I purged

fuel cell 3, the 02 flow increase was much greater than nor-

mal, in fact, it went off scale high, so I don't know how

much of an increase I got, but the increase went from .65

to off scale high.
CAPCOM Roger, copy from .65 to off scale high

on the 02 flow, purged fuel cell 3.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Rog. Just a couple items on the flight

plan. In regards to this subject, at about 2945 there is

an 02 purge on the fuel cells shown and we would like to

have you do that over a ground station so we could watch it.

SC Okay, you want us to purge over a ground

station on that 2945 purge.
CAPCOM That is affirmative.
CAPCOM Go Apollo 9

.

SC Roger, I beg your pardon. Would you

like that over Hawaii?
CAPCOM Hawaii will be fine.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And one other item on the flight plan.

SC Why don't we do that over Carnarvon and

that way if you have any good news for us or any instructions
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you can give them to us at Hawaii and not interrupt our

rest period.
CAPCOM Roger, that's a sterling idea, Apollo 9.

SC Okay

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.
CAP COM Roger. One other item on the flight

plan. Along in here any time we would like to have you re-

service the waterboiler.
SC Okay.
CAP COM Okay, and that is to just leave it ott,

Apollo 9. Just reservice it and leave it off.

sc Okay, I understand you want to reservice

it and leave it off.
CAP COM That is affirmative and we are also

picking up trouble with the DSE voice. We are showing about

4 discrete tones wiping the voice on it and we would like

to have you verify your VHF configuration there just as a

first cut at it. We have got a handle on the problem.

sc Okay. We are in syntax alpha and every-

thing else is off.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Would you bring

up your S-band volume. We are going to go over to Honey-

suckle in a couple of minutes.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM And for your info, FIDO tells us that

we are within seconds of the proper setup on the rendezvous

right now.
Sc Roger, good news. ... we want to fix

it before we get there.
CAPCOM (laughter) Rog.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM

for us, please?
SC

there

.

CAPCOM
SC

Apollo 9, Houston.
Houston, Apollo 9.

Roger. Could you trip your surge tank

Roger, we're just filling the PLSS tank

Roger, understand, thank you.

Houston, we just filled the PLSS tank up

to 600 and we've let the surge tank fill back up again,

want to work that up this time.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, we concur, we just wanted

to verify our reading here on the third tank.

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

yet ?

CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM

I haven'
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Roge
Just viewing over your shoulder.
Yes, we didn't think you were watching.
Big brother is ever watching.
Good. How about big sister?
Negative, just old Smokey

.

Hey, has old Golden throat made it back

I haven't seen or heard from him.

How about Funny? Is he there?
I understand he is in the local area,

seen him over here yet.
Tell him we send our love.
Alright, sure will.
Apollo 9, Houston, we are about to come

off with Honeysuckle and we're going to try the Huntsville

again this time through a satellite, so we'll see if the

comm has improved any.
SC (garbled)
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 26 hours 23

minutes. We have acquisition at the Huntsville and we will

continue to stand by.
CAP COM Apollo 9, this is Houston, through the

Huntsville, how do you read?
PA0 This is Apollo Control, The Huntsville

is very very noisy again this time. We're going to come

down off this loop. If there is any air-to-ground over

the Huntsville we will come back up. This is Mission

Control Houston at 26 hours 24 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 26 hours, 25

minutes. We've had a little bit of air to ground in with all

this noise; we will play that for you.

cc Apollo 9, this is Houston. Through the

Huntsville. (garble) trying to evaluate the dock pretty noisy

to me can you read me at all?
cc Apollo 9 This is Houston. We are giving

you a short count to maybe help set up your equipment. 12345

54321. Houston out.
cc Apollo 9, Houston, do you read?

SC I read you clear.

cc Okay, understand. Weak but clear, and I

copied you about the same on that one.

cc 21 ... and Apollo 9, Houston. Just for

your info - we're trying these tests ... trying to get some

comm set up here looking ahead to rendezvous day.

SC 1 read you now.

cc Okay, you are coming through real weak;

I can make it out however.
sc Same for you. You are coming through

clear but very weak.
Cc Okay, understand. Clear but weak. Are

you getting this background static?

sc There is some background static, but not

tremendous

.

CC Roger. Copy.

cc Apollo 9, this is Houston. We'll have you

over Hawaii at about 34 and at that time, we would like to get

a long count from you from about 15 seconds while we work

some ground comm equipment at that time. I'll give you a GO

on your count

.

SC Roger. Apollo 9.

PAo This is Apollo Control at 26 hours, 30

minutes. Huntsville has LOS now. The crew has been running

some malfunction procedures on the fuel cell number 302

flow, which is still a little higher than it should be, and

even more so when they purge. So, comm would like for them

to do the next purge over a ground station where he can watch

it also; that next purge comes about 29 hours and 45 minutes.

They'll delay it a couple of minutes till they get into

acquisition at Hawaii; that'll be during the 19th revolution.

The DSE voice you heard them refer to, in which the tone is

wiping out some of the voices, data storage equipment, is

used to store the voice comments when the spacecraft is out

of range of a station, and then it can be dumped to the ground

at selected stations. We are getting a tone on there which is

interfering with the voice quality on the tape, and they are

going to take a look at that. Next station to acquire will be

Hawaii at 26 hours, 34 minutes, at about 2 minutes from now.

We'll be doing some more communication tests over the Hawaii

station looking forward to rendezvous day. This is Mission

Control, Houston, at 26 hours, 32 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 26 hours 34

minutes into the Mission, and ve are within range of Hawaii,

^'^clp^M Apollo 9, Houston, through Hawaii. How

do you read?
sc (garbled) Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, say again.

sc Roger, you are coining in loud and clear

n °W
*

CAP COM Real good. Stand by one here, let me

check and see if we are ready for your long count.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, thia is Houston. We

would like to start in about 30 seconds. What we nee is
_

we are trying to get this equipment setup for rendezvous day

and we need a long slow count, up to about 15 seconds, and

brinlit on pretty slow here for us because we will be changing

some ground antenna configurations during your count.

SC Roger.
CAP COM Okay, Apollo 9, Houston, you can begin

the count any time.
le<J) startlng

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, did

1

""^CAPCOM Roger, we copied all that except for 1,

but it was really enlightening down here. We switched some

configuration right about 5 and you went from down at a

fairly low level, you popped right up to 5 square, and d

like to repeat this test again in about a minute or minute

S
sc

alf
' Okay, we'll choose that 5 square con-

figuration for rendezvous.
CAPCOM That's affirmative. In fact, we might

just do you one better, we might just use that from now on,

as well as the rendezvous. „n-iv»r?
sc What did you all do, turn on the receiver/

CAPCOM That's about it.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we would like to have

you repeat that test, please.

sc Okay, long count coming 1, 2, J, <*
, 3,

6 7 8 9, 10, 9, 7 , 8, 6 , 5, 4, 3, 2 ,
1", How was that?

'

CAPCOM That was real good, appreciate that,

think we got some good data then.

SC (garbled)

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, this la Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston,
CC Roger. We'd like to uplink your state

vector in the target load if you'll give us two and accept.
SC Okay, you've got it.

CC Okay, and if you'd drag out your pads, I'll

have an SPS 4 pad for you in about 1 minute.
SC Just say when.
CC Okay. Apollo 9, Houston; I have this SPS 4

pad. Apollo 9, Houston, I have SPS 4 pad ready to read.
SC Roger, Houston. Apollo 9, how do you

read? We are ready to copy.
CC Roger. Reading you 5 square. Reading

028244030 minus 00012 minus 03009, all zips, 03009, 02945,
0283, 32743, plus 150 minus 069, 2624560, 25100 minus 1737

plus 13970, 2092, end of update.
SC Houston, Apollo 9 - do you have time for

the readback?
CC That's affirmative; we've got time here,

we may have a handoff here to Bermuda, but go ahead, it should
b ring us up

.

SC Okay. Reading back. 028244030 minus
00012, minus 03009, all zips, 03009, 02945, 0283, 32743, plus
150 minus 069, 2624560, 25100 minus 1737, plus 13970, 2092,
over

.

CC Roger. Houston confirms that and we went
right through that handoff without losing a digit.

SC Fantastical. Hey Smokie, got a minute?
CC ... press

.

SC Hey, when we flew across Texas a minute
ago I looked down and I thought I saw a whole bunch of flags
flying in Nassau Bay. And if I did, would you thank all those
people down there for us?

CC Alright, sure will. They probably heard
you here over our friendly radio station.

SC Alrightey, tell them we all think it's pretty
neat

.

CC Alright. Apollo 9, the computer is yours;
we have sent you a state vector and a target load.

SC Roger, understand. We got the computer
state vector, and target load. Houston, this is Apollo 9; we
did another realign before SPS 3 before ... at the torqueing
angles and the times, we'll give it to you when we get you,
that is if we haven't already given it to you. Are you still
with us?

CC Roger. I copy that. Apollo 9, I'm
trying to look back at the last time we got them from you
was 24 plus 28 ... plus 00.

SC Yeah, we had some later ones here.
You ready to copy?

CC Roger. Go ahead.
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sc Okay, plus 00006 plus 00010, minus 00022,

and the time was 245100.
CC Roger. Copy. Thank you.

Sc That was the second alignment before that

burn.
qq Roger. Understand.
Sc Figure that one and make sure.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Hey, we're getting better.

sc Last time you were perfect.

CAPCOM Okay. fAo „ ra
sc If you keep this up you will figure

°Ut
"CAPCOM

6 Sre
'

Hey, I was Just looking at the difference

in the - in your vectors on the tube here and it is almost

all zeros. You've really got a winner onboard there.

sc You mean our computer?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Yes, it's a com-

parison between your onboard vector and the ground vector

il almost no error between the two. CMP has really been

tracking good. ^ ^ ^ & c<m_

cerned about is everytime average G comes on at T minus 30

there. We're picking up almost a foot per second in that

30 seconds waiting for the burn to start,

CAPCOM Roger. We copied your query on that

before and everybody says that that is well with *n
fl

balance. I looked through the checklist here and it says

as long as it is less than 2 feet per second in 5 seconds

ifc 8

SC* Yes, but we want to be perfect.

CAPCOM I see. You want to trim those -

sc (Garbled.) It is sort of unusual to

see anything really.
CAPCOM Yeah. We agree with that. I guess

that's probably a good thing - we ought to load some into

the simulator.
sc Probably be a good idea.

CAPCOM Hey, if you got a minute for a question,

I'm curious about your windows. Are they fogged up? How

is your visability?
S C I just took a picture of the left hand

rendezvous window and it's starting to fog up around the

sides. It looks like some sort of film on the outside of

the outer pane or the inside of the outer pane - it s hard

to tell. It has moved in from the edge about one-half inch.

Now on the far right side and all the way down an about

4 inches down from the top on the left side from the top

of the apex - and the hatch window has got a big circle in

the middle of it. It is beginning to fog up.
„„Klomo

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that. Sounds like problems

still with us then.
, . „ T

sc And windows 4 and 5 are clear. I don t

see any trouble with them at all. And be advised that

hatch window - it's a pretty light coating still.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand.
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sc it almost looks like it goes away when

the sun shines on that - that and window number 1.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy. And —
sc Window number 1 seems to fog up period-

ically but I'd say for the most part they are pretty good.

CAP COM Roger. Understand and I got a few

words of wisdom on the cryo tanks for tonight.

sc Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM All right, you are starting to fade out

on me a little bit - still got some time here with you, but

tonight we'd like to just about repeat the plan that we

did last night. At this time go ahead and turn off the

heaters in both H2 tanks. Allow the pressure to drop to

175 PSI and use the heaters to keep the pressure from going

below 175 and then prior to the sleep period we 11 turn on

the fans and H2 tank number 2 and we hope that it will keep

the pressure up during the night.
p

okay. We've got the heaters OFF now

and you want us to let it go down 175 - keep it to 175 using

tie heaters and then tonight use H2 fan number 2 rather than

1#
CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We re, .showing a

pretty big middle gimbal angle there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, We are shewing a

pretty big middle gimbal angle there,
c r ' Roger

.

Sc Houston, Apollo 9. What * a your ^ temper-

atures on the quads for the burn here, the roll quad.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9, copy. Stand by.

If Okay. We've been using B and D bc«u«

they show highest uP here, but if you have any other pref-

"""IpciS' " kn °W
All right, understand. You are going to

plan on using Baker and Delta unless we advise you otherwise.

sc That's affirm.

CAPCOM AnTipollo 9, Houston. We are losing

you at Canaries. We will see you a t Tananarive about 25

Excuse me, Ascension here coming up here real soon. Sorry

ab °Ut
cIpC0M Apollo 9, Houston. Do you read?

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

Roger. You ealled?
Yes. We've got one other question forSC Roger. You ealled?

CAP COM Yes. We've got one «w ^,

vou on the PUG& system. k«»>-? , , ,, . .

rrom prime or normal to aux. We would like to know if the

meter changed when you switched and if it did, the readings

before and after. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ it d±d change>

The unbalance tended to decrease but then it came back up

aaain and it also caused the master alarm to go on and off

and so I switched back to normal. Both a"^* ^
cate an increase in the oxidizier unbalance. 1 can t give

vou a Quantity reading on the auxilliary system because it

was Llinl For you/inf ormation , during the burn, the ox-

idizer unbalance jumped all around.

CAP COM Okay, Apollo 9, we copied that. Thank

you very much. ^ . f ^ thlnk q£ anything

better to do with it, we might consider shutting if off on

some of these later burns, because it's taking a lot of time

to reset the master alarm during those burns.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. We've been consider-1

ing that and unless we can come with something better that

is probably going to be our recommendation. We are still

trying to troubleshoot it, that is the purpose for this ques-

tlOI1 '

sc Okay. Besides that, it changes the

pulse rate too.
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CAPCOM I'm sorry, Apollo 9. Change of what?

I didn't catch your last statement.

BC The master alarm changes the heart rate.

CAPCOM (laughter) Roger, understand.

CAPCOM We didn't notice that down here. You

looked cool as a cucumber.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 27 hours 18

minutes. Ascension has loss of signal now. We are an hour

and 5 minutes away from the fourth SPS burn. That burn will

take place at 28 hours 24 minutes 40.3 seconds. Delta V

of 300.9 feet per second, duration of the burn 28.3 seconds.

This again will be an out of plane burn. We expect the

perigee to stay essentially where it is, 109 and 1/2 nautical

miles and we expect the apogee to go up about 2 miles from

271 8 to 273.8. We got a report on the windows. The first

window report in this report. The crew reported the left-

hand rendezvous window starting to fog up a bit, film on

the outer pane. It was difficult to tell whether it was on

the inside or outside of that pane. It's moved about 1/2

inch from the edge. They also reported a circle of fog in

the middle of the hatch window, appeared to be a very light

coating, disappeared when the sun was shining on it. The

other windows reported clear. We will acquire at Tananarive

in about 4 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAn This is Apollo Control at 27 hours

24 minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 about to acquire

at ^CoT 6
' Apollo 9, this is Houston through

Tananarive.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

fa
CAPCOM Okay, I'm reading you okay, just standing

k I'll have you for about 8 minutes across Tananarive,
by here. we 11 have you ^ purglng

SC
angles?

CAPCOM
SC

00649 .

CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM

angles

.

SC

Roger, go ahead.
Okay, plus 00298 minus 00394 minus

Rotter I copy

•

Beginning of the time will be 27:28:00

Roger, copy time 27:28:00, and I copied

Roger.

END OF TAPE
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cc And Apollo 9, we'll see you over Carnarvon,

36at
^PAO This is Apollo Control at 27 hours,

minutes. Tananarive has had LOS; next tati
;
n

Carnarvon at 27 hours, 42 minutes. Astronaut Al Worden,

another member of the Apollo 9 support team, has J°*«J
Astronaut Stu Roosa at the cap comm console. This is Mission

Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 27 hours
41 minutes. Apollo 9 is nearing acquisition at Carnarvon.
We will stand by

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM You're loud and clear. Apollo 9, I

would like to close a loop I mentioned a while back about

the DSE voice interference. Evidently that was a ground
playback problem; we've run your last dump through and it

is real good. So that DSE voice is okay.
SC Okay, fine.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Another item, fuel

cell 3 02 flow looks normal to us. It's settled back down.
SC Yes, it does look like it is coming

down again.
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Do you plan to have

us charge that A tonight?
CAP COM Copy, Apollo 9. Stand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, that is affirmative.
SC Roger, thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog. Another question on our PUGS

problem. Have you tried the temp switch on this.
SC That's a negative.
CAPCOM Roger, understand. Have you got time

to run that for us now, Rusty? If we so request it?

SC Sure do.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by one. Okay, Rusty, we
would like to have you do that. I'm sure you are familiar
with this procedure, but we would like to have your values
now so you can return to those, A caution on this is to

not stay in position 1 or position 2 longer than 10 seconds.
And we would like it run in both normal and aux.

SC Okay, understand you want to do it in

both normal and aux and let me know when you are ready.
You want test 1 and test 2 in both of them.

CAPCOM That is affirmative. And as I say, note
here that you will have to note your values so you can bring
it back to your present values now.

SC Okay, I'll give you about 8 seconds.
We are starting and you ready to go?

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. We can't monitor this,

we would just like to have you do it on board and we would
like to have you go up and down back to the present values
in normal and primary and then the same thing in aux. And
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give us a few words of wisdom as you proceed through it.

SC Okay, in work.

CAPCOM Okay.
sc Okay, Houston. Just ran test 1 in pri-

mary, rather normal, and in 10 seconds I got no motion at

all. The master alarm light did come on after 5 seconds,

but no motion at all on the counters and for that reason I

don't think I will go down to test 2. I may not be able to

get it back up where it belongs.
CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. Stand by on it.

That's a pretty definite test of some sort, but stand by

one, Apollo 9.
sc Rog, and any time you want to give me a

go, I'll go ahead and run the same test in aux

.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by.

END OF TAPE
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cc And Apollo 9, this is Houston; we're

about to lose you here at Carnarvon; we'll see you at Hunts-

ville at about 59.
S C Roger. Do you want me to try and test

it ON or are you still thinking about it?

cc Well, the plan ia that we're going to have

you disable these ... the PUGS for this burn and we'll talk

about that over the Huntsville or Hawaii; we're coming up

on 30 minutes of the burn, and we figure we should just go

ahead and chuck it for this one.

SC Okay.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 27 hours, 53

minutes into the mission. Carnarvon has LOS. Over this

station we performed a test on the PUGS, the propellant

utilization gageing system, it's been acting up causing

warning lights to come on, warning tones and lights during

the burn. We have decided to disable this system for the 4th SPS

burn which is scheduled at about 30 minutes, 30 seconds from

now. We can perform the burn without this system, It is merely

a aaceing system, and we will disable it. The Huntsville will

acquire at 27 hours, 58 minutes, 23 seconds. This is Mission Control,

Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 27 hours 58

minutes into the mission. We'll stand by for conversation

St th
CAPCOM

SV 6
Apollo 9, this is Houston through the

HUntS
CAPCOM Huntsville M&O, Houston CAPCOM. How

d° y
°HTV

ead?
Houston CAPCOM, Huntsville M&O read

you loud and clear. We have not established valid two-way

lock yet with the spacecraft.
CAPCOM Roger, understand. Will you give me

a call when you do?
HXV Roger, will call.

sc Hello Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, you are loud and

clear.
SC (garbled)
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. I read you

loud and clear. How me?
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this is Houston. I

think you are reading me. We are recommending that we turn

the PUGS off for this burn. We would like to have you turn

the SPS gaging switch OFF, we would like to have you pull

2 circuit breakers on Panel 08, they are the heater gaging

circuit breakers through MAIN A, MAIN B.

SC Okay.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston, I am not

readi
S?v

yOU at a11
" Houston CAPCOM, this is the Huntsville

M&O. At the time of the comm with the spacecraft we had

valid two-way lock and we've lost it presently.

CAPCOM Roger, you say I did have 2 way lock

at the time of my transmission?
HTV Roger, during the brief transmission

you had 2 way lock, presently you do not have it, the signal

is very weak.
CAPCOM Roger, understand, thanR you.

sc Houston, Apollo 9, how do you read now?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, I read you

loud and clear. Did you copy my last transmission?

sc That's negative. You were way down in

"cAPCOM Okay, we're recommending that you disable

the PUGS for this burn. We would like to have you turn the

SPS aaaing switch OFF , and pull the 2 circuit breakers on

panel OS^labeled SPS HEATER GAGING MAIN A AND MAIN B.
p

sc Roger, SPS gaging OFF, and the breakers

°CAPC0M Okay, very good, thank you Apollo 9.
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SC Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We are

losing you over the Huntsville, we'll see you over Hawaii

at 10
g C Houston, this is Apollo 9. You are breaking

up very badly, lots of noise on the S-bands plugging out

^"CAPCOM Roger, we'll see you over Hawaii at 10.

SC Roger, over Hawaii at 10. You came through

pretty good that time if you want to try it again.

CAPCOM No, I was just telling you we were LOS.

pV 0 This is Apollo Control at 28 hours 6

minutes and the Huntsville does have loss of signal. During

tn?s pass Apollo 9 disabled the propellant utilization system,

will be ed during the 4th service ^^l^^ZVr'l
we're 17 minutes 36 seconds away from the 4th SPS burn will

be performed near the end of the 18th revolution while in

acquisition at Texas. Next station to acqu r 18

the GO /NO-GO decision for this SPS burn will be made over

the Hawaii station. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 28 hours, 10

minutes and Hawaii has acquired Apollo 9.

CC Apollo 9, this is Houston through Hawaii,
standing by.

SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9. Coming up on

the burn here.
CC Roger. You are loud and clear, and we'll

have your GO /NO /GO shortly; let everybody take a look at the

data.
SC Okay.
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. You are GO

for SPS 4.

SC Apollo 9. Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control; we are 10 minutes

away from SPS number 4. To summarize again, the Delta V,

or change of velocity on this burn, 300.9 feet per second,
duration of the burn, 28.3 seconds. We expect the resultant
orbital parameters 273.8 by 109.5. Perigee is the same as

the present perigee, the apogee would move up 2 miles. This
burn essentially out of plane.

PAO 5 minutes away from the burn.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Telemetry confirms the gimbal motors are
on now. Those are the orders that drive the engine bell -

steer it.
PAO Three minutes away from the burn now.
PAO Ignition planned at 28 hours, 24 min-

utes, 40 seconds - cutoff 28 hours, 25 minutes, 9 seconds.
G&C confirms the spacecraft is trimmed up - ready for the
burn

.

PAO One minute away.
PAO Thirty seconds.
PAO Ignition.
PAO Good burn so far - nice and steady.
PAO Engine OFF.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 - Houston. I copy your

residuals as plus 00003 plus 00035 plus 00032.
SC Roger. That's correct for the Delta V

curve that's a minus 6 point 2.

CAPCOM Roger. Minus 6 point 2.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9 - Houston. I copy the

order.
SC Roger. Roger.
SC Good burn.
CAPCOM Roger. Understand - looked good here.
SC You're really (garbled)
PAO Initial onboard orbit looks like 274 by

109 .

SC And Houston you want us to begin charg-
ing BAT A.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Apollo 9, let's start
charging battery A.

SC Okay.
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

SC We just want to advise you that the command-
in-service module now weights less than the LM.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy.
CAPCOM Hey, Jim, I think you must like the

heavy job. Soon as you got this one lighter - now tomorrow
you are going to crawl into the heavy one.

SC It always happens this way with those heavies.
CAPCOM Yes.
SC You notice the way we end up though at

the end of the run.
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We have the

heartrates now during this short burn - SPS number 4. Jim
McDivltt - 108, Dave Scott - 68, Rusty Schweickart - 62.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Comra dropped down there a little

bit when you were commenting on your master alarm during
the burn. Would you repeat that?

SC Roger. The comment was that it was a
real good burn and we didn't have any master alarms that
time

.

CAPCOM Roger. Well, the white hats picked up
one on that one.

SC We had one caution light, but it was on
before the burn, so I guess that's okay.

CAP COM That's right.
SC Sim Sup must be falling down on his job.
CAPCOM We'll talk to him about that; see what

he can do for you tomorrow.
SC No thanks, okay?
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Sim Sup is the

simulation supervisor who introduces problems into the sim-
ulations prior to the actual mission.

PAO Apollo Control, we had during that burn,
and they are still here, two members of the backup crew of
Apollo 9, the backup crew commander Pete Conrad, and the
command module pilot Dick Gordon.

SC Houston, did you call?
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.
CAP COM Roger. Just for your info, that Y

residual on that burn took out those few seconds that we
were off on the rendezvous and now we are trying to measure
it in centiseconds

.

SC Good, we've got just the computer that
can take centiseconds.

CAPCOM Okay.
SC I have something to do, he is going to

have to - you can just make the numbers smaller and smaller.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, go.
SC Are you going to leave the SPS engine

circuit down for the rest of the flight?
CAPCOM We haven't really decided on that yet,

Apollo 9. I guess it depends on how our troubleshooting
goes.

SC Okay, we will just stand by for what-
ever you want to do then.
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CAP COM Roger. If we can come up with some good
ideas ve will work on It.

SC Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, go ahead.
SC Roger. We would like to know what your

plans are for purging of the fuel cells, If any?
CAPCOM Roger. We would like to have that 02

purge as we talked about before over Carnarvon and stand by
here. We will see if we got any other on that. And we would
like to have an E memory dump at this time, standing by now
on your mark.

SC Okay, 3, 2, 1, mark. E memory dump.
SC Houston, we are going to fill the PLSS

tank again so the surge will be coming down.
CAPCOM Roger, understand,
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We've

got about 1 more minute at Antigua and then we will see you
over Ascension at 46.

SC Roger, Ascension 46.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control; we are 28 hours,

and 41 minutes into the flight. And Apollo 9 is beyond the

range at Antigua now. This burn, SPS number 4 went very well.

The initial onboard readout of the orbit - 274 by 109. That

will be refined from ground tracking. We do not have that

number yet but very, very near the nominal we were looking for.

We were expecting on the order of 273.8 by 109.5. Ascension
will acquire the spacecraft in about 3 minutes; we'll be back

up then. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
minutes . Apollo
We'll stand by.

CAP COM
CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM

like to have crew in ACCEPT
vec tor

.

This is Apollo Control at 28 hours 45

coining up on the Ascension station now.

Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston, through Ascension.

Houston, Apollo 9.
tremendous conn this pass. We'd

'd like to give you a state

Roger
Hello

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Roger, you've got it.
Unde rs t and

.

And Apollo 9, Houston, I have a nav check
to go along with the state vector update.

SC Roger, go ahead with your nav check.
CAPCOM Roger, reading nav check: 02940 all

zips plus 1227 plus 16044 1358.
SC Roger, reading back: 02949 all zips

plus 1227 plus 16044 1358.
CAP COM Roger, confirm the update.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, you have both the

state vector clocks loaded, the computer is yours.
SC
SC
CAPCOM

little practice
SC

time you've got it
CAPCOM

have that yet

Roger, computers ours, thank you.
You guys were perfect again.
Roger, I see it on there now. With a

by gosh we may make it yet.
Roger, we're ready for BLOCK data any

I'm sorry about that, Rusty, we don't
We'll try to catch back. I know it's through

your eat period here, but we're going to have to catch it
over Carnarvon, some spot over there, during the next hour.

SC Okay, fine.
And Houston, we're going to be powering

Roger
Okay .

And Apollo 9

understand, any time.

Sc
down the G&N here.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, if you would like to do

that 02 purge now that would be one less thing you would have
to do next hour. We've still got you here at Ascension
for almost 6 minutes.

SC Okay, we'll run through that 02 purge
right now .

CAPCOM Roger, understand you are starting an
02 purge, very good.

PAO E COMM reports that the crew is purging
all three fuel cells and the purge rates look normal.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, just why we're late
on that BLOCK data is the weather has turned pretty bad
in some areas and we had to shift the areas.
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SC Roger.
CAP COM In fact, it looks like we are going to

have to keep you flying or either land you out here on -

Red Fish Isle in Galveston Bay,
SC Why, don't we just stay up for a few

days .

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds like a good idea.
SC The food and bubbly are holding out

alright.
CAPCOM Tremendous, and Apollo 9. another thing

I would like to get from you would be your RCS quads, your
onboard readout, quanity, and your thruster temp.

SC Roger. I'll be right down with them.
CAP COM Okay.
SC Okay purge is complete,

Roger, copy purge complete.
Houston here is the RCS quanity if you

CAPCOM
SC

want to copy.
CAPCOM
SC

D is 79.
CAPCOM
SC
SC

tabs for just
CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead,
A quad is 79 percent. B is 84, C is 79

79, 79.Roger, I copy 79, 84,
That is affirm.
And Houston, stand by on the injector

second.
Roger, understand.

END OF TAPE
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sc Houston, Apollo 9. We'll get you with

fti*» inlector temps on next station.the in
J

ector p
Roger; we're about to lose you here at

Ascension and the next station is Tananarive at about 04,

Carnarvon at 19.

l
C

Thiols Apollo Control at 28 hours, 57

Gene K"n * "
J ul re win b e Tananarive in about 6 minutes,

how ve t as y u heTrd Stu Roosa said that he would not atte.pt

uct the crew over the Tananarive station; we "« d

Ve "alit^x^ed lUVL ^r-'toda
8

has
U
been%retty

TaJ
e
so

Ua
i's

y
ver

P
y

e
ii^ly that the next station over which we

wil have communication will be Carnarvon, at 29 hours, 19

;:uteg Th e crew is in the process of powering down the

!! ift t I night, going into drifting flight, during
spacecraft for tne nig

, »
J and then thelr re8t period

^ginrat^rhourre^n' Wis isVssion Control at 28 hours,

58 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. Good afternoon
from the Gold Team, Here at Mission Control we've completed
the shift changeover. Flight Director Jerry Griffin's crew

has replaced the White Team and they made a status check of

the consoles here and they indicate that they are ready to

support Apollo 9. The spacecraft will come within range of

the tracking station at Carnarvon in a matter of a minute or

so. t that time we expect some conversation between the

crew and the CAPCOM. Meantime, we estimate that the change
of shift briefing involving the participants of the White
Team will start here in Houston at 3:45 PM Central Standard
Time. We'll be standing by momentarily for expected air-to-
ground conversation between Houston and the crew at Carnarvon.
This is Apollo Control standing by.

PAO We've acquired the spacecraft at the

Carnarvon tracking station. Standing by,

PAO While we are waiting for air-to-ground
conversation, we have received refined tracking data on the

apogee and perigee from the last SPS burn and we understand
that it was 200 - the resulting perigee was 272 nautical
miles and 109.3 nautical miles.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through Car-
narvon, standing by.

SC Okay, Houston. You're coming in five
square. How us?

CAPCOM Oh, it's sterling. Five Square.
SC Okay, we've got some readouts for you.

Did you copy the RCS?
CAPCOM We copied the RCS quantities.
SC Okay, here come the bat voltages: bat C,

37.0; pyro A, 37.1; pyro B, 37.1; and I've got the injector
temperatures for you.

CAPCOM Rog, I copy the battery voltages; go

with the injector temperatures.
SC Roger, 5C and D, off scale high; 6A and

B, off scale high; 6 Charlie and Delta, respectively, 4.0

and 4.6.
CAPCOM Rog, copy 5 Charlie and Delta, off scale

high; 6 Alpha and Bravo, off scale high; and Charlie and
Delta, 4.0 and 4.6.

SC That's Charlie.
CAPCOM Okay, and we'd like to confirm with you

that before you sack out you'll turn the fan on in H2 tank 2.

SC Roger, we will and be advised that it

doesn't look like we're going to get down to 175.
CAPCOM Rog, we confirm that. And another thing
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We'd like to recommend that tonight you turn your VHF B

receiver off. We will be guarding that frequency on the

ground and we will be monitoring the spacecraft and if we

can't get through to you on A, VHP A, we'll use the crew

alert.
SC Okay, we'll turn Bravo off. You want us

to stay just in simplex A.

CAPCOM That is affirmative. Simplex Alpha and

turn off your VHF B.

SC Okay, we're in simplex Alpha at this time

and we're ready with the block data now.
CAPCOM Roger, it'll still be a little bit - the

weather is shifting those sites around and I do not have the

block data for you yet, and I would like to confirm that we
will be monitoring B frequency if you need to bring it up in

transmi t

.

SC Roger, understand you'll be listening on

B also. Thank you.
CAPCOM Rog.
PAO We expect additional conversation between

the ground and the crew on this pass so we'll just continue

to monitor and stand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Oh, Rog. I've only got about 2 minutes

here at Carnarvon. I'd like to start the block data though

and finish it up qver Guam. ,.

SC Okay, ready to copy.
CAPCOM Sog. Reading block data 021 4 Alpha plus

325 minus 1610 03244343859 022 4 Charlie plus 259 minus 1610

034 19 01 38 59 023 4 Charlie plus 145 minus 1675 035 56 03

48 56 024 Alpha Charlie minus 21 6 minus 007 00 36 24 11 53

97-1 believe I've lost you.
PA0 We have an indication here at Mission

Control that the spacecraft has moved out of range of the

Carnarvon tracking station. It will be reacquired by the

site at Guam In another 3 minutes or so. We'll come up at

that time. At 29 hours, 30 minutes in the flight of Apollo 9

this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 29 hours,

32 minutes into the flight. We expect acquisition at Guam

momentarily. At that time CAPCOM will transmit some final

data up to the crew, and if all goes well as planned that

will be about our last conversation with them. For we plan

to have them go into their rest cycle immediately after

loss of signal at Guam. In the meantime, we will standby

here, we have acquisition at the present time. We will

standby and listen for the air to ground.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Do you read through

Guam?
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Roger, we read you.

CAPCOM Roger, I read you 5 square. How far

did 1 get?
sc Okay, I got to the last line in 24 alpha

charlie, and I got a 53 there, and that is all.

CAPCOM Okay, the last line in alpha charlie is

53 niner 7, and reading on the next one, 0254 charlie minus

178 minus 162003 niner 13138020. The last one, 026 alpha

charlie minus 042 minus 026003 niner 335 niner 4000. That

is the end of the update. I would like to go back to the

third line and 4 charlie 0234 charlie, the third one I read.

The third line in that should be minus 1625, and your SPS

trim angles, pitch minus point niner, yaw minus .7.

Sc Okay, a readback on all. Do we have

enough time to read them all back?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, before you start the readback,

we would like to have you turn on the H2 purge heaters; and

what we are working up to is just before your rest period,

it looks like we are going to have to purge to get the pressure

in H2 cryo tanks down to 175.

sc Roger, we've got the H2 purge heater ON.

CAPCOM Understand, and I am ready for the

readback.
sc Roger, 021 dash 4 alpha plus 325 minus

16100324434385 niner 0224 charlie plus 25 niner minus 16100341

niner 01385 niner 0234 charlie plus 145 minus 162503556034856.

Are you still with us?
CAPCOM Roger, we've got 3 minutes left.

sc Okay, 024 alpha charlie minus 216 minus

0070036241153 niner 70254 charlie minus 178 minus 162003 niner

13138020026 alpha charlie minus 042 minus 026003 niner 335 niner

4000. Pitch .9, yaw .7. That is a minus and a minus.

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Houston confirms

that update. We still have about 2 and 1/2 minutes left in

this pass and we will see what our words of wisdom are on

the tanks and that should be the last time we will have

to talk to you tonight, I believe.
sc Okay. Can we talk to you if we want to?
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CAPCOM Okey Apollo 9, the way we would like for

you to do it is after~your time le up on the heater, to go

ahead and do a purge as required to get it down to 175j and

discontinue the purge, turn the heaters OFF a«d turn the fan

ON in tank 2.
SC Roger, understand when the 20 minutes

are up, you want us to purge H2 on all three fuel cells until

the cryo gets down- to 175. Discontinue the purge, turn the

fan ON in tank 2, and sack out.
CAPCOM That is affirmative. One other item I

would like to get, if you can give it to us, is a dosimeter
reading.

SC Roger, standby I'll give you mine,

(garble).
CAPCOM Apollo 9, if that was a transmission, I

didn't get it. Apollo 9, do you read, Houston.
PAO We have an indication that the spacecraft

has moved out of range of the tracking station at Guam. At

29 hours, 40 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9, this is

Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 30 hours,

15 minutes into the flight. Sometime back during the last

pass over Hawaii we recorded about a minute of air-to-ground

between the CAPCOM here at Houston, which is Stu Rooaa, and

the Commander, Jim McDivitt. We're prepared to play that

back to you at this time.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.

SC Go ahead Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Rog, if you'll give me a dosimeter reading

I'll be quiet for the rest of the night.

sc Roger, the dosimeter for Dave, 6102, My

dosimeter is packed down in the bottom of my seat. If you

really want it I'll unpack it. If you don't need It I 11

delay it until tomorrow and give It to you.

CAPCOM That's negative. We don't want you to

unpack it and the first one was for Dave, is that right?

SC 6102 is Dave's.
CAPCOM Okay, I got that.

sc You already got Rusty's, didn't you?

CAPCOM And I did not get Rusty's, Could you give

me that one?
SC Oh, okay, just a minute. 8002.

CAPCOM Roger, 8002. And with that we'll close

out What we'd like to have you do in the morning would be

to give us an evaluation of your sleep in hours, If you could,

for tonight and the first night. We don't want to bother you 1

with that now and unless you have something else, why, Smokey

bids you a fond night's sleep.
Sc Okay, thanks very much. Would you tell

my family I said, "Hello."
CAPCOM Rog, will do that.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. You don t even

have to answer me but if you don't get that filter changed as

shown on the 30 hours, you're going to have a master alarm

before your rest period ends.
Sc Roger, Houston. Understand if we don t

get the LIOH canister changed before 30 hours we'll have a

master alarm before the end of our rest period?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. It's shown in the

flight plan and I just wanted to remind you of it before we

got too far into the rest period.

so That's all right. You know what I told

you about little reminds. How are things in Houston there,

Smokey?
CAPCOM Say again,

sc How are things in Houston? Now that we're
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not working I want to talk to you.

SC Negative. We refuse to talk to you; it's

a rest period. The only thing we want is you to answer one

question. Did you happen to move the B3 thruster switch,

Bl thruster switch?
SC Roger, I did.

CAPCOM Okay, very good. That solves that prob-

lem and we've reminded you of the canister and that will keep

you from getting a master alarm and we're not going to answer

you anymore.
SC What are you, a smart guy?

CAPCOM No, sir,

S C Which one of those good teams is on right

now, Gold or White or Orange?
CAPCOM It's the G squared team, good Gold.

Sc Good Gold (garble).
PA0 At 30 hours, 19 minutes into the flight

of Apollo 9 the spacecraft now is heading over the tip of

South America. The next station to acquire will be Ascension.

The crew pretty much has rested, or bedded down rather, not

rested yet, but they're pretty much bedded down. Doing a

few housekeeping duties. We'll continue to monitor here in

Mission Control. At 30 hours, 20 minutes, this is Apollo

""^Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 30 hours,

50 minutes, ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 has just passed

out of range of the Tananarive Tracking Station at this

time heading out over the Indian Ocean. Crew Is settled
down during their rest cycle with the spacecraft commander,

Jim McDivitt, as the only one who is connected to bio-
instrumentation at the present time. We've had some
recent readings on McDivitt's heart rate and respiration

and the flight surgeon reports this is what he saw. He

read McDivitt as havi"ng 72 beats per minute and having a

respiration of 11 per minute. The cabin temperature at

the present time is holding at 72 degrees Fahrenheit, while

cabin pressure has been steady at 4.9 pounds per square

inch. Next station to acquire the spacecraft will be the

Carnarvon tracking station on this 20th revolution. They

will get acquisition in about 30 hours, 57 minutes or

almost 30 hours, 58 minutes. However, we do not expect

any communication between the ground since we are in the

rest cycle and there has been no effort here to talk to

the crew. All systems are looking well on the spacecraft
at the present time at 30 hours, 52 minutes into the

flight. This Is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 31 hours,
50 minutes into the flight. Apollo 9 is just crossing the
South American country of Ecuador, at the present time. Our

present orbital measurement show a perigee of 109.2 nautical
miles, apogee of 272.1 nautical miles, a total weight of

gum drop and spider, that is the Command Service Module and docked
Lunar Module, is now calculated at about 62 605 pounds.
During the pass, the last pass over the States where we had
acquisition at the tracking station Texas, the Flight
Surgeon, Dr. John Zieglschmid reported that the Command
Module pilot and the Commander were both in their couches
and we were receiving biomedical information on them indicating
they were resting, but not yet sleeping soundly. There is

no indication of sleep on the part of the two pilots. The
Lunar Module pilot, of course, is down in the sleep station
and he is not connected with the - at the present time with
biomed instrumentation. And as a result, we haven't received
any data, any recent data on him. Mean while, the Flight
Controlers here at Mission Control in Houston report that the

systems are looking okay. They have been powered down for

some time now, and that the spacecraft, of course, is in

drifting flight. At 31 hours, 52 minutes, ground elapse time,
this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 32 hours.

52 minutes at GET. Apollo. 9 is presently in West Pacific

area having moved out of range at the tracking station at

Guam. We had a very short pass over Gua« because of the.

position of the spacecraft in reference to the tracking

site. Very little information was transmitted down,

however, the spacecraft systems are working or looking

well. We had a report that we -were getting a good charge

on battery A, for the batteries are being charged at the

present time. About an hour and a half ago we had a

shift change here with Astronaut Ron Evans at Capcom,

replacing Astronaut Stu Roosa. We expect to acquire the

spacecraft again in about ten minutes over the Hawaii

tracking site. On this the 21st revolution at 32 hours,

53 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9. This is Apollo

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 33 hours,
50 minutes GET. Apollo 9 presently is over the Atlantic
Ocean approaching the lower tip of the continent of Africa.
Earlier during this pass- Dr. John Ziegelschmidt reported that
biomedical telemetry beamed down from the spacecraft showed
that the Commander, that would be Jim McDivitt, and the Com-
mand Module Pilot, Dave Scott, were in the initial stages of
sleep. Dr. Ziegelschmidt reported that the Commander, Com-
mander's heart rate was averaging about 60 beats per minute,
and the Command Module Pilot's heart rate was averaging about
48 beats per minute. The next station to acquire the Apollo 9

spacecraft will be Tananarive in about 3 more minutes* We
expect no conversation since the crew is in its rest cycle.
At 33 hours, 52 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9 this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 34 hours,

59 minutes ground elapsed time. The crew of Apollo 9 has

some 4 hours and 20 minutes of their sleep period remaining.

The countdown clock shows, well, less than 4 hours and

20 minutes of - left in their rest cycle. I guess one might

call that an alarm clock. Earlier while the spacecraft was

in range of the Hawaii station, the Flight Surgeon reported

that McDivitt and Scott appear to be sleeping rather soundly

now. Their rates were 54 heart beats per minute, that is

an average, for McDivitt; and 42 for Scott. The LM pilot,

Rusty Schweickart, is in the sleep station under the crew

couches and therefore his TM is not available because of the

way the biomedical instrumentation cabling is arranged.

Spacecraft systems appear to be functioning normally and

well at this time. The next station to acquire Apollo 9 will

be Tananarive at about one-half hour from now. At 35 hours,

1 minute ground elapsed time all systems are well and the

crew is sleeping. This is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

in the 23rd rev at the present time, flying over the

Indian Ocean - well, it's actually across* India at the
present time. During the Tananarive pass which occurred
about a quarter of an hour ago, the TM again indicated
that spacecraft systems were performing well and the crew
apparently is sleeping rather soundly. So, the period
of quiet is being maintained and it's fairly quiet here
in the control center also, at 35 hours and 52 minutes,
GET. This is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 36 hours 51
minutes into the flight. There is increased activity in
Mission Control at this time. A change of shift is under
way. The gold team members are saying goodnight while
the orange team members are saying good morning. Meanwhile
the Apollo 9 1b crossing the Atlantic Ocean approaching the
ascension tracking station. Aquasltion there will be in
about four more minutes. During the last pass over Hawaii
about a half an hour ago the biomedical telemetry from the
commander showed that he had an average heart rate of 68
beats per minute. This lead Doctor John Ziegelschmidt , the
flight surgeon to conclude that Astronaut McDivitt probably
was awake, however there was no air to ground conversation
between the two, the ground letting him rest. All systems
appear to be working normally on the spacecraft at this time.
The astronauts still have about two hours and 26 minutes
of rest, rest time before they will be awakened for what
promises to be a very very busy day. At 36 hours 53
minutes into the flight of Apollo 9 this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 37 hours 50 min-
utes ground elapsed time. The Apollo 9 spacecraft is over
the Central Pacific at this tine and will be coning over the
tracking ship Mercury in approximately 6 minutes. The three
crewmen aboard Apollo 9 are still apparently asleep; there
have been no conversations with the ground in the last sev-
eral hours since the rest period began. The onboard cabin
pressure readouts as telemetered to the ground now show a
cabin pressure of 4.9 pounds pe r-square-inch , a temperature
of 69 degrees Fahrenheit. Recent tracking has shown the
orbit to be 109.1 nautical mile perigee by 271.9 nautical
mile apogee. The gross weight is computed to be 62 603 pounds
of the command and service module and the docked lunar module.
The countdown clock, or alarm clock, for waking up the
crew shows one hour 28 minutes remaining of the rest period.
When the crew is awakened and have breakfast, they immediately
go into putting on their pressure garment assemblies and pre-
pare to transfer two men, the lunar module pilot Rusty Sweig-
art first and the commander Jim McDivitt later on, into the
lunar module through the tunnel connecting the two spacecraft
for complete rather exhaustive series of systems checkouts.
At 37 hours 52 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 38 hours 50 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is presently over North
Central Africa at the beginning of the 25th revolution.
Earlier in the evening during the later part of the 24th rev-
olution and crossing over the tracking ship Mercury at about
38 hours ground elapsed time, flight surgeon Ken Beers, re-
ported that the commander and command module pilot heart rates
were in the mid 50's and mid 30's respectively for the two men.
The lunar module pilot, Rusty Schweickart, is in the sleep station
beneath the couch and Is not - does not have his biomedical
harness attached. The wake time now - the clock on the wake
up clock is 28 minutes 55 seconds j a second countdown clock
here in Mission Control gives a time of 3 hours 18 minutes
until the hatch between the command module and the lunar
module will be opened for the intravehi cular transfer of the

lunar module pilot and later the commander into the LM for the

days activities in powering up and checking out the lunar mod-
ule. At 38 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control 39 hours 18 minutes

ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 midway through the 25th revolu-

tion is now over the tracking station at Guam. The tracking

at Guam and also the ships Huntsville and Mercury all overlap

for a total time of about 25 minutes. The countdown clock for

awakening the crew now shows a minute and a half left until the

end of the rest period for the crew of Apollo 9. After the

crew does wake up and get a flight plan update here from Mis-

sion Control, they will then go into an eat period for their

breakfast before a very busy day of checking out and activating

the lunar module, the first manning of the lunar module of this

mission. We're monitoring the air-ground here for any calls

that spacecraft communicator Ron Evans might make to the crew

of Apollo 9 to see if they're awake. We'll stand by to join

that conversation when it begins. Another countdown clock

here in Mission Control is showing now 2 hours 50 minutes

until the hatch is open between the lunar module and the com-

mand module for the intr avehi cular transfer of two of the

crewmen into the LM. He's putting in a call now, let's listen.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston calling.

SC Good morning Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Rog. I'm a long ways away so you can't

hit me for waking you up.

SC ' Say again.
CAP COM I'm a long ways away so you can't swing

and hit me on waking up.
SC Okay. How's everything lookin' down

there?
CAP COM It's looked beautiful all night, kept it

so quiet here we didn't have too much to do.

SC Oh-h, Very good.

CAP COM I have a lot of good information here,

flight plan update, consumables and some block data when you

get around to copying some of it.

SC Okay, stand by one. (pause) Okay Houston

Go with your flight plan update.
CAP COM Roger. At time about 39 plus 55 primary

glycol accumulator refill, fill to 50 to 55 percent, LMP two

dash seven step four. Over.
SC 39 plus 55 primary glycol accumulator refill,

fill tO 50 to 55 percent. Houston Command, did you read that?

CAP COM Houston. Roger came through kind of

weak but I got it okay. Change. Move S-band conference

lift in relay up to 44 plus 18 over Honeysuckle. Systems

page 27. Over.
SC Okay. Move S-band conference command

S-band relay up to 44 plus 18 over Honeysuckle. Systems

page 27.
CAP COM Roger, next one. Move CSM one way relay
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CAP COM up to 45 plus 38 over Carnarvon. Systems
page 31. Over.

SC Roger. Move CSM one way relay up to 45
plus 38 over Carnarvon, systems page 31.

CAP COM Roger. That's all of the general things
we're gonna try to give your state vector and your reference -

REF MATS we'll send it over Guam at 40 plus 51.
SC Roger. 40 plus 51 for the state vector

REF MAT s

.

CAP COM Roger, I have your consumables.
SC Roger and the consumables, okay.
CAP COM GET 039 75 17 76 22 81 22 76 22, 528 44

36 31 39. Over.
SC Okay 039 75 17 76 22 81 22 76 22, 528

44 36 31 39.
CAP COM 9, Houston. Your readback correct.
SC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, 9, Did you want to go over the

block data, too?
CAPCOM Roger. I have it if you're ready.

SC Okay, go.

CAPCOM Roger. 027 Alpha Charlie plus 090 minus

0310 04116 03 3529 0282 Alpha plus 249 minus 0264 043 0257

3001 029 Alpha Charlie plus 317 ainua 0285 044 46 10 3569

0302 Charlie plus 340 minus 0290 04624 14 3859 0312 Charlie
plus 321 minus 0320 047 5831 3859 0322 Bravo plus 253 minus

0330 04934 33 4358. Your SPS trim - Pitch minus Q.9, Yaw

minus 0.7. Over,
SC Co ahead,
CAPCOM (Too low to be understood) ready to go.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Rog. Rusty (too low)

SC (cannot understand)
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Okay. Great.
CAPCOM Put that (too low to be understood)
CAPCOM Rog, Chief, this is the stuff that I

wanted to (too low) Rusty, do you have your headset on?

SC (cannot understand)
CAPCOM Okay (too low) He was concerned about

the (garble) call out for (garble) rev number is 140 - 1 4 0

(garble)
SC (cannot understand)
CAPCOM Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control Again. We're

still over the tracking ship Mercury with something like

7 minutes left in this pass over the ship, but there's no

conversation going on at the present time from the spacecraft

communicator's console. Apparently the crew is still getting

waked up and ready to start their breakfast meal. We'll
continue to monitor the air-ground in case some further con-

versation does arise. We're standing by on air-to-ground.

SC (cannot understand)
CAPCOM (cannot understand)

END OF TAPE.
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PAO This is Apollo Control still over Mercury
with some four minutes left. Apparently there will be no
further conversations with the crew at this tine until they
cpme over Ascension. Schedul'ed originally over Ascension was
the block data but that has already been read up to the crew
by spacecraft communicator Ron Evans. Wake-up took place at
39 hours 21 minutes ground elapsed time; command module pilot
Dave Scott responded to the first call and also jotted down
all of the flight plan updates and the block data. At 39 hours
38 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 40 hours 10 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is coming up on the track-
ing station at Ascension Island in the South Atlantic; this

will be a pass lasting, some 7 minutes 36 seconds. We'll
stand by until spacecraft communicator Ron Evans puts in a

call through Ascension to the crew of Apollo 9. We'll monitor
the air-ground loop at this time.

•CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.
Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension. Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.
CAP COM Rog. If you haven't already done it we'll

set up our hydrogen tank one and two heaters to AUTO and the

fans OFF for the day.
SC Okay. Heaters one and two to AUTO and

the fans OFF.
CAP COM Roger. And I have your block data if

you're ready to copy.
SC Okay, stand by one, please.
CAP COM Roger.
SC Houston, how long's this pass?
CAP COM They, got, a keyhole, I'll have about a

minute and a half here yet.
SC Okay, stand by. Okay, go ahead Houston

how about starting with 28 dash 2A?
CAP COM Roger? 028 dash 2A alpha plus 249 minus

0264 043 02 57 3001; 029alpha charlie plus 317 minus 0285

044 46 10 3569; 030 2 charlie plus 340 minus 0290 046 24 14

3859 and 9 Houston you still with me? Apollo 9, Houston. _
PAO This is Apollo Control again, apparently

we've had loss of signal at the Ascension Island tracking sta-
tion. During the pass earlier this morning over the tracking •

ship Mercury, MS C director of medical operations Dr. Charles
Berry did discuss with the crew their present physical condi-
tion. He ascertained their medical status for the next sev-

eral days for a very busy flight plan. They reported no
additional symptoms of colds although there was some nasal
stuffiness reported due to the oxygen environment and he
recommended they take afrin spray for that. They also gave
him a sleep report for the first night; command module pilot
Dave Scott reported 6 hours the first night, four hours on
the second night and another block of an hour and a half's
sleep for a total of some 5-1/2 hours. Commander Jim McDivitt
had only two hours sleep the first night but a total of 7 hours
sleep on the second night. Lunar module pilot Rusty Schweickart
had a good solid 7 hours sleep on both nights. There had been
no - there has been no evidence of motion sickness of any kind
on - -
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LOTS OF DEAD AIR.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, AO hours 51 minutes

GET. He'ra some 30 seconds away from acquisition at the

tracking station Guam, which in turn overlaps with the coverage

by the tracking ship Huntsville and on down through the Mercury.

All of the three stations overlap each other for a total pass

of around 28 minutes. During the series of three tracking

station passes, the Mission Control Center here is scheduled

to pass up to the crew a state vector update. The lunar

nodule alinement optical telescope star observation pad and

also the lunar module S-bend steerable antenna pad. This

information will be used during the later checkouts of the

lunar module after it is manned. We're now some hour and 17

minutes away from opening the hatches between the command

module and the lunar module. We should have had acquisition

now we'll stand by for spacecraft communicator Ron Evans to

call the crew through Guam. Listening for the familiar

beep sound as the spacecraft communicator keya his mike.

There he goes.
CAPCOM - through Guam.

sc Rog. Houston, Apollo 9 Go.

CAP COM Rog. We see you have Poo. Request

accept.
SC. Rog, You got accept.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll send your state vector and

your RE FSMMAT up to you,
SC Okay.
CAPCOM We might continue with block data when

you get a chance there.
SC Okay. Stand by there please.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston Go.

sc Okay. Let me copy it up through the job

that we see on 030 dash 2 Charlie. Do you want to go from

ther
*CAPCOM Roger. Delta VC on 030 dash 2 Charlie

3859 031 dash 2 Charlie plus 321 minus 0320 047 5831 3859

0322 Bravo plus 253 minus 0330 049 3433 4358, and your SPS

trend pitch minus 0.9 yaw minus 0,7. Over.

sc Roger understand. I'll read them all

back to you if your ready.
CAPCOM Roger. Go.

Sc How do you read now, you fading on me,

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear,

sc Okay. 027 Alfa Charlie plus 090 minus

0310 041 X603 3529 028 dash 2 Alfa plus 249 minus 0264 043

0257 3001 029 Alfa Charlie plus 317 minus 0285 0444610 3569

030 dash 2 Charlie plus 340 minus 0290 0462414 3859 031 dash

2 Charlie plus 321 minus 0320 0475831 3859 032 dash 2 Bravo

plus 253 minus 0330 0493433 4358 and I have for a pitch trend
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SC - minus 0.9 and yaw trend minus 0.7.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. You read back correct.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. The computor is yours.
SC Okay, I understand and did you copy all

that.
CAPCOM Affirmative. You read back was correct

and I have a NAV check for you.
SC NAV check. Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. 042 00 000Q plus 2858 plus 00646

1126 and this is 30 minutes prior to NAV update.
SC Roger. 042 0000 plus 2838 plus 0646 1126.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Yon read back correct.
SC Roger.-
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CAP COM
CAP COM
SC
CAP COM

Dap Data Load.
SC
CAP COM
SC
CAP COM
PAO

Apollo 9 Houston.
Apollo 9 Houston.
Houston Apollo 9, go ahead.
Roger. I have a new CSM weight for your

OK, go.
Roger. CSM weight 30571
Apollo roger, 30571 for CSM weight.
Af irmative

.

Apollo control here. We still have approx-
imately 10 minutes left in this combined Guam, Huntsville

,

Mercury pass. There's no conversation taking place at this

time. We'll leave the circuit up though and continue to

monitor

.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. I have your AOT star
observation pass.

SC
CAP COM
SC

PAP.
CAP COM Roger. GET 043 plus 55 plus 00 AOT descent

2 nav, star 15 sirius CSM gimbal angles roll 079 pitch 358

Yaw 309

OK stand by please.
Wilco.
OK. Houston Apollo 9. Go with the AOT
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CAPCOM Pitch 358, Yaw 309, comments, Earth in

f ield-of-view until 43 plus 55. Over.
SC Okay. Copy that at 0435500, AOT D-tent

2, nav star Siriua 15, Roll 079, Pitch 358, Yaw 309, Earth
in f ield-of-view until 43 plus 55.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Correct.
SC Okay.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Hey when you sent us a RE FSMMAT , did you

put it in the preferred location?
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay, thanks. Just wanted to make sure.
CAPCOM Rog. •

*

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, about 1 minute to

LOS. I've got some S-band antenna checks, gimbal angles and
times, if you want them?

SC Okay. I guess a good of time as any.
CAPCOM Okay, the first one GET i 44 plus 06 plus

00, Pitch 188, Yaw 070, GET i 44 plus 08 plus 00, Pitch 169,
Yaw 044. GET: 44 plus 10 plus 00, Pitch 159, Yaw 017.

SC Okay. S-band 4406, Pitch 188, Yaw 070,
4408, Pitch 169, Yaw 044*, 4410, Pitch 159, Yaw 017.

CAPCOM Roger. Correct and Canaries at 52.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apparently we
have had LOS at Mercury, at least the acquisition table shows
it. It's time to lose the signal at Mercury, Most of the
information passed up to the crew of Apollo 9 during

(
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PAO — at Mercury at least the acquisition
table shows its time to lose the signal at Mercury. Most
of the information passed up to the crew of Apollo 9 during
these three station passes here had to do with exercises to
be done during the manning of the LM this morning. Among
these were some numbers for using the optical alinement tele-
scope onboard the LM and would involve using the star Sirius
in the constellation Canis Majoris or Greater Dog in the
southern celestial sphere. This star has been known to
mariners for centuries as the Dog Star. Next station for
acquisition will be the Ascension Island station. As you
were, scrub that, Canary Islands, we miss Ascension on this
particular rev, we're coming up on the end of rev 26 and will
begin rev 27 and we'll acquire at Canary Islands at 51 minutes
50 seconds past the hour. At 41 hours 22 minutes ground
elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo control. 41 hours 51 min-

utes ground elapse time. Some 15 .seconds away from acquisition

by the Canary Island tracking station. This pass wil e

a duration of some .6 minutes 46 seconds. One of the items

to be oassed up to the crew during this pass by spacecraft

commun'ic-ator Jon Evans will be a go for *«r™Weal.r tr.njif.r

by Rusty Schweickart and Jim McDivitt into the LM They don t

go through at the same time, let's listen in on the converea-

tl0n '

sc Alright. Houston Apollo 9 go.

CAP COM Roger, loud and clear. Everything looks

good down here. You have a go for IVT.
Tu anXt8

sc Roger. I understand a go for IVT. Thank

you. We're all mushing along.

CAPCOM
M

Apollo 9 Houston. 1 minute to LOS. S band

up for Honeysuckle at 37 will try Aria at 29.
P

sc Roger. Honeysuckle at 37 and Aria at 29

and S band up at Honeysuckle,

CAP COM Have'i good day. Will see you this evening

sc OK. Thank you Ron.

CAP COM
xhis'is Apollo control. We should have

had loss of signal at this time with the Canary Islands station.

At the present time the flight plan calls for the crew of

ZolTo 9 to be clearing the tunnel hardware f ^^ches
connecting the lunar module and the command module. The hatches

have to be removed, the probe and drogue assembly and then

lunar module pilot Rusty Schweickart will travel through the

Junnel ?nto the LM and begin the status check And also prep-

arations for powering up the LM' s systems. He's due to trans-

fer into the LM at 42 10 ground elapse time and will be followed

at about 43 10 by commander Jim McDivitt. Some 10 minutes

away from hatch opening according to the count down clock

which is set up to count down to various events during the

Mission. Here in mission control center Ron Evans is handing

over the job of spacecraft communicator to Stu Roosa for the

next 12 hours. The spacecraft analysis staff support room in

the side hall of mission control here at ground elapse time

of 40 hours, some 2 hours ago. They show a spacecraft status

report. The report states that the environmental construscent

,

er environmental control system and all the asociated crew

equipment have no change in the earlier status. In the pro-

pulsion and power systems the service propulsion system has

no change. Ill measurements are within limits. The same

holds true for the reaction control system. In the battery

situation, battery A is continuing to charge with approximately

nine and a half amp-hours put back into battery A. Of a total

charge required at 12-...
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PAO put back into Battery A of a total charge

required of 12.2 amp hours. Battery B has 6.8 amp hours

drained out and remaining amp hours are 33.2. Battery C

amp hours out 1.13 with 38.87 amp hours remaining. The

cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen aboard the spacecraft - all of

the quantities at least in the oxygen are slightly above
prelaunch predictions, while the hydrogen quantities are

remaining slightly below the predictions. The hydrogen
pressures continue to come, back up while the oxygen is cycling

normally. Some percentages and quantities in pounds are

as follows: Oxygen - cryogenic oxygen tank 1 has 81.07
percent for 262 pounds; cryogenic oxygen tank 2 has 82.16

percent for a quantity of 266 pounds; hydrogen tank 1 79.64

percent for 22.4 pounds; hydrogen tank 2 77.85 percent for

21.9 pounds. The totals in oxygen are 528 pounds; hydrogen
44.3 pounds. The service module fuel cells are performing
normally according to this report. All command and service

module temperatures are within limits in the structures and

thermal area of the report. The next station to acquire

Apollo 9 will be Honeysuckle. However, just prior to

Honeysuckle acquisition at 37 minutes past the .hour, there

will be an attempt to relay through an ARIA aircraft, that

is, Apollo Range instrumented aircraft, at 29 past the hour,

which will be somewhat to the north of the Honeysuckle,
Australia station. At 42 hours 04 minutes GET , this is

Apollo Control.
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PAO This ia Apollo Control 42 hours 29 minutes

GET. We should be acquiring with the ARIA aircraft somewhere
just west of the Island of Hew Guinea. We'll stand by. We

hear a side tone of the relay from the aircraft. However,
the spacecraft communicator, Stu Roasa here in Mission Control,

has not put through a call yet. The ARIA's relay will over-

lap the Honeysuckle station between Honeysuckle LOS and Mercury
Actually, we'll have some tracking there by the ship Huntsville
And then on to the Mercury with a few seconds dropout between
Huntsville and Mercury. The orbital tracks are beginning to

be to the southwest of the ships and this will likely be the

last pass In which these two ships in the South Pacific will
be able to acquire Apollo 9 until some 24 hours later when
the orbital track comes back over them. We're still standing
by here for any possible contact through the relay aircraft.
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft with an acronym, ARIA.

At this time, Lunar Module Pilot Rusty Schweickart should

be inside the LM and for the first time in this mission, the

code names for the two spacecraft, Gumdrop and Spider, will
come into use as we have three-way communications. Scott
and McDivitt still inside the command module and Schweickart
in the lunar module. He's calling now.

CAPCOM Houston CAPCOM. Go remote.
ARIA Houston, this is ARIA I'm going remote

at this time.
CAPCOM Rog. Apollo 9 this is Houston through

ARIA 1. Do you read?
PAO This is Apollo Control. Apparently

there is some difficulty in establishing contact through the

ARIA aircraft. We'll continue to monitor the air-ground
circuit.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Still nothing
but noise on the air-ground circuit. We're still approximately
1 minute away from acquisition at Honeysuckle. We'll continue
to stay on the air-ground circuit in case there is contact
through the ARIA aircraft.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 this is Houston through Honey-
suckle, standing by.

SC Roger, Houston, this is Apollo 9 here.
Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. Copy. We're just standing by.
SC Okay. We're still trying to do a P-51

here. We haven't starting clearing the tunnel so we're
running quite a bit late.
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PAO This is Apollo Control. We're still
standing by here over Honeysuckle. There'll be a brief drop
out between Honeysuckle loss of signal and tracking ship Mer-
cury acquisition signal. Apparently the crew is quite busy
at this time doing a platform alineaent. They advised space-
craft communicator Stu-Roosa here in Miaalon Control that they
had not cleared the tunnel as yet to begin the intravehicular
transfer from the command module to the lunar module. We'll
continue monitoring this pass but it is unlikely there will
be too much conversation.

... Huntsvllle . .

.

CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston, we'll sea you- over
Mercury in about 3 minutes.

SC Roger.
... Huntsvllle LOS

.

CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston, we got —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We've got you through
Mercury,

SC Houston, Apollo 9. Say again.
CAPCOM Rog. We've got you through the Mercury

solid, have you for about another 8 1/2 minutes.
SC Roger. We've just completed a P51-52

and we'll be rushing on.
CAPCOM Rog.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go Apollo 9.

SC Roger. We're going to be pretty busy
here for the next few minutes. If you see us getting toward
gimble lock, let's us know.

CAPCOM Rog. We'll only have contact with you
for the next 3 minutes and then our next station is Antigua
at 17.

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We're still

in acquisition by the tracking ship Mercury, however it appears

there will not be to much additional conversation during this

pass. Earlier in the pass over Honeysuckle, spacecraft commander
Jim McDivitt reported that the tunnel between the two space-
crafts has not been cleared yet of the probe and the droge

and the hatches. They were still in platform alinement task.

We'll continue to monitor the Mercury pass untill loss of

signal but it will likely be dead air.
PAO This is Apollo Control. According to

the tables in front of the control room, we should have had
loss of signal at the tracking ship Mercury, The next station
will be Antigua at 17 past the hour. At 42 hours 57 minutes
GET this is Apollo Control.
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 43 hours 16 min-

utes GET. We are a few seoonds away from acquisition at the

Antigua tracking station. At the beginning of revolution
number 28. Apollo 9 presently is in an orbit with a perigee
of 109,1 nautical miles and an apogee of 271 . 7 nautical miles.
Total weight of both spacecraft is now at 62 545 pounds.
Here in Mission Control, there is Beveral huddles going
around and discussion of how best to get back on the mission
time-line. The delay is caused by the crew not having been
able to aline the platform prior to the intravehicular trans-
fer into the lunar module. We'll stand by now for acquisition
at Antigua overlapping tracking ship Vanguard on through the

Canary Islands and Madrid for a total time of some 20 minutes.
Standing by for the familiar beep beep sound as CAPCOM keys
his headset.

SC Houston, the docking tunnel index angle is

plus 2.1.
CAPCOM Rog, copy, plus 2.1. Thank you.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

SC Since we're running so far late here, you
might take a look at the flight plan and see what needs to

be changed. I don't have time to do that.
CAPCOM Rog. We're working on that now. We

can give you some recommendations later on.
SC Rog.
SC Houston, just for info, tunnel

clearing went pretty much according to plan.
CAPCOM Rog. I understand that tunnel clearing

went real well and just for info, we're looking ahead. We're
just saying press right on down the line right now, Jim, and
we may just slip the docked DPS a rev.

CAPCOM But I think with your activity in nega-
tive, this may make up a good bit of the time.

SC Houston, Apollo 9,

CAPCOM Go, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, go ahead.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead Apollo 9, Houston is reading
you loud and clear.

SC Rog, Another little piece of info for
you. The drogue looks as good as new. There was a very small
pencil line about 4 inches long, and that's about all we could
see on it.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9, copy.
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PAO This is Apollo Control here. We're in a

gap now between Vanguard loss of signal and Canary acquisition
Just a few seconds drop out here. We'll continue to monitor
the air-ground circuit for any possible conversation.

SC ... Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Go, Apollo 9

.

SC One little problem we might advise you
of here, you might think about it. On the optica on the drive
the manual drive of the optics, the shaft seems to hang up

around 64 degrees when you try to drive it manually, Seems
to drive okay automatically. The leapot, the readout on the

LEV, the mechanical readout is frozen at 64 degrees. The
numbers read 64.0 and we haven't been able to get that to
move since yesterday. Once you get past the 64 degree mark, ^
it seems to work okay.

CAP COM Rog, Apollo 9. Houston copies.
SC Okay.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like to have

you bring up your S-band volume, we'll be working Madrid.
SC Roger, S-band up. (pause) Houston,

Apollo 9.
CAP COM Go, Apollo 9.

SC Okay I
f ve got the gyro torquelng angles

for the P-52 if your ready to copy.
CAP COM Go ahead.
SC GET 42 48 00 minus 01172 minus 00 099

plus 00413.
CAP COM Rog, Apollo 9. I copied those, thank

you,
SC Okay.
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CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, Houston. We're going to

lose you at Madrid in about a minute and we'll see you over
Carnarvon at 04.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apparently we
have had loss of signal at Canary Islands. During that combined
pass over Antigua, Vanguard, Canary and Madrid there was some
discussion there of getting back on the time line. Stu Roosa,
spacecraft communicator, indicated that perhaps they may slip
the dock descent propulsion system burn by one revolution.
Jim McDivitt, Apollo 9 commander, reported that they had some
minor problem with the command module sextant and telescope
optics in the manual mode where it sticks at 64H . The space
flight meteorology group here at mission control has issued an
advisory for weather conditions for the flight of Apollo 9,

and landing zones for today and tomorrow. The primary landing
zone in the West Atlantic centered about 800 miles east of
Jacksonville, skies will be partly cloudy, winds will be northerly
20 to 25 knots with seas 6 to 8 feet and temperatures near 68*t.

In the Mid-Pacific landing zone centered at about 600 miles
northwest of Honolulu, weather will be partly cloudy with
southerly winds 15 to 20 knots. Seas are expected to be 7

feet with temperatures ranging from 60 degrees to 70 degrees.
In the west Pacific landing zone centered about 400 miles southeast
of Tokyo, skies will be partly cloudy, winds will be northeasterly
with seas 5 feet and temperatures 50 degrees to 55 degrees.
In the east Atlantic landing zone centered about 500 miles
southwest of the Canary Islands, partly cloudy skies are forecast
with easterly winds 10 to 15 knots, seas upto 3 feet, and
temperatures 60 degrees to 70degrees. Next station to be
aquired by Apollo 9 will be the Canarvon, Australia tracking
station. At 3 minutes past the hour, lapping over Honeysuckle
and on in to Mercury for a total pass time of the three stations
of some 30 minutes. At 43 hours 40 minutes GET this is Apollo
Control.
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PAO This is Apollo control. At 43 hours,

51 minutes ground elapse time, Apollo 9 ia currently over

the Persian Gulf. And we've had confirmation that lunar module
pilot Ruaty Schweickart has indeed tranafered to the lunar

module. We're beginning to get data now oh displays from the

various lunar module systems and Jean Kranz the white team
flight team flight director who is in for the first manning
of the LM although he does not go on duty for a couple of

hours ah did ah say that apparently at Canary sometime during
the Canary pass Schweickart did transfer to the lunar module.

There likely will be a three way conversation during the

coming pass over Carnarvon, Honeysuckle, and Mercury with

the call signs gumdrop and spider. Gumdrop representing
the command module with McDivitt and Scott still aboard and

spider meaning the lunar module with Rusty Schweickart minding

the store and powering up the spacecraft getting ready for

the day's activities and activating the LM and the later docked

descent propulsion system burn. At 43 hours 52 minutes ground

elapse time this is Apollo control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 44 hours 03 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Approaching acquisition at Carnar-
von, Australia which will overlap with the Honeysuckle station
and on into the Mercury for about 30 minutes total time. We've
had one initial call, we'll eavesdrop now*

... (cutting in and out)
SPIDER Gumdrop, Spider*
GUMDROP Go ahead Spider, Gumdrop here.
SPIDER Spider, Do yon want the tape off now

also?
GUMDROP It doesn't say so. Seems like a good idea

though.
SPIDER Yeah. Tape coming off.
CAP COM And Spider got the —
GUMDROP Okay, we're configuring the CSM now for

the —
SPIDER Go ahead, Jim.
GUMDROP —LM data and we want ' cha to go to tele-

metry low.
SPIDER Roger, We're telemetry low.
GUMDROP VBFB transmitter to data and VHFB

receiver to OFF.
SPIDER Roger, got.
GUMDROP Okay, we've already done the antenna

check, just a second. ,

CAP COM Spider, this is Houston. Could you give
us high bit rate, please?

SPIDER Roger, Houston, Spider, high bit rate.
How do you read Houston?

CAP COM I read 'cha five square and Gumdrop I'm
copying you five by by.

GUMDROP Roger. Okay, I've got the tape off here
now. Was there any noticeable difference between the antennas?

SPIDER Oh, a little bit but I had a lot of noise
in the S-band when I tried it,

GUMDROP Okay, let's Just stay where you are, this
is good over here.

SPIDER ... good here, too.
GUMDROP Okay, I'm gonna be coming over now so I'll

see 'ya in a minute.
SPIDER Okay, now wait a minute, I've gotta get

my hose hooked up here, Jim.
GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER Gumdrop.
GUMDROP Go ahead,
SPIDER Roger. We're gonna have to transfer me

onto the ECS , first few steps there are mine I think,
GUMDROP Okay, let me go back here and get these.
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GUMDROP Yeah, when you get ready to transfer over

let us know, we'll turn your suit flow off.

SPIDER Okay, standby. Let me advise.

GUMDROP Okay.
CAP COM Gumdrop, Houston.
GUMDROP Co ahead.
CAP COM Rog. We're trying to do a little plan-

ning here, we'd like to have your opinion on how you're doing

on the timeline and we're looking trying to size up whether

or not you're more than an hour behind it.

GUMDROP Just a minute and let me see. We re just

about ready to start the CDR transfer which is suppose to

take place at 43:08 and we're at 44:06.

SPIDER Let me turn my suit (garble) Gumdrop.

GUMDROP Okay, just a minute we'll get it off.

So we're running just about an hour behind.

CAP COM Okay, copied,
GUMDROP We haven't run into any Glitches yet so

we're going right along here. Maybe we can pick up some time

here in a minute.
CAP COM Rog, copy,
GUMDROP It's okay, Rusty. Suit (garble) coming off now.

SPIDER Okay. •

GUMDROP Okay, then the LMP * s supposed to take

his suit isolation valve and let his suit flow when you get

plugged in.
SPIDER Okay (garbled) suit flow
GUMDROP We'll egress from the umbilical here. Okay

pass the ISO over to you in just a minute soon as we get the —
CAP COM Spider, Houston. We'd like to have DFI

on when able.
GUMDROP And did you get that Rusty, they want DFI on? And

Spider, configure the cabin with the stops you ... restraint.

SPIDER Okay, Houston, we got the DFI on and be

advised we had a master alarm with the DFI on and I don't

have any other lights on.

CAP COM Rog, copy.
GUMDROP Okay, and I

T m gonna disconnect here, I 11

be on my way over in a minute, Rusty.
SPIDER Okay, standby. Okay, I'm ready.

GUMDROP Okay I* 11 put the checklist away and I'll

take my helmet off and I'll be over in a minute.
CAP COM Spider, Houston. When you get a chance

we'd like to have the DFI off, we're heating up the glycol

a little bit.
SPIDER Roger. I'll be with you in just a second.

CAP COM Rog, and Gumdrop and Spider, like to

insure S-band volume up we're going over to Honeysuckle
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CAP COM shortly.
GUMDROP GUMDROP
SPIDER And Houston, this is Spider.
CAP COM Go.
SPIDER Hoger, for your Information the supercrit

pressure is reading zero at the moment.
CAP.COM Rog, copy, we're reading 686, Spider.
SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop

.

CAP COM Go Gumdrop. Go ahead Gumdrop, Houaton
here.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CAP COM Gumdrop, Houston. I T a reading you loud

and clear, go ahead.
GUMDROP Okay, the noise is gone now, Would you

keep an eye on the gimbal angles please?
CAP COM That' a affirmative, we'll watch 'em for

you and we'll have you over Honeysuckle here for 10 minutes.
GUMDROP True, very well. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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SP IDER
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

and clear.
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

you loud and clear.
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

better relay it

,

GUMDROP
CAPCOM
CAP COM

watching it for you
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Houston, Spider.
Go, Spider.
Spider, Houston, I'm reading you loud

Spider, Gumdrpp, he's reading you.
Spider, this is Houston. I'm reading

Spider, Gumdrop. He reads you five by.

Houston, Gumdrop. Did you copy to Spider?
That's negative, Gumdrop. Maybe you'd

GFI is off and the R and D is open.
Rog. copy.
And Gumdrop, you're 30 degrees Yaw. We're

Okay. Thanks.
And Spider, Houston, We'd like to have

R and D instrumentation circuit breaker Baker in as soon as

you c an

.

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. R and D ins t rumentatio
circuit breaker Baker in when you have a chance.

GUMDROP You say it is in?
CAP COM Okay, thank you Gumdrop.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, you're 40 degrees Yaw. We'

watching i t

.

GUMDROP Okay, thank you.
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. If you read,

be advised that we got good signal on S-Band , but we're
getting some static and and a steady tone.

CAPCOM Rog. Spider, and we're reading you loud
and clear now. Honeysuckle had you on a side lobe. We've
got you in good voice and we're getting data.

SPIDER Hello, Gumdrop, this is Spider,
you read?

Gumd r op
Spider

but tons here.
Gumd r op
SPIDER
Gumdrop
Spider
Spider

you read?
Gumdrop
Spider
Gumdrop
Spide r

CAPCOM

How do

Five square. How me?
Loud and clear. We've just come on the

Okay .

How do you read me on this one?
Five square.
Okay, let me try - check the box.
Hello Gumdrop, this is Spider, how do

Sounds good.
Do you read me
Five square.
That's good.
And Gumdrop, Houston

of those. You're coming through loud and clear,

alright?

copied all three
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CAPCOM And Gumdrop, this is Houston. We're

going to drop off with Honeysuckle, here. You've got 60

degrees and you've got about a 10th of a second rate.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston. You've got about

60 degrees of Yaw.
Who's in the tunnel now?
Stand by, we're going to check that.

Okay

.

(garble)
(garble)

..JlAger.
Spider and Gumdrop, we've got you through

Roger, Houston, Spider here. How do you

I'll reading you okay, Spider.
Okay, we sure had a lot of static and noise

Band, there over Carnarvon.
Or make that Honeysuckle.
Rog. Spider, we'll try to solve, that.

CAPCOM
Mercury now.

SPIDER
read?

CAPCOM
SPIDER

coming up on the
SPIDER
CAPCOM — „. .

You were coming through here loud and clear, after we got a

main lobe lockup. '

,

SPIDER Hello. I had a good deal of static and

a steady high tone on it.

CAPCOM Rog. Understand you had a high comm.

CAPCOM And, Gumdrop, we're showing you 60 degrees

GUMDROP ^rv^J^S- Thanks. I've got

and I think the *
you.

hold of it now

looks like we'll clear it fine. Thank

CAPCOM Rog . Thanks

.

END OF TAPE.
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SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

in Apollo here
GUMDROP

lat ches .

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

something.
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

noise and static on the
CAPCOM Rog

it also.
GUMDROP Rog
CAP COM

there ?

GUMDROP

Gumdrop , Spider.
Go ahead.
Roger. We're ready to start re-installing
Okay. Drogue's in.

Dave i guess you don't need me anymore
I r ll go ahead and close up our hatch.

I'd like for you to check the capture

Yeah. Okay. I'm up here waiting for you.

Be right up.
Yeah, I see your problem.
Boy, I tell you these hoses are really

Houston, Spider.
Go Spider.
Roger. We're picking up an awful lot of

-band again here.
Understand, Gumdrop are you getting

Not bad.
Did you say you were not getting it bad

No, I'm not getting it bad, Gumdrop sounds

clear, sounds like your standard S-band pass, Houston

CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Okay
Yes .

Okay

,

Okay .

Okay

,

Okay

,

Yeah,
Okay .

Fine.
door

.

copy that. Did you copy Spider.

I copied.
Dave, I'm right here.

that looks like that did it.

now give a pull and it feels solid.

I'll look for you out.

See you later - I'm gonna close the

have a nice time.GUMDROP Alrightie,
SPIDER We will.
GUMDROP 1*11 get dinner ready when you're ready.

SPIDER Man, am I hungry.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CC Go Gumdrop,
GUMDROP How much longer do we have you here?

Cc Okay, we're gonna have you hear for about

another 3 minutes and then we're coming up over Antigua at

about 53, and I would like to pass to Spider also that we would

like to try to pick up a nominal flight plan at Antigua with

the secondary S band check. We are recommending eliminating

the com check and whatever you have to do to pick up the flight

plan at that time.
SPIDER Okay, Houston; we read you; this is Spider.
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CC Okay.
SPIDER What time is that pass at Antigua?

CC Okay, Antigua will be at 53.

SPIDER Roger, we'll be ready for you.

GUMDROP Gumdrop copies .

cc Okay, Spider, we have no good data for

that AOT star visibility checkj we'll have to eliminate that

and so you could leave your rendezvous radar stowed if you

want to.
SPIDER Roger, understand.
CC And we'll see you over Antigua.

SPIDER Roger.
Cc And Gumdrop, I know with all the activity

I'd like to remind you of your C02 cartridge change that's

due at 44.10.
GUMDROP Roger. I'll have to get the tele closed

up first but I'll get it first chance.

Cc Roger; no sweat, I just wanted to pass

it to you.
GUMDROP Okay, thank you.

Cc Spider, this is Houston. Would you go

low-bit rate.
SPIDER Roger, go on low-bit rate.

PAO This is Apollo Control, 44 hours, 34 minutes

ground elapsed time. We've had LOS at the tracking ship

Mercury. Coming up toward the end of the first - or the

beginning of the next revolution over Antigua, Vanguard,

Canary Island and Madrid - at that time, some adjustments will

likely be made in the flight plan to get back on the time

line. Acquisition time for Antigua will be 52 minutes, 39

seconds past the hour. At 44 hours, 34 minutes ground elapsed

time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 44 hours 52 min-

utes ground elapse time. We're a few seconds away from

acquisition at the Antigua tracking station lapping over

Vanguard, Canary Island, and Madrid for a total time of about

20 minutes. We'll stand by for Stu Roosas call to the crew

and subsequent conversation three way between th e ground here

in mission control and Gum Drop and Spider. Still no attempt

yet by CAP COM Stu Roosa to talk to the crew. Should be placing

a call shortly, here he goes.

CAP COM Houston, how do you read?

SPIDER You're fine Houston how about me?

CAP COM Oh, you'r coming in great Spider. How

a" y
cAp

d

^M
8?

And Spider, we're standing by for the

secondary S-band check - at your convenience.

SPIDER Roger. Power in going OFF now.

CAP COM Roger.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop here. Come as close

out and everything works as it should.

CAP COM Roger, Gumdrop. Thank you.

SPIDER And Houston, this is Spider. How do you

re3d
CAP COM We're reading you (interupted tape),

Spider. We've had a data drop out here, let's hang loose

and see if we can get our data check.

SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP I could hear your data drop out.

CAP COM Very good.

CAP COM And Spider, this is Houston. Could you

give us high bit rate?
SPIDER (Garbled.)
CAP COM Okay, Spider, we'll have to hang loose

here for a minute. I'm getting your VHF down. We don t

have a good lock on S-band.
SPIDER Roger.
CAP COM And while we are waiting could you com-

ment on if you accomplished the - with the exception of the

COMM check are you up on the flight plan now?

SPIDER We got the glycol check done and a

suit integrity done. We have not accomplished a regulator

check or the rest of the COMM, or the daylight star visi-

billt
CAP COM Okay, we are scrubbing the daylight star

visibility and the COMM check. How about your SN battery?

SPIDER Roger. The SN battery checked out okay

and the pyro. Are you ready to copy?

CAP COM Go ahead.

SPIDER Roger. 36.8, 37.5 - A and B.

CAP COM Roger. Copy - 36.8 and 37.5. Thank

you.
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SC Roger. . ,

SPIDER And for your information the ascent batteries

were sharing just about equally.

CAP COM
CAP COM

Let's go on with the secondary
SPIDER
CAP COM
SPIDER

Roger. Understand.
And Spider, we .have got our data check,

ry S-band check - step 2.

Power amp going to second A.

receiver. How do you read?

Roger

.

Roger.
Okay, and we are on secondary transmitter

CAP COM Roger.

Let verify that it is S-band, Spider.
reading you loud and clear.

SPIDER
CAP COM

on to set 3.

SPIDER
SPIDER

mary
got

Okay

.

And Spider, this Is Houston. Let's go

Roger. ,

ari i«.* And Houston, we are back in primary pri-

and be advised on the primary transmitter receiver I ve

C1?
U
C0m" Roger. Understand you're primary primary

and there is a squeal. You're coming through loud and clear

hear without any static at all. Standby for a data. I will

give you a call.

cIJ
D
COM Anfspider, also we'd like to - at your

convenience get an E memory dump in here. It's a little ahead

olTchedule/but we'd like to get it now if you can give us

a verb 74 sometime on your mark.

SPIDER Roger. Standby.

SPIDER Okay. Three, two, one - mark.
^

CAP COM Roger. We got your mark. We 11 stano by

and see if we got it. We might have you repeat it again shortly

and let me see if we are through with this check.

CAP COM Spider, this is Houston. We have com-

pleted the secondary S-band check.

SPIDER
CAP COM

on primary, let
SPIDER

how it works,
CAP COM
CAP COM

Roger.
, t

And Spider, if you have still got the squeal

go secondary on your transmitter receiver.

Roger. It has gone away now. We'll see

Okay. Thank you.
Spider and Gumdrop this is Houston,

have you now for about another 12 minutes.

GUMDROP Gumdrop Roger.

SPIDER Spider Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, Houston, we'd like to know when

you are going to deploy the landing gear. We * d like to have

a mark on It and would like to get it before we lose you at

Madrid, in about 8 minutes,, if possible.
SPIDER Right away.
GUMDROP It will be pretty close to the end.

CAP COM Okay, understand.
SPIDER Hey, gumdrop, this is Spider. why don t

you deploy the landing gear in a few minutes (garbled)

GUMDROP Sounds good. Tell me when.

SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP (garbled) give me a minute, will you?

CAPCOM Gumdrop and Spider, insure S-band volume UP.

We'll be going over ti Madrid shortly.

GUMDROP Okay, how long before you want the gear

down ?

CAPCOM We're ready any time.

GUMDROP How long do we have?

CAPCOM Okay, you've got about another 5 minutes

before we'll lose you at Madrid.
GUMDROP Okay.
CAPCOM And Spider, for your info we DFI , we

can not read at Madrid, so we've only got about another minute

here on Canaries to monitor that gear.

SPIDER Okay, Dave, we'll do it very quickly.

GUMDROP Okay, Houston. This is SPIDER. Are you

ready ?

CAPCOM We're ready,
SPIDER Houston, Spider, do you read?

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, read you loud

and clear, we are ready, go ahead and deploy the gear.

SPIDER 3, 2, 1, MARK.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.
SPIDER Dave, (garbled) I've got (garbled)

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Okay, I think they

copied you. they were listening when you said the 3, 2, 1,

then I got a broken - the (garbled)
CAPCOM Gumdrop -

GUMDROP We've got one out here too, boy (garbled)

CAPCOM Gumdrop and Spider we copied you. We

heard talk back gray, and you got a visual (garbled)

GUMDROP By the way, can you see me out your

overhead window? Go ahead, don't let me bother you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. Can you give
us low bit rate?

SPIDER Roger, going low bit rate and we are

going to cal right now.
CAPCOM Roger, understand. We will see you over

Carnarvon et 39.
SPIDER Okay. Did you get that gear extension,

Houston?
CAPCOM That's affirmative, Spider. It came

through loud and clear. We are showing the relay closed and

I copied all your transmissions.
CAPCOM Gumdrop, this is Houston. Could you give

us your up telemetry switch - your command to reset and back
to normal?

CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston. Could you give us re-

set and back to normal on your command reset?
CAPCOM And we will see you at Carnarvon at 39,

Gumdrop and Spider,
PAO This is Apollo Control 45 hours 14 min-

utes into the mission. Madrid has LOS. We are essentially
back on the time line after eliminating some communication
checks and a daylight star check. The landing gear has been
deployed. We have verified that on the ground, as well as

visual verification from Gumdrop. The LM cabin pressure is

holding at 5.15 pounds per square inch. Cabin temperature is

67 degrees. Gene Rranz's White Team has relieved the Orange
Team, led by Flight Director Pete Frank. We are estimating
the change of shift briefing for 8 am central standard time.

The next station to acquire will be Carnarvon at 45 hours
39 minutes. This 1b Missi.on Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control 45 hours 38 min-

utes into the mission. Gumdrop and Spider coming up on Car-

narvon now. We will be running through a series of communi-

cations checks with the portable life support system, CSM

one-way relays, and LM one-way relays. Stand by.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston through Carnar-

von.
SPIDER I would like to go private with you.

CAPCOM You cut each other out there. Say again,

please.
SPIDER I

T 11 get it, Dave. Houston, this is

Spider. I would like to go private with you, please.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Will do.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We have had a

request from the crew for a private conversation. We will

take this line down and come back up as soon as possible.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 45 hours 53

mi nutes into the mission. The private conversation has been

rnncluded We do not know the nature or content of it yet.

That conversation did not come into the Control room
;
however,

t^ crew is back in normal communications now. We will come

up 1 with the remainder of this Honeysuckle pass. As

soon Is we have some information on the private conversation

" ^SPIDER"'
tHat

"- Pass over Houston, with the PLSS
.
and

at that time we're going to try taking the PLSS apart and

that will be the end of the coram check.

^APCOM Spider, this is Houston. I copy that

and w£at I'm recommending is that we configure for that mode

10 over" Mercury. We will have about an 11-minute pass over

Mercu" and we'will get all set up then and then we will be

readv to go when we come into the states.

GUMDROP Okay, Spider, Gumdrop. What do you want

me to e understood'what you said. He would like for

"» to configure for the mode 10 over Mercury so you can get

all set up to get an 11-minute pass here.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, this is Houston. If they will

not bS rSady for that, it's no problem. We've still got you

here at Honeysuckle for about 5 minutes; we will have you at

""GUMDROP
11

' Okay, he got it, Houston. He said Roger,

and --
,

CAP COM Okay, very good.

p?0 This is Apollo Control at 45 hours 58

minutes We have loss of signal at Honeysuckle. The change

of snift briefing, estimated for 8 o'clock has been delayed,

we do not have a'new time estimate at this time. We -ill no-

tify you as soon as we do have a time. Mercury will be the

next station to acquire at 46 hours. This is M.ssxon Control

Houston.

END OF TAPE
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'm not getting anythingOkay, evidently I

check the sack.
Okay.

. This is Spider

.

Houston, Gumdrop, Spider says he reading

Roger, understand. Spider, can you give
How do you read me?
I'm reading you loud and clear. 1, 2, 3, 4,

PAO This is Apollo Control at 46 hours
01 minutes, and we are at Mercury.

CAPCOM Could you give a high bit rate, please
GUMDROP Spider, Houston wants high bit rate,
CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston, did he copy you?
GUMDROP Roger, he said he'd get it in just a

minute.
CAPCOM

out of him. I'll
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

you 5 by now.
CAPCOM

me a transmission
SPIDER

5, 5, 4, 3, 2,1.
CAPCOM Okay, I'm reading you real good. We've

got 8 minutes in this pass, and if you'd like to get set up
"or the LM two-way relay and adjust your box and so forth,
i can give you a count any time you want it, and let me know
when you are going to that configuration.

SPIDER Roger, Houston, we'll be with you in a
minute. Stand by.

CAPCOM Roger, standing by.
SPIDER And Houston, we're going FM now.
CAPCOM Roger, going FM.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop and Spider, be advised I'm

going to go to our test configuration, which will be LM
S-band only back to Houston. And Mercury M&O , this is
Houston CAPCOM, would you inhibit my VHF uplink and remote
LM S-band only.

CAPCOM And Spider, this is Houston, if you read
could you give me antenna number 2, S-band antenna number 2.

SPIDER Roger, you've got 2, do you want 1?
CAPCOM Negative, leave it in 2 right now, and

I'm reading you okay.
SPIDER

along

.

CAPCOM
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CAPCOM

f that. How about
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

Okay, roger. That's what you had all

Okay ,

Why don't you go ahead and do it?
(garbled)
Oh, take if off, what, the hell.
(garbled) How'd you hear it?
Okay, Spider, I got just the last part
a short count?
(garbled)
Okay, Spider, it's breaking -

Which one?
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SPIDER (garbled) SC audio closed.

GUMDROP Roger, just a minute.

GUMDROP (garbled)
SPIDER Audio for the LMP side. S-band and TI.

RCS OFF . (garbled) ON. (garbled) outside RCS transmitor.

RCS transmitor
Just voxed about 8.

Voxed ' about 8

.

HMA to kickout.
A to TR.
OFF
A OFF. j ^
HMA (garbled) adjusted at C-ax and here

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

at the CSM.
SPIDER

coun t

.

GUMDROP
1. Gumdrop out.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

good. And Gumdrop
which is mode 10.

GUMDROP
SPIDER

Gumdrop, Sp i d*e r" "h e r e ,

Roger, Gumdrop. 1, 2,

give me a short

3, 4, 5, 5, 4, :

Do you have your audio ON?

Roger. Fine, that was good. Thank you.

Say, Jim, you're broken to me.

Roger, I'm on vox now, I said that was

we're configuring for the TV mode,

I'm not hearing you at all, Jim.

Gumdrop, this is Spider, do you read me?

CAPCOM
call him?

SPIDER
CAP COM
SPIDER

do you read?
GUMDROP
SPIDER

ir auaio vii :

Gumdrop, if you hear Spider would you

Gumdrop, Spider, do you read?

Spider, this is Houston, how do you read?

Roger, gumdrop, this is Spider. How

(garbled)
Roger, we're configuring mode 10 COMM,

which is the TV EMU relay.
GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER Very good.

CAPCOM Okay, Spider and Gumdrop, it s about

a minute and a half to LOS here at Mercury. Your acquisition

time at Texas is 25.
SPIDER There's our (garbled;

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, do you read?

If you do, we are going to lose you in about a minute. Your

acquisition time at Texas is. 25.

SPIDER (garbled) 25.

CAPCOM Okay, it will be 25, and we'll have about

2 minutes to mend before the TV pass starts.

CAPCOM AnTspider, could you give us low bit rate?
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CAPCOM And Sptdeif E this la Housson. We'd like
to have low bit rate and dsta on ?HF B until we get you,

PAO This is Apollo Control at 46 hours 11
minuses. Mercury has LOS » We do still anticipate thia
first television pass at an elapsed time of 46 hours 27 minutes,
that's 8;2? am Central Standard Time , ever the Florida tracking
station. During this Mercury pass you heard a considerable
amount of communications testing back and forth between the
two spacecraft in various modes. DiexS: station to acquire will
be Texas at 46 hours 24 minutes. Thia is Mission Control
Rous t on

.

END OF TAPE
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cc Hello Spider, did you call? This is

H ° USt
Cc' Gumdrop, this is Houston. How do you read

through Honeysuckle?
GUMDROP Roger Houston, you are 5 by.

cc Roger. I believed Spider called. We

might be having S band troubles with the* again; can you read

me Spider?

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 46 hours 21

4 rit Up have a report now on that private conversation.

- rj"hr;r/n\.^.sivr.:.Vis ;:

SSI E«! up S«! "his is C«.*al Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control 46 hours 24 min-

utes We are coming up on the Texas station now. To repeat

tit report on that private conversation, Rusty Schweickart

elt some nausea a Lw hours ago, b.t he is feeling better

now. He told doctors that he had an upset stomach and that

he had vomited. He emphasized that his nausea had cleared

and tLt he was feeling all right now. The flight crew and

the flight controllers have agreed to continue with the flight

as planned. We're coming up now on Texas. We will stand by.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston.
Okay, Spider, this is Houston. Do I have

you?
CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
read me?

CAPCOM

Spider, this is Houston. Do you read?

SPIDER We should have had acquisition now,

shouldn't we? ^ ^ Rouston , Do you

Spider, this is Houston. If you read,

you can go ahead and put in your TV circuit breaker. We are

going to be handing over to Mila in about 20 seconds.
B

PA0 Apparently we are having trouble with

voice comm. We will continue to stand by.

CAPCOM Hello, Spider, this is Houston. How

d ° y
°SPIDER Roger, Houston, this is Spider. Loud

C

CAPC0M Roger, you are loud and clear here. Now

we have you in Mila AOS. You can start your TV pass.

PA0 We are still standing by for a picture

here at the Control Center.
CAPCOM Beautiful, Spider. We've got a picture

now. And Spider, this is Houston. If you read me could

vou give us high bit rate? And the picture is coming through

good. Spider. We are copying it. We've got a good view of

Rusty and the PLSS.
CAPCOM Okay, Rusty, if you read me, how about

raising your left arm there? Very good. We can see you,

coming in real good.
, . _ _ , „„„„

CAPCOM Well, we just went through a little snow

storm there, Spider, but it looks like it might come back

in. Okay, the blizzard is gone and you are back real sharp

now. We've got good detail. And Spider, like' I say, we are

getting a good picture, we're getting no voice at all. And

I can see you talking there, Jim. Too bad I can't read your

liPS
*CAPC0M Okay, why don't you just go VHF if you

can, Spider?
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SPIDER Roger. How do you read me right now?

CAPCOM We're reading you loud and clear, Spider.
SPIDER Okay. I guess we're just not getting

out, like a vox or something. Gumdrop is reading me all

right, but you aren't.
CAPCOM Okay, I'm not reading Gumdrop at all,

and I am reading you loud and clear now. The TV picture has
been real good.

SPIDER Okay. We are going to have the LMP talk-
ing into the PLSS comm.

SPIDER Okay, how do you read now, Houston?
CAPCOM PLSS? You are coming through loud and

clear, Rusty. Real good.
SPIDER Okay, we have to go to PTC on the hand

controller to do it and then maybe ICS won't do it.

CAP COM Roger, copy. It's coming through real

good now. We've got just a little under 3 minutes in the

pass .

CAPCOM And Rusty, if you —
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. Say again.
CAP COM Rog. If it's real convenient, we would

like to have position 5 on the PLSS, but don't sweat it if

you can't give us that.
CAPCOM Okay, we had a loud squeal in there. I've

got you back again now. The request was, if it's real con-
venient, we would like to have position 5 on the PLSS.

CAPCOM Okay, Jim, could we have a couple of

words on - of wisdom to go along with the TV show?
CAPCOM Okay, we are not receiving you. Rusty,

how about you trying it again? Maybe we can pick you up.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider, this is Houston. That's

the end of the Mila pass. If you read me, you can go back
to com basic at your convenience and press ahead with the

flight plan.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We are not get-

ting any
SPIDER End the com checks here and we will get

them some other time.
CAPCOM Rog, understand, and that transmission

came through loud and clear and we will be standing by.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Very bad voice

communications during this pass. We did get some voice when
the crew went to the push-to-talk button on the hand control-
ler. That was the PTC you heard reference to. We were try-
ing communications vox, voice operated circuit prior to that,
without luck, We got a little bit of voice on the push to
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talk, and then we lost comm again. The total length of that

TV pass was 6 minutes 45 seconds. Apollo 9 is still in con-

tact through Antigua. We will continue to stay up.

SPIDER Roger, Houston. We are reconfiguring

the basic comm and we are going to push on and prepare for

auto systems here.
CAPCOM Roger. We will be standing by.

SPIDER Roger,
SPIDER And Gumdrop, did you read that?

GUMDROP Negative. I'm not copying Houston at

SPIDER Roger. We're reconfiguring and we areall.

going to press on with the systems.

GUMDROP Okay, understand.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, this is Houston. I ve got

you now.
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

charge on battery A.

GUMDROP Roger
charge.

CAPCOM And Gumdrop, Houston.

You are right back up at 40

Rog, Houston, Gumdrop. You are 5 by.

Very good.
Houston, Gumdrop.
Houston, Gumdrop.
Rog. We would like to terminate" the

unde rs t and

.

Battery A, terminate

We put in 13 amp-

hours .

GUMDROP Roger, thank you. Very nice.

END OF TAPE
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cc Okay, "Spider and Gumdrop, we're gonna lose

vou in about a minute and a half here, and we'll see you over

Carnarvon at 16. Spider, this is Houston, if you read, give

us low bit rate.
SPIDER Alright; we're in low bit rate.

cc Okay we'll see you at 16 over Carnarvon.

SC Very fine.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 46 hours, 49 minute

and we've had loss of signal at Madrid. Got some heart rates

>

here on the crew - the two astronauts in the LM, Jim McDivitt s

heart rate has been running around 100, Rusty Schweickart around

the mid 80's - 85, 86 - Dave Scott in the Command Module is

showing mid 70's - low to mid 70's. The next, station to * c^ re

will be Carnarvon at 47 hours, 15 minutes; stand by, we 11 get

a time now here I think on this news conference.

We are estimating the news conference for 9 AM CST, in about

10 minutes. 9 AM for the news conference. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 47 hour 29

minute, into the mission. Apollo 9 ovor the Honoytuckle

Creek station in its 30th revolution. This peso started at

Carnarvon about 14 minutes ago. * During the paaa , the crew

is checking out the pri»ary guidance and navigation system,

the abort guidance system, the computers aboard, and they

are aligning their inertia! measurement unit in the LM, We

will start the tape at Carnarvon now.

SPIDER Ready

.

GUMDROP. 640030*.
SPIDER All right, it waa a little fast, but

351280686400308.
GUMDROP Roger, you got it

Thank you, Dave, are your rates slow?

No, but what a bunch of gryos I've got
SPIDER
GUMDROP

over here.
CAPC0M And Gumdrop, I haven't heard from you

on this one, and Spider, I've got a couple of itema to pass

to you when you hsve a chance,
SPIDER Spider here, go ahead.

CAPC0M Roger. I've got a couple of addresses

that have got to be changed as a result of the 3-day slip

in the launch date, and when you are ready to copy, I 11 give

them to you.
SPIDER Okay, before you give us those, be ad-

vised that we have got a cockpit error here and we loaded,

in starting up the PGNCS, we loaded location 30,000 with 2176

and we would like to know what we should put back into

30,000

.

CAPC0M Roger, stand by. In work,

SPIDER If you want a reference on that, it s

system 36, step 1.

CAPC0M Rog, copy.
GUMDROP And Gumdrop, Houston.

CAPCOM Rog, Gumdrop. And Gumdrop, this is Hous-

ton. At your convenience, you might drag out your block

data pad. I have block data 6 to give you as we get along

here. I have the pad now.
GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER And Gumdrop, this is Spider. You can

get out of your narrow deadband hold there. We will take

an 0620 on your mark.
GUMDROP Okay, stand by.

GUMDROP Roger, Spider, Gumdrop, 3, 2, 1, mark,

SPIDER Okay, we're ready to copy your angles

and you can go to drift.
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GUMDROP Thank you. 331680688800282.

SPIDER Roger. Houston and Gumdrop readback

from the Spider, 3516 50689800282.

CAPCOM Roger, SJtdtt. I hare that. I'm reading

back Gumdrop'. at +3516 80*88000252, I'm reading your • as

311482487935590. ...
SPIDER That 1 * a verify and the docking ring

angle was +2,10 degrees.
CAPCOM Roger, +2.1.

SPIDER Spider ready to copy your updates.

CAP COM Okay, these addresses, if you are - if

this unit V Were the Uorth Pole there and your first address

Is I7ll What wa want to load- in there is 11143 The next

address is 1716. We would like to load 30341. Now tj« e

C". a couple of update, needed in the TFM but you will pick

those up as you gx> through that step. These are the only

two that w* would like to have you load.
,„ mAmA t »m

SPIDER Roger. Be advised we already loaded TFM.

Do you want us to read that down to you?

CAPCOM Yes, let's have it to verify.

SPIDER Okay, ready to copy?

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPIDER Okay. 4 ball. 73501631153.

CAPCOM R°8» that's verified.

SPIDER Okay, and we will be using these right

CAPCOM Okay, very good.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop. I'm ali ready for the

block update, , _

CAPCOM Rog, stand by just one If you can, Gum-

drop.
GUMDROP Alright.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston,

SPI DER Go

.

CAPCOM Rog- w« would like to know if you got

an operator error when you hit (broken tspe) at 30,000 ad-

dress? ,

'

SPIDER That's a negative.
CAPCOM Roger, copy *o operator error.

SPIDER Not that I noticed, anyway.

CAPCOM Okay.
SPIDER Let me put it this way. If there was

an operator error, it disappeared by itself when I loaded

the data, because I did not key a reset,

CAPCOM Rog, copy.
SPIDER Gumdrop, Spider. We would like to in-

sure tilt ?he rate, ire less than a l/10th of a degree per
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second and you won't be firing any jete for the next ainut*

or so.
GUMDROP Okay, you ar* all set.

.
,„

SPIDER Roger, thank you,

CAPCOM Okay, Gumdrop, this is Houston. I would

like to get started on this block data.

SEX' lir'oiVl alpha + 297 - 06 2105104 32 38

70 and I would like to have both vehicles insure S-band vol-

ume "p
. 0344 alpha + 325 - 15790*35809385*0354 alpha + 33

7 - 1579055290838570363 alpha + 292 + 145005653164638, Like

to verify you are with ae , Guadrop. We didn't lose you over

in the handover?
, , Jt

GUMDROP I*» with yeu. I dropped about 4 bits

^"'CAPCOM
0 ah"d

'

Okay. 0374 alpha + 244 - 16190583931

45740383 Baker + 320 + 150O060022846 18 and for your SPS trim

angles, through your first three through 35 dash 4 alpha,

your pitch is -.88, yaw i« -.60, through the rest of them,

your pitch is -.93, yaw is -1.21, end of update.

GUMDROP Roger, okay. I dropped one bit on the

seconds on 344 alpha, and the next area I dropped the first

three lines, and the rest of it I've got. So how about giv-

ing me those that I dropped?
CAPCOM Okay* the second line in 344 alpha la

+325, the first three lines in the next one 035 —

END OF TAPE
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""'iflSi? 552i«.' thi. 1. t,li~. «.d, to copy

"IpCOM Alri.ht, r..din, th. ».,« «.1«' H-
°0,1

°smS«
00150 '^""SlM -AC. ,1.. 009J0 .inu. 00150

*1U*
CAPCOM Th.f . .ffir.AtlT.. w.'». .ot y.«.

SPIDER y<> a -

CAPCOM Spld.r, Bou.tOB.

CAPCOM HI''', ol ! 30 000 bit, .yid.nt.lly th.

c..pu"r dropp.d . 3 «d lo.d.d .ddr..... .11 »». ..d th.r.

i. no Action required on your p.rt.

SPIDER Th.t". 'ortun.t., th.nk you.

CAPCOM SpJd.r «d Gu.drop, on th. l..t 2 du.p.

of thS OS? h.v. .U.l».d ao LM d.t., >..U Ilk. to h.v.

,„» cn.ck your cockpit confIgur.tloA. to r.c.iv. th. LM d.t..

«od Al.o for Spld.r to ..od it.

sssr sa^rtfa- »• »<

—.Smorop
1" * f

"s::.r.?V."i=i;j »«••• - gsc

th., jj- n.t "-t-,---;,;:;,^; <.„ .....

GUMDROP Okay (garbled)

GUMDROP Houston, Gu»dro*

.

SSKSt RoU^'l'don't ... th. t.p. r.cord.r runnin.

at this ti»e.
c
cfp

c
cSS Grdro5

3

:\hi;
d

M
p
Hou,ton . c..i« you^

your ta*pe Reorder .witch i. in th.. RECORD position.

GUMDROP Stand by,
r .T> rnw Okay, thank you,

SPiSeS Houston, thi. is Spider.

CAPCOM Go Spider.
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CAP COM Spider, this i« Hon. ton. go ahead.

SPIDER Gumdrop, it he reading us?

ssss" ;:;"-i*ii'S:* to ±. tu. bn»d.

dvlsed we're beginning the RCS p*...»rl«.tion on system «

;:;k
A
«":.;:r;.i.r«rti;;-fi^.pp...d twice i.

.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Stand by on that one.

GUMDROP He got you, Spider.
_

SPIDER Okay, if you have any recommendation -

I'm going"o try in system B. If h. has any recommendation.

let me know.

S3SS' » •»» .ill. «» .....»!».

that
SXiM?""' S P lder. Gumdrop. th.y .r. ...fkl.. It «...

rAPfOM Spider, Houston.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop. I don't believe he's

readine. I can relay for you.

CAPCOM Okay, we're about to lose you here at

Honeysuckle, we'll see you over Mercury about 37, in about

3 minutes, and we'll clean it up then.

GUMDROP Very well, Mercury at 37.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, if you still read me , why don t

you start the readback of that BLOCK data here until ve go

over the hill.
GUMDROP Roger, we'll give it a go

. ....
GUMDROP 0331 ALFA, oh, I'm reading (garbled)

SPIDER Okay, roger, and you might advise on

this that System A (garbled) appear to be normal now, and it

looks like we might have had a glitched barber pole on

SNG 2

CAPC0M We copied that, Spider, and we concur.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider and Gumdrop, we should have

you through the Mercury.
, r ,

GUMDROP Roger, Houston, here's the Gumdrop.

SPIDER And Spider here, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're showing your RCS pressurized,

and we're also requesting you check the addrest 1457 and

verixy that It is 62045, and the reason why I'm talking on

till is back on systems 41 when you loaded 1456 we believe

" al
SPIDER

n8ed
''"okay, the address is 1457, what are. the

numbers supposed to be now?
CAP COM Should be 62045.
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SPIDER Roger, 1457 should be 62045.
CAP COM That's affirmative,
GUMDROP Roger, Houston, you might check 1453

and 1455 also. My understanding those are double precisions
for the P1PA bias and that's why we loaded cevoea in ail

three of those.
CAPCOM Roger, copy, SPIDER, In work.
SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Heueten, this is Spider,
CAPCOM Co Spldor*
SPIDER 1457 Is all balls.
CAPCOM Okay, we'd like to hare you load 62045*
SPIDER Okay, then probably 3 and 4 (garbled)

and I'll load this one up right now.
CAPCOM Okay, we'll get back with you on that

.

We're going to have you ever the Mercury here for about
7 and a half minute* left, and l T d like to pass you your
gimble drive anglea so we'll be all rocking on ready for

your glsible drive cheek when we hit Guaymas

.

SPIDER Would you atand by just one,

SPIDER Would you go ahead?
CAPCOM Roger, your VDA angles are 100 - plus

00588 and R2 plua 00679.
SPIDER Roger, Plua 00588 plua 00679.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, and atand by and

I'll have you what you need in address 1453 and 55.

SPIDER Roger, do you have LM and CSM weights,
by the way?

CAPCOM Stand by one, Spider.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston,
SPIDER Roger, go.
CAPCOM Alright, your LM weight: ^ZAIS end that's

alao for Gumdrop if he wants it* CSM •

SPIDER Roger, 32418 and 30127.
CAPCOM That's af flrmative , Spider.
SPIDER Roger, hew much time do we have in thie

peas?
CAP COM Roger, Spider, we've still got about

5 minutea.left in thia pass.
SPIDER Okay, I'd like - seme of the Systems

guys might have noticed that Ihad a little anemaly there

At the end of the RCS preesurlsstion on Step 6.

CAPCOM Okay. *

SPIDER Hake it step 5, I beg yotfr pardon, I

inadvertantly placed system A access epeed 2 -

END OF TAPE
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SPIDER I inadvertently placed system A, ascent

B2, momentarily to open instead of close, thereby opening the

interconnect - I closed it immediately and I see no change in

the systems pressures however it's probably an anomaly and

(garble) you might note and I'd like to know If there is any

further action required.
CC Roger, Spider, Houston copies, and we

anticipate no problems and I have your loads for 1453 and 55.

SPIDER Roger. Ready to copy.

CC 1453 0066 1455 60 462.

SPIDER Roger; let me read all of those. 5355 and

57. 60066 60462 62045.
CC That is affirmative Spider; Houston

confirms

.

SPIDER Roger; we'll load them now.

CC Okay* and Gumdrop, let's go ahead with your

readback, starting right from the first line.

CC Gumdrop, Houston. Standing by for your

readback.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CC Roger. I'm ready for your readback.
GUMDROP Okay, sorry, I must have lost you there for

a minute - okay, here we go. 0331 Alpha, plus 297, minus 0621,

0510432, 3870, 0344 Alpha, plus 325, minus 1579, 0535809,

3858, 0354 Alpha, plus 337 minus 1579, 0552908, 3857, 0363

Alpha, plus. 292, plus 1450, 0565316, 46380374 Alpha, plus 244,

minus 1619, 0583931, 4574 0383 Bravo, plus 320, plus 1500,

060, 0228, 4618 - with me that part?
CC I've gotten it all; and everything's good.

GUMDROP Okay, and the pitch trim and yaw trim for

331 Alpha through 354 Alpha, pitch is minus .88, yaw minus

.60. For 363 Alpha through 383 Bravo, pitch minus .93, yaw
minus 1.21.

CC Roger; Gumdrop. We're gonna lose both of

you In about 1 minute - we'll see you over Guaymas at about

57 and we'll be rocking on ready for you, Spider.
SPIDER Roger; what time will be Guaymas?
CC Roger. It'll be Guaymas at 57, and we'd

like to have low bit rate at this time.
SPIDER - Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 47 hours, 52 minutes

and we will acquire at the Redstone s a low elevation pass there

in about a minute. During this pass across Australia and over

the Mercury Ship In the South Pacific,, the crew in the LM has

been checking out the computer, aligning the platform,
pressurizing the RCS system.

SPIDER Houston?
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
CC Roger. And to get a leg up on this Guaymas

pass, I have a nav check I'd like to give to you now s and we'll

be uplinking state vector's to both vehicles over Guaymas, some-

time in the States pass.
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PAO
CC

We J re live at the Redstone now.
Okay E Spider", are you ready „ . . Gumdrop,

I T 11 be ready to send you a nav check when you're ready to copy.

you

11

,

GUMDROP Ready for nav check.
GUMDROP (garble) over up.

Houston, say again.
Gumdrop v

s ready.
Roger, Gumdrop. 1*11 give it to you. Ai

Roger. Spider ready.
Alright - reading the nav check. 049

Minus 22 16 plus 16 516 2309; end of nav check.
Roger. Say the time again please.
Roger. Reading the time. 049 11 33 40.
Say Gumdrop, I got 33.40, is that right

GUM3JR0P
CC
ready Spider?
SPIDER
CC

33, 40.
GUMDROP
CC
SPIDER

Gumdrop ?

CC
SPIDER

That's affirmative Spider; this is Houston.
Okay, I'll read it back to you. 049 11

33.40. Minus 2216 plus 165 16 2309.
CC Your readback is correct Spider and

Gumdrop, if you will verify.
GUMDROP Gumdrop verifies.
CC Roger. And while I've got you in a

writing mood, I've got about a minute and a half I'd like
to give you the dock DPS pad.

SPIDER Roger. You should be advised that you are
not coming through too good here to Spider; I'm not sure
why, but you are breaking up pretty badly.

CC Roger; we're going to lose you in about
a minute - and then we'll just catch you over Guaymas

.

GUMDROP Did you get that Spider?
SPIDER Roger. I heard you. Understand you are

going to get us over Guaymas
GUMDROP
CC

GO for 48 dash
GUMDROP

That's affirm
And Gumdrop and Spider if you read, we are

GO for 48 dash 1.Roger, understando
That is affirmative.
Did you get that Spider?
Got it.
Okay .

We'll stay docked with you.
0h s very well.
And Gumdrop, we've got you now at

Guaymas, we'd like to have 2 and accept for your uplink.
Roger. Gumdrop. You've got 2 and accept.
Roger. Copy.

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

GUMDROP
CC
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cc And Gumdrop, you'll be receiving a Vector

in both slots.
GUMDROP Roger, understand.

cc Spider* could you give us high bit rate

plea8
gpiDER Roger, You in high bit rate?

CC Roger, copy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Apollo Control. That is Rusty Schwei-

ckart doing most of the communicating from the Lunar Module.
SPIDER And Houston, thii is Spider.
CAPCOM Go ahead, Spider.
SPIDER Roger. We art ready to go on the gimbal

drive - anytime,
CAPCOM Roger.
You can let her rip.

We are standing by to support
you

.

SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
GUMDROP

is driving.
CAPCOM

is yours,
GUMDROP

the computer
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

Roger. Here we go - three, two, one, mark
And are you ready -

You faded out, Spider. Say again.
Roger. The gimbal is driving.
Houston, Gumdrop, Spider says the gimbal

Roger, Copy. And Gumdrop the computer

Roger. Understand you copy and I got

Houston, do you read Gumdrop or Spider?
Reading you loud and clear, Spider.
Here we have the GGA RCGA light ON at

this time and are you ready to support the throttle test?
CAPCOM Spider, you are GO for the throttle test.

SPIDER Roger, LMP throttle is idle. We are

now at the throt-stop.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy.
SPIDER Okay, full throttle point and back idle.

SPIDER Okay, Houston Commander's throttle is in

idle. Now throt-stop - maximum - back down to the throt-atop
and then idle.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider.
SPIDER Okay, Houston, this is Spider. We are

standing by for your verification on the GDA angle.
CAPCOM Roger, I believe they look good. Stand

by one, Spider,
CAPCOM Spider,

the gimbal drive angles.
this is Houston. You are GO on

SPIDER
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

fire, Spider.
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER

have (garbled)
CAPCOM

GO.
SPIDER

Roger, Stand by for hot fire.
Roger. We are standing by.
We are standing by to support your hot

We are ready.
Houston, we are ready to GO.

Let her rip, Spider.
Okay. A couple more switches.
Okay, Houston, this is Spider here. We

a proportionalized check for Spider.
Roger, Understand and we are ready to

Roger.
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SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

here. So you want
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

eyeball that.
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

fire on a 2TCA
CAPCOM

you go through it slower
go slower.

SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

Ckay. That's complete.
Roger o

Gumdrop, we are about to fire our jets

to be lit three?
Roger, three standing by

.

Roger

.

How are you with respect to gimbal line?

Oh, about 15 or 20 degrees - you can

Okay, I will be right with you.
You told us tc take the hot fire OFF.

We're ready to GO, Press.
Roger

.

Houston, it !
s complete.

Roger. Copy.
Good job, rate is almost normal.
I .still have some more to go.

Okay, Houston, here comes a little hot

This is Houston. Would
You are going to have to

Roger, Spider,
please?

We'll go TTCA,Okay

.

Roger

.

We are not going to hold them very long.

We'll just read lines between pulses.
CAPCOM Roger. That will really help us out, Spider.

SPIDER You don s

t want them held out on you - you

just want them logged between pulses. Is that right?

CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

was that?
CAPCOM

thing looks good.
SPIDER
CAPCOM

It.
SPIDER

date at this time
CAP COM

can you take
SPIDER

That's affirmative, Spider.
Okay .

We'll start again,
(Garbled) up. Down, right, left, aft.

How was that, Houston?
That looked real good, Spider.
Okay, here comes the PNGS GGA check.

Roger,, Spider.
Up s

down, rightj left, forward, aft. How

That looked real gocd s Spider, Every-

Okay
Okay

(garbled) that's all of the hot fire.
Good job - you moved us away from

And Houston, you have to give us the up-

I have the PAD ready to go andRoger

.

uplink now
Roger.

to copy the docked dif.
The computer Is yours and ready
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SPIDER This is Spider.
CAPCOM Roger, Spider,, standby one.

GUMDR01? Gumdrop is ready

=

CAPCOM Okay. Copied you, Gumdrop. And Spider,

the uplink is on its way. I'm reading docked dif - 049 41

33 40 minus 00 6C3 minus 17 43 0 minus QO 00 7 17 44 0, all

zips, all zips B ainus 00 587 mi&us 17 43 0 C

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - 17430 - 30139* end of update.
SPIDER Roger^ Houston, Slider reading back.

049413340 - 00603 - 17430 - 00C07 1 74A0"E all zips, all zips
- 00587 - 1743C - 00139.

Rogsr, very gocd„ The readback was cor-CAPCOM
rect

.

GUMDROP
CAPCOM

are making good
15 minutes here

SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

Gumdrop copied.
And Spider and Gumdrop, it looks like we

7 rk on this pass We've still got about

Houston, Spider hsre. You broke up.
Houston- Spider.
Go, Spider.
Roger- We are going to start the land-

ing radar self bits here if- you are ready.
CAPCOM Spider c this is Houston. The computer

Is yours, we are standing by for the landing radar self test.
Press ahead.,

SPIDER Okay. Stand by s it's coming on now.
CAPCOM Rog =

CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CAPCOM Rog. We would like tc have you bring

quad C back on the line when you disable Baker 3.

GUMDROP Wilcc.
SPIDER Gumdrop and Houslcn £ be advised that

Spider did not unstow the radar antenna today.
CAPCOM Rog. We understand that, Will you be

unstowing it for the rendezvous radar self test?
SPIDER I don't believe so. I think we can run

the self test without unstowing it since we're net going to
do the EVA tomorrow, there is no sense in unstowing it,
We've already skipped the spire comm check in the daylight r

so we have no reason to get it out of light.
Rog, copy,
If you have any other comments please

CAPCCM
SPIDER

let us know.
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
SPIDER

All right s sure will..
And Gumdrop copied.
And Houston, here comes the landing

radar spurious noise test.
CAP COM Rog, copy, Spider,
SPIDER Houston, do you read, Spider.
CAPCOM Go* Spider.
SPIDER Roger. Hew long do you want us to run

this spurious noise test here?
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CAPCOM Stand by one.
SPIDER Roger. Step 16, system Is 49. We are

ready to stop it any time you are ready,
CAPCOM Roger, understand. We are taking a look

at it, Spider. And Spider, you can terminate the test now,

and Gumdrop, we would like to have quad Charlie on whether
you disable Baker 3 or not.

GUMDROP Rog, Charlie coming on„

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Gumdrop, we are showing your quad

balance as excellent. It's looking real great, Gumdrop.

SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Houston, Spider.
Go ahead, Spider. This is Houston.
Your R&D telemetry calibrate coming ON now.

Roger. Copy.
And Gumdrop and Spider, this is Houston.

We have finished up that famous pass with 6 minutes to spare.

SPIDER
believe it.

CAPCOM
Spider.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

B3 for a while
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

jet roll authority
OFF.

GUMDROP
CAPCOM

jet roll authority
GUMDROP

Both of you are so smooth I just can t

You are just directing us magnificently.
I'm getting mad with power down here,

Say, Gumdrop, this is Spider.
Go ahead.
You are still going to have to disable

we don't get any (garbled) on our radar.

Okay. Say when.
About right now. Okay?
It's disabled.
Gumdrop, Houston.
Houston, Gumdrop. Go ahead.
Roger. We're still recommending two

we're recommending able Charlie roll

jet

Houston, Gumdrop. Say again.
Roger. We are recommending that two

roll AC - we'd like to leave it OFF.

Houston, Gumdrop. You get knocked

down with static everytime. Try it again.

CAPCOM Okay. We would like to stay with two

roll authority - recommend AC stay OFF.

GUMDROP Okay. Very well. AC coming back OFF.

SPIDER Houston.
CAPCOM Say, Spider and Gumdrop, we are going

to lose you here in about 1 minute. We'll see you over

Tananarive at three-seven and that was a good show on both

vehicles there.
SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Roger, Gumdrop.
SPIDER Houston, this is Gumdrop - ah - Spider.

Before you go - if you are still reading us - we are not

reading any range and range rates on the DSKY for the radar.
Roger. Understand - no range and

"d like to have low bit rate,
CAPCOM

range rates and Spider
please.

SPIDER
CAPCOM - -

your range and range rate right now, Jim. We think the

Roger

.

And we are looking at that problem on
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spilling of the radar might effect that.

SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Okay, we get the range rate to read this

time. (garbled) this fluid back again - it's really 497.

CAPCOM Roger. I believe I got that - 497.

SPIDER Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 48 hours, 26

minutes into the mission. Canaries has LOS. That's a very

long, busy pass starting at the Redstone out in the Pacific,

extending over the United States clear across the Atlantic
Ocean, ending over Africa - extreme range of the Canaries
station. The crew accomplished quite a number of tests dur-

ing this pass. They checked the Reaction Control System -

hot fired it in all the control modes - went very well.

They've checked the computers, the Guidance System and the

backup Guidance System. They've checked the landing radar

and the rendezvous radar. Jim McDivitt reporting there at

the last that he was reading no range and range rate on the

rendezvous radar. The radar antenna is stowed - there's

the ground is taking a look at the radar, but there is some

belief that because the antenna is stowed - that good reading

might not come up. In connection with that you may have

heard Jim McDivitt mentioning - when he remarked that the

radar antenna was stowed. He said: "If we do not go EVA

tomorrow - " I'd like to clear that up- We have not elimi-

nated EVA from the flight plan. The possibility exists, of

course, but I repeat: We have not scrubbed EVA for tomorrow,
at this time. Another matter of interest - wives of all 3

crewmen are in the viewing room at the control center at

this time - Pat McDivitt, Lurton Scott and Clare Schweickart.
They are accompanied by Astronaut Tom Stafford and by Astro-
naut Bill Anders and his wife. We passed up the maneuver
PAD for the Docked Descent Propulsion Burn during this pass.

Time for that burn is 49 hours, 41 minutes, 33.4 seconds.

That's 11:41:34 am Central Standard Time. It will be per-

formed over the MI LA tracking station at the start of the

32nd revolution - will be an out of plane burn with a Delta V

of 1,744 feet per second. A burn time of 6 minutes, 11 sec-

onds. Since it is out of plane, there will be very little
affect to the orbit. Apogee is expected to be lower by about
2 miles. Expect to be in an orbit of 272 by 109 nautical
miles prior to the burn. We expect the result in orbit
after the burn - 270 by 109 nautical miles. Next station
to acquire will be Tananarive at 48 hours, 36 - 37 minutes.
This is Mission Control in Houston.

END OF TAPE
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p^O This is Apollo Control 48 hou-rs 3? minutes

and we've jus: put in a call :o Apollo 5 at Tananarive. we'll

stand by.
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop £

this is Houston through

Tananarive standing by,
CAP COM

Do you read?
CAP COM

check

.

TAN
CAPCOM

Tananarive M&O this is Houston CAPCOM.

Tananarive M&Q S
Houston CAP COM . Voice

CAP COM a
Tananarive.

Tananarive M&O, this is Houston

Am I coming through to you? Am I going up?

TAN
in the mud.

The first transmission was very low down

You called back, asked for the M&O } 1 received

it clear and then we were switched over to Melborne circuit

this
CAPCOM
time?

Okay s
am I going up to the spacecraft at

Alright (garbled)
CAPCOM Alright, this is Houston CAP COM

.

TAN Affirmative.
CAPCOM Alright, Spider and Gumdrop, this is

Houston through Tananarive.
CAPCOM Tananarive M&0 S

Houston CAP COM , am I

receiving a down link from the spacecraft?

TAN (garbled) I'll copy.

PA0 This Is Apollo Control at 48 hours 42 minutes.

We're not having any luck trying to establish communications

through Tananarive. The station has been bad several other

times during this mission. Stu Roosa will not try to make

a call up any more for, the rest of this pass. If communications

are established and tHfe crew calls us we will come back up.

This Is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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this Is Apollo Control at 48 hours 52

»lnu t

P

es° Apollo 9 snoold he tagging up .t Carnarvon «o„entaril„

we wl ll monitor the ^ _ m . is Houston

through Carnarvon, ana Spider .. would like to have high

b"
'sPIDER Got you, Houston, going to high bit rate.

cTtKmunP Gumdrop is with you.

CA?C0M Roger/and just maybe till we shoot our

COMM, did either of you read me over Tananarive?

SPIDER SPIDER, i read you.

GUMDROP And Gumdrop did, too.

SES25 ^toTsp^r! ..t y o ur^ f . t you

pressure is reading it against 750.^ ^ ^
SPIDER okay, my helium air-vent pressure xs down

to 210! ? think thaf/a little lower than it's supposed

"
^CAPCOM Roger, we confirm that. We're showing

208 a

s?XDE ;
S

°
kay

'

Okay, he advised we can not initialize

the A0S
p

On
M
the PG.CS.

o

.
:r
C«-o

t "J^
1^ <

lnltl . llae AGS

fr °m
S^IDER

NCS
" The update part of it from the PGNCS

to the AGS The down link part of it will not get into the

AGS When we put 10 000 u P it just st ays t ere ^Hot
CAPCOM Roger, understand that the AGS will not

accept the PGNCS downlink.

llllll Did you get our on the

you did something, and I didn't copy that.

SPIDER Okay, we got the range to come In the

DSKY oil time and the ringe-rate a couple of times, but it a

not consistant at all.

spideS r.;"i»
0
t«: «* »•» »« •« *iBbai " eie *

"CAPCOM""' That is a negative, we have not received

anvthing from you over Tananarive.

SPIDER Okay, Gumdrop to sent them down

those -

GUMDROP I'll get them.
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SPIDER Okay, never mind, I guess we have them all. Gumdrop

why don't you send them the torqueing angles first?

GUMDROP Okay, Houston, Gumdrop, are you ready

to copy?

«0P P52 to rq uei„ 8 a„ gles= GET 48«00

plus 00213 plus 00042 minus 00147.

CAPCOM Roger, copy those, Gumdrop.

GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER Okay, Houston, and I ve got an IMu

relainement angle for you.

TAPfOM Understand, Spider, ready to copy.

SPIDER Roger, Command module angles 02029 02856

33357. LM angles 28202 20876 02659.

CAP COM Roger, Spider, I copy: for Command Module

02029 02865 33357. For the LM 28202 20876 02659 and we'll

eo to work on them.
,

SPIDER Roger, and when you're ready I ve got

some AGS calibration data.
roatt v fo

CAPCOM Roger, I'm ready to copy. I m ready to

copy your data, Spider.
SPIDER Roger, stand by.

SPIDER Okay, the bias coefficients before the

cal minus 77777 plus all zips minus all 7's. The Gyro good

we're plus 00027 plus 00047 plus 00006. Did you copy those?

CAPCOM Roger, I copied those.

SPIDER Okay, and following the cal, plus all

zips plus all zips, minus all 7's, and the gyro dripped

after the cal. plus 00021 plus 00036 minus 00020.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, I copied those.

SPIDER Okay, and the only other thing I need

right now is the procedure from one of the AGS guys about

how to get 414 back to zero. As I recall, you can not

simply set it to zero, you have to go through a little pro-

cedure there. I wonder if you would get that for us.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, I copy, 414 back to zero,

and that's in work.
. , , ,

CAP COM And Gumdrop and Spider, I'd like to have

both vehicles with S-band UP. We'll be going over to

Honeysuckle in a couple of minutes.
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
SPIDER Spider.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston.

SPIDER Go.

CAPCOM Roger, we're suspecting a leak in the

DIP helium manifold, and, stand by one. And we'd like to

have you take a look at DIP malfunction procedure number 1.

SPIDER Roger.
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CAPCOM Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go.
CAPCOM Roger. We just noticed you doing a

verb 47 there, and we would like to have you try the
initialization again.

SPIDER Roger, understand, you want us to do it
again?

CAPCOM Stand by one.
SPIDER Be advised we tried to verb 47 2 times

and it seems to come out of the PGNCS okay, but the AGS 414
never goes back to zero.

CAPCOM Roger, I copy that, Spider, and I have
your torqueing angles while we work on that.

SPIDER Roger, stand by just one.
CAPCOM Roger.
SPIDER Ready to copy.
CAP COM Roger, reading your torqueing angles:

minus 00040 plus 00180 minus 00160.
SPIDER roger, copy minus 00040 plus 00180 minus

00160.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, we confirm those.
SPIDER Roger, thank you.
SPIDER Houston, do you want us to descent helium

rate 1.

SPIDER And which one do you want us to do on
this porcedure?

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Spider, stand by one.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, Houston.

SPIDER Go .
'

CAPCOM Roger. We would like to have you try

that initialization while we've got some data here on you.

SPIDER Roger, will do.'

SPIDER Gumdrop, are you sort of angling toward

the burn attitude here?
GUMDROP That's affirm.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston.

SPIDER Go ahead, Houston, Spider.

CAPCOM Rog. We misinterpreted your question

here. We would like to have you press ahead with mal 1,

and just press right ahead.
Houston.
Go ahead, Spider

.

You want 10 and 12.

That is affirmative,
and 12.

Okay .

(garble)
Spider, Houston. Say

Roger. We threw in

that time..

Rog. We waved our magic wand over it

there, Spider.
?ou guys got what it takes with Sim Sup.

10

SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM

through blocks
SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

gone if it didn ' t. .gp, in
CAPCOM

through Honeysuckle,
SPIDER

Go ahead and press

that again.
VERB. 47 and dog-

of

CAPCOM That's affirm.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston. I have a little bit

info when you are ready to listen. No need to copy.

SPIDER Okay, good. I'm a good listener. Be

advised that our regulator pressure doesn't seem to be

dropping. It's holding at about 232, that's for the DPS.

CAPCOM Rog. That is your regulator pressure,

Spider.
SPIDER That's right. We were reading ort the

fuel and oxidizer pressures. They are both reading 232

and have been since I closed the rate. Also, my ambient

tank has been holding at about 210.

CAPCOM Roger, copy 210.

CAPCOM And Spider, my little tidbit here is

that during our hot fire test we do have a thrust chamber

pressure switch failed closed on thruster B4 up. It failed

on the first firing. It will have no effect to you at

all with the exception that the caution and warning will

not detect an off failure of that " •™--<- — *

4 up

.

That is Baker
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SPIDER Okay, will it detect abort for a stuck
on thruster?

CAPCOM Stand by. That is affirmative.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston. This sensor is not used

in the thruster on logic, it's strictly thruster off, so the

answer to your question is affirmative. Caution and warning
will detect a thruster on failure.

SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER And Houston, do you want me to press on

any further with this malfunction procedure, or do you just

want me to open up that rate again?
CAPCOM Stand by, Spider.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston. We would like to have

you go back to normal configuration, open regulator 1.

SPIDER Roger. (garble) and be advised that

we're just about in a posture to perform the DPS burn at

this time and get some last minute checks.
CAPCOM Roger, understand. I'm about to lose

you at Honeysuckle. We can have you through the Huntsville
with no loss.

SPIDER Roger.

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.

SPIDER Go ahead.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, if you read me, we

will see you over the Redstone at 28.

SPIDER Roger, Spider.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 49 hours 18

minutes. We've completed communications at the Huntsville.

During this pass, started at Carnarvon, we thought for a while

there was a possibility of a descent propulsion system helium

manifold leak. The crew started through a malfunction pro-

cedure. They have quite a number of checklists on boardthat

have malfunction procedures in them for numerous systems

problems. We've watched it on board and we've watched it

on the ground. We have now determined that there is not a

leak There is no problem with the descent propulsion sys-

tem helium manifold. The crew also had some difficulty in

initializing the backup guidance system from the primary

guidance system. However, they successfully initialized the

!gS prior to the end of this pass. There is no problem there.

It's been determined that a thrust chamber pressure switch

on the LM thruster B4 up in the reaction "ntrol system is

stuck; however, the only effect of this will be that the

caution and warning system will not detect an off failure

it will detect a thruster on failure, but not a thruster off

failure. This is not considered a serious problem. So, es-

sentially, we are up and ready for the docked descent pro-

pulsion system burn. The GO/NO-GO for this burn will * e

liven over the Redstone. We acquire at the Redstone at 492737,

and should we get a go for the burn there we re about 21

minutes away from the docked descent propulsion burn. We

will come back up at the Redstone. This is Mission Control

Hous ton

.

EHD OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 49 hours 27

minutes. Apollo 9 coming within range of the Redstone.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, this is Houston

through the Redstone.
CAP COM Spider and Gumdrop, Houston through the

Red8t
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, do you read, Houston.

GUMDROP Gumdrop is with you.

CAP COM Okay, Gumdrop, I'm talking to you. Would

you pass on to Spider that when he arms the DP S he Bay gat

a descent reg warning light due to the low manifold P/"* u"-

GUMDROP Roger. Understand he may get a descent

warning reg light through the low manifold P""f"« rl
J^

?

CAPCOM That is descent reg warning light, and

he may get that when he arms the DPS.

GUMDROP Roger. Descent warning on when you arm

the DPS. You copy that, Spider?

GUMDROP Okay, that is what he said.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, Gumdrop and we are

standing by for your burn.
_

SPIDER And Houston, do you want high bit rate

a8aill
GUMDR0P Houston, Gumdrop. Do you want high bit

rate out of the Spider?
CAPCOM Copy, Spider then Gumdrop. Yes, we do

WSnt
GUMDROP^

rat6
'

Roger, affirmative on high bit rates,

^^CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, this is Houston.

You are go for the docked DPS burn.

SPIDER Roger, we're go.

GUMDROP Gumdrop understands go.

CAPCOM And Spider, we are copying you loud and

Clear
SPIDER Gumdrop, why don't you go to free, and

we will take control here.
GUMDROP Roger, Gumdrop is in free.

PA0 Apollo Control. The LM has assumed at-

titude control with its RCS system. G&C says it looks

nice and stable.
PA0 Seven minutes away from this docked

descent propulsion burn.

PA0 During a portion of this burn, spacecraft

commander Jim McDivitt will use the throt tie manually
.

He

is also scheduled to cut-off this bum manually 3 seconds

prior to the automatic cut-off time.
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Houston, opj.uci..

Rog. We are showing the AGS address

write the checklist as 000.

Roger, thank you.
You're welcome

.

END OF TAPE
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cc Spider - Houston.

CC
IDER

O^y, Rusty, that 407 flipped to JO
thou-

sand again; we are re commending that you sit still and then

innor-ride it right around ignition.

SPIDER Houston, you cut off that opinion

el Roger; your address 407 in the AGS has

now gone back to 10 thousand; we are recommending you set up

0000 and enter right around ignition time.

SPIDER
^ringlne has been armed and we are

comin g
p

UP
E

On 2 minutes^from the^burn .^ ^^

S^dT ^Houston"'/:;;; right over a white

deck of clouds and is it ever bright.

C C Roger, copy.

p^Q One minute.

r8.r!"To Py , 1 .!««.. Everything looks

8°°d
\l>IDER Okay, 28 seconds. 15 seconds Gumdrop.

dr! P,.s d„. ,. *.« ^rr Roger; we copied it bpiaer.

SPIDER Si're full throttle into the air; there

practically nill D.vey. ^ ^ ^ here t„.
Yeah, ditto. Flying this thing .

SPIDER Yeah, ditto. uymg "-'"j

GUMuROP Okay, your HP 1 s 109 end ho Iding

.

SPIDER Thank you. Got 440 to go.

S?S« I'lMllZ's tenths of a lunar G in

case you?interested; we're starting to 8 et a little e,cur-

sion in high yaw.
rr Roger, copy.

GUMDROP Can't see ouch on the tall end here.™„ We just threw a big hunk down on the

—SoSy;'
there "°: h

.:
r

.

h
;«,i.«..

are count down right together.

GUMDROP Okay. 109.3 on the HP.

SPIDER Roger.

SPIDER Man '
am 1 hun 8 ry*
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That's pretty smooth.
Yeah, it really is. It's going along

HP is 109.3 and everything's clean

GUMDROP
SPIDER

GUMDROP
*

Jim, there's some pieces back there; some

of the oil's coming out- ...
SPIDER Yeah. Hey, we're going over Texas right

now I think we ought to be over Houston pretty soon.

tllllV Okay, 330 here. Air (garble) the same

down less than one degree.

GUMDROP Roger. 109-3 HP.

SPIDER Okay. We have 1100 feet per second to

go

.

GUMDROP Right with you.

s?;Ser Man, the AGS and the PGNS are right

together. And for the information of the ground and the

tape! the quantity is reading 76 and 74 and we don't seem

to have any serious blockups at this time.

cc Roger Spider. Houston copies.

SPIDER Reg pressure is holding pretty steady;

it's about 232. And the landing radar temperature is read-

ing 95 at the present, and started out at 81.

GUMDROP UT
>

A " in ° '
anH eve

over here.
SPIDER

a real good job of

second left to go.

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

profile at 124.
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

a tenth of a
SPIDER

hold. Solid here.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Looks like it's done
only got 890 feet per

Okay

Okay, same here
steering. We've

I'm 885 when you called in.

Okay .

229 .

Roger. 225 here.
Okay, we'll go over and start my throttle

Roger

.

Two minutes

.

Two minutes here; I have 7 04.

109 .2

Roger.
Your rates on all axes are less than

degree per second.
Is that right? I'm going to attitude

25 .

600 feet per second to go.

Right with you.
Okay, I've got about a minute,

Right with you.
(

oriv^ Okay, when I start throttle, we re

gonna have about a second under that.

GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER 450. 420 to go.

GUMDROP One minute.
SPIDER One minute now.
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SSS
P

-ger. Hanging right in there, isn't itt

S™S
?

K'l;.":"?.;
11
."!!. or see sort of an

oscil now here, Scott. Hey now, we're getting slosh

and I'm at 228 to go and the camera coming back on.

GUMDROP Ready for throttle profile?

GUMDROP Roger.

okay!" 170. 157. 145. Firing the throttle

40 percent Going down'to 10 percent. Back up to 40 percent.

Back down to 25 percent.

S?SSS
P

Okay^comfnTup to ,0 percent. Throttle

profile complete; just let it sit there.

GUMDROP 101.1
oprnpR Roger; 24 seconds to go.

SPIDER I'! going to shut down the area at 3

seconds to go, 18, 16, 15, 14, 13 -

fMTMDROP No sweat.

SPIDER " 12, 10, 9, 8, get your hand open -

6, 5, 4, shut down.
GUMDROP Got that

SPIDER Help to do it all here.

GUMDROP Right with you all the way.

S

CC
IDER

Spider, that was a beautiful burn, man,

y ° U W
Ip
r

iDER
ght d °Wn

Lookefp^etty neat from here too. You

want our residuals Hoo.tonT^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
SPIDER Okay, very good.

SPIDER Man, you can really feel that stuff

SlOShCuUor
d herY t hou ght"the ... rate you got was about 3 tenths

° £ S
SPIDER ""Sean, with the offset that I had or. *y

rate sclll over here, I can't tell where zero Is, but It

did." ^deviate h.rdly^t ^ „lghty beautlful a ll the way

Spider.

IVZl Soger, landing radar te.perature Is 100

degrees right now. ^ ^ of

SPIDER Roger. When your In the groove »>
!
you

^'"GUMDROP"- Even the AGS were good; the AGS 500

degrees plus 3. (garble)

GUMDROP Okay.

END OF TAPE
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plus
CAPCOM
3 minus
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
SPIDER

And Spide, Houston, I copy 500 501 502

minUS
And the Gumdrop's got 271.7 by 109.1.

Roger, Gumdrop, Houston, copy.

That isn't the way the fuel and oxide

SPIDER
call?

CAPCOM
SPIDER

burn 5?
CAPCOM
SPIDER

All I've had
about

pressures drop off there during the sputter.
v Houston, are you going to get a PFI

Roger, understand you're getting PFI cal.

Houston, how long do we have to that

Stand by one, Spider.
Listen, I'm going to get something to eat.

o far today is a little bag of fruit salad,

and I'm about to starve to death, and I'm going to get some-

thing to eat right after we do this burn. PFI cal complete.

CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAP COM

nominal time
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Spider, Houston.
Vehicle power is OFF.

Spider, Houston.
Roger, Houston, Spider.

Alright, we're going to do SPS 5 at the

and that's 4 hours and a half from now.

Okay, very good, thank you.

an AGS cal

Roger.
Gumdrop, Spider.
Go .

Roger, we'd like to stop at

attitude here somewhere.
GUMDROP Very well.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. We are still in

acquisition at the Vanguard, and we'll have overlapping

coverage at the Canaries.
pXo The voice heard most frequently from the

Spider was Jim McDivitt's, and he is the one that got hungrey

in the middle of the burn. Rusty Schweickart did come up

several times with some radar temperatures and with one

"No sweat" comment. The flight surgeon was monitoring one

1 in each vehicle during that bum, Jim McDivitt in the LM

and Dave Scott in the Command Module He reported the range

of heart rates for Commander Jim McDivitt 107 to 87, for

Dave Scott 97 to 60, with the high rate coming just prior

to ignition in each case. We'll continue to stand by live

through the Canaries.
PAO Apollo Control, initial tracking shows

109, which is what we were shooting for.
the orbit 270 by

We will continue to refine that

GUMDROP
(garbled)

CAPCOM

Okay, Spider, Gumdrop powered down.

Spider, Houston.
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SPIDER This is Spider, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, we would like to ask you

if after you finish eating there before you transfer back,

if there would be any change of getting the regulator check,

checklist systems page 17.

SPIDER Oh, yes, Okay. Roger, we'll get it.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
SPIDER I'm going to eat first, though, before

I just drop over up here.
CAPCOM Roger, I just wanted to pass that on

before you dismantled something. We would really like to see

you go ahead and eat, and we'll see you over Tananarive
about 13.

SPIDER Roger.
CAPCOM And Spider, we would like to have low bit

rate.
SPIDER Roger, low.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 50 hours 2

minutes. Canaries has loss of signal. A very successful
descent propulsion burn just completed. A lot of good graphic

commentary from the crew. Jim McDivitt eating now. As soon

as he completes this meal, he will transfer back into the

command module. Rusty Schweickart will stay aboard the LM

for an additional hour, tying it down and waiting for the

sublimator or water boiler to dry out before he transfers

back into the command module shortly after 51 hours. The

next station to acquire will be Tananarive at 50 hours 13

minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 50 hours, 12

minutes and Tananarive is about to acquire Apollo 9. We

Wil1
CaJcOM

7
* Apollo 9 - Spider and Gumdrop this is

Houston through Tananarive. Stand by.

TANANARIVE Tananarive M&0 Houston COMM TECH network.

HOUSTON Houston COMM TECH (garbled).

TANANARIVE Roger, verified CAPCOM is uplinkmg to

your site.
HOUSTON (Garbled)
TANANARIVE Thank you.

pA0 This is Apollo Control at 50 hours, 18

minutes. Cap Com Stu Roosa has just advised us that he will

not try to communicate through Tananarive. Very noisy -

communications are bad and he figures the cre« "
and he doesn't want to disturb them. So we will Jake this

line down. If we do get a call from the spacecraft, we 11

come back up. This is Mission Control Houston.

161/1

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider and Guradrop , this is Houston.

Spider, we would like to have high bit rate.

SPIDER Roger. High bit rate, Houston.

CAPCOM Rog, copy, and I've got you through

Carnarvon. You are five square.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control and we are at

CaXn
T?°llzT

V
' Roger, understand five square and we've

already started the waterboiler dryout. We will do the reg

CheCk
cI^0M

r °W
' Rog, understand you will do the reg

^CAPCoT
0*'

And Spider, we would like, if you agree,

to do a VHFB check here and secondary S-band check.

CAPTOM ^er/spfde^ We would like to do a

VHFB
SPIDER"'

^ rogerf-agree. Go ahead with your in-

8trUC
cl?cSM R°8«, stand by one.

CAPCOM Spider, Houston. Could we get some

calibration data?
SPIDER Roger, stand by.

CAPCOM R°8- ^
cpttifh Okay, you ready to copy/

dlfol Spider* let's configure your spacecraft

for B operation and I'will copy your calibration data as a

CO°m
SPIDER Okay, we are on B. Do you read?

CAPCOM" Okay! Carnarvon M*0 this is the Rous-

ton Capco. I want you^re*ot e VHPB only.^

Wlth
SPIDER^

Calibra
Ro°ger

dat
?;itial readings are the sa.e

as final readings before, right?

S£S£ ?Si .IPS, + all zips, - all 7's, + IX.

+ ^
CAPCOM

20
' Okay, we've got that on the tape. That

*" ^DE^
faBt

'

Okay. Here is the final data after

the cal. It was + all zips, + all zips, - all 7 s.

CAPCOM Copy.
SPIDER And stand by here.

SPIDER Hey! I beg your pardon. I powered

down before I ran them out.

CAPCOM R°g» understand.
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SPIDER
and read them out

SPIDER
CAP COM

for another 6

SPIDER
CAPCOM

Stand by just one. I'll power back up

Okay .

Rog,

Okay, Houston, are you still with us?

That is affirmative. We've got you here

minutes or so across Carnarvon.
54844546 +7+28+0.

copy + 7+28+0. Thank you very

much and we do have a good VHFB system. Could you give us

a secondary S-band check as per system 28 at this time?

SPIDER Roger, stand by.

CAPC0M And Carnarvon M&O , this is Houston Capcom.

I would like for you to remote S-band back to Houston.

SPIDER Okay, Houston. How do you read now?

CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Spider.

SPIDER Okay, done step 1, I'm ready to go to

step 2.
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM

Spider

.

SPIDER
CAPCOM

ready for step 3.

SPIDER
SPIDER

now?
CAP COM

real nice. Everything sounds great

we've got you in the mood, would you care to do an S-band

backup voice check? That's on page --

SPIDER Just a minute. Try that once again.

CAPCOM While we've got you in the mood, would

you care to try an S-band backup voice check as per system

27?
Roger. I just got the last two words

All right, let's go to step 2.

Okay, Houston.
Spider, this is Houston. Do you read?

Houston. How do you read. Spider?
beautiful. That's loud and clear,

Roger

,

That '

s

Roger
Okay

,

,
same here.
that takes care of that. We are

Roger, going to step 3.

Hey, Houston, how do you read Spider

You are five square, Rusty. That is

that check. And while

SPIDER
of that. Say again

CAPCOM
checklist system 27.

SPIDER
SPIDER

backup voice?
CAPCOM

How me?
CAPCOM

An S-band backup voice check, as the

Roger.
This is Spider.

Spider, this is Houston

read on the backup voice?
Spider, this is Houston

How do you read on

Loud and clear.

How do you
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CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. I'm reading

you loud and clear. How do you read me?

SPIDER Okay, you are five square. I'm supposed

to be able to talk to you without pushing PTT. I'm not

sure I'm getting backup voice. Tell me if you read up through

5 and back down. 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1.

CAP COM Okay, Spider. You blanked out at 3 on

the way up and came in with 3 on the way down.

SPIDER Okay, I was using PTT up to 3 and from

3 on down and I understood the backup voice was supposed to

go right off the intercom.
CAPCOM Spider, check biomed off and give me

another fast check.
SPIDER Roger. The biomed is off.

CAPCOM Rog, verify biomed off.

CAPCOM Okay, Spider. We've got you through

Honeysuckle. How are you reading me?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston through Honey-

auckle. How do you read me?

CAPCOM Okay, Spider, I could hear you trans-

iting there. You are way down and breaking up. How

bout giving me a short count here. We are supposed to be

locked up on you.
s

SPIDER One, 2, 3, 4, 5 (garbled).

CAPCOM Okay, Spider, you are relatively clear,

but way, way down.

CAPCOM S^aer^hie is Houston. We'd like to

SPIDER
" tUrn

IpSSJ.Mni:-!. Houston. I'd like to

have you return to COMM basic and give me a check.

SPIDER Roger, Houston. We are in COMM basic.

H °W
"cAPCOM Okay, you* re coming through clear now,

Rusty. And we did get the backup voice check in - it was

just way down low.
SPIDER Roger.

CAPCOM And we'd like to have the BIOMED switch

on the LMP for the rest of the time, Spider.

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.

GUMDROP The tunnel is clear.

SPIDER Roger, it is on the LMP ,
Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. Thank you, Spider.

SPIDER Be advised we are presently 28 minutes

into the sublimator dryout.
. nuteg

CAPCOM Roger, Spider. I copy that - 28 minutes

into the dryout.
SPIDER Roger.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider. You are breaking up. You

will have to repeat that for me, please.

CAP COM No VHP -

CAPCOM Okay, Spider and Gumdrop, I think we are

aboutTo^op you here at Honeysuckle. We'll be -er Hunts-

ville in a couple of minutes if you want to talk there and

Hawaii at five-nine.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. Gumdrop and

Spider are over the Hunteville now. We'll stay up live

through this pass. Flight Dynamics Officer Dave Reed re-

ports the orbit now as 108.9 by 271.2 nautical miles.

SPIDER (Garbled.)

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This ia Apollo Control 50 hours 56

minutes. The Huntsville has loss of signal. Hawaii will acquire

sn hn„r8 58 and a half minutes. This is Mission ControlDilLIULCn - iiit •

at 50 hours 58 and a half minutes.

Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 51 hours, and

Hawaii is tagging up now with Gumdrop and Spider; we'll stand

by
cc (garble) Honeysuckle LOS.

SPIDER Spider to Gumdrop.

GUMDROP Go ahead (garble)

.

SPIDER Roger; stand by. Not yet.

GUMDROP What do you need?

SPIDER Just checking the comm.

cc And Gumdrop, this is Houston. We ve got

you through Hawaii now.
GUMDROP Gumdrop, roger.

cc Gumdrop; Houston. We'd like to turn the

heaters and H2 tanks 1 and 2 off.

GUMDROP Okay, have to stand by for that one.

cc Roger; understand. No sweat.

SPIDER Gumdrop, can you give me flow?

GUMDROP You've got flow (garble) haven t you?

SPIDER I don't know; I can't tell.

GUMDROP Yeah, I gave it to you when you first

called in.
SPIDER Okay, I'm gonna switch conns; give me a

few seconds and then turn my temp power on.

GUMDROP Okay.
GUMDROP Houston, say again the heaters and volts.

cc Roger, Gumdrop. We would like to turn off

the heaters in both H2 tanks.

GUMDROP Roger. Both H2 heaters are OFF.

CC Roger. Thank you.

cc Gumdrop, Houston. You might watch your

middle gimbal.
GUMDROP Roger; thanks Houston; got an eye on It.

No, we got 2 eyes on it.

SPIDER Houston, this is Spider.

CC Go Spider.
SPIDER Roger; we've been running the dry-on now

for 52 minutes and we are just starting the circulator pull

out and the glycol temperature is right now 70 degrees. We

are all drawn to it.

CC Roger. Copy.

END OF TAPE
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APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY ,
3/5/69, 51 - 10 '

remind you again about the gimbal

U8
^GumSkOP Okay, we've got somebody in the couch

"^""mDKOP Houston, this is Gu„drop, how do you

read? r .Jr.. we read you loud and clear.

-f? ,dry S ^t^,^; h^r^
-"c

b

£r 1 -<r8
e-yor:ust"e .Tind reader, that,

just what we were thinking.
Apollo 9.

GUHDKOP
calling 'Houston, say again, please, I

CAPCOM uu 8

"^'caIcOh"' ^Tuudrop, this is Houston, I did not cop,

y ° Ur
CA?COM"

n5 °l88l
0^"P- this is Houston, I did not cop,

y°« ^ C0M
r8n8°iSSlOG-^- thls is Houston

'

h°" d
°

y °U

GUMDROP 5 b,, H.«««. 1^ you real good now.

"^°M
oft ?efas

' tLre"louVade a t r ans-i.s ion

,

couldn't copy off Texas
I couian i- <-»rj

1 '"as&sr
lc

-

rr
r

the
H
pos"

n
i;n i)^\TA°J^i

spacecraft.
R er understand.

CAPCOM KogeL,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, those translunar buss

tie circuit breakers are to be open, I say open.

GUMDROP Breakers will be open, Roger.

PAO This is Apollo Control 51 hours 23 min-

utes. Apollo 9 over the Grand Bahamas station now. Rusty

Schweickart has Just returned to the command aodule. All

three crewmen have their biomedical harnesses pluged in.

Schweickart heart rate running about 60, Dave Scott is show-

ing 63, and Jim McDivitt in the mid-seventies. We will con-

tinue to stand by through Antigua which is just acquiring.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9,. Houston. We are about 1 minute

LOS Vanguard. We will see you over Ascension at 36.

SC Roger.
pA0 This is Apollo Control 51 hours 31 min-

utes. We have LOS at the Vanguard. All three crewmen back

in the command module. The LM powered down and closed out,

is now being supplied with what little power

the command module. Next station to acquire will be Ascen-

sion at 51 hours 35 minutes, about 3-1/2 minutes from now.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 51 hours, 35

minutes. Apollo 9 coming up on the Ascension station now.

We'll standby through this pass.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 this is Houston through Ascen-

sion standing by.
SPIDER Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. No need to acknowledge

we are showing you with (garbled) a master alarm in about a

minute on the H2 pressure.
SPIDER Houston, you are off by about 59 seconds

on that one. It came on while you were talking. Very good.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We're going to lose

you at Ascension in about a minute. We'll see you over

Tananarive at around five-one.
SPIDER Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control - 51 hours, 44

minutes and Ascension has LOS after a very quite pass. Next

station to acquire will be Tananarive at 51 hours, 50 and

one-half minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control 51 hours 50 Min-

utes. Apollo 9 coming up on Tananarive now; however, the

network officer just informed the Flight Director that Ta-

nanarive is down. It doesn't have voice capability this

pass, technical problems at the station. If we regain ca-

pability at Tananarive, we will cone back up. The next

station to acquire will be Carnarvon at 52 hours 7 minutes.

This is Mission Control Houston at 51 hours 50 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 52 hours 5 minutes,
we're about a minute away from the Carnarvon acquisition. In
the meantime, I would like to recapitulate here on the EVA
situation. EVA has not beea eliminated at this time. . The
ground intends to talk to the crew about the possibility of
eliminating it just prior to the rest period this evening,
and perhaps again in the morning after the crew has awakened.
However, at this time,. the EVA has not been eliminated and
we will have a conversation with the crew just prior to the
rest period this evening concerning EVA. We'll stand by now
for the Carnarvon pass.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Carnarvon,
standing by.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Roger. We're going to have you here for

about 11 minutes at Carnarvon, and if you can handle It we
would like to initiate a waste water dump at this time and
dump it down to 25 percent.

SC Okay, waste water down to 25. We're all
back in the Gumdrop, the tunnel is closed out, and everything
looks okay.

CAPCOM Say, sounds great, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM And, Apollo 9, this is Houston, just at

your convenience, when y'ou have a couple of three minutes to
talk I've got several questions that can he handled at any
time. I'd Just like to start working down the list before
we get too close in to the burn.

SC Okay, stand by.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Go ahead Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Roger. There are a couple of questions

we have, and one is on the adjustment of this VOX sensitivity
during our COMM test. We're trying our best to trouble shoot
some of our difficulties, and we would like to have any comments
that you could give us in that regard.

SC Well, we finally ended up with the VOX
sensitivity about 8 and a half or 9. We still weren't getting
the PLSS to the ground, though. We should read him from - .

CAPCOM I'm sorry, you broke out there, Apollo 9,
said you could read and then say again all after.

SC I'm thinking.
CAPCOM Oh, okay, I'm sorry.
SC Houston, we were reading - we had

communications from the PLSS to the CSM, from the CSM back
to the PLSS. I guess we were just having trouble getting
to the ground, and even though I had the VOX sensitivity up
to about 8 and a half or 9, which is about as high as It
goes, we still weren't able to get him to trigger the VOX, I guess.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, and you know I wasn't getting
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CAPCOM The CSM at all, in the Texas-Mila pass,

and down over the Mercury you came in loud and clear. It looked

like the one time .there during the Mercury we were goingto have

real good coma, and then it got ratty again. Okay, that s

enough of that one then, unless tell-eomm will come up with

some more questions. If you have anything else to add on it

they would like to take it at this time.

SC Tell them we (garbled)

CAPCOM Okay, and I'm curious about the foil

coming off of the Spider during the burn. Were they, you

know, large hunks, small, is. there any thing you would like

elaborate on that?
sc i couldn't say - the stuff I saw I couldn t

say for sure was foil. I think Dave said that, just a minute.

SC Yes, looked like there were some pieces,

maybe 2 to 3 inches square in area, but not square in dimension,

they weren't clean pieces like something that was supposed

to be there left. It looked it might have been scraps or

something that had been hanging loose, but I did see some that

were black and some that were partially black and silver, and

they came off pretty fast, so it was hard to track them.

SC That's kind of - they stayed with us.

They didn't look like they were being shot out of the engine

or anything. They stayed with us and we sort of left them,

but not too rapidly, and they were sort of down between from

us toward the ground, and I couldn't tell exactly where they

originated.
SC Yes, I couldn't tell where they came from

either.
. . „,

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, copied that. That was

a real good description, and the other question I was

wondering if you would care to comment if in all that

HUBBUB if you had a change to try out the LM drinking

fountain.
sc Roger, I did, and there seemed to be

appreciably less water in the LM system than there was -

I mean in the LM system than there is in the

command module. It's much better over there.

CAPCOM Okay. How was the temperature of the

water?
SC It was pretty good, it was cool. It was

very tolerable.
CAPCOM Okay, sounds great, and I would like,

if you haven't buried them, the battery voltages and so

forth that was on the closeout checklist, they're systeem 74,

at your convenience.
SC Battery check voltages, Houston?
CAPCOM I'm -ready to copy, Apollo 9.

SC (garbled) batteries 1 through 4 with

31 volts. Battery 5 and 6 were 37. Commander's bus and
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SC
ED BAT A was 36.5

CAPCOM
SC

next burn, I'd
to do tomorrow

CAPCOM
SC

System Engineer's bus were 31 and 31.

ED BAT B was 3 7.2.

Roger, very good, Apollo 9, we got those,

(garbled) Tonight, probably after this

like to go over with you what we are going

open for suggestions, or what?
CAPCOM Roger -

Okay, very good, we agree to that.

Do you have a plan for us, or are you

END OF TAPE
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SC - suggestion* or what?
CAPCOM Rog. We would rather wait until after

the burn and then we can get together and have a meeting of

the minds.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM That pretty well takes care of my liat.

One other question. I take it, fro* your comments that the

rendezvous self test, we never did get any good, valid data

from that, is that affirmative?
Sc Hot consistent, no. Occasionally, one

time we got the range to coma into the computer and three

or fours times maybe for range rate, but from the computer

10 times we got nothing.
SC It wasn't anything we could pin it down

to

.

CAPCOM Okay, copy that and Just as a last item,

I would like to alert 1*11 be calling you again right after

SPS fire that we want to initiate a charge on battery B.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And that's all I have. We are going to

have you here for about another minute and a half and then

we will see you, we can talk through the Huntsville about

25; if not, Hawaii at 35.

CAPCOM Okay, we speak sayanora at Carnarvon,

Apollo 9 and we would just like to have you take a look at

the middle gimbal.
SC We'll watch it.

CAPCOM Okay, we are too.

SC Seems like we are getting some disturb-
ance torque as we go around.

CAPCOM Rog, copy.
PAO This is Apollo Control 52 hours 18 min-

utes. Huntsville will acquire 52 hours 24 minutes.' We will

come back up then.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 52 hours, 24

minutes. Huntsville about to* acquire Apollo 9. We'll stand

by.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 52 hours, 30

minutes. Apollo 9 beyond range of the Huntsville now. Went

through that pass without any conversation at all. Hawaii
will acquire at 52 hours, 34 and one-half minutes - about
3 and one-half minutes from now. We'll co«e back up then.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 52 hours 34 min-

utes. We are about to acquire at Hawaii. We have a report

here on medication taken by the crew to date in this mission.

All three astronauts have used Afrin spray to relieve stuff-

iness in their nose caused by the oxygen environment. The

lunar module pilot, Rusty Schweickart, has taken two Marezine

tablets on day one, he has had one Seconal on day one, that's

a sleeping pill, a Seconal on day two, and on day three, he

has had a Loraatil. The other two have had no medication

other than the Afrin spray. We have acquired at Hawaii.

We will stand by live starting with Hawaii and going through

the States.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. We ve got

you through Hawaii. Standing by, eyeing the old gimbal.

SC Roger. We're dumping the water.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC You know, we've been sitting watching

this gimbal too, and I've been chasing the thing all day

long. It seems to seek the red bullet - the red dot in the

center of this thing, and I wonder if we are not trimming
along the flight path angle. What would you say to that?

CAPCOM By jove, I believe that requires some

heavy concentration on our part.
SC Well, It will give you something to do

tonight

.

CAPCOM What you are trying to say is you are

being stabilized with the gravity gradient, then?

SC I guesB I don't really know what I'm

saying, is the reason why. I don't really understand it,

but it seems to seek the in-planeness , even when you get it

sort of moving away from the gimbal lock area, it stops and

starts to move back unless you have enough rate. If you

have enough rate to move away permanently, It will swing

around to the other side.
CAPCOM By Jove, that's a real good observation.

How about vertically? Is it trying to align itself vertically
too, along the gravity gradient?

SC No, I don't think so. I haven't noticed
that so much, just in any roll orientation, it seems to want

to go to the in-planeness. I guess maybe we can watch the
vertical alignment tomorrow to see if it is gravity gradient.

CAPCOM Okay. I've got another question for you,

Dave? Did you get any alarms during the day from the cyro
tanks?

SC No, not a one. Not until you called.

That was the first one.
CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
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SC Hey, Smoky?
CAPCOM Go ahead.
SC You know, now that I think about it, I

guess maybe 70, 80 percent of the time today, I've been able
to see the horizon out of the hatch window.

CAPCOM Rog.
SC Which sort of means maybe it is bo mine

red(?).
CAPCOM My goodness. Maybe we've come up with

something here that will become an international law or

something, you .know, like F = MA.
SC Say, now. Wouldn't that be something?
CAPCOM Tremendous.

END OF TAPE
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CC Gumdrop, Houston.
GUMDROP Go ahead Houston.
CC Roger. We'd like to have two and accept

please. We have a state vector and a target load for you, and
you might start fumbling for a maneuver pad; I'll have one for
you when you're ready to copy on this SPS 5.

GUMDROP Roger. You have two and accept and we are
ready to copy.

CC Okay. I'll be ready in about one minute.
CC Okay, Gumdrop, this is Houston with the pad.
GUMDROP Go

.

CC Roger. Reading SPS 5. 054 26 11 20 minus
02 109 minus 03775 plus 037960575405673043230545 plus 110 minus
080251761028800 minus 0388 plus 130761769 and I'd like to pass
the LM weight - is 21860.

GUMDROP Roger. Can you give me the shaft angle
again please?

CC Roger. Reading the shaft angle. 17610 and
under remarks I have your gimbal angles that will give you 90
degrees out of plane in case of the early shut down. Reading
row, all zips, pitch 040, yaw 030; end of update.

GUMDROP Roger; stand by just one on the readback.
CC Roger; standing by for the readback and the

computer is yours; you have been loaded a state vector and a
target load.

GUMDROP Okay, Smoky, do you have a preferred time
on those angles; I realize that they are out of plane all the
time but do you have a preferred time or anything on them?

CC That's negative; just under the ... in all
the ground rules that we had; just as soon as possible, once you
determined the cause and feel like kicking it off again.

GUMDROP Okay, here comes the readback. 054261120,
minus 02109 minus 03775 plus 03796, 05754 05673 0432 3054, oops,
excuse me, 30545, plus 110 minus 080 2517, pitch 1728800 minus
0388 plus 13076 1769 and understand roll 0, pitch 40, yaw 30,
we're 90 out of plane, LM weight 21860.

CC Roger; Houston confirms the update. It
looks good.

GUMDROP Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Spacecraft has just moved out of the

range of Antigua tracking station. We've had a shift

change here at Mission Control Center in Houston. The

Gold Team now has replaced the white and let me pass on

an 'administrative announcement for the news media represen-
tatives who are watching - covering the flight. We

anticipate the change of shift triefing will be between

3:15 and 3:30 CST. On this upcoming pass, the major
item of action as far as we're concerned is the SPS-5

burn which should take place approximately at 54 hours

and 25 minutes, while the spacecraft is acquired by the

tracking stations at Goldstone, California, and Corpus

Christi. During the burn, the crew will be shooting for

a velocity vector or DELTA V of about 575 feet per second.

Duration of the burn is 43.2 seconds and the maneuver Is

designed to put the spacecraft into a circular orbit.

It's the final shaping really for the LM-CSM exercise

which is scheduled for day No. 5 in this Apollo 9 flight.

If the burn is normal, we expect the new spacecraft alti-

tudes to be 129.9 by 129.8 nautical miles. Before the

crew fires that SPS engine on the CSM, they will light

up the RCS thrustors for a ullage burn, this required
prior to ignition to settle the propellents. During

earlier SPS maneuvers, the tanks were full and therefore

no settling was necessary, but as you get more empty

space, you have to relocate those weightless propellents

to a position where they can feed the engines. Four

RCS thrustors will be used for ullage and we estimate the

firing time for that exercise will be about 18 seconds.

At 53 hours, 10 minutes, ground elapsed time, with
spacecraft heading over the Atlantic Ocean, this is Apollo

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. We have reac-

quired the spacecraft at the Ascension Island tracking sta-

tion and we'll stand by to monitor any conversation between

Astronaut Stuart Roosa, who is the CAPCOM here in Houston,

and the crew of Apollo 9. We'll stand by.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, this is Houston through Ascen-

sion, standing by.
SC Roger, Houston. This is Apollo 9 here.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9.

SC We're just getting ready to start the

B-52.
CAPCOM Rog, copy.
PAO We're standing by here monitoring the

pass of Apollo 9 as it passes within range of the Ascension

tracking station. We'll continue to monitor the loop for

any conversation between the ground here and the crew.

CAPCOM And we followed that, Apollo 9.

SC Oh, very well, thank you.

CAPCOM Rog.
PAO During this portion of the pass the pro-

gram 52, the inertial measurement unit realignment, was ac-

complished. The spacecraft still is within range of the

Ascension Island tracking station. We'll have It for about

another minute before it moves out of range, next to be picked

up by the station at Tananarive.
PAO We have lost signal from the Apollo 9

through the Ascension tracking station. We would expect to

pick up the spacecraft at Tananarive at 53 hours, 28 minutes,
or about 6 more minutes from now. At 53 hours, 22 minutes
into the flight of Apollo 9, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 54 hours 11 minutes
into the flight of Apollo 9. During the recent change of

shift press conference we recorded some of the conversation
that took place, although it was somewhat limited over
Tananarive, Carnarvon, and the station at Guam. Spacecraft
at the present time is approaching Hawaii. We have a new,

also we have a new capcom on at this time it is astronaut
Ron Evans. We are prepared to play that conversation between
the ground and the crew back to you at this time.

Apollo 9, Houston, we have you throughCAP COM
Carnarvon

.

GUMDROP
CAP COM
GUMDROP

drifting slowly over towards deep

Hello there Houston, Apollo 9.

Roger loud and clear.
Roger same with you. We are over Hawaii

CAPCOM
are go for SPS

SC
CAPCOM

by.
SC

are you today?
CAP COM
SC

Houston, roger.
at ti tude

.

Apollo 9, Houston you

Roger go for SPS 5.

Apollo 9 Houston through Guam standing

Hello there Houston through Guam, how

9, Houston, say again.
Roger, who ever is doing the scheduling

Roge good shape.
It is nice to talk to you in the day time,

you keep waking me up in the morning.
CAPCOM It's better for me too.

SC I guess somebody must be easy on you

down there, hum...
CAPCOM
SC

must be getting easy on you.
CAPCOM Yea concur.
SC Apollo 9, we just completed our daylight

star check, and low and behold a star was there.
CAPCOM Hey great. Apollo 9 Houston 1 minute

LOS, Hawaii at 12.

SC Roger, Hawaii at 12. Oky doky. Hey
there with you?

Is who with me?
Oh never mind he is over in Hawaii.
Roger. Smokey is still here.
No Sonny, Sonny Morton.
Yea he's here too.
Okay .

Hello J immy

.

Well we've been acquired by the Hawaii

Ron is Sonny
CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM
PAO

station and at this time we are about a quarter of an hour
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PAO and 15 minutes still from the burn. The

SPS 5 burn. As you heard in the conversation, in addition
to Ron Evans, Astronaut Al Warden and Pete Conrad now both

cane into the Mission Control Center here. In that SPS 5

burn again those iaportant objectives of course, will be

an ullage aanuver to settle the propellents and the burn itself

for some 43.2 seconds, Delta-V of 575 feet per second as

planned, and this should result in a circular orbit of about

129.9 by 129.8 nautical miles. Meantime let's monitor some

more of the conversation between the ground here and the

crew.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston through Hawaii, standing

by.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Roger. Apollo 9 Houston, I'll give you

a mark on 10 minutes.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Mark 10 minutes.
SC Roger we're right together.

PAO According to our information here we've

had loss of signal at the Hawaii station. We should be up

again at the Redstone at 54' hours 19 minutes. That is in

about a minute. At 54 hours 18 minutes ground elapsed
time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 54 hours,

19 minutes into the flight. We expect acquisition by the

tracking ship Redstone in a few mare seconds. At the

present time the spacecraft apogee is 270 nautical miles

and its perigee is 109. We want to move from that orbital

altitude to a circular and we hope to do so on the SPS-5.

Meantime, we'll stand by and monitor any conversation

between the Capcom here in Houston and the flight crew.

PA0 we would anticipate that the crew is

kind of busy at the present time, and therefore we may not

have much conversation. We'll continue to stand by.

PA0 According to our clock here, we re

less than five minutes from ignition.

PA0 On my mark, 4 minutes from ignition.

Mark
*PAO Three minutes from ignition, SPS-5

ignition, three minutes. At this time the flight controllers

here- all report systems looking good on spacecraft.

PA0 we are now less than two minutes from

the SPS-5 burn.
4 ...»»„

pA0 On my mark, one minute from ignition.

Mark. One minute from SPS-5 burn.

PA0 Thirty seconds. All systems still

appear to be functioning normally. Ten seconds and we

have a report of ullage. We have a report of ignition.

Flight control has the report that the burn is good so

far — at 26 seconds. Another report, burn is looking

eood. And the flight control has report cut-off. From

the report it looks like a good burn. The onboard com-

puter on the spacecraft reports that the now, let s

s tand by

.

CAPCOM Up your residuals, Delta VC.

sc Roger, Delta VC is 9.9.

CAP COM Roger.
PA0 The onboard computer reported an

apogee of 129 and a perigee of 123 nautical miles. We 11

refine those later. In the meantime we'll stand by for

more conversation. „%, aA
pA0 Fido reports the whole burn looked

good. Solid as a rock.
SC (Garbled)
CAPCOM Roger, we copy. 129.6, 127.7.

SC Roger. (Garbled)

CAPCOM Roger. Apollo 9, Houston. Request

about the charging as soon as you get there.

SC Roger. In route.
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Roger

.

Little earlier there was report of

and we 1 re

CAPCOM
PAO

residuals.
SC charge, Houston,

drawing 2 and one quarter amps, now.
CAPCOM 9, Houston, we copy.
PAO Those residuals are those refined feet

per second DELTA Velocities that the SPS bum didn't quite
achieve. They could be a little bit short or they could

be a little long. The crew will burn out the exact number
using the RCS thrustors.

CAP COM
SC
CAPCOM

Antigua in about 35.

Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead.
Roger. We'll be going private over

Okay .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, We see you are in Program
right now. Just be advised we want to give you your

state vector before you power down..
SC

the line.
CAPCOM
SC

Roger. We'll bring the CMC back on

Roger.
You're pretty fast. When it gets

close to time to rest, we're really in motion.
CAPCOM Come again.
SC I said when it gets close to time for

resting, we really get in motion.
CAPCOM I noticed that.
PAO This is Apollo Control here in

Houston. As you know, we've had a request from the crew

for a private conversation, and we are prepared to take

this line down at 35. That's 54 hours and 35 minutes
or some, about 35 or 40 seconds from now, and then we'll

come back up as soon as possible.

END OF TAPE
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PAO At 54 hours, 35 minutes this is Apollo
Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 54 hours,
50 minutes into the mission. FIDO, the Flight Dynamics
Officer, gave us a refined figure, some refined figures on

our last burn. And our apogee reads at the present time,

129.1 nautical miles, and the perigee is 123.7 nautical
miles. The orbital weight of the spacecraft at the present
time is 49,486 pounds. We expect the crew to be acquired
by the station Ascension momentarily and we'll stand by to

monitor any conversation that should transpire between the

ground and the crew.
PAO This pass over Ascension will be a rela-

tively short one, about 2 minutes. We may not get any con-

versation. Here we are.
CAPCOM
SC

you here.
CAPCOM
SC

Ready to copy?
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

Houston. Go.
Roger, we've got consumable status for

Roger, ready to copy.
Okay, service module RCS A, B, C, D -

Go.
75, 76, 74, 74.

75, 76, 74, 74.
Roger, bat C, 37.0; py ro A, 37.1; B

,

37. 1.

Roger.
We've got the injector temperatures for

CAPCOM
SC
5, off scale high; 5 Delta, 4.85; 6 Alpha, Bravo,

all off scale high.
Roger, all off scale high except 5 Delta,

That's Charlie I mean that's affirraa-

you.
Charlie and Delta

CAPCOM
and it's 4.85

SC
tive.

CAPCOM Okay. We show you 129.1 by 123.6. We re

refining it but it looks okay.
SC Roger, do you have any word on purge

tonight?
CAPCOM Say again, word on the purge?
SC Roger. Do you want to purge the fuel

cells tonight?
CAPCOM Roger, stand by.
PAO Well, we've evidently lost communication

with the spacecraft, it having moved beyond the Ascension
tracking station range. Conversation that transpired during
that last pass was between Dave Scott on the Apollo 9 crew

and Ron Evans here in MCC. At 54 hours, 54 minutes GET this

is Apollo Control.

:nd OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 55 hours, 6 min-

utes Ground Elapsed Time. We're about to acquire the space-

craft over the Tananarive site, should have it in a few more

seconds. And at that time we will monitor any air-to-ground

conversations between the crew and the ground here. We're

standing by at the present time to monitor any conversation

between MCC and Apollo 9.

PA0 According to the flight plan the Lunar

Module Pilot is in the process of taking off his pressure

garment assembly in preparation for his night's rest, or his

rest cycle. He'll be followed by the Commander who will doff

his pressure garment assembly so it could be that our conver-

sation over this station will be limited. The crew is prob-

ably fairly busy buttoning up the spacecraft so to speak,

for its - in preparation for the rest cycle that's coming

UP
"

PA0 This pass over Tananarive has about

2 more minutes before the expected loss of signal. We'll

stand by and continue to monitor any conversation if such

conversation does transpire.
p A0 Our comm between Tananarive and the space-

craft has been - has had a history today of being rather poor.

Apparently this is no departure from what we have done earlier.

We still have about a half a minute of time left before the

expected loss of signal. We'll continue to monitor any con-

versation that develops.
PAO We have an indication that the space-

craft moved out of the range of the tracking station at

Tananarive. Next up will be Guam on this the 35th revolu-

tion in the flight of Apollo 9. At 55 hours, 11 minutes

this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAo This is Apollo Control at 55 hours, 32

minutes into the flight. The j! tat ion in Guam has acquired the

spacecraft at the present tine and we'll monitor the conversation

SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9 go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger we're kind of standing by for

S-band lock up here to get an E memory dump from you.

sc Oh very well, and we never saw a state

VeCt
°CAPCOM

n
'

.
~ Rpger it'll be coining in here shortly

soon as they get the lock up,

SC Okay . „
CAPCOM Okay Apollo 9 looks like we got it. Request

a verb 74 and give us a mark when you do it.

sc Roger, okay here we go, 3, 2, 1 mark.

pA0 okay we're standing by here listening to

some of their conversations. We'll continue to stand by

and pick up some of their conversation if anymore transpires.

I'm up, I was up on the pass. .

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, request two and accept.

SC Roger have two and accept.

CAPCOM Okay should be coming.

PAO Oh your going to, okay.

CAP COM Dosimeter read outs, too, if you have those

handy.
sc Okay stand by, we can give you two out

of three.
CAPCOM Okay.
sc Okay the CMP is 16111.

CAPCOM 16111. . .

PA0 This is Apollo Control, Houston. We want

to break into this to try to summarize for you a private con-

versation that was held about 45 minutes ago with the crew.

In summary, during the conversation Rusty Schweickart said

that he had had no additional nausea during the day. I repeat

Schweickart said he had had no additional nausea during the

day. He did say that he did not have much of an appetite

and that he had not had any lunch and also that he wasn t

feeling completely up to par. Now for that and other reasons

Apollo 9 commander Jim McDivitt at that point in the conversation

came up on the line and recommended that the EVA portion of

the flight be suspended with the LM hatch opening tomorrow.

Project officials here in Houston concurred unanimously with

that judgement and it has been decided that the exterior

LM pilot transfer part of the lunar, of the EVA exercise

tomorrow will in fact be eliminated. In addition to Rusty

Schweickart' s well being, other factors which came to bear
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PAO on the decision the recommendation of
Jim McDivitt which subsequently became the decision, included
the finding this morning of just how tight the time line was,
associated with preparations for the transfer. This was
mentioned several times in the conversation that factors
which the crew had anticipated would go faster than they
had hoped. In. general it was aa extremely busy, very tight
transfer, and this fact came Into play in the decision. Another
factor was, that by reducing, taking the EVA out of the, the
Schweickart transfer out of tfee exercise tomorrow, will permit
an overall saving of approximately one and a half hours on the

total operation, and this will give the crew additional rest
time coming up on the critical rendezvous exercise planned
for Friday. The exact time for, the exact time lines for
tomorrows operations are presently being shaped here by
flight planners and will, this activity will go on for several
hours. But before those precise time lines are available we
are able to identify these major activities that will be
included in the operation tomorrow. For one Rusty Schweickart
will go on the PLSS completely, he will be dependant on it.
The number 2, the LM cabin will be depressed and the LM
hatch will be removed. Number 3 the command module hatch
also will be opened. Number 4, the exact time of the television
pass has yet to be determined, it could move forward or move
up as much as an hour and a half but we will have a television
pass, the precise nature of it is not yet known, but it'll
probably include a tour of the- Lunar Module, and perhaps a

look down the tunnel, a look out the windows, and that sort
of thing. No precise plan yet but it will be a 15 minute
pass and the time will be determined later this evening. It
will be passed to you as soon as we have it. In concluding the
conversations project officials stated to the crew that
they were extremely pleased with the performance of the Lunar
Module in its first manned flight, and they congratulated the
crew on a job very well done. That concluded the conversation
at about 4:50 P central standard time. We're going to go
back now and we have some tape which has been accumulated
while we have talked. We'll play that for you at this time.

SC CDR's is zero 3 111.
CAP COM 03111. Nine, Houston on the first contact

we had today they were recorded real good at the site and
we had just a bit of a problem getting them back to MCC, but
the contacts were good.

. SC Oh very good, okay what kind of ...
configuration would you like tonight on the CRYO.

CAPCOM Okay, we will give that to you over Texas
probably heaters off and we'll have the fan on. Okay
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SC Standing by for your word.

CAPCOM Okay I've got a nav check for you if you're

ready to copy it.
SC Stand by. Okay go ahead with the nav

check.
CAPCOM Okay of course the purposes for going off

the range, GET 056 30 0000, -3251 -00910 1258, over.

SC Roger 056 30 0000 -3251 -00910 1258.

CAPCOM Roger it's good and the computer is yours.

SC Oh very well thank you.

CAPCOM Nine, Houston, and another thing we cane

to a conclusion here was that" we had to be in high bit rate

for the PINGS to AGS initialization.
SC Roge understand.

^

CAPCOM Now we're just about to LOSer, I'll

give you some more dope on tomorrows activities when we get

over Hawaii.
SC Okay . understand.
CAPCOM You might be thinking about if there 3

any changes in the window fogging from yesterday.
'

sc it looks like it'll be

okay through rendezvous but its ....

PA0 We just caught up on the tape of the

pass that transpired over Guam while they reported a private

conversation was being read. The spacecraft at the present

time is out of the tracking range of the Guam station, it s

approaching Hawaii. We will expect to acquire that in about

two minutes and we will come up again at that time. At 55 hours

44 minutes GET this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 55 hours,

48 minutes into the flight. The spacecraft now has been

acquired by Hawaii, the Hawaii tracking station, and there

has been a little conversation. We are prepared to play

that back for you now and then catch up and go live with it.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.

SC Rog, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Okay, I missed your comment on the win-

dows there as you went over the hill.

SC Okay, the windows are looking pretty

good. All of them are just fine as a matter of fact, except

the left-hand rendezvous window and the film that we had

yesterday is continuing to grow, the little light band around

the edges. It'll be fine for the rendezvous but interesting

to see how long it lasts on into the 10 days. Let's see,

only one of the bunch really, that looks like it has a prob-

lem. The little circle that was in the center of the hatch

window hasn't seemed to grow any. And the rest of them are

remaining about the same. Pretty good.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC And temperature is about 98.6.

CAPCOM Roger, 98.6. Okay, I've got a few com-

ments on tomorrow's time lines if you're ready to do that

and copy It.
SC Okay, just a second.
CAPCOM Okay, basically what we've planned is to

stay on the normal time lines for both vehicles up to the

point of going EVA, and when we get into the PLSS things

there we'll go through the normal PLSS hookups, but stay on

the LM ECS hoses in suit disconnect from the LM, instead of

connecting the OPS.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, we want to keep the TV pass as

scheduled and it's kind of dealer's choice there, shots in-

side the LM, tunnel, or whatever you want.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, do you have any druthers on the

PLSS comm? We were thinking that maybe you can go ahead and

use the LM relay mode.
SC Stand by.
CAPCOM 9, Houston.
SC Rog, go ahead.
SC Houston, 9. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we are curious, did Rusty take

a Marezine and a Lomotil this morning?
SC That's affirmative.
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CAPCOM Roger.
SC We're massaging your plan right now.
CAPCOM Okay.
SLAYTON 9, this is Deke, how do you read?

SC Say again.
SLAYTON Deke here, how do you read?

SC Stand by one, Deke,
SLAYTON Okay.
SC Okay, go ahead.
SLAYTON Oh, rog. I think we had LOS on you be-

fore we finished our last transmission. I thought I'd let

you know that everybody down here is very happy with the way

the day has gone and I'd like to congratulate you for an

outstanding j ob

,

SC Thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger, Houston. Go ahead.
CAPCOM ' Rog. I think we might add a little bit

to what we were saying about tomorrow and that is that we

intend to just have the hatch open only during the first

daylight pass and then button it up,

SC Roger; Fading out. We haven't got a

solid lock I don't think yet. Would you say it once more,

please?
CAPCOM Okay, how are we now?
SC Okay, I ttiiak you're coming in better

now

.

CAPCOM I might add that we plan to have the

hatch open only during the first daylight pass and then but-

ton it up rather than going all the way around with the

hatch open.
SC Roger, yes, I'd like to finish up tomor-

row's activities a little earlier, if we can,

CAPCOM We understand that.
SC Okay. We only have a 7 and a half hour

rest period tomorrow night and I want to make sure that we

have enough time to configure the spacecraft for the trans-

fer the next day and still get jome sleep.
CAPCOM Concur.
SC It looks like we're going to have to

open the hatch at normal time, leave it open for that day-

light pass, close it, configure it for the TV, and when the

TV is over then we would leave the LM, come back in the com-

mand module,. Is that right?
CAPCOM That's right and as a matter of fact,

we don't even want the TV to interrupt the transfer. If
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possible you can, you know, start the transfer early.

SC Oh, okay, I see what your saying. Your

saying we plan to follow normal time line and when we get

to the time to open- the hatches, we do that, leave them open

during the first daylight pass, close them up, and then we

egress the LM, and tune in til TV w the way out, sort of,

CAPCOM Something like that, yes.

sc Yes, that sounds like a pretty reason-

ablS
CAPCOM And 9, Houston, while we've got a little

bit of comm here, I've got sotte block data number 7 for you.

sc Okay, we'll whip up the pad here. One

thing that you might take under advisement is be prepared

for us to be a little bit late in the morning because it s

really a scramble frying to -get suited and once you get

suited you become all tangled up in these hoses, so we have

to take a little bit lonaar., I gtieas , in the morning than

we really have allotted in th* flight plan. So we might be

just a little late getting over there.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand.

sc I think ones we gat to the LM we find

that we worked that through enough and there's not that much

jumping around that requires to take too much longer than

normal

.

CAPCOM Okay
Okay, do you have amy bloek data?

Houston, go ahead with the block data.SC
SC

We ' re ready . „
CAPCOM 9, Houston. One more thing here, we

plan to turn H2 tank 1 fan on at 56 plus -00.

SC Say again the time, please.

CAPCOM At 56 plus 00.

sc H2 fan 1 on at 56 plus 00.

CAPCOM Roger. And how about S-band volume up

at 56 plus 22. We'll try an S-band ARIA

SC Okay, S-band, 56 plus 22.

CAPCOM Okay, now we're ready for block data,

sc Okay, go ahead*
CAPCOM Area. 039 3 Alpha plus 273 plus J*50

06 1
^

35
4355
042 Alpha
with me, 9?

SC Rogf P&bb on. tn
CAPCOM 043 2 Alpha plua 247 minus 0270 067 12

51 4355. 044 Alpha Charlie plus 313 0 - helay that - minus

CAPCOM Area. 039 3 Alpha plus 273 plus

5 08 43 55. 040 Alpha Charlie minus 091 minus 9H0 062. 293*

355. 041 Alpha Charlie minus 008 minus 0230 064 0226 4353.

42 Alpha Charlie plus 090 minus 032Q 06535 55 4335. Still
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0290 068 46 52.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...068465243.55 and, 9, your FBI trend,
pitch minus 0.9 yaw minus 1,1, Houston, over.

SC Roger, I didn't know Retro had so

many areas.
CAPCflM Yes, he's got a batch of them.

SC Okay, I guess we start at 0393 alpha,

right?
CAPCOM Affirmative

'

sc Plus 273, plus 1450, 06315084355, 040

Alpha Charley, minus 091, minus 012006229340355, 041

Alpha Charley, minus 008 minus 230, 06402264355, 042

Alpha Charley, test 090, minus 032006 35554 35504 32 Alpha.

Test 247 minus 02 7006 712510 355044 Alpha Charley. Test 313

minus 029006846524355,
CAPCOM 9, Houston, your readback is correct,

and request you verify a C02 cannister change there a while

back.
SC That's verified, on time.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston, here.
SC Do you have any good information on

why our radar data was not getting into the computer.
CAPCOM We We got the bigheads mowing it over

down there and we haven't come up with a real good answer
yet.

SC Okay. Did you get any , ..From
those checks that we did?

CAPCOM Say, again.
SC Did you get any downweight data from

the radar checks that we did.
CAPCOM That's affirmative. We did get some

data.
SC Okay, so you've got the data to look

at, too.
CAPCOM Yes.
SC Okay, we'll be standing by anxiously

to find out what your conclusion is.

CAPCOM Okay. And the computer is yours, and

you can go to block on the computer.
SC And it's already put to bed.
SC Say, Houston, think we've got H2

heaters off now and 02 heaters on,

CAPCOM Say again, Dave,
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The Apollo 9

spacecraft has moved out of the range of the Texas Station
at the present time, and since there will be no more
air-to-ground for about 17 minutes, NASA will pull dovn
the PL release line for about 10 or ao minutes to conduct
some audio checks. We expect to be back up for the trans-
mission from an Aria aircraft, that's an Apollo range
instrumentation aircraft at about 56 hours, 22 minutes.
At 56 hours, 6 minutes, of ground elapsed time, this is
Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 56 hours,
22 minutes into the flight. We anticipate that we will have
some communication between the Mission Control Center here
in Houston and the crew at about this time, and that com-
munication should come through on Apollo Range Instrumentation
Aircraft, identified as an ARIA. We will standby to monitor
any conversation on that. The spacecraft now Is In its
36 rev. If we have com, it should be coming shortly.

PAO We have a report that we have intermittant
acquisition of signal with ARIA 5, we will continue to
monitor.

ARIA 5, Houston CAPCOM go remote.
Apollo 9, Houston through ARIA 5.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston through AIRA.

CAPCOM
CAP COM
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
PAO Astronaut Ron Evans has been trying to

call the crew through ARIA 5. He is now trying VHF to see
if we can get comm with the crew.

CAPCOM
SC

but we (garble).
CAPCOM

you on S-band.

Apollo 9, Houston through ARIA.
Roger Houston, Apollo 9. You're garbled,

Roger, we are VHF at this time. I tried
Did you hear me at all?

SC Negative, we didn't hear you on S-band,
and I've got it turned off.

CAPCOM Okay, evidently the S-band didn't work,
let's go ahead and keep the VHF here, we will try S-band
at the end of the pass again. Got some good dope for you
on the rendezvous radar DSKY test.

SC Standby a minute. Okay Houston, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, the downlink shows that the

rendezvous radar self test is okay, and in checking it out
a little bit more, the self test doesn't show up on the DSKY
because the antenna is in a stowed position.

SC Okay, understand Houston. Downlink shows
that the (garble) self test is okay, and the reason that
it didn't show up on the DSKY was because it was in a

stowed position.
CAPCOM That is affirmative,

procedure so that you could laok at it on
since it was good on the downlink, rather than mess around
with a new procedure, we will probably go ahead - we would
like to go ahead and say it works and try it out on rendezvous
day

.

We ginned up a

DSKY, however,

SC
CAPCOM
SC
SC
CAPCOM

Okay, understand.
Houston, GO.
Standby Houston.
Houston.
Houston, GO.

Houston, Apollo 9.
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SC Okay, how about whipping those procedures
Into reasonable form and if there, is time tomorrow, I guess
we would like to look at that and perhaps even atowe it,

just to get the feeling onboard, okay?
CAPCOM Okay, we can do that for you and we will

have it for you tomorrow.
SC Okay very well, thank you.
CAPCOM Okay, that was the USB we* re talking on

here, it looks like we are about LOS and talk is not too

good over Tananarive, so if you don't hear from us, have

a good nights sleep.
SC Okay, thank you very much. See you

in the morning.
CAPCOM Roger.
PAO That conversation was between

Astronaut Ron Evans here at Mission Control and Dave Scott,

the Command Module pilot. We still have about 45 seconds

of time in which the ARIA could pick -up the spacecraft. We

could have additional comm, so we will standby for a few

more moments or a few more seconds before turning down the

line.
PAO We have apparently passed out of range

of the tracking aircraft ARIA, the Apollo Range Instrumentation
Aircraft. Next station to acquire will be Tananarive at

56 hours, 40 minutes. That is about 8 minutes from now.

There may be some communication from air to ground at that

particular time. In the meantime at 56 hours, 32 minutes
ground elapsed, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Control at 56 hours,
52 minutes, ground elapsed time. We monitored the pass
over Tananarive, which occurred a few moments ago, and at
that time there was no com - no air-> to-ground communication
between Mission Control and the crew. The crew evidently
is in the process of settling down for their rest cycle
and hopefully for a good night's sleep for them - or a

period of sleep for them. We will continue to stand by
and watch the circuits in the meantime at 56 hours and
53 minutes with the spacecraft now heading out over the
Indian Ocean. This is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 57 hours,
50 minutes into the mission. We've had no new or additional
communication with the crew since our last report. The
spacecraft at the present time is on the 37th rev flying
over - crossing South America. During a recent pass in
which Redstone had acquisition, we received no downlink
of bio-instrumentation leading the flight surgeon,
Dr. John Zleglschmid, to conclude that the crew is

probably in the stages of finishing its light housekeeping
preparation for a sleep portion during the rest cycle.
We've maintained a silence here in an effort to permit the
crew to have as much rest time as possible after their
having completed a rather busy day checking out the
systems on spider, the LM spacecraft. All systems seem
to be working well as far as the spacecrafts are concerned.
At 57 hours, 52 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9* this
is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 58 hours 57

minutes ground elapsed time. The spacecraft at the present

time has been acquired by the tracking station at Hawaii. And

we have been observing to see if there was any biomedical
data that would be down late. At this particular tine there

is no indication that biomedical data is being downlinked.

We'll continue to observe that. Meanwhile other data, as

far as the spacecraft systems are concerned looks good. The

Hawaii station will have the spacecraft for another 4 or 5

minutes, and then we'll have about 5 minutes of acquisition

by the tracking ship Redstone. We'll continue to monitor
the systems and come back up if there is any significant
change. At 58 hours 59 minutes ground elapsed time, this

is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, at 59 hours,
15 minutes, into the mission. During the last part of
the Hawaii pass, and the portion of the Redstone pass,
the flight surgeon received some bio-medical information
on the command module pilot, that would have been
Dave Scott who is in the right couch and the initial indi-
cations were that his rates were"60 beats per minute and
respiration was averaging about 20 per minute. During
the balance of the pass across Redstone, those rates were
decreasing, leading the flight surgeon to suspect that
Dave was in the process of going to sleep - settling down
for sleep. We have not received any bio-medical parameters
on the other two astronauts; however, since conversation
has been kept to a minimum, no conversation in fact,
since early in the flight after Tananarive following the
SPS-5 burn, we believe that they have settled down also
and all three are resting, perhaps the other two are
sleeping, also. At 59 hours, 17 minutes, this is Apollo
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 59 hours,
59 minutes, GET time. We have some more definitive information
on the revised time line, covering the activities on day 4,
that is tomorrow. The flight plan is essentially the same,
up to LM hatch opening, which is approximately - which occurs
approximately 72 hours, 50 minutes, GET , The hatches in the
LM and the CSM will remain open for approximately I daylight
pass during that general time range. Then they will be closed
at approximately 74 hours GET. This closing is about an
hour and one-half earlier than that in the original flight
plan. During the CSM hatch opening, the Command Module
pilot, Dave Scott, will attempt to retrieve those thermal
samples, which are near the CSM hatch, if he can at all
possibly do it. The TV pass that was scheduled for 75 hours,
GET, has been moved up slightly. Goldstone acquisition will
be 74 hours, 57 minutes. During this time, we expect that
the Commander will either be in the process of transferring
from LM back to Command Service Module, or - he will either be
actually transferring or will be making preparations for it. This
information should be transmitted to us during the TV pass,
What we will do essentially is finish the operation, approximately,
or this exercise, approximately one and one-half hours earlier
than the flight plan shows. Some of the other activities
that could take place during that period of time will be
to catch up or redo some of the communication checks, which
were missed today. And, of course, have the TV camera show
the LM interior more in detail, than was shown on the pass
we had on day 3. Now, one and one-half hours of time that
is saved, will be time that probably is used to reconfigure
or probably can be used to reconfigure the CSM in preparation
for the rendezvous exercise which is scheduled .for day
number 5. And then also, the time could be used for additional
rest period for the crew. Some of that time could be devoted
to an additional rest period for the crew. More definitive
ti me line information is still being worked on by the flight control
people here at Mission Control. For administrative announcement
for those who are interested, as I said earlier, Goldstone
acquisition is 74:57:25. And the MILA loss of signal is now
set at 75:13. During our last transmission at 59 hours,
17 minutes, we reported incorrectly that our last previous
conversation or the last previous conversation between MCC
and the crew, the Apollo 9 crew, occurred during the pas's
over Tananarive, The last conversation between the crew
and ground occurred during the AHIk acquisition at 56:22.
That is from that time frame 56:22 to 56:32 GET. At 60 hours,
and 4 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9, with the
spacecraft now over India and with the Astronauts in their
rest period, with one of them fairly well - fairly soundly
asleep, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 60 hours,
48 minutes Ground Elapsed Time. Apollo 9 is over the Pacific
Ocean at the present time approaching the west coast of South
America. And on this, the 38th rev, the crew has settled
down during this rest cycle. Biomedical data on the Com-
mander and the Command Module Pilot recently was monitored
and the information led the Surgeons to conclude that the
CMP, that's Dave Scott, was soundly asleep while Jim McDivitt,
the Commander, was resting, but perhaps not soundly asleep.
Scott's heart rate was in the low 40's. That is his average
heart rate, his mean heart rate. While the Commander's
heart rate was in the 70's. The cabin pressure in Apollo 9

is holding steady at 4.9 pounds per square inch and the tem-
perature is about 70 degrees fahrenheit. All of the systems
seem to be functioning well on the spacecraft at this time.
There is - meanwhile here at Mission Control there is a bee-
hive of activity with the shifts just about ready to change.
The Gold Team, which has been on for the past several hours,
is about ready to leave and it will be replaced by the team
identified as the Orange Team. At 60 hours, 51 minutes
Ground Elapsed Time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Control 61 hours 50 minutes
ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is presently just south of
Japan, in two minutes we'll be acquired and its pulse felt
by the tracking station at Guam. The crewmen in Apollo 9 are
apparently still asleep, we've had no conversation. At this
time of the night the orbital track Is more or less on the
backside of the range and as we go further into the night the
orbital track will begin to come over the stations in Australia
and Ascension Island and so on in the South Atlantic but sta-
tion passes drop off to one or two stations per revolution
until we come back over the range, so to speak, of Carnarvon
and the Stateside series of stations. Mercury, tracking ship
Mercury in the South Pacific will pick up the spacecraft at
10 minutes past the hour. We will monitor these passes in
case the crew does call in but no attempts will be made to
converse with the crew unless they call us. At 6 1 hours
51 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

presently over the tracking station at Ascension Island
coming up on the west coast of Africa. At the begining of
revolution number 40, the measurements of the present orbit
are still showing 124.1 nautical mile perigee by 128.6
nautical mile apogee. Total spacecraft weight is now computed
to be 49,394 lbs. We've got quite a gap between the ascension
pass with loss of signal in less than a minute from ascension
and not aquiring the next station at Guam until 25 minutes
past the hour. At 62 hours 50 minutes GET this is Apollo
Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 63 hours 50 minutes
ground elapse time. Apollo 9. has just passed out of range
of the tracking ship Mercury in the South Pacific preceded
by a pass over the tracking ship Huntsville the tracking
station at Guam. Hearing the end of tl*e 40th revolution,
flight surgeon ken Beers reported that his telemetry readouts
biomedical information on the crew men that are connected to

the biomedical' harnesses show that they were resting fairly
well, although with some slight stirriass during the passes
where the data was available. We'll be coming up over the

Ascension Island station at 18 minutes past the hour however
it is not anticipated that there will be any conversation
now. Spacecraft communicator Ron Evans has come back into
the control center after being spelled by Al Warden for a

short period. At 63 hours 5i minutes ground elapse time this

is Apollo Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 64 hours 50 minutes
GET. Some 2 hours remaining in the Apollo 9 rest period. All
three crewmen are apparently sleeping rather well. Apollo 9
presently is flying over the northern portion of India. The
next station pass will be over Guam with acquisition scheduled
at 59 minutes past the hour. This, in turn, joins the Hunts-
ville tracking ship pass followed thereafter by the Mercury
for almost continuous pass wherein the spacecraft systems
will be monitored on the ground, and also the crew bio-
environmental data will be read out on the ground. At 64 hours
51 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO This ie Apollo Control 65 hours 50 minutes

GET. Apollo 9 has just began it's 42 revolution and is cross-

ing the East coast of Brazil. We'll be coming up on the

Canary Island station in some 6 minutes. During the pass

toward the end of the 41 revolution over the tracking ship

Mercury, the telemetry read out showed the cabin pressure
holding at 4.9 lbs per square inch. G*b-ia. tamper tu re 65»*F.

The sleep clock shows another 59 minutes, almost a full hour

remaining in the sleep period, or rest period for the Apollo 9

crew, and the accumulative time of rest 1b now 8 hours 50 minutes.

At 65 hours 51 minutes GET time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 66 hours 50 minutes
ground elapse time. The crew of Apollo 9 at this time is

scheduled to end its sleep period. We're less than a minute
away from acquisition at the tracking ship Mercury in the

South Pacific. There may be problems in communications during
this pass. The comsat relay antenna on the Mercury seems to

be acting up somewhat how ever there is a stand by high frequency
relay available for relaying voice communications back to the
mission control center. Meanwhile the spacecraft analysis
report on systems shows that the cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen
for the fuel cells in the command service module are holding
pretty well at nominal values. Quantities ranging around
75 percent of cryogenic oxygen in both tanks and around 70 per
cent average on both tanks of hydrogen. In total weight there
are 487 pounds of oxygen in both tanks and 40 pounds of hydrogen.
Fuel cell performance is quite nominal. The temperatures in
the fuel cell are holding very tight limits and the performance
all around seems to be quite excellent with no problems.
All the Command and Service Module temperatures are registering
along the normal range. And another recommendation by the

spacecraft analysis people for the TV pass coming up at ground
elapse time of 74 hours 57 minutes. They recommend the LM
forward omni antenna be used for the Gold Stone tracking station
until about midway through the pass when the hand over is to

the Merritt Island station at which time they would switch
to the aft or number two omni all the way through the end
of Merritt Island loss of signal. This likely would improve
or optmize the TV pass. We're standing by here at the Mercury
for a possible call by spacecraft communicator Ron Evans to

the crew. To continue with the spacecraft analysis systems
report, battery B is still on charge. Charge has been in progress
as of the time of this report of more than ten hours and battery
B has received some 5.7 amp hours of charging. Batteries A
and C remain unchanged in their status. In the propulsion
and power area of the spacecraft, all the measurements there
are reading normal. The Lunar Module reaction control system
propellant quantities remain unchanged. In the coomand module,
command and service module reaction control system propellents
have quantities totaling 870 pounds. There goes the call now.

SC Good morning Houston.
CAP COM Roger. Comes mighty early doesn't it?
SC Oh yeah. It's still dark outside too.
CAP COM Say, that's right.
CAP COM 9 Houston. We've got quite a few things

to pass up to you here this morning before we get started.
SC Ok. Have at it.
CAP COM OK. First of all battery B is charged

so you can terminate bat B charge.
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SC OK. Terminating B at this time.
CAP COM Ok. On your H2 tanks. We like tank one

heater off, tank 2 heater off. Let ae relay that tank 2 heater
and auto.

SC OK. Tank one heater is off and tank 2

heater isn't on,
CAP COM OK. And of course the fans are off. H2

fans are off.
SC Rog. H2 fans to off.
CAP COM OK, I have a consumables update whenever

you want it and then I can go through some stuff on the EVA.
SC OK, stand by.
SC OK, Houston go ahead with the consumables.
CAP COM OK. GET 06 7 70 23 69 29 76 30 70 30 435

40 38 36 39 100 97 41 1019 588 over.
PAO Spacecraft Communicator Ron Evans was reading

up con-sumables update to the crew of Apollo 9 as they went
over the hill at Mercury. Likely he will pick this up where
the break occurred as we come up over Antigua. AntTgua acquisition-
will be 19 minutes past the hour. Also scheduled during the
Antigua Vanguard, Canary Island and Madrid pass will be block
updates of contingency landing area information. And the crew
just prior to this time will have begun they're breakfast period.
At 66 hours 58 minutes ground elapse time this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control 67 hours 20 minutes

GET We are in acquisition at Antigua overlapping with Van-

guard tracking ship and on into Canary Islands and Madrid.

For approximately 14 minutes total time. As you were, 24

minutes total time. We are waiting now for spacecraft com-

municator, Ron Evans, to put in a call to the crew and pick

up where he left off as Apollo 9 went over the hill at Mercury,

toward the end of the last revolution. Spacecraft has just

begun the 43rd revolution as it crossed the parallel or

meridian and longitude of Cape Kennedy. Still no call. Con-

tinue to stand by until spacecraft communicator resumes his

conversation with Apollo 9. Here goes the call now.

sc Rog. Houston, Apollo 9, how do you read?

CAPCOM Rog. Loud and clear Dave,

sc Okay, here's your readback on the consum-

ables. Ready?
CAPCOM Go to left.

Sc 067 70 23 69 29 76 30 70 30 485 40 38

36 39 100 97 41 1019 .that checks the last one.

CAPCOM Roger. 588.

SC 588.

CAPCOM And, Dave, we've got a bunch of things

that are changed in the EVA checklist there. One I would

suggest that you take out the EVA checklist and also we want

to add pages 17-32 and 33 of your systems checklist in there.

sc Okay. Stand by. Which spacecraft?

CAPCOM LM spacecraft.

sc For the LM. Okay, stand by.

sc Okay, Houston, go ahead with the EVA

checklist updates.
CAPCOM Okay. Place, page systems 17, after &VA

15, and systems 32 and 33 after EVA 19.

sc That's okay. I wasn't expecting any

kind of an update. Go ahead, what's the next one? Systems 17

after EVA what's next?
CAPCOM Systems 32 and 33 after EVA 19.

sc Okay. Systems 17 after EVA 15 and Systems

32 and 33 after EVA 19 .

CAPCOM Okay. Page EVA 17,

sc What other updates did you have?

CAPCOM Okay, what I waa going to try to do, if

you've got the checklist in front of you, I'll read it through

here and let you mark them in the checklist as we go. We ve

got about 20 minutes until 40 with a couple of minutes in

between LOS.
CAPCOM 9, Houston, are you with me again?

SC Roger. With you.

CAPCOM Okay. And to cover a lot of things here,

Dave, if you want me to read it up and you copy it down or
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CAPCOM else we'll just make the changes as we
go right through the checklist.

SC Go ahead. I got the systems 17 after
EVA 15, Systems 32 and 33 after EVA 19.

CAPCOM Okay, on page EVA 17, Delete the Ren-
dezvous radar antenna positioning.

SC Okay, EVA 17, what do you want to do?
CAPCOM Delete the rendezvous radar antenna

positioning.
SC Rog, it's deleted.
CAPCOM Okay, and EVA 17 the EVA prep delete step

3 and step 4, lines 2 and 3. Okay, that's the entire step 3

and step 4, just lines 2 and 3.

SC Okay, you want us to delete all of step 3

and you want us to eliminate steps 2 and 3 of step 4.

CAPCOM Affirmative. Lines 2 and 3 of step 4.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM Okay on EVA 18 and 19, delete the PLSS

comm check.
SC Okay, first com check.
CAPCOM Okay, on system 32.
SC Go ahead, I'll have to write that down.
CAPCOM Perform at 71 plus 14 over Carnarvon.
SC Okay. System 32. You want to do it at

71 14 over Carnarvon.
CAPCOM And on System 33. Perform at 71 plus 33

over Mercury.
SC Roger. System 33 at 71 33 over Mercury.
CAPCOM Okay. System 33, in the lunar stage

backup with relay, delete step 3 and add return to comm basic
with LM two-way relay by setting range to tange, voice to voice,
PLSS mode 5 then comm check with MFSN , in, mode load 3, E
and UCTX -

END OF TAPE.
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CAPCOM - flip mode 3/ 8 and UCTA dump. Over,

sc You got away from me Ron. Do you want

to do the Lunar stage backup or do you want to delete step

3 if you want to return to 1m basis, then you want to go

to 2-way^relay?
That t

8 right. Return to LM basis with

2-way^relay.
^ sy8teJB worked out;

right and I can make no change. What else did you say

afier that, just say it again fast and I'll see if 1 have

to write it down.
CAPCOM Okay. You return to 2-way relay by set-

ting range to range, voice to voice. PLSS mode 5, then

conchecks with MS FM , then PLSS mode 3, and then you have

your rest and eat period. <^ ar.

sc Okay. Let me see if I can decipher

my writing here. You want a lunar stage backup with relay

VnAtUn delete step 3. Return to LM basis with 2-way relay

by going range to range, voice to voice and go to PLSS mode

5, make an MS FN voice check, and return to mode 3 for the

r68t
CAPCoS'

* Affirmative. Okay, while thinking about i

S-band volume up at 36. Okay lets go to EVA page 20.

SC Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, in the final prep, step 3 delete

lines 2, 9, 10. 11, and 12.

SC
CAPCOM

Okay. Delete 2, 9, 10, 11, and 12.

Okay, on EVA 22, LM PGA check.

CAPCOM On' step 1 delete lines 1, and 4 through

Do you have the check list there?

What's the first line, CB-16 ECS suit

7.
SC
CAPCOM
SC

flow control?
CAPCOM Affirmative, delete that.

SC Okay, and what else,

CAPCOM Okay, disconnect LMP 02 hoses, and then

all the way down to installing the oxygen purge valve, delete

that

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, your first sunrise time is 73 plus

07.

CAPCOM Okay! on EVA Hi, just scratch it starting

at the first sunrise.
sc Okay. You want to scratch everything

nn first sunrise.
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CAP COM
to the top of EVA H4

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

on 207.
CAPCOM

All the way through EVA H3. Okay, go

Okay, go ahead.
Change plus 207 to plus 25.

Okay. Plus 25.

Delete lines 1, 2, 5, and 6.

Opposite 207
Okay, on the change -

Do you want me to delete 1, 2, 5, and 7

215 or change plus 215 to 240.
That's affirmative. Okay on the plus

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

02 off, it's about
SC
CAPCOM

and 4 ,

Okay, plus 240.
Delete lines 1, 2,

Okay.
Okay, after-on down in there after flip

line 15.

Flip 02 off, and what?
Add LMP suit isolation to suit flow and

flip pump"and fan both off. Delete the next 2 lines that

> re concerning the out purge valve to depress the suit.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Madrid.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Madrid.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, all transmitting a

blind on EVA H5 step 3 delete lines 2 and 3. Step 4 delete

line 1. Step 4 delete line 1. Add LMP suit isolation to

suit disconnect. Delete EVA 25 Alfa. Continue with post

EVA proceedures. We'll pick you up at Canarvon at 07.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM This is Apollo Control. Apparently, we
have had loss of signal in Madrid. The last several minutes
of attempting to reach the crew through Madrid have been
unsuccessful. Spacecraft Communicator, Ron Evans, was reading
up some checklist changes to Dave Scott. These changes, likely,
will be picked up and continued at Carnarvon at 7 minutes past
the hour as the spacecraft comes over the hill at the Car-
narvon station; and a continuous pass over Carnarvon and
Honeysuckle. Well, they're not quite continuous. Actually,
there's about a three minute drop-out between Carnarvon loss
of signal and Honeysuckle acquisition of signal. At 67 hours,
41 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 68 hours 7 minutes
ground elapse time. Coming on through the Carnarvon tracking
station, there goes a call lets listen in.

SC Go ahead Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Roger. Did you get my comment there on

EVA A85?
SC Stand by
SC Houston we only got part of it and then

you cut out.
CAP COM OK. Are you ready to go with a little

bit more there?
SC Roger.
CAP COM Ok. On EVA A85 step three delete lines

2 and 3. Step 4 delete line 1.

SC Roger.
CAP COM And add LMP suit isolation to suit dis-

connect. Ok then just continue with your post EVA procedures.
Ok you might want to write some of these things down. These
are in the terms of flight plan up date.

SC Ok. Are these going to be in the EVA
check list now or in the flight plan there of.

CAP COM Well it's kind of both but 1*11 give you
a time and you can convert them into youT EVA checklist there.
In fact we're going to power the LM down a little bit early,
teen then that will give you time on a TV pass.

SC Ok, stand by here. Let me get something
to copy these on. Ok go ahead Ron

CAP COM Ok. At 74 plus 57 close primary evap
flow. And start your LM power down.

SC Close the primary evap down.
CAP COM Ok, start TV pass at 74 plus 57 through

75 plus 13.
SC Understand. TV pass 74 plus 57 through

75 plus 13 now let me copy that down here. Ok go ahead.
CAP COM Ok, while you're doing that Jim, he can

start his transfer back through the tunnel at this time if
you want to. Ok, while I'm thinking about it S band up at
14 for Honeysuckle.

SC Ok
CAP COM ' Ok. We want LMP remain on LM com to

perform S band back up voice check mode 4 over ascension at
75 plus 25.

SC Ok, 75 plus 25 over the Ascension pass
you want the LMP on the LM com to perform a voice backup
check.

CAP COM Affirmative, S band voice backup mode 4.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We've apparently
had loss of signal at Carnarvon. There is about a three
minute drop out between Carnarvon and Honeysuckle until the
orbital track comes down farther into these stations. Meanwhile
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CAPCOM we have a forcaat from the spaceflight

aeteorolog, group ^" in .^aioo control on t -,..1...^

•*;::.•::.;•::':;:::""
pe cted. Sea. will

Atlantic lan d llt g zone, centered about

IHJissSS ^a.
back up with the circuit and monitor for any conversation.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston through Honeysuckle.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston through Honeysuckle.

SC Okay, Houston, we got you again out

h6re
llVclT*' Okay, Dave. What we said so fir looks

— i - isa "* a
Br8:r?

th
T

e

Kla
thi
u

8L 8i" *s:.xi «, «.

8
h ITo erallon'again and that »as on the

Jjj"
pened yesterday »e neglected to report and I i 11" get

a check on it.
CAPCOM Okay ^ing fche Cflbin closeout - and

I can't find the systems checklist right at the moment but

nf the last steps in the cabin closeout when we are

down tLHI one of the steps there is cabin repress

TfSrtuto to close and when I moved the valve from auto to

«oJ a great big, loud bang and I immediately went
6

t

e
a «5 tS« recalled that LM 4 had had a problem

like that in the chamber - and I think the word weather

cate out okay - so 1 went to close and as I went from auto

to close it .Sent bang again and then stopped, but I d like to
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get confirmation on that, but that is

the normal behavior of the valve.

CAPCOM Okay. We'll check it for you.

CAPCOM Okay, Dave. Got a few comments on your

part of the EVA.
^ , X1 , ,

SQ Okay. Standby, he's not on the LM just

now

.

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM 9, Houston, What ... looks like here

we can go ahead and Initiate a command module power down at

76 plus 55.
'

Sc Command module power down at 76 plus 55.

CAP COM Rog, that'll give you an extra hour to-

night for a rest.
SC
CAP COM How about that?

SC We'll take it.

CAP COM Dave, you on?

SC Rog.
CAP COM Okay your EVA checklist ia essentially

the same. Go on up through opening the hatch- Now when you

open the command module hatch, if you think you can retrieve

that thermal sample by the hatch, do so. You know, if it

looks like it's easy to reach and you can pull it back in

there without crawling all the way out, but use your- own

judgement and whatever you think if you can get it back in.

S C Okay. We've gone through all that and

told Houston the position ... with everything and I think

I'll probably be able to do it but I'm not gonna stretch the

hoses at all so we'll just take a look in real time to see

what it seems like we can do.

CAP COM Okay, great. And your hatch closing wij.±

be at 73 plus 40.
SC 73 plus 40, okay.
CAP COM Roger, your com ... will be your CMC

basic Simplex A receive B data except when the LMP is on the

PLSS. When he's on there, you can figure Duplex A receive A

°nly
'sc Okay, understand Simplex A - B data until

we get on the PLSS and then Duplex A receive A only*

CAP COM Roger, and then you return back to basic

again when he goes off the PLSS.

SC Roger, understand
CAP COM 9, Houston. Initial look at that valve

looks like that's a normal condition that goes bang when you

go from AUTO to CLOSE and we'll just watch checking on it.

Sc Okay, it sure increased the heart rate

yesterday,
CAP COM Rog, understand. That's built in there

to keep you alert, Rusty. 9, Houston we'll pick you up Mer-

cury at 26 and 1*11 have some block data for you at that time.

SC Roger, understand. Mercury at 2.6 with

block data,
PAO This is Apollo Control. We have had loss

of signal of Honeysuckle, we're 5 minutes out of the tracking

ship Mercury. At that time, we'll bring the circuit back up
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pA0 and monitor that pass. At 68 hours 21 min-

utes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control 68 tours 26 minutes GET. We're

coming up on acquisition of tracking ship Mercury for a 5-

minute 42-second pass. 5-degree elevation angle to the south,

fjll stand by for the continuing conversation between space-

craft communicator Ron Evans and the crew of Apollo 9, Apollo

9 is calling Houston. Let's listen in.

CAPCOM Rog. Apollo 9, Houston, we've got you

through Mercury. ^ yQu ?

CAPCOM Oh, real good. How are things in the

wild blue? .

sc Wild bLack. (Garble)

CAPCOM Okay, and I've got block data number 8..

when you're ready to copy.

SC All set. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay reading block data number 8. 045

1 Baker plus 282 minus 06 29 070 12 33 43 54 046 1 Baker

Plus 132 minus 06 20 071 46 43 43 54 047 1 Baker plus 33

1 minus 06 20 073 20 28 43 54 048 1 Alpha plus 288 minus^

06 40 074 54 09 43 54 049 4 Baker plus 2 .»;•«»"
40 30 43 54 050 4 Baker plus 337 minus 16 20 079 14 13 43

54 and your SPS. trim gimbals, Pitch minus 1.07, Yaw minus

1.11. End of the update,
sc Okay, I think the only thing I missed was

the third digit on the SPS pitch trim.

CAPCOM Okay, that's 7 Pitch trim minus 1.07.

sc Okay, You want to read back or have you

SOt ^COm"
6 "' ""no, let's have the readback and you can

g o .. f..t as you like.^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^

070 12 33 4354 46 1 Bravo plus 33.2 minus 62.0, 7146 43

435.4. Have you got them in the decimals in them or do you

want me to read all digits? ,

CAP COM The way you're reading them is tine,

just keep pressing. ^ ^^ ^
435 4 481 Alpha plus 28.8, minus 64.0, 745409, 435.4, 494

Bravo'plus 32%, minus 161.9 , 774030, 435.4 , 54 Bravo plus

33.7 minus 162.0, 791413, 435.4, Pitch trim minus 1.07,

Yaw (Too much static in background)
CAPCOM Okay, 1 believe we lost you, we 11 see

you at Antigua at 52 if you can read me, and that was a good

1ob. You were racing the clock.
J

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently, we

have had LOS at the Mercury tracking station. At 52 minutes

past the hour some 20 minutes from now, we will come up over

the Antigua tracking station overlapping Bermuda, Vanguard,

Canary Island and Madrid for a total time of some - oh it
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PAO looks like 23 minutes. At 68 hours 33 min-

utes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 68 hours 52 min-

utes ground elapsed time. We're just a few seconds away from

acquisition at the Antigua tracking station of the Eastern

Test Range and a continuous pass over Vanguard tracking ship,

Canary Islands tracking station and Madrid. We're estimating

the Change of Shift Press Conference for 7:30 Central Stand-

ard Time; participant will be Orange Team flight director

Pete Frank. We are standing by now for spacecraft communica-

tor Stu Roosa to put in a call to the crew of Apollo 9 through

Antigua. Generally they wait a few seconds after actual acqui-

sition for all of the antennas to lock on and data flow to start

into the Mission Control Center before they begin the conver-

sation. Here we go.

CAP COM Through Antigua, standing by.
(

sc Okay, Houston. Apollo 9 here. We re

purging the three fuel cells with 02.

CAP COM Rog, understand.

sc And Houston, did you get the readback on

all the block data.
T

CAP COM That was a beautiful job, Rusty. I got

everything except the very last item. I'd like to verify the

yaw trim as minus 1.11.

sc Roger, minus 1.11. Say, Houston, we have ^
another question for you here. Looking over the day, we ve J

come to the conclusion that there's no necessity for power- <^

ing up the IMU and doing an alinement here in the coiwumd C

module that way we can avoid using any fuel and playing .ickey \

mouse with gimbal lock every 10 minutes. We'd like to know if/
you concur? .

x

CAP COM Rog, we copy. Stand by one. (pause}

Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.

,

CAP COM Rog, that sounds like a pretty sterlin

idea, I guess - is your plan to manually point it in about

the right attitude via the Sun and then go to a SCS hold there?

sc Well, we didn't see any particular need

for anything other than drifting flight today since we won't

be taking the EVA photographs.
CAP COM Okay. We're kicking this around and we 11

have some more info for you. The consideration here, Rusty,

is the Sun shafting on the command module hatch,

sc Ah, I got 'cha. Okay, we'll think about

that one, too. Thank you.
CAP COM Rog.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, are you atill with us?
CAPCOM That's a.f f irmative, Apollo 9, we're

going to have you here for awhile.
SC Okay, Dave - we were just talking this

over Stu, and Dave says that if there is any constraint on the
inside of the spacecraft, that is, not the sun on the hatch,
and anyway there's none there, but if there's a constraint with
the sun coming in impinging on the internal part of the space-
craft, he can maneuver manually to keep - to get the sun out
of the way, release the B mags and attitude hold using
SCS there, the two quads max dead band low rate.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, we copied that, and that's
probably what we're going to come up with. You know, we had
these discussions about - during drift and flight and covering
up the instrument panel, and so forth, but this sounds like
a good approach and that's probably what we're going to
arrive at.

SC Okay, we're favorable to that.
CAPCOM Okay, and I'll have you here for about

another 10 minutes, and you can go ahead and bring up your
S-band volume if you want, we'll be handing over to Madrid
later on in this pass.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston,
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, another change here. We'd like

to have the DPI ON from the time you start the EPS activation
and checkout on EVA 6, and leave it on through your suit fan
and water separation check on EVA 11.

SC Okay, DPI On EVA 6, and OFF on EVA 11.
CAPCOM That's affirmative.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Go, APOLLO 9.
SC Roger. You want that DPI OFF prior to

the S-band and VHP activation, or following it on systems 11?
CAPCOM Roger, you mean systems or EVA 11?
SC Whoops, stand by, wrong book.
CAPCOM We'd like to have it ON through the suit

fan water separation - separator check on EVA 11.
SC Alright, stand by one,
CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. We're going

to lose you here at Madrid in about another minute. We'll

see you over Carnarvon at about 39.

SC Roger. Carnarvon at 39.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 69 hours 13

minutes into the mission. Madrid has LOS, The crew discussed

during this pass and we are considering here on the ground

the possibility of remaining in drifting flight throughout

the day, since we will not be doing the EVA proper. Staying

in drifting flight and in case attitude control is needed
going to the SCS stablization control system, the secondary
control system on the spacecraft. This would save the neces-
sities of powering up the inertial measurement unit, alining
the platform, and would be a propellent saving device, the

SPS system uses body mounted attitude gyros instead of the

inertial measurement unit - those are known in the trade as

B mags and there was a reference to that in the conversation.

The DFI reference is to Development Flight Instrumentation.
This is a last-time instrumentation on this spacecraft - special
instrumentation for engineering data and analysis on the LM
will not be flown operationally, but strictly for the engi-
neering test flight of this vehicle. Apollo 9 misses the

Tananarive station in this 44th revolution. Next station will

be Carnarvon at 69 hours, 39 minutes, the white team has come

onboard with the exception of it's flight director Gene Kranz,

because of the complexity of this mission, the flight directors
have specialized in several areas, the EVA day specialist is

Gerry Griffin, flight director of the gold team, so he is

directing the white team today. Gene Kranz will be back leading
the white team tomorrow; flight director Charles, Cliff Charles-
worth will fill in for Gerry Griffin on the gold team shift
tonight and then Gerry will go back on his regular team
tomorrow. At 69 hours, 16 minutes, this 1b Mission Control,
Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 69 hours

55 minutes. Apollo 9 just passed out of range of the

Honeysuckle station. Acquired at Carnarvon just after the

change of shift news conference started, practically no
conversation during this entire Australian pass. Jim
McDivitt came up right at the start of Carnarvon, reported

the crew was running late and was scrambling to get caught

up. He and Rusty Schweickart have not yet transferred into

the Lunar Module. We have about 40, 45 seconds worth of

tape on this entire Australian pass. Next station to acquire

will be Mercury in about 3 and a half minutes. We'll play

the tape for you now.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, through

Carnarvon, standing by. >

SC Roger, Houston, this is Apollo 9, and we

are running way late again, so we're going to be scrambling

to get caught up.
CAP COM Roger, understand,
CAPCOM Apollo 9, HOuaton, we're going to drop

you, we'll pick you up Honeysuckle in about a minute with the

S-band volume up, please.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apallo Control at 69 hours, 59

minutes Apollo 9 tagging up at the Mercury. We'll stand-

by
*

riPPftM And Apollo 9, Houston. Don't bother

to answer
0" We've gofyou' through the Mercury for about the

next 6 minutes.

CAPCON Apollo Houston. He'll .« you over

Texas « two-two. ^ ^ Apoll „ CoBtrol . He . v. h.d LOS

US 22 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control 70 hours 22 minutes,

8
"°"aIc0m' APOHO 9, this i. Houston, could you give

ua hiah bit in the Spider?
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston, how do you read?

TAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, do you read?

Si Roger, Apollo 9 reading you, Houston.

CAPCOM RoJ.r. We'd like to have high bit rate in

Spider please. ^ ^ where we can £111

you in the COMM right now. We're on EVA 12 if you want

to know where we are.
CAPCOM Thank you very much.
o? Say, this - it really takes a long time

to get ready to start clearing the tunnel. Once we get

iorKn, on the tunnel everything goes pretty fast, but up

untii
CAPcoM

it 8ure ^ it:v, x ^r TVi
»

-<;.«:: r^rL-r.:^-^ r^: rii^ ~ -
long before I do that.

conflgurlng the cunnel cod ey

" "'sMBER
1"" -

<=u„drop, Spider, how do you resdf

SSSS5' U£! he on ,, how

about
S

3"tchlng to B snd see If you ere receiving M there.

GUMDROP Okay, how about B.

^ pt HER Okay, Gumdrop, Spider on A.

IpiSes • Rog , we're ready to proceed, Commander.

GUmSrOP They would like to have you go to high

Mt
SPIDER

8"' ^""ig.r. I have that ready.

GUmSIoP Okfy and VHF B transfer to (garbled)

and VHF B receiver OFF.

SPIDER
Don't'you'want a VHF antenna check here?

SPADER" lily, that" still set up from yesterday

°kay
' GUMDROP Did you turn the tape off?

SPIDER Roger, tape off.

GUMDROPP (garbled)

iitzil
over there with vou, and we'll be all set.
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SPIDER Tell you what, how about getting me off

the commander off these hoses and get them back through and

then send them back over. I can't move here.

GUMDROP Okay

.

SPIDER Do I turn my suit flow up?

SPIDEr Okay, you can pull them back through.

GUMDROP Okay.
GUMDROP Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPC0M Go ahead Apollo 9, this is Houston.

GUMDROP We haven't got the water chlorinated

this morning. We don't (garbled)

GUMDROP Say, Rusty, I'm going to go off the comra

here and I'll be over there in a minute.

PA0
DER

Apollo Control. Cabin pressure in Spider

holding 5 pounds per square inch, temperature 69 *•«""-*•
Gumdrop showing 4.9 pounds per square inch and 67 degrees.

SPIDER Houston, Spider.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston.

SPIDER Roger, One of the things we noticed yesterday

was the window heaters kept the windows very hot, and we're

going to have the shades up for a good part of the day -

END OF TAPE
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SPIDER Get the windows very hot and we're going

to have the shades up for a good part of the day. I wonder

if we could have clearance to shut those window heaters OFF?

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, We understand that. You

can go ahead and turn them OFF.
SPIDER
SPIDER

CAPCOM
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

but other than that it's pretty good

Thank you.
Okay. We have got the three window heaters

Roger. Copy. Three window heaters OFF.

Five by, Spider.
Five by here.
One more 5 by.
Okay, you have got your normal squeal,

(Garbled) still running right?
Sure is

.

Jim McDivitt just joined Rusty Schweickart

Spider, Houston.
Spider, this is Houston.
Houston - Gumdrop. Spider is reading

GUMDROP
SPIDER
PAO

in Spider now.
CAP COM
CAPCOM
GUMDROP

you. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. We are showing battery 4 as

higher than the other 3. We'd like to have him turn OFF

battery 4 at this time and we will give him a call - we 11

turn it back on prior to depress.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Did you copy?

CAPCOM Hey, I'm sorry about that - it's lower

than the other three just to end the confusion and we'll

turn it OFF now and we'll get it back on prior to depress.

SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Okay, Houston. Spider copied and bat-

tery 4 is coming OFF.
CAPCOM
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CAP COM

Roger

.

Gumdrop, was that battery 4 OFF or 3 OFF?

Battery 4, Spider, battery 4.

Roger. Battery 4 is OFF.
Spider, Houston. I read your last trans-

mission. If you read me, we'd like to know if Rusty is

planning on being on the Commander's hoses and gum leaf?

CAPCOM Spider, we'd like to have you go low bit

rate and at this time we'll see you over Carnarvon at about

one-four.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, I am not reading Spider if

you will - relay that to him.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. Madrid has lost

the signal and Gumdrop and Spider are moving down across the

continent of Africa. Jim McDivitt reported crew is experi-

encing difficulty into sticking to the time lines in the
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preparatory work leading up to clearing

the tunnel. This morning they ran 50 minutes late Siting

the tunnel cleared. They said in the future it looked like

they'll have to get up a little earlier and do more con-

figuring before going to bed the night before. The f"Sbt
.

Planners are working on this problem here on the ground and

?p give the crew a little help in this task tomorrow f« the

rendezvous day. We have a little more information on the

scheduled TV pass. Goldstone will acquire the spacecraft

at 7 4 hours and 57 minutes and 25 seconds. There will be

LOS at Goldstone at 75 hours, 5 minutes, 13 sec-
cep ,

fl

onds. Mila will acquire at 75 hours, 5 minutes 22 seconds

«nd LOS at Mila - 75 hours, 13 minutes, 10 seconds. So

"JriJiU be approximately 9 seconds, 9-10 second dropout

between Goldstone and Mila. Coverage does not overlap there. But

Goldstone acquisition will be 12 : 57 : 25 Central Standard Time

.

Carnarvon will acquire Guradrop and Spider at 71 hours, U
llnutls We'll come back up then. This is Mission Control

Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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• PA0 This is Apollo Control at 71 hours 13

minutes into the Mission. And Apollo 9 is within range of

^Carnarvon station. We will monitor through the Australian

pa8S
*CAPCOM Apollo 9, Gumdrop and Spider, this is

« 0nB
r*jllr

gh Carn
*ol7r\ this is Apollo - this is Spider,

here.
GOMDROP And the Gumdrop.

CAPCOM Rog, copy you both. Spider, could you

give us high bit rate?
#

CAPCOM Okay, we've got it, Spider.

SPIDER Finishing up the ascent battery checkup and

we are going to start on EVA 17 here. We are going to be

a little late for your 32, system 32.

CAPCOM R°8» we understand.

SPIDER And Houston, the EV batteries are 36.8,

37.5, respectively.
CAPCOM Rog, 36.8, 37.5, thank you.

SPIDER Roger. With the ascent batteries on

ascent battery 5 is drawing 16 amps and 6 is drawing 10.

CAPCOM Rog, copy.

GUMDROP And Houston, Gumdrop.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Gumdrop.

CAPCOM Okay. On the other side, we are just

about up to the time line; the hatch is closed and the hatch

-the tunnel hatch, and the tunnel hatch integrity check is

"^CAPCOM Roger, copy, Gumdrop. If you ve got

about 30 seconds, I would like to talk to you a ""1. blt

about the attitude control on the rest of day, here
;

GUMDROP That was my next question, go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. I must be looking down your check-

list Okay, we would like to have you go with standard EVA

configuration as far as quads A and - alpha and Bravo are

concerned, in other words, OFF. We would like to turn off

the roll jets in quad delta, leaving only quad charlie for

roll control and when you start your attitude hold, we would

like to do that with the limit cycle on. Now we nay

some excessive firings. If we get just a series of small

Pulses we would likf to have you turn the limit cycle off.
P

GUMDROP Okay, understand quads A - alpha and

bravo are OFF, delta roll OFF , and limit cycle at the at-

JtuSe Lld, and I tried that the other day when ^ were

doin* something, I don't remember what, but in a tight roll,

with the LM in s tight deadband, SCS to limit cycle seemed

to help quite a bit.
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CAPCOM Rog, copy.
riTMnsDP Now, do you want to try to assume an

attitude or do you jusVwant\o let it go until we think

tnere may be a problem and then pick up an attitude.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, this is Houston. We would like ,

if you cou^d, to take Just a gross cut at the proper attitude.

Now It it's going to take you a lot to get there why you

lieht use vour own judgment, but if you get somewhat near

tnf right at^tude and%hen, of course, the primary concern

is lust keep out of the cockpit.

GUMDROP Okay, I'll give it a whirl.

PAPCOM Okay

.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. We show you

have gone to low bit rate. We would like to leave it on

high, please.
SPIDER Going to hign.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. When you get

a chance, we would like to get an onboard readout of your

supercritical helium and would like to remind you about the

circuit breaker on panel 11, to get that reading. We are

showing it a little lower than normal. And we would also

likTto have a comment on how you will be hooked up to the

LM hoses . Will the CDR be on the LMP * s hoses and common

Umbll
SPIDER No, CDR will be on his own hoses.

CAPCOM Understand. Copy the CDR will be on

hlS
°sJlDER

eS
' You want me to read the supercrit pres-

cure out. is that what you want?

CAPCOM That is affirmative. That's when you

net a chance. . , , ,. i „
SPIDER Roger. Let's stand by a while.

CAPCOM Roger, no sweat at all.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop. I just got a 2 one

low pressure on the cyro pressure light. Do you want to do

anything with that?
pappom Copy, Gumdrop. Stand by.

CAPCOM And Gumdrop and Spider, we will have

Honeysuckle in about a minute. Let's bring up our S-band

volumes

.

GUMDROP Gumdrop.
SPIDER Spider.
CAP COM Gumdrop, Spider, we are going to lose

you at Honeysuckle here in about a minute We will see you

over the Mercury in about 6 minutes at 33.

SPIDER Okay.

GUMDROP Roger.
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pA0 This is Apollo Control. Gumdrop and

Spider are beyond the range of the Honeysuckle station.

During this pass, we got a readout on the extravehicular

babies. We passed on the information to Dave Scott in

Gumdrop that we^anted to configure the service module reac-

tion control system the same way we had planned to for the

regular EVA. Today he is using the secondary guidance sys-

tem, SCS, stabilization and control system, for attitude

control rather than the primary guidance and nav *
f
a<*°\^ "nt

tern. We are able to save a considerable amount of propellant

this way. in the configuration, he wi 1 1 "J"'!^^
drifting, using the SCS for gross attitude hold. He will

have two quads completely turned off, quads A and B. The

roll thruster in the D quad will be turned off, but he will

have roll control through the C quad. Along toward the end

of this pass, the guidance and navigation control officer,

Neil Hutchinson, reported to Flight Director Jerry Griffin

that the SCS was powered up. Mercury will acquire the space-

craft in about 3 and 1/2 minutes. We will be back up then.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 71 hours 33
minutes, and the Mercury is about to acquire. We'll stand by.

CAPCOM And Gumdrop and Spider we've got you
through the Mercury for about 6 minutes, standing by.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, this is Houston through
the Mercury, standing by, we've got about another 4 minutes.

SPIDER Okay, Houston, this is Spider. How do
you read?

CAPCOM
SPIDER

procedure at this

I'm reading you loud and clear, Rusty.
Okay, we're just completing the donning

time, so it will be a while before we can
make any COMM check here.

Roger, understand.
Gumdrop's with you.
Roger, Gumdrop.
This is Apollo Control. Rusty Schweickart

has reference to the PLSS , the Portable Life Support System
when he talks about donning, he's putting that on now.

Houston, do you read Spider?
That's affirmative, Spider, we read you,

we'll have you for about another minute and a half.

CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
PAO

SPIDER
CAPCOM

Okay
comm check.

No sweat
Go ahead
No sweat on that, we've already scrubbed

we're not going to have enough time

Spider, we -

Okay. Hey, ' ve got a recommendation to

SPIDER
to make that

CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM

it.
SPIDER

make here.
CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.
SPIDER Why don't we hook up the OPS to the -

to Rusty the same way we normally hook it up, take out all
those things that you scratched this morning, put them back
in.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, and we're going to
lose you here in about a minute, let's see if we can give
you a fast reading.

SPIDER Okay, he's feeling a lot better and he
looks like - he's acting like he feels a little better. Maybe
we can extend this a little bit.

CAPCOM Okay, that's your judgement there, and we
say go ahead if you feel that way, Jim.

SPIDER Okay, let me - I'd like to configure that
way and then we will see how things go.

CAPCOM Okay, very good, and we'll see you over
Guaymas about 52.

SPIDER * Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Mercury has LOS

and the Redstone will be the next station to acquire at

71 hours 49 and a half minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 71 hours,

49 minutes. The Redstone has acquired. Very low elevation

pass and the duration less than a minute.
V

PA0 And Redstone has LOS already, but we

will be at Guaymas in - very shortly - less than a minute

we'll have acquisition at Guaymas.
CAPCOM Gumdrop and Spider, this is Houston

through Guaymas. Standing by.

GUMDROP Gumdrop.
TAPCOM And I copy you, Gumdrop.

VkO This is Apollo Control. The GO/NO-GO

decision for 63 revolutions will be made during this pass.

We are in the 45th revolution now. We'll continue to stand

CAPCOM And Gumdrop and Spider, you are GO for

63 dash 1.

GUMDROP
1.

CAPCOM
SPIDER

ever your name is

GUMDROP
SPIDER

216/1

Roger. Gumdrop copies. Go for 63 dash

Roger, Gumdrop.
(Garbled.) Hey, Spider or Gumdrop, what-

Roger. This is the Gumdrop.

SPIDER Configure for the normal EVA, Dave,

we're going to skip all of these COMM checks. Just config-

ure for your normal one-way down relay.

GUMDROP Okay. Good.

SPIDER S02 Pressure Gage -

SPIDER Okay, perform COMM check for CDR, CMP

and validate (garbled).

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP Okay, push/pull position 5. We're
you okay. (garble) pitch mode position 3. (garble)

SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP

relay, I guess I

SPIDER

Roger, Gumdrop
Go ahead Gumdrop; do you read Spider?
Roger, I'm reading you 5 by; I couldn't

lose you, let me try again.
Okay, were you reading the ... stand by,

Rusty. Just a second Gumdrop (garble) before you go anyplace.
GUMDROP Okay.
CAMCOM Spider, this is Houston. I hate to break

in on that; I'm reading you; we need R and D, A and B circuit
breakers ON and DPI ON.

GUMDROP Roger; I read you Spider; did you copy
Houston? Have him give me another call; I think very weakly.

CC Spider, I was reading you real good just a

second ago. Jim, we need R and D, A and B circuit breakers in
and the DFI ON.

GUMDROP Okay, Smokie, this is Gumdrop. He got that;
PLSS, the Gumdrop here, you are very weak, but readable. Still
weak but readable. Whistling around.

SPIDER Okay, your helmet's on and locked.
Finger in the gloves. Don't need your watch do
you? Where did the checklist go? (static) Okay, here, we don't
need this thing out of here. (garble) don't recognize that?

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

other panel please.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CAP COM

on this panel
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Spider, Gumdrop.
Go ahead.
Let me give you a coram check on box

Okay. You gonna give me one?
Roger. I'd like to listen to ...
Okay, go ahead.
Okay, Gumdrop on the box; how do yo
Loud and clear.
Roger, PLSS, you're loud and clear;

Yeah, it really sounds very good.
PLSS, Gumdrop.
Roger. Go ahead.
Okay, that sounds fine too. Now I

and I'm on (garble) both of 'em.
GUMDROP Roger; understand you are in relay

time.
SPIDER That's affirmative.
GUMDROP Roger; we are also I think in proper con-

figuration right now.
GUMDROP Okay, Spider, how do you read me?
SPIDER I'm reading you Okay, Davey.
GUMDROP Okay, that's great.
SPIDER Man, have I got a bunch of bags over here.
SPIDER All the snaps are off them and the locks

don't lock - all I need to do is have that float out.

l read?

very good

m relay

at this
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GUMDROP Okay, Jim, the only thing that we didn't

get that we gotta get is the EVA tether out.

SPIDER Yeah.
SPIDER There's about 50 percent of the snaps In

the spacecraft left on.

cc Spider and Gumdrop and PLSS , this is Houston,

and we can read all 3 of you loud and clear.

SPIDER Roger, very good.

PLSS Roger Houston. This is PLSS; believe it

or not, I read you. .... n,
cc Roger; you're coming through beautifully

Rusty, loud and clear.
cc Gumdrop, this is Houston. Did you call?

If you did, say again.
GUMDROP Roger, this is Gumdrop. (garble) forward

and 20 degrees to the (garble) in about 10 minutes.

cc Roger, understand. Copy; you came through

loud and clear there at the last Gumdrop.

SPIDER This is Spider here; just so everybody

(static) familiar, I think we'll do one daylight pass out on

the porch.
CC Roger, copy Spider, and we agree with that

whole heartedly. Loud and clear.
SPIDER Did you get that Dave?

SPIDER Gumdrop?
SPIDER (static) bypass out on the porch, okay?

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop; go.

SPIDER (garble) I say we are gonna do one daylight

pass out on the porch.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. The crew is

planning one daylight pass out on the LM porch.
GUMDROP Spider?
SPIDER I don't read you any more, Gumdrop

.

GUMDROP Okay, how about now?
SPIDER Reading you loud and clear now.

GUMDROP How me?
GUMDROP Okay, Spider, Gumdrop, how do you read now?

SPIDER Read you loud and clear. How me?

GUMDROP Okay, you are 5 by. Did you catch the

comment on the break lock?
SPIDER Negative.
GUMDROP Okay, seems like w

S-band, I get a lot of static unless I

I'll probably have to run the relay OFF to hear you.

even hear you with my relay on when we break lock.

break lock with the
turn relay OFF, so

I can

'

Okay

.

Okay, 56 minutes to go, egress.
Hey, I want to see where I am. I want to

too

.

Okay .

Gumdrop and Spider are about a minute
away from LOS at the Vanguard, the the Canaries have overlapping

coverage

.

(garbled) food.
And the GO/NO-GO decision -

It keeps going out.
The GO/NO-GO -

(garbled) Yes, if it closed up it won't

SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER

suit up here
GUMDROP

-PAO

SPIDER
PAO
SPIDER
PAO
SPIDER

have anything in there.
CAPCOM Spider,

to have DFI off and battery
You want

this is Houston, we would like
4 on

.

SPIDER
CAP COM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER

this (garbled) off.
CAPCOM

depress

.

SPIDER
SPIDER

outside, (garbled)
I'll take a couple
(garbled) Gumdrop.
you think you can handle something
to you.

SPIDER Roger.

DFI powered off and battery 4 on

That is affirmative, Spider.
Okay.
And R&D circuit breaker open.
Oh, okay. Battery 4 coming on.

Oh, is that great. I guess I better get

(garbled)

.

And Spider and Gumdrop you are GO for

Roger, Spider.
I'll tell you what we'll do. You go on

get accoustomed to what you are doing and
of pictures of you, you look around, and
When you look like you're stabilized and

'11 send the camera out
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SPIDER They cleverly put on that piece of rubber

that we've never had on this before.

SPIDER Take it off on this side. It (garbled) on

first.
SPIDER (garbled)
SPIDER (garbled) to clean that out when we leave.

SPIDER Throw that up here.

SPIDER Okay, the camera is up there, put the

handle on it.
, L , , . „„„

SPIDER Let's see, do we have the (garbled) camera

circuit breaker in here?
SPIDER (garbled)
SPIDER I can't get that thing screwed in. Look

at that .
,

SPIDER • (garbled) I can't get it out.

SPIDER That's supposed to go in that bag over

there. Stick that in that bag.
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, 1 minute LOS Canaries.

We may talk to you over Tananarive at about 32 if not Carnarvon

at 48, and Gumdrop you do have a GO for depress. I didn t

hear you acknowledge it.

GUMDROP Roger, Houston, Gumdrop copied the GO

f ° r d
CAPC0M* Roger, you are loud and clear on that one.

GUMDROP Okay, thank you.

SPIDER Let me check to see if everything is glued

down.

END OF TAPE
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SPIDER — except to see if everything is glued
down

.

SPIDER (garble)
PAO Spider and Gumdrop still talking to each

other as they go over the hill at Canaries. Both spacecraft
received a GO for dep ress ur i z at ion over the Canary station.

Spider scheduled to depress the spacecraft over the Carnarvon
station about 72 hours and 53 or 4 minutes, with Gumdrop de-

pressing the spacecraft over Honeysuckle shortly after 73

hours. You heard the crew discussing a decision that Rusty
will get out onto the LM porch for one daylight pass. We

anticipate this will be the first daylight pass, which starts
about midway through the Huntsville acquisition, about 73

hours and 8 or 9 minutes. I believe you could - some of the

communication was clear, some was not, but I believe you
could hear Jim McDivitt discussing with Rusty the fact that

he wanted him to get out on the porch, get adjusted, take a

look around, see how he felt, and if everything was going well,

he would hand a camera out to him so that he could take some
pictures. Tananarive will acquire at 72 hours 32 minutes.
We may or may not have communication through this station.

We will come back up and see. If we do not, the next station

will be Carnarvon at 72 hours 48 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston at 72 hours 22 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 72 hours 32

minutes. Tananarive has LOS. We will stand by here.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop , this is Houston

through Tananarive. Sunrise time is 08.

COMM TECH Tananarive, Houston Comm Tech net 1.

TAN Houston Comm Tech, Tananarive.

COMM TECH Roger. Are you receiving anything down

from the spacecraft at this time?

TAN we were when they first came overhead,

but we are not at the present time.

COMM TECH All right, thank you.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, Houston. Sunrise

is at 08. We will see you over Carnarvon at 48.

PA0 This is Apollo Control 72 hours 39 min-

utes. Gumdrop and Spider are beyond Tananarive now. All

that chatter in the latter part of that pass was cross talk,

it was not between the spacecraft. Carnarvon will acquire

at 72 hours 48 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pin This is Apollo Control - 72 hours, 48
PA0

Z, ThP crew is having a discussion.

SPIDER Nice pump what?

GUMDEOP I its got that nice power assist

PUmP
gSmShSp'"- Rusty, how «. you feeling

cIpcOM SiSir and Gundrop . We've got you through

Carna
G™Di0p

HOU8tOn
iXt'lLll.ly going to have to repress

Ca
pIDER

ailly Sl
°"itat thing I pass you will be a (garbled)

then I will pass you a (garbled) right after that.

GUMDROP Early or after.

SPIDER (Garbled) by then.

GUMDROP Okay.

SPIDER Pictures of (garbled). You take a

couple and pass it back. I'll hand you the-one camera

and I'll take some more pictures of (garbled).

GUMDROP T, ~ rhroueh Ct

too .

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

it on?
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
PAO
SPIDER

you want anything
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

to 0.1.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

way down?
GUMDROP

MAX cooling.
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Right.
(Garbled)
What time did I say it was when I turned

it?wasn

'

Forty-s even

.

Forty-seven

,

I think so.

Okay.
The LM cabin pressure reading zero.

We were on at 47 - it is now 49:35. Do

Not cooling yet?

No I'm waiting for the tone to go OFF.

That pressure? Okay, it's coming down

(Garbled.)
The what?
The life line - your tether.

Yes.
You going to be sure you re all the

Okay, feed water is logged. Going to

Come on, Baby.
All right.
Okay, it's now showing 250 and we ve

turned the cooling ON. It's cool and Rusty said he
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feels the cooling coming.
Okay, Spider - Guradrop.

Go ahead.
I'm all set to depress whenever you give

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

the word.
SPIDER
GUMDROP

t0
^SPIDER Okay, and I just checked the - all the

systems and everything's running like a clock

SPIDER " A ~ n KaMr tn * nt

(garbled)

?

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

but it will - just
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

that door handle.
GUMDROP

Okay, we're all set over here, Dave.

All right, did you hear? You are clear

ing 8 runan'IS " "
Are you going back to intermediate

Very good.
Okay, my antenna is released.
Yes .

Okay, I've got -

(Garbled) biomed (garbled).
The antenna is all bent out of shape,

a second.
All out of shape? Do you want to come down.

No, it's all right now.

You'd better be careful the - flop on

Yes. I know. It's almost impossible

not to wipe that off.
SPIDER There. (Garbled) is back in.

GUMDROP Say again.

SPIDER I have a (garble) pull it again.

GUMDROP Okay.
GUMDROP There's the descent oxygen (garbled).

SPIDER That ought to do it fine.

GUMDROP Hey, that cabin pressure is still read-

ing at a tenth, isn't it?
SPIDER Yes.
GUMDROP The next thing I've got to do is not

get this doggoned tether tangled around ay wrist. Okay, I

got it the right way now.
SPIDER

knobs either on the way out

nuw .

Don't get it tangled around any of your

GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

- PAO
CAP COM
PAO
and Schweickart is up close to

Yes.
I've got a (garbled).
Okay.
About 10 minutes to sunrise
We're reading -

No need to answer. Sunrise zero 8.

Mean heart rates - McDivitt 90, Scott -

100.
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PAO
is almost NIL.

GUMDROP
GUMDROP

'

SPIDER
for S-band only

GUMDROP
CAP COM

Honeysuckle. I

SPIDER
dark. If you read

G&C says propellant consumption, so far,

Hello, - Spider.
Can you read, Spider?
And Honeysuckle, too, but Honeysuckle

Yes, that's right.
Spider and Gumdrop this is Houston through

reading the Spider loud and clear.
Listen this is Spider. Transmitting in the

fine, if you don't you don't. It's
72:57, we've had this (garbled) depressurized for about 12

minutes

.

SPIDER It looks like it's going along fine.
GUMDROP How?
SPIDER Rusty's PLSS seems to be working all right.

And Dave is in the process of depressurizing -

GUMDROP They were calling in th-e middle while
you were trying to talk, Jim.

CAPCOM Roger. Spider this is Houston. I copy
all of that. You are coming through loud and clear. I'm
reading the PLSS loud and clear.

PAO Gumdrop pressure down to 1 and one-half
pounds now.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
pounds now.

GUMDROP
SPIDER

looking good.
SPIDER

door?
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

in.

the

GUMDROP
SPIDER

(garbled) at sunrise
door.

GUMDROP
^- PAO

now.

Gumdrop pressure down to one and a half

Spider, Gumdrop.
Okay, all depressed and everything is

What are you going to do when you open

I haven't opened the door yet.
Okay, (garbled) when you do.
Okay, 1*11 try.
We need a goal tender to keep everything

Yes.
Okay, we're about - sort of between

,
Dave. You might go ahead and start the

Okay, sure will.
Schweickart ' s heart rate in the mid 60's

(garbled)
(garbled)
Any change?
Yes, it's much better now. I'll go back

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

to data.
SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Put that - I wasn't hearing any data for

a long time, so I wasn't hearing any noise (garbled) and then

about 5 minutes ago I started picking up a lot of harsh
static, (garbled) and it sort of dribbled on down. I bet that'

what that (garbled) was. We've cranked that up, it was just

as clear as a bell. In fact, now it's not making as much as

it was before you got (garbled)
SPIDER Well, we've had a little problem with

some of the (garbled) , the transducers or the battery current
things. Sometimes it will fall (garbled) and it makes a funny
noise. That happened in Chamber A. It could be that same
thing. Wait a little more and you will hear a different
noise.

SPIDER
SPIDER
CAP COM

to lose you here
to sunrise.

SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP

Oh, okay.
Come on (garbled)
Roger, Spider and Gumdrop, we're going
Honeysuckle, and you're showing 6 minutes

How are you feeling?
Good.
01tayL*-JipJ.djBr^_Gumd£op ,__th£ hatch is opeji,

no_sw_ea.t. I_t just swings like~it pugh^to^wing^
SPIDER Very good, let's hope it swings back

again, though.
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GUMDROP Well, it stayed just where I wanted it

SPIDER (garbled)
CAPCOM Gumdrop and Spider, Houston

be in about 5 minutes AO seconds

Honeysuckle

.

PA0 They're LOS at Honeysuckle

be coming up in about 1 minute.
PA0 Both spacecraft are depress uri zed

hatches are open in both Gumdrop and Spider.

sunrise will
we're going to lose you at

Huntsville will

the

PAO
GEMDROP
SPIDER

do you?
GUMDROP
SPIDER
RED ROVER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

see me. (garbled)
SPIDER
GUMDROP

We're up at the Huntsville now.

I can see Rusty *s foot.

Very good. Do you have a camera set up,

He (garbled)
(garbled)
Can you see me wiggling my toes?

Sure can.
If Jim looks out the top window he can

Let's all continue Dave .

Jim, you're going to have to try and be
u unw rvui w—— , j e —

little more careful about that VOX (garbled)

RED ROVER
RED ROVER
RED ROVER
SPIDER
SPIDER

here and go on up
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
RED ROVER
SPIDER
GUMDROP

Oh, gee I'm glad we stopped here.

I pulled down my visors.
Okay, I've got the EVVA down.

Okay - very good-
Look here, I'm going to reset. The PVT

Didn't see that Blue bag.
What?
The Blue bag.
Yes.
Yes, you really can see at night can t you?

Affirmative.
Okay (garbled) is going to be just about

your left shoulder. How's that?

RED ROVER While standing in the slippers?
Right.
Okay ^ ,

Pretty good over there, Dave, why don t you

hold deadband another cycle?
GUMDROP Yes, I had to turn the eleven cycle off.

It was just banging too much.
fc .j„i»

SPIDER I think that oughta about do it, hadn t it?

GUMDROP Well, looks like it.

SPIDER Mr. Schweickart, proceed on 4.

SPIDER ' (garbled) your camera on there, CMP?

Gumdrop That's right.
SPIDER Okay.

SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
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RED ROVER
RED ROVER
SPIDER
RED ROVER
SPIDER

nine

.

GUMDROP
RED ROVER
RED ROVER
SPIDER
RED ROVER
SPIDER
RED ROVER
RED ROVER
SPIDER

Dave .

RED ROVER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
RED ROVER

(garbled)
RED ROVER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
RED ROVER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

or something?
SPIDER
PAO

Proceeding on out.

I see a little bag 4 on (garbled)

Floating away?
Yes, I miaaed that one.

It has a red dot on it. It was probably

Jim had that one.

Okay, here we go in the slippers.

Hold it.
Ho, there, that looks coimf ortable

.

Boy, oh boy, what a view,

isn't that spectacular?
It realy is.
There's the moon right over there.

Okay, Rusty (garbled) you can take a picture of

Okay .

Do you want the -

Why don't you just stow it (garbled)

Okay, just take it easy for a while.

There a big depression off the

(garbled) 1*11 never get it opened again.

Very good, how do you read?

5 square. How me?

Okay - read you just fine (garbled)

Thats right.
Very good.
Why don't you (garbled) say hello to the camera

Hello there camera, Boy, is this great.

PA0 And that's LOS at Huntsville. Rusty

Schweickart out in the golden slippers on the front porch

of the LM. We copied a few unofficial times he re We 11

refine those later, but Jim McDivitt reported at 7257 that

^he lunar module had been depressed for 12 minutes. We copied

r<!M ripnresa at 7259 , we copied the start of the egress,

when Rus" started out the'hatch as 730737 and he reported

being in the slippers at 730808. You may have heard a

reference -Rusty reported that he could see the bull's eye

Illy lett. Astronaut Dick Gordon, who is in the Control

Room rieht now, says that's a reference to the star called

De^raifwh^ch'is familiar to navigators Old friends of

old Deborah call it the bulls eye. We'll be back up at the

Redstone at 73 hours 19 minutes - 19 and a half minutes.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control, 73 hours, 19 minutes

and we'll be at the Redstone within a few seconds. We'll stand

by.
PLSS The sequence cameras... ah heck, let me

take one of the radar camera; haven't taken one of that.

CC Spider and Gumdrop; we have you through

Redstone and we've been copying you loud and clear.

GUMDROP Very good Houston. Everything s going along

fine up here.
Cc Roger; we copied you all across Carnarvon

and Huntsville real well; we've been following you and it sounds

8reat
p LSS Okay; do you have anything Bpecial that you

want done in this pass?
Cc No, unless you want to poke the TV camera

out there.
PLSS I'm not sure we can get that configured

out that quickly.
CC Roger. Understand.
PLSS Like to take us some more movies?

GUMDROP I will as soon as he passes the camera out

to you.
SPIDER Are you ready for this camera?

PLSS Yeah. Okay.

SPIDER Okay, alright.
GUMDROP (garble)
SPIDER Dave, you ought to get a picture of this

relay here. Ah, it's too late.

PLSS * I'ffl taking it.

SPIDER Okay.
PLSS Little more. Right in.

Cc Spider and Gumdrop this is Houston. You

are clear to do anything - go as far as you want.

GUMDROP Houston, you cut up on that one; say that

again- .... j
Cc Roger. Just let you know that it sounds

great and you are clear to go as far as you want to as far

as we're concerned.
GUMDROP Okay, what about the time limit? How are

you feeling Rusty?
PLSS I'm feeling fine.
SPIDER Houston, do you want to go ahead and try

the thing for two day passes and the one night pass? Looks

like we might be able to do that for you.

CC Jim, that's your decision - It's up to

you; it's all GO with us.
SPIDER Okay, the thing that bothers me is if it

does, we may have to reconsider how we're gonna do the ren-

dezvous tomorrow. We're gonna have to get some sleep here

some t i me

.
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CC Roger; we copy.

SPIDER Well think it over and see what you decide.

CC Okay.
GUMDROP And Houston, Gumdrop.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop calling. How do you read?

rr Go Gumdrop.
GUMDROP Now we do. But I can't really tell when

the je?s are firing and it's sorta hard for me to tell on the

qUant
s£lDER okay, Rusty, why don't you start hauling it

back out again?
PLSS Okay. Coming out.

SPIDER Hey, how about giving Houston a call and

asking them about that? ^ Hou8ton , how do you read the PLSS

?

r ~ PLSS you are coming through loud and clear.

SPIDER He has to help the cable come out a little.

pLSS Let me get up closer.

SPIDER Just a minute.

PLSS Mever «.lnd; I got it. I'll just co.e up

closure. Ok.,. no..
^ ^ ^^

uerv little (garble) propellant ; looks real good.
y

GUMDROP Okay! Houston; thank you. Just wanted to

make sure.
Spider, this is Houston; we are re-

commenSing that you terminate at the end of this day light pass

.

SPIDER Okay, I sorta felt that way too. I don t

think we ought to try that transfer for sure.

GUMDROP Alright, we'll terminate here.

SPIDER Okay, Davey, come on out.

PLSS Okay. I'm gonna let the camera run here.

c PT r,ER Dave, come on out, wherever you are.

PLSS Stand by; let me get away my little push

button. Now we're all taking pictures of everybody taking

PlCtU
SPIDER Yeah, you want to retrieve a sample?

P t SS Roger. That's a good Idea.

Cc And Gumdrop, you'll be getting a warning

on yourJZ tank - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ flgain . Vd
sure like to get a picture of that whole scene.

SEi." ""I"; ,.t.i.. . 1.

* "^Up- y °Ur »\t?ut\^e'llVio* „ark, »ere over Cere.

CC
1 "68

Gu»drop, this is Houston. You may obtain

a warning on your H2 tank; no problem.
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SPIDE1
PLSS
SPIDER
PLSS
SPIDER

I can get a

CC
SPIDER

shoot oh dear.

.

CC
GUMDROP
PLSS
SPIDER

you know this isn
PLSS
CC

Hej, you ready for your thermal samples?

Okay. You ready? Ready.

Sample® here?
Ready.

. , ,

Okay s
Dave, let me get around here where

picture too.
Gumdrsp, Houston
All thsse marks ail over thase windows;

Gumdrop, Houston.
Go a

Are you ready?
Hey e

use your head when you're out there;

a contest between you and that sample.

Roger.
Gumdrop, Houston.. Anticipats -

"""^Isl"* '"OUT, Ed"« ««t t. hook it tn ,he .olid

ring David, Rather than that wire.

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER

one more (garble)
GUMDROP
PLSS
SPIDER

your neck.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CC
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CC
PLSS

Wonder if I gotta any film left

going across Baja here

Okay .

Gumdrop

.

Sey.
- wouldn't even close on itself.

(

Mow you gotta pull over to spares there s

0kay s
now, next one - oops - (garble)

How about that.
Thats the thermal set.

Yeah, you're getting in wrapped up around

(garble) Houston..
Okay .

Gumdrop, do you read Houston?

We do read Houston.
PLSS?
Gumdrop f

do you read Houston?

Oh, there's Baja, California. Oh, very pretty.

oh yeah, got more film here

PAO
SPIDER
PLSS
PLSS
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
PLSS
CC
SPIDER
PLSS

Schweickart's heart rate is 77.

One place that's not too hard to recognize.

Yeah.
It's sat right, isn't it? F 11?

F II * it's not set at infinity.

Oh no, he's got It on a 60th though.

It wasn't when it went out there.

Ckay s
you got it now.

Spider, do you read Houston?

I wonder if I ought to keep it there,

don't know. The other ones were taken
PLSS i "

,

"-

at 250j it depends on what got knocked over.
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PLSS
was going out

SPIDER
PLSS

knocked over when you when it

Why not leave it there.
This is the camera (garble) we used this

morning when I took pictures inside the tunnel with the wide

angle lense on it at a 60th Jim,
(garble)
Did you know thers is a washer between the

PLSS
PLSS

two panes of our overhead window?
SPIDER Hey (garble)
SPIDER * (garble)
CC Gumdrop, this is Houston, do you read?

GUMBROP Houston, go ahead, do you read me?

QC Pass the word to Gumdrop that if he just got

a maste-r alas-si; it's the H2.tankj no problem,
GUMDROP The lights are off (garble) this was not scheduled.

CC Gumdrop s
Houston.

SPIDER It's 2k minutes through the run , we've

got about another 15 minutes and we should stairt thinking about

getting back in.
Must be an (garble); the water's all dirty.
Gumdrop ?

Hay, you asleep?
Hey David, things are still falling out up

are you doing, throwing everything overboard?
(gsrble)

PLSS
PLSS
SPIDER
SPIDER

there; what
SPIDER
PLSS
SPIDER

doesn ' t

.

SPIDER
strong.

PLSS
SPIDER
PLSS

Yeah, yeah.
The border £ ticks oa£ 8 but the City

and blue for from up here.

(Laaghter) Yeah, the winds look pretty

Lo t of clouds «

(garble)
(garble) That' s right. They're red s white

RED ROVER
CC

Houston; how do you read me?

Houston, how are you readisag Red Rover here?
Roger. Reading you loud and clear here t

you

RED ROVER
CC

read me?
PLSS
SPIDER
SPIDER

Wonder why they're not talking to us.

Spider, Gumdrop, this is Houston; how do

Spider E
are you reading Houston?

No £
I hsven't heard them say anything either.

This ie Spider, Do you read?
CC Roger s Spider, this is Houston. Spider,

this is Houston, how do you read?
SPIDER Houston s

Spider. Do you read?
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cc Roger Spider, this is Houston.

cc Spider, this is Houston, how do you read?

Cc That's affirmative Spider, this is Houston

reading you loud and clear, •

SPIDER Okay, Rusty, why don't you pass the

camera back in here; and work on the rails for Just a minute.

RED ROVER Can you stand by one?

RED ROVER Gotta change film packs here.
„ 4 *ntm

SPIDER okay, here comes another one; just a minut«,

let me get this other one zipped in.

SPIDER Take it easy out there; don't want you

getting .

.

RED ROVER Okay.
SPIDER Rusty?
RED ROVER Yes sir.

SPIDER Stand by.

RED ROVER Oh I'm not gonna throw you anything; I m

gonna pass this camera back in. Take your time.

RED ROVER Oeh. the sun is really bright.

RED ROVER Houston, this is Red Rover; if you read

.« I'm just gonna follow up the line here, the suit is very

comfortable - I'm on min cooling and I haven't had any

problem at all - the only thing that is warm at all are my

hands and they are just very warm -

END OF TAPE
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RED ROVER ~ the only thing that's warm at all

are my hands; and they are just very warm, they are not very

"apCOM Rog, Red Rover. This is Houston. We

are reading you loud and clear. We are copying all trans-

miS8i
RED* ROVER Hang it on that tether. It's a good

way of getting things in and out, but they are sort of out

of control. J . „

SPIDER Why? Won't they get inside?

RED ROVER It's just getting it through the last

part of the door there. It ricocheted off everything on

the door.
SPIDER Oh, yeah.

RED ROVER You know, the one thing I didn t take

a picture of was the hatch.
SPIDER Hey, you want the camera back again?

RED ROVER No, that's all right.

CAPCOM Red Rover, this is Houston. Can you

read?
SPIDBR You can have 2 more minutes out there,

and then you ought to start coming back in.

SPIDER
VER

I want us to be in while it's still light

°UtSl
RED ROVER Oh, we just passed over Florida or some-

where. It looks like maybe Jacksonville.

CAPCOM Red Rover, Houston. How are you reading

tt0W?
RED ROVER It's all cloudy. I guess the Cape is

all clouded over. j^„„
RED ROVER Let me see if I can see any islands down

there. No, I can't tell how far north we are, but we came

up fairly far south of the Baja, so —
SPIDER Here, I'll chunk it out there and we

will make a satellite.
SPIDER It's right between your legs. It s

gone up, now it's on your knee.

RED ROVER My heavens. It's an antifog wipe.

GUMDROP I tell you, the toughest part of the

whole thing is trying to change the film magazine.

SPIDER v es, I figured it would be, Dave.

GUMDROP It's a mundane task.

SPIDER Matter of fact, Rusty, why don t you

get out there a move around a little bit and - there goes

the camera, Dave.
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GUMDROP No, it's tethered. I learned that from

a friend of mine named Mike.
SPIDER Yeah. Rusty, why don't you exercise the

handrails just a little bit just to see how they work and

don't go very far up and if Dave gets the picture, fine, and

if he doesn't, well that's just too bad.

RED ROVER Okay.
SPIDER I think it's going to go 90 degrees to

that way, Dave.
GUMDROP Yeah.
CAPCOM Red Rover, Houston. Do you read?

(GARBLE)
RED ROVER I can't see it very good.

SPIDER ... Don't know what to expect (laughter).

RED ROVER Say again.
SPIDER ... Dave?
GUMDROP It's the somebody effect.

SPIDER There you go.

RED ROVER Got it.

SPIDER A friend of mine named Gene.

GUMDROP Yeah.
RED ROVER Hey, check the various and sundry set-

tln8S
GUMDR0P Okay, as soon as you get that done, turn

it on, and I'll be going here.
SPIDER Why don't you come over and get the

thermal sample and get it in so we won't have to mess around

with it.
GUMDROP

hose back.
RED ROVER Oh, shoot.
GUMDROP Wait a second.
SPIDER

Good idea, coming up. Hey, let me have my

This poor movie camera. If it ever runs

again, it will be a miracle.
RED ROVER Was it kind of warm when it came in?

SPIDER No, it just got bashed around. The

hook doesn't hook onto it right, it slides up and down the

wire and it's got that stretched cable on it, so every time

the tension come out, the stretch cable slams it into some-

thing.
GUMDROP Okay, go ahead, pull it.

RED ROVER Okay, I'm coming.

CAPCOM Red Rover, Houston. Do you read?

GUMDROP Okay Okay, Hook it on down there and

lock it. Dave, have you taken any pictures yet?
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GUMDROF No, I can't get it to run now, would you
believe

.

RED ROVER Okay, the heck with it, then.
SPIDER His caaera got smashed around a little

bit too. I think these caieras are good for one strobe
pack and that's about it when you are doing work like this
with them.

CAPCOM Red Rover, Houston. Do you read?
RED ROVER Let me turn around here and get some

stills.
GUMDROP Okay, stand by just one here.
CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston. Do you read? Hey,

anybody up there read me? This is Houston.
RED ROVER Oops, there goes a nut.
GUMDROP Okay. What, are you talking about me

again?
RED ROVER (laughter).
GUMDROP Okay, fall in. One each thermal sample

coming in.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston. Do you read?
RED ROVER Okay. Can you take them up there and let

me get that hook back?
SPIDER Yes, if you - just hang on a second.
RED ROVER Okay. I tell you what. I don't need

the hook just to go part of the way up and back down again.
Okay -

SPIDER Oh goodness. Get down in there,
food

.

RED ROVER Do you want ae to start, Jim?
SPIDER Yeah, Rusty.
RED ROVER Okay, here I go.
SPIDER Rusty, I want you to evaluate those

handles and when you get through with that, I want a conclu-
sion from you on whether it's a practical way of doing it,
like we've already said it is.

RED ROVER Okay.
SPIDER Stay away from the radar antenna.
RED ROVER Rog. Oh yeah, this is very good.
SPIDER Yes. Hey, let me get that camera out.
RED ROVER Okay.
SPIDER Anything left of that one.
RED ROVER Oh, running very good. This is no prob-

lem at all.
SPIDER Good. Be right there. Smile.
RED ROVER Hello, there. This is no problem at all.
SPIDER Okay, go on back down it again. Hey, Dave,

did you get your movie camera running yet?
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GUMDROP Not yet, but I would like to try it, if

you will give me a minute.
SPIDER Well, you've got 4 minutes. When the

4 ainutes are over, we are going to have to come back in,

with or without the movies. If we get then, fine.

RED ROVER Yes, there are almost no disturbing tor-

ques, I mean I don't have any problem at all just maintaining

myself wherever I want.
SPIDER Come around the window here. Can you?

RED ROVER Yeah, Hold on, I'll just push out a

little bit. Wait, let me come up this way. How's that? I'«

in the shade though.
SPIDER That's okay.
RED ROVER Aw now, you got to get a some good

picture.
SPIDER If I get any good pictures, it will take

* *hi
RED ROVER Yes. Then, too, maybe it will change the set-

ting a little too?
RED ROVER How's that.
SPIDER Pretty good.
RED ROVER Yeah, I don't want to touch your quad

though.
SPIDER Good idea. Don't touch the quad.

RED ROVER Yeah.
SPIDER Yeah, the trouble Is I've got this latch

I'll try to take pictures around that. I'm not sure I'm

succeeding. Okay, Dave, you ought to take some pictures. I can

turn around and - Rusty, why don't you go up and down the thing.

Go back down to the shoes and get back out there again and (static)

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. We are copying

all transmissions loud and clear.
RED ROVER That's a very pretty scene.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, or Gumdrop, or

Red Rover. Do you read? Hello, Gumdrop, this is Houston.

How do you read?
SPIDER Okay, Dave, do you have it running yet?

GUMDROP Just about.
SPIDER What?
GUMDROP Just about.
SPIDER Want to set it on 24 frames a second.

GUMDROP Yeah, and —

END OF TAPE
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SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER

in?

24 frames a second.
You had to hand hold it then.

(garbled)
Is it working?
I can't tell. Just a minute.

I could feel it when mine was going,

(garbled) , , . . ,

I'm afraid, amigo, the camera haa failed.

Okay, okay. .

Okay, Rusty, why don't you start coming

Right, coming in.

Oh, shoot.
Okay, Jim, do you want to pull in the

I * d sure like to

.

I believe the door finally got itself

It's open now again.

Okay, now, 1*11 get it all the way in.

tay out of your way. The only trouble

RED ROVER
SPIDER
RED ROVER

tether a little?
SPIDER
RED ROVER

closed and stuck.
SPIDER

I'll do my best to stay vu.. 7 - -

is my hoses are kind of out where you are liable to hit

them. ,

RED ROVER Okay.
SPIDER Okay, I'm out of your way.™ S^re'oet'.een'the Vanguard ana the Canaries,

Canary shouid ac,ui„ ,i.h t ^ .

j^
better start getting in no. ,

" Rusty Sehweicksrt had been

°Ut
".Irll"'

' "'"t^going to take .e a„hile to get do.n

there ana get that thing Closed. I Just wanted to -ate sure

y °" 8
SPIDBK

k in6ide
'l'm having trouble with the hatch. Everytl.e

it unrlcs closed (garbled)
SPIDER We ought to close that thing so

see the hatch before I try to lock it.

SPIDER There we are.

RED ROVER Okay. Okay now. Okay.

SPIDER Let me get across the top here,

I can get out of your way.

can

maybe

RED ROVER
SPIDER
SPIDER
Red Rover
SPIDER

to gather this goop up here

floor.
SPIDER Okay

your hatch closed.
GUMDROP Say again

That' isn't going to work.

Let me get back in the corner.

No, I think it's okay.

Looks like it's alright the way it is.

The best that you can do, If you can, is

sort of keep it up off the

Dave, you ought to start getting
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SPIDER Better start getting your hatch closed

if you aren't already doing it.

GUMDROP Okay.

CAPC0M Spider, this is Houston, do you read?

Sounds like you have your hatch closed
1nrWp(1

SPIDER Not quite, it closed, it's not locked

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston. Go ahead.

GUMDROP Gumdrop's hatch is closed and locked.

CAP COM Roger, understand hatch closed and locked.

Good show. And I couldn't get up to you, but you all three

of you were coming in loud and clear. Sounded like Red Rover

had quite a time.
SPIDER

got to get my head.
RED ROVER
SPIDER
RED ROVER

CAPCOM
over Canaries here in a couple

Tananarive about 06

(garbled) Well, I hate to do it, but I ve

in front of your legs, instead of behind th

(garbled) There, that's good.

Oh, it's closed, and locked.

Is it locked?
(GARBLED)
And Spider and Gumdrop s

if we lose you

f minutes we'll see you over

Okay, (garbled)
Okay, I got it. (garbled) Do you?

Everything is (garbled).
Rusty, what are the stunts after that?

(garbled)
That's 4.4 psi.
And we'll go to 46 (garbled)

It will? Got them?

How about that, it's not repressing.

What's that? Oh yes.

Flow control closed.
There we go.

How are your ears?
How are your ears, Rusty?

Okay .

Okay , we' re at 2 PSI

.

2.6.
This is Apollo Control. Li cabin pressure

up over" 2 pounds at LOS Canaries, and you heard It here live,

first hand, the adventures of Red Rober and his ft ends

Gumdrop and Spider. We copied the CSM hatch closed and locked

I Dave Scott's report at 73 hours 49 minutes 24 seconds.

The LM hatch locked 73 hours 49 minutes 57 seconds. This,

we're getting heart rates now from the Flight Surgeon Red

Rover'! heart rate varied from 61 to 88 throughout this entire

EVA period. A very good EVA, Dave Scott even poked his head

SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
PAO
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PAO out of the Gumdrop hatch and retrieved

the thermal sample there. Red Rover, alias Rusty Schweickart,

got the thermal sample from the lunar module, spent most of

his time in the golden slippers, but he did get out, evaluated

the handrail to some extent, reported he was comfortable in

his suit, had the portable life support set for minimum
cooling, felt very comfortable. His hands he said were warm,

but not hot. He gave a fair travel log coming over the

United States and out over the Bahamas, in that area, saw

Jacksonville, Florida. He reported he had no problem
maintaining himself where he wanted to, once he got out of

the slippers and started exercising the handrail, and as they

passed over the Houston area Jim McDivitt said it looked

red, white, and blue over Nassau Bay again, this is a

reference to the American flags being flown in that community.

All three of these crewmen live in Nassau Bay, and there are

hundred and hundreds of American flags being flown there.

This EVA was terminated after 1 daylight pass in the interest
of staying on the time lines, letting the crew get some rest

so that they will be in good shape for the rendezvous day

tomorrow, rendezvous the most isaportant part of this mission.

Tananarive will acquire at 74 hours 5 minutes 41 seconds.

We haven't had too good a comm at Tananarive, but we'll come

back up then and see how it goes. At 73 hours 56 minutes,

this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
minutes and Apollo

CAPCOM
arive

.

CAPCOM
arive. Receiving no transmission,
to you over Carnarvon at two-two.

CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop
arive. How do you read?

This is Apollo Control at 74 hours, 5

9 is at Tananarive. We'll standby.
Spider, Gumdrop - Houston through Tanan-

Spider, Gumdrop - Houston through Tanan-
You all standby and talk

Houston through Tanan-

y ou
CAPCOM

read?
TANANARIVE
CAPCOM
TANANARIVE
CAPCOM

the spacecraft?
TANANARIVE

but you are goin
CAP COM
PAO

Tananarive M&0 - Houston check COMM. Do

Tananarive

.

Roger. Am I going up to the spacecraft?
Say again.
Roger. Are you hearing anything from

Downlink on the spacecraft,Ne gat ive

.

out though.
Okay. Thank you.
This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

beyond the range of the Tananarive station now. Carnarvon

will acquire at 74 hours, 22 minutes. This is Mission Con-

trol Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 74 hours, 22

minutes and Carnarvon has acquired.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

We are back up to 5

CAP COM
through Carnarvon,
you loud and clear.

GUMDROP
to 5.1 - everything is nominal.

Go ahead, Gumdrop.
How are you doing over there?
Okay. We are trying to get -

Okay, everything squared away over here.
.1 (garbled).
And Spider and Gumdrop this is Houston
Reading you loud and clear - reading

And Houston, this is Gumdrop. Back up

CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

pass?
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

last until 75 plus
SPIDER
GUMDROP
57 to 75 plus
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Roger. Copy, Gumdrop.
Hey, Houston. This is Spider.
Go ahead, Spider.
Spider here Houston. What tine was TV

74 plus 57 and will

plus

Seven- four

.

Roger, Spider.
13.
Can't read him. See if you can get him.
Roger. Understand, Houston. Seven-four
13, is that correct?
That's affirmative, Gumdrop.
Okay, you copy, Spider?
Yes, we got it.
He copies

.

And Spider and Gumdrop, we are going to
lose you here at Carnarvon in about a minute. We'll see
you over Huntsville about three-seven.

GUMDROP Roger. Huntsville three-seven.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 74 hours, 30

minutes. Apollo 9 passing over from Carnarvon acquisition
to Honeysuckle acquisition. We don't intend to call the
crew during these next couple of passes. They are busy
getting squared away after the EVA and getting prepared
for this long stateside pass which will include television,
so we'll just stand by and await any calls from them. We
are at Honeysuckle now.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 74 hours,
33 minutes. Honeysuckle has LOS of signal. The Huntsville
will acquire in about 2 and one-half minutes. We'll come
back then. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 74 hours 36 min-
utes and Huntsville has acquired.

CAPCOM And Spiders, Gumdrop, Houston through the

Huntsville, standing by.
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop-, this is Houston

through the Huntsville. How do you read me?

CAPCOM And Gumdrop and Spider, if you read, we

will see you over Hawaii in about 4 minutes.
PAO Huntsville has loss of signal. Hawaii

will acquire at 74 hour 47-1/2 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 74 "lours 4? min-

utes and Hawaii has acquired.
SPIDER HsilOj Houston. This is Spider,
CAPCOM Rog s.

Spider. Reading you loud and clear.

SPIDER Ckay s on this TV pass s all you want is

a TV on. You don £ want a whole bunch of context s
do you?

CAPCOM That is affirmative. Me would just like

to look at some nice e
pretty pictures of you all.

SPIDER We don :
t have any up here.

CAPCOM (laughter)
SPIDER Okay s be advised we will be in basic

comm 9 with the exception that the S-ba...c will be in saodule 8

and we will have a TV breaker pushed in,

CAP COM Roger, Copy you will be basic comm.

S-band FM t
ana you will be having a circuit breaker shortly

before 57. Firm?
SPIDER That le affirmative and we are in FM

now and we will come over the hill, at 5-5 we will put the

TV breaker closed:,
CAPCOM 3kay s at 5-5 you will be closing the

breaker.
SPIDER light.
CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, 1

3
ss net trying

to hurry you at all 5
just at your convenience, we would like

to have an onboard readout of your supercritical halium.
SPIDER Rcger s in work.
SPIDER For your information, the onboard readout

of the 02 quantity is 57 percent, and be advised we repressed

the command module for about 2 psi f to about 4.5
CAPCOM Rog„ copy.
SPIDER Houston, it looks like it is about 750.

CAPCOM Rog, copy 750. And that verifies our

reading and just for your infe B we feel this is either a

leak upstream of the —
SPIDER Houston, are you still there?
CAPCOM Rog, Spider, How do you read Houston?
CAPCOM Hello, Spider £ this is Houston. Do you

read?
CAPCOM Hello, Gumdrop* do you read Houston?

I heard you over L aw «? i i :
here.

CAPCOM Hello, Spider B Houston. How do ycu read?

PAO This is Apcllo Control. We are about

1/2 minute away from LOS with Hawaii. We already have over-

lapping coverage from the Redstone £
then we will go into the

Goldstone station at 7 45 72 5 . for the TV pass,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop - Houston. How do you
read through the Redstone?

CAPCOM Hello, Spider, Gumdrop. This is Houston
through the Redstone. How do you read?

CAPCOM Spider. Gumdrop. Houston. How do you
read?

CAPCOM Spider - Gumdrop. How do you read?
Houston.

PAO We do not have a picture yet and we're
having voice communications difficulties here. There's a

picture coming in now.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider. This is Houston. We do

have a TV picture. We are receiving no voice.
SPIDER Roger. Understand you are receiving no

voice.
CAPCOM Oh, that's it. You are coming through

loud and clear, Rusty.
SPIDER Oh, crazy . You're reading voice now.
SPIDER Okay, we are in the process of recharging

the PLSS. We have recharged it with oxygen and we've just
in the water and we are going to vent now.

CAPCOM Roger. Your picture is good. We can
see you loud and clear going down the checklist there like

a good pilot.
SPIDER Right.
CAPCOM And Spider, this is Houston. Do we still

have you in voice here.
SPIDER Sure do.
SPIDER Just kind of busy here. That's why we

are not talking.
CAPCOM Okay. Understand.
SPIDER (Garbled). We are recharging the PLSS -

and I'm eating my lunch.
SPIDER Yes, and the Commander is talking while

he is eating. He's not suppose to do that.
SPIDER Okay, Houston. It's done.
CAPCOM Oh, very good. Hey, it's a tremendous

picture, Spider.
SPIDER Great.
SPIDER How much longer do we have on this pic-

ture - ten minutes?
CAPCOM Yes. We've got it for about another 13

minutes, Spider. We can watch your whole lunch there - count
your bites

.

SPIDER Thanks

.

CAPCOM You are welcome.
CAPCOM And Spider, were you reading me back over

Redstone and Hawaii?
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SPIDER I read you the first time, but that was

only one time

.

CAPCOM Okay. Understand.

SPIDER - just barely -

SPIDER Houston, Spider.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Spider.

SPIDER We wondered - going over the stateside

there - the EVA. Did you read us all the way? We noticed

that you didn't say anything, even when we asked questions.

CAPCOM We were reading everything - all of you -

loud and clear and we just weren't getting up to you, but

the COMM from you was terrific, We read all your conversa-

tions - sounded like you were really having a ball.

SPIDER Yes, pretty good view from out there.

SPIDER That's what you call a view from the

top of the stairs - one stairs, that is.

SPIDER .
Have you got any words of wisdom on

tomorrows flight plan yet, Smokey?

CAPCOM Roger, We'll cover that with you later

if you want. We'll settle down - Have you got anything

that you can give us along the line about clearing the tun-

nel. It sounds like that goes pretty well. •

•

SPIDER Yes. The tunnel doesn ' t take long at

all. It's getting ready to clear the tunnel,

CAPCOM Okay. And hey, Red Rover, we've - how

about a big smile for the folks at home here. Let us know

if you are feeling pretty good after that show.

SPIDER Yes, We're feeling great as a matter-

° f

^SPIDER McDivitt doesn't look so good, but he

feels all right.
. , r

'. „
CAPCOM Well, that was a typical friendly CDR

Smile
SPIDER Great. You'll like it because I have

got a better beard than they do.

SPIDER Straight teeth, but a crooked smile.

CAPCOM All right. I don't like you because

you've got a better view than I do

,

SPIDER That's okay, We just don't like you.

CAPCOM Okay, we are coming up on a keyhole now.

We'll probably have a dropout for about a minute and 55 sec-

onds or so and pick you back up again.

SPIDER Okay. Okay, do you want the TV to stay

0N
"

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Leave it just like

it is. We'll just have a little blizzard for the folks at

home and pick you back up again,

SPIDER Okay.
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PA0 Should be getting a picture momentarily.

CAPCOM Okay, Spider. We've lost your picture

here now. We'll be able to pick it back up shortly. I am

curious, if we get the picture back, if you could show us

a view out of the overhead window of the Command Module.

Would that be possible?
SPIDER Roger.
CAPCOM Out the window and up around the tunnel

area if you could and we are showing about 8 minutes left

in the pass

.

SPIDER Okay. I'll show you a picture of Davey

over in the Gumdrop . Wait a minute.

CAPCOM Okay. We do not have your TV picture

at this time. I'll let you know when we get it.

PAO Here's the picture back now.

CAPCOM Spider, we've got the picture back again

n °W
*

SPIDER I'd show you a picture of the LM ,
but

I don't think you could see much back there.

CAPCOM Okay and just a word, Jim. We'd like

to have you hold the camera - oh about a minute or so in

each position to let the light compensate right. Maybe the

picture will come in a little clearer.

SPIDER Okay, I'll show you the one out of the

top first - to make sure we get it.

CAPCOM Okay,
CAPCOM Yes, we can see it out - yes, it s a

good view, Spider.
CAPCOM Hey, that's terrific. Dave, how about

waving to the folks at home,
CAPCOM Hey, that's really great Spider and Gum-

drop. It is really beautiful and we can see you waving, Dave.

CAPCOM Hey, that's really a terrific shot.

SPIDER Tell you what I'll do. While it is still

light out there, maybe I can give you a view out of the top

window of the LM down at the light,

CAPCOM All right. Yes, let's do that and we ve

got about 6 minutes left. That's really great.
^

SPIDER Well, I can't see much out there. I 11

show you one of our quad.
CAPCOM Hey, that's a terrific shot. You know

that camera picks up pretty well, even when you are moving

it fast and that's a beautiful shot of the quad now, Jim.

SPIDER Okay. Now I'll show them right straight

down the minus X axis, and as close as I can get it and you

can just see the legs sticking out down there.

CAPCOM Okay. The picture is pretty good, Spider,

It's real clear. I'm not sure I can stick out the leg right
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there at this time. We'll take a look

out here.
SPIDER That's okay. Neither can i.

SPIDER You don't see very much of it, Smokey

.

CAPCOM Okay. Well, I don't feel so bad then.

SPIDER Okay, just a minute

.

SPIDER Let me show you a little more of the

outside of the Command Module, I'll show you the side win-

dow and you can see the EVA light sticking out out there on

a pole. And also part of the LM radar antenna.

CAPCOM Jim, can you move the camera a little

closer to the window?
SPIDER It's right up against the window now.

CAPCOM Okay.
SPIDER I'm not sure that you can really see it

that well.
SPIDER Here's a picture of the radiation meter.

So far we hav«n*t detected any radiation.

CAPCOM
picture

Oh, very good. Hey, that's a real good

SPIDER It also might be interesting to look at

the front of the LM and instrument panel.

CAPCOM Yes, that would be real great if you

could show us a couple of views of that and maybe one of

up in the tunnel so we can see how you get in and out of

there on your way to work each morning.

SPIDER Okay, this is the inner storage assembly

that we are looking at right. Instrument panel is right

behind it. For an EVA we put all of our equipment m that

big bag. You can see the telescope sticking out right above

that with all the wires wrapped around it,

CAPCOM Okay, Jim. We can see where it is.^ it s

just a little dark to show the AOP up real good, but we've

got a real clear picture of your storage bag.

SPIDER Okay. Maybe I can take a diagonal picture

of the instrument panel here.
SPIDER There's a docking target up there, why

don't you try that.
SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Smokey, can you see this picture?

CAPCOM Okay, we can see the cognizant warning

panel with a couple or three light lit up, but it is just

a little dark on the panel itself.

SPIDER Okay. We'll go back and I'll show you

the docking target. It is green and yellow, too bad we don't

have - green and red - that we don't have color TV and it is

in the Command Module window now,

CAPCOM Okay. That will be a good shot if we can

get to that

.
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CAPCOM All right, hey, that picture is fantastic,

Dave - I mean Jim. Let's just hold it right there for awhile.

CAPCOM That's really a terrific shot, Jim. We

are getting the earth in the background and the clearness

of the Command Module is outstanding,

SPIDER It's a clear Command Module.

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM I guess I could say the Gumdrop looks

loud and clear. • „„a
CAPCOM Okay, Jim. We've got about a minute and

a half left. That picture is beautiful.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM And could we give it a try up the tunnel?

Although it's probably pretty dark, but we'd like to see

how it comes in. ^ . , ..„_

SPIDER Hey, I'm not sure - say Dave is the tun-

nel pressurized or not?
GUMDROP Yes. It's pressurized.

SPIDER Okay. We still don't have the tunnel

and we can't get it open very far because we still have

the OPS's on the back wall
CAPCOM Roger, we understand.

SPIDER Okay, there's a picture of the drogue

sticking down into the tunnel with the probe stuck in the

end of it and you can see the upper hatch of the LM is

°Pen
*CAPC0M Now hold the camera right there, Jim.

It's real clear. It's a beautiful picture.

GUMDROP Stand by and I'll pull the hatch up,

CAPCOM Okay. It's really a clear picture,

Jim
'

GUMDROP Hey, the picture we really ought to

have for you are those six black hoses in the LM. In the

Command Module snaking around three people who are trying

to do something, . i„ 0£1

CAPCOM Roger, understand. We're going to lose

you here, too, Dave, to delay the taking out the hatch.

We're just about to drop you ^^i, T
SPIDER I think it's out now, I don t think I

can see anything.
, tu^Io

CAPCOM No, we've lost the picture. That s

the end of the pass. Right on schedule

SPIDER It works.

CAPCOM Hey, we sure appreciate your taking

that time out, Jim. That was great.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 75 hou s 13

minutes. We're in acquisition at Antigua and will c -ntinue

on through Vanguard. We will stay up live.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, excus : me,

spider/Gumdrop , this is Houston. We should still hei -e comm

with you, how do you read?
SPIDER Spider loud and clear.
GUMDROP Gumdrop 5 by.
CAPCOM Okay, roger. We've got you for tbout

another 5 minutes before we fall off the Vanguard, aid we'd
like a few comments from you how we're to shape up i: >r

tomorrow's work. What is - is it just getting on th
s
suits

and hoses and everything that's giving you the delay in the

morning?
SPIDER Yes, the problem is that althou&i we've

got 3 people in there we can't have all 3 guys workl lg at

the same time, and once you get your suit on you bee >me so

useless, and everybody has to eat, we have to get th s suits

on, we have to power up the spacecraft, probably hav ; to

take them through a P52 or P51, and by the time you jet

through doing all those things it just takes 2 or 3 lours

.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. We're start! lg the

rest period tonight at 77:30, right about that, whic » is an

hour and a half early, and as far as tomorrow morning goes,

do you agree wtih getting up an hour and a half bef o :e the

scheduled time? Is that going to give you enough t:Lne?

SPIDER I think maybe if we did some moir i work
tonight we might be able to get up something like an hour
before hand tomorrow. The trouble is we were up pr«s tty late

last night trying to start out all the things, you k low we

transferred the checklist back and forth and flight >lans

back and forth, it's really kind of a mess. Here's the thing

that we can plan on doing is getting up something lice an

hour - checklist squared away and then we'll be ISA jp

for tomorrow morning tonight. I just hope we can get it all

done in an extra hour. I tell you what, I have to 1 Dok at

tomorrow morning's flight plan before I can tell you, let

you know exactly what we are going to do.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, do you still read me?
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop's still with yon.

CAPCOM Okay, Gumdrop. Spider sort of faded out

there. We agree with that. We're going to do everything
we can to get you turned in as soon as possible tonight,
and we agree with the hour in the morning for getting up

earlier, and guess we can discuss it more later, but we sure

concur with all those.
GUMDROP Okay, very good, and we'll take a look

at the flight plan later on, too, and get it all squared

away

.
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CAP COM Airignt, line.
GUMDROP Spider* Gundrop

.

SPIDER Go ahead

•

GUMDROF They copied, they agree with all that.

SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Gumdrop

.

GUMDROP Go ahead.
SPIDER Wonder what we ought to do with the

r lock, whether we leave It here or bring it back.

GUMDROP Okay, stand by.

PAO This is Apollo Control, and the Vanguard

has loss of signal. During this pass you heard Spacecraft

Ji« McDivitt explain why it takes so long to prepare for

transfer into the lunar nodule.

END OF TAPE
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P AO During this pass you heard spacecraft
commander Jim McDivitt explain why it takes so long for trans-
fer into the lunar module. When all three pilots are suited,
it's very difficult for all of them to move around at the
same time, doing what they are supposed to be doing. And
as you heard, we will start the rest period today at 77 hours
30 minutes, that's 3:30 central standard time. And we are
looking toward awakening the crew perhaps an hour early, an
hour earlier than scheduled in the flight plan tomorrow,
scheduled was to awaken them at approximately 87 hours elapsed
time. We are looking toward getting them up about 86 hours
now. The total duration of that television pass was 12 min-
utes 43 seconds. The station at Acsension Island will acquire
Apollo 9 at 75 hours 25 minutes, about A minutes from now.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 75 hours, 25 minutes

and Apollo 9 is tagging up with Ascension; we'll stand by.

CC Gumdrop, Spider, this is Houston through
Ascension and we are deleting this backup voice check.

GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider, as soon as we

get the tunnel clear - we're going to be transferring back
and drawing out /the trouble seter J 7 - -

CC ^ Roger. Wa agree with that. We'll Just
be standing by.

CC We'll see you over Tananarive at 42.

PAO This is Apollo Control, Ascension has LOS.

Tananarive will acquire in about 10 ainutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Thia is Apollo Control at 75 hours 41

minutes And Apollo 9 is coming uP on the tracking station

3t Ta
cA?CO«

Ve
* ^ W

sJid: rr
d
Gu!:S;op. Houston through Tananarive,

standing by. We will have you for about 4 minutes. See you

at Carnarvon at 56

SPI
PAO
SPIDER Spider. ^ ?j ^ ^

. _ . . . 1 f-tia nana at0 This is Apoxj-o w . - -

And Gumdrop and Spider have completed the pass at

r ive. Carnarvon will acquire at 75 hours and 55 min-utes .

Tananarive. wi"« i" u ^, * _ _
utes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 75 hours 55

iautes. Carnarvon has acquisition,
CAPCOM Spides £

Gumdrop, Houston through Carnar-
von, standing by.

SPIDER Roger 9 Houston. Spider here. We've
started to dry out.

CAPCOM Rogi understand.
CAFCOM And Rusty 8 could youx give us a time on

when you averted?
SPIDER Roger. On my mark, we started 6 minutes

and 40 seconds ago. 3 6 2, l t
mark, 6 minutes and 40 seconds

into the dryoui.
CAPCOM Very good 8 thank you s Rusty.
SPIDER Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control. That dryout

refers to the LM sublimator, or waterboiler. They dry it

out each time before they power down the LM so it that it
won 1 1 freeze up

.

CAPCOM Spider f Houston.
SPIDER Roger

j,
go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Rog. Just to verify our TM here, Rusty.
Several times we've noticed connects and disconnects of the
suit isolation v&lve , suit isolation valve going from connect
to disconnect. Could you clarify that?

SPIDER The commander Just went off and we dis-
connected his .

CAPCOM No, I mean this was during the day.
SPIDER Yes, I guess we did it about four or five

times today

„

CAPCOM Okay, and are you connected now?
SPIDER That is affirmative. The LMP is connected

and flowing and the commander is not

.

CAPCOM 0kay £ that solves our problem then. Thank
you, Rusty.

CAPCOM Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog. We're recommending that you be off

of the LM ECS hoses by 76 + 10. That's about 8 minutes from
now, if you can make it. We would also like the time at

which you go off. It's about 1 minute to LOS here at Carnar-
von. And I'll probably see you around Hawaii around 21.

SPIDER Okay- I II be on the command module hoses
by that time,

CAPCOM And Spider, one more question. Could you -

would you have time to tell me whether the suit isolation
disconnect circuit breaker is in or out?

SPIDER Suit full control circuit is closed. I

believe tha£*s %?hat you want.
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CAFCOM That's what I wanted, Rusty, thank you.
It's closed,

SPIDER Roger.
PAO And Carnarvon has LOS. There is a very

low elevation pass at the Huntsville. We miss Honeysuckle
this time. We nay or may not have air to ground at Huntsville.
It is a low elevation pass. Acquisition there at 76 hours
12-1/2 minutes. We will come back up then, in case there is
air to ground. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, at 76 hours, 12

minutes. We are coining within range of the Huntsville now,

we'll stand by.
CC Huntsville (garble)
CC Gundrop, Spider, this is Houston through

the Huntsville; I'll have you in about 2 and a half minutes.
And Gumdrop, do you read?

SPIDER This is Spider hera; go ahead.
CC Okay, could you pass the word to Gumdrop

there that we will pick him up; we'll pick ya'll up over Hawaii
in about 8 minutes and 21 and the first item will be some block
data that we would like to get out of the way and then we'll
have some questions on the optics and on the cryo plan for

tonight

.

SPIDER Roger. When did you say you were gonna
do that?

CC We'll do that over Hawaii - coming across
the states; we'll have Hawaii at 21 and we would like to have
him have the block data pads out.

SPIDER Okay, Houston,; we'll be all set.
CC Okay. And Gumdrop, we're trying to do some

comm trouble shooting here; this will be VHF only at Hawaii,
if we can make it, and I'd like to insure that you VHF the

setup

.

SPIDER Okay, I'll set VHF only.
CC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control, Apollo 9 beyond

the range at Huntsville now. Hawaii will acquire at 76 hours,

21 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 76 hours, 21 minut

Apollo 9 is at Hawaii now. Wje'll stand by.

CC Hello Spider, Gumdrop, Houston through

Hawaii.
GUMDROP Roger, Houston. Gumdrop, Spider.
CC Gumdrop, do you read Houston?
GUMDROP (garble) Houston (garble)
CC Roger; copy. Stand by.
GUMDROP Houston, Apollo 9.

CC Roger Apollo 9, this is Houston. I think
I've got you a little better now. How do you read me?

SC I'm picking you up 5 square; go ahead block
data.

CC Okay, reading block data. 0514A plus 307,
minus 1619, 08049 10465 105 23B plus 33 8 plus 14 85 0 82 12 23

47 10 0 53 3A plus 31 6 plus 14 85 0 83 46 06 46 63 0 54 3B

plus 25 9 plus 14 50 0 85 19 30 46 01 0 55 CC minus 21 0 minus
16 20 0 87 11 06 44 75 - and the last one - 0 56 AC plus 0 14

minus 0 24 0 0 87 47 06 45 80 and your SPS trim pitch minus
1.07 yaw minus 1.11 - end of update.

GUMDROP Roger; I missed the first 2 lines of the
third one.

CC Okay, the first two lines of the third one.
0 53 3A plus 31 6.

GUMDROP Okay, coming back at you. Ready?
CC Go ahead.
GUMDROP 0514A plus 307 minus 1619 084910 4651,

0523B plus 338 plus 1435 0821223 4710. 0533A plus 316 plus
1485 0834606 4663 0543B plus 259 plus 1450 0851930 4601, 055CC.
Minus 210 minus 1620 0871108 4475 056AC plus 014 minus 0240
0874706 4580,

CC Roger. Your readback correct; your trim
minus 1,07 and minus 1.11.

GUMDROP Roger, Minus 1.0 7 and minus 1.11.
CC Okay, and while I've got you in a writing

mood, let me pass you a nav check that will be for a state
vector we are going to load to you coming across the States
here .

GUMDROP Okay Houston, you faded; stand by one,
CC Roger,
CC We'll see you in about 30 seconds if you

read Gumdrop.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Hawaii's handing

over to Redstone here and there is a slight break.
CC Okay, Gumdrop, Houston again. Do you

read me now?
GUMDROP (garble) Houston.
CC Gumdrop, this is Houston. I think you

answered me. Try me again; see if I can read you.
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GUMDROP Okay, how about now?
CC Okay, you're loud and clear. Are you

ready to copy a nav check?
GUMDROP Roger. Go with the nav check.
CC Alright. 0 77 all zeroes* all zeroes.

Bin us 07 35 minus 02 499 12 72.
GUMDROP Roger. 077 all zeroes, minus 07 35 minus

024 and I didn't catch the rest. 1272.
CC Roger. The longitude is minus 0 24 99.
GUMDROP Minus 024 99.
CC That la affirmative and Dave, if you've

got time, there's a couple of questions I'd like to ask you
about the optics.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Gumdrop, this is Houston, could you give

us crew in ACCEPT, pl«ase, we're going to uplink you a state
vector

.

CAPCOM Hello, Gundrop, this Is Houston, how

do you read ae now?
CAPCOM Okay, Gumdrop, I think we've got you

again now. How do you read?
GUMDROP (garbled)
CAPCOM Okay, Guadrop, Houston trying again. Do

you read?
GUMDROP ' Okay, I read you again, how me?
CAPCOM Oh, boy, you are loud and clear now, I

don't know what our com troubles are, but we've got thea.

I'd like to talk to you a little bit about the cryo plan
for tonight.

GUMDROP Okay, go.
CAPCOM Okay, we'd like this to be done just before

you go to sleep, and you are going to have to allow about
30 ainutes, and what we'd like to have you do is bring both
H2 tanks up to 270 PSI, using aanual operation of both
heaters and fans in both tanks, and at 270 PS I In tank 02

should correspond to the caution and warning shift limit,

so you should get a light on that. Then after you've got

the pressure up we'd like to have you turn fans OFF, and

place heaters in AUTO.
GUMDROP Okay, copied that. You want both H2 up

to 270 with both the heaters and the fans, and then when
we get the fans OFF and the heaters to AUTO , and expect a

caution warning light on tank 02 at 270.
CAPCOM That's right, and this should be done

right before your sleep period and you should allow about
30 ainutes for this.

GUMDROP Okay, understand.
CAPCOM And Dave, can you answer a couple of

questions about your optics?
GUMDROP Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, this is in regards to the problea

you stated the other day about the telescope sticking in

64 degrees and manual drive?
GUMDROP Roger.
CAPCOM Okay, is that shaft counter permanently

frozen at 64, or when you get it past 64 does it count again?
GUMDROP No, the mechanical counter is permanently

frozen.
CAPCOM Okay, it is frozen, and the way we

copied it you went to AUTO OPTICS to get past 64, is that
correct?

GUMDROP Yes, that's one way, it was a sort of

transient kind of thing. The feedback readout froze the day
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GUMDROP before, but ve didn't notice any slowing
up, then on the morning when I realined, when I case - just
before I gave you the coaaents I got stuck in 64 one time
but got it past and haven't had any trouble since.

CAPCOM Okay, understand that you do not have
any trouble with it now with the exception of the counter
being at 64 degrees.

GUMDROP That's affirmative and I've done 2 aore
alignments since then and I've run back and forth across
about the 60 degree point and it doesn't seem to hang up
any more

.

CAPCOM Okay, that's real good, we were really
scratching our heads on that one, so it sounds like you
are squared away for tomorrow then on it.

GUMDROP Yes, I believe it's working alright, and
the CMC autodrive seems to work fine, too.

CAPCOM Okay, real fine, that helps us out, and
at this time I would remind you of the waste water dump,
which we are showing down here at about 77:30, and we're
showing your rest period starting right after, about 77:40.

GUMDROP Alright, thanks for the reminder. We'll
even try to chlorinate the water before we go to bed*

CAPCOM Okay, very good. And Gumdrop also like
to remind you sometime we would like to get a dosimeter
reading

.

GUMDROP Okay, we'll get that.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, we're through with the

compter, it's yours.
GUMDROP Roger.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop, I've got the dosimeter

readings if you want them.
CAPCOM Alright, go ahead.
GUMDROP Okay, 3112 6112 8012 for the CERT and

P&LMP.
CAPCOM Roger, I copy those, Gumdrop. Thank you

very much.
GUMDROP Roger.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, is Rusty still over in the LM?
GUMDROP Roger, we're sort of cleaning things up

and fixing chow with some good water in it.
CAPCOM Okay, real good. I'll get with him later,

then. There is a note I want to give about the checklist here,
a malfunction procedure.

GUMDROP Okay, he ought to be back over in about
a half hour or so,

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - and no need to answer, Gumdrop. This
is Houston. Just like to remind you, you are still in accept.
We would like to have you go back to block whenever you get
around to it.

GUMDROP Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Hello, Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.
SC I've got a question for tomorrow. When

we finish up with the LM , we are collecting a tremendous amount
of garbage and stuff in the command module here and we have to
bring a bunch of books and things like that back from the LM.
I'd like to take one of these great big temporary storage bags,
fill It with a whole lot of garbage, and leave it in the LM.
This means that the doctors aren't going to be able to figure
out when we eat, because all the white spots, and red spots, and
blue spots of the food bags are going to be over there in the LM.
We've been intermixing bags and stuff here just in an attempt
to get something to eat whenever we can, so that data is
sort of gone down the tubes anyway.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. We copy that.
SC Okay, could you let us know, so we can

drop off a couple of big bags of junk over there.
CAPCOM Roger. Why don't you go ahead and do

it?
SC That'll settle my plan too, Stu.
CAPCOM Say again, Apollo 9.
SC I said, that will settle my plan, too.
CAPCOM Rog. Now, let's take your word. We'd

just like to caution you. Could you sort of fasten it down
with one of the restraints or something.

SC Yeah, we'll have it fixed so it doesn't
float around. But we've just got to get rid of some of this
junk.

CAPCOM That sounds like a great idea.
SC We just haven't had much time for playing

housekeeping and it's really building up.
CAPCOM We appreciate that. You all are doing

a magnlficant job and we're really pulling for you.
SC As a matter of fact, right now we are

filling for water from the LM because that water tastes
better.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand the water in the LM
is such, much better than that in the command module.

SC Yeah, it doesn't have any bubbles and
you can drink it without blowing up like a balloon.

CAPCOM Hey, that sounds great.
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SC Yeah, but you ought to see where they
go when they ask for a soda.

CAPCOM Of course, I guess it's a little incon-
venient to always pull that LM around Just so you will have
some good water to drink, isn't it?

SC Yes, it's sort of going to be in the way
after tomorrow,

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Besides of which I'm getting tired of

looking at the top of it through the command module windows.
It sort of blocks the view.

CAPCOM Yes, I guess that cuts down on your geog-
raphy viewing, there.

SC Man, I haven't even had time to look at
the ground yet

,

CAPCOM Yeah, I bet I got more view of the ground
today from your TV show than you have so far.

SC Very good view. I think I'd rather have
it when I did the docked DPS burn when we went across the
States, face down. That was really very pretty.

CAPCOM Yeah, that docked DPS burn was a beautiful
thing. It was really great.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. One other question.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. We would like to verify that the

heaters on the LM windows were off all day.
SC Roger, that affirmative. They were off

all day.
CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 , we are going to lose you

here at Antigua. We will see you over Ascension at about
59 .

SC Roger. Hey Houston, it looks like we
all dried out the waterboller, what do you think?

CAPCOM Stand by, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM That's negative. We don't think it's

dry yet, Apollo 9. We will try to get you a hack here on
our estimate.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. About 5 more minutes.

If you read me, you can shut down the water boiler, I mean
it will be dried up.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We have LOS at
Antigua. Jim McDivitt is back in the command module. Rusty
Schweickart is still in the LM and it looks like he has
drawn the role of chief cook for the crew for this mission.
As you heard, Rusty is preparing the meals for all three
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crewmen, using the LM water supply. The water in the command

module is that produced by the fuel cells, whereas the water

in the LM was loaded prior to launch and is tastier, So they

like to prepare their food with the better tasting water.

Ascension will be the next station to acquire at 76 hours

SB minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay,, very good.
PAO This is Apollo Control *t 76 hours,

57 minutes, GET . The spacecraft is approaching the Ascension

Island tracking station. We have had - we are in the process,
rather, of having a shift change here at the present time
with the Gold team replacing the white. However, the Flight
Director will not be Gerald Griffin, but rather Clif Charleswor
who is replacing him for this shift. We expect acquisition
in a few more seconds. In the mean time, a administrative
announcement. We are estimating that the change of shift
press conference involving the white team will take place
in Houston at 3:30, that is 3:30 Central Standard Time.
Mean while, let's standby for the Ascension acquisition.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.
SC This Is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through
Ascension. We've got a question on that sequence camera,
Dave. Did we report - rectffd that yours broke today?

SC T«e (garble) trouble shooting (garble).
CAPCOM Roger, understanding that you were

trouble shooting, and then you faded out. We will try you
again In a little bit.

SC I said I put in a spare fuse (garble)

,

and now it works fine,
CAPCOM Roger, understand. Tremendous. And

Apollo 9, what we were considering to make sure we got the

pictures of the undocklng and so forth, is that maybe you
would like to swap that one with the one in the LM.

SC (garble). Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead.
SC I have sort of a climax on the summary

of what we did today. I think that the procedures that we
have worked out for the EVA transfer from one spacecraft
to another is no problem what so ever. The procedures are
good and I think we can plan on using them henceforth if

they are needed.
CAPCOM Roger Apollo 9, we copy and agree with

that. Prom (garble) in your conversation, it did sound like
they were real good. It sounded like the getting in and out
of the hatch was quite easy and I heard Rusty 's comments
on the handrail, sound like they were pretty good.

SC Yes, everything seems to work.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, we are ready to shut down,

it looks like the water boiler is dried up.
SC Roger, very good.
SC Houston, here comes a TM count.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. Say again.
SC Here comes a TM count.
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CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
FAO We have had loss of signal at the

Ascension tracking station. The spacecraft will again be
acquired at Tananarive at 17 after the hour. At 77 hours,
6 minutes, ground elapse tine, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 77 hours.

16 minutes into the mission. The spacecraft at the present

time is on its 49th revolution around Earth. It will be

acquired by the tracking site at Tananarive in about 34 sec-

onds or so. We've been advised that the comm through Tana-

narive all today has been - all during the day - has been

marginal, however, we will stand by to listen to any conver-

sation between the crew and the CAPCOM here in Houston, who

for a few moments at least, is going to be Astronaut Al

Worden.
PAO We have an indication that the spacecraft

has moved beyond the range of the tracking site at Tananarive

and evidently there was no requirement for transmitting in-

formation for the crew on that pass. The next station to

acquire will be the Carnarvon tracking station at 7730, about

10 minutes from now. At 77 hours, 20 minutes Ground Elapsed

Time, this is Mission Control in Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM This Is Apollo Control at 78 hou s

,

17 minutes Into 'the flight. During the press conference,

which concluded just a while ago, we had recorded stme

conversation between the crew and the ground here an ; are

now prepared to play that back for you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. Rusty, got a message for you
If you're ready to copy.

SC Roger, stand by, let me get a bo k.

CAPCOM Okay, it's just a message on the
malfunction procedures, you don't need to copy.

SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, the message is, we've reviewed

the electrical emergency procedure that you and Al c ime

up with prelaunch and LMS and the emergency procedur :

in the back of the rendezvous check list. In the li ;ht

of this review, we recommend that you do not use eit ier

of the procedures and use instead the existing malfunction
procedures

.

SC On the electrical system?
CAPCOM AFFIRM
SC Okay. Hey, Stu, how are you?
CAPCOM Fine, Jimmy.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston,
SC Go ahead Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. I'm ready to copy the LM
batteries, if you've got them there.

SC Roger. Bat 1, 2, 3, and A all 3 1

volts. Bat 5 and 6 are 37. CDR and SC bus is 31, I!) Bat A
36.5 and ED Bat B 37.3.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Bat 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
31, Bat 5 and 6 were 37, CDR and SC bus is 31, ED Ba : A
36.5 and Ed Bat B 37.3.

SC
CAPCOM

Roger.
If you are at that point now, we can

go ahead and copy the systems stuff from Gumdrop

.

GUMDROP
yet.

CAPCOM
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

our other scheme
or something like

I don't think we've generated th it

Okay.
The flight plan a little bit.
It's already 77:33 here and according to

we're were going to be to bed in ai hour
that. It looks like we're going t) make

it about 39 hours, just like another regular flight jlan here.
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CAPCOM Roger.
GUMDROP Early tomorrow.
CAPCOM Going to get up early tomorrow?
GUMDROM Roger. We were supposed to get up

over Ascension about 86:30, but I recommend we get up over
Guam at about 85 : AO .

CAPCOM Roger. Get the plans to get you up
about 85:30 to 40.

GUMDROP Okay, fine. We'll try to organize the
spacecraft so we're In better shape tonight before we go
to bed so we'll be able to get over there, but I don't
want to stay up all night doing It either.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Are you going to
stow away any of your stuff to put in the LM for tomorrow?

SC Roger. We're still putting the spacecraft
back together, putting the drogue, the probe and stuff
like that back in the tunnel and rearranging the other
stuff.

CAPCOM Okay, you're going to get a chance to
get the spacecraft batteries and RCS readout for us?

SC I'll get that for you in just a
minute

.

CAPCOM Okay

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM You can go auto on the heaters now

and turn the fans off,
SC Okay, I autoed the heaters and turned

the fans off.
CAPCOM Yes, I need two things.
SC Roger, H2 heaters.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston, we're going

to lose you here for a minute and we'll pick you up at

Guam for the systems stuff. That'll be about 41.
SC Okay, fine.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, at Guam
SC Houston, Apollo 9, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston, we've got a

couple of questions to ask you about the LM IMU heater. Do
you recall placing an IMU standby circuit breaker in?

SC The IMU standby circuit breaker has never
been out to my knowledge.

CAPCOM Roger. I also have a question on opening
the translunar bus type circuit breaker. Did you open those
before you got out?
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SC I believe not. I believe they are closed.
CAFCOM Roger. we might have some work on

that in a minute.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. The problem with IMU heater

is that we're not seeing it crackling down here and
apparently with the translunar bus type circuit breakers
in, you get a ground return path and they don't see the
total load going into the LM. So, they are investigating
right now a little further to see if they can discern some
cycling on the IMU.

SC Roger, understand. When do you think
we'll have some word?

CAPCOM We should have it here very shortly
for you. In the meantime, we can copy that systems stuff
if you have it ready, Dave.

SC Dave is still closing out the tunnel,
that's why we'd like to know. He's stopped work right
now.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.
SC It's already all closed. I beg your

pardon.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. We're taking a look at all

of the bus currents down here now. Rusty, and we won't
have a good story for you until you get to Hawaii whether
the, thing is okay for tonight or not.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM The initial Interpretation down here

right now is that the IMU is cycling and they are seeing
some variations in the currents now. It looks initially
like it's probably okay.

SC Okay, thank you.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

SC Okay, ready to copy the systems yet?
CAPCOM . Roger, Go.
SC Okay. Quad quantities, A, B, C and

D, 75777172, Bat B 37.0, Power A and B 37.1. The rear
module quad temperatures all are off scale high except
6 Charley which is 4.6.
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CAPCOM Roger s copy. Quantitlss A, B, C and

D, 75777172 B
Bat C 37.0, lower A 37,1, Power B 37ol 8 aad

injeetor temp® rs£ures all off scale high escupt 6 Charley B

which is 4,6.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. ¥®'d like for you

to confirm that yo-sk- re all in conn basic oa the audio
centers,

,

SC I can't tell what Dave is . ....

SC We ha^e one man off the (garbled)
if that's wha£ you wonder.

CAPCOM Roger, That answers that question.
Like to talk tot a minute about this IMU henter. Looks
like all the currents they are reading dowa here are about
the same as they were reading last night. However, with
the translunar bus power closed s if there is anything else
pulling current in the LM, it won't show up on their monitoring
down here to She extent they can tell what's going on. So

we're trying to come to a decision now whether to recommend
going back up ia there and opening up those circuit breakers
or not.

sc Ok&y

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 S
Houston.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9= We°d like to get some

sort of feeling from you how long you think it would throw you
back in the cycle - your sleep cycle - to go back up in

there and open the translunar bus ties. We're still working
on the data down here and we can't get any good answer
probably until you get to the states. Maybe we could
save some time if you just vent ahead and did that.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger, you called just as you had broke

lock last time. Why was it you called now?
CAPCOM Okay, we're discussing this LM on your

heater problem and they're still massaging the data down
here to see whether we're okay for the night or not. In the

meantime we wanted to get a feeling from you as to how much
that would cut into your sleep cycle if you just went ahead
and got in the LM and pulled those circuit breakers. I think
that the problem is that we really can't give you a good
feeling for what you've got with those circuit breakers in.

We don't know what other systems are powered up and we don't
have a good way of monitoring what's going on.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.
SC Houston, do you read Apollo 9?

CAPCOM Roger, read you loud and clear. We'll
have an answer for you on these circuit breakers in just a

minute, Apollo 9.

SC Okay, fine.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roge, Dave. How long would it take you
to get back up there and pull those circuit breakers?

SC It's going to take about 30 minutes to

clear the tunnel and go back up there to pull the circuit
breakers out and get back to here. That's if we go like
mad

.

CAPCOM Roge. Okay, the problem down here, Jim,
is that we don't know what else is on the line right now
and we don't have a good way of monitoring it with those
circuit breakers in. They're able to catch the IMU heater
cycling and most of the systems seem to be okay for the night,
but we - there's an uncertainty as to what the configuration
is and what's pulling the power at this point.

SC I don't - what's the uncertainty about
what the configuration is? Houston, I don't understand what
the uncertainty is.

CAPCOM Roge, Apollo 9, Houston. Stand by one.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. The problem is that

they're monitoring the command module loads and they don't
know whether the loads that they are reading are command
module only or some LM loads which we don't know about at

this time.
SC Okay, I don't think there's any doubt
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that the IMU standby circuit breaker is in, if that's what
they're wondering about.

CAPCOM Tes, roger. And -

SC I'll tell you, If we're going to do it
we ought to get going on it and not keep talking about it all
night.

CAPCOM Yes, that's firm. Let's do it. Stand
by one, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, the decision down here is for
you to go pull the circuit breakers.

SC Okay, what are we going to do about the
rendezvous tomorrow?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I guess we need to
know what you want to do about that. We can press along as
planned and it will nean you'll get a half an hour less sleep.

SC Yes, minus the other hour we subtracted
from it.

CAPCOM Roge.
SC Add all this up and see what it comes to.
CAPCOM Say again, please, Apollo 9.
SC Roger, let me add up sleep times that

we're going to have before tomorrow and see what it comes to.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC If we went to bed right now, we'd need

7 hours and 30 minutes. We're not going to be in bed for
another hour and a half at least.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roge. It looks like we can probably slip

the rendezvous one rev tomorrow morning to make up for the
sleep time. We might have some problems with communications
with the sites that we have available but we can work that
out through the night.

SC Well, I don't want to do that. We've
got enough problems. If we have any problems during that rev
we're going to need that extra rev to recover from it.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.
SC I don't want to change - I don't want to

slip the site ... around and we need all the ... we can get
on this thing and we need to have that extra rev in there in
case something goes wrong. Also, it's going to jeopardize
the APS burn and depletion too.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.
SC Let's get started so we can get this

thing done,
CAPCOM Roger.

By the way, can he tell you how much
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they've got left?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston,
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Okay, just a couple more things before
we turn you loose for the night here, Jim. When you get the
circuit breakers open in the LM you can perform the system
test to verify that everything is okay and if you're ready
to copy I'll give that to you.

SC We already had those circuit breakers
open, Houston, What else do you want now?

CAPCOM Okay, check system test meter on position
4 Delta and you should read .5 for 26 seconds, then 2.0 for
5 seconds, and if that looks okay, why, we'll skip that one.
The second thing is to remind you of the waste water dump
down to 25 percent before you turn in for the night.

SC Okay, Houston, and we've already checked
4 Delta and waste water dump is running properly.

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll see you in the morning.
SC Okay, adlos

.

CAPCOM Adios.
PAO As you heard, if you were monitoring

that conversation, we requested that the crew go back into
the LM to check those circuit breakers that are associated
with the current going into the IMU. This is not a major
problem nor will It in any way compromise the rendezvous
activity for tomorrow. However, what it does is that it
cuts into the astronaut's sleep cycle or rest cycle for about
some 20 to perhaps 30 minutes and the tail end of the con-
versation Indicated that they would - the astronaut's when
they accomplished their task, would settle down for their
rest cycle. At 78 hours, 34 minutes, with the spacecraft
now over the Atlantic Ocean, it will be acquired next by
Tananarive, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 78 hours,

54 minutes into the flight. Spacecraft is currently - has

been acquired by the Tananarive station at the present time.

And, the crew before we lost our last transmissions, we found

from the crew that they were able to quickly get into the LM.

As a matter of fact, it took them about less than 11 minutes,

and configure the circuit breakers properly. And that later

was checked out between the ground and the spacecraft and

everything looked okay. All of the telemetry checked out

between the two units. Present time the crew is in its rest

cycle. I should point out that this would have not impacted

the rendezvous or tomorrows activities. Again as I said

earlier it wduld - it did however, cut into their rest cycle.

Indicated however, they could remove the mechanism to get

into the LM without too much difficutly. With reference to

the circuit or the potential circuit breaker problem, it could

have impacted on the primary Guidance and Navigation System

in the LM. So, that was the reason that the ground here

asked that the crew check it, so that they could check to

see that they were properly, the breakers were properly

configured, so an excessive load would not have been placed

on the Command Module LM interface. If they would have gottan

more deeply into the rest cycle, it probably would have been

impossible to monitor - it could have been impossible to

monitor on the ground the LM CSM electrical interface, or

as least it would have been more difficult. Therefore, to

ascertain that the - those heater circuits were being - were

in the proper configuration so that current could be supplied.

And also, so that no unwanted loads would have entered or

could have entered through that interface between the LM

and CSM, that electrical interface. As it is, the circuit

breakers were checked, configured properly, spacecraft personnel

returned back to the Command Service Module and closed out

the hatch, and they are now in their rest cycle, and it is

the desire of the ground here not to disturb them anymore

for the evening, for the balance of their rest cycle, so

they can get their proper rest in preperation for tomorrow's

extensive activities involving rendezvous. At 78 hours and

58 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9, this is Apollo

Control

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 79 hours 30
minutes into the flight. The spacecraft at the present time
is approaching the tracking station at Hawaii we would expect
acquisition there in about another 10 minutes or so. However
we don't think that there will be any conversation with the
crew since they are well into their rest cycle at this time.
In the process apparently of bedding down. Going back to the
earlier activity where one of the crew men had returned to the
LM for a quick trip to check circuit breakers. The total
evolution there back into the LM required about 11 minutes
or so of crew time. We're here on the ground we're not
certain who made the quick trip back into the LM but the
flight surgeon on the basis of the mean heart rate that they
were monitoring at the time, believes that it was the LM pilot,
astronaut Schweickart. He reconfigured the circuit breakers
from the closed position, which they were in, to the open
position. Two circuit, breakers were involved in this case,
they are identified as the translunar bus tie circuitbreakers
and their function is to, 1b to select a separate electrical
ground path from which load current can be monitored, that Is
monitored here on the ground as well as in the command module.
Those circuit breakers are located, one on either side of the
panel, so one on either of the side panels. That is one on
tha right side panel on the commander's side and one on the
left side panel or . . . belay that, one on the right side panel
on the LM pilot side and one on the left side panel, the
commander's side. At approximately 78 hours and 9 minutes
those circuit breakers were opened and the normal currents were
obtained at that particular time. Right now all the systems
are reading normally and as the spacecraft passes over Hawaii
at 79 hours and 33 minutes this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 79 hours,
54 minutes, ground elapsed time. The spacecraft at the

present tine is in the 50th rev. It is currently approaching
the West Coast of South America, and everything seemed to

look okay during the last pass over the tracking stations
at Guaymas and Texas, when they were acquired by those two

sites. The current orbital altitudes of the spacecraft at

this time are 122.9 nautical miles, at the low point or perigee
by 128 miles at the high point or apogee. The crew evidently
has settled down in its rest cycle at the present time.
No communications were maintained with the crew over the
stations that were acquired. Systems are looking okay in the
spacecraft, at 79 hours, 55 minutes, this is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control at 80 hours 50
minutes ground elapsed time. The spacecraft presently Is
In the Vest Pacific area, Hawaii acquisition will be coning
up in a matter of oh about some 14 minutes. Present time the
crew is in its rest cycle, the flight surgeon, Doctor John
F. Zleglschmid reported a little earlier that on our last
pass we were unable to receive any biomedical data on the
crew and he indicated that this was probably due to the fact
that the crew was still in the manner of housekeeping, stowing
things, that sort of thing and they hadn't yet settled down
for a, a period of rest. The countdown clock has now been
actlvltated, that is the clock that tells them when they are
going to be awakened again. And at this time they still have
some 4 hours and 48 minutes of rest time left having consumed
about I hour and almost 52 minutes of their rest cycle. We
would expect according to the physician, flight surgeon here
that on the pass coming up over Hawaii we will get some
biomedical information on the status of the crew which
could permit us to give some kind of an analysis on their,
the nature of the-ir rest. Meanwhile we will stand by, maintain
a minimum of com with the crew, in order that they can get
more rest. At 80 hours 52 minutes into the flight this is
Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 81 hours,
52 minutes into the flight, and at the present time the
spacecraft is approaching the tip of Africa. He had some
edical information, some biomedical parameters transmitted
to the ground here, from the pass over Hawaii at about
42 minutes ago. At that time the Commander's heart rate was
in the low 60 ' s , and his respiration was about 12 per minute.
The Command Module Pilot's heart rate was in the low 40's,
with a respiration rate of about 14. This lead the Flight
Surgeon to report to the Flight Director, that he thought
both of the Astronauts, that would be McDlvitt and Dave Scott,
were in a sound sleep at that time. A little bit ago, we had
the scriber plotter in front of us here at Mission Control,
that is the 10 foot by 20 foot rectangular viewing device
on which the ground tracks are plotted. That was down - the
display was down for about 1/2 hour or so. We had some difficulty
with the charactera. They were not printing out properly,
there was no difficulty with the spacecraft or the tracking;
but some of the characters, the numbers and the figures were
not scribing out properly. The problem probably was in the
character generator in the back, which caused these to be
displayed improperly. The scriber plotter is back up at the
present time and everything looks to be normal on the board.
As far as spacecraft systems are concerned, the last pass
that we had indicated that all systems were functioning well
while the spacecraft was in its powered down configuration.
At 81 hours, and 55 minutes, GET , this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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A This is Apollo Control at 82 hours,

51 minutes into the flight. The spacecraft has just passed

heyend the Hawaii tracking station a few ^^_^° herf
82 haurs and 46 minutes into the f lxght ,

the CAPCOM here.

Astronaut Sorden, called the Apollo 9 crew for purposes ol

a check on heaters and fans and we have that 25 or so sec-

ends of recorded conversation which we will play to you at

the present time.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston
o r Houston, this xs Apollo y.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston. Pressure in

auto and fans off so that you won't get a master
J
1"*:

t c okay, you want us to go manual heaters

and fans on H2 number 1 until it gets to 265 and go heaters

manUa
CAPC0M

fanS
^oger, go f.260 Jt-j and then heaters

to auto and fans to off and that's H2 tanks 1 and 2.

Sc Okay, fine.

PA0 That was a sleepy Commander McDivitt,

the ?0's indicting that he did the little operation required

l»A !!„ 'b ck to sleep almost immediately. In the meantime

:L
d
r.«s:

c
s.s:i:

1

;riot .i. P t p-"^;^,;:^.;^
1

.;; i 0

ou8h

all of it-, for his heart rate remained at the^average *u

average level. At 82 hours, 53 minutes into the flight of

Apollo 9, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 83 hours,

50 minutes ground elapsed time. We have about an hour
and 49 minutes of the rest cycle left before the Apollo 9

crew will be awakened to start what promises to be a very
busy day. Astronauts Jim McDivitt and Rusty Schweikart
again will transfer into the LM and start checking out

the systems leading to the LM-CSM docking - or undocking
exercise and follow on rendezvous. Formation flying LM
inspection will follow the checkout and then next a small
thrust with the CSM, or as it will be called frequently,
the Gumdrop reaction control system thrusters. After
separation from the LM will place that command service
module in an orbit or maneuver for a small scale
rendezvous. This has been defined as the mini-football.
The maximum distance between the spacecraft during this
time is something on the order of 3 nautical miles. About
one and a half revolutions after the separation Spider,
that's what the LM will be called frequently, Spider's
descent engine is ignited to place the LM in an orbit ranging
11 to 12 nautical miles above and below the Gumdrop orbit.
After one and a quarter revolutions it's fired again, a

second time, and this places LM in an orbit about 11

nautical miles above the command service module. At the

same time the distance between the two spacecraft will
be opening. The LM descent stage a little bit later
will be jettisoned and then the LM upper or Spider's
upper stage, reaction control thrusters will be fired
and this will lower the perigee, the LM spacecraft perigee,
to about 10 miles below the CSM orbit. What it does, it

sets up conditions for you might call circularization

.

The maximum Spider to Gumdrop range will be on the order of

95 nautical miles during this sequence. That will be the
greatest distance - the greatest distance the two will
achieve. Next circularization of the upper stage orbit
at 10 nautical miles - sorry about that - belay that --

the ascent stage orbit at about 10 nautical miles below
the CSM and the closing range will be affected. This,
of course, will be the first duty in the mission for the

3,500 pound thrust upper stage engine. As that upper
stage aproaches to some nautical, some 20 nautical miles,
behind and about 10 nautical miles below the command
service module, the commander will thrust along the line
of sight, that will be the LM commander, Jim McDivitt,
will thrust along the line of sight toward the CSM using
the upper stage RCS thrusters. He'll make necessary
mid-course corrections and braking maneuvers until
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PAO rendezvous phase is completed. After
the two vehicles dock, the two astronauts will remove
certain items out of the LM and into the command service
module and then the ascent or upper stage will be pre-
pared for what they call an APS burn to depletion, as

that propulsion system burn to depletion of the propellents.
The CSM will maneuver away a safe distance, something on
the order of half mile. After the final separation and
undocking the three crewmen, of course, will have been
back - moved back into the CSM, it will move away and
this ascent engine then of the LM will be fired in what
will be the final maneuver using that vehicle and we
suspect will be placed in an orbit with an estimated
apogee of something on the order of 3,000 to 3300 nautical
miles and with a perigee of something on the order of
131 nautical - 130, a very highly eliptlcal or egg-shaped
orbit. That will conclude a busy day for the crew. At
the present time they're still in their rest cycle.
Spacecraft is approaching the Westpack area, the surgeon
reports his last downlink communication of bio-medical
information data, revealed that the astronauts were again
sleeping rather soundly. The spacecraft systems during
this phase of powered-down flight, all are functioning
well. So, at 83 hours, 58 minutes, ground elapsed time,
this is mission control in Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 84 hours 47

minutes ground elapsed time. The spacecraft at the present

time is over the Atlantic Ocean, heading toward the ascension

island tracking station. We recently had reports from some

of the engineers in Mission Control center here on the space-

craft's operation. The electrical environmental communications

engineer noted that all of his systems were functioning very

well, and shortly thereafter the CSM guidance navigation and

control engineer, Mr. Larry Cannon said all parameters are

fine, stable on his console. The surgeon had received some

information, some down link information on the biomedical
parameters, on the two astronauts that are, that are instrumented,

currently instrumented. He noted that Jim McDivitt, was reading

his heart rate, was reading in the low 50's while the Command

Module pilot, Dave Scott his average heartrate was in the low

40's, and of course with those parameters the surgeon concluded

that both of the men still were sleeping very soundly. This

was about 40, 45 minutes ago and at the present time they

are about 50 minutes from the time when they will be awakened,

to begin those activities which will lead up to a rather

busy day including the rendezvous, the undocking exercise,

the rendezvous with the LM and the subsequent, rerendezvous

or subsequent redocking. There is a shift change underway

here at mission control center with the members of the white

team coming on and the members of the gold team taking off.

So at 84 hours 50 minutes into the flight this is mission

control in Houston,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 85 hours 36 min-
utes ground elapsed time. The countdown clock for awakening
the crew of Apollo 9 now shows some 3 minutes 49 seconds
remaining in the rest period. Meanwhile here in Mission
Control Center while we're waiting for spacecraft communicator
Ron Evans to place hia initial call to the crew to wake them
up and act as an alarm clock. Orange team flight director
Pete Frank is polling the various console positions to determine
the status of the various systems. Now what the opinions are
of the flight controllers on the readiness to continue with
todays rendezvous sequence. Decision was made just a few
moments ago actually to transfer both of the men, that is

lunar module pilot Rusty Schweickart and commander Jim McDivitt
through the tunnel to the lunar module without their helmets
gloves or umblllcals. During the earlier trip by one of the
crewmen back to the lunar module to open a circuit breaker
that inadvertently had been left closed in the powerdown
check list. The man did go through the tunnel in a similar
situation. We are continuing to stand by. We do have acquisi-
tion over the tracking ship, over the tracking station at

Guam. We're standing by for the call. We actually still
have something over 2 minutes in the rest period left. There
will be about a 12 minute gap between loss of signal at Guam
and acquisition at Mercury, tracking ship Mercury in the
South Pacific. It is felt by omitting the complete suiting
up of the two crewmen that a considerable amount of time
can be saved in the powering up of the LM. They'll be able
to move through the tunnel faster without being restrained
or restricted by the umbilical and since the LM is pressurized
at this time the ah and the tunnel there is no real reason
why the men would have to be in ah complete suit. Naturally
they will put on their helmets and gloves prior to undocking
We're still monitoring the circuit here for the initial call
we're now less than a minute away from the end of wake up
time. We're beginning to get data through from the Guam
station. E com just reported to flight director that the
data was beginning to show up on his displays at his console.
Surgeon reported that McDivitt appears to be asleep but Scott
has changed seats and apparently is awake. One of the first
items after waking up will be of course to eat breakfast.
Following their breakfast the'll have flight plan and con-
sumables up date passed up to them by spacecraft communicator
Ron Evans. And immediat... here goes the call now.

CAP COM Good morning
SC Good morning
CAP COM A real short night.
CAP COM 9 Houston. About 30 seconds to LOS. I 11

pick you up Mercury at 53 and I'll probably have some flight
plan update for you there.
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PA0 Apparently we have had loss of signal

at the tracking station at Guam. As Ron Evans mentioned just

before his LOS call, he did say that there will be flight

plan update during the pass at Mercury. This pass is some

5 minutes long and it is likely that only the first portion

or the beginning of the flight plan update will be likely

during this brief 5 minute pass. However, later on in Ascensi!

at the beginning of the next revolution there appears to be

something like 7 minutes of tracking and communication and

then back to Guam again but during this period the crew of

course will be eating breakfast. At 85 hours 42 minutes

ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PXO This is Apollo Control at 85 hours 53 min-

utes GET. Apollo 9 is within a few seconds of being picked

up at the tracking ship Mercury. We'll wait until spacecraft

communicator, Ron Evans, begins talking to the crew. During

the Guam pass, Dave Scott was apparently awake at the time

Evans made the call. He mentioned that there might would be

the beginning at least of the flight plan update during this

pass over Mercury. We're some 30 seconds into acquisition

here. Generally, the CAPCOM waits for a good solid lockon

before making his call. As mentioned earlier, the commander

and lunar module pilot will not be fully suited for the trans-

fer into the lunar module. They will have on their pressure

garments, but without the helmets and gloves or the long

umbilicals. There goes the call now.

SC Apollo 9, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dave, You're on your H2 tanks today.

After you've completed the H2 fan cycle, lock tank 1 heater

in AUTO and tank 2 haater OFF.
Sc Okay. Tank 1 heater at AUTO and tank 2

heater OFF and you want us us to run through the cycle again,

is that right?
CAPCOM Yeah, that's after you've completed the

fan cycle on.
SC Okay, what else do you have?

CAPCOM Okay, that's the flight plan update there,

and are you ready to copy?
SC Let's go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, page rendezvous 1 transfer sequence

camera that malfunctioned during EVA to LM, leave best camera

in command module. Over.
Sc Rog, I understand transfer the malfunction

sequence camera to LM and leave the good one in the command

module

,

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM Okay, and rendezvous 38, add transfer

the extra sequence camera fuse from LM to command module.

Fuse is in LM data card kit.
Sc Okay, transfer the camera fuse from the

LM to the command module and the LM data card kit.

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM And at time 104 plus 00 waste water

dump .

Sc 104 plus 00 waste water dump.

CAPCOM Okay, and then you might note that the

LM must be in high bit rate to update the ACQ state vector

from PGNCS.
CAPCOM And, 9, Houston.
Sc Rog. we hear, I guess we learned that one

the other day.
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CAPCOM Yeah.
sc not sure.

CAPCOM Okay, Just making sure. And we'vi been

talking it over down here and you have a go for transfer to

the LM without being connected to the command module umbilicals

That is, you can make the transfer with your helmets and

gloves off, if you so desire. Might save a little time,

th * r
*SC Okay, thank you. We'll do that.

CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM 9» Houston, we noticed the AUTO cut the

switch over to rev 2 and we've like you to go back to number

l
'

sc Well, that's very observant of you. We

will do that.
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM And, we're just about LOS ascension at

27 and you might be thinking about it, we can view the run-

down on the crew health, sleep, and pills taken in the last

couple of days, if you can give it to us there.

sc Okay. Let me ask you a question with

the radiators down. Do you think we have a problem or what?

CAPCOM We don't know yet at this time, but I

don't think so. J ,

sc Okay, it's manually and - no, it s not

a manual radiator operation* but the automatic switch is in

radiator 1 now. Okay.
CAPCOM Okay.
PA0 And this is Apollo Control. Apparently

we have had LOS at the Mercury, however, the conversation

rendezvous. Some troubleshooting on the malfunction sequence

camera involving retrieving camera fuse in the LM and on takin

it back to the CSM, and also the crew optional go for trans-

ferring to the lunar module without helmet and gloves or

umbilical was passed up and accepted rather enthusiastically

by command module pilot, Dave Scott. At 86 hours GET, this

is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 86 hours 27 min-

utes ground elapse time. Coming up on the Ascension Island

tracking station in the South Atlantic, during this pas is

anticipated that the crew of Apollo 9 will give a food and

medical report and perhaps a continuation of the flight plan

update will be passed to the crew by the mission control

center here. We're standing by for the first call. Here

We 8
°CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension and

I have a consumables update.
SC Roger Houston stand by

CAP COM Roger.
Sc Ok Houston, go over the controls.

CAP COM Roger. GET 086 70 21 69 27 72 29 67 29

450 36 37 34 39 100 97 26 0820 588 over.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. Did you copy?

sc No roger, I missed the 3rd and 4th from

the bottom. The percent RCSB and descent pounds 02.

CAP COM Roger. Percent RCS systems B remaining

97, 02 is 26.
Sc Roger. Coming back are you ready?

CAP COM Roger (garble)

sc 086 70 21 6 9 27 72 29niner 67 29

67 29niner 450 36 37 34 39 100 97 26 0820 588.

CAP COM 9 Houston, you read back correct. On

that radiator flow control we'd like to go back to auto now

and see if it stays in 1.

SC 0k, it did. Houston 938

CAP COM Affirmative. You say you went to auto?

SC That's affirm and we're still in one.

CAP COM Roger. We copy. And 9 Houston did you

get my request there on the, your crew status when you get

a chance?
sc Roger. Ok I myself feel fine. Been

eating good, no pills and got about oh 5 hours sleep last

night.
, i

CAP COM Roger. Dave I guess we missed the sleep

here night before also think you can remember that?

SC Houston, 9 are you still with us?

CAP COM 9 go Roger.
sc ok. Night before last I got about 7 hours

sleep.
CAP COM Roger. Ok. I've got yours now.

SC Ok. Did you get everybody?

CAP COM Negative. I just got yours and thats

a11
'

sc Oh really? 0k, I guess I'll let Jim

give you a run down on RuBty again.
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CAP COM OK... If you'r talking Jim I'm not read-
ing you.

SC Are you reading us now Houston?
CAP COM I read you Dave.
SC Ok. Let me check my friends here.
SC Houston, how do you read?
CAP COM I got you now Dave, or Jim, about 40 seconds

to LOS in ah Guam at 08.
SC Ok. I took a actifed and two APC before

I went to bed last night and the night before. I got 7 hours
sleep the night before last and 5 hours last night. Rusty
took the seconal last night nothing the night before and
he got 7 hours and 5 hours.

CAP COM Ok, thank you.
PAO And this is Apollo Control. We've had

loss of signal at the Ascension Island tracking station.
During that pass we had apparently minor communications
problem aboard the spacecraft where McDivitt could not get
through in talking to the ground until the last few seconds
before LOS and he crammed into those few seconds the medical
and sleep reports on himself and Schweickart. Scott reported
that he had 5 hours sleep last night, 7 hours the night before,
is eating well and is taking no medication. McDivitt when
he did come on the line reported that he had taken 1 actifed,
and 2 APC's and had 7 hours sleep last night, 5 hours the
night before. Schweickart took 1 seconal and had 7 hours
sleep last night, 5 hours the night before. Apollo 9 will
next be acquired by the tracking station at Guam. At 8 minutes
past the hour for an 8 minute pass actually 7 minutes
46 seconds according to the table fairly high elevation I

hope. Following that it'll go almost directly over head
actually within 3/10ths of a degree of directly over head
of Mercury in the South Pacific. At 86 hours 37 minutes
ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 This la Apollo Control 87 hours 8 minutes
GET. A few seconds away frem acqusitior at the Guam tracking
station in the West Pacific. We'll ha«e almost continuous
coverage here over the Guam, Huntsville, the tracking ship
Huntsville, and tracking ship Mercury

£ with a few seconds
drop-out between each station. Standing by here for
acquisition and the subsequent conversation between Ron
Evans here at Mission Control, and the crew of Apollo 9.
There goes the call now.

CAPCCM Apollo 9.
sc Kog, Houston. Apollo 9 Go.
CAPCOM Roger Dave and tell Rusty we've got. another

new set of go/no go limits for rendezvous radar check after
RCS set. Do you want to copy down?

SC Okay„ stand by.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. While your digging

out books there, I've got some block data for you also.
sc Okay, give me the task first.
CAPCOM Okay on verb 83 verses verb 62, rendezvous

radar check after RCS set, Page 2 and LMP and CDR, rendezvous
procedures. Change limits. R plus or minus .27 nautical
miles, R dot plus or minus 6.0 feet per second. Over.

sc Roger, understand. Verb 83 verses verb
62, rendezvous radar check, page 2 and LMP and CDR, rendezvous.
Change limits, R plus or minus .27 nautical miles, R dot plus
or minus 6,0 feet per second,

CAPCOM Roger. These are the ones we had before
flight and we didn r

t get a change to stick in your book there,
so you can use your own ideas on them.

sc Okay, fine. What next?
CAPCOM Okay, I've got the block data, but before

we go into that, it looks like your primary radiator outlet
temperature was up to 51 degrees, so it was a valid switch
to slow propulsion number 2, and we're still checking it to
see what causes it, other that that.

sc Okay, fine. Looks like it's up to about
47 or so degrees now.

CAPCOM Okay.
sc Thank you. Do you have block data now?
CAPCOM Affirmative if you're ready.
sc Okay, give me 10 seconds.
S C Okay Ron, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay. Area 057 Alpha Charlie plus 115

minus 0319 089 1918 4094, 058 2 Alpha plus 263 minus 0270
050 553/ 4094 059 Alpha Charlie plus 322 minus 0279 0922925
4094 060 1 Alpha plus 294 minus 0629 093 5538 4094 061 1 Bravo
plus 335 minus 0629 095 2925 4094 0621 Bravo plus 327 minu
0625 097 0312 4094 0631 Alpha plus 272 minus 0630 098 3715
4094. Pitch trend minus 1.07 yaw minus 1.12 and this reflects
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CAPCOM - no, I say again no rendezvous maneuvers.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. About 20 seconds LOS

Huntsville at 17.

Sc Okay. I'll read it back to you when we

get there, Okay,
CAPCOM Oh sure.
sc i think I've got them all and understand

reflects no rendezvous maneuvers.
CAPCOM Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We've had loss

of signal at Guam, we have a 32 second gap between Guam

loss of signal and Huntsville acquisition of signal. During

that pass, the crew was passed up some different numbers

for the check out of the rendezvous radar, after the separation

burn of the command module for the start of the mini football,

and the first of several maneuvers in the rendezvous sequence.

Also block data for the several planned landing areas, so that

the crew would have on board the necessary information for

contingency landing in the next several revolutions if

necessary. These are routinely passed to the crew from time to

time. It appears that we've have had acquisition again with

the Apollo 9 spacecraft through the tracking ship Huntsville.

We'll stand by for continuation of the conversation. Space-

craft communicator Ron Evans is leaning over flight director

Pete Frank's console discussing a point prior to resuming

conversation

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Frank's console' discussing a point prior
to resuming conversation. Flight director and the spacecraft
communicator are still discussing some point that they plan
to pass up to the crew over Huntsville. Although we have had
acquisition, the discussion has not resumed. Standing by to
come up with the conversation when it does begin. Spacecraft
communicator is jotting down notes from his discussion with
the flight director prior to continuing the conversation
with Apollo 9 through Huntsville, anticipating momentarily
the familiar beep-beep as the spacecraft communicator keys
his microphone.

CAP COM Houston over Huntsville.
... Houston, Huntsville lost (garble) temporarily.

Huntsville LOS

.

Huntsville Mila two way
PAO We're still about a minute and a half

from loss of signal at Huntsville. Here we go again.
CAP COM Looks like we got about one and a half

minutes LOS, we'll pick you up at Mercury at 26.
SC Roger, Mercury at 26 and you want me to

readback from block data.
CAP COM Rog, I can read you good enough. Go

ahead. I'll get what I can.
SC Okay, 57 Alpha Charlie plus 115 minus

0319 0... 891918 0094 0582 Alpha plus 263 minus 0270 090 55

37 0094 0541 Alpha Charlie plus 322 minus 0279 092
29 25 0094 060 one Alpha plus 294 minus 4629 093 55 38
(garble)

CAP COM Ah Hoston.
SC (garble)
CAP COM Roger, I got 'cha right now but we're

just about to get 'cha, about 30 seconds yet so why - we'll
catch the rest of them over Mercury.

SC Rog, ... LOS.
PAO And we have had loss of signal at the

tracking ship Huntsville with a dropout of some 36 seconds
here before picking up at Mercury again. The pass over Mer-
cury will be then 3 degrees of directly overhead or our
zenith pass and because of the mechanical considerations of
the antenna onboard the Mercury as it reaches the zenith,
it'll be a few seconds dropout as they swivel the antenna
around and relock with Apollo 9. On a lower elevation angle
this would not be necessary, but apparently the antenna's
gimballing system is built in such a manner that the antenna
must be rotated around on our zenith pass. We show Mercury
acquisition at - should take place at about now. We are
standing by for resumption of the conversation.

CAP COM Houston through Mercury.
SC Roger, Houston, where'd we dropout.
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CAP COM Okay, atart with araa 61.

8c Okay 061 ana Brave plua 335 alnua 0629

095 29 25 4094 , 062 ana Bravo plua 327 ainui 0625 097 03 12

409 4, 063 ana Alpha plat 172 alnua 0630 098 37 15 4094, pitch

tria alnua 1.07, yaw tria alnua 1. 11 *n* na ranaaavaua aanau-

ar.
CAP COM ltftr, luaty. Taar yaw tria thara waa

alnua 1.12 an4 thla raflacta no ranauavoua aanauvara.
SC I Bat ' cha.

BHD 07 TAPS
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CAPCOM - reflects no rendezvous maneuvers.
SC I got you. Does that reflect the set

burn at all?
CAPCOM That's negative.
SC Negative on the set burn also, right?
CAPCOM Say, you're sounding pretty chipper this

aornlng

.

SC Oh, yeah man, we were hustling
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Roger, if we can get into the LM a little

early, I'd like to do it. Would you check to see what the
D set battery power is right now, and see if we've got the
margin to get in there a little early?

CAPCOM Rog, We'll check it and let you know.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Roger, there's no

problem on D set batteries

.

SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, about 30 seconds LOS.

We'll pick you up Ascension at 02 - uh , 03.
SC Roger

.

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control We've had LOS

at the tracking ship, Mercury. The next station to acquire
spacecraft Apollo 9 will be the Ascension tracking station,
at 2 minutes 55 seconds past the hour, Apollo 9 is over the
South Central Pacific nearing the end of the 55th revolution.
At 87 hours 34 minutes, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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pA0 This is Apollo Control. 88 hours 2 min-

utes ground-elapse time. Coming into acquisition it the

tracking station at Ascension Island in the South Atlantic.

This will be a very low eLavation angle pass. 1.9 degrees

on a total time of 3 minutes 45 seconds. It's unlikely that

a whole lot of conversation will take place over this track-

ing station however we will monitor and break in live for

any possible conversation. The crew at this time are probably

suiting up for a transfer to the lunar module. As mentioned

earlier they will not wear the gloves and helmets nor use the

long umbilicals for transfering to the lunar module.

sc Send through Ascension standing by.

CAPCOM Rog.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. Not a very

informative pass. Mostly line noise. One brief exchange

between spacecraft communicator Ron Evans and the crew of

Apollo 9. We'll continue to monitor for the less than 1

minute remaining in this pass.
sc ... about 25 seconds to LOS Guam at 44...

8tatl
pA0 This is Apollo Control. Although we

have not yet had loss of signal, some 20 seconds of remaining

doesn't seem very feasible to remain with the circuit open

with all of that background noise. Apollo 9 will be picked

up next over the tracking station at Guam at 43 nlnutes past

the hour. At 88 hours 6 minutes ground elapse time this is

Apollo Control.

end of tape
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PAO This is Apollo Control 88 hours 43 GET.

Apollo 9 approaching a sequence of passes over tracking

stations Guam, Huntsville, tracking ship Huntsville and the

ship Mercury. This will be the last pass of the evening

over Guam and Huntsville, however we have about 3 more over

Mercury before the orbital track moves out away from the

Mercury. There will be some 3 minutes laps between Guam

and Huntsville, and some 2 minutes between Huntsville and

Mercury. We'll stand by for communications over Guam. It's

a fairly low elevation angle pass, some 3 degrees, or a total

time of 4 minutes 59 seconds. Standing by for that first

call from spacecraft communicator Ron Evans to Apollo 9.

Flight director Pete Frank has been advised that data is

coming in, here goes the call.
SC Roger. Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear.
SC Houston, how do you feel about the Gumdrop

today putting the evap secondary water flow control to auto.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, stand by.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston, Go.

Sc Roger. In case you wonder where we are,

we're on page 10, rendezvous 10 of the check list. It looks

like we're running about an hour ahead of schedule.
CAPCOM Rog. Good.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston, high bit rate.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We concur with the evap water

control to auto, for Gumdrop.
SC Okay, did you concur.

CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, 30 seconds LOS.

Huntsville at 52 and low bit rate for Spider.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apparently we

have had loss of signal at the tracking station Guam. During

the brief exchange over that station, spacecraft commander

Jim McDivitt reported that he and Schweickart were approximately

an hour ahead in the lunar module rendezvous check list.

We're less than 3 minutes away from acqusition at the tracking

station, tracking ship Huntsville. We'll keep the circuit

up until we do have acquisition and rejoin the conversation

over that station, and the subsequent pass over tracking

ship Mercury. During the earlier shift, prior to this one

here in Mission Control, a large box of sandwiches was

brought in, courtesy of the Nausaau Bay Baptist Church. The
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PA0 - mission commentator exercised a certain

amount of manners by eatting the last of the sandwiches.

We're expecting acquisition at Huntsville at 51 minutes

50 seconds past the hour, about a minute away. The flight

dynamics people here at Mission Control are busy generating

maneuver tables for the series of maneuvers in the rendezvous

sequence. It is not expected, at least from the displays

here that the rendezvous will differ to greatly from the

pre-mission flight plans, however the times and thrust values

will be changed somewhat. About 20 seconds out of Huntsville

now, standing by for the first call. We hear some conversation

down in the mud so to speak. Sounds like Gumdrop and Spider

are talking. Let's listen in although Ron Evans has not

called the spacecraft.
SPIDER Hang on.

CUMDROP Go ahead anyway.

GUMDROP Loud and clear.

SPIDER Hey, try mine to, will you?

GUMDROP Okay. Okay, we can figure both radio s

over here.

END OF TAPE
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Sc Loud and clear. How now?

CAP COM Loud and clear.

SPIDER Ok, it looks like a good word Jim.

GUM DROP Clear (garble) I wonder what makes something

like that fail?
SPIDER I don't know. It's weird isn t it.

GUM DROP Maybe Houston will have something to adjust

it

.

SPIDER Let's get back on the vox.

GUM DROP Ok, (garble)
CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. Through Huntsville

we caught you there but we don't know what you're having

trouble with.
sc Ok Houston, this is Apollo 9. Apparently

both the push to talk button on the LMP aide of the LM have

failed. The one on the cable and also the one on the air

control failed and the only amount of transmission that he

had was voxed.
CAP COM Roger. We'll call and see if we can t

do some trouble shooting for you.

sc ok, we checked out the CDR's side and it

seems to work Ok.
CAP COM Roger, copy, Spider.

sc Read you loud and clear... Roger stand

by on 8. I'll be trying to ...Ok... Ok...

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston 1 minute to LOS, Mercury

at 00.
i_ 4 *-

sc Roger. It appears that the intercom ...

are not triggered and yet the tape recorder does not go off-

It looks like there's something funny in there, too. Rog, I m

sorry. I'm on vox and on vox the intercom button should

not be triggered except when I'm talking and if the tape

recorder does not go off. ... Roger data ...

pA0 This is Apollo Control. We're in a

aap between the tracking ship Huntsville and the ship Mercury.

Approximately 2 minutes gap. We'll stand by until the conversation

n resumes over the Mercury. During the Huntsville pass it

was reported that by the crew that the lunar module pilot

was having some difficulty with his intercom buttons. The

push to talk buttons on the hand controller and he could

only speak with the so called vox mode that is voice actuated

microphone. They're doing some trouble shooting here to,

in the mission control to see how best to help out the crew.

Here goes air to ground again.
CAP COM Rog, are you ready to accept?

Sc Manned spider is on also Houston.

CAP COM Now roger, got you spider.

SPIDER Houston, Spider.
CAP COM Spider, Hou»ton go.

SPIDER Roger. For your information the commander

is ah OPS is 5600 PSI. I'm checking them out right now so
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SPIDER
CAP COM
CAP COM
SPIDER
CAP COM

fer time.
SPIDER

give that to you
CAP COM
GUM DROP

good. That's
CAP COM

I'll read you some of the stuff.
Ok, go.
Spider, Houston.
Roger, go ahead.
Rog, we'd like your CSM to LM power trans-

Roger. I think Gumdrop can probably
little bit better.
Roger
An hour ahead Houston. That's pretty

within 5 minutes.
Ok, we'll take that. That's a good number.

and I have you're rendezvous pass down there for spider

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM and I have your rendezvous pass down there

for the Spider and Gumdrop, if you're ready to copy.

GUMDROP Gumdrop to Spider, stand by.

SPIDER What is it you want to give us, Houston?

CAPCOM Your rendezvous pad for your DAP data

load.
SPIDER Stand by, this is Spider to Gumdrop. Let

me know when you're ready.
GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Okay, Spider is ready to copy anything

you've got there, Houston.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider ready. Gumdrop are you

ready?
GUMDROP Houston, before we start on

this, what Is this you're going to give us?

CAPCOM Roger, this is your rendezvous pad for

your DAP data load, CSM weight, and gimbal angles.
GUMDROP Okay, Gumdrop 's ready.
CAPCOM Roger, I'll go. CSM_ weight: 27 009 ,

LM weight: 22 145,. for Spider GDA drfve "angles Rl pitch 00428,

toiTWmV, CSM trim angles: Pitch minus 1.00, Yaw minus

1.10, Delta VC 16.1. Over.
CAPCOM That's - I'm sorry, that's SPS tail-off

instead of Delta VC

.

GUMDROP And, Houston, would you repeat the CSM

weight for me.
CAPCOM CSM weight: 27 009.

SPIDER Okay, readback on the LM weight.

CAPCOM Rog.
SPIDER LM weight 22 145, CSM weight 27 009,

Spider trim angles are plus 00428, 00730.
CAPCOM Houston, Roger.
GUMDROP And for the Gumdrop, I have pitch trim

of minus 1.00, Yaw trim of minus 1.10, Delta V tail-off at

CAPCOM Roger, and Spider you might make sure

your LMP audio control switches are in normal.

SPIDER Did you get that, Gumdrop?
GUMDROP Negative. He faded on me, too.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston, low bit rate.

PAO And this is Apollo Control. Apparently,

we have had LOS at Mercury. During that pass over tracking

ship Mercury, it was reported by spacecraft commander, Jim

McDivitt, that the transfer power from the CSM umbilical to

the lunar module power source was approximately 1 hour earlier

than called for in the flight plan. Apollo 9 is nearing the

end of 56th revolution. The next station to acquire Apollo 9
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FAO will be Canary Islands station, at
39 nlnutes past the hour, some thirty-one minutes from this
point. At 89 hours 08 minutes GET , this Is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 89 hours 39 min-
utes GET. Apollo 9 is now over the mid-Atlantic approaching
the Canary Islands tracking station in a few seconds. This
pass over Canary overlaps the lower edge of the Madrid station
the first time today, for a total pass of the two stations
of floae 9 minutes duration. We'll stand by for a call by
spacecraft communicator, Stu Roosa, apparently who's sitting
at the console with Ron Evans. We should have had Canary's
acquisition at this time. We have data coming in. Here goes
Roosa's call. At least he has his button punched for air-to-
ground. There he goes.

CAPCOM through the Canaries.
SPIDER Hold on, Houston, this is Spider reading

you loud and clear.
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
CAPCOM Rog. I copy both you and Gumdrop, we

want to update your Y PIPA and, if we cut the REFSMMAT in
there we'll just have to punch it in manually. Do you want
me to give you the address or do you want us to do it?

GUMDROP Rog. I'm working on the tunnel, why don't
you all do it, Okay?

CAPCOM Say again, Gumdrop.
GUMDROP I said, I'm working on the tunnel, why

don't you all go ahead and do it?
CAPCOM I think that's a sterlin' idea. We'll -

GUMDROP You've got Stu in accept.
CAPCOM Rog. Thank you Gumdrop.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CAPCOM Go, Gumdrop.
GUMDROP Spider's calling you.
CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, say again, I'm

not reading you at all.
SPIDER Do you read, now?
CAPCOM Rog. I'm reading you loud and clear,

now, Jim.
SPIDER Okay. I'd like to report that the heater

indicator on my OPS does not come on. I'm planning on using
Rusty 'b until we get the major contingency transferred. We've
just got an AGS caution warning light on. I don't know how
long it's been up there. I just centered up and turned around
here .

CAPCOM Rog. Spider. I copy both those and we
see the AGS warning light. We'll give you some words on it,

SPIDER Okay. Roger, Stu, the AGS light did not
light off an answer alarm except when I turn the AGS on. My
guess is that the AGS light came on and stayed on when I

activated the AGS, but there's no way I can be sure of that.
CAPCOM Rog. Spidar, copy.
SPIDER So for your information, Houston, we're
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SPIDER doing the pressure integrity check, we're

Just trying the pressure integrity check, right now.

CAPCOM Rog, Spider, copy.

END OF TAPE
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SC light came on and stayed on when I acti-
vated the AGS but there's no way I can be sure of that.

CAP COM Rog , ... copy

.

SC For your information, Henson, we're doing
the pressure integrity check, we're just starting the pres-
sure integrity check right now.

CAP COM Rog, Spider, copied. (pause) Gumdrop,
this is Houston. We're through with the ... has been updated
and the computer is yours.

SC Roger, thank you.
CAP COM Spider, Gumdrop, bring up your S-band for

Madrid. (pause) Gumdrop, this is Houston. Do you read?
(pause) Spider, Houston. If you read, Rusty check your
suit isolation valve we're showing it disconnect.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apparently we've
had loss of signal at Madrid without any response from the
crew over Madrid station. They may not have turned up their
S-band volume. This particular station is one of several
with the S-band capability and requires that the receiver for

that particular mode of communication be turned up. Likewise
at Honeysuckle Creek in Australia. The next station to acquire
Apollo 9 will be the tracking ship Mercury at 35 minutes past
the hour which will be approximately 45 minutes from now.

About half a revolution without any contact with the space-
craft. At the present time the crew in the lunar module are

conducting a pressure integrity checks of the pressure gar-
ments, or spacesuits. At 89 hours 50 minutes ground elapsed
time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 90 hours 35 min-

a time We're within seconds of acquisition

HrC?

;

: H=: ::.::t.ri
;

::ii:;>
initial call by spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa.

Ipioir fc°i<* 18 n ° longer "« ulred " d *ny tlme

you get a chance 0620 and ah...
Y * Roger. 321 mark.

Give us another 321 mark.

B ...

0k, now read out.

Ok, 14735 28980 34653

Now let me see if I got those. 14735

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

28980 34653.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAP COM

That's correct.
Ok, thank you.
Roger
That is Spider and Gumdrop, this is

have you about 4 minutes and
Houston through the Mercury,

copie^the CSM "l^J^ m yQU ready for the LM an,les?

CAP COM
?Vgo?n g into the high series for you first.

"
COM

76 01 ni
Rog.

07
I<

0

ll
30
re.d those back in i«.t a second.

W.-d 111* to have a B !«»y dump. We're standing by any

tl.. on your mark. ^ ^ ^
finish up the stop liner procedure and we'll be right with

y°u '

ok. reading back your angle. CSM 14735 28

The LM 15 476 01 niner 07 01 305.

That's Charlie.
Ok, we'll go to work on soma angles.

Houston, Gumdrop.
Still Gum Drop.

,

I have my gyro torquing angles if you re

CAP COM
niner 80 34653.

CAP COM
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

ready

.

CAP COM
GUMDROP

363 plus 00
CAP COM
GUMDROP

00 193.
Roger!*

d
GET 90 31 30 plus 01 09 7 minus

Roger, Gumdrop I copy.

Ok, here we come with the E memory dump

if youi ready Houston.
CAP COM We're rocking on ready

GUMDROP Roger 321 mark E memory dump.

SPIDER Houston, Spider.

CAP COM Go ahead Spider.
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SPIDER Roger. I just noticed that we don't have

R and D instrumentation closed or we did not have it closed

for that E memory dump. Do you want to re-do that?

CAP COM We'd like to have the E memory dump again.

We had a drop out of telemetry and stand by.

CAP COM Disregard the circuit breaker, let s

have the E memory dump.
SPIDER Ok, I understand. Negative on the R and

D B and ah another E memory dump. 3

CAP COM Ok, Spider this is Houston. We re not

goin to get it here. Well see ya over Antigua at about drill

3 and Spider give us low bit rate if you read.

SPIDER Will do ... over Antigua.

CAP COM That's affirmative Spider. And Gumdrop

this is Houston, if you still read me we didn't give you a

NAV checkup but we pulled a vector compare, it s real good

we're going to disreguard it.

SPIDER Gumdrop, Roger understand.

CAP COM Gumdrop, Houston we'd recommend AC row

pA0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently

Apollo 9 went over the hill at the tracking ship Mercury

without being able to acknowledge the last transmission from

spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa. We will becoming upon

the tracking station Antigua overlapping tracking ship Vanguard,

Canary Island tracking station and Madrid with first acquisi-

tion it Antigua. At 2 minutes 40 seconds past the hour with

continuous coverage across the before mentioned stations

tilling Madrid at 23 minutes past the hour. We're approximately

21 minutes total pass over these 4 stations. At 90 hours

41 minutes ground elapsedtime this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 91 hours 02 minutes
GET. Some 40 seconds away from acquisition at the Antigua
tracking station. For the beginning of about a 20 minute
pass, Antigua, tracking ship Vanguard, Canary Islands, and
Madrid. We'll stand by here until the spacecraft communicator
Stu Roosa makes the initial call. There likely will be a

great deal of exchange during this 20 minute pass and getting
all of the details sorted out. Information exchange between
ground and the crew in preperation for the undocking, and
the subsequent rendezvous sequence. We've had an indication
of acquisition of signal at Antigua. There goes.

CAPCOM Gumdrop , Houston through Antigua. Do
you read me?

GUMDROP Gumdrop 5 square.
CAPCOM Rog, Gumdrop. Do I have Spider with me

and as soon as we get data here, we're going to have

that E-memory dump again Spider.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Houston's on the line

and they say as soon as they get data we're going to do the
E-memory dump again.

SPIDER Roger, we're ready.
GUMDROP Okay, Spider, do you read Houston?
SPIDER Spider, Houston. We read you now.
CAPCOM Okay, while we're waiting on that

E-memory dump, let me give you torquing angles.
SPIDER Roger, ready to copy.
CAPCOM Rog. Torquing angles minus 00370 minus

00790 minus 00310.
SPIDER Roger. Read back, 00370 minus 00790

minus 00310.
CAPCOM Rog, copy, and we'd like to have high

bit rate.
SPIDER Roger. High bit rate. Houston, did you

ever find out anything about that AGS warning light yet?
CAPCOM Rog. We're working on that, and we'll

probably have a proceedure for you that might solve the
problem, probably be able to turn it off and back on again,
but we'll pass you the details later.

SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Report 42.
SPIDER Houston say again.
CAPCOM Spider this is Houston. We are getting

CSM data, we are getting no data from you, you might check
the switches please.

SPIDER Roger, everything's checked out. We're
in telemetry high.

GUMDROP Houston, Our DS instrumentation B circut
breaker coming in now.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
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CAPCOM Okay s we've got out data, Spider, we're
ready for E-memory iu

.

p on your mark.
SPIDER &oger s 3, 2, I , mark. Atd Houston,

be advised tbat once again (static; -

CAPCOM I'm sorry Jim, I couldn'e read that,
say again.

SPID2R Roger. Super critical pressure gage
is not seem to ba working for the descant propulsion system.

CAPCOM Rog c copy 0 Spider
B we're reading 704

on the super crii,
SPIDER Okay,.
CAPCOM Okay Spider,, Houston. The dump is

complete
, we ; ?s ready to up link your state vector lust MATT.

SPIDER Roger. Okay go ahead,
CAPCOM 3kay

s it's on its way,
SPIDER Houston, Spider. We're ready to copy the

NAV check if you h* • e it.
CAPCOM Rog. Reading the NAV check, 092 0000

minus 2799 plus 14621 1245 . Spider,, Houston. Did you copy
the NAV check?

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston, Try me again.
SPIDER Gkay, Houston. Spider's back on with

you now. I got the time and that's all.
CAPCOM Rog. Reading you have the time, minus

2799 plus 14631 1245.
CAPCOM Gumdrop. Do you read Houston?
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Houston's picking up

on me too

.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider. We've got you now. Try

your read back,
SPIDER Okay, I didn't get it, your bring up

pretty badly, Houston. I get minus 027 so say again would
you please

.

CAPCOM Okay, Starting with the time, 092 0000
minus 2799 plus 14631 1245.

SPIDER Roger, 92 0000 minus 2799 plus 14631
1245 .

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Spider. Houston
confirms the update.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM Okay, Spider, Guadrop, I've probably got
you solid now, how do you read ae?

SPIDER Better now, Houston.
GUMDROP Almost five by.
CAP COM Ah, very good. (pause) Okay, Spider,

this is Houston. We've got the state vector in, we have
Verb 66ed it and we're gonna hand over here within a few sec-
onds and then we'll put in the REFSMMAT.

SPIDER Okay, Roger.
GUMDROP Spider, Guadrop. I have a good transfer

now

.

SPIDER Very good. Just a couple of minutes
we're gonna find out if we have a good radar. (pause) Okay
Houston let us know when you're ready for the giabal drive
and throttle.

CAP COM Okay, Spider, the computer is yours we
are ready for your giabal drive and throttle checks. Press
ahead

.

SPIDER Roger. It works. (pause) Okay Houston
I'm gonna start the drive now.

CAP COM Rog. Go ahead Spider, we're ready.
SPIDER ... (pause) Okay are you ready for the

throttle check?
CAP COM That's affirmative, Spider. Go ahead.
SPIDER Roger. LMP throttle is ainiaua, coming

up to the sogt stop, soft stop is 53 percent, STP is off scale
high DEARCPA light back down to the soft stop to idle.

CAP COM Rog, Spider, we copied. Go ahead.
SPIDER Okay here comes the commander's throttle..
CAP COM Okay, press ahead Jim, the LMP ' a throttle

looked good.
SPIDER We're up to soft stop, full throttle,

back down to (cut-off)
CAP COM Rog, it looked good let's press and this

time both vehicles can bring up their S-band.
SPIDER Roger.
CAP COM Spider, this is Houston. You're GO on

your gimbals and the throttle checks we're standing by for
the hot fire.

SPIDER Roger. Okay, Gumdrop . We're gonna
be doing our hot fire check here.

GUMDROP Rog, Go at three.
SPIDER Here comes the (fade)
CAP COM Rog, very weak but we're getting good

data. Press ahead, Spider.
SPIDER Okay, complete. Okay we're gonna do the

high level check now.
CAP COM Okay, Spider. We're getting data.
SPIDER Complete.
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CAP COM Okay, Gumdrop can you read me?
SPIDER
GUMDROP Rog.
CAP COM Okay, Spider's very weak. Data is good

however let me - and I'd like to remind you that B-3 still
enabled . .

.

GUMDROP Rog. Spider, Gumdrop. They say you're
still good.

SPIDER Roger, wc read 'em and we're gonna start the
PGNCS check here in just a minute. We just did the AGS Trans-
ration and control check.

CAP COM Rog, now you're loud and clear, Spider.
We're working through Madrid now.

SPIDER Okay, here cones the PGNCS and TTCA's
CAP COM Okay.
SPIDER It's complete.
CAP COM Roger, Spider.
SPIDER Houston how do y9u read Spider.
CAP COM You're loud and clear, Spider.
SPIDER Okay. What's the trouble with out con

here?
CAP COM I don't know. You got real weak on me, but

good data across on you there. And then it came in good when
we handed off to Madrid. Okay, and we're probably gonna lose
Madrid shortly and we'll see you over Carnarvon at 51. The
first look at your checks look real good, Spider.

SPIDER Okay, Houston, say again the time.
CAP COM Rog. We'll see you at Carnarvon about

51 .

GUMDROP Roger, Carnarvon 51 and Spider he said
your tests look good.

CAP COM And Spider give me low bit rate.
SPIDER Okay, low bit rate.
CAP COM And we just about used it up that time,

troops .

SPIDER Yeah, I sure would appreciate if we had
better comm.

CAP COM So would I. Gumdrop, this is Houston —
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger. This is Houston. Did you get *

CMW right at the end there?
SPIDER negative.
CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

SPIDER Should I have?
CAPCOM Ho. the H2 heater cycle works here

whether you got it or not.
SPIDER Okay.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. We're within a

few seconds of LOS time here on the displays at the Madrid

stations. The next station to acquire Apollo 9 will be

Carnarvon, Australia. Tracking station for the first pass

of the morning. At 50 minutes 14 seconds past the hour for

slightly over 5 minutes tracking time, there will be no doubt

edditional conversation there, as the crew continues to go

through the various systems checks in preparation for the

undocking, and rendeivous sequence of the day. At 91 hours

24 minutes GET , this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO This ia Apollo Control. Let's join the

converaation in progreaa over Carnarvon.
SPIDER Houaton, thia ia Spider hare. We Juat

finished our landing radar teat. We got the rendeavoue radar

teat one tine and it ran pretty good. We could do it again
for you if you like. We're getting the ag cal data for you
right now,

CAP COM All right, understand and we'd like to have
high bit rate and leave it on from now on.

SPIDER Ok, high bit rata from now on. How bout
that R & D B . You want that on from now on?

CAP COM That'a affirmative Spider. Ok?
SPIDER Ok Houston. If you don't have any higher

priority area the ag cal data.
CAP COM That's number 1 on our liat. Spider go.

SPIDER Ok, before the cal, the biaa were reapect-
ably 00 and minua also.

CAP COM All right, copy.
SPIDER The drift coeficient for plua 407 plua

30 la 28 and plua all zeros.
CAP COM Ok, copy.
SPIDER . . . The biaa coeficient for plus 0 plua

O'a plus 0's minus all 7.

CAP COM Copy.
SPIDER The Coeficient for plua 0019 plua

0013 and 0001

.

CAP COM Rog, I copy those, Spider. Thank you
very much

.

SPIDER Ok, I've got a question for you.
CAP COM Go ahead.
SPIDER Here we notice in updating the aga that

the computer activity line waa on for a very long while. I

wonder if maybe you updated our C vector more than a rev ahead
and then by doing a verb 47 we intergrated it backward too

far. I wonder if you could have someone look at that. Did
you get that one?

CAP COM We copy, yes I understand.
SPIDER Ok, is this a queation of whether verb 47

hurts us when we do that?
CAP COM Rog, we can verify our state vector waa

not more than a rev ahead and we copied your queation on the

verb 47.
SPIDER Ok, as long as it was not more than a

rev ahead when you updated us there should be no sweat,
cap com Rog, copy.
GUMDROP Houaton, Gumdrop.
CAP COM Go Gumdrop.
GUMDROP My fuel cell 2 condenaor exhauat tempera-

ture ia at pan high. What'a it look like to you?
CAP COM Rog, Gumdrop. We've been checking that.

It ia running a little high. We think it'a going to hold
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CAP COM Ok through the rendezvous.
GUMDROP Ok, fine. It hasn't changed much during

the last 30 minutes. I just wanted to make sure of it.

CAP COM Rog. It's been cycling with the night
day cycle. We even think it ... their radiator.

GUMDROP Ok
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. Do you want

either the landing radar or the rendezvous radar test performed
again over the tape?

CAP COM That's a negative Spider.
SPIDER Ok, great.
CAP COM Stop your clear to turn your transformer

on a bit.
SPIDER Rog, and I also expect (garble)
CAP COM Ok, fine
SPIDER We'll configure the same way, will be

receiving and transmitting.
SPIDER Ok, the ... power is on.
CAP COM Ok Gumdrop are you ready to support a

lighting check?
GUMDROP Ready to support.
GUMDROP Ok, we're going to turn our tracking

light on now, see if you can see it.

SPIDER Oh, I don't see any flashing, do you?
GUMDROP Look down at the porch, Jim.
GUMDROP I don't see anything either.
SPIDER I don't see it either, Dave.
GUMDROP Just a minute.
SPIDER Houston, are you with us yet?
CAP COM Roger, Spider. Do you read?
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.
CAP COM Houston here. Go ahead.
SPIDER Okay. It didn't look like our tracking light

was on. I think I might see it right now though. Yes, Dave,
I think I see it flashing.

CAP COM Roger. Copy. And we'd like to have
your S-band volumes up at about five-seven. We'll be at

Honeysuckle in about a couple of minutes.
GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER It's your reflection on one of the quads

out here, but I think it is flashing.
GUMDROP Yes, I've got (garbled) by the porch now.
SPIDER Boy, it's sure not very bright, is it?

GUMDROP No, it doesn't seem to be.
SPIDER Hey, go into a docking wave.
GUMDROP Okay. I've got one of them on the right.
SPIDER Okay. That's good enough. We'll leave

the docking lights on for you.
GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Okay, why don't you give me your lights?
GUMDROP All right. Here comes my docking

lights.
SPIDER I don't see anything.
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pA0 We have passed the scheduled time for

LOS of signal at Carnarvon tracking station. We have a

dropout here - some tvo minutes between Carnarvon and the

Honeysuckle station in the eastern part of Australia. Some

of the initial times that are being generated h«" < h*

rendezvous sequence are beginning to show up on displays as

the Lunar Module, alias Spider, will begin to spin a web

around Gumdrop for the next several hours and come back to

redock to complete the rendezvous sequence. The display

shows tie separation burn, which will be done by the Com-

mand Module - just a very small burn at 5 'T^.-
radially downward. That's taking place; 93 hours 2 min-

utes. 53 seconds Ground Elapsed Time. This

put the Command Module in an equal period the

maximum seperation from the Lunar Module of some 2.8 miles.

We've got Honeysuckle now. Let's listen in.

GUMDROP What did you say?

SPIDER 1 said give me a rag.

GUMDROP All right, there's not much difference

between them.
SPIDER

and try to dock,
eye on me. As a

GUMDROP
SPIDER

direction. Looks like I'

attitude hold a bit.
GUMDROP Okay

.

CAP COM Spider - Gumdrop. Houston through Honey-

suckle. I have your phasing pad when you are ready copy.

GUMDROP Roger, Houston. Standby, I'll get out

the pencil and pad.
Standing by.
Hey, Dave, (garbled) find any work at

All right then Dave. When we come back

You are really going to have to keep an

matter of fact (garbled) yesterday, I think.

Not too much.
All right (garbled) pointed in the right

"
i getting dangerous. I'll just

all.

CAP COM
SPIDER

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

to copy?
SPIDER
GUMDROP

No, how you?
(Garbled.)
(Garbled) ... phasing pad

.

You ready

I can't
S-band

hear . .

.

S-band. We're on S-band.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston. How do you read?
GUMDROP (Garble) I have my volume up right.
SPIDER Spider agrees.
CAPCOM Spider/Gumdrop reading phasing pad.

093 47 34 00 plus 00 009 all DETs minus 00 907 00 907 000
286 plus 00020 all DETs minus 00907 your sep time 093025300
TPI 0 094575300. End of update.

SPIDER Roger. On the readback we've got 093 47
34 00 plus 000 09 all DETs minus 00 907 00 907 all DETs 286
plus 00020 all DETs minus 00907, TPI0945753.

CAPCOM Okay, Rusty, read me your sep time again.
We dropped it there.

SPIDER Roger, Sep 930253.
CAPCOM That's right, Houston confirms the pass.

It looks good.
GUMDROP And Gumdrop (garble)
SPIDER Can you do the sep time, Dave?
GUMDROP (garbled)
SPIDER Okay, are you transmitting Dave?
GUMDROP Negative.
SPIDER Okay, we've got a change in our conn,

since we reconfigured here, I was just trying to figure out
why .

GUMDROP Okay, I'm changing (garbled)
GUMDROP No? Is that right?
CAPCOM And, we're about a minute off Honeysuckle,

here, so we'll see you over the Mercury about 10.
Gumdrop

.

(garbled)
PAO This is Apollo Control. We've apparently

had LOS at the tracking station at Honeysuckle, Australia.
During that pass, the maneuver updates were read to the crew
for the separation of the lunar module from the command module.
That time is 93 hours 02 minutes 53 seconds GET. The time for
the phasing maneuver, which will take place half way through
what would be called the mini football, where they're out about
3 nautical miles away and checking the rendezvous radar, they
go into the second larger football rendezvous portion. The
time of that maneuver is 93 hours 47 minutes 34 seconds, and
the Delta V, or velocity, will be 90.7 feet per second. This
is a radially upward burn which places the lunar module in an
orbit that can be described as an equal period. The separation
during this particular maneuver will not exceed - stand by one.
During the maneuver after the phasing burn, the separation will
be some 45 nautical miles in trailing distance, as the command
module being in a lower orbit, proceeds out ahead of tha lunar
module. The tracking ship, Mercury, is upcoming next, at 9

minutes 36 seconds past the hour, some 3 minutes away. At 92
hours 6 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.
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PAO Thla is Apollo Control, 92 hours 09 min-
utes ground elapsed tlae. Should be coaing up on the track-
ing ship Mercury within about 30 seconds, however, If the
Carnarvon pass waa any indication, we Bay be a few seconds
earlier than that in eavesdropping on the conversation between
Guadrop and Spider as they continue in their pre-rende svous
checklist and systems test. We're standing by for any traf-
fic on the air-ground circuit.

CAP COM Through Mercury.
SPIDER Houston, Spider. Bow do you read?
CAP COM Read you loud and clear, Spider. This is

Houston. Tou are GO for undocklng, you are GO for 78 dash 1,
your AGS is GO you can just unscrew the bulb if that light
bothers you nd would like te infora you that during the
phasing burn and probably also during breaking, you can anti-
cipate a heater CAUTION light coaing on. This will be froa
the RCS and this is after looking at the data that we've got
here. There'll be "no sweat".

Okay, thank you.
Houston, Guadrop. Spider, Guadrop.
Co ahead, Guadrop, Spider.
I'll give you a mark at 51 10, okay?
Okay,
One - aark.
Okay, we're off by about a second.
Okay.
Bey, you sure sound funny all of a sudden

SPIDER
GUMDR0P
SPIDER
GDMDR0P
SPIDER
GUMDR0P
SPIDER
GUMDR0P
SPIDER

say soaething again,
GUMDROP

other (static)
SPIDER

Okay, soaething again, now awitch to the

Oh, alright, you sound sort of garbled.
Spider (static)
Houston, Spider. Do you read?
Spider, this is Houston. I'a reading

SPIDER
CAP COM

you loud and clear.
SPIDER
CAP COM

read?
GUMDROP
CAP COM

down Guadrop.
GUMDROP

I've got a fuel cell two light,
know

.

CAP COM Rog, understand fuel cell two light and
that's in the TCE?

GUMDROP That's afflraative.
CAP COM Okey. And you're loud and clear now

Guadrop

.

Roger. Guadrop' s trying to call you.
Guadrop, thia is Houston. How do you

Oh you're breaking up alightly and way

Ah, roger, that's ... and (static) and
Just thought I'd let you
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GUMDROP Okay

.

SPIDER You're Btill a little garbled to me,

Gumdrop. Whatever you did in the last few minutes, it sure

changed the character of your radio.
GUMDROP Lemme go back the other way.

SPIDER Gumdrop it wasn't that, it was when you

switched to the rendezvous configuration, I believe.
GUMDROP Rog, lemme try it the other way.

SPIDER It's about the same.

GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Now it changed.
CAP COM Gumdrop, Houston.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop, Go.

CAP COM Okay, that PCE's hanging right on the

ragged edge, Dave, on that caution and warning trip and we'll

be keeping an eye on it for you but it might trip off here a

couple of times during the rendezvous.
GUMDROP Okay, very well. Thank you.

CAP COM Rog. And troops, I'm gonna lose you here

we'll see you over the sunny Grand Bahamas at about 36.

GUMDROP Roger. Gumdrop.
PAO And this is Apollo Control. We've now

had loss of signal at the tracking ship Mercury. During that

pass the crew of Apollo 9 were given the GO for undocking

which will take place shortly after they begin this next pass

over the Eastern Teat Range; Grand Bahama, Antigua and the

tracking ship Vanguard and on over to Canary Islands and

Madrid. Some 27 minutes altogether overlapping passes over

those stations. They were also given a routine GO for rev-

olution 78 and landing area 1. The maneuver pad for phasing

was read up to them. The undocking will take place, as men-

tioned earlier, just after acquisition at the Antigua track-

ing station and that will begin many hours of very complicated

maneuvers by both the spacecraft and an Earth orbit simulation

of the type of job that will have to be done in lunar orbit

on the subsequent lunar orbital and lunar landing missions.

Acquisition time at Grand Bahamas is 35 minutes 27 seconds

past the hour to begin the aforementioned 27 minute continuous

pass. At 92 hours 17 minutes ground elapsed time, this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 92 hours 34

minutes GET. We're some 1 minute 20 seconds away from
acquisition at Grand Bahama Islands on continuous pass
across the lower part of the eastern test range on over to

the tracking ship Vanguard, Canary Islands, and Madrid.
One of the first items to take place during this pass will
be the undocking of the command module from the lunar module.
This is done when the command module pilot Dave Scott will
trip a switch in the cockpit to extend the docking probe
and this in turn deactivates the 12 latches that hold the
two docking collars together, and provides a general nudge
to the lunar module, to move it away at probably a foot per
second away from the command module. Before there are any
further separation, the command module pilot will take a

sequence of still and motion pictures of the lunar module.
First a fairly closeup range of about 10 feet of some of
the RCS quads on the lunar module, then they'll move out to
45 to 50 feet while the lunar module does a sort of pirouette
for inspection photograhs at all angles, including a pitch
over where the pictures can be made of the descent stage.
Here comes the transmltion now through the Grand Bahamas.

CAPCOM Rog, Gumdrop. If you've got time now,
we'd like for you go except so during this busy period we
can ship you a state vector. We'll not give you a NAV check,
we'll do a vector compare.

GUMDROP Rog. Going to descent now.
CAPCOM Rog. Thank you.
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider, we're reading

you also now.
CAPCOM Very good, you're loud and clear.

Standing by for your undock.
SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP We get it.
SPIDER Roger, we're ready.
GUMDROP Ready.
SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP 10

.

GUMDROP 3, 2, 1, undock.
SPIDER UHOH. We didn't release.
GUMDROP Hang on set.
GUMDROP We have a short probe backwards.
SPIDER Say again.
GUMDROP I said would you hang on a second, I'm

going to pull back a little.
SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Okay, we're nice and stable with respect

to you. Okay, we seem to be hanging; if you let the probes
out, the capture latches haven't released.

SPIDER Yeah, that's what it looks like.
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SPIDER We're pretty stable here* wonder what's
wrong with it.

GUMDROP Houston, got any suggestions?
CC We're copying all that Guadrop and Spider.

Stand by

,

GUMDROP Okay, you're free.
SPIDER I'm free?
GUMDROP Roger.
SPIDER What did you do?
GUMDROP Oh, went back to the old aeaory and put a

cycle on the switch and you look like you're free.
SPIDER Okay, great.
GUMDROP Okay, we're gonna start U around now. Hold

off.
SPIDER What?
GUMDROP Walt a Minute.
SPIDER I can't hear you.
GUMDROP Hold. Wait a ainute till I get clear.
SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Now you're clear.
SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Okay, our attitudes are a little screwed

up now Dave, so we may have a little problem with that.
GUMDROP Roger. I noticed.
SPIDER Okay, I 'a position keeping on you now so no

sweat

.

P Okay. Spider, I'm gonna stay in plane and
just follow you with the pitch.

SPIDER Okay, fine. How aa I drifting away froa
you?

GUMDROP Eliptic out of plane. To your rear.
SPIDER Okay, well, I can't notice that. My range

looks good except my yaw Is going about 1 degree per second.
GUMDROP Are you yawing now?
SPIDER That's right; I'n yawing right now. I'a

doing my 120 degree yaw. When I get over here Dave, why don't
I just stop the yaw and roll my roll so that I'm up, rightslde up
on the bellyband, then it'll get back to maybe about the right
attitude - at least in plane.

GUMDROP Good idea.
SPIDER Okay, Dave, I'm gonna roll up in plane now.

Okay, Dave, I'm gonna come rightslde up here now and when I get
there I'll just stop and you can position yourself.

GUMDROP Okay. (garble) underneath.

END OP TAPE
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GUMDROP (garble) just a 90-degree pitch up here.

SPIDER Okay, good idea.

SPIDER I think it would be alright if we juat get

some relative attitudes because I'm going to maneuver to the

proper attitude for the »ep and you can line up with me there.

GUMDROP Right, okay. Okay, I'm going to do the

pitch around maneuver and I'm going to pitch 90 degrees only.

Okay, fine.
Okay, I'm going to start now.
You're clear.
Looking good.
Okay.
That's a nice looking machine.
So is yours

.

That's about all it looks like though, is

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

some sort of machine.
SPIDER Okay Dave, when I get about perpendicular

to you, I'm going to stop and start ray yaw to the left.

Okay .

Okay, I'm going to start my yaw right now.

Okay

.

Go ahead.
I think we're in good shape attitude wise.

Yeah, we only got off about 20 or 30 degrees,

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER

there, Dave.
GUMDROP Yeah.
GUMDROP The power down locks look good so far

SPIDER That's very good.
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, Houston, sometime

within the next 4 minutes let's get - be sure your S-band

volume is up. We'll being going over to Madrid

SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMPDROP

sep burn.
SPIDER

COAS went out.
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

and it looks pretty clean.

Roger, Spider.
Gumdrop

.

Okay, I've got 13 minutes before the

Would you believe it, but I think my

(garbled) okay.
Is It okay?
Taking a look at your engine donw here,

SPIDER
SPIDER

right now I can'
GUMDROP

just a bit.
SPIDER
SPIDER

keeping here.
GUMDROP

Good.
I can't see much except your nose, so

even see that.
I see your skip rutter when I back off

Roger.
Okay, Dave, we can take over the station

Okay

.
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GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

see it.
GUMDROP

I've got a slight up movement on you.

(garbled)
You've got the station keeping.
I've got the station keeping.
Did you say your COAS was out?

It's working, it's so di« I just can'

(garbled)

END OF TAPE
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PAO Apollo Control here some 3 minutes away

from loss of signal at Madrid. While Spider does some man-

euvers out some 50 feet away from the command module, the

command module pilot Dave Scott is making sequence and still

photographs of the lunar module at the various attitudes

including looking directly down the nozzle of the large eng-

ine bell of the descent stage. We'll continue to monitor the

circuit as the two spacecraft drift on toward the time for

the separation burn which will begin the mini-football,
(pause) This is Apollo Control. Apparently both spacecraft

and their crews are busy with their cameras at this time

taking pictures of each other. We've had no communications

lately between the two spacecraft or with the ground. We'll

leave the circuit up until Madrid loss of signal, which is

about a minute away.
CAP COM Okay, Spider Gumdrop, we're gonna lose

you here within a minute at Madrid. We'll see you over

Carnarvon around 23.

GUMDROP Rog, Gumdrop copy. Carnarvon at 23.

CAP COM That's affirmative.
GUMDROP Hey, Spider on (static)

^

CAP COM And Gumdrop you're vector is good. We ve

looked at it, the computer is yours of course and you can go

block anytime.
pA 0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently we

have had loss of signal at the Madrid, Spain tracking station.

As the two spacecraft came across Grand Bahamas and on into

Antigua tracking station tracking range, they were docked

but the time I copied of actual undocking was 92:39:30 ground

elapsed time. There was some difficulty in getting the cap-

ture latches of the docking collar to release properly and

it took two attempts by command module pilot Dave Scott to

get the probe fully extended to where the latches would re-

lease the lunar module. McDIvitt and Schweikart in the

lunar module proceeded to maneuver out; first at a short

distance of about 10 feet for photographs of the RCS thruster

quads on the LM, then moved further out to 45 to 50 feet for

a turn around while facing the command module for a photography

sequence, pitch over for a photograph of the descent stage and

the descent engine bell. Some of the comments during that

period of photography in inspection included one by Scott say-

ing, you have a nice looking machine there. McDivitt responded

so's yours. The command module rendezvous radar transponder

was scheduled to be turned on shortly after the undocking.

The lunar module rendezvous radar will be turned on after the

separation burn, which is coming up at 2 minutes past the

hour. This will be a radially down burn using the command

module RCS thrusters to place the command module in a equal

period orbit which will produce a separation distance for a
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PA0 mini-football of less than 3 nautical

miles. The phasing burn which is a burn by the descent

propulsion system of the lunar module of some 90.7 feet-per-

second will be radially up. This again is scheduled at

93 hours 47 minutes 34 seconds and it will take place over

the tracking ship Mercury. Just at acquistion, there will

be a Mission Control Center GO-NO GO for this phasing burn.

The earlier separation burn for the mini-football will take

place at 93 hours 02 minutes 53 seconds and will be out of

contact with any ground tracking stations. Probably as the

large wall map shows, over the Red Sea and the Arabian penin-

sula. At 93 hours ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAo This is Apollo Control 93 hours 14 min-

utes ground slapsea time. Apollo 9 is now over the Indian

Ocean, coming on the time for the separation maneuver. There

not be a change of shift briefing this morning for the Orange

Team because of the intense amount of activity in this ren-

dezvous sequsnce. Flight Director Pete Frank prefers to

stay here in the Control Center to follow through on the

activitiss begun during his shift, when the crew was awakened

about an hour earlier than had been scheduled before, so

that they could continue - or pick up the LM manning and

power up. This took place about 85 hours 40 minutes ground

elapsed time when the crew awakened. Actually, Scott was

awake when they came over the hill at the Guam tracking sta-

tion. During the subsequent pass over Ascension Island, the

crew made a medical information report on how they felt, how

many pills they had taken
;
and so on, and also, how well they

were eating, and their sleep report. Thsy began the trans-

fer to the lunar module at approximately 87 hours 40 minutes.

The decision had been made earlier not to donn helmets and

gloves or use the CSM umbilicals to transfer to the lunar

module. During their subsequent pass over Ascension, the

next revolution s there was considerably worse communications

than had been encountered over that station earlier and most

of it was pretty much unreadable, At just before 89 hours

ground elapsed time over the tracking ship Huntsville, the

lunar module pilot had some trouble with his intercom micro-

phone. The push to talk control had failed, apparently, and

he had to talk in the voice actuated or VOX mode. Later,

this was cleared >j,p . The transfer of power to from the CSM

umbilical power to the lunar module power took place about

an hour earlier than scheduled, which would have made that at about

8820 ground elapsed time. The crew continued the extensive

checklists of powering up the lunar module, aligning the

IMU, the RCS cold fire, and at 91 hours 5 minutes, as they

came across the lower end cf the eastern test range, the

gimbal drive for the descent propulsion engine was checked

out and also the throttle checks were run. The reaction con-

trol thrusters were fired hot, brief blips of the engine.

During the pass o?er the tracking station at Honeysuckle,
Australia, they were given the maneuver information for the

phasing maneuver and over Mercury, just after that, they

were given a GO for undocking over the States. The undock-

ing took place at 92 hours 39 minutes 30 seconds. The lunar

module maneuvered out in front of the command module for a

sequence of photographs, both still and motion picture. It's

rotating around in sort of a pirouette for the photography
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sequence. The separation burn by the command module had
been scheduled for 93 hours 2 minutes 53 seconds, which
would have been out of acquisition. This was approximately
16 minutes ago. We will learn how it went as we come up on

the Carnarvon station with acquisition at 22 rainutas past

the hour. That in effect, summarizes the past 8 hours of

the activity here in the Mission Control Center. The hand-
over ia taking place between the Orange Team and the White
Team of flight controllers, headed up by Gene F. Kranz . At

93 hours 19 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Con-
trol.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 93 hours 22

minutes. We're standing by for acquisition at Carnarvon

where we will await confirmation of the separation burn, this

burn taking place in the band between Canaries and Carnarvon.

Pete Frank and the orange team have handed over to

Director Gene Kranz and the white team. We should be acquiring

at Carnarvon very shortly. We'll stand by. n„„,.™„
CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, Houston through Carnarvon

s tanding by

.

GUMDROP Gumdrop, Roger.

CAPCOM Roger, Gumdrop, confirm the sep burn.

GUMDROP Roger, sep burn on time, good burn,

and everything's looking good.
CAPCOM Thank you.

spIDER (garbled) we finished marking our series

and we're on the fourth (garbled).

CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM
PAO

reference -

CAPCOM
SPIDER
PAO

platform alignment
GUMDROP

firing just as clear as a bell.

Roger, Spider, you are loud and clear.

Would you believe 5 zeros?

Roger, Spider.
That's 5 zeros that Rusty Schweickart had

Mighty pretty, Spider.
Thank you.
He's referring to the readout on his

all zeros.
Spider, Gumdrop. I can see your jets

Roger, I'mwatching it light down there.

You juet gave a big burst, didn't you.

Roger

.

It lights up the whole sky.

Gumdrop, this is Houston. Did you do

Roger, and stand by and I'll give you the

5 minutes

.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

a P52?
GUMDROP

angles .

CAPCOM Roger.
GUMDROP It will be about

CAPCOM Okay", Spider and Gumdrop, this is Houston,

and I'll lose you at Carnarvon in about a minute, and bring

up your S-band volumes about that time and we'll have you

at Honeysuckle.
Okay.
Gumdrop

.

Are you firing a lot up there?

Yes, I'm just - yes, Roger.
That's going to put you right on it.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

can't even see
GUMDROP

it .

(garbled)
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CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, this is Houston. We've

got you through Honeysuckle.
GUMDROP Gumdrop monitors.
SPIDER (garbled)
GUMDROP (garbled)
CAPCOM And Spider, when you've got a moment, I

want to pass on a little bit on info.
SPIDER Say you want to pass, Houston?
CAPCOM Roger, I want to update your red lines

on the DPS your oxidizer to fuel red line is 25 versus

the 12 showing on your checklist.
SPIDER Roger, understand 25 percent on the red

line for oxidizer.
No, it's a DELTA-P or 25 psi oxidizer to

fuel.
CAPCOM

SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM

words, they are both 25 now.

Okay, 25 DELTA-P oxidizer to fuel.
Roger, on the DPS.
(garbled) the line.
Roger, that's affirmative. In other

SPIDER
GUMDROP

angles now.
CAPCOM
GUMDROP

00035 minus 00109.
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Roger, I've got you.
Houston, Gumdrop, I can give you those

Go ahead.
Roger, GET 931400 plus 00117 plus

Thank you, Gumdrop.'

you are GO for phasing

Roger

,

Roger

.

And Spider and Gumdrop this is Houston,

SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Houston, understand we are GO for phasing.
Gumdrop copies.
And Gumdrop, you might anticipate a master

alarm on your H2 tank pressure.
GUMDROP Roger.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.
SPIDER Go ahead.
GUMDROP May I have this cross in link?

SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER When your thrusters fire it just puts out

a great big large cloud I can see way back here,
GUMDROP (garbled)
SPIDER Roger. We're confused on what the feet

per second rate (garbled) after it.

CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, we are going to lose

you at Honeysuckle within a minute, and we'll see you over

the Mercury at 43.
SPIDER Roger.
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PAO This is Apollo Control. WE have had LOS

at Honeysuckle. Mercury will acquire in about 4 minutes.
During this Australian pass Dave Scott confirmed a good, on-

time separation maneuver by Gumdrop. Th« relative motion
of the two vehicles, Gumdrop and Spider, is now in the equal
period, small equal pelod orbit known as the mini football.

About midway through the Mercury pass, Spider will perform
the phasing maneuver, which puts them into the football
proper. The Descent Propulsion System burn, under the AGS,

or Abort Guidance System Control, this is the backup guidance

system to the primary, and this is the only burn during this

series of maneuvers in which AGS is the prime control mode

during the burn. We're now about 2 minutes away from Mercury,
we'll come back up at acquisition there.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 93 hours 42

mlnut«s. Co»ing up on the Mercury now snd the phasing maneu-

ver is 4 minutes 33 seconds away.
CAPCOM Spider and Guadrop, this is Houston through

the Mercury, standing by for your burn.
SPIDER Rog, stand by.
CAPCOM And I'a reading you.
SPIDER Roger, Houston. This is Spider. How

do you read?
CAPCOM I'» reading you loud and clear, Spider.

SPIDER Roger, I'a right with you on horizontal
crossing. Okay?

PAO DPS is araed. The descent propulsion
system is armed and Control says he is at the low throttle
point. Two minutes 20 seconds away from the burn.

SPIDER It will be 2 ainutes on ay aark, Guadrop.
Mark.

GUMDROP
PAO
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
PAO

Engine off.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

throttled up.
GUMDROP

you

.

SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER

are giving you cal.
CAPCOM
SPIDER

PGNCS we are reading 00 and -1

.

CAPCOM Rog, good work.
SPIDER Dave, landing radar open.
GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Dave, engine glabal to enable.
CAPCOM Everything looks good here, Spider. It

was a good burn.
SPIDER Okay. It was a little rough. It got a

little rough and shaky, around 20 percent as I was throttling

up. I waited for it and then throttled up —

Af f iraative

.

45 seconds

.

35 seconds, Guadrop.
Roger

.

10 seconds.
Burning at 40 percent. It looks good.

It was a good burn, Guadrop.
Okay, good.
It got a little rough there when we

Well, you didn't have the Guadrop with

Houston, the cal coming on?
Houston, Spider.
Go, Spider, Houston.
Roger. The burn was a good one and we

Rog, thank you.
At 500, 501, and 502, after trimming the
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CAPCOM Roger. We're losing you at the Mercury

and we will see you over Texas about 05.

SPIDER Okay and you can debrief the burn.

GUMDROP Okay, go it?

SPIDER Tfes.

GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Do y° u want to pitch now on the -

SPIDER Yes.
PA0 This is Apollo Control and Mercury has

loss of signal. As you heard, Spider performed that burn

very well, just as expected. We had weak signal strength

during this pass and we lost data just prior to ignition,

got it back after ignition had started, then lost it «g»i«

a little bit later. This burn started at 10 percent throttle

settings and then moved up to 40 percent to complete the

burn and it was very successful. So Spider is now in the

large football again and equal period orbit to the commmand

module. He will stay in this orbit for 1 and 1/4 earth

revolutions. At that time he will perform the insertion ma-

neuver. That maneuver coming approximately 95 hours and 40

minutes. We will be passing a pad up to Spider with a •Pa-

cific time a little later on. This is the maneuver that will

put Spider at a constant height above Gumdrop .
Because he

is higher, he will in effect be going slower and it will

cause him to pull away, increase the range from Gumdrop. In

the equal period orbit at present, maximum range will be

approximately 48 nautical miles. This will come at the hor-

izontal crossing point. The next station to acquire will be

Texas at 94 hours and 4 minutes, almost 5 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston at 93 hours 53 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 94 hours, 04

minutes. We are ready to acquire at Texas. This pass will

continue through the Madrid station. Along toward the end

of this pass we will be giving a GO/NO-GO decision.

CAPCOM Gumdrop, Houston through Texas. Stand-

1118 b

pA0 We will be setting a GO/NO-GO decision

to go past TPI zero point. TPI zero - Terminal Phase Initiate,

and the zero signifying it's in the football phase. There is

a point approximately at perigee. In this large football,

were if it were necessary, we could perform a Terminal

Phase maneuver and return to the Command Module. Nominally

everything is going all right. We'll go beyond this point

and go up to approximately apogee again to perform the in-

sertion maneuver.
CAPCOM ...standing by.

GUMDROP Hello there, Houston through Texas stand-

ing by, how are you?
CAPCOM Oh, we're doing fine. Looks like you

are doing great up there also.

GUMDROP Okay. Where are we over the ground I

CAPCOM Oh, you're just coming into Central

America down here.
GUMDROP Ah, okay.
SPIDER I'll tell you one thing, this is really

an ungainly V for that descent stage with the - where you

kind of punt laterally.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy.
CAPCOM Gumdrop - Houston. Like to verify H2

tank 1 heater is AUTO.
GUMDROP That is verified. H2 tank 1 heater is

AUTO, and I have the trial light ON.

CAPCOM Understand.
GUMDROP ...but the fuel cell light is OFF.

CAPCOM Gumdrop - Houston. We'd like to have

H2 tank 2 heater to AUTO.
GUMDROP H2 tank 2 heater AUTO now.

CAPCOM Understand.
SPIDER Hey, Gumdrop. We'll be having our first

solution here in a few seconds.
GUMDROP Okay. I've already got mine and I ve

got an elevation of 211.49.
SPIDER Hey, Dave. You were plotting our rela-

tive position to you. Man, we're right on the nominal.

GUMDROP Hey, that's great.

GUMDROP We are out at 26 miles right now, if you

are interested.
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SPIDER
angle

.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

you said 2LL4 -

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

that's on my radar,
fact it didn't agre
feet per second.

CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

jet roll authority
recommending Baker

GUMDROP
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

ight now I have you «t 26.27 and 150.4.

ltay, I've got 26 .27 and I'm *t 155.5 -

It's probably five feet off. Matter of

And we got 30.59 for our first elevation

What did you get for yours, Dave?

Well, in your language it would be 31.10.

Oh, I didn't hear - I heard - I thought

- Wait a minute 21149.
Okay, fine.
Rig
Okay,
It's r -

,

e with the tapes* record by a couple of

Gumdrop, Houston.
This is Gumdrop. Go.

Roger. We noticed you've gone to a 4

_ unless you've got a good reason we are

Dog roll OFF.
Roger. I'm running the gap.

And you can check (garbled).
Roger, Gumdrop. Copy.
That's BD roll OFF.

Copy.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go ahead, Houston, Spider.
CAPCOM Rog. We would like to have the DFI off

at this tine and we would like to have you verify the C02

sensor circuit breaker on panel 16 ia in.

SPIDER Stand by. Roger, it's closed.

CAPCOM Roger, understand it's closed. And if

you've got a minute, I want to give you an update on some

bio time.
SPIDER Okay, Houston, Spider. Be with you in

just a second.
CAPCOM
SPIDER Rog, you read all right now? Everything

the same?
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
CAPCOM

Rog, no sweat.
Rog, you read all right now?

Go .

No, I didn't need it.

Okay, go ahead, Houston.
Ro g

.

This is an update in your P32

program. The TPI bias has changed from 3 minutes to 4 min-

utes. We want you to add 4 minutes on the TPI bias in your

CSI P32 program.
SPIDER Roger. The CDH bias still 1 45

.

CAPCOM That is affirmative. The CDH bias ia

1+45. We are only changing the TPI bias.
SPIDER Roger.
PAO Range is 40 miles now.

SPIDER Did you get that?

GUMDROP Roger, I copied.
SPIDER Good time for procedural changes here.

CAPCOM Spider. Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. I - you've probably figured out

this is due to the change in the orbit. We've got a little

more contricity than we planned on. And we are showing

your orbit as 122 by 127.
Okay.
Coming up on 42 mile range.
Range rate, 124
Spider, Gumdrop,

SPIDER
PAO
PAO
CAPCOM

zero pad.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

- 015203,
right 003, up

SPIDER

feet per second.
Houston. I have

TP I

00 4

first digit in the aft.

Spider ready.
Gumdrop's ready.
Rog. Reading TPI 0094575300 - 202 +

N slash A, N slash A, 3090 - 1511 aft 168,

113, end of update.
Okay, this Is Spider. I missed the
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CAPCOM Rog, reading aft 168.

SPIDER NOUN 42.
CAPCOM And NOUN 42, I have no data, N slash

here .

GUMDROP R°g> Spider. I got the whole thing.

You want to read something back.
SPIDER

or not.
CAPCOM

the readback.
SPIDER

42?
CAPCOM

again what digit it is, Rusty.

I don't know if Houston is reading ae

I'm reading you, Spider. Go ahead with

Okay, what's the last digit in the NOUN

Okay, are you asking for the last - say

SPIDER Roger. The last digit in NOUN 42, delta

VR.
CAPCOM Rog. Delta VR is 203.
SPIDER Rog, and what is aft component, please.
CAPCOM Roger. The aft component is 168.

SPIDER Readback. 94575300 - 202 + 004 - 015

203, NA, NA, 3090 - 1511, aft 168, right 003, up 113.

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Spider. Houston
confirms that update.

GUMDROP And Gumdrop copies.
CAPCOM Roger, Gumdrop.
PAO Range 46 miles.
SPIDER This is Spider here. No ... on that one.

GUMDROP What do you need?
SPIDER Nothing. I just wanted to tell you we

got another solution on an elevation angle of 25.

GUMDROP Okay, " -----

angle of 27.26. Okay?
SPIDER Beautiful.
GUMDROP I'm with you.
PAO Range rate, 91 feet per second now.

If it's necessary to perform TPI zero it will be done at

94 hours 57 minutes 53 seconds. Delta V will be 20.3 feet
per second

.

PAO However, the way this rendezvous is going
now, that maneuver will not be performed, but we will get •

GO/NO-GO to go past that point very shortly.
CAPCOM Spider and Gumdrop, you are GO to go

beyond TPI zero.
SPIDER Roger, Spider here.

GO past TPI zero,
GUMDROP Gumdrop copies.

I've got another one with elevation

Let's stick together.

Understand we're
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CAPCOM Roger, Roger.
PAO Range 47 Biles, range rate 82 feet per

second.
PAO Range 48 and 1/2 Biles, range rate 63

feet per second.
PAO Spider's orbit now is 136 by 111 nautical

miles, following that phasing naneuver.
PAO Gumdrop's orbit is 127 by 122, And the

range is now 49 Biles, range rate 53 feet per second.

SPIDER It's 49 miles and we can still see you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO And the range is now 49 ilea, range

rate 53 feet per second.
SPIDER It's 49 miles and we can still see you.

GUMDROP Okay, that's pretty good.

CAPCOM Spider/Gumdrop , do you want our guesstimate

at your point of closest approach?
SPIDER Roger, we'd like that.
CAPCOM Roger, it will be 2.7 and the time is

95 plus 17.
SPIDER Roger, 9517.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, and I'll ve losing

you here shortly off Canaries, and we'll see you over

Carnarvon at 57.
SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 94 hours 30

minutes, and we have LOS at Canaries. As we lost signal

we were showing a range of 49 and a half miles, and a range

rate of 43 feet per second. You heard CAPCOM Stu Roosa

inform the crew that in this football that Spider is now in,

the point of closest approach to Gumdrop will be 2.7 nautical

miles. This will occur at an elapsed time of 95 hours 17 minutes.

Spider does have a GO to proceed beyond TPI xero, we're in

a nominal rendezvous, and the next maneuver we're looking

toward is the insertion burn. We'll sand up the maneuver

information for this burn over Honeysuckle on this pass.

It will take place shortly after acquisition at Guaymaa

on this pass, Approximately 95 hours 40 minutes. Next station

to acquire will be Carnarvon at 94 hours 57 minutes. We'll

come back up then. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CC Spider, Gumdrop, this is Houston through
Carnarvon standing by and I have an Insertion pad whenever you
are ready to copy.

GUMDROP Roger. Gundrop will be with you in about
20 seconds.

CC Roger, no problem. This is a 7 minute pass
and we will have Honeysuckle shortly thereafter.

GUMDROP Roger.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 Thl. 1. Apollo Control .t 94 hours, 56 .lnut«.

«„d we'll h.v. Hon.y.uckl. .hortly th.re.ft.r.

EES' S.'r.'not >..<!.. you. W. .r. in th. Iddl.

., our
c

.lin..«nt. On.
g

.lnu|«. ^
s" id«

OD^o?
the lim :ii!

n
r.ru... x- —

ever they are.

gSmdROF In^hn.^ti.e, I can give you gyro tor-

queing^angles if you^ike.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f^ 8econd .. that

WS8
^uSd^P

41" 8 ' 100^: GET 94 :57:00 plu. 00083 plua 00008

B,inU8
c

°°034
- Roger Gumdrop; Houston copi.s.

GUMDROP ^Spider, this is Hou.ton; I copy the
CC

a08l

l
P

c

IDER
loots'Ilke things are going well and

you might bring up your S band volu.e; we'll be going over the

Honeysuckle in about 2 minutes.

GUMDROP Gumdrop.

SPIDER Hello this is Spider.

SPIDER (garble)

we're'gonn. K^'oif to Honey.uckle;

let .
fl

C
- we'll have aoou't'a 30 second break out and it'll pick

y ° U
^sptder

a8a±n
*

We will standby for the update.

H
IDER

Spider, Gumdrop. Houston through Honey.uckle;

how do you read?
s?idett Guldrop , I believe I've got

you through Honeysuckle; if you are ready to copy.
7

SPIdSr Okay. Spider ready to copy.

cc Gumdrop, are you with me?

SPIDER Gumdrop, you go S band.

GUMDROP Okay.
„Arnn >>

re How do you read Gumdrop?

SPIDER He doesn't have you locked up yet Houston

Cc Okay, I'll give you about another 30 seconds

to a minute and I'll read it.

SPIDER Okay
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cc Hello Spider; with your insertion pad and

Gumdrop, if you can read.
SPIDER Gumdrop, are you reading Houston yet?

cc Rusty, I am going ahead and give it to you.

SPIDER Okay, go ahead.
CC Roger. Reading insertion, 095 39 07 00

plus 00 431 all zips plus 00 008 00 431 000 104 plus 00431

all rips plus 00012 end of update.
SPIDER Roger. Readback, and Gumdrop, you might

get this. 095 39 0700 plus 00 431 all zips plus 00008 00431

all zips 104 plus 00431 all zips plus 00012.

Cc Okay, Spider, your readback is correct.

SPIDER Gumdrop, did you copy?
GUMDROP STATIC

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP Is that a VERB 80, Jim?
SPIDER Gumdrop, do you read spider?
CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, we will probably lose

you at Honeysuckle in about a minute and ve will see you
over the Mercury at 17.

SPIDER Roger, Houston. This is Spider. Gum-
drop, do you read that? Gumdrop, we can hear you transmit-
ting, but your voice doesn't come through.

SPIDER And Gumdrop, if you've got the pad, how
about just giving a blip-blip on your microphone there.

SPIDER Gumdrop, how do you read Spider? Read-
ing you loud and clear, Dave. We really lost track of you
before. Were you reading us at all?

GUMDROP I was reading you but I wasn't reading
Houston and I missed the inversion pad.

SPIDER Okay, we copied. I'll have Rusty read
it to you.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 95 hours 12

minutes. We've had loss of signal at Honeysuckle. Mercury
will acquire at 95 hours 17 minutes. And as Gumdrop and
Spider went over the hill at Honeysuckle showing a range
just over 6 nautical miles, closing at about 100 feet per
second. Their closest approach will be 2.7 miles. And then
at elapsed time 95 hours 39 minutes 7 seconds over the
Guaymas , Mexico station, Spider will perform the insertion
maneuver, poslgrade burn with the descent propulsion. 43.1
feet per second delta V. This maneuver will put them in a
circular orbit with a - we are ahooting for a constant delta
height above the Gumdrop orbit of approximately 11 miles,
and then Spider will start opening the gap, the distance
between the LM vehicle and the CSM. We will come up with
the GO/NO-GO decision on the insertion burn over the Mercury.
We should be acquiring there in about a minute and a half.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 95 hours 16

minutes and we're at Mercury.
GUMDROF to do a verb BV again.
SPIDER You're hot.
GUMDROP Was a minus (garbled)
CAPCOM Spider/Gumdrop , we have you through the

Mercury, you should be right at your point of closest approach,
1.9.

PAO FIDO has just updated that closest approach
to 1.9.

SPIDER Houston, how do you read Spider?
CAPCOM Spider, I read you loud and clear. Did

you copy my last transmission?
SPIDER All I heard you say was we were at the

point of closest approach, that was all. What else did you
have to say?

CAPCOM That was it, and 1.9 miles, and Gumdrop
do you read Houston?

GUMDROP Roger, Houston, I read you 5 by.
CAPCOM And you are 5 square, Gumdrop.
GUMDROF Alright, I never got a lockup over

the Honeysuckle.
CAPCOM Roger.
SPIDER Houston, Spider here. Our closest

approach was 16 000 feet on the radar.
CAPCOM Roger, copy, and as you went over the

hill at Honeysuckle I heard you reading the pass to Gumdrop.
You got it, didn't you, Dave?

GUMDROP Roger, all squared away, thank you.
CAPCOM Roger.
SPIDER And Houston, did you get our torqueing

angles on that last alinement?
CAPCOM That is affirmative. We copied them.
SPIDER Okay, fine.
CAPCOM Looks like things are going well.
SPIDER Yep.
SPIDER And Gumdrop, let us know when you want

the track aline back.
GUMDROP Okay, stand by.
SPIDER Houston, Spider, when are we going to

get the GO for insertion?
CAPCOM Roger, you ought to have it within the

next minute or two. We're taking a look at the data. Everything's
looking real good.

SPIDER Okay, fine. How are we doing on the
RCS red line?

CAPCOM You're real good. The LM is right on
the predicted plot, and Gumdrop is in good shape.

SPIDER Okay.
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CAFCOM And Spider and Gumdrop, this is Houston,
you are GO for insertion.

Spider
Gumdrop
Okay, Spider, you can put your light

Roger,
(garbled)
Okay.
Spider, this is Houston. After insertion

leave the DFI ON for approximately 5 minutes.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP

back on. Thanks,
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

we would like to
We'll give you a call when to turn it OFF.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, about 30 seconds LOS

Mercury. We may see you over Redstone around 31, if not,
Guaymas ag 35

.

SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
PAO This is Apollo Control, 95 hours 24 minutes.

And as Spider and Gumdrop move out of range at the Mercury,
the LM rendezvous radar showing a range of 5 and a half miles,
a range rate of 99 peet per second. The radar at closest
approach confirmed the Flight Dynamic Officer's first pro-
jection of 2.7 nautical miles. All of the consumables on
both spacecraft are in good shape, propellant quanities,
cryogenic quanities, all systems performing well. Redstone
will acquire at 95 hours 31 minutes and shortly thereafter
over Guaymas at 95:39:07, we will have the insertion maneuver.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 95 hours, 31

minutes. Gumdrop and Spider coming up on the Redstone now.

Stand
CAPC0M Spider, Gumdrop - Houston. Now we have

you through the Redstone. Standing by.

SPIDER Right.
SPIDER This LM DAP is really a nice flight con-

trol system, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy, Spider.

PA0 That was Jim McDivitt talking about the

Dl8it
CAPC0M°

Pll0t
*

spider, Gumdrop. We got good solid lock,

good data. Standing by.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
PAO

point

.

GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP

port

.

SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
PAO
SPIDER
PAO
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

(garbled)

.

CAPCOM
copied your burn.

SPIDER
CAPCOM

Spider

.

Gumdrop.
The engine is armed and at low throttle

Gumdrop - on my mark. It'll be 3 minutes.

Okay. Roger. Right with you. Okay?

One minute mark.
Roger. Right with you and ready to sup-

Okay.
Twenty seconds.
Roger.
We've got ignition -

Right.
The burn looks good.
(Garbled.)
It's a good burn, Dave.
Oh, very good. Thank you.

Houston, I'll give you R&D telemetry cal now

Roger, Spider. We'll do that and we

Looks great and saw you trimming the bell.

Roger. (Garbled.) We're going to cal now.

wm And Spider, Gumdrop. Whenever you are

ready I have your CSI PAD.
GUMDROP Gumdrop, standby.

GUMDROP CAL is OFF.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy. CAL is OFF.

CAPCOM Gumdrop - Houston. We're still showing

all entry batteries on the line.

GUMDROP Roger. I haven't got to it yet. Thank

you

.

CAPCOM Roger.
GUMDROP How's that?

CAPCOM Hey, that's pretty good.
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GUMDROP I've got to take care of the left side
before I get the right side.

CAPCOM Roger. I didn't know I was rushing you,
Dave. I just wanted to remind you.

GUMDROP Okay. I like those reminders.
CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Range 34 miles, range rate 121 feet per
second

.

CAPCOM Guadrop, Houston. At your convenience,
if you want to before you start your narks here, Just turn
on the fan in H2 tank 2.

GUMDROP Roger, H2 tank 2 fans on.
CAPCOM Rog, thank you.
GUMDROP Thank you.
GUMDROP Spider, Guadrop. B20 has you right down the

barrel

.

SPIDER Sure does. I won't be able to do a

visual lockon on you this time, Dave, but the range, or the

signal strength on the radar went on.

GUMDROP Okay, good.
PAO Range 39 ailes, range rate 124 feet per

second

.

SPIDER - where we can get out of range ....

Good thing for the ... stability.
GUMDROP Yeah, I bet it is.
SPIDER There's one nice thing to be said about

optics, you can look through them and see if you reall —
GUMDROP Yeah, sure can. You're still within

range. I can see your four feet.
SPIDER Oh, you know the two parallel lines in

the spectrum.
GUMDROP Yes

.

SPIDER They are still there right now.
GUMDROP Those are the ones

.

SPIDER No, not those, not the two little specks
inside, the one in the center of the reticle.

CAPCOM Spider, Houston. DPI off. And we are
watching your DSKY , wondering when you are going to VERB 93

it.
SPIDER Houston, if you are reading Spider, we

would sure appreciate it again the (garble)

.

CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. Say again,
please

.

SPIDER Roger. We would appreciate again the

CSI time and also where we are going (garble) final crossing
over

.

CAPCOM Okay, Spider. You are coaing in real
weak. I have your whole CSI pad, if you wish It. Your
CSI time is 096160300.

SPIDER Spider is reading, waiting for the whole
pad

.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider. How do you read Houston?
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop is waiting for the whole

pad. I believe Spider is reading you. Aren't you, Spider?
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SPIDER I was, I Just broke watch on the S-band,

I don't know if I'm getting him on VHP or not.

CAPCOM Spider, I'm reading you okay. Can you

read me?
SPIDER Roger, I read you that time. _ Jf4 , /1 ,

CAPCOM Okay, going with the CSI pad. 0961603

00097562300 - 393, all zips, 136 - 392 - 007 and 1 want to

remind you again of the change in the TPI bias. It is now

4
"^SPIDER Roger, Smoky. Sorry about that, but you

broke up completely there. You are coming in very clear

wnen you come in, but you're just broken. Go ahead and read

^""cAPcSm
1 f *8t n

°Jog. 096160300097562300 - 393, all

xips, 136 - 392 - 007 and a reminder that the TPI bias is

^iSer"' Roger. Are you still with us, Houston?

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Spider. We've got

you n
J*' Okay, I'll read it back here. You are

not coming through too well any more. 096160300097562 300 -

393 all Kips, 136 - 392 - 007 and 4 minutes on the bias.
'

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Spider. Your read-

back is correct. And our com will pick up shortly. We

will be going to Canaries.
SPIDER Roger.
GUMDR0P Gumdrop copies.

END OF TAPE
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cc Spider, Houston, we'd like to have descent

batteries 1 and 3 off Ehe line.
SPIDER Houston, are you still reading Spider?

QC That's affirmative Spider; we should have you

here for about anothsr 8 minutes.
SPIDER Rogers did you hear my request on the apsidal

crossing? Please.
cc That is negative Spider; I did not copy.

SPIBER Roger. We would like your recommendation

on first or second apsidal crossing.
CC Roger; we copy Spider. Stand by.

CC Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go Houston.
CC Roger; I'm reading you very weak, but we

want the second apsidal crossing,
SPIDER Understand. Second apsidal crossing.

CC That affirm.
PAQ The apsidal crossing refers to the line of

apsides which is the line straight line from apogee to perigee

in an orbit.
CC And Spider this is Houston; everything looks

good for staging.
SPIDER Roger here. This is Spider here; everything

looks good onboard.
CC Roger; copy,
CC Go ahead
?A0 We still have contact through the Canaries

for about another 4 minuses
PAO

per seconds
Range is 54 nautical miles; range rate 127

GUMDROP Spider 9
Gumdrop.

SPIDER Go ahead,
GUMDROP I get you .4 feet per second, out of plane

(garble)
SPIDER 0kay e

fine, thank you.

CC And Spider, and Gumdrop f
this is Houston. W

have an update to your PSI pads it is the Delta VY component is

now reading plus 006 0

SPIDER Roger, Delta VY understand plus 0006, is

that affirmative?
CC That is affirmative Spider.

CC Okay, Spider and Gumdrop, we'll lose you

in about a minute and a half off Canary; if you want to talk

to me anytime within the next 10 minutes, tell ARIA 5 to go

remote

.

GUMDROP Okay,, we'll do it. Gumdrop.
Cc And we 5 ll see you over Tananarive at 16.

GUMDROP Roger.
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CC Spider - (garble)
SPIDER Houston, did you want Spider?
CC Disregard Spider.
SPIDER Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control and Canaries has

LOS. During this long pass we very successfully performed the
insertion maneuver - the last in the series of burns to asp-
erate Gumdrop and Spider. Back in Gemini, we launched two
vehicles on - separate launch vehicles and they were separated
to begin with and we rendezvoused them that way. However, these
vehicles started joined, and we've gone through this series of
maneuvers to separate them. The maneuvers that remain will be
a realistic simulation of the lunar mission rendezvous problems.
We have a time for this CSI or coeliptic sequence initiation,
of 96 hours, 16 minutes, 3 seconds. It will be performed over
the Tananarive Station in about 11 minutes, 15 seconds. This
will be a retrograde maneuver, using the reaction control system
thrusters on the Lunar Module. And Spider will be staged just
after thrusting begins. We will jettison the descent stage
of the Lunar Module during this burn. The Delta V of 39.3 feet
per second. We passed up a pad on this maneuver to the crew but
from here on out, the crew will be using onboard solutions.
Unless their own solutions vary greatly from the pad passed up
from the ground. This pad is passed up as a backup, but the
remaining maneuvers in the rendezvous sequence will be performed
from onboard solutions. And Gumdrop will be prepared to per-
form a mirror image maneuver 1 minute after the LM should have
burned, if for some reason Spider cannot burn. We may get
an ARIA call in here; we have an ARIA aircraft in this area
that we can communicate through if we -

PAO If we do call through the ARIA -

CC ARIA 5, this is Houston capcom, go remote.
CC Hello Spider, this is Houston. Do you

read?
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Did you have anything out

of plane?
CC Gumdrop, Houston, how do you read?

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. We're showing
Spider's orbit now 134 by 139 following the insertion burn.
This CSI burn is designed to change tfca orbit, will keep

the apogee essentially at 139, bring perigee down to 10 or 11

miles below the Gumdrop orbit. When we get - when Spider
gets to the 10 nautical mile point below he will perform
another maneuver to circularise that orbit, make it a constant
DELTA high -

CAPCOM ARIA 5, this is Houston, go local.
PAO We've asked the ARIA to go back local,

so apparently we won't try to communicate through the ARIA.

But through the constant DELTA height maneuver that will come

after the CSI burn, we will start catching up - Spider will
start catching up to Gumdrop. It's a reverse of the situation
after he performed the insertion maneuver. That put him higher,
he fell behind. After the CDH maneuver he will be lower and

will start catching up, and this CSI maneuver, which is coming
up over Tananarive, is designed to change the orbit and get

the perigee down to where Spider will be able to perform
the CDH burn. Spider has a GO for the burn and for staging,
everything on the ground and onboard looks good for the

maneuver. Tananarive will acquire about 96 hours 15 and a

half minutes, that's approximately 4 minutes from now.
CAPCOM ARIA 5 do you read? ARIA 5, this

is Houston CAPCOM, go REMOTE
CAPCOM ARIA 5, Houston CAPCOM. Go REMOTE

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, This is Houston. How
do you read?

PAO This is Apollo Control. We are not
having any luck through the ARIA, but we're coning up on
Tananarive very shortly now. Duration of the CSI burn will
be about 30 seconds.

PAO Ten seconds froa the burn.
PAO We are going to have to wait till we

establish lockon to find out how this burn goes.
CAPCOM Spider, this is Houston. Did you burn?
CAPCOM Tananarive M&O this is Houston CAPCOM.

Do you read?
TANANARIVE Houston CAPCOM - Tananarive. Roger.
CAPCOM Okay. Have you heard any transmission

from the spacecraft?
TANANARIVE That's a negative.
CAPCOM Are you locked on?
TANANARIVE That's affirmative.
CAPCOM Spider - Gumdrop. Houston through Ta-

nanarive .

GUMDROP Houston?
CAPCOM Spider - Gumdrop. Houston. Do you read?
CAPCOM Tananarive M&O Houston CAPCOM. Go manual

key procedure

.

TANANARIVE Roger.
CAPCOM And Spider - Spider. This is Houston.

How do you read?
CAPCOM Gumdrop - Gumdrop. This is Houston. How

do you read?
CAPCOM And Tananarive M&O - Houston CAPCOM. Let

me know of any transmission you hear between the two space-
crafts .

TANANARIVE Roger.
PAO Flight Dynamics is tracking. Looks like

the burn was done on time. We do have tracking at Tananarive,
but we've had consistently bad communications throughout this
mission at Tananarive. It is not an S-band station. The
radar data indicates the burn was done on time. We'll have
to confirm that - probably over Carnarvon when we can talk
to the crew.

CAPCOM Tananarive M&O Houston CAPCOM. I think
someone there has an open mike.

TANANARIVE Houston CAPCOM - Tananarive.
CAPCOM Go ahead.
TANANARIVE Roger. We heard one transmission from

the spacecraft which said, "Go ahead."
CAPCOM Okay. Thank You.
CAPCOM And Spider. Spider, this is Houston. We'

see you over Carnarvon at three-two.
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PXO This is Apollo Control at 96 hours, 22

minutes. Gumdrop and Spider are beyond the station at Ta-

nanarive now. Ho success in establishing communications

through Tananarive, however, Flight Dynamics Officer Dave

Reed says that radar tracking indicates the burn was per-

formed on time and properly. We'll have to wait until we

get to Carnarvon to verify this with the crew. We're about

45 minutes away from the next maneuver - the CDH burn or

Constant Delta Height Burn, This is the maneuver that will

allow Spider to start closing the range with Gumdrop, It

will put Spider on the trajectory from which he will do

his Terminal Phase Initiation to rendezvous. Acquisition

at Carnarvon at 96 hours, 31 and one-half minutes - about

seven minutes from now. We'll come back up then. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 96 hours 31
minutes. Spider and Gumdrop approaching Carnarvon. We will
find out here how that burn went. We will go then to the
Honeysuckle pass and we will be sending up a backup CCH pad
to the crew over Honeysuckle. We will stand by for acquisi-
tion at Carnarvon.

CAPCOM Hello, Spider.
PAO Tel con confirms staging.
CAPCOM How did it go?
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. How do you

read?
CAPCOM I'm reading you 5 square, Spider.
SPIDER Hey, let me give you the CDH time. It

is 965814.
CAPCOM Roger, copy 96S8 + 14, and that is a

bias time, affirmative?
SPIDER Affirmative. That's the actual time we

will perform CDH.
CAPCOM Rog, copy.
SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. How do you

read me?
CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Jim.
SPIDER Okay. The staging went okay. We staged;

however, Gumdrop can't find us in his optics any longer and
we may have not got a tracking light.

CAPCOM Rog, Spider, copy.
SPIDER Before we could see it flashing out our

quads out here and I don't see it flashing although the
flash may have been relfected off something on the descent
stage

.

CAPCOM Rog, understand, Spider.
SPIDER Okay, and Houston, this is Spider. I

forgot what I was going to ask you.
SPIDER Houston, I know what I want to tell you.

That burn we made was 40 feet per second. 40.0, in case
you are interested.

CAPCOM Rog, Spider. Could you give me TIG and
delta VY?

SPIDER Roger, the TIG of the burn was the TIG
that you passed us on the pad for CSI and delta VY was 0.

CAPCOM Rog, Spider. Thank you very much.
SPIDER Roger, and our first solution after CDH

we have a 4 second early TPI.
CAPCOM Copy, Spider.
GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop is reading you, but

very weak.
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CAFCOM You are coming loud and clear to me,
Gumdrop

.

GUMDROP Okay.
CAPCOM And Spider, this is Houston. The first

cut at it your CDH time looks real good and could you give
ma an onboard RCS quantity?

SPIDER Roger, onboard RCS is reading 85 and 77.
CAPCOM Rog, 85, 77, thank you.
SPIDER Hey, Gumdrop, Spider.
GUMDROP Go.
SPIDER Roger. Our staging works better than

your undocking.
GUMDROP Ah ha. You're one up on me.
CAPCOM Spider, you had better wait until you

get back before you start that.
SPIDER You haven't heard me say anything.
PAO That was Rusty Schweickart taking a lit-

tle dig at Gumdrop.
PAO Showing a range of 98-1/2 nautical miles

and a range rate of 30 feet per second.
CAPCOM Okay, Spider, Gumdrop. We are about

30 seconds LOS Carnarvon. There will be about a 2 minute
break. We will see you over Honeysuckle with your S-band
volumes up.

SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP Gumdrop.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Carnarvon has

LOS; Honeysuckle will acquire in a minute or two. The crew's
Spider's crew, has come up with a solution that the CDH ma-
neuver should be performed.

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. How about a range
rate (garble)

.

SPIDER Okay, we are at 98.5 miles at 10 feet
per second.

GUMDROP That's pretty good.
SPIDER Yeah, you can just see me, huh?
GUMDROP Oh, about 10 minutes before the burn.

About 10 or 12 minutes before the burn. You can hold off
if you want, but I would like your solution as soon as you
can give it to me.

SPIDER Well, don't hold off (garble).
GUMDROP Oh, don't worry.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop. Ten minutes is a lit-

tle late. I've got to make a 140 degree maneuver at that
time

.

SPIDER Okay, Dave. Go when you have too.
GUMDROP Okay.
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SPIDER Did you get that CDH tine?
GUMDROP Rot, I copied, but I haven't received

any pad yet. Have you?
SPIDER Negative.
GUMDROP Okay.

END OF TAPE
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n< a ,nu get our CDH time?

ceived any pad h*ve

SPIDER Negative.

SrOP ?hey*ju.t said that they thought the

time looked pretty good.

SPIDER
SiJder Gumdrop, Houston. We're working

on tkeT" we've X^JT^. LOS «»

to have it.
„ T«bablv didn't hear him but he said

„... on i. .irtU^fi
1
;..**!, »„. - ».«.»

LOS in 4 minutes. reading him.

VS£Z* Uly/r^ Pick it up for you. I .i.h.

" We
sil^ER

80,Dethin8
i can have him do a lot of good tracking

Wh6Q ^ROP
dayll8

"h. but that's what we're built for.

SPIDER Gumdrop, Spider.

GUMDROP Jo
ahead. hlm Qn s _band

«" iiKW""
4 "

h
SU:"i'«"i« s:ii. rt« «h.

""""sPIDER Ok.,, th.nk ,.».

GUMDROP «»«"; „„„„., Houston. We're .bout

. ..nufe^o. LOS ..*#U - "« «"

Huntsville at around 47
. Gumdrop copies. Pad

craM0* .
t 47° and'can you"transmit to Gumdrop (garbled),

over Huntsville at 4I*;J"
n
tJ a„.lt to Gumdrop how?

CAPCOM Gumdro
P.J" fce Honeyauckle. The

PAO A
! -bla to do on Spider since

little bit of tracking we've b e 1. to d o ^P

that CSI burn shows the Spider n ; er£ortte d at

ailes. As you heard the CSI burn went we
, P^

3 sec _

the time of the ground's P«J J' J
6

/t ° d
'

f ectly . however,
onds, 40 feet per second. The lm stag
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there is a suspicion that during the staging the tracking

light nay have been knocked out. Gumdrop reports he cannot

see Spider through his optics, at this range. We got onboard

quantity readings for the two reaction control systems on

Spider. Doing very well there; 85 percent remaining in this

A system, 77 percent in the B system. The Control Officer

here in the Mission Control room, and Control is the name

for the LM Guidance, Navigation and Control Officer. It's

called a GNC for the CSM and his counterpart for the LM is

Control. He reports that the ascent engine looks in good

shape for this next burn, the CDH burn. It will be performed

by the APS, or the Ascent Propulsion System, and will be the

first burn for this engine. It will be a short one, and

Spider has come up with a solution on board showing an igni-

tion time of 96 hours, 58 minutes, 14 seconds. That's in

close enough agreement to the ground's, that we'll probably

allow them to burn at this time. We'll pass up a pad at the

Huntsville. We have acquisition at the Huntsville now. We

have not yet put in a call nor have we heard any air-to-air

conversation. If we burn at that time we'll be out of con-

tact. That burn would come between the Huntsville and the

Redstone out over the middle of the Pacific Ocean. We'll

stand by for
SPIDER

. 1 and minus
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CAPCOM
SPIDER
CAPCOM

one that's pretty close to it

pad

.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

OK, here at the burn, minus 39.2 plus

(garbled)
Roger, minus 39.2 plus .1 and minus 13.7.

That's Charlie.
Spider, this is Houston. Do you read me?

Roger, Houston. Spider copies.
Rog, I just copied your solution. I have

if you'd like to copy CDH

Roger, go.
Go, Gumdrop.
Rog, and roger, Gumdrop. 096 58 1400

minus382 minus 009 minus 151 305 minus 381 minus 153. End

of update.
SPIDER Roger, 096 58 1400 minus 382 minus 009

minus 151 305 minus 381 minus 153.

CAPCOM
back is correct.

GUMDROP
the update.

SPIDER

Spider

,

Spider,

that is affirmative. Your read-

Gumdrop here. I did not copy

That's affirmative, (garbled)
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GUMDROP Okay, I've got the ground pad now by
... signal. He said one minute late.

SPIDER Okay, very good. Do you have
all of our solution here, Dave?

GUMDROP The burn is 13.7.
SPIDER Okay, that's plus .1.
GUMDROP . 1

.

SPIDER All righty.
CAPCOM Spider, Gundrop, we'll see you over the

Redstone at about 03.
GUMDROP Rog, Gundrop copies. Redstone, 03.
PAO This is Apollo Control, 96 hours, 53 min-

utes. Redstone has LOS. This CDH burn, 4 minutes, 55 sec-
onds away from it now. We will not be in touch with Spider
or with Gumdrop when Spider performs this maneuver. We'll
have to wait until we get to Redstone to find out how it
went. The ground solution agreed very closely to the onboard
solution for this upcoming burn. Time was the same. Total
DELTA V in the ground solution, 38.2 feet per second. The
onboard solution came up 39.2. The crew will very probably
burn their own solution. After this burn the Spider will
start catching up to Gumdrop, so that they will be able to
perform the terminal phase of this rendezvous. Redstone due
to acquire 97 hours, 2 and a half minutes. We'll come back
up then. This Is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 97 hours, 2 minutes

*nd we are standing by to acquire at the Redstone; find out

"w this CDH burn nas'gone. There is supposed to be another

retrograde burn using the ascent propulsion system for the

"rat time. We should be acquiring momentarily; we'll stand

by
*

SPIDER At a boy. Remember that beer we were talking

about the other night?
GUMDROP ^^Yumar^ Jouston'standing by; how

^SPIDER Well, it's sorta a kick in the fanny in

comparison to the DIP, but it went alright. Good r « over

there in the Gumdrop can see me again; I'm off at daylight.

CC Very good. Understand. Spider, Houston,

we are still showing the APS arm, can you verify that?

Ylp^Thank you very much; thank you Houston.

CC Roger. You're welcome.

pA0 That was Jim McDivitt describing that APS

burtl
cc Spider, this is Houston. Did you burn the

onln Hon that I heard you pass to Gumdrop?

SPIDER I Lrned a PNG solution which is the one

that t

c
P*°*ed to GUmd,^' good; understand you find it and on

the t ime

.

SPIDER That's affirmative.

SUSS' unTo-drop, why do„H you give your

»«»vnd we wil1
^:U-:.:

h

». ":y
i-» -»••

at 107Jeet per '"-^ „.,.„„,.,„«. reading, .re off the

SPlde
i;

S

IDER
n<' ZVOU8

"Hit**. Spider, anytl.e you want to check

your range or range/rate, just let u. kno».

GUMDROP Okay, stand by.

END OF TAPE
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SLIDER Houston, Spider.

CAPCOM Go, Spider. This is Houston.

SPIDER Okay. Onboard RCS E2 and 75.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy. Thank you very much.

GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.

SPIDER Go ahead, Gumdrop

.

GUMDROP I've got 67 miles in 112 feet per second.

SMDER Okay. We have 67 miles and 107 feet per

secondo
niMnvoP How about that.

SSlSS It's terrific and you're still 5 feet

ner second off. You're going to have to shape that up.
P

gSmdMP Well, let m. take some more marks and

I'll get it squared away.

PAO
DER

Slider has a radar. Dave Scott in Gum-

drop is coming up with his range rate information optically

through^the sextant.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
portion of what the flight controllers call the bubble or

the ashcan. It's so named because of its appearance on a

relate motion plot. We've had the mini football, the foot-

hall - we're in the bubble now,

PAO This is Apollo Control. Gumdrop's orbit

has not changed since the separation maneuver which he per-

formed. He Is still in a 127 by 122 nautical mile orbit

SPIDER Gumdrop, Spider. For your information

we've got a TPI timed. It's one minute late right now.

GUMDROP Okay. I've got a couple of solutions and

I've got 9803 and 9804.
SPIDER Roger. 9757 P3.

GUMDROP Nine 7 57 P3. Okay.

CAPCOM And Spider - Gumdrop. This is Houston.

I have a ground solution when you are ready to copy.

SPIDER Spider here. Just a moment.

CAPCOM Roger. We're going to have you in con-

tact for about another 12 minutes.

SPIDER Okay. Spider is here. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider. Can you take it now, Gum-

dr ° P?
riiMDROP Roger. All set. Go ahead.

tlTcl* *o|er. Reading TPI 097 57 45 00 plus

196 plus 001 minus 105 223 no roll or pitch 26 70 minus

mm forward 22 3 all zipe up 003 end of update.

IVllll Roger. Understand. 0975745 00 plus 196

plus 001 minus 105 223 zips and rip. 2670
J**™*

1 * 10 *°"ard

223 zips and up 003. And did you count the R DSKY on our

last recycle?
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CAPCOM That is affirmative, Spider. Looks like

we're shaping up.
SPIDER Looks that way.

GUMDROP Gumdrop copy.

CAPCOM Roger, Gumdrop.

PA0 Range 55 miles, range rate 107 per sec-

°nd
*

CAPCOM And Spider and Gumdrop. That was our

last update. We are going to GO with that PAD.

SPIDER Spider here. Roger.

GUMDROP Gumdrop - Roger.

SPIDER Hey, Smokey , is Dave Reed smiling?

CAPCOM Well - yes, he's pretty happy, but he s

not going to relax until you've finished burning.

SPIDER Better not.

END OF TAPE
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SPIDER Gumdrop, Spider.
GUMDROP Go ahead.
SPIDER Roger, as soon as we get into the dark,

give me a look-see. If you don't see any tracking light,
which I guess you won't, we'll put the docking lights ON and
you might be able to get a mark on those.

GUMDROP Okay, might be able to do that at that
range

.

SPIDER Right. At that range with that big
eye ball you've got.

GUMDROP Roger.
PAO That conversation was between Rusty

Schweickart and Dave Scott. Dave Reed is the Flight Dynamics
Officer on the white team.

SPIDER Houston, this is Spider.
CAPCOM Go, Spider, Houston here.
SPIDER Roger. Concerning the episode we had

coming off the probe and some little VTO's we had after
we get back up there, I think it might be wise to go ahead
and dock when we get there without waiting until almost
dark.

CAPCOM Roger, Spider, we copy, and sounds like
a pretty good idea.

SPIDER Why don't you go through those VTO's and
see if there is any thing that's really important there, and
if so we'll try to get it for you, but otherwise I think we
might see if that probe is going to work.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, we've got that in work.
GUMDROP Spider, Gumdrop.
SPIDER Go ahead, Gumdrop, Spider.
GUMDROP Okay, (garbled) conversion now, got 9758

(garbled)
SPIDER Very good, very good. Ours is (garbled)

within about 3.7 seconds of the ground's, (garbled) 5741 I

think.
GUMDROP I've got 975819.
SPIDER Okay, very good. Sounds like we'll all

be together then.
GUMDROP Roger.
CAPCOM Spider/Gumdrop , this is Houston. We're

about a minute or so LOS from Canaries. There is an ARIA if

you need it up to about 42, and we'll see you at Carnarvon
at 06, and Dave Reed is smiling now. And we might catch you
at Tananarive at 49, but we haven't had much luck yet.

GUMDROP Okay.
CAPCOM And Spider, this is Houston. Did you -

did either vehicle read over Tananarive the last pass when
we were calling.

SPIDER Houston, this is Spider. I don't remem-
ber. We've been over so many stations so many time, I

couldn't tell you.
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CAPCOM Okay, it was at around CSI, right after
your CSI burn.

SPIDER I read you twice, but it was pretty bad.
We called the TPI down to you too, but didn't get any reply.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
GUMDROP Gundrop doesn't remember whether he heard

you or not.
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control 97 hours 36 min-

utes. We've had LOS at Canaries. Long pass there, in which
we got the word that the CDH maneuver went very well. Gum-
drop has reacquired Spider visually. We got an onboard read-
ing from the reaction control system, 82 percent in system A,

75 percent in system B. And as we lost signal at Canaries,
we were showing the range at 46-1/2 miles, range rate of 105 feet
per second and closing. Jim McDivitt and Rusty Schweickart
continuing to feed radar information into the Spider computer,
continuing to update their solutions for the terminal phase
initiation of this rendezvous. And as they progress on this,
they are coming closer and closer to the ground solution.
We passed up a pad for TPI, showing time of ignition 97 hours
57 minutes 45 seconds. At that time the onboard solution was
reading 975733, just prior to LOS. They called out a new
solution showing 975741. This was in conversation between -

air-to-air conversation between the two vehicles. The ground
pad delta V 22.3, the last solution onboard 21.7 feet per
second. Spider will continue to update the solution until
shortly before he burns. We probably won't know which solu-

tion he went with until after the burn, but it looks like

they're both going to be - that the onboard solution is going
to agree very closely to the ground solution. This TPI burn,
the times both ground-based and onboard, place the burn just
after loss of signal at Tananarive. That is the next sta-
tion to acquire. Whether we will be able to get good commun-
ications through Tananarive is doubtful, but we will come up

and stand by. Throughout this rendezvous, the flight sur-
geons have been monitoring just one pilot, and that's the -

stand by just a minute.

END OF TAPE
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That's the Lunar Moudle Pilot Rusty
PA

2 , m, hea^t rate has been running between 58 and
Schweickart. His heart rate n

. ^ figure .

70 with the majority of the times ao
g

You heard Jim McDivitt ta k; we have A«A *nh.r
,

Y ou heard
up anytime, if we hear the call,

_
f docking as soon

Jim McDivitt talking about 1

V°/t ^ p / J". n».ber of
as they rendezvous instead of st^°* 6^ , ^ station keep
mi

d
Ut
th

S

en-dock -isfpr?I?" arkness^However ,
in view of the

!^tie
e
pr^lem

3

they
P
had in the undock^-ere the capture^

latches seemed to hang up fo awhile - P^;
. g any

like to go ahead and dock
lef

t

to continue the
trouble, he *™ tB "^^"go into darkness right after
attempt - he wouldn t l^e to go i

^ succe ssful. Tananarive
the first attempted docking l * ^ about 9 _ 8 minutes
will acquire at 97 hours, 49

*^f up then. And if
from now. 8 minutes awa,r We 11 ^^back earlier. This
we do acquire through the ARIA, we

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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FAO This is Apollo Control at 97 hours 46
minutes and we are picking up ion air to air conversation
between Guadrop and Spider through this ARIA. We will come
up with that now and then go on into the Tananarive pass.

GUMDROP Okay, Spider, I still have you against
the earth background.

Great.
This thing is really tracking.
Do you have a light?
No. It's still daylight to ae , you're -
No black spots?
And I'm talking a light background.
Okay, we've got about 1425 now.
Okay.
Okay, Guadrop, this is Spider.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

tine, ready to copy?
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

. . . ay aode for a 40 - for a
point (garble)

Our

Tea.
Guadrop, are you ready?
Rog, standing by. Go ahead.
Okay, 975779.
Okay, good. My last time was 975808.
Roger

.

That's great. Really staying in there.
304 read. I want it for a plus

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP

into thea.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Tananarive

Okay, it's 301.9, 32, 34.9.
All right.
Hey, we're right on the plot.
Seven -

I don't know. AVI end - unless you

Dave, here are our delta Vs.
Good. I'm ready to copy.
Roger. + 19.4 + 0.4 - 9.7.
Roger. + 19.4 + 0.4 - 9.7.
Roger, that's it.
Make a pair yet?
24, I got 19.6.
Hello, Spider, Guadrop.
Go ahead, Guadrop.
You got a ... right . . .

Spider and Guadrop, Houaton through
standing by. I did copy your final solution.

Sounds great.
SPIDER Roger.
CAPCOM Spider,

sure of was your delta VX.
Bouaton. The only one I waan

'

I read it aa 197.
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CAPCOM Spider, Gu»drop, thi. is Houston. We

will see you over Carnarvon et 06.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 97 hours, 56
minutes. We have LOS at Tananarive and we're less than a

minute away from the burn. The final onboard solution -

ignition time 97:57:59 - about 21 and one-half feet per
second. We'll find out at Carnarvon about this burn. This
is the Terminal Phase Initiation - the one that will put
us on a course to Intercept the Command Module . There are
two points following this burn at which we - at which Spider
can make midcourse corrections if needed. One at 11 minutes
after the burn - the other one about 22 minutes after the
burn. We expect Carnarvon acquisition at 98 hours, 5 min-
utes. We'll come back up then and find out how the TPI went.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 98 hours,
4 minutes and Guadrop and Spider are coming up on the Car-
narvon station. It's been 6 minutes, 40 seconds since TPI
time. The two spacecrafts should rendezvous approximately
30 minutes after TPI , so we 1 re in the order of 23 minutes
away now. It's coming up on 7 minutes since TPI. We'll
find out how that burn went when we get to Carnarvon. We
have picked up very brief bits of air-to-air conversation
even now before Carnarvon acquisition. We'll come on up now
and give that to you and then stand by for Carnarvon.

Okay .

I want to get out of that (garbled)

.

Rog.
Okay, Dave, we're calling for our first

Carnarvon has acquired now.
Okay, Dave, I've got our DELTA V's for

Go ahead.
X is minus 1.0, Y is minus 0.3, and

SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

mldcourse

.

PAO
SPIDER

you

.

GUMDROP
SPIDER

Z is plus 0.9.
GUMDROP
SPIDER

these here.
PAO

correction

.

PAO Apollo Control, and as you heard, that
was a very small correction for that first mldcourse, and
we thought we heard Jim McDivitt say that he was going to

go ahead and burn those out.
SPIDER Did you (garbled) mldcourse was complete?
GUMDROP Roger.
PAO Range is 12 miles; range rate, 96 feet

per second.
PAO Range 8 and a half miles, range rate 77

feet per second and closing.
CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, Houston. We're about

one minute LOS Carnarvon. We'll see you over the Huntsville
In about 8 minutes.

SPIDER Okay, Houston. What have you decided
about that post - or after I get up there. Should I go ahead
and dock or not?

CAPCOM Okay, Jim, we're looking through here

Well you can't hardly argue with that.
No, I think I'll go ahead and burn with

They're discussing the first mldcourse

Apollo Control, and as you heard,
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and there tie a couple of things we really would like to

iave and that's some pictures taken of the ascent engine

area and we would like to get the rendezvous radar corona

te8t
*SPIDER Okay, depends on when I break out of

sunlight what I can do for you.

CAPCOM Okay, very good.

SPIDER And (garbled) is wondering how we re

delict*
Pr

°Okay'
X
wf*understand, and have you talked

this over with Dave? We haven't heard his comments on the

Pr°be
SPIDER Dave, can you hear him?

gumdrop Rog. y° u 8 *y vou copy
»
Gumdr °p*

CAPCOM We're got Gumdrop here, but I m going

to lose you in just a few seconds. We'd Ilk. to have your

comment, on the probe too over Huntsville up here.

GUMDROP Okay, and be ready to give me a go for

the pyro arm there too, please.
tapcom Okay, very good.

p?0 And this is Apollo Control at 98 hours,

13 minutes. Carnarvon has LOS. We'll miss the Honeysuckle

on revolution, this 62nd revolution. The next station

to acquire will be Huntsville at 98 hour. 19 and a half

minutes. You heard during this pass the RCS P"^ 1^
quantities remaining; system A, 74 percent, system B, 66

llrdrX. The crew In Spider has done the first midcour.e

very" -all corre ctions. And you heard a dis cub.Ioh per t.ln-

Ina to the request from Jim McDivitt to dock very shortly

arler rendezvous, because of possibility of a problem in

tne drogue - probe, rather. We do want to get some photog-

raphy on Spider particularly the ascent engine section and

the area in which staging took place. And Jim indicated

that he would try to do as much as he could depending on

Lw much time he had available. He does not want to wait

too long toward darkness before he tries to dock, ^ver.
It's now been 17 minutes and 5 seconds since TPI and we're

looking a rendezvous very close to 30 ;^«"-* f

We do Sot have a precise time yet. It'll be right at 30 min-

utes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 98 hours, 19

minutes and Gumdrop and Spider are coming up on the Hunts-

ville now.
Go ahead.
Okay about 15 seconds to go, Dave.
Roger

.

(Garbled.)
(Garbled.)
Okay .

What kind of range rate do you have?
I now have 42 feet per second.
All right, I've got 3.0 miles at 43

SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

feet per second.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

that

.

GUMDROP
PAO

midcourse as we acquired there.

Okay .

What's your pitch angle?
It's about 86 degrees - something like

Okay.
The Spider was doing the second and last

SPIDER
SPIDER

pictures of the ascent engine area

(Garbled.)
Dave, did you ever really want to get some

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

looking spider
CAPCOM

Roger. I got that. Thank you.
Okay.
Oh, I see you out there coming in the sunlight.
Great

.

You're the biggest friendliest funniest
*ve ever seen.

And Spider - Gumdrop. Houston. We are

copying you through the Huntsville for the next five minutes.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM And Gumdrop, in regards to your last re-

quest, we have no TM here at the Huntsville in regards to

that power arm.
GUMDROP That's interesting.
GUMDROP Houston - Gumdrop.
CAPCOM Go, Gumdrop. Houston.
GUMDROP Roger. We've got a minute here. The only

thing I could think of on that probe is that my fingers

slipped off of the switch before it got all the way out.

Other than that I just can't think of a thing.
CAPCOM Roger. That's about the only thing we

can come up here with - that you didn't hold the switch long

enough, Dave. I guess - how do you feel about it. You think

it's anything - any problems.
GUMDROP No, I really don't. I went back to see

if they (garbled) a way out to retract and I had the barber poles

which said they had extended all the way. Then I went up to
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extend again and it dropped all off.

CAPCOM Roger, Gumdrop . Copy.
SPIDER Dave, I think what we'll do is I'll come

on up and Btop out front there. Pitch over so you can look

at our ascent engine.
GUMDROP Okay. I agree. We ought to get on with

it

.

SPIDER Yes.
GUMDROP What kind of range do you have now?
SPIDER I have 9,800 feet and our range rate is

32 and one-half feet per second.
GUMDROP Thank you.
SPIDER I have just a little bit of (garbled)

up .

GUMDROP Roger. I have just about 9,000 feet and

33.
SPIDER Okay.
SPIDER Okay, I'll turn on my range/rangerate now,

Dave .

GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Okay, I just went to 6,000 feet at 30

feet per second.
GUMDROP Okay .

PAO Six thousand feet is the first breaking
gate

.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy you - right on the break-
ing schedule, Spider. And we'll see you over Hawaii in

about three minutes.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 98 hours, 27

minutes. Huntsville has LOS. And Spider right on the flight
plan numbers at that first breaking gate - which called for

30 feet per second at 6,000 feet, and that's exactly what
he called out as showing on his rendezvous radar. As you

heard discussion on the probe during this pass, Dave Scott
has come to the conclusion that maybe he didn't hold the

switch in long enough during the undocking. He has tried

it since that time and it appears to work properly. We'll
come back up at Hawaii at 98 hours, 30 and one-half minutes.
This is Mission Control Houston at 98 hours, 29 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control 98 hours 30 minutes.

We'll stand by now for Hawaii acquisition. Maybe we'll pick

up some air-to-air prior to acquisition as we have on another

site or two. We're 32 and a half minutes away from the TPI

burn now.
SPIDER the dock was co-ax by now.

GUMDROP Okay, I'm at 550 feet, 10 feet per

second.
SPIDER Okay, sounds pretty good.

CAPCOM Spider/Gumdrop , we've got you through

Hawaii now good and solid, and I copied your last transmission,

sounds great.
Okay.
Your fronts are just little yellow dots.

Tes, they're really pulling a lot of stuff

GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER

off.

610

isn'

SPIDER
feet .

GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER

t right side up

GUMDROP
all over.

SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER

take a pictur
GUMDROP

Okay, we're 5 feet per second, about

Okay .

But you are up -s ide-down ,
again.

Yes, I was juBt thinking, one of us

Boy, you've got contraptions hanging out

(garbled)
Okay, I have us about 340 feet.

Okay, looks closer than that.

Doesn't it, though?
Okay, got your camera out so you can

iy bottom half?
Roger, why don't you come all the way in

and stop and then pitch over.
SPIDER Yea, that's what we're doing, we come on

in and stop and then you going to take over station keeping

and I'll pitch around.
PAO

of my

GUMDROP
thrusters on.

SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
SPIDER
SPIDER

tape. It looks a

say we stop here?
GUMDROP
SPIDER

then give it to you.
GUMDROP Okay

35 minutes since TPI.

Give me a mark next time you turn your

Okay, 3, 2, 1 MARK.
Thank you.
How does that sports car handle, Jim?

Pretty nice.
Okay, Davey, it says 100 feet on the radar

little closer to that to me, but what do you

Okay, that's a good idea.
Okay, I'll get a STOP and stabilize and

that looks pretty good to me.
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SPIDER Okay, good.

SPIDER Let me take a couple of pictures of your

nose, then I'll start pitching around.

GUMDROP Alright. _ . . _

GUMDROP Okay, you tell me while I guide it, okay?

SPIDER Okay, Dave, you've got it now.

GUMDROP Alright, I've got it.

SPIDER I don't even see you in there, David.

GUMDROP Oh, I'm here.
GUMDROP I've been waiting for you to bring that

good water back.
SPIDER Okay, Dave, we're going to start up on

AUTO MANEUVER here, and we're going to pitch up and then you

can take a picture of our bottom.
GUMDROP Alright, here we go

.

SPIDER 2 degrees per second. (garbled) degrees

per second.
GUMDROP That's a little better.

GUMDROP (GARBLED)
SPIDER (garbled)
GUMDROP Looks like a big black hole where an

engine used to fire.
SPIDER Okay, get a picture of that again.

GUMDROP I've got a couple, why don't you just

keep going the way you're going.
SPIDER Okay.
GUMDROP You've got another 20 degrees to go.

GUMDROP Okay, I can see injector, as a matter of

fact I can even see the chamber right now.

SPIDER Okay, fine. Let's take another picture

and we're going to maneuver back around.

SPIDER Okay, this will be degrees per second.

GUMDROP Okay, go ahead, I've got the pictures.

GUMDROP How fast you doing to do this one?

SPIDER 2 degrees per second.

GUMDROP Okay.

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Say a mark before you start, will you?

Okay.
I'll maneuver now, Dave. You ready?

Go.
Houston, for your information we could

never get the radar to unlock, so we couldn't (garbled).
Roger, understand. The rendezvous radarCAPCOM

stayed locked.
GUMDROP

is to get set up.
SPIDER

the docking.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
CAPCOM

your logic and power on
GUMDROP

mark, 3, 2, whoop
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

power on.
GUMDROP

Pyros arming up.
GUMDROP

Okay, I guess the next order of business

Roger, get set up and let's get on with

Okay, do you want to stationkeep on me?

I've got it.
You've got it.
Gumdrop, Houston. We're standing by for

Rog, Houston. Thank you. Logic on my

Stand by. Okay, 3, 2, 1, mark.
Rog, copy.
And Gumdrop, Houston. You are go for

Roger, understand. Go for power on.

Okay, Houston, this is Gumdrop here. I'v

got the full extend retract switch in retract. I've got two

barber poles. Should have a couple of grey, I believe.

CAPCOM Rog, Gumdrop. We copy.
When did they go on barber pole, Dave?

Well, when I checked them for full exten-

sion before they were barber pole.
SPIDER Rog, maybe that's right, huh? Okay, now

I went, now I cycled again out to extend and now back to re-

tract and I've got two grey.

SPIDER
GUMDROP

GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

really are.
SPIDER
GUMDROP

talked about it.
SPIDER

Okay .

So I think we're all right now.

Yes, let's get on with it and see if we

Okay, do you want to try automatic retract?

Let's try automatic retract just like we'd
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SPIDER Why don't you do your roll? When you

do that then I'm - how', the sun? Would you be able to

dock on top of me If I can't see you?

GUMDROP I'» in good ahape sun-wise.

SPIDER Okay, fine.

GUMDROP Maybe we ought to not try automatic

retract" becau.a what if I - There's something sort of wor-

rvina me if I hit the retract now, it might go

.

SPIDER Okay, fine. That's a good idea. Excel-

lent idea. Let's leave It where it is and when I punch in,

you pull me in.
CAPCOM Spider, Houston.
SPIDER Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog, would you verify your DAP load prior

to this docking? . K-1 , . ,
SPIDER Roger, the DAP a 4 balls 2.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much.

GUMDROP Houston, Gumdrop.

CAPCOM Co* Gumdrop.

GUMDROP 1 think we're okay on the probe now,

d° ^CAPcSm"' Rog, it sound, like it's okay now, Dave.

re *'
gSmdRoT'" Okay, Okay. Spider, I'll do station-

keeping when you turn around.
f1rmr n.v.?

SPIDER Why don't you do your roll first, Davef

GUMDROP Fine, here we go.

SPIDER Got window over on the other aide.

GUMDROP Rolling around 60.

SPIDER Roger.
GUMDROP Okay. I'm holding now 60 degree left

roll. Could you stand by one second while I turn the docking

light on, pleaae?
SPIDER Sure.
SPIDER Okay, I've got it, Dave, very faintly.

GUMDROP Stand by.
j

GUMDROP Okay, now all set, tighten the band- .

and the whole works.
SPIDER Okay, Dave, now you atationkeep and I m

going to pitch over.
GUMDROP Okay.
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GUMDROP Hey, you've still got the target.

SPIDER Good.
GUMDROP And the drogue.

GUMDROP Right there looks pretty good, okay.

Okay, you've got it, huh?
SPIDER Hot yet.

GUMDROP Okay.
SPIDER Okay, I can't see my COAS against you

right now; let me get up closer.

GUMDROP All right. Okay, you've got the station-

keeping, right?
SPIDER I've got it.

GUMDROP All right.

SPIDER I've got to look through the top of my

helmet and am I beaded up?

GUMDROP You've got to come back quite a waya

,

to your rear. Easy does it. Whoops, too far.

SPIDER Yeh, I know.

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP - that's too far.
SPIDER Yeah, I know.
GUMDROP It looks like a sporty little machine.
SPIDER (garble)
CAPCOM It's 9915, Gumdrop.
GUMDROP Okay, we've got about 25 minutes.
CAPCOM That's affirmative.
SPIDER I just can't see the COAS , Dave. I don't

know exactly where you are with the ...

GUMDROP Okay, do you want me to do it?
SPIDER No, let me work my way in here a little

closer

.

SPIDER Dave, I just can't see it. Let me get
In a little closer.

GUMDROP You're coming fine. Just coming easy
like that, looks like you are coming from an angle, but you
are coming in with the right attitude. You ought to go for-
ward and to your right a little bit, relative to your body.

GUMDROP You're fine. Right there.
SPIDER I doesn't look it to me.
GUMDROP You are going to come in from an angle

anyway, you're doing good. Your yaw is off about 2 degrees.
SPIDER I just can't see the darn COAS. I can't

see what my attitude is.
GUMDROP Yeah.
SPIDER Okay, I'm lined up in translation, but

I can't tell what my attitude is, Dave. Somehow, oh, I see
it, there it is, there.

GUMDROP Now you're coming in. That's looking
better. There you go. I think you've got a handle on it
now

.

SPIDER It keeps disappearing.
GUMDROP Okay, now you're looking pretty good.
GUMDROP Okay, you're moving into the boundary.

You're inside the capture mounting now. You're okay. Look-
ing good.

SPIDER Okay, I can see it now.
SPIDER That's really sporty.
GUMDROP Sure is, I can tell. You are looking

good

.

GUMDROP Keep coming. Almost there. Okay, you
are about there.

GUMDROP I have capture.
SPIDER Very good.
gumdrop Okay, let's get her lined up.
SPIDER Okay, why don't you do it. I can't tell

where it is. We're free now.
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CAPCOM
SPIDER

it 55 and 55.
CAPCOM
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

in a long time
GUMDROP
SPIDER

an eye test
CAP COM
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Good show, Spider.
Roger. Onboard fuel reading 6565, make

Rog, reading 5555. Thank you, Rusty.

Did you get to watch it?

ttang on. (garble) S-band.
Whew. I haven't heard a song like that

Okay »

No, we p ve still got a lot to do.

Man, when I take a break, I'm going to

That was a very nice docking.
Dave, that wasn't a docking, that was

Houston. We're locked up.

Sounds like you passed the 2010. That

sounded real beautiful. Good show.
GUMDROP Okay, Spider. I'm in free and you re

in free and at that you may proceed into the tunnel here

when I get squared away.
SPIDER Okay, Dave. We will start getting ready

for the ... adapter, ,,.,.«
GUMDROP Okay. Why don't you take a break for

a while?
SPIDER
SPIDER

bed for 3 days.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
CAPCOM

3 days off.
SPIDER

Christmas ?

PAO
CAPCOM

good ,
troops.

SPIDER
there?

CAPCOM
another minute here.

SPIDER Okay, listen. I hope the whole world

is listening, but I tell you, I think we've got the greatest

set of flight controllers that anybody could find. I would

like to thank you all, I'm sure the rest of the guys up

here would too.
CAPCOM

much .

We concur,

Rog

.

Houston, did you get that?

Rog, Spider, Houston copies.

When's that? Saturday, Sunday, and

That was Jim McDivitt.
Hard day's work again. It looks real

Thank you, Smoky. Smoky, are you still

Yes, Jim. We've still got you for about

Rog, Spider, we copy. Thank you very

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 99 hours, 2 minutes

and there are a number of cigars being broken out in the

control room right now - after that docking. Jim McDivitt's
problem - there, the COAS he kept referring to is Crew Optical
Alinement Sight - it's in his window and it has a lighted
reticle in it but the background light was so bright that it

washed out the reticle in his sight and he had very difficult
time seeing through the sight and alining because of that

reason. We have some unofficial times here, for rendezvous
and docking. The rendezvous times that we will give you are

plus times from TPI. The TPI time was 97 hours, 57 minutes,
59 seconds. 36 minutes, 42 seconds from that time, Jim
McDivitt said, "It looks pretty good to me", indicating that

the relative motion between the two vehicles was nulled. At

37 minutes even from TPI, Dave Scott in Gumdrop took over the

station keeping task. As they were breaking and coming in,

Dave Scott remarked that the LM thrusters were throwing a lots

of stuff out - and he also said, "You have contraptions hanging
out all over you." We don't know precisely to what he was

referring - whether there was something hanging down from the

staging or whether he was referring to all of the antennas
that are on the ascent stage of the Lunar Module. Capcom
Stu Roosa asked Jim McDivitt "How does that sportscar handle
Jim?" and the response was, "Pretty nice." The ascent stage

alone is a pretty zippy little vehicle and handles somewhat
like a sportscar apparently. We marked the report of auto

capture during the docking at 98 hours, 58 minutes, 41 seconds.

We marked the report that they were locked up at 98 hours, 59

minutes, 38 seconds. And you heard Rusty Schweickart report

the onboard RCS propellant remaining, 55 percent in both systems.

So we have completed this crucial rendezvous and docking - very

tiring day for the crew and I think you heard their conversation
there - they are ready for a rest - however, they still have

a fair amount of work to do before they can take a rest today.

They'll be cleaning up the Lunar Module and reconfiguring it

for the unmanned ascent propulsion system burn to depletion.

Which will take place about 102 hours, about 3 hours from

now. So Gumdrop and Spider are back together. McDivitt and

Schweickart still in the LM, preparing it for the long burn

of the ascent propulsion system. We will be coming up at

Ascension - here we are now.
CC Okay, ARIA, you can go local. I guess we

aren't going to get them; we'll try them through Ascension;

thank you.
SPIDER Go ahead Houston, you just came in.

CC Oh Roger, Spider - we are curious about

the option on the AOT star alinement - are you going to do

that?
SPIDER Houston, I don't know - garble

CC Stand by.
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SPIDER I've got my flight plan special (garble)

CC Thank you.
SPIDER And anytime you've got it, we 11 take the

update on the P30 for the APS burn.

cc Roger. Hold it out. Spider, Houston.

SPIDER Go ahead.
cc Roger The first send up to you we feel

we can make is about 102 hours; it's 101.52.

SPIDER Okay, I'm juBt wondering about our difficulty

in trying to clean up big messes when we're moving things back

and forth and if we take too much time out, I was concerned

about getting the thing ready. We'll see how things go here,

°kay?
CC Okay - there is - first opportunity Is

a little over an hour from now and I didn't even want to pass

that on to you - It's your decision - but I don't think you

can make that one.
SPIDER Yeah, I kinda doubt it too.

cc Okay; we concur not even two for that one,

and we're looking now at 10152. Gumdrop. do you read Houston?

GUMDROP Houston, did you call Gumdrop?

cc Roger, if we are going to do the AOP star

alinement, I guess it'll depend on how things go but I have some

gimbal angles you'll need for that and I can give them to you

anytime you want, if you want them at all.

GUMDROP Why don't you give them to me - let me get

a piece of paper here and we'll have them if we can use them.

CC Okay.
GUMDROP Gumdrop is ready to copy.

cc Roger. For star 15, row 35 36 32 81 365.

And star 25 , 34 74 26 61 35 97 . ««, 2 ai 365GUMDROP Roger; copy. For star 15, 35363281 365.

For star 25, 34742661359 7.

Cc Roger. That Is confirmed Gumdrop - and one

fast question - did you ever see the tracking light on Spider?

GUMDROP No, it was out when he got here.

CC Understand.
gumdrop But the way this navigation works in here,

you hardly need a nightside pass.

Cc Gumdrop, Houston copies. Sounds great.

GUMDROP The next -

END OF TAPE
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GUMDROP Go the next slide.

CAPCOM Spider, Houston.

CAPCOM Spider, Houston.
niMT^ROP This is Gumdrop ,

go.

CAPCOM Gumdrop. would you relay to Spider that

we would sure like to have him check that OPS heater again

before he stows the OPS that failed, and I'm going to lose you

here and we'll try to talk to you over Tananarive at around

" '

GUMDROP Roger, understand, and Spider they want

you to cSIck the OPS hJ.ter. the one that failed, before you

put it away.
SPIDER Okay.

tC> th
pAQ This is Apollo Control at 99 hours 18

minutes. Ascension has LOS. We have a very short pass at

Tananarive this time, we'll come back up at 99 hours 24 and

IHlf minutes, and see how the communicat ions are through

Tananarive. This is Mission Control Houston at 99 hours

19 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 99 hours, 24

minutes, and we are acquiring at Tananarive. We'll stand by.

CAPCOM Spider, Gumdrop, This is Houston through

Tananarive. Standing by.
SPIDER Hey, Gumdrop, are we in any kind of -

SPIDER I found out what, Dave, Hey, right now

we are in the right kind of attitude.
SPIDER Hey, listen. Maybe if you aren't too

free and we took control here, we could just jockey around

and do it.
SPIDER We have it.

GUMDROP Also.
CAPCOM Spider - Gumdrop. Houston through Ta-

nanarive.
CAPCOM Spider - Gumdrop , this is Houston trans-

mitting in the blind. I'm not picking you up. We would

like to recommend you use the LK RCS just as much as pos-

sible. We used just a little more Command Module CSM RCS

there than we predicted on the rendezvous.
SPIDER .Okay, Houston. This is Spider here.

We're using (garbled) thrusters.
CAPCOM Okay. Real good.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 99 hours, 30

minutes. We've had LOS at Tananarive. The next station

to acquire will be Carnarvon in approximately 8 and one-half

minutes. During this pass over Tananarive we asked that

Spider start - take over the attitude - the control job to

conserve RCS propellent in the Command Service Modules.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Thi . is Apollo Control at 99 hours 40

, .„d Carnarvon has acquisition of Gumdrop and Spider.
*

CAPcSS And Spider/Gumdrop, this is Houston

through Carnarvon.

£E« KriiiS^'SI'y- «.d Houston, Gumdrop

if th^n°° buty
To £"0.^--^.

t

SESX Rog.r. Do you know if Spider's reading

.» or is lust too busy, can't answer me.

SPIDER We »•« reading you, we were kind of

J"„r to th» doln. th. AOS aline and update.

CUMD*0P Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Cuidrop, Houaton, »e>re nottclag your

pur *,
6s;sio

d,"'n
* i-« ««"

»

e *» the "'^ pr" 8 -

J:?:'" 1. do.n a littl.. !..•« it,

CAPCOM Roger.
GUMDROP Okay, Spider, Gumdrop.

. bit of our surge tank and I think it might be either the

tunn 1 o"r you ?he latches look ^6 1^ we've got

a good seal. How are you doing over there?

rtJMDROP Go ahead, Houston, Gumdrop.

SPADER Okay, we got a cabin pressure way up

* q t rh ink we're going to relieve in a minute here.

tnac aoor. ^ >•«-
,

t0 ^"
G
P»»^;^

ui;on , could you ch.ck your

cabin air return valve? ^..n

th*
"gSmDROP v ea , I've got the probe out.

SPIDER Okay open -
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GUMDROP Houston, here's your dock alinement. Do

you have the star angle difference?

CAPCOM Stand by, Spider, just one.

SPIDER Okay, it's 5 teros -

SPIDER (garbled) Dave.

SPIDER Are you ready to copy torqueing angles t

rAPCOM Okay, I have them now.

SPIDER Okay, understand you've got the torqueing

*tt,1
*CAPCOM Affirmative, Spider, I have the torqueing

angles

.

SPIDER Okay

.

CAPCOM And that's pretty good on that star

angle difference. That's the way to work, big team.

SPIDER Yes, crary, huh? If. a little longer.

CAPCOM ifi real swinging, and we're about

to lose you at Carnarvon in 30 seconds, and we'll see you

°V* r
SPIDER

at
Roger, will you have a pad by that time?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, I have the pad in my

h *nd
Sp1dV°

W
' Okay, we'll see you at Hawaii with it.

CAPCOM Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 99 hours 46

inutea, Carnarvon has LOS. This revolution goes right

between the acquisition tone, of Huntsville and Guam, ao we

won't be back in touch with Gu.drop and Spider until we get

to Hawaii at 100 hours 04. This is Mission Control Houston

at 99 heurs 47 minutes.

END OP TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 100 hours,

5
"'iir™'

,*" ll
.;;:.:

c,
-"i^.s;

,-
"Si:*i.

,5""« «*„....

«. z l b.« your !rS d.pl.tlon PAD .nd your LM J.tti.on

attitude.
GUMDR0P Standby,

cipcSH KSJ;. Houston. We'd like to uplink your

.tat. Sector. I notice you .re in POO now. We can GO if you

Mill «ive us permission.
GUMDROP I« that for Spider or Gumdrop?

CAPC0M That was for Spider.

SPIDER »og«r. Houston. Say again. This is

Spide
CAPC0M Roger, Spider. If you are in POO we'd

like to uplink you a state vector.

SPIDER Okay. Go ahead.

SPIDER Okay. Go ahead. 1 am ready to copy

T °Ur
ci?C0M Okay. And are you ready - Okay, here is

the AfS depletion - 10l's2 44 00 plus 52 356 minus 52682

00520 74275 314023 guess you really didn't need

"d you? Okay, plus 48549 minus 52675 plus 19626

that's the end of the APS depletion PAD and your LM weight

9549 '

S PIDER Okay, on the readback I got 101 52 44 00

plus 52 356 minus 52 682'plu. 00520 74275 314023 plus 48549

«< nu « 52675 Plus 19626 and LM weight 9549.

CAPCOM Rcger. And for the jettison attitude

I have angles for eithe'r the CSM or the LM if y°V;«"^°
maneuver with the LM - save a little Command Module CSM RCS

fU* 1

' SPIDER Okay. Go ahead with them. I don't know

WhiCh
CArC0M

f We
o"-y
U

fading the angles for the LM

roll «" Pitch 023, yaw 011 and the CSM angle 318 decimal

5 282 decimal 0 044 decimal 7 and we are through with the

COBPU
SMDER Roger. I understand that you are through

with the computer. B« advised our docking range angle now

l\l changed ana there fore, I think, probably the CSM angles

w"l hlvl to be modified to a certain extent. Docking range

*n8le
cipcSS

W "inU '
°Roger. Understand docking range is minus

0 2 How come you were so sloppy in roll there?

SPIDER I don't think I'll say anything to that.
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CAPCOM (Laughter.) n «.«.•!.

CAPCOM Ok*y. And Rusty we ve got a little

trouble shooting hare on th. AGS w.U ilk. to do °« ^hat

warning light. Wa do^t know if yau *»nt to taka the tlma

° r n
°CAPC0M Spidar, tbia ia Houeton. Do I atill have

y °U?
SPIDER All right. Oa ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. We've got a procadure hara that

we'd lika to do concerning tha AOS and it's that caution

light. We'd lika to have you do this procadure prior to tha

AGS update in your checklist.
SPIDER Rogar,
SPIDER Roger.
CAPCOM Are you ready to copy?

SPIDER Standby. How long ia it?

CAPCOM Oh, it's about 5 steps.

SPIDER Okay. Standby.
SPIDER Okay. Go ahaad.

SPIDER Houston, go ahaad.

CAPCOM Rogar. Step 1 is to form normal turnoff

procedure. Verify the AGS caution light goea out. Open,

then close tha caution CWEA circuit breaker. Perform the

normal turnon procedure and than after you hava dona thia

reset the AGS time and update and alina as a normal check-

9t
SPIDER Okay. Yon want a normal AGS turnoff.

You want to verify the AGS caution light out. Open and

cloae CWEA breaker, periform a normal turnon and update and

align the AGS.
CAPCOM Thai: is affirmative, Spider.

SPIDER Hey, Jin. Are you going to do that

checklist - Okay, aaams to ma there's one more thing I hava

got to get (low transmifjsion) .

CAPCOM Spider. Houston. We have you through

the Redstone now.
SPIDER (Garbled.)
CAPCOM Yea. Okay.
SPIDER (Garbled.)
CAPCOM Roger, Rusty. Wa also would lika to re-

quest that you bring tht LM COAS back into the CSM.

SPIDER Roger. Do you hava data at the Redatone

here, Houston,
CAPCOM That's affirmative.
CAPCOM That's affirmative.
SPIDER Roger. Do you want me to go through

that procedure right now?
CAPCOM On the AGS? Tea, let's do.

SPIDER Coming up.
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GUMDROP Houston, Guadrop.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Guadrop.

GUMDROP Do you have any suggestion, on anything

else we aight need on the LM to lighten up the coaaand

°dUl
cipC0M W. copy that. Stand by we'll P«t that

in work. We'd like to have you turn off the fan in »/

tank suit.
GUMDROP Clear.
SPIDER The point is still on. The pressure

light caae on when I went to stand by on the power up

•gain and it stayed on «fter pushing in the 80A breaker

and solng to operate.
CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Okay, we have no

ore questions, tu.ty. If we could get you to cycle the

track light on And off, we've got data now. Could you

do that for u«7
SPIDER Spider, light track en.

END OF TAPE
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affirmative

,

Do you want ac to go through that
CAPCOM Tli at'

i

SPIDER Roger
procedure right now?

CAPCOM Or the AGS? Yea, let's do.
CAPCOM And Spider, one other thing. We would

like to - this is on rendezvous 42, step 5. Do not ascent
feed system A. Leave system A in normal and system B to
ascent feed interconnect.

SPIDER Understand do not ascent interconnect
system, Gumdrop , did you get that?

Yes, he didn't want one of them ascent
but I

GUMDROP
interconnect

CAPCOM
nect system alpha

SPIDER
CAPCOM

don't know whether it was A or B.
Spider, it is do not connect - intercon-
Interconnect system baker only.
Roger, bravo -

Okay, Rusty, one other thing. We want
you to leave the track circuit breaker open.

CAPCOM
for us?

SPIDER
CAPCOM

We've got data now. Could you do that

Is that the track light circuit breaker?
That is affirmative. Your track light

circuit breaker is rendezvous 43, step 3. We would like that
open

.

SPIDER It's open now.
CAPCOM Very good, thank you.
SPIDER - okay, Jim.
CAPCOM Thank you very much and one other change

to your checklist and the closeout here. We want you to -

GUMDROP Commander.
SPIDER Roger, do you read?
GUMDROP Roger, now I do.
SPIDER Commander's suit isolation with suit

disconnect, connect the LM hoseB and stow, CDR transfer to
the CSM with the ISA and the CDR rendezvous checklist. I've
done that. We've got the index and we've got the PLSS over -

PLSS cartridge over here. And do you have PLSS stowed now?
GUMDROP Roger, go ahead. I have stowed on the

floor. Go ahead and read it.
SPIDER

ORDEAL lighting
GUMDROP
CAPCOM
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

iff.
Okay, LM switch closeout for jettison,

Lighting off. — off interconnect.
Very good, thank you.
Master arm off.
Master arm off?
On, I mean. Master arm on.
On. Okay.
Audio, Commander. S-band TL off.
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gray.

GUMDROP Of if

.

SPIDER Relay off.
GUMDROP Relay off?
SPIDER Roger. S-band TL off, relay off.

GUMDROP Roiier.
SPIDER Next step. Guide and control PGNCS.
GUMDROP Guilde and control PGNCS.
SPIDER Guide and control AUTO.
GUMDROP Mode control.
SPIDER Negative. Throttle control up.
GUMDROP Throttle control AUTO.
SPIDER Manual throttle Commander.
GUMDROP Manual throttle commander.
SPIDER Engine arm off.
GUMDROP Engine arm off.
SPIDER Ascent helium regs 1 and 2 talks back

GUMDROP Ascent helium regs 1 and 2 talks back

- abort stage flush and guarded.
Roger. Your first word is cut out every

abort stage flush and guarded.
I'm using the mike I'm using the mike

hear me now? Okay, next step. System A
and ascent oxidizer 4 talks back barber

- aiirber pole.
System A and B quad 1, 2, 3, 4. A talks

I can't verify it.
Quad B talks back barber pole.
Quad B talks back barber pole.
System A and B main shutoff valve talks

A and B shutoff, gray.
Attitude monitor to AGS.
Attitude monitor to AGS.
Think that must be your ball, huh?
Yes, it's on the LMP side.
Glycol to pump 1.

Glycol to pump 1.

02, H20 quantity monitor caution and

gray .

SPIDER
GUMDROP

time. Abort and
SPIDER

button. Can you
and B ascent fuel
pole

.

GUMDROP
SPIDER

back gray.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

back gray.
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

warning reset.
GUMDROP
SPIDER

mode control.
GUMDROP

- reset.
Next step. Attitude control, free to

Mode control
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SPIDER Mode control at hold.

GUMDROP Mode control at hold,

SPIDER RCS system A/B 2, quad 1, 2, 3, 4 AUTO,

GUMDROP AUTO.
SPIDER Exterior lighting off, they have here.

Where do they want It, treck or off?

GUMDROP Off.
SPIDER ACS 4 Jet to enable.

GUMDROP Roger, enabled.
SPIDER Inhalation to enable.
GUMDROP Inhalation to enable.
SPIDER Converter to number 2.

GUMDROP Converter Is on 2.

SPIDER Pad 5 and 6 backup feed 2 9, talk back

fr *y
"cUMDROP Backup feeda on, talk back grey.

SPIDER Pad 5 and 6 normal feed 2, off reset,

talk back barber pole,
GUMDROP Off re net, talk back -

GUMDROP Off reaet, telk back barber pole.

SPIDER Oh oh, here's something I can't reed.

Audio -

CAPCOM Jim, that's audio LMP

.

SPIDER Thanks, Audio LMP, S-band TR off.

GUMDROP S-band TR bye bye, Houston, off.

SPIDER Relay off.
GUMDROP Relay off.
SPIDER S-band PM prime prime, off. PCM range

off high.
GUMDROP Got it.

SPIDER Tape off, talk back barber pole. Hey,

we didn't get (garbled).
GUMDROP Okay, I'll get it.

SPIDER Did you get the tape off of there?

GUMDROP I'll ft it.

SPIDER Okay, why don't you get it and throw it

in here now so that we won't forget it.

GUMDROP S-band off.
SPIDER forward 1.

CAPCOM That was a change. We want that on num-

ber 2 off.
n _

SPIDER Okay, S-band 2 off.

GUMDROP Jim, you'll have to say that one again.

I missed it after we talked about the tape recorder. You

bypassed me there.
SPIDER Okay, S-band number 2 off.

GUMDROP Roger, got it.
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SPIDER Next (garbled) diverters go to egress.
GUMDROP (garbled) diverters, fully egresaed,
SPIDER Cabin repress closed.
GUMDROP Cabin repress is In close.
SPIDER (garbled) closed.
GUMDROP (garbled) closed.
SPIDER Descent 02 closed.
GUMDROP Is that descent, Jim?
SPIDER Descent, descent 02 closed.
GUMDROP Roger, got you.
SPIDER Ascent number 1 02 closed.
GUMDROP I think that was ascent number 1 02

closed. I don't know why you're cutting out but the first
words are cutting out, Jim.

SPIDER
the switches.

SPIDER

Just a second. Let me check some of

Yes, these are the same kind I've always
used. Let me check another lead here,

CAPCOM Rusty, how do you read Houston?
SPIDER You're five square, Houston.
CAPCOM Do you want me to read the list?
SPIDER No, that's okay.
CAPCOM Okay.
SPIDER Houston, how do you read me?
CAPCOM I read you loud and clear, Jim.
SPIDER Okay, I guess we're incompatible up here.
SPIDER Okay, that's ascent number 1 02 closed.
GUMDROP Roger, ascent number 1 02 closed.
SPIDER Ascent number 2 02 open.
GUMDROP Ascent number 2 02 open.
SPIDER Suit isolation Commander suit disconnect.
GUMDROP Suit disconnect.
SPIDER Suit circuit relief auto.
GUMDROP Circuit relief auto.
SPIDER Cabin gas return to egress.
GUMDROP Cabin gas return going egress.
SPIDER Cabin relief at dump 2 to Auto.
GUMDROP Cabin relief at dump, the forward is

auto, and I'll put the upper in auto.
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

Okay. DPI primary on, secondary off.
DPI, DPI primary on, secondary off.
Okay, LMP transfer to the CSM - umbilical*

We'll send him down to you in just a minute.
GUMDROP Okay.
CAPCOM Hey, Rusty, Houston. I want to remind

you again that you're going to have to put new time in the
AGS. That procedure we gave you wiped the time out of the
AGS .

END OF TAPE
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that we gave you;
GUMDROP
CC

new LM weight we
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

...new time in the AGS - that procedure
wipe the time out of the AGS.

Roger, Houston; read you.
And Rusty, want to remind you again of the

Roger, understand.
Hey Rusty, are you still up there?
Yeah .

Okay, are you switched over to the umbilical

yet?
GUMDROP No,

sec .

SPIDER
GUMDROP
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP

turn your suits all
switch over to it.

SPIDER
SPIDER
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER
GUMDROP
SPIDER

I'm loading the AGS here Jim; Just

transfer over now?Okay . Want me
(garble)
Are you still on LM comm, or on our com?
I'm on LM comm

.

Okay .

Stand by. I'll switch over.
Switch over umbilicals and when you do that,
on, turn your auto power on OFF so wt can

bunch of noise.
Okay, Dave?
Boy, sure getting
Dave?
Okay, you can turn on my suit flow Jim.

Okay .

Okay, suit flow is on.
Okay, and I'm gonna be disconnecting the

comm here and give me about a minute and you can connect up there

GUMDROP
CC

convenient time,
GUMDROP
CC
CC

of the troops in
you
now

your block dat
for the night.
GUMDROP

Okay, just a minute.
And Gumdrop, this is Houston. AT any

stand by one Gumdrop; disregard that.
Okay, we will disregard your message.
Roger. Understand.
Okay,, Gumdrop, Houston, If you've got one

there with a spare hand to write, I could give
now; that would be one thing out of the way

CC
I know .

SPIDER
you'll notice
with what you

CC
to get to you

Okay,, just a minute.
Roger

.

Houston, this is Spider I guess.
Roger Spider I guess, this is Houston

Okay. If you can see the DSKY right now,
that the angles are (garble) does not correspond
passed me on the data.

Okay, Rusty, that's something that I was wanting
- the angles that I passed you were FDAI angles.
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SPIDER Roger, that's what I'm looking at,
FDAI angles. However * YAW is not constrained and it's a
possibility that if we went to a right YAW angle that the
pitch and roll would come in.

CAPCOM Roger, we agree with that and we're having
guidance reconfirm these angles now, Spider.

GUMDROP Houston, go ahead with the block data
if you like.

CAPCOM Okay, I've got about a minute here, I'll
start reading. 0654 baker plus 338 minus 1699 and Spider,
we're saying if you do go to those angles to YAW to that
Oil, that we will have the right angles.

SPIDER Okay.
CAPCOM And I'm going to lose you here , Gumdrop

.

I'll finish up this block data over Ascension and we'll hit
Ascension at 42 .

GUMDROP Understand, 42.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 100 hours,

35 minutes into the mission, Antigua has lost the signal.
During this pass you heard Jim McDivitt reading off a
checklist to Rusty Schweickart, Jim back in the command
module. Rusty still on the LM powering it down configuring
it for this ascent propulsion system burn to depletion.
We passed up a pad for that burn. Time of ignition, 101
hours, 52 minutes 44 seconds. DELTA V of 7,427.5 feet per
second. This is about twice as much as we actually expect
to get programming the computer for that much to insure
that we will get a burn to fuel depletion. One of the
last things that Rusty Schweickart will do before trans-
ferring back to the command module is to activate the
ascent feed system to the LM RCS. This is the device that
enables the RCS system to draw propellant from the ascent
engine fuel tank. As you heard, we will only activate that
system, the ascent feed, for RCS system A, not' for System B.
Ascension will acquire at 100 hours 42 minutes. We'll
come back up then. This is mission control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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LM DSKY. Are you
command module?

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 100 hours,

42 minutes, and Ascension Island has acquisition.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.

Sc Hello, Houston. This is Apollo 9. The

Gumdrop (garbled) right now and we seem to not have the right

angles on our (garbled).
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. You sort of

dropped out on me. We're showing the right angles on the

aying your angles are not correct in the

Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston. If you read us we

are showing both vehicles in the proper attitude, proper

angles

.

SPIDER Hey, Houston, this is Spider.

CAPCOM Go, Spider.
SPIDER Roger, I want to notify you that on the

AGS all day long, 407 has been jumping to a plus 1. I'm

going to set it back to zero here but the reason (garbled)

it's going to stay there until the burn time.

CAPCOM Rog, copy, understand.

GUMDROP And Houston, this is Gumdrop here. Do

you want us to be in the middle of the deadband to hold this

thing here

.

Stand by, Gumdrop.
Gumdrop, Houston. Gumdrop, this

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Houston. If you
deadb and

.

GUMDROP
CAPCOM

Carnarvon at 14 4

GUMDROP
PAO

49 minutes.
PAO

we recommend in the CSM and then

Gumdrop, we'll see you over
Okay .

And Spider,
1 4 4

if you read,
14 .

This is Apollo Control at 100 hours,

Ascension - hang on.
We had LOS there but we thought we were

trying"to get something from Spider just after nominal LOS

time, but apparently not. Tananarive will acquire very

briefly on this revolution. We may or may not be able to

establish communications. About a minute and a half pass

there. At 101 hours, 1 minute, if we're not successful there,

Carnarvon will be up at 101 hours, 14 minutes. And the

White Team is in the process of handing over to Jerry Griffin

and the Gold Team. However, Gene Kranz , the Flight Director,

and most of this White Team will remain here through the
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ascent propulsion system burn, We're estimating the change
of shift news conference for 4 ; 30 PM Central Standard Time.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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LM?
SC
CAPCOM

PAO This is Apollo Control at 101 hours 15 min-
utes ground elapsed time. We expect to have acquisition at
Carnarvon in just a few seconds. Meantime we've had a shift
change here at Mission Control. The Gold team has replaced
the White. The voice of Capcom during thia APS to depletion
burn will be that of Ron Evans, astronaut Ron Evans. One
other bit of general information to pass on to you and that is
that the astronaut, the Apollo 9 crew wives, Mrs. McDivitt,
Mrs. Schweickart and Mrs. Scott, are in the viewing room at
the present time here to observe this maneuver.

sc Before that do you have a separation
attitude for us?

CAPCOM Affirmative, sep attitude roll, 1 3 7.4
pitch 092.5. Taw 021.9 and note your tig is 101 +32 +44

„ ,,
SC

, Okay 137.4 092.5 021,9 at a tig of 101
32 44. Your right there today.

CAPCOM Yea, Roger.
sc Okay what's our jettison to get off the

In Houston we're ready to....
Okay we're standing by for you Roger.

sc Alright Roger Bus ... at this time.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 Houston you have a go for

power alarm.
SC Roger.
sc And Houston, one other question, what time

do you want us to jettison the LM, what time do you want
us to get off the LM, do you have any preference?

CAPCOM Roger, 10 minutes prior to your second
maneuver or at 22.

SC Okay understand 22.
PAUSE
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Houston, go.
sc Roger just to clarify one thing, in the

procedure there in anchoring the LM. We left the ascent
interconnects on system Alpha closed and on Bravo Open. We
also ran the same configuration on the main shut out valve,
that is we closed the main shut off valve in system Bravo
and left it open in Alpha, hopefully that's what you wanted.

CAPCOM 9 Houston affirmative, that's good.
SC Okay thank you.
CAPCOM 9 Houston 30 seconds on the LOS Guam

at 2 5 and looking good.
SC Okay fine thank you.
CAPCOM 9 Houston just as a reminder we didn't

see your pyros on yet.
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sc Okay I'll g«t them on in just another

minute or two. _ .

PA0 wa have paaaed out of tha range of the

Carnarvon tracking station at the present time. Right now

we're about 33 minutes away from the propellent depletion »*»™

of the Luner Module upperatage which of course has been identified

in the air-to-ground communications as the ape burn to depletion

meaning the ascent propulsion system burn to depletion. To

review again that burn will take place at approximately 101

houra 52 minutes 44 seconds into the flight, and thia maneuver

will move the unmanned upperstege of the LM out of the vicinity

of the command module. During the burn the ground will be

shooting for e Delta-V of 7427.5 feet per second and the duration

la planned for approximately 6 minutaa . Now the burn really

ia deliberately programed for longer burning time than there

is fuel available. It's a posigrade or forward burn that s

planned and the apogee is going to end up to be rather high.

LM stage probably will be in some type of an elliptical or

egg shaped orbit with an apogee estimated at about 32 hundred

nautical miles and a perigee at about a hundred end 30 nautical

mllea. Of course the burn will be in control by the on board

computer but the ground of course will be the ones who send

the commands. Prior to the upper stage burn while acquired

by the tracking station at Guam, the crew will go through

the diaconnect from the LM and execute a separation maneuver

eettina away from it. What this little maneuver will conaiat

of is about a 3 foot per second Delte-V slight out of pl««»
which initielly aees the CSM arching a little below, behind

and than above and all the time of course opening the distance

between the two spacecraft. Later when that upperatage lights

up the crew will be behind by probably about a half mile, to

observe, to observe that depletion burn. On the box up here

we have two types of ignitions, we're counting down the two

types of ignitions at the present time we're about 10 minutea

from the separation maneuver or the evasive maneuver as they

sometimes cell it, and we're about 30 minutes, a little over

30 minutea from that aps burn ignition. At 101 hours 22 minutes

ground elapse time, this is Mission Control in Houston.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 101 hours,

24 minutes, ground elapsed time. We approaching the

tracking site at Guam and we expect to have some communication

from air to ground between the Apollo 9 crew and mission

control center here when we acquire. That should be in

another 4 or 5 seconds. Meanwhile, let's monitor for any

conversations.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 a Houn, to Hawaii and back.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston,
SC Please stand by, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM It could be that the astronauts are

rather buay in this time of preparation prior to the APS

burn. Meanwhile, we'll continue to stand by and monitor

any type of conversation.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, 30 seconds LOS,

Hawaii in about 39.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Recommend limit

cycle off-

.

SC Say it again.
CAPCOM Recommend limit cycle off.

PA0 Well, we went over the hill at the Guam

tracking station just about time we had an indication or

at least on the countdown clock here that they were to start

their evasive maneuver We will be back up at the Hawaii

tracking site at 101 hours, 39 minutes or In another 6

or so minutes. This particular time, we'll again hear

more on this APS depletion burn maneuver that is under

way at the present time. At 101 hours, 33 minutes, this

is mission control,

END OF TAPE
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pxo This is Apollo Control at 101 hours,

39 minutes. We have a few seconds before we have the acqui-

sition at Hawaii, and at that time we should hear then if

the evasive maneuver did indeed take place. It was schedule*

just - scheduled to take place just as we lost acquisition

at Guam, at the tracking site at Guam. So let's stand by

now to monitor the conversations between the ground and the

Apollo 9 crew.
CAPCOM Apollo 9» Houston through Hawaii.

SC Hello, Houston. This is Apollo 9.

We were able to get that sep maneuver off in the direction

that we had intended. We put an automatic maneuver in the

PGNCS that was very carefully placed in gimbal lock so we

... it out to the side of it and we have it in sight and we re

all clear.
a ,

CAPCOM Roger, understand you are well clear

and we have a go then for the LM maneuver.
SC Affirmative.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston, go

SC
time .

Roger, could you refresh us on the burn

Roger, the burn time is at 52 plus 44.CAPCOM
SC Thank you.

CAPCOM 9, Houston. The burn time is really 53

plus 14. I can give you a clock time here at 11 minutes or

do you want -

SC Okay.
CAPCOM 15 seconds to 11 minutes.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM 4, 3, 2, 1, mark 11 minutes.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM 9, Houston. The LGC is ell set up and

the engine is armed.
SC Roger, very good.

PA0 We've had an indication that the tracking

station at Hawaii has lost the signal. We will pick up the

Apollo 9 crew again in a little less than a minute at the

- over the Redstone. We know that the separation maneuver

took place well, and we heard the Commander say that he was

off to the side. We would expect during the coming passes

that we'll get a report on his separation, his distance, at

the present time from the unmanned LM. Meanwhile, we will

just continue to stand by here for we should have acquisition

again in a matter of less than a minute.
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PA0 We're about 5 minutes, 15 seconds from

the burn and still standing by for .ay conversation between

the ground and the crew.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 The digitals which we have posted here indicate

that the separation maneuver took place, the evasive maneuver

took place well, adequately and in the general course of things

at the present time the command service module is opening up the

range between It and the unmanned lem, unmanned LM. And we're

about 3 minutes and 37 seconds away from the ignition of that

unmanned vehicle at this time. Meantime we'll stand by and

continue to monitor any conversation which would be transmitted

up to the crew.
CAPCOM Houston, about 2 minutes to go, do you

still feel comfortable in your position?
SC Oh yes, we're well clear.
CAPCOM Roger,
PAO Less than a minute from ignition now of

the LM and everything here at Mission Control looks go as they

ay, all systems are, on the LM are reported to be active and

we're standing by for that burn which is now 40 seconds away.

PAO Had an indication of ullage. Pause. That

would have been a maneuver to settle the propellants in the

LM. Pause. And we have an indication of ignition. Pause.

Ullage off.
SC Like .... to Houston, looks real nice.

CAPCOM Very good its looking good down here.
SC .... it's really moving out.
PAO Velocity's going up, apogee is going up.

Pause. Every thing looks good at the present time.
SC ... Houston everything's still going

away like mad.
CAPCOM Very good. We've got about 5 and a half

more minutes and it looks like about the only thing we got

is a very slight pitch oscillation.
PAO Apogee at the present time is about 496

nautical miles and the speed is something on the order of 26

thousand feet per second. Going up now to 600 nautical miles.

Pause.
SC We can still see him out there Houston. He's

really a long ways a way.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC I hope I didn't forget anything I boarded.

CAPCOM We do too. Did you get the LMP?
SC No I didn't forget him I left him there

on purpose.
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO Apogee at the present time is something

on the order of 8 hundred and 78 miles.

SC Garbled.
CAPCOM Roger.
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CAPCOM »••« and it looks like condenser exhaust.

SC
CAFCOM loV.r, is this the s..e thing we've

b,.n ...in, .11 d.yt
q£ n hundred 4nd ?0 naut i ca l

.11..! Velocity in exce.s of 27 thous.nd feet per second.

The LM is up to 14 hundr.d end 83 n.utic.l -lies.

muz 3*

n.utic.l »il«. «nd "till burning.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO .3400 nautical miles and still burning..
SC Hey, Houston, do you read, Apollo 9,

CAPCOM Houston, Roger. We've got about 45

seconds yet, would you say it's shut down?
SC Roger, he put out a big cloud of white

stuff.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC He's sure a long ways away.
PAO The preliminary figures indicate that

the apogee was some 3700 plus nautical miles and the
perigee will be about 124.

SC What time do you expect to give us

the block data.
CAPCOM Roger, I'll give it over Mila at 57.
SC Okay. 10257.
CAPCOM Roger. Negative. 10157. Wait a

minute, I've got the wrong data here. Be at Mila at 22.
SC Roger, 22.
PAO Apparently, they have momentarily

passed out of range of the tracking stations. They should
be back shortly. According to the preliminary information
we are reading here, the apogee of the unmanned LM is

3,579 nautical miles and the perigee is 124 and the
indications are that the LM reached 29,401 feet per
gccood. At 102 hours and 2 minutes into the flight, this
is mission control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 102 hours,

16 ilnutei into the flight. The spacecraft is presently

out of range of any of the tracking stations, however, just

as it passed off the edge of the Antigua site we were able

to record a few seconds of conversation and we're prepared
to play that back for you now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Antigua.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Antigua.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Antigua.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM 9, Houston. I'll give you a couple of

block dates here and then we'll recompute them and give you
everything but block data 12.

SC Okay. You're free to read them.
CAPCOM Okay, 0654 Bravo plus 338 minus 1699

1025623 4825; 0663 Alpha plus 312 plus 1446 1042028 4824.
PAO Well, LM is in its orbit now, its pre-

liminary orbit of 100 - or 300 - 3759 nautical miles by about
124 nautical miles at the low point. We'll continue to track
that unmanned vehicle until its battery power runs out. That's
anticipated perhaps 3 to 6 hours from now. Incidentally,
the FIDO was able to compute the burn duration and we had
5 minutes and 42 seconds of burn time with some tail off fol-
lowing that. One other interesting bit of information is

that because of the high altitude the LM is flying at now,
for example, a station at Ascension will acquire it - acquire
it and be able to track it for some 55 minutes. And Tanana-
rive likewise will acquire and track it for about 74, 75 min-
utes. At 102 hours, 19 minutes this is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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VkQ This is Apollo Control at 103 hours,

32 minute, into the flight. The spacecraft at the P"«en
J

ti« h.. just moved out of the range of the tracking .tation

.t heading and it will cross eventually. South

America. During that rather lengthy press conference

tilt was Ju.t concluded, we have recorded the transmission,

the air-to-ground from the Apollo 9 crew to the mission

control center her. in Houston. We are now ready to pl-y

that tape back to you. It's about 18 minutes long.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive.

sc Houston, Apollo 9, what do we read?

CAPCOM Oh, not. too bad, same thing from

Tananarive. We'll try it though.

sc We've got a couple of questions for

yo-u

.

CAPCOM Roger, go. ^-,44
S r Okay, fuel cell 2 seems to be slipping

down the power curve there, we're about 1 AMPS low on it,

and the TCE is still running high, and kicking on the

master alarm every once in a while. And the other

question i. H2 pressures, tank 1 is now registering about 261

or so and (garble) 275. Tank 1 is about 262 and tank 2 is

about 275.
CAPCOM Okay, I think that last thing you

were talking about was H2 tank pressures and if it's gone

up above 260, go ahead and turn them off. We plan to

pump them up again tonight and let them decay while you

are sleeping.
Roger, We cut the heaters off on the

H2
''cAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, are you still with

M* ?

sc (Garble)., we've got the H2 heaters

off at the present time.
CAPCOM Roger, copy. We'll delete Bat A

charge tonight. Apollo 9, Houston, through Guam.

sc Roger, hello Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we have your state vector, we

request two and accept.
gc Okay, you have two and accept.

CAPCOM Roger.
sc y e didn't copy much over Pretoria

and Tananarive. You want to say again what you were

talking about - the fuel cells and the cryo?

CAPCOM Okay, I think you turned the H2

heaters off there, I hope,,

g c That's affirmed.
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CAPCOM And when you turned them off, did you

go from the on position, or from the auto position to off.

sc we went from auto to off.

CAPCOM Okay, afraid of that.

sc Didn't like that, eh?

CAPCOM No.
sc Pressures are getting up pretty high,

do you want to go to on now?
CAPCOM Okay, let me tell you our plans now

and what we'd like to do is take them on up to 275. 270,

sorry, by your manual cycle and then heaters and fans off.

We'd like to do that just as late as we can prior to your

rest cycle.
sc Okay, we'll run them up to 270, then

turn them off and leave the heaters and fans off, too, is

that right?
CAPCOM Yes, for the night and we're hoping

we can get a 12 hour decay there before we hit the master

alarm again. „

sc Okay, but you want to leave everything

off over night, is that right.
CAPCOM That is affirmative.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Hey, you might tell Jim his Papa

Alpha Tango and about three little ones here really proud

of today's operations.
SC What did you say there?

CAPCOM I said we've got Papa Alpha Tango

back there in the back room and three little ones and they

are really proud of today's operations.

sc Say hello to those four, would you

please?
CAPCOM Will do.

sc I think I'll say hello. Hello, there.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, we'd like to release

the bat A charge.
SC Very well.
CAPCOM Okay, for retro's needs down here, he

would like to know - we'd like to get a list of the non-

checklist items that you left in the LM and also the

non-checklist items that you might have brought back

from the LM.
SC Okay , stand by 1

.

sc And while you're standing by, how

about the fuel cell, what do you think about that?
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CAPCON On th« fuel cell, what we're hoping
la that aa toon aa we power down the exhauet tenpereture,
It ahould ca»n down and alto it ought to even up tha load
again

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM We're not too hot about doing an B2

purga bacauaa what it uaaa la a little bit of hydrogen
there.

SC Tea, that 'a true. Do you want to do
any 02 purgea tonight.

CAPCOM Why don't we go on the flight plen?
SC Okay, we'll do an 02 purga.
SC We left a great big bag - temporary

atorage bag - it'a about 3 feet long and a foot wide oyer
on the LM and we're atlll It (garble) garbage. Food wrappera
and thinga like that. It didn't weight very auch, but it
•net have weighed ten pounda or ao. We didn't bring anything
aignlf leant back with ua , in the way of weight , We do
have a (garble) hydroxide canlatar out of tha pit and that 'a

probably the haavlaat ltea that we have and we haven't
found a place to etore it yet. We'll probably move it down
aeaewhere in the north pit.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. Apello 9, Houeton,
hew about the COA8 , LM COAS, did it cose back?

SC Reger, I got the LM COAS.
CAPCOM Very good.
SC (Garble) I tell you what we'll have to

do. We brought the booka back. We got all the checkllat
atuff back with ua , but wa didn't have tlae to eort out
the auabere. That halpa a lot, that probably welghe another
5 or 8 pounda.

CAPCOM Okay, we underatand that.
SC We'll have to rearrange a one of tha

thlaga on the apacecraft and we'll let retro know where we
put thea. Okay?

CAPCOM Good idea.
CAPCOM 9, Houeton, you've got it up there and

we've checked and compared, ao Z *ve got an APS check, but
I don't think you'll need It,

SC Oh, if you aay lt'a a good ana, it'a
a good one. We'll take what we got.

CAPCOM Roger. J In a queetion to you. Did you
do another OPS check, and if ao, any reeulta?

SC I checked the OPS again and the light
atlll didn't cone on.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
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SC Yesterday, Roger checked It end
said the light didn't cone on. I went over and checked
It again and It came on fine - aa a natter if fact, they
cane on four or five tinea. Then I went ahead and left
it there, didn't aay anything about it, I juat thought
we hadn't done It right. Went back over there today and
they didn't work at all, for either one of ua

.

CAPCOM Okay. 9, Houston, check your metal
glabal.

SC (Garlbe)
CAPCOM Okay. Apollo 9, Houston, through

Hawaii.
SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9, go.
CAPCOM Roge, got you loud and clear now.

Dave, while I've got you there, we haven't had any ERG
on you all day, ao when you - you night do a little trouble
shooting here this evening soaetlne.

SC I'll tell you one reason you don't have
It right now, la that I'n not plugged in.

CAPCOM Yea, but we didn't have any all day
long on you. Juat on the ERG part of

1

it. We had the
reapiration.

SC Let's square away the block data, first.
CAPCOM Okay, we're working on the block data.

We ahould have it before we leeve here.
Sc Okay, I'll be all aet.
CAP COM By the way, our LOS of Texas is about

30.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM We're curious if you night have eny

additional convents on the LM jettison in there.
SC No. It went off pretty clean, we hed

a bang like a regular pyro, and puahed us back with a

... I guess something like 4 tenths of a foot per second.
It's hard to tall, but that's what it felt like, it was
supposed to be, and it looked like a clean separation,
the docking ring looked clean, and we couldn't see too
nuch of it becauae It went away pretty fast. And we must
have been a nile and a helf away when it finally burned.

CAPCOM Okay

.

SC The maneuver to the separation attitude
didn't work out so good. I guess we never tried it in a
siaulater. We aort of slipped into Glnbal lock position.
CAPCOM Okay.
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CAP COM And by the way, tha LM is la an orbit
•bout 3750 alias by 125.

SC Oh, really.
CAPCOM Tii, 9, Houston, wa could alao uaa

iom doalaatar raadlnga.
SC I thought you'd probably ask for that.
CAPCOM ftogsr.
SC Okay, lusty* a was 8012 and aina and

Jim's ara packad way down on tha bottom aoaawhara.
CAPCOM I undaratand. 8012. Tour waata watar

la up to about 90 parcant now, ao you aay ba wanting to
duap that a llttla bit aarly.

SC Okay. Wa vara going to do It at 104,
but I guasa wa can do it in a jiffy. Thank you.

and of tapa
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sc Okay we were going to do that at 104, but

I guess we'll start it here in a jiffy, thank you.

CAPCOM 9, Houston, you might tell Jim that

his guest can hear him now, she didn't hear him before.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, I have your block data

when you're ready to copy.
SC • • • Apollo 9

.

CAPCOM 9, Houston, are you ready to go for block

data on rev 66?
SC Roger, you read.

CAPCOM Roger, I have you now.

Sc I guess you didn't read me for a minute

there. Okay go ahead I'm ready.
CAPCOM Okay 066 3Alpha, +312, +1446 10420 28

48 24 0673Bravo +338 +1485 105 54 57 4816 0683Alpha +317

+1446 107 27 50 4789 069 Charley Charley +268 +1390 109

00 44 4768 070 Charley Charley -231 -1600 110 53 53 4540

071 Charley Charley -313 -1600 1122757 4310 072Alpha Charley

+133 -0330 11303 29 4748 0732Alpha +261 -0310 1143906 4827

074 Alpha Charley +322 -0320 116 1255 4859 van SPS trim

PITCH -.89 YAW -1.12 Over.
Sc Roger I missed the first two lines of the

the one that came after area 069 Charley Charley, the next

"re
*'cAPC0M Okay area 070 Charley Charley Latitude

-231.
SC And the longitude.
CAPCOM Longitude -1600.

SC Okay you ready to have them come back?

CAPCOM Roger, go.

Sc 0663Alpha +312 +1446 10420 28 48 24

0673Bravo +338 +1485 1055457 4816 0683 Alpha +317 +1446

107 2750 4789 069 Charley Charley +268 +1390 10900044 47 68

070 Charley Charley -231 -1600 11005353 4540 071 Charley Charley

-313 -1600 1122757 4310 072 Alpha Charley +133 -0330 1130329

4748 0732Alpha +261 -0310 11439 06 4827 074 Alpha Charley

+322 -0320 1161255 and 485.9 with a Pitch trim of -.89

and s YAW trim -1.12.
CAPCOM Hey, good job.

sc You guys are getting more of these every

day.
CAPCOM That's a good long one there.

SC You must think we're going to stay up

here forever. Hey speaking of staying up here forever, what

ti«e are you going to wake us up in the morning?
CAPCOM That's just what we're talking about here
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CAPCOM We're just thinking maybe we'll let you
know and we'll give you a call.

SC That sounds like a good idea.
CAPCOM Okay, that's all we'll do. We'll just

let you sleep and we'll give you a call or you give us a call
whenever you want to, if we don't call you.

SC Garbled...
CAPCOM Okay. By that time for sure. And just

out of curiosity here, seeming you all sound pretty chipper
up there. How you doing?

SC We're pretty good. As a matter of fact
none of us had anything to eat all day long except for the
breakfast we had which was like 30 hours ago I think, but
we're all in pretty good shape, I think Rusty and I had an
advantage over Dave because the water in the LM tastes better
than the water in the Command Module,

CAPCOM Roger, and I guess no medication is on
the thing, we've got about 30 seconds here, 10 seconds LOS
and if you can a .... through Tananarive fine otherwise
forget it.

PAO The guests referred to earlier in this
transmission were the commanders wife and children. Astronaut
McDivitt's wife and children, who remained at MCC until the
loss of signal from the Texas station. While we have that
tape playing for you, the flight controllers here estimated
the systems life time on the unmanned LM, and they read
something like this. The battery supplying the BUS at the
commanders station is estimated now to be out of power at
about 107 hours and 55 minutes and the single batteries are
supplying power to the LM pilots station is estimated to
be down at about 113 hours and 54 or 55 minutes. The water
will be exhausted at around 110 hours and we would expect
then that significant equipment degredation would occur
some 3 or 4 hours after the water has exhausted. Meanwhile
the command service module is approaching, approaching the
Tananarive station and the LM is in the vicinity of well
the far East at the present time. At 103 hours and 54 minutes
this is mission control in Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 104 hours

6 minutes into the flight. The spacecraft, the Apollo 9

spacecraft, is at the present tine approaching the tracking

•tation at Tananarive, and we. would think that there may be

some conversation between the crew and the ground here in

Houston. Probably the last conversation, if we have any

for the night, because the crew I know are ready for a well

deserved rest. We'll be standing by to sonltor any conversation

between the, the crew and the ground.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, through Tananarive.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston.

SC Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, Dave, we showed a CMC restart

between our last state vector update and the Redstone pass.

Did you power it down and then back up?
y
sc

v
Ye,, we had it in stand by and we had our

timbal lock on which had our peep sight on and we decided to

so back to power everything up so we could get the IV course

Ilined out of gimbaled lock so we wouldn't have our lights

on during the night. Did we bomb you?
_ „ .

* Roger we're satisfied now with the reatart

Okay, we did get our restart right though.

Roger, normal it Just adds our counter down

CAPCOM
then

.

SC
CAPCOM

here when you fire up. j< „«
sc oh yea, that's right you have our reading
SC Oh yea,

okay

.

CAPCOM On the H2 pressures if it looks like it's

going to trigger the master alarm we'll wake you up for a

manual repress and then you can go back to sleep.

We don't expect it though.
. _ .

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, congratulations from

the Gold team it was a very fine day, we'll see you in the

morning. ^ thank you very much Gold team. You guys

did a very fine Job too.
CAPCOM Roge

.

sc Somebody else wants to make a comment.

Hello Houston. ,

CAPCOM Houston, go. Apollo 9, Houston, go.

sc That was a great Job you all did today.

CAPCOM Thank you.

sc i thought the higher ground tape was

about as good as anything I've ever seen or ever hope to

s«e. I want to congratulate you all.

CAPCOM Roger thank you very much.
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PAO Apparently the spacecraft has movad out

of range of the tracking station at Tananarive and there

will be no more air-to-ground. At 104 hours and 15 ainutaa

ground elapsed tiae this is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This 1b Apollo Control at 104 hour*,

50 minutes ground elapsed time. The crew is in the

period, aa the spacecraft ia on the 66th revolution. It a

acquired by the tracking station at the present tine. The

apacecraft presently is flying at the following orbital

parameters: 128.1 nautical miles at apogee and 121.9

nautical siilea at perigee or the low point. It's time

to complete an orbit ia 89 minutes and 7 seconds. Space-

craft oribtal weight at the present time is 27,100 pounds.

The flight surgeon here at mission control reports that

they have, the flight surgeon has not yet recieved any

aignlficant downlink data from the tracking station at

Hawaii and the indication la that the crew ia probably still

closing out the spacecraft, doing final housekeeping duties

in preparation for their reat cycle. At 104 houra, 52

minutes, this ia Apollo Control.

BHD OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Control at 105 hours,
51 minutes ground elapsed time. Spacecraft recently moved
out of range of the Tananarive tracking station, having
passed over that site about 8 or 9 minutes ago. Meanwhile,
we're still tracking the LM upper stage. It was acquired
by the Ascension station about 40 minutes ago. It still
is in acquisition of Ascension, which indicates that it's
very high altitude. As a matter of fact, orbital parameters
at this time read 3747 nautical miles at apogee for the
LM and 125.6 nautical miles at perigee. While the command
service module was over Tananarive, we observed thst the
CSM'e systems were functioning normally; however, we had
no communication with the crew. They are in their rest
cycle and so we'll keep the conversations with them to a
minimum. They had a busy day today and are deserving of
rest. So, at 105 hours, 52 minutes ground elapsed time,
this is mission control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control at 106 hour*,

51 alnutaa ground alapsad tina. About 10, 12 alnutaa ago*

tha apacacraft waa ovar tha Hawaii tracking atatlon on thia

,

tha 67th revolution, and at that tina tha aurgaon, tha

flight aurgaon hara, received io« blo-aedlcal data which

ha intarpratad waa on tha coaaander, Astronaut Jin McDivltt.

Tha data laeludad tha aean haart rata which raglatarad out

In tha average ranga of tha 80a - 88 par alnute. That laad

tha aurgaon to concluda that whlla tha aatronaut waa resting,

ha waa atill net alaaping. Ha did not receive any data

on raaplratlon on that particular pass nor did wa receive

any data on tha conaand aodula pilot or on Aatronaut
Schvaickart. Tha cabin taaparatura In tha apacacraft
haa ranalnad atabla at a coafortabla 69 dagraaa Fahrenheit.

Tha cabin praaaura haa raaalnad at 4.9 pounda par equare

Inch. Maanwhlla tha lunar aodula is atill baing trackad

by alaaion control hara, and it la praaantly ovar tha

Indian Ocaan. At 106 hours, 53 alnutaa, ground alapaad
tlaa, all tha apacacraft ayataaa ara functioning noraal
on tha CSM. Thia la Mlaaion Control, Houston.

BID OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo control at 107 hour* 54

minutes ground elapsed time. Some 25 minutes ago the ground

acquired the LM upperstage and got some data on it through

the tracking station at Guam, and the flight controllera here

reported that the primary guidance, navigation and control awefam

on that upper stage now is Inbperative , that system received

ttJ-s—p-over from the bettery supplying the bus at the, et the

commander's station, and earlier it was predicted that, that

particular battery's life time would end at about 107 hours

there abouta GET. Guam data also confirmed that the unmanned

LM upperstage now is sort of tumblin g. The upperstege reached

its perigee or low point 61 about 126 nautical mllee near

Guam, and now the LM is heading back up toward apogee. Antigua

will acquire this unmanned vehicle for a short time in 2 or 3

mlnutea and after that the station at Ascension should acquire

and It will have the LM for more than an hour. Meanwhile

command aervlce module with the resting Apollo 9 crew

will come into range of the Hawaii station in another

four or five mlnutea. At 107 hours 56 minutes this Is Mission

Control, Houston,

BHD OF TAPE
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FA0 This is Apollo Control at 108 hours 6 min-

utes .round elapsed time. During that short pass in which

tka station was acquired by the Hawaii tracking are in which

the Apollo 9 spacecraft was acquired by the Hawaii tracking

alte The ground here in Houston received some information

on aatronaut Jim McDivitt. His mean heart rate was in the

60 beats pe r minute range. Leading Dr. John F f
Zeiglschmid

-vffo I. the flight surgeon on this ship, to observe quote. It

down looked Ok and so the spacecraic is, neomo ^ioning

nor«ally. AT 108 hours 7 minutes with the spacecraft over

the Pacific Ocean this is Apollo Control.

BHD OF TAFI
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 109 hours 18 min-

utee GIT, Apollo 9 coiiiod and service module is approaching
the tracking at at ion at Guam with about 40 seconds left until
acquisition. Because of some needs tojbalanca the electr ical,

loadinx_in__th« various buses in the command module, J_here will

oVVbrlef call made to the crew to vake up at least one af

them to change some switch positions in the spacecraft and

also to adjuat the computer into another mode so that the

electrical load will be balanced. Just now the Flight Dynaalce

Officer, Ed Davelka, came up end informed the miaslon cemmea-

tator that the auxiliary computing room in the mission control

center hare had run some numbers out on the expected lifetime

of the aaceat stage of the lunar module and the lifetime pre-

dicted Is 6904 days 23 hours and 41 minutes, which computes

to be something in the neighborhood of 19 years. Wa hre standing

by here for the call by spacecraft communicator, Al Worden,

on changing these switch positions in the cockpit, and hope-

fully after this brief interruption, the crew will gat back
to a much deaerved rest. Apparently, we've run through an

antenna keyhole here and a little deley in getting data
from through the Guam station. Still standing by for the

initial call to Apollo 9 through Guam. We've had aolld lockoa

at Guam, atandlng by for the call. While we're waiting hare far

Al Werden'e call to Apollo 9 we'll review the preaant atatma

of the LM which la dying rather slowly. During theae long
paaaea over the station by the Lunar Module becauae of the

high apogee which is about 37 hundred 45 ailss. The various
ayatems still appear to be percolating along, particularly
the electrical system Is still showing a peak voltage or

normal voltage reading. To go back over the estimate of

Lunar Module ascent stege lifetime as was run out by the

auxiliary computing room hare In mission control 6 thousand

904 days 23 hours 41 minutes, which is an excess of 19 years.

The electrical and environmental and communications officer
la still working up the plan for changing the awitch positions

to paas on te the apacecraft communicator. Before the call

la made. Still standing by, it may be decided to postpone
the call until a few minutes later either over Huntevllle
or over Mercury. There is only 40, as you ware, 20 saconda

remaining in the Guam acquisition and there haa been no call

yet. Apparently the call to the crew will be postponed until

a later tracking station.. At 109 hours 24 minutes ground
elapsed time this Is Apollo Control.

END Of TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 109 hours 50 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently is on the tail

end of the 69th as you were 70th revolution in the South

Pacific. Coming up on Ascension Island tracking station at

10 minutes past the hour. The wake up call discussed earlier

has been scrubbed in the discussions here in the control center.

It was decided to just let the switch positions stay as they

are and if the situation on board warrenta the caution and

warning system will come on and wake up the crew any how and

as it waa described by Pete Frank at ah flight director would

be rather like waking up a patient in the hospital so he could

take his sleeping pill. At 109 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed

time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thia ia Apollo Control. 110 heura 21 ain-

utaa iround alapaad tima. Apollo 9 praaantly ia over tha

African continant at tha beginning of tha 70th revolution.

During tha juat completed paaa ovar tha Aacanaion Ialand track-

ing atation in tha South Atlantic thara was a briaf convaraation

between tha apacacraft coaaunlcator Al Werden hara in aieeion

control and command nodule pilot Dave Scott in diacuaaing tha

alaetrlcal powar loading awitch aattinga and tha etandby noda

of tha command module computer, all of which had affacta on

tha raaulting aaparaga load on the apacacraft alactrical
ayatem. Dave Scott raaponded in rathar low tonaa to avoid

waking hia craw matea . Wa hava accuaulated about 3 alnutaa

of tapa of that convaraation. Lata play that tapa back now.

8C0TT Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Rog. Did you juat gat wakan up thara

Dave? Apollo 9 Houaton. I undaratand you got, a. looka like

we're aaalng a aaater alara down hara. You've got a condenaer

exhaust taaperature low down here low on fuel cell 2 and we've

got • •me recoaaended awltching for you.

SCOTT 0k, I've been watching that, go ahead.

CAP COM Ok Dave, whet we'd like you to do la put

tha CMC to operate and once you're in operate go to 2 and turn

in ver 3, place inverter 3 on aain A.

SCOTT Ok. Pick CMC up and go to 2 and turn 3

inverter.
CAP COM Afflraed Dave.
SCOTT Apollo 9 Houaton.
CAP COM Roger, Apollo 9, Houaton. While we've

got you up we're having a little trouble getting aoae down

range. We'd like you to place the S band at noraal tranafondera

awltched to off for 4 aaconda then to secondary.
SCOTT ... to secondery... (static)

CAP COM Rog,
SCOTT Ok Houaton. We've got inverter 3 at aayday

and ... (atatic)
CAP COM Roger Apollo 9, Houston, thank you vary

«ch.
. tJ . *

SCOTT Thank you. How's everything aovlngdown

there?
CAP COM Oh, pretty saooth down here except for

watching condensor exhaust temperature vary a little bit down

here. Sorry that you had to gat awakened by the maater alarm.

SCOTT ... had me worried first.

cap com Ah we're watching you.

SCOTT 0k
CAP COM Apollo 9 Houaton,
SCOTT Rog» Houston go ahead

CAP COM Rog. We 'to having aome dificulty commanding

down link and we'd like you to go pick in bit rate to high

and we'll Juat leave it that way for the reat of the night.
ar.OTT Alriaht Houaton. (atatic)
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CAP COM Roger
SC0TT Well you'd better (atatic)

mi COM All right, thank you air.

JiS And thl. 1. Apollo Control at 110 hour.

2S .lnutee That complete. the playback of th« tape of the

A.cln^on i.lmSd pa., whan which thar. wa. a briar conv.r.ation

i!w"n "p.cacraft communicator Al Wordan and cowand .odule

;not"b'«njollo 9 D.v Scott. At HO hour. 25 -inuta.

ground alapaad ti.a thia i. Apollo Control.

BHD Of TAPS
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PAO This is Apollo Control 110 hours 50 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is some 43 seconds out
from the tracking station at Guam and the crew of Apollo 9
nov has some 5 hours 9 minutes remaining in the rest period.
Apollo 9 la midway through the 70th revolution and all sys-
tems apparently performing well during the most recent track-
ing we've had other than the earlier conversation over
Ascension early in this revolution in which Dave Scott was
requested to set the command module computer to OPERATE In
Program 00 and put Inverter 3 over to main BUSS A. This was
to balance in the electrical systems onboard the spacecraft.
At 110 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo
Control

.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 111 hours 55 ain-
utes ground elapsed tiae. Apollo 9 is over North Central
Africa, beginning of the 71st revolution, and has just left
the acquisition area of the Canary Islands tracking station,
the first such pass over the Canarys for this aornlng. The
present orbital aeasureaents of the coaaand and aervice aod-
ula: perigee 120.8 nautical alias, apogee 128 nautical
allea, the calculated weight of the spacecraft is 27 026 pounds.
The next station to acquire Apollo 9 will be the Guaa station
at 27 alnutee past the hour. At 111 ainutee - 111 hours
56 ainutes ground elapsed tlae, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control, 112 hours 50 nluutss
ground •lapsed tin*. Apollo 9 Is just leaving ths tracking soot
•t ths ship Nsrcory in ths 8outh Pacific near ths snd of ths
71st rsvolution. Ths flight surgeon Ken Basra rsportsd that
during that pass _pava Bcatt . command. »nAvXt ViXar t «pf""f Tft

hs awake_accordlng to ths biomedical telemetry. Ws~had a rspsrt
SaiTier of ths LH ascsnt stage on tracking "at Ascsnslon Island
ststlsn vhsrs It appsarsd that ths ascsnt staga vas tumbling at
ths rata of 1 revolution saeh 84 ssconds. Hsrs in mission con-
rol ths - ona of ths clocks has bsan aat up for rstrofira and
noainal pre-misslou flight plan rstrofirs tins, this tins will
likslj changs as vs gst farthsr In toward ths snd of ths amis-
sion. It nov shows 125 hours 20 minutes until the orbit burn
or SPI auabsr 8, The next station to acquire Apollo 9 will be
Canary lalanda at 22 nlnutss past the hour. At 112 hours
51 minmtss ground slapssd tins, this Is Apollo Control.

BID OF TAP1
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PA0 T1ii B ig Apollo Control, 113 houre 50 alnutoa

CIT. Apollo 9 lo aldway through tho 72 revolution over tho

•ubcontlncnt India. Tho nnnt atatioa to acquire tho apace-

creft will bo Houeyeucklo with 8 ninutee paat tho hour, leceatly

It attenptod by tho tracking ship Morcury to truck tho aa-

ooat etaga o£ tho LM, Lunar Modulo, and It wao no Joy In that

oaoo bopauoe apparently tho Lunar Module's battarloo have dlad f

and ofeouroo tho treaepoadera and othar equipaent for tracking

would not function without tho oloctrlcal powor. tarllor la

that Lunar Modulo revolutioa tha lonoyoueklo station wao abla

to got ton* tracking on tho vehicle. And a racant paoa over

tho Canary Xaland otatlon oarllar In thlo revolutioa tho

Apollo 9 cabin praaaura waa going 4.9 lbo per equere i«ch.

Tho cabin tavparatura of 72%F, At 113 houro 31 aleutae OIT

tola io Apollo Control.

I*D OF TAP!
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Thla is Apollo Control. 114 hours 30 aln

t,t«i ground .l.pa.d tine. Apollo 9 hu ju.t bagun the 73r« tml«-
tion. i. now over the Antigua tracking atetlon of the uit»*
toot rang*. Will go on ov.r th. tracking ship Vanguard In

Mid Atlantic on Into the Canary laland tracking atatlon at**.

The awake tlaa clock shows 1 hour and 9 minutes reneining

in the craw rest pariod. Th. ignition tin., which la a pra-

alaslon flight plan tine and not n.caaaarily the final tin.

for retroflre or the SPS number 8 daorbit burn now ahowe

123 hours 20 minutes remaining until the end of th* aisslon

At 114 houra 51 minutea ground elapaed tiae thla la Apollo
At
Control

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apello Control 113 hours 30 alnutss

ground elapeed tine. Apollo 9 lo flying Joet north of tho

north island of How Zealand coning np on tho tracking ship

Mercury In juat over a nlnuta. Tha crav la otlll aolaap at

thla tlna t tha alaap period la achedwlod to and In a little

over 9 nlnutea, however, it la unlikely that tha spacecraft
oosaunlcator Al Ward here in Mlaalon Control will call tha

crew until beginning of the Eastern Toot tango pass at

Antigua which beglne 18 nlnuteo paet the hour. Tho count-
down clock to retroflre de-orbit burn now ohowo 122 hours
20 nlnutea ranalnlng In the aisslon. Thlo retroflre tine

is subject to chsngs but is baaed on tha pre-aieelon flight

plan. At 115 hours 51 nlnutes ground elnpood tine* this Is

Apollo Control,

IHD OF TAPS
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pA0 This ia Apollo Control, 116 hours 18

minutes GET. Apollo 9 is just passing across central America

•nd we're standing by for a wake up call to the crew from

spacecraft communicator Al Worden from Mission Control. This

continuous pass across the lower end of the eastern test

range, the tracking ship Vanguard, the station at Canary

Islands and Madrid, We'll have a total time of approximately

20 minutes. Still standing by for the wake up call. While

we're waiting for the initial call from the spacecraft

communicator, perhaps we can review the weather forecast in

the contingency landing areas for today. The space flight

meterology group here at Mission Control has issued a fore-

cast that reads that all landing zones for Apollo 9 will have

atisf actory weather conditions today and tomorrow. In the

primary landing zone in the West Atlantic, centered about

800 miles east of Jacksonville, partly cloudy skies are fore-

cast with northwesterly winds at 20 knots and seas 4 to 6 feet.

Temperature will range from 65* to 70k. In the Mid-Pacific

landing zone, centered about 600 miles northwest of Honolulu,

skies will be partly cloudy and winds will be from the north

at 15 knots. Seas are expected to be from 4 to 6 feet with-

temperatures 60* to 65*, In the West Pacific landing zone,

centered about 400 miles southeast of Tokyo, mostly cloudy

•kles will prevail, with winds 15 to 20 knots. Seas will

b« 4 to 5 feet with temperatures 60* to 65*. In the East

Atlantic landing zone, centered about 500 miles southwest of

the Canary Islands, partly cloudy to cloudy skies are expected

with southwesterly winds 15 to 10 knots. Seas 4 to 5 feet,

with temperatures near 65*. Cloudiness is not expected to

effect the SO 65 multispectro photography experiments scheduled

over the Southwestern United States and Mexico later today.

To summarise the last 8 hours of the mission, since the

orange team came on, the team came on while the crew, or &ft*T

the crew had begun the rest period at a little after 109 GET.

The auxilary room here in Mission Control had run out of

•stinate on the life time of the Lunar Module ascent stage,

following the ascent engine burn to depletion during the day

•hift. They came up with a rather astounding number of

6,904 days 23 hours 41 minutes, which computes out to about

19 plus years. Later on over the ascention station at 110

hours 20 minutes, there was an exchange between Dave Scott,

in the command module, and Al worden here in Mission Control

on changing some switch positions to adjust the electrical

loads in the spacecraft, also to put the command module

computer in operate and program 00. Scott talked in rather

a low tone to keep from waking his crew mates. Farther

on into the shift, at 112 hours 20 minutes, the network
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PAO - Controller reported that the ascention

track of the Lunar ascent stage showed that the stage was

tumbling at a rate of about once each 84 seconds. The balance

of the ahift has been rather quiet with the crew continuing

to sleep well. The spacecraft is well into the Antigua

tracking station. We've had indication that the Vanguard

has had acquisition of signal. Flight surgeon Ren Beers

is observing the cardioscope and respiratory rates on his

console to determine which crew men are awake, or if indeed

they are awake. Continuing to monitor the air to ground

circuit for any possible conversation here for this 20 minute

pass. Members of the white team of flight controllers are

beginning to drift in for the hand over of the orange team

or sleep watch. Apollo 9 is approximately midway between -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Apollo 9 is approximately aid-way between
the United State* east coast line and the west coast line
of Africa, Flight surgeon Ken Bears just advised spacecraft
communicator Al Worden that it appears that the crew aen are
awake now and from the giggles on the cardioscope I would judge
they are. Still standing by for the anitial call. CAP COM
la aaking his call now.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. Apollo 9 Houston.
SC . . .Apollo 9

CAP COM Goodmorning Apollo 9. Apollo 9 Houston
You're glting a little low on the H2 trial tanks pressure, we'd
like you to turn the H2 number 2 fan on and the configuration
for B2 tank 1 would be fans off and 1 and 2 heaters off.

SC I missed the first part of that would you
•tart over again please.

CAP COM Roger. Dave turn the H2 tank 2 fan on
and leave the H2 tank 1 fan off and the 1 and 2 heaters off.

SC Ok. H2 fan 2 is on 1 is off both heaters
for H2 are off.

CAP COM Roger.
SC And my tank... Houston Apollo 9

/ CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston go
SC What do you want to do about our switch

configuration when we get powered up? Do you want to go back
to sort of nominal switch configuration or do you want to

leave that invertor on at the S band and secondary?
CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston stand by. We'll get a

reading on that for you.
SC Ok, thank you.
CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston,
CAP COM You can leave the S band in secondary

for now and go ahead and turn the invertor off,
SC Ok, I'll leave the S band in secondary

and the Inverters coming off.
CAP COM Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Conversation Is

rather sparse on this first pass of the morning after the crew
ia waked up. First order of business of course will be for
the crew to have their breakfast and following that there
will be flight plan update for the days activities and
consumables update, powering up the spacecraft and all of the
other chores that have to be done for the SPS 6 manuver, service
propulsion system maneuver number 6 which will now come about
S hours 12 minutes from now. He'll continue to monitor the
pass over the Canary Islands and Madrid. For about another
3 alnutes until LOS from Madrid.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAP COM All right Dave I've only got a minute

laft here at Canarys , we're going to start today for you at
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CAP COM Carnarvon with the updates and the plan
for the day.

SC Ok, what tine will that be? How long
from now?

CAP COM Roger, that will be about a half hour,
17 :05.

SC All right, your all set.
CAP COM Rog,
SC Ok
PAO This is Apollo Control. We've got a little'

ore than minute left of tracking at Madrid however Judging
from the conversation between Dave Scott and spacecraft
communicator Al Worden, there will be no futher conversation
until the Carnarvon tracking station. At 5 minutes past
the hour at which time the flight plan update will be passed
to the crew for the days activities. At 116 hours 38 minutes
ground elapsed time...

END OF TAPE
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PXO At 116 hours 38 minutes ground elapsed

ti»e, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. Go. Apollo 9,

Houston hsrs

,

SC Houston, Apollo 9,
CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston,

BHD OF TAPS
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 117 hours 4

minutes. We are standing by for acquisition at Carnarvon.
We expect the update for today's flight plan over this sta-
tion. The Orange Team 1b in the process of handing over to
the White Team. We will stand by for the Carnarvon pass.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. If you've got a pencil
ready, we will start on the update.

SC Roger. How do you read me?
CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Dave.
SC Okay, and good morning there, Sonny.
CAPCOM Good morning, Dave. You ready to copy

some updates?
SC All set.
CAPCOM Okay, we'll give you the flight plan up-

dates first. Add 11755, begin batt A charge. That's batt
alpha charge. 11800, C02 filter change number 10. Fuel
cell 02 purge. At approximately 11930, after breakfast,
chlorinate potable water. Do you read? 11311840, P51.

SC You want to delete that P51 at 11840?
CAPCOM That Is affirmative. Add 12002, P51

and P52 to preferred.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM 12140 end batt alpha charge. SPS6, TIG

Is 1214858. 12200 begin batt A charge. Delete 12530 S065
add landmark tracking. Perform P52, that's P52, to nominal
alignment at 12435. Time of align to be updated. Add 128
50, waste water dump. Note, first S065 exercise remains as
scheduled and - Rog, go ahead. Note number 2, the landmark
tracking is for practice and will be only one landmark. And
before we get to Honeysuckle, you can turn up your S-band
volume

.

SC Okay, Sonny, I'll read most of that back
to you now. I've got a 11755 begin batt A charge. 11800
C02 filter change number 10 and fuel cell number 2 purge.
At about 11930 after breakfast, chlorinate the potable H20.
There was something at 11840 that I missed. How about giv-
ing me that one?

CAPCOM Roger. At 11840, delete P51.
SC Okay, and I've got perform P51 and P52

at 12050.
CAPCOM That's perform P51 and P52 at 12202.
SC Okay, P51 and P52 to perferred at 12002.

End the batt A charge at 12140, at 1214858 SPS6, TIG, at

12200 resume batt A charging. 12530 delete S065 , in its
place add landmark tracking with tracking on one landmark
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SC for drill and P52 to a nominal alignment
then you are going to update the T-align, and that will be
done at about 12430 and at 12850, a waste water dump.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct, Apollo 9. And
you can turn up your S-band now. We are coming up on Honey-
suckle .

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. Just to warn you.

We've had a little trouble with S-band. We might not pick
you up here.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

Apollo 9, Houston through Honeysuckle.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead. Apollo 9.

Roger. There you are.

I have a question on SO 65 on this up-

date .

CAPCOM Roger, Go ahead.

sc Okay. You still want us to do the SO 65

that we unstow for and we are supposed to do at 124:00, is

that correct?
sc And you want us to complete the one at

125:40. . .....
CAPCOM Apollo 9, let me get the words on that

and I will call you back.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Let me give you the consumables update

in the meantime. You ready to copy?
Ready to copy.
Okay at 117 47 20 55 26 49 27 50 27 402

I'd like to give you the Service Module

A 36, quad B 47, quad C 49, quad D 49. Over.

Okay we got 117 4720552649 275027 402
* 36, B 47, C 49,

SC
CAPCOM

32 33 29 39, and
DAT redline quad

SC
3233 2939
D 49.

CAPCOM
correct

.

Service Module DAT redline - A

Roger r. Apollo 9 Houston. Copy. That's

SC
CAPCOM

Bankers hours today, huh?

Oh, we watched you while you were sleep-

ing .

sc How did we look?

CAPCOM You're looking pretty good.

Sc Hey, finally got to bed last night at

107 hours and something. I figure we had a nice 26 hour

day yesterday.
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

You had a nice 10 hour night, too.

Yes. That was a lot of fun too, but -

Sorry we had to wake you up. Incidentally

that H2 tank - there are no plans today to do anything

about the tank
SC
CAPCOM
SC

are just going to watch it.

Okay, that's tank number 1 though.

Roger. Tank number 1.

Roger, Houston. You might comment on

the status of the high bit rate, too. Where you want it to

stay in high or if you want us to switch it again or what.

CAPCOM Roger. When you get over the states,

we've got a trouble shooting routine we want go through to

aee if we can figure out what the problem is, but we won t

tackle that until we get to the states.
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SC Okay.
CAPCOM Ok«y» are you ready for a block update

number 13?
8C Give about 2 eeconda hare.
CAPCOM All right.
SC Okay. Oo aha ad.
CAPCOM logar. Block update number 13. Wa

probably won't ba abla to get all of It. Vo will go aa

far aa wa can. 075 1 alpha plua 290 alnue 06 82 117 36 36

409 2 076 2 bravo plua 307 alnue 03 30 119 17 43 40 92 077

2 bravo plua 22 7 alnua 0329 120 5215 40 92 078 1 alpha
plua 280 alnu* 0690 122 1741 40 92 079 - logar, okay -

PA0 Thla ia Apollo Control at 117 houre

,

22 alnutee. Honayauckle haa loaa of algnal. Wa updatad tha

flight plan during thla paaa over Auatralia. The tracking
ahlp Mercury will acquire at 117 houra* 26 ainutee. Thla
la Mleelon Control Houston.

BHD OP TAPS
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 117 hoars 25

minutes. Apollo 9 coming within range of the tracking ship

Mercury in the south Pacific. We * II stand by.

Sc Houston, Apollo 9, we have a good lock

on that, How do you read?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, loud and clear.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Go ahead.

SC With a longitude the third line and 0762

Bravo
CAPCOM Roger, we'll start out with longitude

in block 0762 BRAVO. That's minus 0330 119 1743 4092 0772

BRAVO plus 227 minus 0329 1205215 4092 0781 ALFA plus 280

minus 0690 122 1741 4092 0794 ALFA plus 318 minus 1705 125

0233 3343 0804 BRAVO plus 337 minus 1705 1263609 3343 081

4 ALFA plus 310 minus 1705 1280944 3343 082 DELTA CHARLIE

plus 179 minus 1600 1294643 3343. The SPS gimbal trim for

rev 751 ALFA through 781 ALFA, pitch minus 089, yaw minus

112, for rev 794 ALFA through 82 DELTA CHARLIE trim angles

are'pitch minus 089, and yaw minus 115. Over,

Sc Okay, are you ready to read back, Al?

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, go ahead.

SC Okay, I'll read it back pretty fast here.

0751 ALFA plus 190 minus 0682 1173636 4902 0762 BRAVO plus

307 minus 0330 1191743 4092 0772 BRAVO plus 227 minus 0329

1205212 4092 0781 ALFA plus 280 minus 0690 1221741 4092

0794 ALFA plus 318 minus 1705 1250233 3343 0804 BRAVO plus

337 minus 1705 1263609 3343, Turn the page, and then its

0814 ALFA plus 310 minus 1705 1280944 3343 082 DELTA CHARLIE

plus 179 minus 1600 1294643 3343 SPS trim for 75 and

78, pitch minus 0.89, yaw minus 1.12. Rev 79 through 82,

pitch minus 0.89 minus 1.15,

CAPCOM roger, Apollo 9, Houston copy correct,

and the answer to your question on FO 65 at 124 is yes

.

Perform the FO 65 at 12'4 is just deleted at 125 :30, and

we have a question for you. Did you leave the selectable

meter in position battery bus A over night?
SC Stand by.

SC Okay, the answer is probably yes,

CAPCOM Roger , understand the answer is yes .

PAO This is Apollo control at 117 hours 34

minutes, and Mercury has LOS . The Texas station will be

next to acquire Apollo 9 at 117 hours 47 minutes. This

is Mission Control, Houston, at 117 hours 24 minutes.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control At 117 hours, 47 altmtes
Into the mission. Apollo 9 being acquired At tbe Texas station

;

CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9.
CC Roger Apollo 9; got a couple thinga here

for you, prior to SPS 6.
SC Okay, go.
CC Okay, before SPS 6, turn quad C and D off

on auto RC8 aelecta in adapt. And in adapt, I'a sorry. Use
BD - Baker, Delta - 2 jet ullage for SPS 6 for 18 seconds.
Use BD roll for SPS 6 and subsequent activities; post SPS 6,
you aay return to normal 2 jet authority. And Apollo 9, Houston,,
when you gat a chance, we'd like to get the condition on the
windows - and prior to S063 we'd like you to try and get e
picture of the hatch window; over.

SC Okay - hold on; that was a bunch; lot a*
get the flrat part of that again. For 8P8 6 you want us to
disable A and C, quads A and C and also A and C in the DAP.
And you want ua to use B and D ullage for 18 seconds, 2 Jets,
and B and D roll for SPS 6 and subsequent roll control. Poet
SPS 6 you want us to return to normal 2 jet authority.

CC Roger Apollo 9. The laet 3 items were
correct; the first one, for your pre-SPS 6 activities, turn
quads Charlie end Delta OFF on the auto ICS select and la the
DAP. That's pre-SPS 6.

SC Okay,, understand. Pre-SPS 6 you want ua
to turn Charlie and Delta off on the auto RCS aelect , and also
in the DAP.

CC That's affirmative Apollo 9.
SC Okay, and understand you want to know what

the windows look like, and also you want a picture of the hatch
window prior to performing S065

.

CC Apollo 9, Houston; that's correct.
SC Okay, this is kinds a subject of evaluation,

but it seems to me that all the windows are really pretty goad
when you're looking at the ground or anything that is lighted;
if you look at the sky, you can see soae smudges on some of
the windows; the number 2 window ... stand by just a aoaemt

.

CC Roger.
SC Okay, when you look up at the sky, I get

sunlight on the number 2 window; it's kinds of a hasy or
foggy but when you are looking at the ground, it appears okay.'
So it's a fairly light coating. Also on the hatch window, frea
time to time, there appears to be a ... a circular area right
in the middle of it about 4 or 5 inches in dlaaater that appears
to be foggy, but again, looking at the ground through it, it
doesn't seem to be too noticeable.

CC Roger, understand,
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CC Apollo 9, Houston; go.
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SC Okay, one question on the DAP configuration
after SPS 6; you want to go to 2 quada?

CC Apollo 9, Houston. You can go back to

normal - 2 jet authority - after SPS 6.

SC Okay, I guess I understand. You want to

use 6 Jets for attitude control total, and when wa run the DA?

,

I guess we use 2 adjacent quads, Is that what you want?
CC Affirmative, Apollo 9.

SC Okay, thank you.

CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CC Roger; we would like to continue on with soma

trouble shooting on the telemetry command. We would Ilka yon

to place the up-telemetry data to up-voice backup.
SC
CC

Roger
Roger

,

Be adviaed I have
Houston,, Apollo 9.

Roger Apollo 9, Houston.

and we will send you a command tone,
SC
SC
CC

a command,
SC

backup, I

same .

CC

going to up-volce backup,
and we may have to use VRF for coma

tone right now Houston.

We just sent yam

Roger. From the time I wiped
had a steady tone at that time, and it'a

the up-vwlca
still tbtv *

Roger; we'll send you another command.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. You should get com
variations In that steady tons you vara haarlng whan tha cat-
aand la ssnt.

SC Roger. I got ay S-band up loudar mew.
do ahaad and aand another command.

CAPCOM Roger, we're sending another command.
On my mark* mark.

CAPCOM Mark.
SC Okay, I got a vary slight heap on it.
CAPCOM Roger. Va sent you three coamanda

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We aant you three
cemmanda. Could you distinguish variation in your tone en three
occaalena ?

8C Negative. Hov do you read, AIT
CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Ruaty.
SC Okay, I vas commenting there and didn't

hear any reaponee. Whan you aald 3, 2, 1, aark, about 3

aeconda after that I got a slight interruption In the ateady
tone. That happened only one tlaa. When you caae back oa
and told aa that you sent three comaands, in tha middle of
tailing ma that, I got another interruption tone, and that'e
all I've heard.

CAPCOM Roger, Ruaty. We'll aand you one aora
coaaaad on ay mark, 3, 2, 1, aark.

SC Nothing.
CAPCOM Roger, understand nothing.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton. Wa will digest that

a little bit and call you back.
SC Okay.
SC Houston, I just got another little baap

In It.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houeton. Understand.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. We would like you to verify the

following: flight and poatlanding batt buaa A open.
SC Flight and poatlanding batt buaa A —

Roger, It 'a opan now. Thank you.
CAPCOM Roger and on panel 8, wa would Ilka for

you to varlfy SPS pitch 1, yaw 1 opan and IDS, all thraa
opan.

SC Okay, tha two SPS 'a ware cloaad; wa
opaned thea. The BDS's were ell open.

CAPCOM Roger, Rusty, understand. And was tha
flight poatlanding batt buss A open when you called? Had It
been open before then?

SC Negative, It was closed.
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CAPCOM Roger, understand cloead.
IC Houston, we've got a question on the

f«al coll purge.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, go.
tC log. Yesterday, when fuel coll 3, rather

feel call 2, had the high TCB after we purged it, it dropped
way dawn In performance and It's still below 1 and 3. He
weald like to verify that you really want to purge that.
Ha are concerned that It aay drop the perforaance too low
again, and drop It off the bottoa of TCI

.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, etend by. He will get

8C Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houoton.
tC logo ir, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston. While we We

gat a alaute hare, we would like to get a crew ststus report
froa yoa. If you are ready, the first question is regard-
lag aay illness, how are yon feeling now, and want to know
what aedlcation you took yaaterday and today on all three,
aad especially what you took yesterday aornlng, Rusty.

8C Okay. Everybody is feeling fine and
stand by on the aedlcation.

CAPCOM Roger.
8C Hello Al, this is Jin.
CAPCOM tog, J la.
BC Roger, I didn't take anything yesterday

or today, I've got aoae inforaation for retro. They wanted
to know last night were we going to do sons things. I've
worked oat a plan here if you are ready to copy it down.

CAPCOM Roger, go.
8C Okey, we are going to have one suit

underneath the left hand ssat, have two suits underneath the
oeater eeat. Ha are going to take the coapartaent Bl, we
are going to aove all the food out of that and use it as a
garbage bin, so the density will be much less thsn it wes
before. He are going to take the LCC's, the ones that Rusty
had bean wearing and pass thea to the floor in the lower
equlpaeat bay on top of the llthiua hydroxide canlatere.
Ha will take the llthiua hydroxide canister that we've brought
baek froa the LM and put it on the floor in the lower equip-
aaat bay underneath the suit. And the rest of the stowage
will raaaln essentially the saae.

CAPCOM Roger, Jia. Copy you are going to put
oaa suit under the left hand seat, you are going to put two
suits under the center seat, you are going to take the food
oat of II aad use it aa a garbage bin, you are going to atow
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CAPCOM ana LCG on the floor in the LIB around
tha litaiaa kjirotllt canister*, you ara going ta atew the
lithlun hydroxide canlatar you brought back fraa tha LX en
tha fleer aader tha suit and the rest renalae tha mm.

*C leger. We will probably aake itat other
changes, but that 'a basically what we are going to uaa for
a while.

CAPCOX leg, we got that.C Okay, Al , this la Rusty again. Yeetar-
aay naming X didn't take anything, laat night before I went
to bed I teak an Aotlfad and a Seconal.

CAPCOX Roger, Rusty. Understand you - laat
night, yon didn't take anything yesterday nornlng, and laat
night yon took ana Aetlfad and one Seconal.C That'a affirnative. Dave didn't take
anything at all yaatarday.

CAPCOX keger, okay, ready for the next question,
lav each sleep did yen gat last night?C Dave said he got about 8, I got about 1.C Okay, and Rusty, I got 8 alae.

CAPCOX toger, copy you all got 8 hours.
CAPCOX Okay, we would like you to do some

trewbleeheetiag on tha bioned harness.

110 OP TAP1
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CAPCOM Okay, we'd like you to do some trouble
•hooting on the biomed harness* We would like each of you
to check your sensors. Dave, we didn't get any ETC on you
last night. We'd like you to check your sterile sensor in
the grounds for a loose sensor, and if the sensors are
itcure to replace the external leads and sensor with a spare.

SC Okay, we'll do some trouble shooting on
the sensors. Dave had his sensors all plugged in last night.
I guess you still weren't getting anything, is that right?

CACPOM That's affirmative, Jim, and we'd like
you - we got no respiration on you. We'd like to
check your actuator sensor.

SC Okay B I'll check those, and right now
neither Dave or I are plugged In to the biomed, I don't
know about Rusty.

SC Yes
t
I'm plugged in ; and how do mine

look. Do you want any trouble shooting on mine, Al?
CAPCOM Okay, stand by one, Rusty.
SC Dave and I will get plugged in as soon

as w« get through doing some of our chores here.
CAPCOM Roger, Rusty f we're not getting anything

on you.
SC Okay, be advised - I can give you a little

bit of information on you right now. I've had to take mine
off 4 or 5 times here in getting into the 2 LTG's and back
into the console wearing (garbled) and things like that.
But I've noticed £hat the yellow signal conditioners connector
does not seem to go all the way in any more. I'll look at
it and see if I can do anything with it, but it may be that.

CAPCOM Roger, Rusty, understand, and would you
awtlch the UP telemetry data switch to DATA now, please?

SC Roger, UP telemetry back to DATA.
SC Al , Dave went through all his biomed

harness last night, and he unscrewed it and screwed it back
in, pushed down on all the sensors, checked the connections,
and everything looked alright. Anything else you wanted done?

CAPCOM Let us think about it for a little, Jim,
and we'll give you a call back on it. We weren't reading
anything on him last night,

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 118 hours 12

minutes and Canaries has LOS. During this long stateside
pass we passed up some information to the crew on management
of the reaction control system. During the upcoming service
propulsion system burn number 06 and subsequent to that burn,
we received a window report from Rusty Schweickart. He says all
the windows look pretty good, and that when they look at the ground
or a lighted object they can see through them very well. There
is some haziness or fogginess when they look at the sky. However,
It appears to be a light coating. And the hatch window, from
time to time he reported a foggy circle in the middle of the
window 4 to 5 inches in diameter, but nothing of a serious
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PAO nature that prevents then froa eaelag
out . We also did ioh trouble shooting en son* telemetry
coaaaed p rob la* during this past, and we're taking a leek «C
oeae pracaduraa on fual call 02, which eaeae to be operating
at a perfornanea slightly lover than the other 2 fual calla.
1 COUt is taking a look at that and vlll reeoaaend sane actio*
later. The crev reported that they vere feeling fine. Jla
McDlvltt end Dave Scott have taken no aedlcetleu. Eesty
schveickert reported that he took nothing during tha day
yesterday, however , before going to bed he took an ACTIFIB
vhieh la a decongestant tablet, end a SECONAL, a sleeping
pill, lech of the crewnen reported 8 hours sleep. Jin
McDlvltt gave a report on how he lntende to hendle reentry f e
atevage. The LC6, which you heard reference in that report,
la the liquid cooled garaeat. That 'a tha long-Johns with
the tubee running through it providing cooling to the ETA*-
pilot. And just prior to LOS we naked the crew to do aon)*
trouble ahoetlng on their bionedlcal harneasea. Tha ground
reeelved no 8CG on Deve Scott laat night, no respiration
laforaatlea en Jin McDlvltt, and also having trouble getttlng
aone readings fron rusty Schveickert. Apollo 9 la in lta
75th revolution now. He'll niss the Tananarive etatlon on
thle rev, the next station to acquire will be Carnarvon at
118 houra 40 alnutee , This is Mission Control louston.

UD OF TAPI
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FAO Thie Is Apollo Control at lift hour*, 39

minutes. Apollo 9 getting ready to tag up at tha Carnarvon
station. Va'll standby.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this la Houston through Car-
narvon. Standing by.

SC Good morning. Saokey, hov ara yeut
CAPCOM Oh, good morning service loador. X'a

j«st fins.
SC Hold on this la service nunbar 3.

CAPCOM Okay. Hay there, lusty - sound avful
chlppar.

SC Yss, It's braakfast tins bars and It's
taatlng good.

SC Hay. Smokey. Hov about aaklng Sir John
hov ay bloaed (garblad) switch vent out.

CAPCOM Okay, standby ona, lusty.
CAPCOM It's still net coning through at all,

luaty. We're not getting any blonads froi anybody.
CAPCOM But standby on any trouble shooting yen

have up there. Let us work our site out here. Ve alght
have a ground problem.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Hey, lusty. Houston here, I realise

you are at braakfast there,, but If - could you aove a couple
of evltehaa for ma. We are still trying to trouble shoot
this command aystem.

SC Sure can. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay. We'd like to have the up teleaetry

coaaand switch to 1ESET than OPP and than M01MAL

.

SC Okay. Up teleaetry command. Go Into
1E8ET three, two, one. mark.

CAPCOM Okay, and back to OPP. And nov back
to R01MAL.

SC Okay. We are In N01MAL

.

CAPCOM Okay. Underatand. Thank you. and va
alght have a couple aore hare.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, we ara going to lose you
at Carnarvon here In a few seconds. Bring up your 8-band
voluae and we'll sea you over Honeysuckle In about a ain-
ute .

SC Okey, we're with you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Honeysuckle.

How do you read?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Honeysuckle.

Hov do you read?
SC Oh, you're coalag In 5 square there,

Saekey

.

CAPCOM Okay, lusty, looks Ilka va have got ear
coaaand systaa back again and ve are going to be tranaalttlag
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and support command, so you should see

And it'll be on for about a minute.

Okay. What should we see?

You should see the abort light.

Okay. Standby.
Okay. We got a light on it.

Okay . _ . . . .

Mark - you should have the light.

(Garbled) we don't.
Okay, we'll try again.

!tiU°the same. I wonder if we may have

- -is < lr <ult x:?r: UMJnn
t

K.:ri.
,

s.ss-».

g.tting i«.
okay ^ we don , t need the edS power on, huh?

CAPCOM Stand by.
Ru - tv?

CAPCOM Did you get it then, Ruatyf

8C That's a negative.

the light here

CAPCOM
SC

CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC

BHD OF TAPE
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CC Okay, Apollo 9, we're still trouble shoot-
ing on that one. Ya'll made all the headlines on that ren-
dezvous; It was mighty pretty. I see here that they are cooking
you a 350 pound cake aboard the Guadacanal that you'll have to

•at whan you get down there.
SC Listen; we're ready man, we're ready. With

the amount of tine we've had to eat in the last few days, we
are gonna eat it.

CC Roger.
SC Hey Stu - I don't know if you guys got ay

••saga yesterday because we were scrambled and getting ready
for th« APS burn, but I would like to thank ya'll for the
tremendous job that you did; all that practice that we did in
thooa simulations really paid off and I think that, as I said
yesterday, we've got the world's greatest set of controllers.

CC Thank you Jim; that makes us all feel real
good and the whole control center here appreciates that.

SC Yeah - and that's what it goes for; It goes
for all those guys down there in the pit, up there in the balcony

,

oven the guys In the viewing room, and running the computers and
all those kind of things; I want to Include them all.

CC Roger.
SC That goes for all of us too Smoky. We all

agraa

.

CC Roger; I tell you, ya'll really put on a

show for us; that was fantastic.
SC Hey, I don't know if you had a chance to

plot It out; but I don't think we got more than a pencil width
off the nominal line the whole time we were off.

CC No - it - you were right on all the way
around and It was phenoainal the way all the pre-aolutlons were
coming together. It was beautiful.

SC Wasn't that something. Might give you the
impression that it might work, huh?

CC Yeah (laughter) it sure does,
•y and Apollo 9 - Jim, when you and - just stand by.
And whan Dave plugs In the biomeds, we'd appreciate a call just
•o we'll be sure we're getting the data; we're about 30 seconds
LOS off Honeysuckle, and we'll see you over Mercury about on
the hour. And Apollo 9, If you can still read me, we would like
to have you look in your logs and we're going to be asking you
for the tim« of your last 2 fuel cell purges.

•OA This la Apollo Control - and Honeysuckle has
loss of signal now. The crew was eating breakfast during this
pass ov«r Australia. We are contlnuting to trouble shoot the
talamatry commanding problem. That was Jim McDivitt who res-
ponded that they were ready for that 350 pound cake that the
OSS Guadacanal, the recovery carrier, is going to have ready for
them on recovery day. Jim McDivitt also passed on the crew's
thanks again to the ground support personnel for the job that
they've boon doing during the course of this mission. The Mercury
will acquire at 119 hours even. This is Mission Control Houston.
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 119 hours Into

tha mission. Apollo 9 approaching acquisition at Mercury.

Wa will Monitor through thin paea

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, thia ia Houston. Wa will have

you far about 5 minutes and we're looking at tha fual call

hara, Apollo 9, and wa would like, if possible, to gat tha

tiM of tha laat two fual call purgaa . If you could give ua

that iom time.
gC Stand by.
CAPCOM Hog.
8C Bouiton, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Good morning, Dava . Go ahead.

8C Hi there, how are you?
CAPCOM *aal flM.
8C Wa purged yeaterday at approximately 6

hour* whan wa atarted tha day and than laat night wa purged

at about, juat about what it aaya on tha flight plan, at

102, probably 10250, and we did all three fuel celle 02 for

2 minutes.
CAPCOM tog, copy. Thank yeu vary much, that

will help ua out hare.
gC Okay. And I was on the horn there on

your last paas, but I Vould alao like to express my appreci-

ation to all you guys for doing an outstanding job. I tall

you, it's real - whan you are driving thia thing areumd

alone, to know you guya are at home, watching.
CAPCOM Thaak you, Dava, wa all appreciate that.

Amd Just to prove that I can follow instructions hare, I've

got a ball acore. The Astros lost to the Los Angalaa Dodgers

• to 1 in the aprlng exhibition opener at Cocoa Beach.

gC Hey, wa'ra holding true to form.

CAPCOM Hog.
gC Hey, la the Univeraity of Houeton atlll

playing baakatball?
CAPCOM log. Chris wanted to paaa on to you

that Virginia Tach beat than in their laat game.

g C Oh, you're kidding. I don't believe

**"
8C If that'a true, I'm going to have to

have a talk with a couple of people.
CAPCOM (laughter) Bog.

g c Hay, since we didn't get to launch on

the right day, is Chris there*
CAPCOM That is affirmative.
gC Okay, we've got e massage for him.

CAP COM Okay, he is on the loop.

gC Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday

to you, Happy Birthday dear Christopher, Happy Birthday to

you.
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CAPCOM That was magnificent. The only thing -

you may even overshadow the rendezvous with performances
like that.

SC Listen, we have two more choruses of that.
Is Deke there?

CAPCOM That's negative.
SC Okay, when he comes in, let us know. I

want to give him one too. And also when Charlotte shows up,
if she ever does.

CAPCOM All right, fine, we will let you know.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston, We will be com-

ing off the Mercury in about 30 seconds. We will see you
over Redstone about 41.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And Dave, when you plug in your biomed,

we would like a call, just to make sure our system is work-
ing.

SC Okay. I'll do it right now.
CAPCOM Okay, thank you.
SC Houston, are you getting my respiration

now? This is Jim.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, Jim. The last report

I have here, you were coming through,
SC Okay, I haven't done anything to it as

far as the biomed sensors themselves. All I've done is plug
and unplug the con meter a few times when I changed config-
uration .

CAPCOM Okay, Jim, I was in error. We are get-
ting your EKG , we are not getting your respiration.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 119 hours 6

minutes. Mercury has LOS. Very tuneful pass at the Mercury,
with the crew acappella singing Happy Birthday to Christopher
C, Kraft, Director of Flight Operations at the Manned Space-
craft Center. Chris's birthday was February 28th, the orig-
inal launch date for Apollo 9, prior to the crew coming down
with colds. Mr. Kraft was standing up near his console at
the time of this serenade, broad smile on his face, puffing
a cigar occasionally, saying beautiful, beautiful. Crew
also expressed to similarly wish Happy Birthdays to Deke
and Charlotte. That Deke is Donald K. Slayton, one of the
original seven astronauts, and now Director of Flight Crew
Operations at MSC. Charlotte is Charlotte Maltese, the
secretary for the Apollo 9 crew. Next station to acquire
will be Redstone at 119 hour 13 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This in Apollo Control at 119 hour* 1*

minutes and tha Redstone hits acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through tha Redstone t

•tending by.
SC How about a nap update?
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, in work.
SC Jerry, I'm going to have time to look

out, and man, I'm going to look out.
CAPCOM Okay, and to the question back on the fuel

calls, we've looked at our performance plot versus the time

•f tha purges and so forth, and we saw no change in the

performance, no drop, and we are recommending a purge on

•11 3 fuel cells.
SC Okay, very good, we'll purge all 3.

CAPCOM And we're showing that the load fan went

down because of the high temperature on the condensor exhaust

(liar* and not the purge

.

SC okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 I have your map update.
SC Roger, Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, rev 75 is GET 119:10:01, right

•sceasion 1642, longitude 14327 west.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston, we got you

through Guaymas now. Did you get your map update through
the ledstone, Jim?

SC Roger, it was rev 75, GET 119:10:01,
1642 right ascension, 14327 west.

CAPCOM That is affirmative.
gC Roger, thank you.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC And Houston, are you getting any blomad

on tha CMP dump?
CAPCOM Dave, we've getting the respiration,

no IKO, and on Jim we're getting EKG and no respiration,
•ad lusty ' coming through on both of them. The only thing

that «• could suggest was if whenever you have tha time try

tha spar* sensors, there, tank and - Dave, replace his

sternal lead to the blue ones and Jim replace hla yellow
laads fram tha spare sometime when you gat around to it.

SC Okay, we'll try and do that.

CAPCOM Okay.
SC We'll let Dave breath and we'll let ay

heart beat.
CAPCOM Okay, very good.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston, we would

Ilka to have you go crew in ACCEPT. We'll be upllnking to

you through Mlla here in about a minute and a half hare.

SC Okay, we'll go crew in ACCEPT.
CAPCOM Roger.
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CAPCOM And you should just about be on landfall

earning acres* now.
SC Roger, we Just passed over it.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. That telemetry

coaaand problem eeeas to have cleared up now. And Jim

MeDlvltt indicated the crew has soae tiae today to look out

tha window and watch the world go by and they intend to, so

ha aaked for a aap update. That inforaation we passed up to

Mia enabled hia to located the ascending node on rev 75,

aad properly locate the ground track of the spacecraft. The

ascending node is the point at which the ground track crosses

the Iquator in the portion between perigee and apogee.

gWD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, I have SP8 6 PAD

whea you are reedy to copy,,

SC Roger. Standby one.

CAPCOM Standing by.
SC Okay, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Reading SPS 6 - 121 48 5760

lave 00 349 all ilpa alnus 00204 00 422 00 273 00 1627 010

•lave Olt alalia 113 1235 44 023 600 and I'a going to have

f give yea a tiae on your nav check here since TIG ia so

far ahead and the time of this nav check 1203000 minus 19

It plus 16 49 21203 end of update.
§C Okay, that's good. Six raadback 12148

3760 ainus 00 369 all sips alnus 00204 00422 00273 0016270

10 ainaa 089 ainua 113 1235440 23600 and the tiae of the

aev check 1203000 alnus 1918 plus 16492 1203.

CAPCOM Roger. Apollo 9, your readback is cor-

net. Aad Apello 9, the coaputer is yours. We have up linked

cm* state vector and a target loed.
gC Roger. Stete vector and target load.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We're about 30

seconds frea LOS Canary. We'll see you over Tananarive at

areaad five-nine. Tou have a GO for 93 dash 1.

•C Roger. GO for 93 dash 1.

PAO This in Apollo Control at 119 hours,

46 alautes. Apollo 9 out of range of the Canaries. Apollo 9

has raealvad a GO for 93 revolutions. They are now in their

74th revelution. We have passed up the inforaatlon to the

crev far the upcoming Service Propulsion Systea burn nuaber 6.

That will occur at 121 hours, 48 alnutes, 57 seconds - that's
lli48:57aa Central Standard Time. Delta V will be 42.2 feet

per aacoad duration of the burn - 1.6 seconds. This is

eapected to raault in an orbit of 121 by 105 nautical allee.

Apollo 9 prior to the burn - the orbit will be 127.8 by

120.5 nautical ailes. The object of this burn is to lower

»«rlgae ao that we will maintain a backup deorblt capability

aelag the Reaction Control Systea on the Service Module in

eaaa af the problem with the big SPS engine. Tananarive
will acquire at 119 hours, 58 ainutea. We'll be back then.

Thle la Mission Control Houston.

1MB OF TAPE
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,A0 Thl. is Apollo Control «t 119 hour., 58
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"I Boy I'm reading you loud and clear.

Houston, this is Apollo 9.

Go Apollo 9, this is Houston.
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W. tr not getting any data here; maybe over Carnarvon we can

/.„ words on it^we Ul^'—^J^ flome chang..

1. th. flight plan here; we may not be able to get thi. on.

lln.4 up th.re.
unde ratand.

l

C

c so we won't be able to do SPS 6 on ti.e.

CC F-^. copy.

sc H, > ton ,
Apollo 9.

cc Go Apollo 9, Houston.

«c Ckay f
I

s ve got it running again, by

Tan.n.riv.. C.rn.rvo^at 15.
o ±f £^ ^

thin. - we'd like to have is from now on out, we d

Sk/iH: tiU Sf "chVlei cell purge, wh.n.v.r you do th.

P"T,
*Jio This U Apollo Control at 120 hour.. 6

.l..C» into th. .lesion. Tananarive ha. LOS D,« c. «
l.tVili lo« trouble with the optic, ty.te. there It ••••«
porting <>•

Q degree point he say., but he lat.r

im Ml.si.n Control, Houston.
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HO This is Apollo Control 120 hours 14 ain-

atee. Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.

CAfCOH And Apollo 9, Houston. On the fuel cell

purges, "* would like to know the tine of the purges fron

mew en end eleo we would like to heve your opinion of ho*

teday's port* want. *hat affect it had and how did it con-

par* with yesterday.
, „ j

.

g C Okay, Houston. We purged 2 minutes just

aftar yen gave ue the word you thought the purge was a good

thing to do and I checked chem a few minutes ago and they

all looked vary well balanced. I'm checking then right now

aad thay am very well balanced. Standy by one, let ne look

at the fnel cell perf ornances . Okay, the TCE is up a little

hit again on fuel cell 2. It's not off the top yet, but it

la higher than fuel cell i and 3 and it's drawing about the

sane load.
CAFCOH Roger. Apollo 9, understand.
CAFCOH And we thank you for that info.

gC Roger.
CAFCOH And just for your info, it will be aun-

rlaa in about 19 minutes.
gC Okay, thank you,

CAFCOH Apollo 9, Houston. I copy your DSKT.

gC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAFCOH Go, Apollo 9.

CAFCOH Apollo 9, this is Houston. I'm reading

yen loud and clear.
IC Okay. Did you get the gyro torquing?

CAFCOH That in affirmative, Dave. I copied

119 - 1277 + 503. We had a data dropout, I'm not sure I

get the tin*.
g C Okay, those are the right numbers and

1202300

.

CAFCOH I'll 9«« 7°u in about 20 seconds. Thank

yaw far tha tine.
IC log, thank you.

CAFCOH Okay, Dave. When you get the chance

with it freeh in your nind, we would like to have you run

threugh the trouble thet you are having. It appears to us

that lt'i sticking in more thsn one piece,

IC Yeah, chat's right. Let me run back

through it, the history of the thing. I guess I told you

tha ether day, the T back is hung up in 64. and the tenths

relic all the time. I can't the move the T back on the

manual readout out of 64 manually or electrically. It seems

te haag «p closer on multiples of 64, plus and minus 64,

•ad arennd the 180 side also. And when it hangs up. you
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can't move th« shaft in any mode, coupling, speed at all. So

what I've been doing is turning the optica off and breaking

out the T back with the manual dial on it - the manual crank

there to where it looks like it flukee at least a tenth

slower and then turn the optics back on and go into xero.

That will tcro it up and it seems to work for a little while

until I gat to that plus or minus 64 area and then it all

lt(1i to hang up and nothing will bring it out, not even

the AUTO drive today.
CAPCOM Okay, Dave. That's a real good rundown

Ws appreciate that and I'm going to lose you here at Honey-

suckle probably in about a minute and Huntsville at 30.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM And we sure appreciate those comments,

SC Okay, I'd appreciate a smart optics guy

coming with an answer.
CAPCOM Rog, we will give it a bloody go.

Sc Maybe we need to oil it.

CAPCOM Dave, is it Just the telescope. Have

you noticed any trouble with the sextant.
SC It's - well, to tell you the truth, I

think the sextant hangs up too. I couldn't be certain be-

cause I only notice it in the telescope and I haven't been

\m to get a star in the sextant with a atuck telescope to

,k through the sextant, but I'll check it next time.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. That's a pretty perti-

nent question. We would like to have the info.

SC Okay, it's not stuck now, so I think I

will stick to it to find out.
CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thia is Apollo Control at 120 hour* , 28

aiautes. Honeysuckle has had LOS . The Huntsville tracking

•hip will acquire within t. minute bo we'll continue to stay

«p and COM back up at Huntsville. Dave Scott gave the

rundown on the optics problem there. He's not certain the

seatant la also sticking. He knows the telescope is. He

la cheeking the sextant now to see where - he suspects it

|a , la la checking it to see whether the sextant alao sticks

The Salience and Navigation people here in the control center

are working on this problem to see what they can coma up

with to halo Dave Scott overcome this problem. Rusty Schwei-

ekart reports the fuel cells are well balanced with condenser
tea* raaning on the fuel cell 2 - running a little higher
than on the other two fuel cells. Huntsville has acquired
me*. No will stand by.

PA6 This 3.9 Apollo Control. In the trane-
•leeloa ewer Honeysuckle where Dave Scott daacrlbed the

optics problem* ha referred several tinea to a T bock, That

|a tho Initial T and the word back. Ha waa referring to the

talk hack centtter or the device on the optica which registers
tho ornate r of degrees to which the optics are pointed.

CAFCOM And Apollo 9, Houaton through Huntsville.
We'd like to have PCM bit rate low. We've get our command
trembles alao.

•C Okay. We're low.

CAPCOM Okay. Understand. And we'll see you
ever Hawaii at feur-ehres.

SC Roger, And while you are waiting I'm

trying tho sextant and it seems to work fine in all modae -

hand food, manual, auto, zero and in any combination thereof,

only tho talaacopa gats hung up.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. Copy, Dave. Thank
yon wary much

.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 120 houra , 36

alantes. Huntsville has loss of signal. Hawaii will acquire
Apollo 9 at 120 hours, 42 minutes. Just before LOS et

Inmtevllle Dave Scott reported that the eextaat doea work
fine and In all modes. And the Guidance and Navigation
efflcers here In the control center eeye that to them this

•anna that the problem is mechanical and not electrical.

This If Mission Control Houston,

g»t OP TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control at 120 houra ,

42 slant** and Hawaii has acquired,
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii,

stsadiag by.
tC Go ahead, Houston. You're a little

b¥*k*n stain.
CAPCOM Rag, you'r* coming In okay, Apollo 9.

We're a low elevation here and we'll have continuous cov-
erage aa acton the States now.

8C Oh
,
very good

.

gC Houston, Apollo 9. By the way, we did

gat a gaod alignment for the burn.
CAPCOM Rog, copy. Understand.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like to have

12 tank 2 fan off, please,
IC Roger, H2 tank 2 fan off.
CAPCOM Thank you.
gC Houston, are you still there?
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, we're still here. We

g»t gaad solid lock on you now. Go ahead.
gC We really have been having soae peculiar

spacecraft rates. You know, when we go to bed at night, we

tty to daap the rates down to near sero so we don't have a

let - running the clock will spin us up during the night.
Aa* every aernlng we get up and the rates are down around a

10th af a degree per second or something like that. Here In

ta* laat hour or so we've been trying to do this alignment
*«d the rates keep building up. And I just - when Dave fin-
lahad 1 let thea build up and they went up to about 2/10ths

af a degree par second in pitch, and now that we're going
sleag here without any jet firings, they've gradually dropped
back down to they're almost zero, and it looks like we're
trying to stabilise the spacecraft at a certain fixed posi-
tl*a which right now happens to be cowaaad Module down towards
the Earth.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9, copy. That's very inter-
esting, thenk you. We'll ponder that a while.

g£ Okay. Could you explain to ne when I

gat down en the ground just exactly how you ponder?
CAPCOM Yes, sir, I'll do that.
gC It sounds like so such fun I don't want

to alss It.
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CAPCOM Too, copy chat. Sounda Ilk* y'all aro

having a ball up thara, Wtan I could swap.

ac X vlvfc you could too. Ton work ao

hard I'd lika to aaa you up hara right now.
CAPCOM Thank you.

1MB OF TAPI
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CAPCOM Aad Apollo 9. HMtM, yoa co«iag ap

over kaja, Califoraia bow.

sc it lo dawn tknra.

SC liutii, tkio lo Apollo 9.

CAPCOM 00 Apollo t.

8C Cawlag oeraoo »•*•» llk* »• *•

Mini to kawo • lot »ero cload oowar mw tho ocatao.

!• yoa waat to ga to 90 oSt Tho* wao aoppaaad to to mtmi
tko ooatkwoot U.S., wooa*t itt

CAPCOM gtaad ky , Apollo 9.

5C Okay.
CAPCOM logor. Apollo 9. wa«ll giwa yoa o a*rk

8C Okay.
g C Okay, wo'ro golag gcrooo Atloato, Goorgio

rlgkt oaw, aad no ooa too lokklao Air forco Baoo aad tho wkala

elty.
CAPCOM gooodo groot.
BC Okay, wo got o coapla of pletoraa for tko

folk..
CAPCOM tool goo*.
P40 Tkli lo Apollo Cootrol. Apollo 9 to kalag

acanirad ky tko Vaagaard rlgkt aww. Mo' wo kad ooatlaaoao

eoworogo oinco Hawaii, aad tklo eoworogo will coatlaao tkroagb

tko Coaary Iolaad»o pooo. Tfcoro lo wory littlo coawataatioa.

tko crow raportad a eoaoldorakla Mooat of cload cowor owor

tko Uoltod Statao aad tboy did •••an opoa portioa la Ooorglo.

A littlo bit oarllor Jla MaDiwitt roportod ko tkongkt tkoy

vara gottlng ooao pocallar ratao oa tha apocoeroft tkat

aooaarad to try to otaklliio Apollo 9 witk tko eaaaaad a»dala

!olatlag dowo toward tka a.rtk. la oald ka woald ka latarootad

la a kralflag oa tkio wfcon ko gota back. Wo'll caatlaao to

otand ky tbrough looo of oigaal at Canarlao.

P40 Tklo lo Apollo Control, wo ara 39 alaatai

away froa IPS bura avabar 6.

CAPCOM Apollo 9. loaotoa. Dawa , tkat awl tck

yoa aada oa tka bloaad karaaoa lo working raal wall, la ra

aottlag good data. _ ,•
I* Okay, kat tklo lo Jlw., I'm oa Dawa'a

load now. Ra'o aot pluggad la yat. Did yoa gat «iao? My

raoplratlaa coaatt louaton, Apolla 9.

CAPCOM logor, Apallo 9, copy aad wa ara gattlag

11
"

fc okay. Aok tkooo dactoro if tkay eaa tail

wkaa wa owl tck com loado.
CAPCOM Okay.
IC Caaoa if tkay caa t tkay ara oara goiag

to kavo ooao ocrowy data.
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SC Just as a matter of interest Dave is

working on his right now, too, so as soon as he gets plugged

back in you want to call us and let us know whether his are

fixed,
CAPCOM Okay, Jim, we sure will,
SC He's going to be on the left -

END OF TAPE
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CC Okay, Jim we sure will.

SC He's gonna be on the left botes for awhile.

CC Roger, Houston understands.
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston, you are CO for

•ft 6 and I'd like to top in a reminder about the pitch 1 yaw

i circuit breakers are out.

SC Okay, fine, thank you. Why did you want

these circuit breakers out this morning?
CC Roger. We were working on the bad A

problem.
gC Ah, okay. You don't want the* on any

leaner than, do you?
CC We'd like to have the* in for the burn and

than pull than out after the burn again.
gC Okay. You have to keep reminding us about

than than.
CC And Apollo 9, Houston; I'n gonna lose you

in about a minute here off of Canaries. And if you could, we'd

like to have an estimate of when you closed the flight and

pest landing battery bus A circuit breaker, and this is just

for our power consumption.
gC Houston, I don't think we have any idea

when that thing got closed. It must have got - static.

CC Okay, Apollo 9; underatand.
CC And we'll see you over Tananarive around

33.
SC Roger,.

pA0 This is Apollo Control at 121 hours, 17

minute* and Canaries has LOS. Apollo 9 does have a GO for

the service propulsion system burn number 6. In the viewing

room at the present time here in the Mission Operations Control

loom, Director of Plight Operations Chris Kraft is briefing

4 members of the sub-commltte on Manned Spaceflight of the

case Cemmittee on Space <ind Aeronautics. They are Representa-

tive Larry Winn of Kansas., Representative Robert D. Price of

T«mat, lepresantative Beri:rum Podell of New York and Repre-

s*ntstive Don Fnqua of Plorida. The Congressmen are acc-

ompanied by their wives. The next station to acquire will be

Tananarive at 121 hours, 32 minutes. This is Mission Control

omaton

.

mi OP TAPS
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PKQ This is Apollo Control at 121 hours, 32

inutei. Apollo 9 is within range of the Tananarive station.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.

How do you read?
sc Standby, Houston.
papoom Okay, When we pick up over Carnarvon

vou are Joint to be rocking right on the burn time We are

lE.id M tSI't get the command in. We'd like to have you

J, JcS lit rate high at iEour-three . That will be approxi-

lafilv five minutes prior to the burn.

SC Okay. PCM bit rate high at four-three.

CAPCOM Roger,. That's correct. Thank you

sc And are you through with your trouble

.hooting on the batteries. We'd like to get the circuit

'
b"*k

;ScS;
t

'"'Roger. Go ahead and put in the circuit

br"k
Sr Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. We're coming

off Tananarive. We'll see you over Carnarvon right at your

burn

.

SC Roger

.

PA0 Carnarvon has LOS. We're nine and a

half minute, away from SPS burn number 6. That maneuver

I. .cneaul.d at 121 hours, 48 minutes, 5 7 seconds - about

lo ."onds after acquisition at Carnarvon. To recap it

Jill 51 retro grade burn - Delta V 42.2 feet per «cond

Juration of thi burn 1.6 seconds and we are lowering the

"beg your p.rdlon - we are lowering the perigee

tl ."ntain th. backup deorbit capability in the Service

Module faction Control System. We are in orbit now of

127 bj 120. We expect this maneuver to change the orbit

to 121 to 105 nautical miles. We'll come back up just

Jriir to the Carnarvon acquisition. This is Mission Con-

trol Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PM This la Apalla Caatral at 121 haara. M
alautao and wa ara 32 aaeaada away fraa the bara - eheuld have
Caraervoa acquisition very ahertly. We'll at aad by.

IC leueten, Apollo 9.

CC Go Apalla 9.
SC Okay, wa gat ne ullaga that tine aa va

aborted the vara; we'll regroup hara aad try ta figure it ©at.
CC fteger, wa cap? Apollo 9 - effect Charlia

Delta la tha DAP

.

CC AO« Apollo 9, Hewatea - we'll ba looking
oao rev latar for tha bura.

8C Okay.
•C leger, leuatea; wa aaa Ct aff which

aeaaa wa shouldn't - but I had J wot raoat tha DAP to tara it
back oa abaat 7 or 8 alawtea ago.

CC Okay, Apollo 9 - logor, wa capy. And
thara wa raally didn't got oar data uatll year ignltioa tiat
aad yaar next , a rough cat at tha aaat igaltlaa la 123 plat 28.

SC Okay, 123 pitta 28.
CC Aad we'll ba taklag a laak at our data

aad leaking at tha DAP hara, aaa If wa eaa light thla oat.
•C Okay - wa avan have a craee ehaek aa aattlag

tha SAP - thought wa had it all aquarad away.
CC Understand Apollo 9.
SC leueten, Apollo 9.

CC Oa Apollo 9.
•C tagor; yaw want aa ta ga baak ta lacal

(garble)

T

CC That 'a afflraatlve Apollo 9 - thank yaa.
SC Okay.
CC Apollo 9, louoton, wo' 11 aaa yaa ever tha

laatevllle araaad 30.
SC togar, hava yoa had a chaaca to laak at

aaythlng yat?
CC Wa don't hava any gaod ward yat far yaa

Apollo 9 - aaybo over luntsvllle wa will paaa aaaa warda af
vladoa.

PAO Thla la Apollo Control at 121 haara, 55 vjlnvtaa.
Apallo 9 did not parfera tha SPS burn ever Carnarvon. Dava
Saett rapartad thay did not gat ullago prlar ta tha tlaa thay
wara ta lgnlta tha SPS angina, aa thay abartad that barn.
Ha think tha problaa aay ba in tha DAP - tha digital auto-
pilot configuration - wa ara taking a look at that right now.
Thla burn haa baaa raachadulad for 1 revolution latar, apprex-
laata tlaa af tha SPS burn nuabar 6 aow la 123 haara, 28
alaatao - llttla ovar aa hour and a half fraa aow. Vast atatlaa
Co acquire will ba luatavllla at 122 haara, 2 alnutaa. Thla
la Miaalan Caatrel loaatoa.

m «f TAPS
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PA0 Thia 1* Apollo Control at 122 hours,

S minutes, and we're putting in a call at tha H*»«tsville.

IUMT8VILLE Houston, Huntsville loat a valid two-way.

Tha signal ia too weak still.

CAPCOM log.

8C Hallo, Houston, Apollo 9 hare.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9. This is Houston through

Huntsville. How do you mad?
SC (garbled)
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, this la Houston. 1 think

you're raading -a. Tou'rt not coming back too sterling. Wa

ara leaking at tha data - playing tha data back. We will

have aeme worda on that. I'd like to pest you on something,

« I gattlng through at all?

g C You're coming through very weak.

HUHTSflLLI Huntsville valid two-way.

8C Houston, this is Apollo 9. We're read-

lag you weakly but clearly. Go ahead.
» ,

CAPCOM Okay, I think we've got good solid two-

way leek now. How me?
gc You're still weak but clear.

CAPCOM Okay, what we're thinking of here, this

S065 pass aa schsduled is a prime one; there is a front mov-

ie* in that will probably have it blanked out tomorrow. We

do have aircraft out off of Loa Angeles and out around Tucson

skewing the cloud cover is good. You're only going to have

afcomt 32 .mutes fro. the SPS 6 until tha ti-e we want the

first picture taken, and if we get you all your pads end

give you werning, do you think you can get configured for

that in 32 minutee after tha burn?

8C i think your question (blacked out) in 32

minutee after - is that the question?

CAPCOM That is the question and our comm hare

la pretty bad. W.'ll have Hawaii at 14. We'll still be on

here for about another 4 minutes but you're breaking up bad-

lv coming in here, but you do have my right question. Can

you 11"J.parad to t.k. your first picture 32 minutes after

the
»J«

?

Roger, I believe that we can (garbled).

CAPCOM Okay, copy. Thank you and we'll really

go to work and have everything ready.

SC Okay.
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 122 hours, 10

minutes, and Apollo 9 is beyond the range of Huntsville now.

The spacecraft communicator, Stu Roost, queried the crew
about whether they thought they could get prepared in time
for this S065 photography. That's the Multispectral Terrain
Photography that's being done on Apollo 9, and it's scheduled
about 30 minutes - to begin about 30 minutes after the SPS
number 6 burn. There is a weather front moving in to the
area in the southwestern United States over which this ex-
periment will be conducted. And we would like to complete
this part of the photography in this particular geographic
area today, if possible, because it may be blanked out by
weather tomorrow. This is the photography experiment consist-
ing of a cluster of four Hasselblad cameras pointed out of
the hatch window. It will provide photographs taken simul-
taneously in four specific portions of the visible and near
infrared spectrum. One of the major objectives is to aee
whether this type of photography can be effectively applied
to earth resources programs such as agriculture, forestry,
geology, oceanography, hydrology, and geography. The next
station to acquire will be Hawaii at 122 hours, 13 and a half
minutes. That's less than a minute away so we'll just stay
up live and go on into the Hawaii pass and then we'll have
continuous coverage across the United States ending at Van-
guard. Hawaii should be acquiring any minute now.

END Or TAPE
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CAPCOH Apollo 9, Houston. We have you through
Imil.

8C Roger.
IC We tit getting that 80 65 checked out

right now,
CAPCOM Okay. Real good and a question, Dave.

When you said you had croti checked It. Did It mean that
after you had gone through the VB1B 48 you recalled VI RB 48
and check the load?

SC Mo. As we were going through both of
us - two ef us watched un do It.

CAPCOH Okay. Roger. We are going te take another
leek at the data, but also wondering about after loading up
Rl 12 precede vice enter there.

8C Mq, I proceeded through It te check the
weight and the pitch trlia yaw trl« again,

CAPCOR Okay. I guess what I*a saying la after
you did gat In the DAP load - aaybe you missed an Inner there
before you proceeded on to through to the weight.

•C Roger, I understand what you mean.
CAPCOH And our data - we're trying te take a

leek at It, but we really can't psyche anything out yet and
1 waa just wondering If you had recalled It to verify that
It was actually In.

SC Is, we didn't go back and recall It again.
CAPCOH Okay, thank you.
CAPCOH Apollo 9, this is louSton. I know you

are real busy. You're coming up on a long pass hare. He'll
have you for about the naxt 20 or 22 minutes, and I have
8P8 6 PAD anytime you are ready.

SC Okay. Standby, please.
CAPCOH Roger.
SC Okay, Houston, 9. Go ahead with the PAD.
CAPCOH Roger. leading 8PS 6 - 123 25 05 90

minus 00181 all zlpa all alps 00388 00240 0014 27010 minus
089 minus 113 12355 0023400 minus 0646 minus 01109 1269 end
of update.

SC Roger. Copy 123 25 0590 minua 00388 all
sips all sips 00388 00240 0014 27010 minus 089 minus 113 123
55 0023400 minus 0646 minus 01109 1 (garbled)

CAPCOH Apollo 9, Houston. I think we are In
the middle of a handoff hare. Let's standby for about 10
seconds

.

SC Roger,
CAPCOH Okay, I've got you now - you dropped

out on a couple of those, Dave. Would you read me Delta VC
trunnion and the latitude and altitude.

SC Okay, On Delta VC 0020 trunnion 2300
longitude minus 01109 the altitude (garbled) .9
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CAPCOM Roger. Copy that and I showing lat-

itude 0646.
SC Copy - 06 -

CAPCOM Okay, Vary good. You have the PAD.

SC Thank you,

sc i gucaa we'll assume that the DAP •

working all right (garbled),
CAPCOM That's our assumption. Let's assume

that right now, Apollo 9. We are looking at it.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like to hare

POO and ACCEPT. We'll give you a state vector and a target

l0 *d '

sc Okay. You have POO and ACCEPT

.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand. We'll be shipping

it up.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Apollo 9, It will be about another
alnuta bafora we atart ehipplag to you. Wa ara getting a
duap

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We've got about 3
inutaa laft In this pass. I have your S065 update whan
you ara raady.

SC Stand by oni.
CAPCOM If va don't gat It hara, It will ba no

sweat. Wa will have Ascension at 51.
SC Okay, about 10 minutes.
CAPCOM Okay.

END OP TAPE
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cr Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, S065 update. 1800032 75000012 355

20 N/A next time block, I want thia orb rata, your firat

are. is southwest U.S., 12400200625 , w« would Ilka to hw
I "cond area, which will ba Hou.ton, 12405150603, and .1..,

now with the hand-held camera, I would like to give you a

time here of 124 +30+28. We would like to have about four

pictures looking north of the ground track with the hand-

held camera. And this is just about as far north as we ve

coma in any of the orbits. We would ju.t like to have soma

pictures up there. And I would like to make « comment on

this southwest U.S. pass. The weather is clear from Los

Angeles to Tucson, You will be just past Tucson when you

have exposure 15. As you come into El Paso, if it looks
.

like it's completely socked over, you can terminate, but we

want to keep going up through 15. n mm l
sc Okay. Want a readback? Do we have timaT

CAPCOM We've got about 30 seconds. Go ahead.

SC Okay, 180327 and a half 01235520, NA, orb rat

southwest U.S. 12400200625, Houston 12405150603.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 122 hours 44

inutes and the Vanguard has LOS. Stu Roosa passed up the

information for the S065 , the mult ispectral terrain photog-

raphy which is due to start about 124 hours elapsed time.

What the crew has been asked to do with this set of four

cameras mounted together pointing out the hatch window is

to take, starting just off the coast of California, contin-

uing to the are. west of El Paso, to take 25 exposures, 6

seconds .part. The weather is reported to be clear t «it
of Tucson. By the time they get to that area, they will

have taken 15 photographs. This is the minimum number that

we want. If the weather is too bad from Tuacon on into

El Paeo, the crew will discontinue this experiment. We

would prefer to get all 25 exposures, if possible. And than

it will be repeated over Houston. At 1240515, we've asked

for three pictures over Houston, 6 seconds apart, threeax-

posurea, 6 seconds apart. And then, as you heard, they v.

asked at 1240328 for one of the crewmembers using a hand-

held camera to take four pictures looking north. Thia is

about as far north as the orbit goes and they would like to

get some photography north of the northmost point in the

orbit. Ascension will acquire in about 3 minutes. We will

be back up then. This is Mission Control Houston.

BHD OF TAPE
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»A0 This is Apollo Control at 122 hours 52

minutes, and we're at Ascension.
Sc Okay, any addition comments? The weather

is clear from LA to Tucson, and you figure that we'll get

to Tucson at the 15th exposure, and using our Judgement SPR

looks now like it's clobbered in to go ahead and forget them.

Understand that at 124:03:28 with a handheld camera you'd

like pictures looking north of the orbit track, and why don't

you give us an orbit rate?
CAPCOM Okay, stand by,
8C Degrees per second.
SC Okay, we'd like it in degrees per second.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9, this is Houston.

SC Roger, these angles that you sent us,

are those inertial angles or those locsl vertical angles?

This is for SO 65.
CAPCOM Roger, those are your R brake angles.

Now, on your PPAI

.

SC Roger. do you have a corresponding set

of inertial angles that we could have?
CAPCOM Stand by.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9,

SC Okay, one more question on that, if you

will check the check list CMP 3-15, and there is an orb rate column

there, and it goes 0,90, 180, and 270 degrees. Could you

give us a word on that? What those are.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Apollo 9, stand by.

SC Okay,
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston, you are CO

for SPS 6, and we are working on your question.
SC Roger, GO for 6, thank you.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, about 30 seconds LOS

Ascension, we'll see you at Tananarive about 09 if we can

talk to you.
SC Okay, I've got a quick question. All

these angles that you are going to get us are based on the

RIFSMMAT that we had in there for the previous burn, right?
CAPCOM That is affirmative, Apollo 9.

SC Okay,
CAPCOM And on your attitudes for the burn, you

will be about 2/10 off, I didn't bother passing those. It's

essentially 000.
Sc Okay, very good.

Sc Come on, you are falling down on the Jpb.

CAPCOM Okay, sorry about that.

SC Houston.
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CAPCOM Go ahead,
PAO This is Apollo Control at 122 houri 58

ainutaa. Ascanaion haa LOB. Wa're 26 ainutaa away from
the SPS nuabar 6 burn. Haxt atatlen to acqurle will b«
Taaanariva at 123 heura 08 ainutaa, for now at 122 hours
59 ainutaa this la Mission Control Houston.

IMS OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control at 123 hours, 8

minutes. Apollo 9 ooiing up on Tananarive.
CC Apollo 9, Houston through Tananrlve, do

you read?
CC Apollo 9, thla is Houston through Tananarive

I aai net reading you; your orb rate is .067.

PAO This ia Apollo Control. That rate is in

degrees per second.
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston. We'll see you

over Carnarvon at about 22 - just before your burn.
SC Static.
CC And Apollo 9 - I'm not getting you back;

your busting up your orb race is .067 and we'll have the rest

of your angles for you after your burn.
SC Thank you.
CC And Dave, if you can read me, I'll pass this

to you now - that the checklist there on CMP 315, those values

are to ba used; those are your roll angles. In other words,

in this one where you're at 180 degree roll, you would use

that column versus your orb rate of ,067 to get those values
to load in for the procedures. Those are your outer gimbal
angles Dave - and I'll cover this with you again because I may

not be getting through.
PAO This is Apollo Control and Tananarive has

LOS, We are about 12 minutes, 45 seconds away from the SPS

number 6. It will be performed over Carnarvon; we will acquire
Carnarvon at 123 hours, 21 minutes. This is Mission Control,

Kouiiton

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 123 hours, 21

minutes, Apollo 9 almost in acquisition at Carnarvon. We'll
standby. We're about 3 minutes 15 seconds away from the
burn

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9r Houston through Carnarvon.
Standing by for you r burn.

SC Roger, and I think the DAP is squared
away. What does it look like down there?

CAPCOM We den 't have data yet, Apollo 9.
SC Okay ,

CAPCOM Roger

.

It is GO.
SC Okay , thank you

.

PAO GMC said the burn looked good.
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC Got our residuals for you. Plus 1.2
minus 0.4 and minus 0.3 Delta V counter is minus 13.1.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy. Plus 1.2 minus 0.4 minus
0.3 and minus 13.1.

SC Roger

,

and that pitch out of POO was
354 degrees.

CAPCOM Roger

.

Copy .

SC That 1 G you earthlings have down there
is quite a sensation.

CAPCOM Roger

,

and Dave thanks you from the
bo 1: torn of his computer for that pitch angle.

SC Roger

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We're going to have
you here for about another 2 and one-half minutes at Carnar-
von. I believe you got your orb rate .2067 over Tananarive
and that page 3 dash 15 - what that is telling you is your
outer gimbal - that *s your roll angle - and we are going
to have you with a roll of about 180, so you will use that
column versus your orb rate to get your parameters to load
in the proceedure

.

SC Okay. Fine then. I copied your whole
transmission over Tanenarive and I think we've got it in
hand. Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger. And I'll have you some inertial
angles here at the start of your orb rate shortly.

SC Okay. Thank you,
PAO And it looks like we are going to get

an orbit rate close to what we were aiming at.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston with your inertial

angles

.

SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. Roll 0, pitch 332.4, yaw 359.5

and the time of this will be 55 plus 20.
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SC Roger. Understand. Roll 0, pitch 332.4,

yaw 359.5, and the tlae Is 5 5,20.

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM And we are going to lose you here at

Carnarvon. Wa'll probably see - tea you at Hawaii around

four-eight. Wa'll have a low pass en Guaa this tiae.

SC Okay. Una.
PAO Thia la Apollo Control at 123 hours,

29 alnutea. Carnarvon has LOS. The SPS nuaber 6 burn per-

foraed successfully over Carnarvon. A very preliminary
loek at the orbit - after a very short bit of tracking after

the burn - shews an orbit of 120.2 nautical allee by 104.8

nautical alias. We have a low elevation pass at Guaa. We

ay be able to coaaunicate through this ststlon. He'll

coae beck up and see - that's about 5 ainutes away. One

hundred 23 hours, 36 ainutes, acquisition at Guaa for a

couple of ainutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

BIO OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control at 123 hours,

36 mlnutea and we'll atand by hera at Guam.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton through Guam. Do you

read?
SC Rog. Houaton, reading you five by.

CAPCOM Okay, I 'a reading you a little weak,

but Dave I don't know If I've confuaed you on thla atata 315

or not, but that top column la your outer glmbal angle. Uae

the value for your outer glmbal angle when you are at the

proper pitch for thla photography.
SC Okay, I waa Juat going to aak you about

that. You gave him •one roll of aero degreea ao that'a
(garbled).

CAPCOM Rog, that aero degree Inertlal looka
good and so that top column la your outer glmbal angle.

SC Okay, very good. Thank you.
CAPCOM Rog.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. If you read me, the

roll on our S065 pad where we gave you 180 ahould be 0.

SC Oh, okay. The roll on the S06S pad
ahould be aero.

CAPCOM Rog.
PAO Thla la Apollo Control at 123 houra,

39 mlnutea. Guam haa LOS. We got aome more tracking during
thla atatlon and we're now ahewlng an orbit of 120.2 by

105.4 nautical mllea. Hawaii will acquire at 123 houra,
47 mlnutea, about 7 mlnutea from now. And prior to reaching
Hawaii the crew will atart unstowing and lnatalllng the S065

camaraa for thla multiapact ral terrain photography that will
begin about the coaat of California on this revolution. Thla

la Mlaalon Control Houaton.

IHD OP TAPE
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FAO This is Apollo Control *t 123 hours, 47

alnutes. Hawaii has acquired, Wa'll hava continuous contact

from hcra through the Antique station.
CC Apollo 9, this is Houston through Hawaii;

standing by.
SC Roger; we're getting set up.

CC Very good.
SC When we cobs over, I want you to sails now,

Stu.
CC Okay,, and we've sent soaebody outside, saiti

it was clear out here.
SC Is it: clear?
CC Yeah,, it is here.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston.
CC Roger, we would just like to reaind you;

when you get into the checklist on S065, and you disable Jet

A3 to renable quad C in the DAP

.

SC Houston, we would like to go on and use

A end C and B here.
CC Roger, understand Apollo 9.

SC Wa - when you get the red lines, C is by

far the lowest, and we didn't figure we were genna be firing
that aany (garble) aa we went along here ; we (garble) the fire

on the puap; we took a picture rather reaote.
CC Roger Apollo 9.

SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9.

SC Listen, this technique isn't working; we're
driving the wrong way or something up here and we're not going

to be vertlcel it doesn't look like. You want us to just take

over and try to fly it around aanually or skip it.

CC Roger, we copy Apollo 9.

SC Better hurry up; ws gotta stsrt taking
pictures right now.

CC Roger; we'd like you to take over and do

It aanually,
SC Okay.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CC Go Apollo 9.

SC (static) Hey, Houston, we still have the

3 to take ever.
CC I didn't copy that; you buated out Apollo 9.

SC Roger, we have the 3 pictures to take
over Houston - (garbls) squared away.

CC Roger.
CC Okay, you ought to be coaing over about

Apollo 9, snapping away.
SC Yeah, it'a quite a eight.
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SC Claar aa a ball down thcra.
CC Okay, wa won't aova

,

SC Don't aova , Salle,
CC And did you gat a good pictura of tha

oil slick off tha coaet?
SC (garbla) Houston, Apollo 9.

CC Co Apollo 9.
SC This la tha uncertain gang overhead, but

][ took 7 plcturaa Instead of 3.

CC Rogar, copy; you took 7 lnataad of 3.

8C (garbla)
CC And Jla, you'ra braaklng up and Davt la

coming through loud and claar.
SC (garbla) Did you taka into account tha

if act that (braaklng up) - Houatonf
CC Apallo 9, this la Houaton. You'ra braaklng

up quita badly, I can not raad you.
_8C Rogar. Thank you.
SC leuaton? Tou atlll with ua

?

CC Rogar. Wa ahow you - wa atlll should Ksts
good lock on you, however you ara braaklng up qulta badly
Apollo 9.

SC Okay, how about that, ara you with ua now?
CC Oh, that's loud and claar.
SC Okay, I guaas wa hava soma quastion about

Che platform allgnsiant too alnca wa have aligned ratrograda.
tha uprata tachnlqua with adapt worka raal wall; it juat
looked Ilka wa wars going tha wrong way.

BHD OP TAPE
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SC Okay, 1 guess we have some question
about the platform alinement , too, since we had aline
retrograde. The abort rate technique with adapt works real

well, it just looked like we were going the wrong way.
CAPCOM Roger, Copy. And G&C here has a lot of

good words to say about that. Sounds like you are absolutely
right.

SC Okay, then maybe we can get them squared
away for next tine.

CAPCOM Roger, it looks like we went V cross R
instead of R cross V.

SC Roger, at least you got the middle.
SC It's not all at first either.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Anytime, the next time we try it how

about when you give us the update give us the pad with the
inwrtial gimble angles on Lt, and add to it the orb rate
and we can probably go from there and set this thing up

pr«>tty good.
CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that, we'll have inertlal

anf|les and orb rate on the next pad.
SC Okay , thank you, fou might also have

tho orbit rate angle, too, cause we could monitor that on

th«i orb rate ball.
CAPCOM Roger, understand.
SC Houston, how do you read me now?
CAPCOM You 3 re loud and claar, Jim.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston you're coming

across the Caribbean. We'll have you for about another
8 iiinutes .

Sc Okay,
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go Apollo 9,

SC Okay, according to this flight plan
update you gave us this morning you were going to give ue

a time for a nominal P52 alineaent. Do you have that data
for us yet?

CAPCOM Roger, it's in work, we'll have it here
before ve lose Antigua.

SC Okay, when are you going to send us the

pad for landmark tracking?
CAPCOM Say again, Apollo 9.

SC When are you going to send us the pad
for landmark tracking?

CAPCOM Roger. Stand by. We'll try to have
thjit over Ascension, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, I have your time for

thu nominal alinement,
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Sc
CAP COM
SC
CAP COM
CAPCOM

Okay, |;o ahead.
Roger, 125 plus 03 plua 00.
Roger, 125 plua 03 plua 00.
That'a affirmative.
Apollo 9, thla la Houeton.

to hava a voice check here to check our S-band.
was breaking up on the pas* over the laat track

Okay, voice check, 1, 2, 3,

1

,

SC
Apollo 9.

CAPCOM
SC
SC

thla SO 65.

We would like
That's what

5 5, 4, 3,

beautiful, loud and clear.Oh, that'
Okay

.

Houston, I sight make a coaitnt on
It §eems to have worked very well. It's eaay

to put together, and It seems to take pretty good pictures.
I don't know about the quality* but it'a easy to operate.

CAPCOM Okay, copy. How did It look from
Tucson to El PesO , Jim? Did you take those pictures?

SC Roger, we took the pictures, but I

couldn't tell exactly what the cloud cover was. Let me

put Dave In.
SC It was a scattered deck, you know, like

probably 2000 feet or ao, and other than that it was pretty
good, but soon as we got to within about a couple
of three minutes of Houston it broke out in the open.

CAPCOM Okay, real good, that waa our report
according te aircraft from Los Angeles. Tucson was supposed
to be clear, and I think with the scattered deck the pictures

be good with the word I had. I'm glad you

I'm taking today, but I'm not taking

should atill
took them.

SC
tomorrow.

CAPCOM That'a right, and we're going to loae
you in about 20 seconds heire and we'll aee you at Ascension
at 26.

SC Okay.
PA0 Thla in Apollo Control at 124 hours

18 minutes. Antigua haa loss of signal. Ascension will,
acquire at 124 hours 25 minutes. The crew reported that

during thia pass across the United States they did perform
the SO 65 photography, the camera equipment was eesy to

operate, they did take all of the pictures from the coaat
of California to just waat of El Paso and in all the 25

expoauras requeeted there. Over Houston they took 7 exposures
instead of 3, reported the weather good up to juat a little
past Tucson a little scattered deck of clouda from Tucson
until they were juat a little west of Houston when they
broke out in the clear again. This is Mission Control
Houston

.

EHI> OF TAPE
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PAO Thla it Apallo Control at 124 hours,

25 miautea. Apollo 9 about to bo acquired through tho As-

camelon atatloa.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Aacanalon.
gC togar, louaton. Apollo 9 here.
CAPCOM togar. Good avenlng.
SC Hi* how aro you?
CAPCOM Good ahapa, good ahapa. About ready

far our avanlng flraalda chat again looks Ilka.

SC Yne. Whan you aaid good evening I was

absolutely aaasad. I looked at my watch. It eaye 3:30

down at tha Capa.
CAPCOM That's right.
SC low ura you thara, Mr. Ron?
CAPCOM Good shapa. Good ahapa. We're working

on our landmark tracking pad. Ha should heve that bafora

wa finish up hara, 1 hopa.
gC Okay., I want you paopla to raallsa that

wa ara having thla trouble with tha ahaft on tha talaacopa

«nd wa say not ba too successful with this thing.
CAPCOM togair. Wa undaratand that.

SC all right.
PAO That waa Astronaut Aon Ivans communicating

with Jin McDivitt. Ion has takan over tha spacecraft com-

municators consols now.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Hava your Una mark

tap data .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton.
SC logeir, Go aha ad.

CAPCOM Okay, you'ro raal waak thara. I'll go

aha ad and raad. Tour Una mark ID Oil, your GIT 125 32 1600

and you'll ba 60 milas north of track.
CAPCOM Wa hava abaut 30 seconds to L0I - probably

Carnarvon at flva-aavan.
SC togar. Say again tha roll, pitch, yaw,

ahaft and trunnion.
CAPCOM togar. Wa don't hava that now it' a HA.

SC Okay. I missad tha numbar, waa it

OUT
CAPCOM Affirmative. Llna mark IB la 11.

SC Thank you, and 125321600.
CAPCOM togar.
PAp Thla la Apollo Control at 124 hours, 31

ulautes, Aacanalon has L0I . Tananarive will acquire In

about 4 mlnutaa. Thla Is Mission Control Houston.

1EMD OF TAPI
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 124 hours 43

minutes, Apollo 9 about to acquire at Tananarive for a very
low elevation pass. The duration of this pass will be about

a minute and a half.
PAO This is Apollo Control. No attempt to

eastablish communications that time, a minute and a half
pass. Apollo 9 will be within range of Carnarvon at 124

hours 57 minutes. This too will be a low elevation pass.

Duration of acquisition there just slightly over 3 minutes.
This is Mission Control Houston.

ENS OF TAPE
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PAO This li Apollo Control *t 124 hours 57

alautos Into tha alsslon. Apollo 9 acquiring at Carnarvon
for a 3-ainuta paaa. tfa will at and by.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houaton through Carnarvon,
ataadlag by.

IC tegor, Houaton, Apollo 9 hora.
CAPCOH lsgar. I juet vantad to aaka aura that

you got tha word that that landmark is 60 alios north of

your track.
SC logor, 60 alios north, thank you.

CC Apollo 9, lousten. This Is 30 soconds
LOS Guaa at 07.

IC Apollo raading vary good.
PAO This Is Apollo Control at 125 hours.

Carnarvon haa LOS. Guaa will aequlra In about 7 alnutaa.
Tha Vhlto Ton* Is handing ovar to Flight Dlroetor Jorry Griffin
and tha Gold Toaa at this tiao. This la Mlaaloa Control Houaton.

IKD OP TAPI
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 125 hours, 07

alnotss Ground Hlapsed TIm. Oood afteraoea froa tho friaad

0*14 tiiit «• are about to acquire at Cuaa, and wo '11 etand

»y for any air to ground.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Cuaa.

IC 0o ahead, Houston, Thla la Apollo 9.

CAPCOM logor, Jla. If you have got tlao a

alnute n'vi get a switch tap we'd lika to ht« you copy

aad porfora. If you don't hi?« tlao horo wo can do it

later, hut -

SC Houston, Apollo 9. I'a having a pretty

tough tlao reading you.
CAPCOM Kins, Houston. How nowT

SC That's auch bettor.
CAPCOM Okay, Jla. Wo hove a PUG! awltch tap

we would like to have you porfora if you have tias,

IC Okay. Just a alnute.
SC Okay. You want us to copy this thing

Iowa or you waat wo to do it just ea we are talking to you?

CAPCOM Ton can do it, but it will take 8PB 13

naifunction procedure.
IC Okay, standby one.
CAPCOM 9, Houston, I can probably reed it to

fC Okay, go ahead, I've got the BPI 13

•nd up.
CAPCOM Okay, BPS gagelng to AC-l.
IC logor, gagelng to AC-l.

CAPCOM ••tors end gagelng aain A aad

eats B eloeed.
SC Stand by. loger, they're cloaed.

CAPCOM Puapa aode switch to noraal

.

IC loger. Puaps aode to noraal.
CAPCOM And press switch to position 2 for

• seconds.
SC Rogor. It waa there for B oecenda.

CAPCOM loger. Puapa load switch to auxiliary.
SC loger. Puapo lead to auxiliary.
CAPCOM Okay. DBPB 13 box 2 and 4 and lot

us know of any rssults

,

BC Okay

.

CAPCOM Ve would like the quantity readings

•nd the labalance aoter before and after each activation

of the toot switch.
SC Tou were a little late on that request.

I'a not sure where It sterted. I Just finished Test 1 for

10 seconds and the reading 24.9 and 23.4 and the labalance

Is reading 400 Increase.,
CAPCOM Isgor.
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IC Okay, I have ten* to 2 far 10 seconds
and they read 23. 5 and 22,0.

CAPCOM Roger.
IC And the unbalance la 360, again en tha

lneraaaa

.

CAPCOM fcogar, 380, lneraaaa.
8C Okay, yen alaa want block a. Right?
CAPCOM Affirmative , black 4.

SC Okay, I Jnat performed for you, are yeu
•till with «?

CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay, juet performed block 4 and after

the Initial jump back en the normal systeme, It vaa reading
23.1, 21.1 lncreaae 500 and It remained there all through
bleck 4. Me change.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.
c Although the caution warning light did

come on after about 5 or 6 aeconda.
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Mine, Houaten, we'd like to verify that

yeu are in primary and not normal when you went through
block 4.

SC I beg your pardon, I waa in normal.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC I'll go primary and do it for you.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Mine, Houaton, If you can hold off tha re

we're about L08 , we'll catch you flrat time in Hawaii on
that

,

SC Roger,
CAPCOM Hill be in Hawaii at 22.
PAO Tha Apollo 9 spacecraft hao evidently

moved out ef range of the Guam tracking station. They will
be reacquired at 22 minutes after the hour. Meanwhile,
let ua paaa on one administrative ennouncament . The change
of ahlft press conference will be held here in Houaton at
3:30 p.m., approximately 3:30 p.m., central standard time,
at 123 heure IS minutes, this is apollo control.

KVD OP TAP!
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PAO This la Apollo Control at 125 hours 22 alaut!»#

ground alapaa tiM. On this tho 79th rov In tha niaaion of

Apollo 9. Ho axpact aca.wlaltlon at Ravail aoaantarlly, and

vo'll atand by for tho air to ground.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, leuatoa to Hawaii.
•C ftogor, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOH logor, lend and cloar, I raad that.

WVli lot you coatlnua with your land aark tracking thara,
and wo* 11 chock back ovar Cuaa tho noxt ro»,

SC Alright.
CAPCOH 9, Homo ton wa'ra watching your natal

gua allgaaant for you and wo* 11 kaap you adviaad.
SC Kogar, I'n kaaplng a pratty cloaa

aya on it too.
CAPCOH I would aaauna ae,
PAO Hawaii haa loat tha aignal at 27 ninutaa

aftar tha hour of, on tho ground olapaa tiaa clock. At

125 houra 27 ninutaa 33 aaeonda . Thla la Miaalon Control.

IMD OF TAP!
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i

PAO This is Apollo Control at 126 hours,
41 minutes ground elapse time, We expect acquisition at the
Cuaa tracking site in perhaps a minute or so,, a minute or le?
the systems checkouts th«t have been going on down here indi ,

that the spacecraft now is functioning fairly normally. No
anoalnallies of any sort. We have some air-to-ground coming
up, so let's standby and monitor.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.
SC Hello Houston through Guam, this is

Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Roger, If you have time, we would like

to go through that subswitching test again.
SC Alright, we will get the PUGS switcher

open to see.
CAPCOM Okay

,

SC Houston, this is Apollo 9. I've got «o»*
lata for you from that last one, if you would like that.

CAPCOM Okay, I think I copied the data. I didn't
have what your readings were before you started the test 1

position duap , before you started the malfunction procedures.
SC Okay, I didn't either. That is whatever

it was after that last burn when we shut if off. I think
we read that down some time, but why don't we just do it again,

CAPCOM Okay, let's do it again. Just PUGS aode
to auxiliary and then go through SPS 13, boxes 2 and 4 and
five ua yeur readings before you start and after each test
pesltlon.

SC Okay, how much time do we have in this
pass?

CAPCOM Roger, we have 2 aore minutes, 3 more
islnutee .

SC Roger, Ron how about the IMU. Did you
tiay go ahead and power down.

CAPCOM Affirmative, you can fire down the IMU

,

nd if you have POO and ACCEPT, we will give you atate vector
mow

.

SC Okay, POO and ACCEPT, you have it,
Okay, aad Ron, we have 24,9 and 21.2, and the oxidizer unbalance
and off scale high. Okay?

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC Okay, OH In auxiliary. Okay after

10 seconds In auxiliary, the oxidizer unbalance is Increased
400 and the quantities are reading 25.2, 23.6.

CAFCOM 25.2 and 23.6.
SC Roger. Okay, and after going to ACCEPT

und POO, we have 430 pounds Increase, 23,8 and 22.1.
CAPCOM ftoger, 23.6 and 22.1.
SC Okay, going to priaary. Okay, after I
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SC (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger. .

gc Roger, la Charley there?

CAPCOM Affirmative.
JJ Okay, atand by, Charley. Happy

Birthday to you, Happy Birthday ta you, Happy Birthday,

daar Charlay, Happy Birthday to you.

CAPCOM She'a getting • great kick out of it

... a.y. Thank To.. ^ ^ ^ ^ to

celebrate bafora tha launch.

CAPCOM Sha aald it waa baeutiful.

SC Okay, we think she la, too.

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM When you gat a chance there, we could

uaa tha nuaber of fraaea uaad on 8063.

8C okay. (Garble) ... .seven fraaea over

Houston, we uaad one fraaa to check the thing out when we

put it up on the window to aake aure that all of the

(aarbla) one additional fraaa,

CAPCOM Roger. One additional, one to atart

d a even over Texae and icvto .onewhere elae. Ia that

correct?
broke up a little there. There waa

one to check, one accidental one, aeven - I eay, there

waa aeven over Houaton and there waa 23, 25 acroaa

Southwest
CAPCOM Roger. Copy the 25.

gC Houaton.
CAPCOM Houaton, go.

8C ue wera auppoaed to wind each film pack

forward one fraaa by hand, ao that one la alao gone.

CAPCOM Roger, underetand. Tou wound one

fraaa by hand,
gC Roger,
gC Houaton, thia ia Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houaton, go

.

8 C ... All we're doing la aplnnlng through,

keeping it out of glabal lock and we don't need it anymore.

CAPCOM Roger. Stand by. We're checking it.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton. affirmative. IMU

te atand by .

.

gC Sey again, pleaaa.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton, IMU to atand by.

He atill need the CMC

.
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PAO The Happy Birthday greetings that were

transmitted fro* the Apollo 9 crew back to earth were to

Charley, who in real life i» Charlotte A. Maltese, the

secretary to astronauts McDlvitt, Schwaickart, and Dave

Scott. Spacecraft presently is in the far east approaching

Island of Sumatra. Nsxt station to acquire will be tracking

site at Guam and that acquisition should take place in

about nine minutes . So, at 126 hours, 32 nlnutes, GET,

this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OP TAPE
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SC went to primary, I went to test I, the

oxg increased, the oxidicer unbalanced, jumped right away
to full scale high, and stayed there. Its final readlnga
•re 28.6 and 21.8. I am going to test 2 now.

CAPCOM Roger, and we didn't quite get your load
In the computer, so we will finish it at Hawaii.

PAO Spacecraft has evidently moved out of the
range of the tracking station at Guam. There are some checks
•ad system tests to be completed before the crew settles
down for the nights sleep. We expect that they will continue
the testing and readup data when the spacecraft is next
acquired at Hawaii, which should take place in about 9 ninut*
approximately 9 minutes. So at 126 hours, 40 minutes ground
elapse time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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CAFCOM 9, Houston, go.

PAO The Apollo 9 aoved out of rang* of the

•vail station at 01 and will be pickad up by tha Redstone In

•k a Batter of 17, 18 para seconds so wa'll just stand by.

CAFCOM Apollo 9 through Houston, through Radatone

this ttat.
IC gouston, Apollo 9.

CAFCOM Houston, go.

SC Roger, I have a coupla of quastlons. Do

yaw want ua to usa any fusl to take that pictura, tha targat

af appartunltias pictura? And the second thing, I just wanted
ta tall you, we have 4 or 5, 16 alliaeter aagasines of film
left for exterior and we were planning on putting 75 alliaeter
lease en and shooting soae targets acroas the ground. Tou

sight aort of put that Into the flight planners alnds and

i«e If they have anything In particular they would like it

t* taka a picture of.
CAFCOM Okay, will do. Apollo 9, Houston

aegatlve an the fuel target, If you can see It okay, If you
can't fine.

SC Okay, very good.
CAFCOM And vectrafeir la good, however leave the

computer gelag. I think this Is one thing we alght want to

keep pawered up this evening.
SC Okay, vary good.
CAFCOM Apollo 9 Hauaten, we've ceae up with a

CITO plan hare If you'd like to copy soaa of the things down.
CAFCOM Apollo 9 Houston.
gC Tee , Houston.
CAFCOM Roger, I have a CRTO plan if you'd Ilka to

eapy aaaa of these things down for e power down.
gC Okay, just a ainute and lat us get a place

af p*p«r.
CAFCOM Roger. He'll hope it werka tonight.
SC That's okay. So do we,
SC Go ahead.
CAFCOM Okay, allow both H2 tanks to decrease until

both tanks are 2 hundred.

IMD OF TAFI
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CAP COM Decrease until both tanks are 200 pel
or below. Maintain 190 to 200 by cycling H2 tank heatara
or fans as raquirad. Maintain the pniiuil at, but not above
200 psl.

SC Ara you still with us, Ron?
CAPCOM Okay, fuel call purges may be used to

decrease this pressure as required to 200.
SC Fuel cell purges to decrease the hydro-

gen pressure?
CAPCOM Affirmative. If you need to get It

down to below 200.
SC Okay, and then I guess you want ua to

keep it all night below 200 by cycling the heaters or the
fans, huh?

CAPCOM No, I don't want It to start creeping
up and we're hoping that it won't creep up above the caution
and warning limit* prior to morning.

SC But it's sll right to let it go ahead
on up above 200 after we go to bed?

CAPCOM Affirmative. After you go to bed.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, at your normal power down time we

want you to perform the following! IMU to stand by - you
already have that - SCS electronics power switch to off;
the auto RCS selection switches, off; the rate control power,
off; translation control power, off; and leave all other
equipment powered up. Over.

IC Okay, copy. IMU, stand by; SCS electronics
power, off; auto RCS , off; rotational control power, off;
tramslatlonal control power, off; everything else, on. Is

that correct?
CAPCOM That's correct.
8C Okay, let me go back to the H2 again.

Tou want us to get - let both H2 tanks go to 200 or below,
and then keep it between 190 and 200 by cycling the tanka
and fans aa required end not to let it get above 200 before
we go to bed, then let it go.

CAPCOM That's correct.
SC Okay, 1 guess we got that straight.
CAPCOM Tea, and before you go to bed we'll

have you turn the tank 2 fans on.
SC Okay.
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CAPCOM And we're testing this type thing. We

hope it works „ If it doesn't and we see a good trend in

the early part of your rest cycle, we'd just as soon call

you then, rather than in the middle of the night.

sc You're fading out. Would you say the

last part again, please?
CAPCOM Rog, we'd just as soon call you early

in your rest cycle, rather in the middle of the night.

PX0 Well, Apollo 9 has just gone over the

hill. We've had loss of signal. We'll pick them up again

at 127 hours, A8 minutes into the flight, or about 30 some

minutes from now. At 127 hours, 12 minutes, this is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control at 127 hour*,
48 alautea ground elapse time. Tha Apollo 9 craw la heading
ortr tha aouthernmoat tip of Africa, and should ba ecquired
by tha atatlon Tananarlva aeaentarily. Wa expect aoata air to

ground ahortly. Let* a standby.
PAO A llttla son than a alnute Into thla

paea and wa ara atlll standing by for convaraat Ion

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Bouaton through Tananarlva.
SC Thla la Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, I hava you.
SC Say, did you hava anything between tha

dlacuaaion on tha H2 and tha -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton, ara wa with you now?
CAPCOM Tananarlva M and 0 Houaton cosn tech

conference. How do you read?
CAPCOM Thla la Tananarive M and 0, I read you

loud and clear.
CAPCOM Roger, thank you. Ara wa upranklng

properly?
CAPCOM That la affirmative.
CAPCOM Thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton.
SC Answering. You are coaing through loud

and clear now. Did you hava anything that you gave ua between
tha dlacuaaion of the H2 and the power down?

CAPCOM The only thing - diaucaaion on tha H2

,

I aald that if, for aoae reiaon, you can't gat it down to
200 pal before you retire, you can go ahead and do a fuel
call purge, to decrease the preaaura.

SC The next thing I heard waa to - tha power
down. You ordered ua to standby and that sort of thing, and
I thought aaybe you aaid aoaiethlng in between.

CAPCOM Negative.
SC Okay, if you aay it la alright to purge

nuaber 2. Stand by. Okay, in other words, can we purge all
three fule cells?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton. You can purge all
three, if necessary.

SC Okay, and then over night, do you want
us to leave the fana ON, AUTO, or OFF on tha oryo'e?

CAPCOM On the eryo'e, we want tha H2 tank 2 fan
01,

SC Roger, understand. H2 tank 2 fan ON.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okey, thank you.
CAPCOM And I have - we have no flight coverega

for rev 83 and I have the MI RA AOS, LOS tlae in case you want
to call ua , over

.

SC Okay, go ahead.
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CAPCOM tog.r, ARIA 6130 plu. 422130 plu. 33.

AtlA 2131 pl». 33"31
e
Pl«. ^--^ ^

CAPCOM Houston, affirmative.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Hou.ton, .bout LOS, .tandby

for black data at Hawaii, and I will al.o give you a con.u.abl.

-Pd.tj .t imii. ^ t ttBd#rBtM-i block dat . .nd

c«.«..bl. .t H.w.U.
B(j ^ ^ ios- of -lgMl mt

w« have about an hour and 3 minute, before the

I!"". .ch.dul.d to .tart th.ir r..t cycle. W. will ..pact

tl have communication again with them a. they approach the

llw.il tracking at.tion. At - that ia the next .tation up

5lr ttaa. At 127 hour.. 56 minute, ground .lap., time. thi.

la Ml*. i«a Control Houiton,

m» or tape
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 128 hours,

29 »inutes. We have got the spacecraft in Hawaii acquisition

at the preaent tine. I think the ground is prepared to

transmit aoae data. Let's listen.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear. On that H2 purge,

if it is necessary and if you haven't already done it, we

had just as soon have you do it on fuel cell number 2 only.

SC Oh, you would like to do it on number 2

only, okay, very good. It looks like we are still going to

have to do it, Ron, because we are still running about 215,

in tank number 2.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.
SC Okay, we will do it all and number 2.

CAPCOM Okay, and your consumables down link

plus dosemeter readings when you get a chance and I'll have

the block data when ever you are ready to copy.

SC Oh, okay, why don't you go ahead with

the block data. We are getting the other data in the mean-

while.
CAPCOM Okay, block data, 083 charlie charlie

plua 302 plus 148013108493592084 charlie charlie plus 260 plus

138013240273592085 charlie charlie minus 245 minus 161013432193592086

alpha charlie plus 031 minus 028013505333592087 alpha charlie

plus 156 minus 03201364009 35920882 alpha plus 275 minus
0300138153635920892 bravo plus 329 minus 0300139493035920901 bravo

plus 303 minus 066014114423592 pitch minus .89, yaw minus

1.15, over

.

SC Okay, how much more time do we have Ron?

CAPCOM Roger, still have about 2 minutes.
SC Okay, you want the systems data first or

the readback?
CAPCOM No, let's get the systems data.

SC Okay, Service Module A is 54, D 62, D 52,

and 55 on Delta.
CAPCOM Roger -

SC And C is 36.9, pyro A is 371, B 371.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC Okay, all of the Command Module RCS

injector temps are off scale high, except 6 charlie, which
was 4.7.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okay, what do we start with on that

block data?
CAPCOM Start from 083. Let's hold off on that,

I've got another DSE thing I would like to get to you.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM On this DSE voice play back, it has a lot

of background noise on it; however, the voice seems to be okay
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CAPCOM .... when you are transmitting to us over a

station, but is kind of fades away to unreadable when you

arc juat talking between stations. So, it looks like, if you

want to record the data on the DSE, you must talk directly

into tha mike and in a loud and clear voice. What I would

lik* to do, is after a Redstone LOS, give us a test count

or »omething like that and we will play it back and see if

it is anygood and let you know in the morning.
SC Okay, understand you want us to give you

a t*st count on the DSE sometime when we are not over a

station. Do you have any particular time, you want it for

a dump or what

.

CAPCOM Affirmative, just after Redstone LOS,

it will be about 128 plus 45 or somewhere in there.

SC Okay, understand 125 plus 45 you want

us to give you a test count on the DSE and see how that works

out

.

CAPCOM Roger.
Sc Okay. Okay, do you want the readback?
CAPCOM Roger, go ahead and readback.
Sc Okay, 083 charlie charlie plus 302 plus

148013108493592084 charlie charlie plus 260 plus 138013240273592085
charlie charlie minus 245 minus 161013432193 592086 alpha charlie

plus 031 minus 028013505333592087 alpha charlie plus
156 minus 0320136400935920882 alpha plus 275 minus 030013815 36359 2

089 bravo plus 329 minus 0 3 0013 9493035920901 bravo plus

303 minus 066014114423592 pitch minus .89, yaw minus 1.15.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, your call out on your

raadback is correct. A couple of items. We would like for

you to terminate bat A charge, just prior to retiring. Also,

put inverter 3 on main A.

SC Roger, terminate battery charge, and just

befora retiring put inverter 3 on main A.

CAPCOM Roger. And I guess we need to verify
the C02 canister change and also that you are going to perform
a waste water dump.

SC Roger, we will verify this time, the

canister change and we will be dumping waste water before
retiring.

CAPCOM Roger. And 9, Houston, we show you are

down linking both simplex alpha and bravo -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Nine, Houston. We show your downlinking
both simplex alpha, and bobble, so we'll show simplex alpha
for the night, I guess.

SC Roger. We're listening to the tower
over Guts , or Vietnam, or where ever it is.

CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. We could use the PR

dosimeter readings ia they are available. Also, to give
you a warm feeling, I can give you a consumable update,

SC Okay. We're ready. We always want a

warm feeling. Let's get out the pad.
CAPCOM Okay. GET.
SC Wait a second. Wait a second,
CAPCOM Okay. Hold It.
SC Let us get out the pad first.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Are Al , or Dick, or Pete, there?
CAPCOM Not right now. I could pass it on to

them

,

SC No. Just tell them I said hello.
CAPCOM Will do. They will be in again

tomorrow.
SC Okay. Ready to copy.
CAPCOM Okay. GET 1 2 7 44 1350 1648 1 747 1 7392302626

39 and Jot down now your service module RCS , bat red lines
are good tonight. A 29 percent, Bravo 37, Charley 39,
Delta 39.

SC Okay now. Let me get the second line
there. System A to RPS to APU,

CAPCOM Roger. 44 percent PU , 13 percent
hydrostat

.

SC Okay. Here we go. 1273312401638173717
291.20161629 and then the red lines 29 , 37 , 39 and 39.
Dosimeter reader.

CAPCOM Roger. Dosimeter readout. We got it
all.

FAO The spacecraft evidently has moved out
of the range of the tracking station at Redstone - tracking
ship, Redstone. You heard some block data being passed up
there to the crew. In this particular case it was reentry
information on each pass for several revolutions, was
passed up. In the event of a contingency reentry, such a

reentry would be required. MCC passed to the crew the
location of the landing zone and the spacecraft attitudes
and probably most importantly, the retro fire times.
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PAO Normally these updates are made for

•vary three or four revs ahead. Perhaps you caught the

reference to 086 Alpha Charley, which translated meant
86th rev and alpha would be the recovery area In the
Atlantic Ocean where the recovery ship, Guadalcanal, will
be standing by. Charley would indicate the level of the
support that could be given. Also, Immediately following
that was 1250533 which, of course, was a time reference.
The spacecraft at the present time is flying at an apogee
or achieves an apogee of 119.6 nautical miles and has a

perigee of 104.9 nautical miles. It completes one rev
•very 88 minutes and a few seconds over. This is the 81st
rev in this flight and the weight of the spacecraft at this
particular time is something on the order of 26,877 pounds.
Tananarive will next acquire at 129 hours, 22 minutes which
is little more than a half an hour away. In a normal course
of events, the crew concelveably could be resting and
perhaps there will be no communications at that time.
However, we'll stand by and monitor at 128 hours, 45 minutes
this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is-Apollo Control at 129 hour*

,

50 Minute* ground elapse time. The spacecraft, juat crossing
tha coast of Japan in the West Pacific. We have had no
communication with tha spacecraft, had no communication when
va vara last over the Tananarive station. However, the
telemetry look at the spacecraft disclosed that all of the
systems were functioning normally. We would expect that
whan the Apollo 9 is acquired by the tracking station at
Hawaii that we would propably get some down link biomedical
Information on the crew. They are now some 50 minutes into
their raat cycle. Everything aeams to be functioning normally,
or it was on tha last TM link that we had. So, at 129 hours,
51 minutes this Is Apollo Control,

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 130 hours 11
minutes into the flight. During the last pass over the
station, or the tracking sight at Hawaii, the ground got
a call from 9, and the crew sent down medical information
to us which brought a smile on the face of the friendly
surgeon here on the Gold team shift. We recorded that
transmission and will play it to you now.

SC
CAPCOM
SC

for you.
CAPCOM

very happy.
SC

sticks needles
that's 8 0.1

Houston,, Apollo 9,
Houston, go

.

Roger, 1 got a couple of dosimeter readings

Beautiful. You're making the doctor

Okay, it's great to make the guy that
in you happy. Jim is 31.14 and mine is 80.14,
4, and Daves is kind of stuck away somewhere

we'll try to pick that up again tomorrow.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC Dave is in the process of contributing

to medical science in a different fashion here.
CAPCOM Okay understand. When you take your

battery charger off the line note the time on it and
give it to us tomorrow.

SC Okay, tell you what, we're just about
to sack out, why don't I just take it off right now.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

to your hydrogen
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

a half to LOS we'
over the site here if possible.

Affirmative, you can go ahead.
Okay, how about a 3 2 1 mark.
We 1 ve got it

.

Okay and I'm just about to purge fuel cell

Roger

.

There you go,
Apollo 9, Houston, about a

d like to have the inverter 3

minute and
on main A

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

configuration there,
SC

the CMP, he says to
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

you tomorrow.
SC
PAO

Say that one again, Ron.
Roger, request inverter 3 on main A.
Okay 3, 2, 1, mark. Inverter 3 on main A.
Roger that's part of your sleep power

Roge, and Houston we got a message from
tune in to his EKG next pass.
Will do. Very good.
9 Houston. Have a good night. We'll see

Guten abend.
At 130 hours

,

time this is Apollo Control.
14 minutes ground elapse

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 131 hours,
5 minutes ground elapsed time. We've been out of touch
with the spacecraft since the Hawaii pass, little less
than an hour ego, with the exception of some contact
between the spacecraft in an ARIA at about 130 hours,
42 minutes. At the present time the spacecraft is
approaching India and all systems are working well on it.
The crew la bedded down, so at 131 hours, 6 minutes, this
is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPS
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*A0 This is Apollo Control with a short
status announcement at 132 hours, 4 minutes ground elapse time.
The track of the spacecraft on this, the 83 revolution, is
such that it has been out of range of most of the stations,
with the exception of an ARIA or Apollo Range Instrumentation
Aircraft. That aircraft had acquisition about half hour
ago, and the telemetry indicated that all systems were working
well. However, we had no communication with the crew, as we
are maintaining silence during this rest cycle. The space-
craft at the present time is nearing the end of the 83rd rev
as it approached the west coast of South America. At
132 hours, 5 minutes GET, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 132 hours,

50 minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is now over

central Chine midway through the 84th revolution here in

the control center. Here in the control center, the

Orange team, headed up by Plight Director Pete Frank is

taking over from Gerry Griffin's Gold team for the remainder

of the sleep or rest period for the crew of Apollo 9,

which has some five hours and 39 minutes remaining. The

countdown clock for deorbit burn or retro-fire shows

105 hours, 57 minutes remaining. This, again, is likely

to change as we have further maneuvers in the mission.

Coming up next on the tracking ship Huntsville at 8 minutes

past the hour. According to the Flight Surgeon during

a recent pass over Ascension earlier in this revolution,

the two crewmen, Commander Jim McDivitt, and command

nodule pilot, Dave Scott, who are attached to the bio-

medical telemetry transmitter are apparently asleep.

Rusty Schweickart, lunar module pilot, is in one of the

sleep stations beneath the couches. As the spacecraft

passes over the stetions during the sleep period, the

flight controllers here, particularly EECOM or the

environmental communications and control engineer,

monitors the downlink telemetry of all the spacecraft

systems to sort of feel the pulse of the spacecraft.

At 132 hours, 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 133 hours, 50 nir

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is in the South Central

Atlantic, at the start of the 85th revolution and within a

minute will be acquired by the tracking station at Ascension

Island. At this time all systems are GO. Tha Apollo 9 crew

are, is all asleep. The next station after Ascenaion will

not be until Guam, until 31 minutes past the hour. Almost *

half of revolution without contact with the crew, with thie

spacecraft. At 133 hours 51 minutes ground elapse tim« thl«

is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thl , i t Apollo Control 134 hour* 50

utea GET. Apollo 9 hot juot entered tho tracking ion* of

tho crocking ohip Mercury in tho South Pacific. In * ropof?

fron tho Spococroft Analyeie Support loom horo in Mieeieo

Control, it oppooro thot oil eyeteaa oo o£ 133 houro 30 «in-

utoo GET were performing quito well. Moot of tho entriee

ooy oil paraaetera oro noraal, with tho exception of tho

eervice uodule rojoction control ayetea propollont. Aa of

130 houro 08 Binutoo GET. th.ro woro 582 poundo of ««*»W
propollont remaining conporod to o predicted aaount of 704

poundo *t thio tiae in tho .iooion. Photogrophy targeto of

opportunity for the next aeverel houro, or of tor wakeup,

hove boon approved provided no ECS propollont hoe baen aoed.

In other worda , no ICS propollont hot been allocated for

thooe photogrophy target* of opportunity. In tho cryogenic

oxygen end hydrogen orea for the fuel cello, there art

371 poundo refraining of cryogenic oxygen, 28,45 poundo of

cryogenic hydrogen. The next ototion thot will ooo Apollo f

will bo tho Conory Ialondo otation at half poet tho hoar.

At 134 houro 51 ainutea GIT, thio io Apollo Control.

BMn 0? TAPI
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PA0 ihii la Apollo Control, 135 houra 30 nin-

utas ground alapsad ti«a. Apollo 9 praaantly i« ovar waat

Pakistan aldway through tha Both ravolution. Apollo 9 cr.v-

.«« Ira still aalaap at thla tt.a with ao«a 2 houra 39 «iuut»,

ra.alnlag In thalr raat pa.iad. Tha n.xt at.tlon to "qulra

Apollo 9 will ba tha Htt*ta*illo tracking ahip in tha aouth-

waat Pacific at M ninutaa past tha haur. At 135 houra

51 nlnutaa ground alapoad ti»a. thia la Apollo Control.

BHD OF TAP
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PAO This ie Apollo Control, 136 hours

50 .inule. GET. Apollo 9 t. Ju.t .t.rting it .
,

87 "J^*
4"'

i. ever the central part of the continent of South A.erice.

Coding up on C.n.ry Ie lend tr.ckin, -tetion on the hour^

All up
GET. thie Apollo Control.

ENS OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 137 hours 50 ain-

utes ground elapsed time. Coming up on the tracking ship Mer-

cury in the South Pacific in 6 minutes. The crew at this time

is still asleep, however, in revision of the flight plan for

todays activities, the crew rest period has been extended

approximately an hour where they will be awakened at 139 hour*

30 minutes ground elapsed time or about 5:30 am Central Stan-

dard Time. In other minor revisions to the flight plan fol-

lowing the end of the rest period, of course they will have

their breakfast, there's GO-NO GO for landing area 108-1 at

142 hours 30 minutes also updates for landmark tracking later

in that revolution over the Southeast United States and Cen-

tral Africa. The next revolution there are additional land-

mark tracking exercises over the southern United States,

western and southern Africa, followed thereafter at - over

the continental United States. Starting at about 146 hours

ground elapsed time of the S065 photography experiment and

again the following rev over the continental United States.

At 149 hours the spacecraft is powered down and goes into

drifting flight. The crew will then have their evening meal

and begin their rest period at 152 hours ground elapsed time.

At 137 hours 52 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This U Apollo Control. 138 hours SO »in-

ground elapsed time thl. i. Apollo Control.

e:hd of TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, let's join the

call now to Apollo 9.

SC
CAP COM Rog, we're reading you loud and clear.

SC Oh, very well.
CAP COM And a cheery good morning.
SC Houston, how do you read me?

CAP COM I read you loud and clear.

SC Okay. Well, we're with you what would

you like to do first?
CAP COM Okay, I've got some block data, I got a

short consumables pad and I got some changes to the flight

plan. So, your choice,
SC Well, I got the consumables sittin' in

front of ae . Why don't you do that one?

CAP COM Okay. And the - I'm not reading any of

the quads that's the aame thing as I gave you last night.

I'm starting on the cryo 02 that is 365 and if you compare

the one you had before you'll see that you didn't really

use that much, that was a mistake on the other one. H2

28 36 26 39.
SC Okay 365 28 36 26 39.

CAP COM Okay that's good.

SC Okay, let me flip the page here and look

at the flight plan.
CAP COM Okay

.

SC Okay. Go ahead.
CAP COM Okay this is the flight plan right Dave?

SC Right, flight plan.
CAP COM Okay. Just a reminder on your C02 filter

if you'll note the clock we've let you sleep a little later

and you can turn on the H2 heaters now for a purge that's

coming up

.

SC You want the H2 tank heaters on or do

you want the H2 heaters for a purge?
CAP COM We want the H2 purge heaters on now.

SC Okay, that fella's on.

CAP COM Okay, and we're recommending that you

wait until after breakfast to chlorinate the water instead

of the time shown in the flight plan. And I'm gonna pass

you a time for your nominal alineoent

.

SC Go ahead.
CAP COM 14 142 plus 46 plus 44 and that Is for

your alineaent at 142:15.
SC Okay, and see about the water, we might

talk about that. We chlorinated it last night just before

we went to bed because the thing didn't taste very good for

quite a while so it seems like maybe if we could chlorinate

it before we go to bed normally and keep some sort of system
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SC that.

CAP COM Okay, copy. We'll give you eoma word.

011 th
SC* 0*t*y < cut out > "liMM" 1 at 142 A6 44,

CAP COM Ok.y and .t 143 plu. 45 where you «r*

doing . P52 allnement in there, we'd Ilka - would recommend

that you do thi. ona using tha pl.n «t option with Jupiter.

SC oh, that aounda Ilka a fina recommenda-

tlan. Alright, we'll do that with Jupitar. (cut out)

CAP COM Say the laat again.

SC Roger,, that'. ... REPSMMAT la that right?

CAP COM That it tha REPSMMAT uaing Jupitar.

sc Okay, incidentally found Jupitar in tha

•extant tha other day and you can tea four Moona about Jup-

lt* r

'cAP COM Beautiful. Okay, and on thia land-ark

tracking we're aaying there'll be two landmark, per re* and

alao for today we're recommending trying the aextant ... tha

talaecopa.
^ ^ t^ Jvq land_

arks par rav with the .extant.
CAP COM Okay and on over hare at 144:25 where

wa .how thi. landmark tracking, •aaantially «•
'
ra

S065 for thi. landmark tracking in hare ao at - you can delete

th. P52 ra.lin. at ^» '

un<J . r>tand . ^ ^
att 144*25 ao wa can do an S065 in.tead on tha landmark track-

ing! light? (cutting out) realin. at 144:25; 144:25 1. th.

<CUtt
£? II* Ok.y, alright. Wall, w. had on. back

orer hare. Stand by one. Okay, wall y«»h you're right Daya

but anyway thi. pa., thi. landmark tracking pa., in here at

e*out 144 hour, over here 145, we're .crubbing that out ««
we'll do an S065 and on that we'd like to paa. you tha timaa

at 145:25 why un.tow and ln.tall your S065.

SC
CAP COM Yea,

sc Houston, 145:25 un.tow S065.

CAP COM That ia affirmative.

sc Ah, wait a second. I thought you juat

•aid to do tha un.towing .t 44:25?

CAP COM W»it a minute. Ho, okay, aomahow or

another I got a bad time slipped in hare on me, but what I m

aaying 1. thi. pa., here at - starting at about 145 hour,

you are now .howing now with the realinement and the land-

mark and ao forth, we are scrubbing that out and wa re de-

letina that allnement as shown in your landmark tracking and

at 145:25 you can unstow and install your S065 and at 145

plus 50 will be the approximate time of the S065 paaa and of
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CAP COM course we'll hawe you « pad on this latar.
SC Whan you eald 145:50 you dropped out and

wa didn't catch what you aald aftar that.
CAP COM Okay, 145:50 will ba tha tlaa that you'll

begin tha 3065, that 'a tha apprexiaate tlaa and va'll have
your pad for you but that will ba tha tlaa - tha approxlaate
tlaa you'll atart yaur S065 paaa.

SC Okay, understand S065 and you'll give ua
a pad and It'll ba approxlaataly 145:50.

I atlll hava anethar quaatlon In tha
landaark tracking that atartad at 144:30, that'a atlll In
there la that corract?

CAP COM Ah, yaa, that'a affirmative, Dava . Did
you copy that, lt'a atlll In thara at 144:40. (pause)
Apollo 9, Houston, do you raad aa?

SC Houston, 9. What alaa do you hava?
CAP COM Okay, and you alght atart fishing through

your - dragging out your block data pad thara and just so
we're squared away hara and on over at about 147:35 you'll
have another S065 paaa.

BHD OF TAPE
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CAP COM Apallo 9 Houston how do you raad? Apollo

9 loueton do you rood?
sc log* wa'va got you now. Caa you road

U " ?

CAP COM log, !* raadin you raal good and at

147 35 you'll htvt anothar 10 65 pass.

SC All right, wa got that. Ia that la lou

of tha land »ark tracking in that orbit?

CAP COM That ia af f iraativa . On that ra* wa ra

aubatituting 80 65 in lou of tha landmark tracking.

sc ok, wa got that. You'ra not going out,

CAP COM Ok, and ona othar itam wa'd lika to hava

• chack mada of tha optic aun filtar whannvar it 'a convenient.

8C All right, we'll pick that up aa wa go

along. Any particular procaduraa you want?

CAP COM No, that'* nagativa.

SC Ok, we'll chack it.

CAP COM Ok. And we'd alao lika to turn invartar

3 off. , ,

Sc All right inverter 3 ia off.

CAP COM Ok, and wa'd lika for you to aaka your

dog roll today.
SC Ok, PD roll.

CAP COM And wa'd lika to hava a atatua raport at

your convanianca. How «uch eleep you got and ao Jerth.
7

Ok, oh goa I got about 7 and 1/2 houra
IC

I guaaa
SC Thla ia Jla and I got about 8.

about 8

SC

CAP COM Ok, 1 undaratand Dave 7 and 1/2, Jiai

And Ruety aald ha get about 8 and 1/2.

CAP COM And rog, copy 8 and 1/2 and wa'ra an thia

So 65 now tba» tha chack liat orbrata .aneuver ahould work

today, wa ahould hava tha platform pointad in tha right

diraction and of tha vactora croaaad right ao wa ra aaying

that it will go today.
SC Vary good.

CAP COM And in othar wordo on tha atatua raport

tha abdication. , M

sc Must of takan an actifad aaconal bafore

ha want to bad. I had a vitamin pill. Thia ia Dave, I had

a vitamin pill.
CAP COM Ok
8C luaty aaid ha had a vitamin pill too.

CAP COM Ok, I undaratand. Thank you. And thia

takaa cara of avarything except tha block data.

SC Ok, go ahaad.

CAP COM And raading block data number 15. 0 ninar

1 1 bakar plua 335 «inua 0680 142 44 13 28 44 0 ninar 2 1 bakar.
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.
390/2

CAP COM Plu« 318 »inu. 0625 1441936 2844 0 nln.r

cn.rl^e IIH 111 Sbu. 1610 1331 niner 442844 0 nln.r 8

chlrlie ch.rlie plus 0 nine,: 5 and Insure your S band volum.

ia ll Ji..... minus 1710 1545155 2844 and your trim angle,

pJtch «inu. point 89 YAW minus 1.15 end of update

SC Ok coming back. Are you ready?

pap TOM Go ahead let her rip. ,„,,,.
In 0911 bravo plus 331 minus 0680 1424415

284409 Oh we got a little drop out there are you still there?

CAP COM Roger, I'm still with you and we should

have about another 2 J^ 8 '^ 31g ralnu8 0625 U419362844

cnlrS: cJ.rJie plus S95 minus 17101545155 2844 with a pitch

trl" ^U
C0M

89
"I S.v:.°

f

ofSI ..con. line it's plus

335,
sc oh, 0k you were sort of garbled there,

335
'

cap com 0k and I'm, your going to have to read

the second and third block, again to me- we had lot. of static

I couldn't get them,
sc Ok, here comes the second one.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM *• hid a lot of static; I couldn't g.t

th*-,
ac okay, hara co»a. tha aacond on.. 0921

ira^o plua 318 .inu. 0625 1441936 2844 0931 Alpha plu. 269

"^•caJSoM
1455218

To.! Copy and your lon.itud. and th,
.
...t

•inu. 1640.
ioi«r. Varify both of thoaa

.

CAPCOM Oka,, raal good. And w.'ll sa. you ov.r

Car.-rjan at about 43.^ ApoUo , lM Uk . te h„#

* "*P
CAPCOM*' Okay. loat Apollo 9; va'll aaa you

at Carnarvon at 43; wa'U hava your >ap updata,

pA0 Thil) i. Apollo Control. Quito a bit of

.t.tlc th.r. at tha tail-nd of th. Canary I.luda "
pill. A. Apollo 9 ca.a up ot.r th. fl»t at.t.-.ida pa., la

tha moral*r^«r th. Grand Bah..... Spac.craft C.».unicator
;

.tu Io"a, -ad. an initial call; th.y didn't r.apond and than

ha .aid, "ring-a-ring-a-ring," Da*. Scott ra.pondad and thay

Pro"..ad to Jo int. tho flight plan updata for today', acti*-

Vtlll A.on, th... ara a.*ar.l .at. of l.nd.ark trackl... and

A. Jo 65 .ulti.pactr.l photograph, axp.ri-.nt And
J""-"*.

viaw will ba uaad .inc. th. .canning hi«i«p« — /
_

Itlli on th. blink. for r.volution 93 . th. .ult^"'^J^ 08
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PA0 ... cloudy to cloudy with southerly wind.

forec.it with aa.terly wind, at 10 knot.. S.a.

SlSd": 3to 4 f.t; and t.-perjur.. 50 to ^T.ndin.
A .trong frontal .y.t.« .ppro.ching the «eit P.clfic «a I

;r,^-r.::
,
i:%:

b
.:

u^°
tL:

1 ".""h
.:r1:.°poin!:r: l:ii\s...

r.Sol«?.u. IM"hlft.d to th. c.ntr.l P.cijic. «»«'« f«•'"

i'SSi W «k! C.rnlrilt. Au.tr.ll. .t.tion. At " -^j;"^"'
th. hour. UO hour. 22 .lnutaa iroun. .l.p.eo ti». thl. 1.

Apollo Control.

IMP OF IAPI
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1h 1 S IS Ap w a * »* w "

Bm.."i.t»-< ti... w.t. . «.» v^-;;^. .ii.-raro,.«t

into th. ";W"k
i!i,iJ'c5It«ll.r. •« b.finniny to drift

th. Whit. T..» of fll «5
t
^. c6- tlnuini days activities.

U *•* th. h.ndov.r and """".tor Btu Roo.a to pl.cj

.t.mdio, by for
1
"S. clock here in Mission

th. first call her. «t ^rnarvon^
8howlng 98 hours 3 min-

C.ntrol C.nt.r for
f*°*

blt
r.f t communicator Roo.a is

until iJt activities officer, the -.n

conf.rring now »^h th. f 1
lan changaa and •ctiviti.J

who co-ordin.t«. all th. v
h Carn arvon and Honey-

for »eh w.rk d.y .

f » U^-It.S 4 minutes gap b.tv.n
."kl. P— 3h!" t n.\h

?
ip M.r"r y :

7
Apollo 9 is about

CAP COM Ap«i

I 1»*^
c
* w Upd * t '*

0kay. just a minute, Houston. We'll

coir down.
C« COM £»«• gou, ton . Go .1th th.

£«n Off .t this tiM
; H2 tank 2 fan OFF.

SC
Roger, H

j ^" And in regards to

Slf COM Tb.t't Mot rtU ust a couple of

th. qu.stion .bout the int. rior £ 11.. ^ ^
thoughts ... *•

t !S
"

on that couch folding and -tow-

111.. ». h... * " l * f,L " iu.t wonder.* If you h.d

r.nr;»:.:i; :.« th. „... « » -
- Son" -: i;^".r»:-!ir:r..-s£:

......
tot , tj w. .lr..dy h.v. pl.nn.d for th.t
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gc and we have four or so rolls of fil» in

addition to that one.

CAP COM Okay, real good and we'll see if we can

think up some good subject.

8C Alrighty. How about the beach on the

livarla? J .

CAPCOM Hey, that sounds good.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We will be dropping

Carnarvon and picking up Honeysuckle in about a minute.

Stand by.
SC Okay , f ine

.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, we get to Honeysuckle in

about 7 ainutes.

BHD OF TAPS
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»A0 This i. Apollo Control about 6 minute,

retailing in the Honey.uckl* pa... We'll continue to -oni-

I" the lir-ground clrc.lt for any further convention.

PAO Thi. i. Apollo Control. About 2 *in-

ut«. r—ining in the Hon.y.uckle pas., however it i. un-

likely that there will be any further conversion .
W. 11

co"inue to .onitor the circuit ju.t in case Spacecraft

Communicator Stu Roo.a doe. conv.r.e with the crew again.

JaPCOM And Apollo 9, we're losing Honey. uckle.

We'll ••• you over Mercury in about 5 inute..
PAO Thi. i. Apollo Control. No acknowledge-

.ant fro. Apollo 9 on the co.ment by Stu Roo.a that they

llrl llli.t .cqui.ition at Honey.uckle .
Tracking .hip

£ . !l«l >t 2 «i"t.. pa.t the hour. At 140 hour.,

57 »inite\, Ground El.p.ed Ti.e thi. i. Apollo Control.

EVD OF TAPE
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PAO This i» Apollo Control at 141 hours

02 minutes, Apollo 9 approaching acquisition at Mercury.

We'll stand by.
APOLLO 9, Houston, through Mercury,CAPCOM

you about 7

SC
SC

here

.

CAPCOM
SC

ainutes

.

Okay Houston.
Hey Smokey, I

! ve got a good one for you

Okay, go ahead.
I wonder if you can get one of those

guys like maybe FAAers or somebody to figure out in relation
to right Ascension declanation where the Gegenschein is.

CAPCOM Hey, that sounds great. By gosh, we'll
locate the Gegenschein.

SC Okay, we'll try and identify it after

you locate it.
CAPCOM Okay, very good.
SC Hey, Houston, 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead 9.

SC I've got some gyro torqueing angles for

you for the nominal on the time, and we'll do a realine if

you like on the next pass, also have to update the state

vector. We went through a P52 just to check out the optics

and if you've got a pencil I'll give you the numbers.
CAPCOM I'm standing by to copy.
SC Okay, GET of 140:57:00 plus 00630 plus

00357 minus 00093, and looks like the telescope is working
okny this morning.

Roger, I copy your times, and copy the bit
Real good.

So far.
Roger, understand.
And Apollo 9, Houston. We would like to

start a charge on battery BAKER at about 141 plus 25 and we

will be putting about 5 amp powers back in it.

CAPCOM
about the telescope.

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Okay, Roger, battery charge on BRAVO at

That's right, thank you.
Apollo 9, Houston, 1 minute LOS. We'll

SC
14125.

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

see you over Texas about 24.

Sc Alrighty.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, I have the right

ascension on declanation on the Gagenschein.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. 11 hours 16 minutes and plus

4 degrees.
Sc Okay, 11 hours 16 minutes and plus 4 degrees.

Thank you.
CAPCOM Roger.
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sc That's pretty Gagenschein computations

.

CAPCOM Thank you.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 141 hours 10

minutes. Marcury has loss of signal. Rusth Schweickart asking

for the location of the Gagenschein there, he would like to

try to photograph it. That's spelled Gegenschein, one word.

It's a faint light area always opposite the sun on the

celestial sphere, and our Gegenschein experts say it s

believed to be a reflection of sunlight from cosmic dust

moving beyond the earth's orbit. Dave Scott reported this

time that the telescope is working properly so far today.

There had been a problem yesterday with the telescope sticking

at certain degrees. Apparently no trouble in that are *-

Texas will be the next station to acquire at 141 hours 24

minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 141 hours, 24

minutes and the Texas tracking station has just acquired

Apollo 9.
,

Apollo 9, Houston. We've got you through

you're coming up on the lower end of Mexico.

Roger. Just about time to take some pictures

CC
the Texas sight

SC
of It.

CC
CC

we'd like to have
SC
CC

no hurry

CC
SC

Okay .

Apollo 9, Houston. At your convenience,

and accept for state vector.
Roger; got 2 and accept.
Okay, and anytime at your convenience,

I've got your landmark tracking updates.
Okay, just a minute.
Roger

.

Hous ton ,
Apollo 9

,

Go ahead Apollo 9, Houston.
Roger, you can go ahead with your update.

CC Okay. I'll be giving you 4 sites here;

this is landmark tracking update, 021 142 56 17 00 and this

one is 3 miles south of track. Your next ID 207 143 14 58

00; this one is 30 miles south of track. Your next ID - 010,

144, 26 1900, this one is 60 miles south of track. And your

last one - 042 144 34 0400, and this one is 13 miles north of

track; end of update.
SC Roger Houston; do you read Apollo 9f

Cc That's affirmative Apollo 9.

SC Okay, I've just been having some trouble

getting you on this mike.8
Okay, the first landmark is 021 142 56,

Next is 207 143 14 5800, 30 miles south.

1900, 60 miles south - that's 60 miles

042 144 340400, 13 north of track.
That's affirmative Apollo 9; Houston

confirms the update,
Roger.
And Apollo 9, this is Houston. We can t

would you clear the DSKY and then give

SC
1700, 3 miles south
Next one 010 144 26

south. Next one

SC
CC

uplink at this time;
us the accept again.

check

Roger. Okay, go ahead.
Okay - we'll try shifting it.

And Apollo 9, Houston. I have

go along with this state vector.
SC Okay, go ahead.

cc Roger. Reading nav check. 142 16 44 00.

Minus 29 02 plus 09800 1137 and under comments, "Good morning

from your smiling Fido and Gido .

"

SC Roger, under comments, "Good morning to

them." And my little 'ole nav check is 142 16 44 00 minus 2902

plus*09800 1137.
Houston confirms the

CC
CC

CC Roger f
update

,
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SC 1 did*1
' 1 realize Fidos and Guldoa smi led

.

Yeah, they been smiling pretty good.
C

S

C
C Alrightey. How's How's retro doing; doe-

til
CC

he still loo, worried? ^ , 8 ,

co-ent - said he wou!d .mil. if he knew exactly where .11

that stuff was ^cated^ ^ ^n ]
. hav. n . t forgo tten

information for a ""try.^^
do ^ _ And Apollo 9 , Houston,

the computer is yours; you have state vectors both slots.

or Roger; thank you.

CC Apollo 9, Houston; we ere recording
Ch.rlSS end D.lt. auto *CS .elect switches OFF, end Alpha OX.

|c That's negative; we want Charlie and Delta

OFF and Alpha ON. ^
^
^ >u t „ rlght nov

US",."'.';. rouT.n'go-h.cU to block at

your convenience. And Apollo 9. Houston. We'd like to start

. charge on batter, ^.t^"""i""^ charge on b .ttery

B now

.

CC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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Apol lo9,.o;r l.in-t.LM C„«i...

„e will see you at Carnarvon a 17. ^ ^ 49

PAO
4 has LOS This pass started when

minutes. The Canaries has
J".

Thl P
gtation while

Apollo 9 came into
J^

ui °
h \ er part of Mexico. Jim

the spacecraft was dow n r the low P
g Me 0

McDivitt reported that ™ey we P
racki information to

that time. We passed uP^ a^m"
nn e Ction with space naviga-

th«. Landmarking is »• ' n
£

" reM on the surface
tion. A number of P™"*"*'

ifie d as Apollo landmarks for

of the earth have been ide if ed as Ap ^ ^
an aid to navigation. Apollo y w

passe d up in

within the next -veral hours The ones we P^^
the times 1-dmark number 2 1

is
rk tf±11 be 3 mi les

near Corpus Chris i, TeX*V fr i cU at 142 hours 56 minutes 17

south of Apollo 9's 8™ u"*
207 is the south tip of

seconds. The next one lan, .ark 20.. ^
the Yala pennisula •

Pu^
a ° gouth\ f Apollo 9's ground

That landmark will be 30 miles / The third landmark
track at 143 hours 14 -^"^""Sp of Punt a Yayahmko.
to be tracked is numb er 10 the west tip

Mexico, which will be 0 mi - ^ h
' «

th one , number

at 144 hours 26 minutes 8 ° ' headland at Cape Fear,

42, is the southernmost ti P ° ft he h ^ ^ grQund

North Carolina. That « ™
seconds . The next station

track at 144 hours 34 minutes 4 ««™ a
raisses Tananarive

to acquire will be Carnarvon Apollo 9
flt U2

n^r?6
9

mInure^
1U

T-ris
A
M^ S ion Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This :Ls Apollo Control at 142 hours
16 minutes. Apollo 9 being acquired through the Carvarnon
Station

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Carnarvon,
standing by. We'll have you about 6 minutes.

SC Roger, Houston, we have a question here
on the fuel cells purge this morning. I take it that you
want us to do a hydrogen purge as well as an oxygen purge this
morning

.

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirmative, Apollo 9.

SC Okay, fine, we'll start that right now,
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston, I've got a couple

of targets of opportunity here we'd like to shoot with the

16 mm

.

Sc Okay, stand by, we'll copy that down in

j us t a se cond

.

CAPCOM Roger, no problem.
SC Okay, Stu, go ahead with those targets.
CAPCOM Okay, the first one here is a thunderstorm

over West Africa, and we'd like to have you to start the
exposure at 144 plus 55 plus 45, and you'll be shooting
northeast of the ground track, let it run 5 minutes at 1 frame
per second. Use the 16mm camera with the 75mm lens, and the

film CEX 368.
SC Okay, Start shooting 144:55:45, thunderstor

West Africa, northeast of ground track, 1 frame a second,
16mm camera CEX with a 75, CEX 368 with the 75mm lens.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and your other one
in at the GET 152:06:08 using the same camera, same lens,
and shooting SO 368 film and would like to have you shoot
southwest of ground track for 5 minutes at 1 frame per second,
and this is Hawaii. Now, it's about a 300 mile range, but
the purpose of this second one is to study the effects the
islands have on the weather and jet stream, and so forth.

SC Okay, would you say again how long you
want it to run from the time, Stu?

CAPCOM Okay, 5 minutes at 1 frame per second.
You're shooting southwest of the ground track.

SC Okay, right. 152;06:08, same camera lens
and film, southwest of ground track for 5 minutes and we're
photographing the weather formations and stuff around Hawaii.

CAPCOM Okay, on the film, in this second one
over Hawaii, we'd like to have - the film is SO 368.

SC Yes, that's CEX 368, same thing.
CAPCOM Okay, I didn't do my homework.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9 you are GO for 108-1 and

we'll be picking up at Honeysuckle in about 2 minutes with
S--band volumes up.
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SC Okay.
8C Houiten, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Co, Apollo 9.

gC Roger. Do v* aasume that on all these

targets of opportunity that theae are iero fuol opportunitioa

?

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, copy. Stand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, thia ia ffouiton. What we'd like

to do ia, ae vtWi dona it hare , ia give you the data early

and let you, if you can Juot move over there real slowly

and gat in that area ao that you can photograph it. But

Juot minimum uaage ia the way I'm wanting to term it.

SC Okay, understand minimum uaage on that.

SC Houaton, Apollo 9, did you gat the cal

tera.ueing angles that tlrno?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, a tend by.

CAP COM That' a affirmative, we got them, Apollo 9,

gC Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Mauston, 1 minute LOS Honeyauckle,

aaa you Mercury 37.
SC loger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houaton, no need to answer

thia,, but OIC beat DCLA last night 46 to 44.

SC Wow. Say, ion't that aomethlng.

CAPCOM Tea, that' a the second loss in 90 games.

IRD OP TAP!
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Honeysuckle

has LOS , During this pass we asked the Apollo 9 crew to

perfor» some 16 millimeter photography in two areas. We d

like some photographs of a thunderstorm over west Africa

it 144 Sou?.. 55 minutes and 152 hours. 6 minutes we would

like some footage of the Hawaii area so that """"J""
might study the effects the islands have on weather in the

Vet stream Apollo 9 has been given a GO for 08 revolu-

tions It is now in the 90th revolution of ^is mission.

Mercury will acquire in about 2 minutes. We 11 be back

then. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 142 hours.

36 minutes and Mercury is acquiring Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through Mer-

cury standing by. I'll have you about 5 minutes.

SC Roger

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9. Houston. One minute LOS Mer-

cury. Redstone five-zero.
SC Roger, Houston.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 142 hours,

42 minutes. Apollo 9 moving along across the Pacific be-

yond t£e range of the tracking ship Mercury. The tracking

ship Redstone' will acquire Apollo 9 at 142 hours 4 min-

utes . We're showing an orbit now for Apollo 9 of 117 naut-

ical miles apogee, 104 nautical miles perigee. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 142 hours, 49

.inute.; th. ^ d - to-
p

h

orio
a

;rie
e

h ave you g ood solid lock now;

standing by.
Eou8ton . Apollo 9.

II Apollo 9, this is Houston; did you call?

gc Negative Houston; Apollo 9.

CC Okay, I'a sorry,

Sc Houston, when you get a chance, you night

giv« ua our inclination.
C p Roger, gure will.

cc Apollo 9, your inclination is 33.63.

sc Roger; thank you,

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

rc Go ahead Apollo 9.

~ c okay, I'm wondering about the time on this

particular landmark; I've got 14256 1 7 and we ' re past it already

and ve
c

.r. appar.nt ly^no t y.t *

fce when Cor?UB chri.ti

co...
s

Ovr the hori.on^
_ ^ ^ i ^ Chrl-tl

i. coming over the horlion ,

CC Okay.

g c Houston, Apollo 9.

cc Go ahead Apollo 9.

J? Okay, big story; the telescope hung

„« ...in and I went to th* sextant and was able to find in the
P 1 "v i IVrl* so I have to precede to do the program

.t the m.rk.
^ ApGiio 3( Cople<J that ala a

ve copi.d your info and understand you got 5 marks on it with

th. .«t«t with no P-^-;
ut not aure th# marks went ln .

although it indicate, that it did go into the program
r,n Roair , understand.
rc knd Dave, if you want any other time on the.

a

Lad mark. lust let" me knov"; w* can give you any time you want,

lilt It'. 30
J

Segrees down or anything, the time we are passing

. _ .l. t j th.r it'll a i-i a a over the horizon,
you i^th. time th.r.^11 ^ grU| we , u chat ofle;

that's good.
rc Okay, very good."

It looked like I got one CDU NO/GO before

I completed th. marks, because my second program alarm was marks

notT.cid.d, so apparently I got the mark. n al r i.njj
"^J

don't know what the CDU NO / GO is going to do to it, but we

take a look as we go through the program.
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horlion «»d th. tl»« of clo.e.r. .ppro.ch.

SC «»!"'
. , .

sc Houiom, Apolo 9.

and evid.ntally they didn't S at in. Thank you.

SC

bit

ounde pretty good
CC
th«T«

.

EC
CC
£!C

CC

'Well that's not exactly' what 1 said, but

Roger - Roger's helping you out a little

'11 take all I can g«t

.

Thanka; I
1

Bu^we're learning how to do it, "y**?;

rr Roger; sounds great; I thought you fight

have nor. trouble with'the ...tatt'th.. it aounda like you're

h *vl°;; well, I did too, aa a .atter of fact, but

.„to optic, did pretty fair and I cj.ld ... »h... it «• «-

not a hard thing to identify.

CC
CC

Putita Duaford
SC

it clean
CC
CC --

cloeeet approach on landmark Z07

sc
cc
sc
cc

Jojer'. we'll set how you make out here with

Yeah, thsit ought to be

rill you Stu?
(Laughter.) Okay.

And ApoUo 9, Houston,

trick. Hey, keep

I have your time

Go ahead.
143 plus 18 plus 42.

Thank you

.

y°r«re abaolutely a wealth of information,

can't beli.ve
y

it^
ah ^ ^ ^ ^ people funnftl

the^mfe all the ti»«,

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

for lis, can you locate the trojan point?

SC
today; I

CC
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cc Ro,.r, «.'U ,. to »ork on th. trod.,

point

.

" n.^'nt"! you do th.t, could you find

»ho ..
s

j.nn. .1. tn. •c
ojj lys:iu

1

if
c»«i"«

1

««

quarter final* -

END Of TAPE
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PAPCOM Roger. Couple of scores on the regional

qu.rt« finals. D.vidion beat Vill.nov. 75 to 61 and Miami

of Ohio beat Notre Dame 63 to 60.

sc Ah listen, I'm not going to be able to

live with my wife. You know she is from Miami.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston, Ohio State beat

Michigan 95 to 66.
^

|c Listen, if Michigan got beat, Miami of

Ohio won - I'm in trouble when I get home.

CAPCOM Well, that', the way it shapes up unless

we can fix the scores here.
sc Hey, you've fixed everything else so

far, how about fixing that?
CAPCOM Roger, in work.

sc Rusty also wants you to get us fixed to

"*
'SIpcSm'" And Apollo 9. Houston. You'll be getting

• master alarm shortly TCE on fuel cell 2 -

sc Okay, thank you. We got it this time.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

Sc Roger. It went a lot better that time

by uting the point of time closes to approach. I'll lot

Dave tell you about the rest of it.

sc Okay. The telescope and sextant both

seemed to work that time, and I left the telescope early

Ind went to the sextant and I was able to track him .11

"e way across the meter and back off on the other side and

our roll rate was something like - I guess 6 tenth, of a

dearie per second. It seemed to be real good. I took the

toll, early - probably earlier that I shou Id have i« "dor

to get it before we had a problem. So next time I think

it'll work out pretty good.

CAPCOM Roger. Sounds great.

sc Your times and everything - they are

real good and AUTO optics seems to be doing real good.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy. I'm going to lose you in

about 30 seconds off Canary. We'll see you at Tananarive

at three-five.
SC Okay .

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 143 hours,

22 minutes. Apollo 9 beyond the range of the Canary sta-

tion. Two landmark tracking assignments during this
1°JJ

pass. The first one near Corpus Chri.ti Texas. *>.ve Scott

reported the telescope hung up again and h* had
•'""u .Jf

cul?y taking marks and tracking the landmarks through the

optics. However, on the landmark in Africa - the Spanish
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Sahara, be reported the optics appeared

u5
y
h«": i!

:::::" ° Thi. i! Ml..io„ Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 143 hours 35

""•c^ T"*n,rI
Ipo

h

l" rXV.lT^, Tananarive.

CAPCOM
tracking update.

pA0 This is Apollo Control at 143 hours 35

as a—
CAPCOM Apollo
e r Go Houston,

CAPCOM R°g. 1 h *v* aa uP d *te to y0Ur land" rk

ate .

sc Stand by ons,

CAPCOM Okay.
or Okay, E<= ahead with it. .

PAPCOM Okay, for landmark number 10.^".."*'
on. cSSnJV your time'of clo.a.t appro.ch is

J**300
/.

Ha HZ the east coast is abreast, so you're not going to

tl to ." your Carolina pass in there. Your fourth

.
b
. „ h number 212,. the time over the horiion 144

" , „ ilx t something on that letes

.

'
"CAPCOM Okay, ApSllo 9. situation i. normal her.
CAPCOM ^ reading you and we will see you at

si^ririi.
1

:.»:M"ii?5 u *„ aQO th.r

,

minute. but C..M..J. Jt 51,^^ ^ do you fe . d?

CAPCOM Rog, reading you loud and clear.

SC Okay, landmark 212, north or south of

tr,(:k
! lprol( i'« sorry. It's 34 miles south of track.

^
PC°M

Okay, readback. 212 144 50 36 34 south

clo.e.t approach 1445410 closest approach for is 1443007.

CAPCOM Rog, your readback is correct. We are

d.l.t". the 16 mm £11. for the African thunderstorm.

on Okay, delete 16 mo film.

CAPCOM Okay and your readback is correct. Thank

y ° U '

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. If you are still

r.adint me there is a transducer that is slightly erratic on
1

H i pressure or. quad baker. It will not affect our

IZlng or our predictions, I just want to let you know this

in case you see some funny readings.
>,„„, a a?

PAO This is Apollo Control at 143 hours 42

minutes. Tananarive has LOS. The weather has •PP""' 1 *
minutes. i«

ail[1.. rk at Cape Fear, North Carolina, so we

<„ Africa We also advised the crew of an erratic trail

lie" Jn.« ..' Ii« the. .o.. .rr.tlc helium pre.eor. re.d-

tr.'on our /.action control .,..«
J«

. *« «
J

a::^:.'"..,
0
.
1

..;. sr.*.:;: ""ii. *. mi..... c...»i

Houston

,

END OP TAPE
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pA0 Thi. is Apollo Control at 143 hour. 50

^CAPCOr ^""Torio'^-Hou^oftir:^ Carnarvon,

• fading by.
Houston, Apollo 9.

l>»rn* And Apollo 9, Houston, I have aeveral

re..r£f on
M
how we arfsefH on this landmark tracking when

you are ready to "lk^ ^ quft8tion flr8t .

C0M
What v.. our GMT at liftoff?

CAPCOM Okay, we'll get it.

Ilk. «. K
«

r
»»; irl«»T.

P 1"' Eo,. r , is pl„. 00 plu. 01. O... v. ».r.

.„ of CO.....! lb... thl. 71 ..d • »H>
It .ih« thin,. I'd ilk. to t.lk with you.

t. th"
p
"a. .... hi . .

t

di.P
ir « "b:

t

"fi:r
tM

can Hxpect.
_

u";' p22 and the re ason for this is
oinit to read *ero in tnis rtt. t «« tqng and

5 ..trie is initialized to accept aarks for LATS LONG an*

.Itltude only, so you're going to see zero on that DELTA R

DELTA-V . ^ that tfas a real pu8I i,r. We've

been siting here trying to figure out why that didn t

U . anything "d we wer^.bsolutely
her

«h.t lun.r U.d«.rt ««.• ",i 4

l
. lBc. ...„

- ..»,.* 01 -nvwav cause we weren't going to the

... ^0 .u «h. throu gh .
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CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, let's turn up S-band voluie.

We'll be seeing you at Honeysuckle here in a minute.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this i« Houston. The computer

is yours. I have a nav check to go along with the state

vector. Tou have been uplinked state vector both plot.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. I should have

you at Honeysuckle. Do you read?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. I should have

you through Honeysuckle now, the computer is yours
,

I have

a nav check to go along with the stat vectors that have been

upllnked.
SC *oger, stand by Just one.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, reading nav check: 144050069 minus

2027 plus 16071 1177. End of update.

Sc Roger, read back, 144050069 minus 2027

plus 16071 and 1177.
CAPCOM That is affirmative, Houston affirms the

update, and did you talk to me over Tananarive about your

pressure transducer on quad BAKER?

SC Roger, we did.

CAPCOM Okay, and one other comment, the 121 alarm

that, yeu got back there, Dave, is not connected with the optics

problem. ^ olmj , thank you. What is the connection

*lth
CAPCOM Well, everybody here agrees that it is

not unreasonable to see that, that that alar- is >

test: on the CDU ' s and at the time you sampled it, it flashed

you that, but it's not connected now with the sticking of

the OP* 10"-
Okay, maybe all this will make sense in

a couple of more revs.
CAPCOM Roger, and that alarm is the platform

CDU's Dave, I guess that will clarify for you.

gc Okay, well I just had a quick gouge up

hers on the alarms and CDU * s and it didn't specify.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. I was thumbing tnrougn

my book here trying to see what the alarm was, I was watching

you go through that, but I've got a couple of more rooms of

brains back here that you don't have.

8C it's nice to have them back there, isn t

CAPCOM Boy. it: sure is.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we are about to lose

you at Honeysuckle, I see you working on your realinement

there. We'll see you at Huntsville at 06.
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p.o This i. Apollo Control at 144 hours 4

• lectro«.gnetic transducers to J^*? "
Huntsville will

E.^s1
.?:: st.ris^E.r-'sr.iii. ..... b7 ,„

acquisition there.

END OF TAPE
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Apollo 9, leultoii through Hunt.vill.

.

CC
v .Ml ht« too"bo.; «oth.t 3 ..d . h.lf .inat...

.«-;m - " "
gp .«o

r
to.

rii
o
t
,.

auntiviii. _
how 'ole Jupiter wtnt,

^ K«!'SlU'i
0
ir«iI*:ii— .o on *.,!«...

th«r«?
c

stlll tracklng him down here.

cc oh »
ok*y*

SC H,v „j 4+ im th« ninth.SC
CC
SC

Hey SaoKY, i» «- llJ-" -

,

"bit U .ffir-tiv.; it i. the ninth.

Th.nk you. Sort, lot* track here.

Cc Apollo 9, Bottiton. See you at Hawaii 18.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 144 hours, 18

minutes. Apollo 9 within range at Hawaii now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through Hawaii

standing by.
SC I read.
sc And Hou*ton the P52 with Jupiter didn t

work out very well. I stuck in the numbers I had in the

checklist for the days we aiiked you to check on and got about

a 67 degrees star angle difference when I used Jupiter and

Acrux which are pretty familiar figures, so we'll have

to regroup on that one.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy. Understand.

sc And we did not torque the platform, by

th"
*CAPC0M Oh. Good thinking and show you about

7 minutes old Punta Willard ought to be coming over your

horizon.
SC Okay.
SC ' Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 ap-

proaching the coast of Baha, California now. We'll haye

continuing coverage through the Canaries station. We 11

stay up liva.
sc Houston, this is Apollo 9. You are

still around, aren't you?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Say again,

sc Roger. Houston, Apollo 9. Had a little

trouble (garbled) that time. I wasn't able to recognise it

until we got about 30 seconds from overhead and then I m

not sure because of the cloud cover, but I got 3 marks in

with the sextant and the auto optics seemed to work pretty

,0 ° d
CAPCOM Roger. Copy and that CDU alarm we feel

at that time was caused by the roll rate.

Sc Okay. Very good. And you just about

have to have that kind of roll rate to stay on it with the

sextant.
sc What's the roll rate limit that causes

that?
CAPCOM We're working on that right now.

SC This is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC Did you get my question about roll rate

on CDU warning light to come up?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Jim. We're working

on that. We're trying to find out what limits you have in

there now and also we may be able to change it - change the

limit. And just for your info, too, when you do get that
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alarm, it will reject that mark. It

won't accept it with that mark.

CAPCOM So we'll try to have -

END OF TAPE
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cc we'll try to hive you a roll rate li.it

^"•SC Okay, Stu. Just as you . ay. just for your

* n „i What was for my information?
i„for..tion. *ou cut

0^; n'.l "Jit n«h«<>. '".t cdo

"tu
"^"k:;:' "»i..t. .« *.« <»•

.h.i. .t.i.. .* -^.iv-miss:..

:r trk",r:"fflK » «
"
" -

other^progra.s.
j

. copied> ril try to get you an

answer.

Hey^Houston, this is Apollo 9.

rr Go ahead Apollo 9.

Hey, did all that work that Dave did on

his EKG last night fix^it?
it .

fl cottlng through

loud ^ dear, and the -.-^^^
H iWe'been thinking I'm looking for a new

3 °b ' „„ The surgeon says they'll put you to work.

cc Yeah.

iis'SSii
0
.".^:;..... »«.. »«

cc okav
'
we,li che

|£ fwas looking through the tube there and

dlda .t see the (static) on the ""J™-
ll okay, we'll slow down the roll rate.

cc Apollo 9, Houston.

"
Skav

he
?

d
guess you've got somebody eyeing

before 212 coming over the horizon, we can go
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»«, .« « th*< - f °
"" Bl-" d

Int. . body r.t. T«J 4M . t „. ju . t ,„ sl„„,r o» thi.

technique .winging. ^ ^ gurpri8ed even the .ex-

tant is « ««y « ^ i.. Once we get the high spacecraft

lit: i". Jr.tty ea.y to track it with the .extant,
rat... it pretty ^ f( do any o£ the.e thing.

to.errow, w. .ight Jack up the rate in that erasable load,

rr Okay, real good.
And Houiiton, on thi. next night paa. ,

we'll do that P52 .upiter again .^ ^ ^
h.v* .o.ebody look at the. half unit vector, and C^atic)

PAO Thi. i. Apollo Control; we've had LOS

at 7.niu.rd; the Canary I.l«d Station will acquire within

a f«v Second, for about a minute and a half pa., there.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 144 hours,

52 minutes and Canaries has loss of signal now. The next

station to acquire will be Tananarive at 145 hours, 8 min-

utes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Go ahead, 9.

sc Roger, Houston. Have you got into degrees

per second yet?
CAPCOM That's negative. I'm sorry, we don t

have it.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thia ia Apollo Control at 145 houra
8 ainutae and Tananarive la acquiring Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton, through Tananarive

,

do you raad?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, thla la Houaton, I am not raiding

you. I aay be coning through to you. If ao, on tha P52
allneaent I'd lika to have you check tha unit vactora for
Jupiter en tha laat paga of aactlon 7.

TAN CAPCOM ia upllnking proporly froa
Tenenerlve

,

SC Ha get the numbers on that.
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, I got that transmission.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, thia ia Houaton. Our

com la pretty bed. I'a going to wait until over Cernervon
to give you your S065 pad and that will be Carnarvon about 24.

PAO Thla ia Apollo Control at 145 houra 12

mlnutea. Tenenerlve ia too noley we will not attempt to

coaaunicate here through the reaalnder of thia paaa, about

a ainute and a half left there. The next station will be
Tenenerlve at 145 hour - will be Carnarvon, the Carnarvon,
Auatralie atatlon at 145 houra 23 alnutea. Thia ia Mission
Control Houston

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 145 hours,

7-* ftlB«tn Aoollo 9 coming upon the Carnarvon station.

SUSSi Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.

How do you read?
SC
CAPCOM

Pive by, Houston.
Okay, I huva your SO 65 PAD.

Roger. Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, !' going to give you your inertial

angled ««t 18000 27320 all Kips 145 - I', giving you now

til GET I'll give you your orb angles in a minute
.

I

lol on the GET 1455700 this is orb rate. Your

7 «-i«- rt n S.« - 14602 210806. Your second area is in

New Mexico - 14^459 0803. The next are. is the Mississippi

1"0 807 0804 and your orb rate is
06 J J»* "JJ £

your orb rate angle. - I*« not sure
"J

think this is what

you wer. wanting, Jim, but you're reading 180 de grees of

roll and with the local vertical you are 32 and one-half

degree, pitch, yaw 0.^
^ ^ ^.^ probably pltch

j.,.. >h.r» 32 Would you confirm that?

, aJcV That's affirmative. Your pitch down

32 and one-half degree, below the local horizontal

SC Sk.y. Re.db.ck then - 18000 27320 .11

U55700 orb r.te first area Salton Sea 146 022 0806,

Hi Mexico second sight 1460459 0803, Mississippi River

llol orb rat! is .068 and to roll . vertical angle

it would be 180 and whatever 360 minus 32 is and zero.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. I confirm that and

c C All right. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. You want -e to read those then,

is that affirmed?
sc Standby just one,

tapcom Okay.
sc Okay. Go ahead, Smokey.

CAPCOM Okay. Reading V as in Victor - 77775,

W a. 5n wn?.k.y - 6133l! X-ray .11 zips, Y 65732 and then

„br«
g

54142.
okayi 7?775t 61331f all zlp8>

65732
C:?COM

4U2
* Ok.y, and the order of that is V, W, X,

Y> Z
\ c Roger. We got that flight B chart is

onboard. That even agJe.s with the Z component of preflight

calculation. Okay, thank you very much.

CAPCOM Roger.
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SC Okay. I can give you a quick rundown

on Jupiter, now that we've got it.

CAPCOM Okay ,,

, _ ^
CtfCON We're about 10 aaconda LOS hare. We 11

catch you over tha Huntaville at thraa-nina.

SC Okay. Vary good.

P40 Thia ia Apollo Control at 145 houn,
31 ainutee. Carnarvon has LOS. Huntavilla will ba tha

next atatien to acquire in a- faw mdnutaa. We'll be back

up than. Thia ia Mieaion Control Houaton.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 145 hours
38 minutes and Huntsvllle has acquisition.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through the Huntsvllle,
standing by.

CAPCOM ... data and look well.
SC Houston, Apollo 9, how do you read?
CAPCOM You're coming in loud and clear, Dave.
SC Stand by a minute and I'll give you a

run down on Jupiter alinement.
CAPCOM Rogar. We've taken a look at some of

the data, and It looks well.
SC Roger, and I've got a couple of comments

on It, Just a second. Two times the gimbals we picked
with the numbers we had to put in in the - star angle difference
was ,04 on the first one and .03 on the second one. And
did you get the torquing angles?

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Apollo 9.

SC Okay, it seems to work real well. The
planet fills up the whole inside of the sextant in between the
reticle lines. It's about the sire of (garbled) and one thing
was noticed in the program is that when you load unit vectora
for the planet and then let auto optics - it works real
well. The torquing angles were Bmall and the planets were
easy to find. I think that would be a fine thing to use
if you couldn't see the stars in the daytime.

CAPCOM Hey, that sounds real great, and that
was an extremely good summary.

SC And on the last landmark track
I think we got the hang of the whole thing. We had cloud
coverage again, and we had to reject the first part because
I Just couldn't see it clearly. We got almost overhead and
I got two real good markings, I think we've got that one
nailed.

CAPCOM Okay, Dave, understand.
SC (garbled) and we're getting ready for

S065 right now.
CAPCOM Real good.
CAPCOM And if you've got time for a question,

Dave, Just help me out. Jim asked specifically for this
way, I've got him emptied at orb rate angle and to make
sure that I'm giving him what he wants - is that what you
want, your relation to the local vertical?

SC Stu, we have what we want.
CAPCOM Okay, real good.
SC Stu, on the inertial angles - won't do what

we want, and the relative local vertical attitude (garbled).
CAPCOM Okay, real good. Well, we will flip it

to you.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.
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CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC (garblad) The way we got the unit

vectors was to interpolate between the times that we had on

the charta on board and so we tried to go to 5 digit numbers,

get aa close as we could to the time, the GMT that we had

right now and I guess we - the repeatability varies with a

bunch of those vectors that you had there, that we had on the chart

(garbled) .

CAPCOM Okay, Dave, understand. We re about

1 minute LOS Huntsville, we*ll see you Hawaii in about

5 minutes and 49.
SC *9 Hawaii.
HTV Huntsville LOS

.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 145 hours 45

minutes and the Huntsville has less of signal. During this

pass Dave Scott summarised the last landmark tracking and

the platform reallnement using the planet Jupiter aa a

reference. The crew is now in process of preparing for the

next S065 experiment, the uultraspectral photography, which

will be conducted during this revolution over the United

States. The first area to be photographed is the Salton

Sea, then New Mexico, and finally the Mississippi River.

Hawaii will acquire at 145 hours 48 minutes. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This iB Apollo Control 145 hours 48 min-

utes, and Hawaii has just acquired.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii, standing

SC
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

sc Houston, Apollo 9. We're with you.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9. Looks like we are about

to take a mistake here. I've got to give you new numbers.

Tou loaded the ones we gave you, but those aren t right. We

have got to use the complement of those. Are you ready to

copy?
SC Rog, go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog. 0000216446, stand by. Okay, and

X is all *ips, 12045, and Z is good as is. Sorry about that.

SC No sweat, we will get it.

CAPCOM I thought I had them signed in blood.

3C Tou watch these as they go in, okay?

CAPCOM Okay, we're watching.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 cross-

ing the coast of California now. We probably won't have too

ISh conversation with the crew during this pas.

they will be busy with the photography experiment; however,

we will continue to stand by.

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Co ahead, Apollo 9.

sc Roger, we just completed the S065 pass.

CAPCOM Hog, and how did the cloud cover look?

g£ Really neat. There weren't any clouds

all along the way. It looked very, very nice.

CAPCOM Oh, real good and we noticed you re

torquint the right way and we just about fouled you up there.
1

sc * Hey, but you didn't. You're right on

time. ^That's very good.^
^ ^ ^ ^

'"^CAPCOM That's right. We've got everybody awake

•ny,"|
c say, you know on this orb rate torquing,

I don't think we had a jet firing the whole time after it

started the rates going.
CAPCOM Roger, G * C says there were very few

of them, but there were some.

gc Okay, we just didn't hear any of them

•o and it seemed to be real smooth.
8

gc yes, we wanted to freese up Aldebaran

and we're still at an inertial altitude of 328.

END Of TAPE
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sc t«», we went to 3 sometime ego end we

•till have en initiel altitude of 328.

su Houeton, Apollo 9

that you hed, thet trip across the states there.

CAPCOM I'» »«»rry. Apollo 9. I didn't cetch

it. Say eg-in.
^ ^ ^ ^ th>t

you hed yet, thet trip acroi. the United States.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy,

CAPCOM Apolle 9. Houston.

SC Go *hea<il. n..«.i.
CAPCOM Roger. I'd like to reed you e little

blurb out of the newspaper, hare. It'. - byline Newark,

New Jersey. McDivitt honored. The ancient order of Hy-

„ representing 250,000 Irishmen across the country

voted Saturday to honor Apollo 9 Astronaut James A. McDivitt

ior his achievements. The executive board of the Hyburni.n.

voted unanimously - stumbled over that one - to award

McDivitt the John F . Kennedy Medal for National Civic. Ser-

vice McDivitt will receive the medal at the Hyburni.n

dinner in Newark on May 10th a spokesman said.

sc Roger. I wish to thank my fellow Hy-

burnians for that honor. And you might also mention that I

am flying with green handle, on my seat.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Astronaut Ron

Evan. i. replacing Stu Roosa at the spacecraft communicator,

console at this time.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 146 hours,

19 minutes. The Antigue station has LOS. During this

pas. across the United State, the Apollo 9 crew completed

another photography experiment. Reported no cloud coyer -

«hn^.r»i>hv went very well. Jim McDivitt called It a

mo.t'en oy^ri^ -cross the United State.. CAPCOM Stu

Roosa read him a newspaper clipping about an award from

the ancient order of Hyburniana and Jim responded: Thank,

to the organisation, and then reported his couch has green

Indies. The next station to acquire will be Ascension at

146 hours, 26 minutes. This i. Mis.ion Control Hou.ton.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM
through Ascension

CAPCOM
SC

for you.
CAPCOM
SC

+ 00006.
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

tlact.

CAPCOM
Tananarive at 44

SC
PAO

Apollo 9, Hou.ton. Good afternoon,

Houston, Apollo 9.

It, loud and cl.er this ti.e, D*v.

Okay, I've got so.e gyro torquing angle.

Roger
Okay. I'SS li uEioo + 00100 - 00050

Roger, *• copy. Thank you. ^vtl«.
Roger. S»e«. pretty good in the

T.ah, ...sing what if. like in the day-

Apollo 9, Hou.ton. On. minute LOS,

lllV'f Apollo Control at 146 hour. 33

Tin";. tr^^-o-^utir^^^iH-^-irSion
Control Hou.ton.

BHD OP TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 146 hour*.

44 minutes. Tananarive has acquired Apollo 9.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 146 hours.

46 minutes. Apollo 9 ha. gone through Tananarive acquisi

END OP TAPE
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Vkn Thi. ia Apollo Control at 146 hour*

<fi .inutii Apollo 9 i. within rang* of Carnarvon now.

SliSSi Apollo 9, Hou.ton, throu,h Carnarvon

with your S065 "M-tJ.^ M ,. t t0 copy .

oopa, atand by, «y P«'i there,

CAPCOM Roger, etanding by.

ic Roger, got tha pan now.

^„™w okav l"ll inartial anglaa firat:

uoooisss ... .11 s;;: s...'.* .... ».» «^« j;° o

»'->

„, c, r..d ».«;
kiJ/~J»\ni 1. th. .... or,.,. ....

w:,".^5 r^-s.si::;..
1

Si
,

:i.r
l20 * 5

CipcSM* Alright, your ra.db.ck i. corr.ct. and

I've Sft your point, whara Achilla, ch.aad H.ctor around

the walla of Troy.

CAPCOM FiiJi point: right a.can.ion 12 hour. 10

.L.tSt! donation .inu. 1 d.gr... Second point: right

19 hours 50 «inute., daclanation .inui 26 dagraaa.
a.can.ion 19 hour. 30^ ^ ^ -lauMS ,lnu . ^ d . gT„,

19 hour. 50 .inutaa minu. 26 dagree..
GKT of

CAPCOM Roger, and that will ba at a get or

148 plu. 00. ^ lQOklng for th «

„_v,„, n t ,ort of all dark adaptad on tha paaa that

«a ... ... t. ... «,tm...
TAPC0M Roger, no Gegen.

tapcom Apollo 9, Hou.ton, on your paaa over

:;rSv^u hvsr .sr. iiss si-^.:r-
SC Roger.

......
^""^•".-coupl. of .or. .hot.

h.rc ju.t to t«l« It .11 th« v.y up.

clJco!! Sr.ou.to.. 30 ...««. LOS, Gu.a

at 11.
SC Roger.
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PA0 Thl. 1. »oollo Control »t 147 •><>«•

4 .!."«. Crurvo- h.. LOS. D.rln. thl. »°"
J*^

;i;:rJo
t
^i:

t"
tr I^i:"^"E.rio:- s^ a :

« U7 hour. 10 .mat... Thl. 1. m»l» Control

Houston

.

END OF TAPS
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.!..««, S... b« 'Tpo^T'Hou.toa. two .!»»». to LOS

147 hours, 22 minutes.

BSD OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 147 houri 22

ainutcs. Hawaii is acquiring Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Standing by through

Hawaii

.

SC Roger, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 147 hours 29

inutas. We have LOS at Hawaii. Tha Redstone will pick up

acquisition within a alnuta and than wa will hava overlapping

coverage fro» the Redstone on through the United States,

loaing coverage at Antigua. We will stay up live through

this long pass

.

END OF TAPS
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sc Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

SC Roger. Sometime here within the next

hour or so we'd like to get another map update.

CAP COM Roger. I have one now if you went it.

sc Houston, we're reedy to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. I'll give you rev 93 first.

Rev 93 - 147 plus 11 plus 09 right esceneion 16 07, longi-

tude 147 east. I can give you rev 94.

SC All right, I guess 93 is good enough,

Ron

.

CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

sc Co ahead, Houston, This is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We've just passed on SO 65 -

if it: we. nominal and if the number of frame, used we. about

ri,ht
; c Roger. We used exactly what we had on

the plan and went exactly according to the way they c* 11;*

it Z The only thin,. I'- a little concerned that you might have

ll.Zd your ti.I at Matagorda by Just a couple of second.

.

Je nave taken only one picture of Matagorda and th. other

two of the Gulf.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy. ......
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. You can go to standby

in your IMU at your convenience.

SC All right. Roger.

sc Say, Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston. Go.

sc Did you find out how many frames

are on those small 70-mil limeter hasselblad fill backs. I

think there's 60 and I'm not really sure.

rAPCOM Roaer. We'll check it.CAPCOM
^ g^ th>t there , s 15Q ln the blg on.. t

but I don't know what there are in the little ones.

CAPCOM Roger. ^ ^ ^ MAGS F and G.

CAPCOM Okay. MAGS t and G.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. You can terminate BAT » charge

and if you do it after five-two just let us know the time

at Ascension.
Sc Three, two, one, mark.

CAPCOM Roger. We got it.

END OF TAPE
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cc Apollo 9, Houston. About 30 seconds LOS

.nd you have a CO to chlorinate prior to sleeping tonight if

yOU
"J?' okay, £i««. thank you; we'll do that

before we go to bed.
CC Roger
pA0 This is Apollo Control et 147 hour..

52 .inut... Antigua has LOS. And Apollo 9 he. completed

the loll -ulti splctr.l terrain photography
•«'«J"

n^al
todav. They've been given a GO to power down their inertiai

«l:u;...nt
y
unit and \o into drifting flight "J™^.

1^
S." station to acquire will be A.c.nsion at 148 hour. even.

This is Mission Control, Houston.

END Of TAPE
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FAO This is Apollo Control at 148 hours Into

the mission. Apollo 9 coming within range of the Ascension
Island station.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.
SC Hello, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, looks like you heve 65 frames in

those small 70am packs.
SC Okay, very good. Thank you.
CAPCOM And 9, Houaton. Looks like our cryo

plan is about the same as last night. If you still have
that one, it is the same. Unless you want me to read it up

again and remind you.
SC No, I believe it's to turn the heaters

and fans off now and let the hydrogen pressure drop down te

between 190 and 200, and then just before we go to bed we're
going to turn H2 fan number 2 on.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll uaa number 1 fan tonight.

H2 tank 1 fan on Just before you go to bed.
SC Okay, H2 tank 1 fan on just before we

go to bed.
CAPCOM And we'll - put inverter 3 on main A

just before you go to bed.
SC Okay, and we've been running all day

long without either heaters or fana on H2 and tank 1 is

reading about 208 or so, but tank 2 is all the way up in

the 220's. We're going to have to do a lot of purging to

get it down.
CAPCOM Roger, if a purge is required, which it

looku like it may be, go ahead and purge fuel cell 2.

SC Okay.
SC And Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston. Go.
SC On our power down, do you want us to

just power down on things we powered down last night and not
power down completely?

CAPCOM Affirmative. That'll be SCS electronics
power off, the auto RCS switch is off, rote control power
witch is off, and the translation control power off. The
rest of them powered up.

SC Okay, very good.
CAPCOM 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
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CAFCOM Roger, ve wanted to get « couple of

frames fox hydrology and oceanography there at Matagorda.
SC Oh, vary good. Hall, that's what you

got

.

CAFCOM Okay.
CAFCOM 9, Houston. We're coalng up on LOS.

Low pass at Tananarive and Carnarvon. Probably Guam at 42.
SC All rlghty.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 146 hours,

5 Minutes. Ascension has LOS. Apollo 9's orbit in this
94th revolution takes it at a vary low angle to the Tanana-
rive station. We expect about a minute and a half, slightly
less than a minute and a half acquisition at Tananarive. We
probably won't communicate but we'll coma back up at that
time and stand by.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 Thi. i. Ap.Xlo C.ntrel .t 148 hour. 18

.inuto. T.tt.nari^ i. .b.ut t.ady t. .cquir. for . 1

PX0
"COa4 M'-«: SV-mcU;..!. 14- ^ur. 20

.inutl. W.nt through th.t .h.rt Tmn.n.ri^p... without

END OF TAPE
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PAO This 1* Apollo Control at 146 hours

32 minutaa, Apollo 9 coding up on Carnarvon for a 1 ainuta

30 aacond paaa.
PAo Thia ia Apallo Control, No convaraation

during that briaf acquiaitiaa at Carnarvon. Wn'll hava tood

covaraga at Gua» at 148 houra 42 alnutaa, about a 7 and a half

inuta paaa at that ti»a. thia ia Miaaion Control Houston.

ENS 0? TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 148 hours,
42 minutes. Apollo 9 approaching Guaa. As the Gold Team
loved in to take over from the White Team. And we're esti-

mating change of shift briefing for 3:15pm Central Standard
Time. Three-fifteen pm for this change of shift news con-
ference. Guam has acquisition now. We'll standby.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.
SC Roger, Houston. Apollo 9. Go.

CAPCOM Roger. Request an E MEMORY dump VERB 74

when you get a chance at it, and give us a mark.
Roger. Here we go. VERB 74, three, two,SC

mark

.

CAPCOM
SC

Roger

.

Hous ton
an ACCEPT also?

CAPCOM
first.

CAPCOM
was complete
state vector.

SC
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

state vector up
SC

did you say you wanted to do

Standby. We are verifying the E MEMORY

Apollo 9, Houston.
Request POO and ACCEPT

.

The E MEMORY dump
We'll give you a

Standby one.
You have POO and ACCEPT,

Roger

.

Okay.
Roger

.

Dh , Nine, Houston. We have sent the
We've checked it and it all looks good.

Okay, Thank you very much. I just
ent into the DSKY then I hope you had the thing in I'd
forgotten

.

CAPCOM Roger. We had it in.
SC Okay. Thanks.
CAPCOM And you might stick those CRD ' s on the

wall somewhere. We're going to be calling for readout one

of these passes there.
Stick what on the wall?
Those dosimeters.
Oh yes, we'll do that, Man, we've got
We've been waiting all day for you to

Okay .

Roger

.

SC
CAPCOM
SC

our dosimeters out
«sk us .

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

puter

.

SC
CAPCOM

Hawaii at five-seven.
SC Roger. Hawaii at five-seven.
CAPCOM By the way, I don't think we ever told

you - your DSC is good when you are talking into the mike.
It's real good.

Okay.
Nine,

can go to BLOCK on the corn-

Thank you.
Houston. In about 30 seconds LOS.
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AC Oh, Okay. Good.
W«'ll try and atay cloaa to tha «ika than.

^;
C°M

tliVu Apollo Control. Apollo 9 out

of rang* «t Gua«. H.waii «c,uira at 148 hour.. 57

ut«». Thia ia Mlaaion Control Houston.

BHD 0? TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 148 hours,
57 minutes. Apollo 9 is approaching the Hawaii tracking
station. We expect to have acquisition there momentarily
and we'll stand by for the air-to-ground.

CAPCOM Apcllo 9, through Hawaii. I've got a

couple of flight plan updates and targets of opportunity for
you

.

SC Roger, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, ARIA 5 at 154 plus 19 tc 154 plus

29. ARIA 2, 155 plus 13 to 155 plus 22. Here comes some
targets of opportunity.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM 149:08:46. It's Guatalupe, weather,

3 frames, 60-second intervals on track. 149:14:00, Chaplngo,
Mexico, geology, 10 frames, 6-second intervals, 40 degrees
off nadir south. 149:16:57, San Salvador, geology, 10 frames,
6-second intervals, 20 degrees off nadir south. 149:19:43,
Gulf of Panama, oceanography, 5 frames, 6-second Intervals,
10 degrees off nadir north. 149:20:42, Columbia, geology,
10 frames, 6-second intervals, on track. 149:21:57, Vene-
zuela, weather, 6 frames, 30-second intervals, high oblique
to north. And over.

PAO We just heard astronaut Ron Evans read
up some photographic targets of opportunity to include some
photography of geological and of weather and of oceanography.
The spacecraft has moved out of range of Hawaii, so we will
bring down the line at 149 hours, 2 minutes. This is Apollo
Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 149 hour* 5

minute*. We've just reacquired the spacecraft over the ship

Redstone. Let's Monitor.
sc Yeah. Got the weather, 6 exposures,

30 second intervals and a high oblique to the north.

sc okay, it looks like we are only orianted

so we can see south. So we will try and pick up the ones

that are off to the south.
CAPCOM Roger.
sc And I'll give you a readback on the

ARIA's You might want to know if we got that right or not.

ARIA 5 15419 to 15429, ARIA 2 15513 through 15522.

CAPCOM Roger. And we know that your optics

are still on manual and request zero if you are not going to

use them any more.
sc Rog . we were just using them to take

* look outside to see where we were going.

CAPCOM Okay, fine.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Just a comment . Are the cabin

fan «. on now or what are you generally doing with the cabin

f *n ""
sc we had the cabin fans off until today

and we had run it with one cabin fan on today.

CAPCOM Roger, *nd in general, on cycling or

storing the H2 cryos there, are you doing this at any time

othttr than when we request same?

SC Negative,
CAPCOM Roger.
sc Tes, we have, rog. We've been doing

it e^ery morning on our wakeup checklist.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good.

sc Tes, that's called for on the flight

visa, ^though. ^ Apollo 9, Houston. I have the block

aata here. 1 can either give it here or else over Guam.

SC Okay, stand by.

S C Okay, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, block data: Area 099 Charlie

ttf-arlia Plus 231 plus 1430 156:15:41 3343. 100 Charlie

Charlie; minus 253 minus 1610 158:06:17 3343. 101 Alpha

Charli! plus 029 minus 0300 158:40:36 3842. 102 Alpha

Itlllil: llll 166 minus 0320 160:15:37 3842. 1032 Alpha,
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plus 261 .inua 0300 161 :50:48 3S42. 1041 Imo, plua 255

minus 0595 163:17:18 3842. Pitch trand, inu« .88. Taw,

aiaua 1.08, ottr. „ _

,

Sc loaar, 099 Charlia Charlia, plua 231

plus 1430 156:15:41 3343.
PA0 Wa'va baan adviaad that tha Chant* of

Shift Praaa Confaranca la dua to atart o«ontarily, thara-

fora, wa'll pull tha Una dovn, WaWa atill got about a

.inuta and a half of acquiaition ti«a at tha Taxaa atation.

W.»ll racord that and play it back to you at tha conclusion

of tha Changa of Shift Praaa Confaranca. At 149 houra

,

15 minutaa, thia is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston at

149 hour., 58 minutes Ground El.p..d Tim.

.

th. line down ju.t prior to the Change of Shift Pre.. Con-
tbe line aown j«

J t±11 gome „inut« or so of convereation

tta» hm .o«« 4 or 5 minute, of conv.r.stion om h

Tananarive station. W.HI play that air-to-ground back t.

you
.J

thii ti...
chariie charli . f .lnu> 253,

•inus 1610 158:06:17 3343. Ara you still with me?

tapcom Affirmative. Tou can go a littla

^ toi Alpha Cht.ll*. ,1... 029 ^-. 0300

158-40:36 3842. 102 Alpha Charlie, plus 166 °"°
! ,!{ *gi2 1032 Alpha, plus 281 minus 0300 161:50:48

3

6
8°*2

l5,
W41 iii.r! SIfs'.!... 0595 163, 17:18 384.2.

Fitch
cJcSr

- 88, "zi^t; ^« r.....e. i. c«..«.
Tananarive at 50.

sc Rot, Tananarive 50.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.

Sc Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9. Houston.

APOlL
CA?C0M Hog. v. tot a lot of static here. Do

you read m. okay? ^ ^ you loud n4

Roger. I have some targets of opportunity,clear

.

CAPCOM
•bout 3, and then one flight plan update,

sc Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. 150:51 :27, Gelapagos I«l«n<*.

g.ologfc!°5 frames. 6-Jecond, on track At 150:57:07, Peru
geologic, o rrame., —

I
coastline, 8 frames, 8-second, on track.

CAPCOM 9, Houston. Let me correct that one.

'hat's 4 frames instead of 8 frames.

sc That wan 4 frames.

CAPCOM Okay, at time 151:47:17, Pormos. Strait,

iconography, 5 frames, 8-s*cond, on track,

sr Okay.
gQ okay, we got all thoae; do you want us

"
"SIfcSI" "Let

0
., give you a correction there, Dave,

...i- ol the second one for th. Peru coastline, the time

i. 150:55:07.
150 :55 :07. W. got .11 tho.e, thank

y °U *

CAPCOM Okay, then I got a waste water dump for



APOLLO 9 MI8SIOM COMMMTAtT . 3/9/69. CBT U9«58, CST 1358 427

you . ^ .

SC Go ahaad. n.*..
CAPCOM About 151:50 wasf watardu.p. ".taa-

in, to th« DSI la.t night. you «7 want aunri.a ti... 151:38

Sunset. 152:30, evar.
sc Okay, va hava that.

CAPCOH Okay.

SC (garblaa)

Apollo Control.

IHD OP TAPI



UOM . «••«» 3/1/6.. GIT 1S017. CM HI7. 4I./1

iL«ur.^i» «
s-«^-i-»*»''

1,111

-i ~ Knnnarlition

.

th. trtcxini "

CAPCOM Rog.r, *° u " _ . i£ it lB on th.

& ss su^ws.^ ass*..

an thi. or th. D8E?
T
^«y;# fet B;, t of thol€ . wh .n w. w.nt

acron south of M.xlco th.r..

tf
cm

K'U. »..y. «••« *•« •»»"•.

""Ti'"" K'MilS'U.'Sily ,..» .f '0 .illi-.t.r

fraMt today.
"PC0M I'WH «».« our ..11, ,..t. of

70 .tUl«t.r fr.... tod.y. I «.«.« -• «.d to t.k. .bout

... u?P»r "--.v."^. SSi. ...

».t «. vill got th.. lot you 1» J"t « «i»ut..

>; .v. sobs m:i d.t. for r.tro (f.rbl.).

5iu
C°" ApTl'lo 1 i. .PP.«.ntly ..... «t of

PA0 *p ° _ .K4. Hi. 95 revolution, lacld.ntly,
r *»g. of th. Oum «"J

ion
' °° *\\Y nl 7 u.utic.l .11...

th. .p.c.cr.ft ii
.
flying • t

I

«
i

*P
^;j t

°
nI

1

ir ; utid ..rth ..ch



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/9/69. GET 15017, CST 1617, 428/2

PA0 order of 26 800 pound.. We expect the

„tlM
*" Hawaii to acquire In another 9 or «o minute.,

IJ'hS\oJ.. 21Vinute.. thi. i. Mi..ion Control Hou.ton.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MlillOH CGKHIMYitY, J/9/.9. °" ^°« 31
-
C,T 11,31

fk0 This i» Apollo Control at 150 haura.

31 ainutaa. Hawaii ahould ba acquiring within a faw

aacond. .nil with tha Hawaii acqui.ition, wa'll haw. .ppraai-

..taly U ainuta. of tia. at which »••"• V"/""'
tad* tana, Cuaynaa ana , of cauraa, Hawaii. Wa wa gat

*"
,c Ok.,. «...»«.« « ,.t ««.

hara for you.
CAPCOM Vaty good , raady to go.

sc Okay. Sarwica aodula, A, B, C, and D.

53585256. lat C power A and B, 36.9, 37.1, 37.1,

CAPCOM logar, Copy.

sc Teaperaturee ara all eff-acale high,

PIP tha coaaaader, 31H, tha IMP 8015, and CMP ia unknown.

CAPCOM logar.
DC (Garbla)
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houaton, go.

8C Roger, Ha have CMP doaiaatar reading.

CAPCOM Hay, I thought it wae on tha LM.

BC Me, ha'a gat a 6115.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

IIC Houaton, Apollo 9. hara.

CAPCOM Houaton, go.

j C lay, Juat aa a aatter of Intaraat,

•11 our window, ara staying wary claan. That lafthand

rendeivoue window look, lika it atoppad gatting that white

fila goup all OTar it and haa raaainad tha aaaa and all tha

raat »f thaa ara quite clear.
CAPCOM Vary good, thank you.

sc Thay gat an occaaional littla bit of

what looka lika a bit of froat or aoiatura batwaan tha

•anas, but it goaa away. Thay ara quita good.

CAPCOM That aakaa ua faal a lot battar.

SC Houaton, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houaton, go.

8C logar. For retro'e inforaation, tha

•auipaent that wa brought back froa tha LM with ua to check

tfith and thinga lika that, ara atowad down in one of tha

eaapartaanta on AS, tha coapartaant largaat and cloaaat ta

tha lowar aquipaant bay.
CAPCOM Okay, that aounds good.



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY , 3/9/69. GET 150,31, CST 1631 Ut/2

ac The equipment that wa« in there didn't

weigh very much. There wee «o«e underwear end .ome thing,

ml tilt! W. .ov.d thet up to the

«nd we moved the one heevy piece of equipment, the teel

kit. down into A5 . ,

,

CAPCOM Roger. Tool kit ie in A5 now.

sf And the di-.tripp.r bracket which we.

off on the A8 h*e been moved down to A5

.

CAPCOM
^'"matter of interest, we brought

ell the LM book, beck with u. except for the

procedures end the .y.tem. book. So, we brought all the

cf.ckll.tt beck end th. card. . pl«. another 3 or 4 pound,

of loo.e piece.. I think all together, w. have .o.ethin.

on the order of 10 pound..
CAPCOM Okay, .ound. good.

sc Including an a.cent engine in A/.

CAPCOM Okay.
SC Hou.ton, Apello 9.

CAPCOM HoU.ton, go.

SC On. other item there, that lithium

hydroxide c.nni.ter that w. brought that wa. •«PJ«"4

bi .tored in Al , and it i.. .nd I gue*. we ought to tell

you about that, too. .

CAPCOM Roger. I under. tand that it i. in

41 where it belong., now. Right?

SC •
, v .

rAPCOM Roger. Mine, Hou.ton, we're about

to you here. I gue.. you .till owe u. . CO? c.nni.t.r

ch" S
J c Okay. We'll give it to you,

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston.

SC Go eheed.
CAPCOM What do you want ae to put on your

«teek that i'« going to have for you tonight.

SC Nothing, ju.t eet it ju.t raw. Well net

r «w, medium rare. Don't put anything on it, you'll ruin th.

teste.
CAPCOM

Baste it good for u. , will you?

CAPCOM
pi^yJur knife and fork on it. Li.t.a. yen

*.y be having .teak, but I ^"iil^^^
right h.«,/i h.,« ie^-rssrinwrTh^s B0C

.... >

iaTl evenJh^aveSe^BOD^
A /

v CAPCOM H«y, that .ound. great. A perlact «e-

lection. /

2ND or TAPE f ; , ? t'' -t. (j J? y ^ ><s I C



AFOLLf 9 HIMlM-OWnifAtf.. S/l/lt. OIT 15123. CST 1723. 430/1

-A0 thl , ti A*olio Control at 151 hour..

23 .i'utaa. W. ba*a ac««i*a« tba apacacraft at tba Tanat>ari*a

.i.ti« a.d ..\ill ata.dby £.r tba •^- t--;"« 4

CAPCOlt ?b.t will bt talki.f ta tk. craw mw 1. Al W.rdan,

CAPCi* AaolW ». •••tott.

know Shit Jo« can r.al'.a.y S.«i.kt. tb. national Guard i.

on tb. duty.
a x , a wy gUd t0 h.„ that

aaka tun that you daactiwatad tba DAP.

ac on» vary ••••• * " «»j —r~ ~"

caicom ««y Ji«. »••••" llk « *au *• cb* c* t0

loactiwatad tba DAP.

8C okay, wa hawaa't |ot that cotflotod aa of

y«t

Sff
8" ii.'ui'i «*.- out of r f tb.

T.n.n.ri.a tr.ckin, at.ti.n.
-"J

1
;;
" •jrilwlii

•a Hawaii at 03 aftar tba hour. At 151 taoura , 31 wmutaa

.raund ala.aad ti«a. tbia i. Mia.ion Control.

IRS or TAPI



A,OLLO 9 MISSIOH COMMEHTARY 3/,/«. « »».0». O.I 11.03 431/1

tsi. li Apollo Control «t 152 hour., 3 mlm.t..

into th. fltiht. «•*»•"• ' "! „"i.. Th.y «r«, ho«.«r.

r.n:i«"s ^•x;i".:
,
J..S";«"

1

.! „.« «... >y

M.it.> «, """"^°:;
on , Apoll „ ,.

• tirud that puri« at l!
J
2l
^;?J; 0 Hou.ton. copy.

CAPCOM I
0,*I'/P

!ii! i. A O 9. How do you .how
«r Houaton, thia la *P0^0

. flilht ]

CAFC0
? , ,. «t cisS i.t you'll h.v. « •utplui of

for you. It look. Ilk. .t CMS* .« y gJ Ih . t
,93 pound., l-»T' »";*;

u
^.","\„*on bo.rd .x.ctly ..«»..

,...lnln( lndlc.t.d on th.

US'li." Hou.con.

" ao .h..d Hou.ton
;
.
;";oM „oBb . t . „ th.

.

p.rt.lnlng to th. CRTO . r...lnIn, « CM" JJt^ of

sriin/.K:".^ «"«•"« 3 « " i°
*

b- 1"*

you .11 10 off to .1..P.
i thlnk M ,u „ b .D iy

ln„r
S

t.r 3 on ..In A nol'.ud ..r. Ju.t pr.p.rln, to do th.

vatar dump.

£
P 00,1

ill*, .v.rythl.g going down th.r. Mr.

Hard.



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/9/69, GET 152:03, CST 18-.03. 431/2

Oh, it's going very nicely, Mr. McDivitt.

Very good, I want you to stay awake tonight.CAPCOM Oh, it'a going very nicely , Mr. ^Divitt.

^

Keep a look out for us.
sc Al, did you enjoy your eteak tonight?

CAPCOM What .teak? I had eggs for breakfast tonight.

8C That dirty Ron Evans told me, told us, he

was going to go out and get a steak for us.

CAPCOM He went out and got one for himself. He

didn't take care of me.

8C He's a dirty guy. Hey that's a great

shift you got isn't it.

CAPCOM Yes, it's pretty neat.

gc Who ever gave you that bum deal/

CAPCOM Want me to name names?

|c Listen, I got one like that from him too,

°nC*
" CAPCOM Okay boss man, here's your surplus of CRYO's

02 you'll have 29 percent, and H2 you'll have 15 percent remaining

CMPM sep.
8C Okay, thank you very much.

CAP COM Yes sir. Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead sweet lips.
rlprON Okay doky, you're about to go out of signt

here. I'll give you the arrive times if you'd like them in case

you need to call u. ^ s ^ % ^ ^ gaye u-

CAPCOM Oh, okay doky.

SC Thanks anyway.

CAPCOM Yes sir, just looking out for you. We re

going to have LOS here pretty soon and I guess we'll be talking

to yo^in the ""^J^^ , ay hello t0 ny lovely f «mi iy

for me will you?
CAPCOM 1*11 *° that.

pj0 At 152 hours, 16 minutes ground elapsed time

the spacecraft has moved out of range of the tracking ship

Redstone. And this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE



APOLLO . MISSLOH CMMMH. S/f/U. «« "« "° 3 "2/l

Control, Houston.

BHD OF TAPE



AVOLLO 9 mStlOK COMHEWTAM , 3/9/.9, 13351 .
C8T 1951 .

433/1

PAO This f AMllo C^"* 1 'V" ^!
r
;;w.ii

tr.ckin. .t.tion about * « * "Jj^lVK h.« r.cil^d .o«.
ev#r im.ll, th. Surg.on r.port.d th.t u fro. th.

Cow.nd.r . According to th. data tn
_ h-art

to tho ground, ^tro»««t Jl» Mc.D±v±tt
len „„

r.t. of about 80 to 85 «J •^^Krdl.k to th. .urg.on.
.bout 20 p.r nlnut.. Indie.tin

J M..nwhil., th.
th.t h. «• not ..Lap, bu' ¥"

. Jiady .t 4.9 pound.
.p.ccr.ft c.bin "i.".ldin f . of *t..i.
p.r .quar. Inch, ««d th.

52 .lnut... with th.

0 ..;.. m. i. control.

IIB 07 TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY , 3/9/69. OtT 154:51, CST 2051 434/1

p. 0 Thl. 1» Apollo Control .t 154 hour.,

1« !!" tricking pith .bout »»t 7 -inut.. or .o .go

in! i". tilt ».! ir.n.-ltt.d down to the Apollo r.ng.

.leaping for another hour or so. So at 154 hours.

52 ilnut», thi. is Mi.aion Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY 3/9/69. GET 1-55:00. CST 22:00, 435/1

Thi« ! Apollo Control at 156 hour., .round

s-s?jsi^ssi::s"2fSS:^
thm fli.ht lurnoa h.r. at MCC monitor.d «o.. bio*.dic.l

„d ™. co...nd -odul. pilot, who .Tid.ntly ..ch 1., .«ch

Control

.

BHD OF TAPE



tfOLU 9 MIMIO. COMMENT. 3/9/6,. •« 13.35. C8T 2255. *M/1

Thl , i. *p»llo Control »t 156 hour..

th. P"»"' ' lm
:;.

h"
t
;*"« '« b..n tt.n..ltt.d b.ck to

•y.ttm. «t« working well. Th«
J

w
J{£ ;he Co»«nd«r

isw^as' riot £
Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENATRY. 3/9/69. GET 157:50, CST 2350, 437/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control, 157 hours, 50

Inutei GET Apollo 9 presently is over West Pakistan, .bout

Control

.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY. 3/10/69, GET 158:50, CST 0050, 438/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control, 158 hours, 50

minute. GET. Apollo 9 has just begun the 101st revolution,

i. now over the northern portion of Argentina. The crew

is still asleep, they have a little over 3 hours, 9 minute,

remaining in their sleep period. The next Nation to acquire

the spacecraft will be the Canary Island station first pas.

of the morning, at 4 minutes pa.t the hour. At 158 hours,

51 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69, GET 159:50, CST 0150, 439/1

PAO This is Apollo Control, 159 hours, 50

minutes GET . Apollo 9 is presently just west of the island

of New Caledonia in the southwest Pacific, midway through

the I01st revolution. We've just had Huntsville two-way

lock comment very weak signal, because its toward the very

ragged edge of Huntsville acquisition. As the various stations

interrogate the telemetry of the spacecraft, and determined the

status of the spacecraft systems, all seems to be quite normal

this time of night. The crew is still asleep. All systems

are functioning nominally. Some 2 hours and 9 minutes remain-

ing in the crew sleep period. There is 79 hours even to retro-

fire or the SPS number 8 deorbit burn. The next station after

the Huntsville tracking ship will be tracking ship Mercury,

in approximately 5 minutes. At 159 hours, 51 minutes GET,

this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69. GET 160:50, CST 0250, 440/1

PAO This is Apollo Control. 160 hours 50 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently is over the east-

ern end of the Mediterranean Sea and has just begun the 102nd

revolution, is in an orbit measuring 102.5 nautical miles at

perigee. 115.1 nautical miles at apogee, spacecraft weight

Is 26 thousand 816 pounds. Next station to acquire Apollo 9

will be Honeysuckle at 20 minutes past the hour. The crew

has approximately 1 hour and 9 minutes remaining in the

rest period. All systems are functioning normally and at

160 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control,

END OF TAPE



3t 5To

APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY . 3/ 10/69 .GET 161:50, CST *r*>*-441/l

pao — i
h ° ur 57 minutes «

round eiar e
^htr*VA

, , j » mird revolution and within
Apollo 9 is just beginning the 1 03 rd re v o

i 8tatlen c f

seconds will be acquired by t he Ant "
Vanguard

morning in the Houston area is a slig P

that one could vi- the space r aft very low
Qf

actually the sou h by s outh ^ to
6.3 degrees which with haze ana

, ±ll rlse at 6 :58 am
see

-
Th

i

s

th ofl"§ si;;: i ««

°

j *»•

U be ."«7hr Propulsion.J^temWn number^
u nf fiS^ 3 feet-per-second, will raise apogee j. »i«^f^^
from 102 nautical .11.. t^S^a^lc,

^ o£ o ,

parantly the crew wi 1 be p t r«itt
conferrln8 ulen tn .

toward °
, *„: eh : air »hen and if the waKe-up

call'is At 162 hours 2 -inute. ground elapsed time.

thifi is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY ,3/10/69 , GET 162:50,051 04:50. 442/1

Thla Is Apollo Control 162 hours 50 minute,

ground el.psed time. Apollo 9 Is now over Central A""' 11 " ln

acquisition by the Carnarvon, Austr.lia tracking "" lo";

Altnough the Lev ... » have
; n.foLn

0

dec! -

this early. The revised flight plan calls for GO-NO GO for

! 6 hours 30 minutes over Texas. IMU orientation

during he 106th revolution over Carnarvon. Their maneuver

;:

,

1 ""-i o
.,..«.,.d. bum . .ii.h« ... . (

1118
? I* i »t 173 hours over the Southwestern United States

in^e end h Xh're^ at about 171 hours 10 minutes

and power down of the spacecraft and go into drifting flight

It 174 hours 20 minutes at the end of the 110th revolution

tL r est period t onight ^l_.^ L̂AlJJJ_J^. As the crew

w^s^Ip-i^d-irr-^r^und communications pic up we will

come back up with these conversations live At 162 hours

53 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69, GET 163:50, CST 0550, 443/1

?A0 This is Apollo Control. 163 hours 50 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is over North Central

Africa. Within a few seconds of - going out of range of

the tracking station at Madrid, still no contact has been

made with the crew. They're getting an extra 40 winks of sleep.

Prior to the rather leisurely work day it is estimated by the

flight activities officer that if they sleep as late as

165 hours ground elapsed time, another hour and 10 minutes,

all of today's activities can be carried out without any

crowding. Orange team flight. Dynamics officer Maurice Kennedy,

recently reported that the present period of revolutions,

that is from crossing a certain meridian of longitude to crossing

it again is 93 minutes 12 seconds. At 163 hours 51 minutes

ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE



Seas
We ' ra

APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69, GET 164:17, CST 0617, 444/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control, 164 hours, 16 minutes

GET Apollo 9 has just come in the range of the tracking station

at Carnarvon, Australia. The crew has still not been contacted,

nor has tie crew of Apollo 9 contacted the ground, however the

Metrical telemetry shows that they have been stirring about some

Ztll in t spacecraft. Meanwhile the weather bureau space

^i«ht meteorology group here in Mission Control, headed up by

Alien Sandy Sanderson, has issued a forecast for today's weather

in tie primary landing zone, as well as all the contingency

centered about 800 miles east of Jacksonville, skies will be

cloudy and winds northwesterly at 18 to 25 knots

about 5 to 7 feet are forecast with temperatures near 65*

standing by for a call to the spacecraft,
c C Hello Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Oh, good morning. The alarm clock has just

g° ne
s"' I can tell. Good old alarm clock.

!:f
C °M

HowVetrything down there in Houston today?

CAPCOM Oh, real fine. Looks like you are all sleep-

ing well

.

sc Yes, we sure are.

CAPCOM Guess I'd better use past tense on that now.

TAPCOM Okay, and your over Carnarvon, just coming

into tfe sunset here. Guess . llttl. b.tt.r ti.i.g
J.

d

gotten you up at sunrise, but we let you sleep a little bit

extra here.
sc We'll take it.

CAPCOM Okay.

sc No, we don't have any complants.

SC Houston, 9,

ripCOM Go ahead 9

.

or Here, we've got one little item for you.

Last niRht we were shifting cabin fans, it was a little warm

in" We, and we had cabin fan 2 on, we turned it off turned

* on and it did not come on, it was hot to the touch, so we

turned it off and pulled the circuit breakers.

CAPCOM Okay, copy understand. Thats cabin fan

nUnb€i
S C

1
- That's affirmative, there are 2 still work-

ing okay.
r APCOM Okay

.

Then we noticed the suit cabin temps were

running a little higher yesterday than they had been previously,

Ind* wonder what you all thought about it on the goround.

CAPCOM Okay, copy. Stand by.



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69, GET 164:17, CST 0617, 444/2

CAPCOM Go ahead ECOM.
CAPCOM ECOM, I'm flight. Go ahead.

SC Hot break.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. About 1 minute LOS

Carnarvon. We'll have you over Honeysuckle in about a minute

or a minute and a half. Bring up your S-band volume. We can

turn off the fan in H2 tank 1 now, and turn off inverter 3.

SC Okay, H2 tank 1 fan coming off now and

inverter 3 coming on.
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control to continue with

the weather forecast while we wait to come up on Honeysuckle

station. In the Mid-Pacific landing zone, centered about 600

miles northwest of Honolulu, mostly cloudy skies and widely

scattered showers are expected, with southerly winds 15 to

20 knots. Seas will be 4 to 6 feet and temperatures 60 to 65

degrees. In the West Pacific landing rone, centered about

400 miles southeast of Tokyo, mostly cloudy skies will prevail

with northeast winds at 18 knots. Seas will be 4 to 5 feet and

temperatures 55 to 60 degrees. In the East Atlantic landing

zone, centered about 500 miles southwest of the Canary Islands,

scattered clouds with light and varible winds are expected.

Seas will be 1 to 3 feet and temperatures near 72 degrees.

Cloudiness may effect the scheduling of the multtspectro photo-

graphic experiment over Texas and Mexico later today. People

in the Houston-Clear Lake area may have a chance of spotting

the Apollo 9 at 6:58 this morning when it will rise at an angle

of southeast by - as you were southwest by south, but the max-

imum elivation angle will be only 6.3 degrees and depending on

the anmount of horizon hase and cloudiness, may or may not

be seen, also ground - here goes some more air to ground.

CAPCOM - about another 6 minutes.
<5C Rog, Houston, your very, very weak.

CAPCOM Rog, I think it was just the start of the

lock up, how now Dave?
:;C That's very nice.
CAPCOM Okay.

£ND OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/10/69, GET 164:27, CST 0627, 445/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control with still about

3 minutes remaining in the pass over the Honeysuckle station.

Will continue to monitor the air ground line to read any further

conversation between Apollo 9 and spacecraft communicator

Stu Roosa here in Mission Control Center.

CAP COM and Apollo 9 Houston. About 1 minute

LOS Honeysuckle, will see you at Mercury in about 5 minutes.

Sc Ok, Mercury in plot. Roger, Mercury in

plot.
CAP COM Rog, got you covered.

pA0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently that

concludes the conversation over Honeysuckle. Tracking ship

Mercury next at 36 minutes past the hour. At 164 hours 31

minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 164 hours 36 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Within a few seconds, Apollo 9 will

be acquired by the tracking ship Mercury in the South Pacific.

Apollo 9 is midway through the 104th revolution. The retro-

fire countdown clock is now showing 74 hours 14 minutes. Here

goes a call.
CAP COM 7 minutes.
sc Wanna get the block data and stuff then?

CAP COM Rog, I'm standing by. I have block data,

I have consumables and I have flight plan update. Just let

me know when you're ready.
SC Okay, I got the consumables here, why

don't we hit that one first?
CAP COM Okay. The hour on this one is 162,

starting with 43 12 47 15 48 16 47 16 327 24 36 29 39. End

of «Pd*te.
Rog er. 162 43 12 47 15 48 16 47 16 327

24 36 29 39 and I wonder if we could have SM RCS DAP redline

too please

?

CAP COM Rog. Reading Quad A, 28 36 38 38.

SC Okay, 28 36 38 38.

CAP COM That is affirmative.

sc Okay, go ahead with the block data.

CAP COM Okay reading block data. Number 17

1052 Bravo plus 332 minus 0290, 1645402 2844 1062 Alpha

plus 288 minus 0300 166 2738 2844 107 Alpha Charlie plus

211 minus 0340 1680103 2844 1081 Alpha plus 263 minus 0680

1692608 2844 1094 Charlie plus 334 minus 1590 1721834 3831

1104 Bravo plus 328 minus 1609 1735615 3831. Okay your

pitch and yaw trims for rev 105 through 108. Your pitch

trim minus .88 yaw minus 1.09 and for rev 109 and 110 pitch

minus .88 yaw minus 1.40. End of update.

Sc Roger, coming back. 1052 Bravo plus 332

minus 0290 1645402 2844 1062 Alpha plus 288 minus 0300 166

2733 2844 107 Alpha Charlie plus 211 minus 0340 1680103 2844

1081 Alpha plus 263 minus 0680 1692608 2844 1094 Charlie

plus 334 minus 1590 1721834 3831 1104 Bravo plus 328 minus

1609 1735615 3831. And the pitch and yaw trim per revs 105

through 108; pitch minus .88 yaw minus 1.09. For revs 109

and 110; pitch minus .88 yaw minus 1.40.

CAP COM Rog. Houston confirms the update. We 11

see you at Texas around 58. We'd like to remind you of the

02 purge and C02 filter change.
sc Okay. 02 purge and C02 filter change at

58 Texas.
CAP COM That's right.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently we

have had loss of signal now at tracking ship Mercury. During

that pass the consumables update and routine landing updates
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pA0 f or contingency landing areas were read

up to the crew. They were instructed also to conduct a fuel

cell oxygen purge and change the carbon dioxide filters in

the spacecraft. These items were scheduled in the flight

plan prior to the time they actually woke up. At 57 minutes

past the hour, the Texas station will acquire for the first

of a series of long stateside passes. This pass overlapping

several stations, Texas, Mila, Vanguard, Canary will last

until 22 minutes past the hour - 22 minutes past the next

hour. At 164 hours 46 minutes ground elapsed time, this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. 164 hours,

57 minutes Ground Elapsed Time. Apollo 9 is nearing the

end of the 104th revolution. Coming up on the Texas sta-

tion within about 30 seconds. Here in Mission Control the

White Team of flight controllers are taking over from the

retiring Orange Team with numerous briefings going on in

each console as each flight controller hands over to his

successor. We'll standby for any continuing conversation

between Spacecraft Communicator Stu Roosa and the crew of

Apollo 9, as they update the flight plan for today's activi-

ties. We've had acquisition at Texas. We'll standby. It

looks like Roosa is punching that to go out.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston. Got you

through Texas now. Showing you're just coming up on the

coast of lower Mexico. I have a flight plan update for you.

SC Okay. Standby one.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okay, Houston. We're ready. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. The first change will be at the

hours 170 plus 20. We want to add a P52 alignment to NOMI-

NAL and your time for that NOMINAL alignment - T ALIGN -

170 plus 48 plus 00, Your next item will be another P52 -

and the hour will be 171 plus 45. I'd like to add another

P52 to NOMINAL. Your T ALIGN time - 172 plus 19 plus 00.

Okay, and we might be rushing you on this rev, but we've

got a target of opportunity we'd like to have photographed

over Africa and this is if you can get to it. The time of

this is 165 plus 25 plus 33, and we'd like to have the tar-

get of the country of Nigar and Chad. And the time I gave

you will be the first frame. We'd like to have 10 pictures,

6 seconds apart shooting 30 degrees south of the Nadir.

CAPCOM Okay, are you with me? I've got three

mo re items.
SC Okay, we're with you. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. The hour 172 plus 28, we're going

to do some COMM checks with an ARIA. This will be both

S-band and VHF. We'd like to have S-band volumes up. And

another COMM check with the ARIA at 174 plus 06.

SC Okay. We got those.
CAPCOM Okay, and the last one is at 174 plus

55 - delete the battery B charge and add waste water dump.

SC Okay. You want me to read it back now?

CAPCOM That's affirmative. That's the end of

1C
'

sc Okay, 17020, a P52 to NOMINAL, T ALIGN

time 1704800, 17145 P52 to NOMINAL - 1721900 for T ALIGN,

1652533 targets of opportunity - we got that and I think

we will be able to make that okay. Niger and Chad 10 frame,

6 second intervals 30 degrees south of the Nadir. And
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17228 COMM checks with ARIA - S-band

and VHF and one COMM check at 17406.

CAPCOM That ia affirmative and 174 plus 55,

delete the battery B charge and waste water dump.

SC Oh yes. We got that one, too.

CAPCOM Okay. That's the flight plan update

as of now.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. I'm just stand-

ing by here with a map update. I'd like -

SC Oh, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, rev 104 which you are on now, 164

51 05 longitude 124.5 west and If you want to use your star

chart right Ascension 15 plus 45.

SC Okay, rev 104 - 1645105 longitude 124.5

west, right Ascension 15 plus 45.

CAPCOM That is affirmative.
SC Thank you.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. Any time at your

convenience we'll take a crew status report.
SC Okay, this is the Commander. I had about

9 hours sleep last night. I took an actifed and a vitamin pill

yesterday

.

SC This is the CMP. I had about 9 hours sleep

last night and had a vitamin pill yesterday.
SC Okay. Rusty had one vitamin pill and

8 and one-half hours of sleep.
CAPCOM Okay. I copy those. Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Canary

.

~ r Rog, Houston, 9 here. 5 by.

CAPCOM Rog. We would like to recommend the

following RCS configurations for today.

sc Houston, Apollo 9. You are 3 Dy.

CAPCOM Rog, Apollo 9. Do you read Houston?

I'd Like to give you the RCS configuration.

SC Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. We would like - today we would

like to use quads baker and charlie and use for roll baker

de^ta! and on SPS 7, we are recommending baker and delta

ullag!'
7 use baker delta for the ullage.

rAPrOM You cut out on the first part of the

BD ullage.
CAPCOM Rog, thank you, Dave.

SC
Apollo 9, Houston. Thirty seconds LOS.

CAPCOM -r -

We will see you at Carnarvon at 51.

sc Roger, Carnarvon at 51.

PA0 This is Apollo Control

minutes Apollo 9 out of range at the Canary Islands sta-

tion There is a very low elevation pass at Tananarive this

«J"h.n. otherwise w« will until Carnarvon at 165 hours 50

minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
50 minutes .

CAPCOM
standing by

SC
SC
CAPCOM

This is Apollo Control at 165 hours

Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.

Apollo 9, Houston, through Carnarvon,

Roger Houston, Apollo 9.

How's the weather in Houston today?

It's a little chilly, but it's been

sunshiney over the last couple of days, but pretty chilly.

It may start turning a little cloudy this afternoon I
1 1 may
understand

.

CAPCOM

good morning to her
CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Okay .

Hey, Stu, this is Rusty.
Yes, go ahead, Rustv.
How about giving the pal a call and saying

for me

?

Okay, I'll do that for all three of you

Mine , that is

.

Hey, there's some bit about this SPS burn

that we'll be talking to you probably in more detail, but I'd

like to start on now if you have time to listen for a couple

0 f minute s

.

sc Okay, do I have to write anything down?

CAPCOM No, I don't think sc, just sort of let

me summarize a few things here.

SC Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, on this burn we are going to try

to get a better hack at this, at the PUGS system, and then

wise the data and really think - understand most of the funnies.

And so to get data on a burn where we are using ullage we've

increased the length of this burn, the burn time is going

to be about 25 seconds, and we're going to use the PUGS on it,

and we're going to use it in the primary mode and don't

switch, and you may get caution and warning lights after

about 5 seconds when it comes on, and there's a definte

procedure here we want to use for the PUGS. It's about

3 steps, which I would want you to write down later on, but

1 just wanted to pass this on to you so you can be thinking

ab ou t i t .

Sc Okay, so you're going to make the burn

25 seconds longer. Do we have that much fuel left?

CAPCOM Roger, that's book 3 plan, we can get you

forget we have one more after

knew we were forgetting

that specific details, Jim
SC Okay , don

this .

CAPCOM Doggoned,
something.

sc I figured you guys left out one step

just the retro burn, huh?
CAPCOM Yes, that's it.
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SC Okay, why don't you give me a hack at

how much fuel I have left?
CAPCOM Okay, you have 68 seconds of burn time

left and we are going to take about 25 of those .

SC
seconds left?

CAPCOM
to use 25 of those.

SC
CAPCOM

be about 12 seconds
SC
CAP COM

Comm blocked you out, say again how many

You have 68 seconds left and we are going

Okay .

And your deorbit burn is shaping up to

Okay .

And Apollo 9 this is Houston, just for

tank management here we would like to turn the heater OFF

in 02 Tank 1, leave the heater in Tank 2 in AUTO.

SC Okay, the heater on 02 Tank 1 is going

OFF at this time, and we leave in heater in 02 Tank 2 in

AUTO.
CAPCOM Okay, very good, thank you.

SC What's our resulting alinement going to

be when we finish up the 25 second burn here?
CAPCOM

this thing a minute ago

here .

Just a second,
but I can 1

I took a hard copy of

t read it. Stand by one

SC
something?

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

Still going to be about 200 by 95 or

250 by 98.

come up on -b and

.

Roger, it's going to

Very good, 250 by 98.
And Apollo 9, we'll have you at Honeysuckle

in about a minute if you will bring up your S-band volume at

that: time.
SC Okay, very good,
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control, the Carnarvon

station has lost Apollo 9 signal, however, Honeysuckle will

be acquiring in just a few minutes. We will continue to

stand by through Honeysuckle.
CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston, we should have you

through Honeysuckle.
CAPCOM And Apollo

locked up on Honeysuckle about
SC Roger.
SC Hey, Stu, were you the fellow who told

us about the big cake on the Guadelcanel?
CAPCOM Yes, I mentioned that.

sc Well, ever since you mentioned it Rusty

and Dave haven't stopped talking about it.

CAP COM I sure am sorry about that. Maybe we

better send a switch out there and have them make that a

700 pounder.

9, Houston, we've got you
5 and a half minutes.
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sc What's the weather forcast for the

recovery area at recovery time?

CAPCOM Jim, I hate to bring that up. I was

going to wait until you asked. We got a look at that

?hia morning and, course it's a long range f°" a8 * °"*°W

fast this front moves through, but they are calling right

at your prime site for fairly heavy winds, yes, around

30 knots or so and waves around 6 to 8 feet. Now that's

the first cut right now. We're going to get - and we ^
lake sure the weather is good, though. I don't think we 11

clunk you down in the middle of a front there.
P

S J okay. Stu, you keep putting the drama

baCk
CAPCO^' Well, you know, you've had too easy a time

here. We're got to keep jacking you up a little,

g q I've noticed that.

CAPCOM But you know Jim, it sure is lucky you

weren't landing out in there either yesterday, I don't know

how it is this morning, but all day yesterday and last night

I guess the waves of - having 10 to 12 foot swells out in

that a

£

ea
- Yeg ^ when we were flylng across the

Atlantic there it looked like it's been pretty rough down there.

You could see the white caps from up where we are.

CAPCOM Yes, it's really been kicking up. Some

body was telling me the winds around Bermuda this morning

were running 60 knots.
SC Oh great.

CAPCOM Yes, in fact we're not even using Bermuda

because the winds have blown so hard it's hard to get a lock

on you.
sc It blows those radio right

out of the way, huh?
CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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rc Hey Jim, I still got you for about another

minutes I think; instead of having to depend on the forecast

yo^re the best weather recon we got; we'll Just let you pick

out your own area.
sc You still there Stu?

cc Yeah , I'm still here .

_ We'll see you over Mercury at 11.

p A0 This is Apollo Control at 166 hours, 4

minutes. Apollo 9 is beyond the range of the Honeysuckle

stltiol. A lot of conversation during this pass. The crew

asked Stu Roosa to call their wives, say good morning

for them; we suspect that the wives may have heard the good

morning first hand from their husbands however They are

fo"ow?ng this mission with great interest. There was some

discussion about the recovery area weather. The
n f"™'

1 *

area is rather stormy at the present time; we told the crew

that we were not using the Bermuda tracking station at the

present time because of 60 knot winds; Bermuda is having

difficulty pointing their big antennas and locking on to

the spacecraft because of high winds, and Cap Com Roosa

suggested that Apollo 9 was the best weather reconnaissance

vehicle aloft at the present time, and perhaps they could

pick their own landing area. However, we promised not to

plunk them down in the middle of the storm. Sm"**«y.
aao Stu reported to the crew that a commissary man aboard the

Ts Guadalcanal, the recovery carrier, is baking .350 pound cake

to present to the Apollo 9 crewman on recovery This morning

Jim McDIvitt reports that Rusty and Dave haven t Bt
^J

ed

talking about the cake since they heard about it. We advised

the crew on the configuration for the oxygen tanks one was

showing 51 percent in oxygen tank 2 remaining ^47 percent

in oxygen tank 1, and we are going to use two mainly today

to balance the tanks better. And there was considerable

discussion about the upcoming SPS 7 burn. That burn is

scheduled for an elapsed time of 169 hours, 38 minutes, 59

seconds! That's 11:38:59 AM Central Standard Time. Originally

this was about an 8 or 9 second burn; it has been elevaU

to a 25 second burn so that, we may do some trouble shooting

on the pugs, the propellant. utilization gaging system. Dur-

ing one of the earlier SPS burns, the crew experienced a

caution and warning light during that burn; we determined that

the pugs was not performing satisfactorily and we have not

been using that system during subsequent burns. It s not

a required system to burn the SPS engine; it is a 8*8^8
system. So, we shut down the pugs, but now we would ike to

do some trouble shooting on that, and we need at least a 20

second burn In order to properly trouble shoot this sy s tern

.

So SPS 7 will be a 25 second burn, Delta V of 653 feet per

second. We expect the resulting orbit to be 250 by 98 nautical
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sr.: ^•ia-i-i^^Siiars.
^tracking .hip Mercury; we'll at.nd by for .ir to ground

conversation over that ship ^ ^ ^ ugh

the Mercury now, .nd no. »uch «1» you thin, you'll have on

th l. rev for some »!««... ^ , „ JUBt eatlng . we jus t

finished up ..«!., and we'll be powering up the apacecraft her.

in a few minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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„ r - quite a bit. We're just eating, we're

ju st finishing up eating and we will be powering u P the space-

craft here in a minute.

!jf
C0M

SI™'., the update.. Stu. If we get then,

""•cIpCOM
d °n,t

'
'oil',', Tet^u.t «.*. the. In order

then. "« first one ». ««U HI" you to h.,e woul be he

r^;,
Ch
^i•i^:

t
^:i:^»

e"•-» 0
»^ •

,

» k
"• ^^"•

« J .econo inter,.!* and you should be shooting right on the

n.dlr on this one. I think you go right over it.

SC Okay. ,

CAPCOM Then we would like to have you shoot
LAr^un 34+05. Like to have three

Sh*i:::rS :«o£5"nI«i.
b

l\:5 you will be shooting 30 degrees

north^f the nadir. ^ ^ ^ q£ ^ nadlr w&g that?

CAPCOM 30 degrees, it says.

sc Oh, okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Okay, I've got a couple m ° r *'
17

°n ^
one the Mississippi delta, that will be at 35 + 17. we

wouldTike to have three shots, 8 second interval and you

will be shooting 30 degrees south of the nadir. And another

one will be Mobile, Alabama at 35+43. Like you to take

SI.: shots 8 second l. t.ml, shooting 20 ^^/"f^.
AnH i-h* last one I have for you now will be on this rev com

El aero s AfTca, starting at 52 + 00 ,
like to have you use

til 16 mm, 75 mm lens, shoot it a 6 frames • second using

CEX 368. We would just like to have you take a strip all

the way across the continent.^ ^ ^ &^
thC

"aPCoT"' Rog- And one other thing, I would like

to have some 16 mm settings with the 16 mm camera 75 ««

r aae f iim as above, and this is just any daylight pass

where clnlee the sun gleaming off the ocean. If you can

find this, we would like to have about 5 minutes of film on

that at 6 frames a second.

^APCOM And'that will do it for now. We are about

to lose Mercury. We will see you over Redstone about 23.

1° ?his"i 8 Apollo Control at 166 hours 16

«inut« and the Mercury has loss of signal The crew complet-

ing breakfast at this time and we've asked to do some
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photography over the United States during this present 105th

revolution. Areas we asked them to photograph if possible,

Corpus Christi, Texas; Galvestion, Texas; the Mississippi

River delta; Mobile, Alabama; this using the 70 mm Hassel-

blad camera and then we would like some 16 ram movie footage

across the continent of Africa and then on any daylight pass,

we would like some movie footage of the sun glinting off the

ocean, about 5 minutes worth of that. We have 68 seconds

worth of capability left in the service propulsion system.

We plan to use 25 seconds of that for SPS burn number 7.

At the present time, it looks like the deorbit burn, which

will be SPS burn number 8, will be a duration of about 12

seconds, so that still gives us a good margin in the SPS

system, even after taking Into account both of these remain-

ing burns. Hawaii is due to acquire Apollo 9. I beg your

pardon, Apollo 9 misses Hawaii on this rev and the next sta-

tion to acquire will be the tracking ship Redstone at 166

hours 23 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston at 166

hours 18 minutes

.

END OF TAPE
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Thi8 ^%«ir"o^rqrire
1

Ap

t

ol^o^
ho
-

t

d

8 '

23 .inutes. The Reds ton. t

JJ the Camay Island

we will have continuous coverage tnr is

station. . nll . 9 Houston through the Redstone.
CAPCOM /P

Cn,.;
1

the next 30 minutes coming
We should have you for about the next

across .

""'£«« S^-ixii-:- «...— -
-

science fair.
Fanta8 tic. That kid (garbled) big head.

SC
That's two years in a row. understand.

J*
?C0M

lilt's good. Tell her she's a good

girl, for me, Stu.
will.

CAPCOM
?
k
;
y
lnnllo 9 this is Houston. If you

CAPCOM And ApoJ lo 9 ,
th is ^ thg

Have got time as you come a ro.
. «Y^e/recon there.

weather report - how^t^o k s^f
r^ ^ friendly weather man

this morning. . iht We appreciate that.
CAPCOM i

n
alif ; h is is Apollo 9 now. We are

SC HoU8
d"J; ^ at her doesn't look very good

over fn
0,

;his
0

a

C

rea
PUa

it might be better up around Houston

'^"CAPCOM !°rl; c llo
P
9' this is Houston. Those

CAPCOM
h ralve 8 ton 'we would like regardless

orrhr:e
a

a

t

th
C

e

0

r:
PU

Thry
d

a?:
1

ri
8

s

t
o°interested in the weather

in those pictures. ^ We ' 11 hurry ^ g ^
S C °i

ay
if Corpus Christi now. The

We're coming across the vicini or P ^ Texas yhi h

llZVro) our
br
track

n
Lr

P
e*- rig^t along the Culf Coast. It's

p
c:pc

y
oM

clear 00

^-r'-;r:oii.i
o

s ;r».r
the 80Uth>

g

ls there a ^or^dow^there^ovin^ P^ ^
a lot of high clouds.

CAPCOM okav "
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Elin, to whom

Stu Roosa referred a minute ago, a conversation with R«»ty

Schweickart, is Rusty's 7 year old daughter, who has won the

science fair at her school. That's spelled ELIN Me don't

have any details on what her project was- we'll try to find

out and let you know as soon as we can. We also understand

this is the second year in a row that she has been the winner

at the science fair at her school.

SC (garble)

SC Houston?
cc Go ahead Apollo 9, Houston.

sc Roger, we're running across the East

Coast now you can look down at Florida; all of Florida is

almost clear except just the tip end. There's a lot of snow

alonjr the East Coast; they must have had some pretty good

snow storms up there recently; comes way down here to the

South

.

CC Roger; copy.

sc There's a definite break in the clouds

riRhr along the coast; then as you get out into the Atlantic

thlre a lot of clouds, but they don't look to be very fierce.

Just a lot of low to middle clouds it looks like; I don t

see any big thunder storms or anything that looks like a major

weather sticking out.
cc Okay, copy. You know the weather map

of yesterday shows a pretty good front laying right out in

the Atlantic; it's really kicking it up.

cc Also, one way at the North; I don't know

how far up you can see, but there's a disturbance way up to

the North that causing some swells coming down as far south

as Florida there.
sc Okay, well, I can see that. Way up to

the north it looks like there is some pretty significant

weather.
Yeah, that beauty is kicking off swells

and they are affecting all the way down in through, underneath

your track down in there now.
1

sc I'll be darned. Let's see if we can

«ee the white caps on the water down here today.

cc Okay. And Jim, just to elaborate a little

more on that weather briefing that we got on the recovery

this morning - they are going to wait till tomorrow to see

Ket a better hack, you know., at this stage of the game, that

was lust the first prediction on that movement of the front.

sc Okay. Looking down here, I can see white

caps on the ocean.
cc Okay, you can is that affirmative?

sc Affirmative; yes I can see white caps on

the ocean.
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cc Okay, and we'll give you a hack here when

you're over the prime landing spot.
y

sc Yeah, it really looks rough and windy

down there although there arn't too many clouds, it's about

5 or 6 tenths coverage.
sc stu, how about getting those things moved

out, okay?
CC Okay, in work.

sc Thank you. As a matter of fact Houston,

there's really a - when we get out over the Ocean here, you

an see III water pattern more; up to the north of us - must be the

center of a great big thick lull and there's probably a front

hanging down out of it, swirling off to the southwest and then

around to the southeast, and you can see the cloud pattern

follows that cyclonic pattern all the way down here to where

we are; must be, oh, I guess it's a thousand miles across this

thlnR
CC That's really a vivid description Jim;

it lust matches the weather map here perfectly. And Apollo 9,

the' Vanguard is having 18 foot swells, we might have a little

trouble with the comm across there, if so, we'll pick you up

at Canaries; we'll have Canary acqui around 49.

cc Apollo 9, Houston, do you read?

<3C Roger, Houston, go ahead.

cc Roger, you have a GO for 122 dash 1, and

you'll be coming over the Vanguard here, we're talking through

the Vanguard now, and they are having 18 foot swells down

ther6
SC Oh boy, you're making me sea sick way

ud here , Stu. . , ,v
cc Roger. I'm sure glad we advanced where

the Capcomm stays in Houston.
sc Yeah, I'd hate to have you get sick on

us .

CC There you go.

sc They didn't give you the period of those

swells, did they Stu?
cc No, they sure didn't Rusty, I bet we can

find out though.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - and Rusty, Houston here. The period

on the swells is about 12 seconds.

sc Okay, that's lovely. A lot of energy

in those.
CAP COM Rog.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. I've got about

six steps on this PUGS operation for this burn and any time

that you get something to write on and want me to cover them

I'll be glad to.
sc Stand by just a second, Stu.

CAPCOM Rog, no sweat. We've got all kinds of

Cime
'cAPCOM Apollo 9, 30 seconds LOS at Canaries.

See you at Tananarive 08.

sc Okay, Stu, and the weather is real nice

across Africa and we're getting a 16 mm strip.

CAPCOM Oh, real fine, Jim. Thank you.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 166 hours 55

minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range of the Canary Islands

station. Flying over the continent of Africa taking 16 mm

movie footage, clear across the continent on this 106th

revolution. Jim McDivitt reporting the weather there good.

During this long pass, which started at the tracking ship

Redstone, between Hawaii and California, we received from

Jim McDivitt a running weather report across the United States.

He reported seeing a lot of snow along the east coast. Said

he could see the whitecaps down on the storm-tossed Atlantic

Ocean and in the Atlantic Ocean area, Jim gave a description

of the weather pattern which fits perfectly with the weather

map we have just received here, based on Tyros weather satel-

lite photography. Tracking ship Vanguard in the Atlantic

is experiencing 18 foot swells, 30 to 35 knot winds, which

prompted Capcom Stu Roosa to observe that he was very glad

that the Capcom stays in Houston now. Back in the earlier

days of manned space flight, before all of the tracking sta-

tions and ships were configured to remote the signal to

Houston, it was necessary to send a Capcom to each of the

stattions. Apollo 9 has received a GO for 122 revolutions.

And Stu Roosa informed Rusty Schweickart that Rusty's 7 year

old daughter, Elan, has again won the science fair at her

school. Elan's dad said to tell her he was very proud of

her. Tananarive will acquire Apollo 9 at 167 hours 8 minutes.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 this is Apollo Control at 167 hours 8

minutes. Apollo 9 coming up on the Tananarive station

CAPCOM Apollo 9
;
,
Houston, through Tananarive

8tand
CAPC0M* Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive

standing by

.

TAN CAPCOM uplinking properly.

XAN Apollo 9, can you read now?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, how do you read?

sc We're reading you. why don't you go

ahead - over here on this - but why don't you go ahead and

try that procedure on the PUGS?
CAPCOM Okay, Rusty, I'm reading you now. Step

1 SPS gaging to AC 1. Step 2, SPS heater slash gaging

Main A, Main B, closed. PUGS mode, primary; now go test 2

until oxidizer reads 10.8 percent. Record the fuel readings

before ignition. do not switch PUGS mode during the burn.

We would like to emphasize that we do feel you will get at

least one caution and warning, maybe more.

sc Okay, just before I do the test 2 I

missed that step

.

CAPCOM Okay, you test 2 until oxidizer reads

10.8 percent. , .

„

sc I know, just before that you want me in

PUG mode primary?
CAPCOM That's affirmative. The third step is

PUGS mode primary.
Sc Main A, Main B closed.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, if you read. We are not

getting you. I believe you were attempting a readback. We 11

be here for about 2 and a half minutes if you want to try

again in about 30 seconds. If not, we'll see you at Carnarvon

at 25 and confirm it then.
CAPCOM And just to clarify one other point, we

do feel you will get this caution and warning when the PUGS

comes in about 5 seconds after ignition.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, 30 seconds LOS

Tananarive, Carnarvon 25.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Tananarive has

loss of signal. We attempted to pass up the steps to this

propellent utilization systems test that we plan during the

service propulsion system number 7 burn. We'll check over

Carnarvon, see whether the crew received all of this information.

Carnarvon will acquire at 167 hours 24 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 167 hours,

24 minutes and Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, this is Houston through Carnar-

von .

SC Go, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Okay, and situation normal - I couldn't

read you very well over Tananarive. I just wanted to verify

that Rusty got those steps.
SC Okay. You ready to copy, Stu?

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.
SC Okay. Let me read you back what I've got.

That was SPS gaging to ET 1. The main A and D breakers closed

on the gage-in heaters and PUG mode to PRIMARY. POO in number -

test 2 until the oxidizer reads 10.8 and record the fuel

and expect the caution and warning during the burn. And

the fuel after scoring with 15,4, one, five, four and

the oxidizer balance is full scale DECREASE.
CAPCOM Roger. Very good, Rusty. We copy and

would like to make two other notes. Do not switch the MODE

during the burn, go ahead and let it stay in PRIMARY, and

we want to emphasize that we do feel that you will get

caution - at least a caution and warning about 5 seconds

after ignition, when this comes in and you may get more

than one

.

SC Roger. The way It behaved the other day, Stu,

I'm not sure how clear that got across, but the oxidizer unbalanced

during the burn with extremely unstable - it would jump all

over and give repeated caution and warning and unless some-

thing changed I'd expect the same behavior.
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9. Make it clear again -

1 have seen all of that on the data and we do feel we do

know the answers to It. And we do want to do it on this

test to see if what we are going to get - for two things.

One on an ullage start which we have not seen on this

system and the other one is attempt to really nail down

these biases that we are seeing in the oxidizer storage

tanks .

SC Houston, this is Apollo 9. We're all

for the test. We're just commenting on it.

CAPCOM Okay. Real good. And those series that

you got the other day - those seven - everyone has been nailed
down except one, on that caution and warning.

SC Roger. What did you nail them to, Stu?

CAPCOM Well, 5 of them - one of them was a

02 high flow that came in. I don't mean 02. I mean H2

tank pressure. It came in right at that time and 5 of them -

SC Houston, this is Apollo 9 here. We're
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flying over Australia, I guess. And we

can see a number of the cities down there all lighted up.

Which one are we over right now? It's a great big one with

all kinds of lights.
CAPCOM Okay. That should be Purth, Apollo 9.

sc Okay. Hello all you people down there

in Purth. Apollo 9 sends you greetings.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, just got a comment. Rusty asked

about those wirings. What it was we had a small residual

in that oxidizer storage tank and it appeared to be wetting

the capacitant's probe and getting real erratic readings

on it

.

SC Oh. Okay.
CAPCOM That was after it was empty. That was

on your SPS 3 and we think we got at least 5 of the caution

warnings came from that

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And the other problem that we think we

have is the capilliary action of the fuel and that its

given an erroneous reading at the start. That's why we are

interested in getting an ullage start on it. To see if that

will help solve that problem.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9. About 30 seconds LOS

Carnarvon, We'll have Honeysuckle in about a minute and a

half with your S-band volume up, please.

SC Okay .

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Carnarvon does

have Loss of Signal. Honeysuckle will acquire the space-

craft in about a minute. During this pass you heard Stu

Roosa discussing the propellant utilization gaging system

test with the crew and explaining the ground's evaluation

of prior caution and warning systems during SPS burns. Crew

also reported that they could see Australian cities all

lighted up and at the time they passed over Purth, Australia

the city of lights, Astronaut Dave Scott radioed a hello to

Purth and said: Apollo 9 sends greetings to all the people

of Purth. We have acquired at Honeysuckle now. We'll stand

by .,

CAPCOM Good Morning, Apollo 9. Through Honey-

8U<kl
SC Good morning. Who is this speaking to

US
CAPCOM Ron's back on in the daytime. Would you

believe it?
SC No, I don't believe it.
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SC
are you?

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

tricks on me before
It nearly got me.

CAPCOM
SC
SC

one-half hours of

Hello, Ron back on in the daytime, how

Good shape. Good shape.
How was your steak?
Really delicious.
Hey listen, I've had guys play dirty
but nothing like that one last night.

I figured that would really get to you.
It really did.
Jim was so disturbed he only got 8 and

sleep last night.
SC Hey, Ron. We've got some gyro torquing

angles if you didn't get them there on that P52.
CAPCOM Roger. Go.
SC Okay. GET of 167 33 30 minus 01322

plus 01073 minus 00655.

of

CAPCOM

170 - 1704800.
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

Roger, Nine. Houston. We copy.
And that was P52 to a NOMINAL T ALIGN

Roger

.

Hey, Dave. This is Stu again.
Go ahead. Say again, please.
Okay, Apollo 9. Just to comment on this

alignment now - you will be doing this the first of the burn
so we'll want that - another T ALIGN on after the burn before
the 30 65 pass.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll do that. We just wanted
to get the line lined up here so we'd be in plane and all
squared away

.

CAPCOM Okay. I understood that. I just wanted
to make that other note

.

SC That's a good note.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control; Honeysuckle has

lost the signal but we're coming up very shortly on the

Huntsville; we'll continue to stand by.

PA0 Astronaut Don Evans has taken over the

Capcomm duties from Astronaut Stu Roosa. And the dirty trick

that Jim McDivitt referred to on the part of Ron last night

as Ron left shift, he apparently described in detail the

steak he was going to eat. Huntsville has acquired, we 11

8tand
C c

y
" Apollo 9, Houston through Huntsville.

cc Apollo 9, Houston? Apollo 9, Houston

through Huntsville; we have a HF circuit here; you are not

coming back. .

pA0 This is Apollo Control, at 167 hours, 45

minutes. Apollo 9 out of range at the Huntsville. Communi-

cations very poor during this pass over the Huntsville. We re

an hour and 52 minutes away from SPS burn number 7 now.

Hawaii will acquire Apollo 9 at 167 hours, 51 minutes. This

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 167 hours

51 minutes. Apollo 9 is about to tag up at the » a"^ 1

station. We will then have coverage clear across the United

States and out through the Vanguard in the Atlantic. Hawaii

has acquired now, we'll monitor.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Hawaii.

Roger, Houston, Apollo 9, go.

Roger. I have 3 Hasselblad targets ofsc Roger, Houston, Apollo 9, go

CAPCOM Roger. I have 3 Hasselblad ___„--_

opportunity this rev if you think you can get them while you

are getting ready for the burn.

SC Okay, fine.

SC Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, first one, Dallas-Ft .Worth

geography 1680701 3 frames 6 seconds at south 15 degrees.

SC Okay

.

CAPCOM The Intertropical Convergence Zone, the

weather 16825, delay that, 1682841 3 frames 18 seconds at

south 40 degrees.

CAPCOM The Gulf of Guinea, Oceanography, 1683037

5 frames, 60 seconds and it's north 50 degrees. Oyer.

SC Roger, understand, 1680701 Dallas-Ft. Worth,

geography 3 frames 6 second intervals south 15 degrees.

1682841, Intertropical Zone weather 3 frames 18 seconds

south and I believe you said 40 degrees. Is that correct?

CAPCOM Affirmative, south 40 degrees.

Sc Okay, then 1683037 Gulf of Guinea,

Oceanography 5 frames and I didn't get the interval on that.

CAPCOM Roger, 60 second intervals.

sc Roger, 60 seconds, and north and I didn t

get the degrees on that.
CAPCOM North, 50 degrees.

sc Okay, north 50 degrees.

CAPCOM We're about LOS. I'll have your maneuver

pad in about 2 minutes.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

sc Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, we noticed a CTE reset about

15 minutes ago and we wondered if you noticed any other glitches

or anything.
Sc S tand by one

.

sc Houston, there is nothing that we can

think of that we saw abnormal.
CAPCOM Roger, and I have your maneuver pad.

gc Okay, but we've got to get the book.

CAPCOM Roger.
PA0 CTE stands for central timing equipment.

CAPCOM Your purpose SPS 7, 169385930 plus

02270 minus 05900 plus 01650 ^533 06366 0250 26772 minus

090 minus 110 2231830 28400 minus 1510 plus 14563 1137. Over.
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I can give you some
pointing data here to take a look at your prime recovery
area , if you want

.

SC Okay, fine, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, at 168 plus 13 plus 00 with a roll

015, pitch 235, yaw 025, range will be 224 miles, and you'll
be pointing right at your prime recovery area.

SC All righty, thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. You have state vec-

tors both slots and the target load. Computer is yours.
SC Roger, thank you.
CAPCOM And 9, Houston. We're also checked your

vector and it's good.
SC Very good, thank you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. About one minute to

LOS Vanguard; Tananarive at 42.
SC All righty, Houston. Tananarive at 42.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 168 hours, 22

minutes; Vanguard has LOS. During this pass ^""J;^,
united States, we asked the crew to photograph the Dallas/

Ft. Worth area and the intertropical convergence zone.

And we've asked for photography of the Gulf of Guinea, off

the Coast of Africa, which Apollo 9 is now approaching

The ground noted reset of the CTE or Central Timing Equipment

during this pass, that's the onboard timer used to record

the ground elapsed time, or the time of the mission since

liftoff. We noted a 2 second lag in the timer prior to re-

Bet , but this is well within the allowable tolerances of

plus or minus 5 seconds. However, that timer has been reset

o the proper time, now. And we asked for clarification of

a report the Apollo 9 crew had given us yesterday on one of

the cabin fans. They reported that cabin fan number 1 had

heated up and would not run.. In addtion, we gave the crew

information to allow them to take a look at the weather and

the planned primary recovery zone, at a time when they are

closest approach on this revolution which was 224 nautical miles.

We did not get a report from the crew however on what the

weather looked like' there. And we've gotten • little more

Information on the science fair winner. Elin Schweickart

Who is a first grader at the Webster, Texas elementary school.

Her project was a pictorial display dealing with fractions.

And as the first grade winner there, her display will now

go to the Clearlake High School in League City, Texas to be

entered in a more advanced portion of the fair. Tananarive

will acquire Apollo 9 at 168 hours, 41 minutes. This is

Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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lnollo Q Houston standing by, Tananarive.

A~pollo I, Houston standing by. Tananarive.
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 168 hours, 57

minutes. Apollo 9 just about within range at Carnarvon;

we'll stand by.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.

sc Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

cc Roger; in preparation for a possible fuel

cell two, H2 purge, request H2 purge line heater on.

SC Roger; they're on.

CC Roger.
Cc Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead Houston.

cc Roger. Request an H2 purge on fuel cell

2 for 5 minutes, at 169 plus 17 and this to bring the exhaust

temperature down.
sc Roger; fuel cell purge for 5 minutes at

16917
sc Affirmative, and this is so we won't get

a master alarm due to the high exhaust during the burn.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 169 hours, 5

minutes; Carnarvon has LOS. Apollo 9 beyond range of that

station. We miss Honeysuckle on this the 107th revolution

and the next station to acquire will be the trakcing ship

Huntsville, at 169 hours. 12 minutes. We've asked the crew

to perform a fuel cell purge, exhaust temperatures on -

the condenser exhaust temperatures on fuel cell 2 are higher

than normal; it is not a problem, but we don't want the master

caution and warning system on this fuel cell to be activated

during the service propulsion system burn number 7, which

will be performed over the United States during this revolution.

We are about 32 minutes away from that burn, it's scheduled

for an elapsed time of 169 hours, 38 minutes, 59 seconds,

that's 11:38:59 AM Central Standard Time. Originally this

burn of the big service module engine was planned for a

duration of about 8 and a half seconds, and on the order of

220 feet per second. Now it's set for 25 seconds duration,

and 653 feet per second. The crew got several caution and

warning alarms on the propellent utilization gaging system

during SPS burn number 3, although the engine was performing

well, so at that time, the PUGS was disabled and it has not

been used since. Propulsion system experts have been working

on this PUGS problem, and they think they might have the

answers, so they would like to perform a test of the system.

They burn, an SPS burn of at least 20 seconds is required

for this test. SPS number 7 will satisfy the original re-

quirements for that burn of optimizing the reaction control

system deorbit capability to the primary recovery zone on the

revolution after the planned SPS deorbit. As well as satisfy

the pugs PUGS test requirement. We expect an orbit following this

burn of 250 by 98 nautical miles. The reaction control system

deorbit mode is a backup in case the SPS deorbit burn cannot

be performed. We like to stay in the proper posture to use

the insurance burn, as well as staying in good posture for the
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primary deorbit burn. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 169 hours 12

minutes and the Huntsville has acquisition of Apollo 9.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. The crew is

busy with preparation for this SPS number 7 burn. We're

24 minutes away from that burn now. Data from that pass

just completed a few minutes ago at Carnarvon shows Apollo 9'a

cabin pressure 4.9 pounds per square inch, cabin temperature

of 69 degrees F. We'll continue to monitor the Huntsville

P88S
PAO This is Apollo Control at 169 hours 18

minutes. Apollo 9 is beyond Huntsville's range. Next station

to acqurie will be Hawaii at 169 hours 22 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 169 hours,
22 minutes and the first call has just gone up.

SC
CAPCOM
SC
PAO
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

You have
SC

7 .

CAPCOM
PAO

fuel cell number

Roger, Houston. Apollo 9 standing by.
4, 3, 2, 1, sixteen minutes.
Okay. We're right with you.
Ten minutes from SPS number 7.

Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.
Roger. You're looking great down here.

GO for SPS number 7.

Roger. Understand GO for SPS number

Affirmative

.

This is Apollo Control. The purge of
several minutes ago did bring down the

temperatures in the condenser exhaust - as expected.
PAO Five seconds away - five minutes away

from the SPS number 7.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Two minutes.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. You're still look-

ing good; standing by.
SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.
PAO One minute.
PAO Ullage.
PAO Ignition. It looks good.
PAO Engine nice and stable. Rates are low,

the G & C Officer says.
PAO Engine off.
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Have you got the

residuals off the DSKY?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I have the residuals.
SC Rog, we're at the attitude and the EMS

DELTA V counter is minus 17.5.
CAPCOM Minus 17.5.
PAO Initial look shows we're right on as

a result of this burn. Right on what we were looking for.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We have your orbit

253.1 by 97.9.
SC Rog, it's pretty smooth, too.
CAPCOM Good.
SC Like an arrow in the sky.
CAPCOM Beautiful.
SC You know, after all these days up here

in zero g we're not accustomed to these high g's like .8 g's.
CAPCOM (chuckle).
SC Houston, where are we right now?
CAPCOM Roger, you're over Mila now.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Nine, Houston. Everything looks real

good down here. Looks like we will have you for about 8

more minutes.
or Okay. Very good.

pA0 This is Apollo Control. The Flight

Surgeon lost data during that burn, but he has tartrate

readings just prior to and just after the burn. For Jim

McDiv^t, before 92, after 95. For Dave Scott '°
r

'

after ?o! And for Rusty Schweickart, before 58 and after

58
*

PA0 And we've passed up preliminary orbital

numbers to the crew of 253.1 by 97.9 nautical miles Track-

ing! which is continuing through Antigua will further re-

fine these figures.
sc Houston, Apollo 9.

TAPCOM Houston. Go.
cr Listen. I never was able to get the

spacecraft over in the right attitude to look at the weather

Is we went by before. So I'm afraid I can't tell you what

the weather is. Besides which I didn't want to tear up by

mvself for seeing how bad it really was.
y

CAPCOM Roger. That's all right. It's going

to get better anyhow.
SC Okay.

sc now that we have performed our day s

work we are back eating again.

CAPCOM Okay. Good.

CAPCOM Nine. Houston.

SC Go .

CAPCOM Hey, while you are eating your lunch there

I might read to you what the astrologers say about your day.

This is for both Jim and Dave. You mus.t learn to listen

well. Don't get into any disagreements today and group

activity is preferrable tonight.

sc Well, we'll try, Ron.

CAPCOM Okay.
sc Hey, is three considered a group?

CAPCOM Standby. This is Rusty's. Be selective

in choosing your friends. Get any new scheme moving promptly.

SC I got a new scheme moving promptly this

morning

.

CAPCOM
?
k
think he may have a little trouble

choosing his friends for a couple of days.

CAPCOM That's right.

sc Hey, did they have any more good basket-

ball games last night?
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CAPCOM
How

6

far along are they in the playoffs

for the basketball championships?
CAPCOM Roger. Copy. Just a second.

CAPCOM Nine, Houston. Request a readout of

the PUGS gages and the imbalance meter.
tft

lc Okay. The oxidizer is 9.2 and the fuel

is 5.0 and the unbalance is full scale high - that is full

scale on the increase.
CAPCOM Roger. Was the fuel 9.0?

Sc Nine point - that's right- fuel was

5.0, oxidizer 9.2.
CAPCOM Roger. Fuel 5.0.

sc That's affirmative,

Sc Hey, Mr. Evans. I have a little bit

of news for you.

^
PC0M

To
8
you realize that that was the 17th

propulsive maneuver that we have performed on this "ight -

not counting the SIC, the 82. the three S4B's, and the APS

burn to depletion.
CAPCOM That's right, by golly.

SC I« he throwing us a lot of useless data up

here?
CAPCOM (Laughter.)

, ,
f

CAPCOM Antigua at - Ascension at five-eight.

SC Okay

.

pA0 This is Apollo Control at 169 hours,

53 minutes. Antigua has LOS. We got some readings on the

propeilant utilization gaging system for the peopl*
[ '««J»J

that test. We passed up the crew's horoscopes. Jim McDivitt

reported he did not get a chance to take a look at the weather

In t£e recovery area on that last revolution - the one prior

\l III onlthey are in now. Apollo 9 is in the 108th revo-

lution now. The crew performed a very successful SPS -

Service r pulsion System - number 7 burn and after doing

that good job the pilots have started another meal Ascen-

sion will acquire at 169 hours, 58 minutes. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 169 hours,

59 minutes, and Ascension has just acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.

sc Roger, you're five square, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear. That Miami and

Notre Dame game was one of the playoff games. The playoffs

are on now. We'll get some more scores for you when we get

some

.

sc Okay, very good. The USC/UCLA game

wasn't a playoff game, was it?

CAPCOM Negative, that was a conference game.

sc Okay. Did the University of Houston get

into the playoffs?
CAPCOM I'm not sure. San Jacinto State beat

Tyler here in the first game of the Texas playoffs for the

National championship.
SC Oh

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like to verify

the H2 purge line heater is off.

Sc That's verified, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SC Houston, 9.

CAPCOM Houston, go.

sc Oh, roger. What's our inclination fol-

lowing that burn, please?
CAPCOM Roger, stand by one.

CAPCOM 9, Houston, Your inclination is 33.54

degrees

.

sc Okay, understand 33.54. Thank you.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, One minute to LOS.

Tananarive at 15.
SC Roger, Tananarive 15.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 170 hours,

7 minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range at Ascension. Will

acquire Tananarive at 170 hours, 14 minutes - make that

15 minutes - 170 hours, 15 minutes. And the Apollo 9 crew

should be in the process now of unstowing and installing the

battery of four cameras that make up the equipment for the

S065 Multispectral Terrain Photography. Several photographic

runs with that equipment will be made this afternoon. This

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 170 hours

15 minutes and Tananarive has acquisition of Apollo 9.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 170 hours

23 minutes. Apollo 9 is out over the Indian Ocean out of

range of the Tananarive station. Carnarvon will acquire

WO hours 30 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 170 hours, 35

minutes. We have some orbital figures just handed to us by

Dave Reed, the Flight Dynamics Officer, based on tracking

and the orbit is 250 by 98 nautical miles, which is what

we were looking for with this SPS burn number 7. Meantime,

Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9, and Astronaut Ron Evans

has been updating the crew on the SO 65 experiment. Here s

that conversation.
cc Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.

sc Roger, Houston, read you 5 square.

cc Roger; I have an SO 65 update.

sc Okay, go ahead; we're ready to copy.

cc Roger. Inertial angle is 180 00 181 20

all zips, EVT is 171 24 00, your T aline was 170 48 00.

It's orb rate and the rate is .066 degrees per second, your

orb rate fall angles 180 327.5 and 0. The site is the Amazon

River mouth 171 29 26 20 and 03.

g C Okay - what by one there?

cc Roger, I have some more brief data for you.

Just the one on this one here.
sc Okay, go ahead with your orb rate data.

cc Roger. Victor through zero - 00002,

14 175 00000 11 546 54 621. Over.

sc okay - understand. 80 00 181 20 all zips,

171 24800 1704800 orb rate .066 degrees per second. With

angles 180 327.50 Amazon River mouth 171 29 26 20 03 and

Victor through zero - 00002 14175 all zips 11 546 and 54621.

cc Apollo 9, Houston; your readback is

correct, and I've got some sequence camera stuff for you.

SC Okay, stand by one.

SC Go ahead.

cc Okay, it's a high oblique to the north,

sweeping across the United States.

cc Sequence camera 75mm lens, 6 frames per

second, and you'll be using CEX 368 film, you'll start at

GET 171 plus 11 plus 38, 2, 171 plus 19 plus 16. Over.

Sc Roger. High oblique to the north sweep-

ing across the US, sequence camera 75mm lens, 6 frames per

second, CEX 368, beginning 171:11 38, 2, 171 19 16; we may

have a little problem there because to point way out to the

north there we are gonna get a gimbal lock - we'll - if we

point out 45 degrees or so, we'll be able to hack it for

y ° U
*

cc Roger; that'll be mighty fine.

SC Alrighty.
PA0 This is Apollo Control, at 170 hours, 41

minutes. Carnarvon has LOS on Apollo 9. Next station to

acquire will be Guam, at 170 hours, 44 minutes. During this

pass at Carnarvon, we asked for some SO 65 and multrispectral

terrain photography at the mouth of the Amazon River.
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Flight Activities Officer Tom Holloway reports that it is clear
there today, which is a rarity for that area. And we asked
for some sequence camera photography high oblique photographs
over the Continental United States. This is Mission Control,
Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 170 hours 44

minutes and Guam has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.

SC Roger, go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Rog. I have your libration points if

you feel so inclined.
sc Yeah. The ones that I wanted, Ron, by

the way, were the ones for the moon, earth-moon libration

point.
CAPCOM That's affirmative. That's what we gave

you

.

SC Okay, good. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Number 1, and this is all at 172

hours, number 1, right ascension 12 hours 46 minutes, decla-

mation -6 degrees 13 minutes, number 2 is at 20 hours 46

minutes, declamation -22 degrees 15 minutes.

sc Okay, number 1 at 12 hours 46 minutes,

-6 degrees and 13 minutes, number 2, 20 hours 46 minutes,

declamation - 22 degrees and 15 minutes, and those are good

for 172 hours.
CAPCOM Rog. And number 1 turned out to be up

around by Spica, number 2 is down in the Cadillac V.

SC Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM 9, Houston. We will have you at Hawaii

at 58.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM And be advised that you have burned

10,515 feet per second delta V in the LM and CSM.

SC Roger, (garble)

CAPCOM Say again.
SC Do we get a pin for the 10,000 club?

CAPCOM Hey, that's right. How about that?

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 170 hours 52

minutes. Apollo 9 passing on over the Pacific, out of

range at Guam, heading toward Hawaii. Acquisition at Hawaii

at 170 hours 57 minutes. Capcom Ron Evans just informed

the crew that Apollo 9 has expended a total of 10,515 feet

per second in the maneuvers of the combined spacecraft, the

LM and command and service module. Rusty Schweickart '

s

response was that he thinks they should get some kind of a

pin for passing the 10,000 foot per second mark. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Is Apollo Control at 170 hours,
57 minutes and Apollo 9 is within range of the Hawaii sta-
tion.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii and it
looks like we'll have you all the way through Antigua until
about two-eight.

SC My goodness, what a long pass.
SC Roger, Houston. Understand. Hey, we

have got another little thing you can work on - for those
libration points. I wonder if you could give us the one-
half unit vectors for those and we could use them on optics.

CAPCOM Roger. One-half unit vectors. We'll
see if we can't work them out for you.

SC Okay. Thank you.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

about aidway through the Hawaii pass. The libration points
that Rusty Schweickart has inquired about are the points
between the earth and moon at which gravity is essentially
neutral and stabilised as cosmic dust and other particles
become trapped there.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.
SC Roger. We need a little more detail

on this string of 75-millimeter - 16-millimeter movies we
are going to take here. How far out - how far below the
horison do you want the picture taken or how far out from
the track do you want it taken? We need some angle to point
the camera.

CAPCOM Okay. Understsnd.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
PAO This is Apollo Control. That was Jim

McDivltt aaking for additional information on these sequence
camera high oblique photographs that we have asked them to take
over the United States.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Houston, Nine.
CAPCOM Roger. Read you loud and clear, Nine.

On this pointing angle you want about 45 to 60 degrees above
the Nadir.

SC Forty-five to 60 degrees above the Nadir
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay. Thank you.
PAO The Nadir is a straight line running

from the spacecraft to the ground.
SC Houston, this is Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

sr Go, Houston, Apollo 9.

JJpcom Roger, I wonder if you could tell us if

the iSS ?! I- one b!li . and if ball one is in orb rate at

this time. onc half and ball on e is

no t "orb rate; it ' a^tia! And ball two is in orb rate.

CAPCOM Rog«, thank you.

sc Houston, 9.

CAPCOM H.u.ton ,o
u>> <u th

of the ocean back there aways

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SC This is the Apollo 9 travelogue.

CAPCoS ^o
h
lU 9, Houston. I have those half

CAFCOH ' .omebody that can copy then,
unit vector, th.r. If

J™.*™.;. .U taking picture.. Can

y0"
"l?C0M

y
' Sure. We'll etch you at A.c.n.lon.

l
C

tmI"i« Apollo Control at 171 hour..

29 .inut... .< A.cen.lon ha.
J"' I'^i;^".;:';..,

trgr.;hr«r.^««
b
ph"o .p . o« -.--^-ri^or^tt

of that area, since it i
would like to have some

2lt »?ou wouldn't believe how much gear we have in here.

35 "«••! IM» i- C°*"01 *•">"<"'

END OP TAPE
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PAO
minutes

.

station

.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

things?

This is Apollo Control at 171 hours 36

Apollo 9 is within range of the Ascension Island

Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension.
Roger, Houston, go.
Roger. Do you want those unit vector

Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. I sub X over 2 minus .48708,

Y minus .09910, Z minus .05414. That was for the number 1

point. The number 2 point I sub x plus .30664, Y minus
.34659, Z minus .18932. Over.

SC Roger, minus .48708, minus .09910,
minus .05414, plus .30664, minus .34659, minus .18932.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, your readback correct.
SC (garbled) it looked like the Amazon was

cloudy again today, but we took the pictures anyway.
CAPCOM Oh, okay.
SC And it also looked like we were slightly

off the coast and not directly over the Amazon, at the mouth
of the Amazon.

Okay, understand.CAPCOM
wanted it to be

SC
mouth , too .

CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
PAO

the

s really where we

Okay, well, we got some Hasselblad of

Okay, good.
Apollo 9, Houston, Tananarive at 51.
Roger, Tananarive at 51.
This is Apollo Control at 171 hours 43

minutes. Ascension has loss of signal, Tananarive will
acquire Apollo 9 at 171 hours 51 minutes. Dave Scott reporting
on this pass that the photography at the mouth of the Amazon
River was accomplished, although to the crew the Amazon looked
cloudy, rather than clear as it was reported supposedly to

have been. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 171 hours, 51

minutes. And the tracking station at Tananarive is about to

acauire Apollo 9 . _4
CC Apollo 9, Houston; through Tananarive;

do you read well enough for 3 targets of opportunity update?

sc This is Apollo 9; we read you 5 square.

Go ahead with the updates.
cc Roger. Costa Rica active volcano. Geology

weather, 172 plus 57 plus 00 3 frames, 10 seconds apart, on

track. Target: West Coast of Columbia, weather 172 plus

59 plus 40, 10 frames, 10 seconds apart, on track. Target:

Brazil, Reo Madara, geology, weather, 173 plus 03 plus 54,

6 frames, 10 seconds, on track. Over.

gc Okay. How do you read Houston?

CC Not too well.

sc Okay, you want a readback, or you want to

save it?
CC We'll save them.

gc Okay, we'll talk to you next station.

cc Roger; we'll be at Carnarvon at 07.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 172 hours. Tana-

rive has LOS. Capcomm Ron Evans passed up 3 photographic

targets of opportunity. The active volcano in Costa Rica,

weather photography over the West Coast of Columbia, and

Reo Madara in Brazil, both geology and weather photography

there. The Carnarvon station will acquire Apollo 9 at 172

hours, 7 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
SC
SC
CAPCOM

then you can gi

SC
CAPCOM

pA0 This is Apollo Control 172 hours 7 min-

And the Carnarvon station has acquired Apollo 9.

Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.

Rog, Houston, go ahead.

Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

Roger. I have your S065 update, and

the targets of opportunity, if you want.

Roger, ready to copy.
Okay, inertial angles 1800021830, all

zips 17246001721900, it will be orb rate, your orb rate

ball'angles are the same as before, 180, 327 .5 ,
and 0. The

site Toluca, Mexico 17252080804, and that's the only one.

'sc Okay, and are Victor 2 Whiskey, or Vic-

tor 2 Zulu the same as before?
CAPCOM That is affirmative. We are doublecheck-

ing them and all that and will let you know if there's any

diff6
SC

nC
* Okay, then on the readback, 180, 218.30,

all zips, 17246001721900, orb rate, got the local vertical

ball, the target is Mexico 17252080804.

CAPCOM Roger, your readback is correct.

sc Okay and I will give you those other

ones also.
CAPCOM Okay, go.

sc Okay, I didn't get where the first site

was. The time was 1725700, 3 frames, 10 second delta T,

active volcano and weather. And must be somewhere in Mexico

or around there.
.

Affirmative. It's in Costa Rica. And

the lava flow was about 3 miles by a half
CAPCOM

about 5 days ago,
a mile .

SC Okay. See if we can't get that one.

Next one was 1725940, target was the west coast of Columbia,

10 second intervals, 1730354, Brazil, geogoly

6 frames and 10 second delta T. And the last

How about the volcano?
Affirmative, volcano is on track also.

Okay, thank you.
Houston, Apollo 9.

Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

Roger. Since that active volcano is at

our track there, I wonder if the S065 guys would want a

picture of an active in their little cameras?
CAPCOM We're checking on it to see.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 172 hours 15

minutes and the Carnarvon station reports loss of signal.

The next station to acquire will be Guam at 172 hours 19

10 frames at

and weather,
two were on track.

CAPCOM
SC
SC
CAPCOM
SC
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th.t Information up to the crew t
' P" s

stations. This 1. Mission Centre" Huston"
6 SeV"' 1
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 172 hours,
20 minutes and Guam has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Roger. Apollo 9, Houston. It's pretty

well weathered in down there, but we want to see what the
IR film will do on this SO 65, so I have the data for that.

CAPCOM And I'm talking about the volcano.
SC You were cut out on that last one, Ron.

Go ahead now.
CAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Okay. And the volcano - it looks like

it's partially - a pretty well cloud cover, but we'd still
like an SO 65 pass on it. I have that data.

SC Okay. Standby just one.
CAPCOM Wilco.
SC Okay. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. The sight is the volcano at

1725700 10 and 03. Over.
SC Okay, volcano 172 57 00 1003.
CAPCOM Roger. Copy correct.
SC Houston, Nine.
CAPCOM Houston. Go.
SC Roger. If you've got another map up-

date, we'd appreciate that.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM Here we go - rev 109 at 172 17 35 right

Ascension 1545, longitude 123.6 east. Over.
SC Okay. Rev 109 172 17 35, 1545 at Ascen-

sion and 123.6 east.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. That's correct. And I

have some block data we can start reading it up here and
continue it through ARIA.

SC Standby just one.
CAPCOM Will do.
SC Okay. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay. The area 111 4 alpha plus 268

minus 1600 175 29 41 2834 1123 bravo plus 332 plus 1485
176 53 09 3160 113 3 alpha plus 298 plus 1440 178 32 27
3790 114 3 Charlie plus 223 plus 1410 180 0448 2834 115
Charlie charlie minus 268 minus 1610 182 01 49 8196 and
we're just about to have LOS here. We've got a C0MM check
through ARIA. So I'll get it.

SC Roger.
CAPCOM ARIA 2, Houston CAPCOM. Go remote -

VHF up

.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 172 hours,
28 minutes. Apollo 9 beyond Guam's range. We have an
ARIA here though that we are trying to raise.



yery .ell. How «t
4>)

.nd then you do not tr.ns.lt very

but not occa..ion«l. that . And now Apollo 9

CAPCOM 8 ' ARIA 2 REMOTE S-band up.

y
cArC0M"

,,",d
'"'AroUo^, Houston. Ho. do you read

Let6 .it,, rii.*:.:.. x——
blOCkS. Ready tQ c0py

CAP COM *og.r. Area 1
-

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, you're about 4 by 4 with me. Let's

continue with the block data; I have three more blocks,

sr Ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger. Area 116 Alpha Charlie, plus 049

minus 0320 182:21:01 4982. 1172 Charlie, plus 222 minus 0270

183-59-05 3802. 1182 Alpha, plus 298 minus 0300 185:37:27

3239. You're pitch trend: minus .88; yaw: minus 1.41.

°Ver '

sc very good. Are you ready for the read-

baCk?
CAPC0M Affirmative. We have 3 - about 3 minutes

for readback. , ^ 111/
sc Okay, here it comes pretty fast. 1114

Alpha, plus 268 minus 1600 175:29:41 2884. 1123 Bravo

minus 3? 2 plus 1485 176:53:09 3160. 1133 Alpha plus 298

plus 1440 178:32:27 3790. 1143 Charlie, plus 223 plus 1410

180-04-08 2834. 115 Charlie Charlie, minus 268 minus 1610

182*01:49 8196. 116 Alpha Charlie, plus 049 minus 0320

182'-21-01 4982. 1172 Cnarlie, plus 222 minus 0270 183:59:05

3802 1182 Alpha, plus 298 minus 0300 185:37:27 3239. Pitch:

minus .88; yaw: minus 1.41, over.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Beautiful job, and

what kind of a noise do you hear when I'm not transmitting

nOW?
None at all, just clean as a whistle.

CAPCOM Okay, real good. We're getting a^littleSC

bit of noise down here, but not bad at all. We should hand

over right through Hawaii and then we'll pick you up on into

Hawaii

.

SC Roger.
PA0 The block data just passed up gives the

Apollo 9 crew reentry information for each of the revolutions

111 through 118, in case of contingency reentry.

pA0 Apollo 9 is in the 109th revolution at

the present time,
PA0 And Hawaii has acquired Apollo 9.

pA0 This is Apollo Control. Hawaii has had

loss of signal; however, the Redstone will acquire Apollo 9

momentarily and we'll continue to stand by.

PA0 And the Redstone has acquired.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 172 hours 46

minutes Very little conversation with the crew as the Apollo

J
1

"is busy getting ready for the series of SO 65 experi-

ment photograph? plus the targets of opportunity photography

tilt was revested. The SO 65 photography in Mexico should

Jave Seen completed by now. And very short ly the A*.ol

crew will be photographing the active volcano in Costa Rica,

wealher photography off the West Coast of Columbia, and Rio

Madara in Brafil We are in acquisition through the Guaymas

station now; we'll continue to stand by.

sc Hey, Houston?
rr This is Houston; go.

\ c Roger. That first site over Mexico was

terrific; big volcano down there - and it was in the only

clear area in the whole thing there.

CC Sfly» real beautiful.

sc we even took one extra; after the 55,

in fact, two extra, you might want to log that.

rc Okay , we have that

.

g£ And we got some Hasselblads of it too.

CC Roger; real good.

q£ Apollo 9, Houston; in about 30 seconds,

we'll pick you up at Tananarive at 28.

l°A0 Jhis'is Apollo Control at 172 hours, 55

, . t-hP Cornus Christi, Texas station has LOS. Rusty

ScSweickarJ o '"a? the area in Mexico, the SO 65 photo-

graphic experiment area, a volcano was in the clear and they

SelLve they got some very good photographs They 11 be

aoina down there now, getting the active volcano in Costa

llcl\nd the other photography in South America. The gold

team is in the process of relieving the white team ere

tne mission control room. The next station to acquire will

e Tananarive as Apollo 9 is in that part of the day where

the orbits go down over South America, out of range at

ih! Atlantic tracking stations. Tananarive willl acquire at

173 iolrs, 28 lutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 173 hours 8

minutes ground elapsed time. Good afternoon from the Gold

Team under Jerry Griffin, the Flight Director. Spacecraft

at the present time is over South America and will be

acquired by the tracking station at Tananarive at 27 after

the hour. An administrative announcement follows. That is

we estimate the change of shift press conference to start

in Houston at 3:30, that's 3:30 central standard time.

At 173 hours 9 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
CAPCOM
TAN

anarive

.

CAPCOM
target

Do you read

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 174 hours,

12 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9. During the press

conference we recorded some air-to-ground transmission over

the station at Tananarive and likewise over the tracking

station at Guam, and then also a small bit of recorded in-

formation from an ARIA aircraft that was flying out in an

area out west of Hawaii. We're prepared to play that tape

with you now so let's roll the tape.
Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.
Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.
CAPCOM, uplink is properly through Tan-

Roger. And 9, I've got some four more

pdates here but I can't hear you at all yet.

We're reading you reasonably well; how

are you reading ourselves?
CAPCOM Rog, I can't make it out.

me good enough to read up the updates?

SC We hear you (garbled) up the updates.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, Houston. Here we go.

Bonin Islands, weather, 174 plus 01 plus 14, 4 frames, 10

seconds, on track. Galapagos Islands, weather, 174 plus 32

plus 38, 4 frames, 8 seconds, on track. Lima, Peru, weather,

oceanography, 174:37:03, 18 frames, 12-second interval, on

track. The next one is in your rest period and not required

unless you can get it. Japan volcanoes, geology, meteorology,

175:36:07, 7 frames, 30-second interval, at north 32 degrees.

Over .

How do you read?
Roger, got you now.
Okay, 174:01:14, weather, 4 frames, 10

174:32:38, Galapagos, weather, 4 frames,
174:37:03, Lima, weather and ocean-

12 seconds, on track. 175:36:07, Japan,

7 frames, 30 seconds, north 32 degrees.
Apollo 9, Houston. Readback correct.
The (garbled) on the (garbled) Hasselblad
50 frames of film on that pack.

CAPCOM Roger, one pack is jammed; 50 frames are

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.

SC Hello, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Rog, we have the state vector to shoot

SC
CAPCOM
SC

seconds, on track.
8 seconds, on track
ography, 18 frames,
volcanoes, weather,

CAPCOM
SC

and we've lost about

lost

.
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up to you.
SC

If you have go to ACCEPT.
Okay, stand by one. Finally got the

old sun filter on and it works pretty good. I can count
about 15 sun spots.

CAPCOM Oh, okay. We can get this state vector
over Hawaii if you're using it. No problem.

SC Okay, why don't we do that.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC Running about the sun.
CAPCOM 9, Houston. I've got some more things

I'd like to discuss with you as usual. And we're requesting
both 02 cryo heaters to AUTO, that's oxygen cryo heaters to
AUTO.

Okay, do you want that done right now?
Some t ime

,
y es

.

Okay, both 02 cryo heaters to AUTO at
this

SC
CAPCOM
SC
time .

CAPCOM Roger, and cryo plan is essentially the
same as the last two nights, except that we'll have H2 tank 2
fan on.

SC Okay, you're going to let the oxygen and
the hydrogen pressure dribble down to between 190 and 200,
and when we go to bed we want H2 tank 2 fan on.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, and the same type of
power down. IMU standby, SCS electronics power off, auto
RCS off, remote control power off, trans control power off,
everything else powered up.

SC Okay, very good. And let's see, what
our heaters - you want inverter 3 on main A also?

CAPCOM Affirmative, just before you go to - hit
the rack.

SC
CAPCOM

Okay, fine.
And, if you have to purge fuel - purge

to get the H2 down, it may take a long time to get it down
just through fuel cell 2, so you can use your discretion and
purge all three if you want to.

SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, we would like a readout of your

4 Alpha and have youbattery manifold pressure systems test
been venting it periodically or not?

SC No, we haven't been venting it periodic
ally .

CAPCOM Oh, roger. Don't vent it; just give us
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a readout then.
SC Okay, 1.2 volts.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. When I called you

about the FDAI select and orb rate, was the attitude sep

switch in GDC or IMU?
SC Oh, I'm not sure. We've reconfigured a

few times. Right now the attitude sep switch is in IMU.

CAPCOM Okay, understand it's in IMU now and

it more than likely was at that time.

SC Yes, that's probably right, yes.
CAPCOM And 9, Houston. We'll have another

ARIA check at 06

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM ARIA 2, Houston CAPCOM. Remote VHP up.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through ARIA 2 VHF.

SC Houston, Apollo 9. How do you read?
CAPCOM Hey, that's beautiful this time. How

me?
SC You're about the same. It sounds like

a little bit of ... a little dirty but you're clear though.
CAPCOM Okay, very good. While we have you here,

I have a consumables update If you'd like to copy that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM A consumable update If you'd like to
copy that.

SC Okay, stand by one.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, at 173:43:10 43124 7134413305 2232

2839. And I've got some notes for you here,
SC Okay, you're evidently cutting in and

out because T ended up with (garbled).
CAPCOM Okay, we're just about ready to switch

to S-band. We'll try S-band now, so S-band volume up.
S-band volume up and ARIA 2 remote S-band. Apollo 9, Houston.
How do you read S-band?

SC I read you clearer on S-band. How do
you read us?

CAPCOM Roger, about the same. A little weaker
on S-band.

SC Okay, try it - we just - we're back into
the noise depletion.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, I think it's a function
of how the stuff gets from us to you and not from ARIA to
you

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. How do you read now?
SC That's a little better, Houston.
CAPCOM Okay, that's a lot better. What didn't

you get on the consumables there?
SC You're breaking up pretty bad here.
CAPCOM Okay, understand I'm breaking up pretty

bad. We'll pick you up Hawaii about 12, in two minutes.
SC Houston, if you read us you're coming

through very, very garbled. We're unable to read you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, understand I am

garbled

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.
SC Roger, Houston. We're reading you five

square now. That last check wasn't too good on the S-band.
CAPCOM Roger, we concur on that also. I was

reading you most of the time but it was way down in the mud.
SC Yes, we could tell you were talking but

we were unable to read anything on the S-band that time. I
think I read a couple of words one time and then it degraded
again

.

CAPCOM Okay, and request PU in accept. If you
haven't done It, we don't quite have the data yet.

SC Okay, we have PU in accept.
CAPCOM Roger.
sc And I guess you read that I ran out of -
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actually, I had a couple of slots left over when we finished

that consumables update.
CAPCOM Okay, before I start It again, as soon

as we get a good data lock on here, I'd like to have you

take the attitude sep switch to GDC to standby.
SC What are you asking us to do?

CAPCOM Standby for attitude sep switch to GDC.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, we've got a keyhole there so I'll

go ahead and read up the consumables plan again. At the

173 hours 4 3104 31247134413305223 2 2 839.
SC Roger, 173, 4 3104 3124 713441330522 322839.
CAPCOM Roger, that's correct and I've got some

notes here.
SC Okay, ready.
CAPCOM Okay, tomorrow we will use quad Bravo

and Charlie; Alpha and Delta will be off just as today. SPS

DELTA V capability 1143 feet per second. SPS burn time 40

seconds. Service module DAP red lines 25313434. Over.
SC Okay, tomorrow you want us to use B and

C; Alpha and Delta off as today. SPS DELTA V capability
1143 feet per second. SPS burn time 40 seconds. Service
module DAP red lines 25313434.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct.
CAPCOM We're about LOS there. Redstone at 17.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Redstone,
SC Roger, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, we could clean up a few items

around here. I guess you still owe us the waste water dump,
and you know there's no battery charge tonight. And you still
owe us the standard ... readout, power down readout. And
dosimeter reading.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. I guess that
canister change. Just a reminder there.

SC Houston?
CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Roger, the CDR has a dosimeter reading

of 3115.
CAPCOM Roger, copy.
SC LMP is 8016.
CAPCOM Roger, copy 8016.
SC And 6116. Hey, did you get the pad 6116?
CAPCOM 9, Houston. Say again.
SC Rog, the CMP is 6116.
CAPCOM Roger, 6116.
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, request adatlves sep
switch to GDC and give us a mark.

SC Roger, have sep switch going to GDC on
my mark. 3-2-1 mark.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.
SC What are you guys doing with Ap switch?
CAPCOM Okay, we've got our TM readout on an

IMU pitch resolver and it showed a little bit of change
and it's strickly a TM thing that goes into our computer
here and its a functional whether your switches are.

SC Oh, okay.
CAPCOM Nothing in the spacecraft at all.
SC Alrlghty, thank you.
CAPCOM And clarance is in the back and she says

on the basis of your rendition of Happy Birthday, the bay
area, the bay area chorus would like to extend an invitation
to the crew to audition for a trio at a spring concert.

SC Oh boy.
CAPCOM That's what I said too.
SC Wonder what kind of food they serve.
SC Hey Houston, are you through with the

computer?
CAPCOM Affirmative, computer is yours.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And just to verify that you got the

word, no battery charging tonight.
SC Real fine. No battery charging tonight.
CAPCOM Roger, thank you.
CAPCOM Houston, we know that you had a couple of

master alarms last night during your waste water dump and
we're trying to confirm that these were due to a high
02 flow. Can you confirm that?

SC Roger, that's correct.
CAPCOM Roge, thank you.
SC We've got so many master alarms in here

it looks like the simulator.
CAPCOM Oh good.
SC Houston, you still with us.
CAPCOM Houston, roge, go.
SC Okay, thermas module A B C D. S3 55 49

53 VAT C and PIRO AB 369 371 371.
CAPCOM Roger copy thank you. Roger Just

about all that. Have a good night.
SC Okay. We can give you some more stuff

here

.

CAPCOM Go

.

SC Okay, 6 Charley is 5.0. All the rest are
all scale high on the injector tests.
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CAPCOM Roger and confirm on the Bravo if possible.

SC Amnio Bravo.
SC Houston this is Apollo 9 we're going for

a while so if you want to give us a call.

CAPCOM Okay, will do, thank you very much.

PAO At 174 hours, 34 minutes ground elapse

time we've evidentally run through all the tape that we picked

up while the press conference was underway. And the Clair

that was referred to during the recent conversation between

the ground and the crew was Mrs. Schweickart who was here

a little while ago with her children observing the flight

from the viewing room. The spacecraft presently is approaching
the West Coast of South America. On this the, near the end of

the 110th rev at 174 hours 35 minutes this is Mission Control

Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 175 hours

j 1 Hmo We have had acquisition

^^rra;^ .is;:. «r;..u .t«. by to .o.i„,

pin That was the voice of Al Worden who is

the new CAPCOM that has relieved «»on.«t Ron Evan8 '

Al will be talking to the crew again shortly.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

COMTECH Capcom uplinking properly through

Tananarive.
Houston , Apo llo 9.

CAPCOM Hey, there, Apollo 9, Houston is

"^CAPCOM^
16

' Noticed when we went out of range

that your GSE probably wasn't running, so we ' d like f or

you to switch the uplink telemetry command switch to

re8 et and then back to normal.^ ^ ^ ^ want

the up telemetry command set to reset and then back to

^CAPCOr
d ° y °U

Rr8rr.
th
Rpollo 9. That's affirmative,

and you can do that now.^ ^ and back

to normal.
CAPCOM Roger ^
CAPC0M Hello, Mr. (McGillicuddy 7

)

cp How are you?

CAPCOM I'- ^ne. «°w are *° U?

sc I'm fine, too.

CAPCOM (Garble)

SC Negative.

II We've got about 5 more minutes re-

m*inin* in this pass over Tananarive, will continue to

stand by anS monitor until the spacecraft moves out of

range of the trackings tat ion .

^ ^ ^
.i.«t«°into their rest cycle and we

;

wou e^ct^hat^^

that we will be coming up on .. for hourly

END OF TAPE
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P A0 This is Apollo Control at 175 hours,

53 minutes into the flight. At th* present time we have

the spacecraft acqui *

i

t i one.d at the Hawaii tracking sire

and the Flight Surgeon, Dr. John Zieglavhnid reported that

he had received some biomedical information from the Commander

and the Lunar Module Pilot. And the data that was transmitted

down indicates, according to the surgeon, that those two

astronauts are resting, but not sleeping at the present time.

After SPS burn number 7, the spacecraft apogee was changed

to 250 nautical miles, and its perigee or low toint was - is

97 7 nautical miles. It takes about 90 minutes to make

one rev around earth. And at the present time the space-

craft weight is 25,078. We have a little conversation about

to transpire between the twc , and let's monitor.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, GO.

sc Hello Houston, Apollo 9 here. I just

wanted to call you and tell you we had a very nice view of

Hawaii as we flew across it.

CAPCOM Very good. Why don't you go ahead and

remind him to -
,

sc We tried to take h few pictures for the

folks down on the ground.
CAPCOM Roger. Hey, did you guys put inverter J

on main A as you. applied the power down?

Sc No, we haven't done that yet.

CAP COM Okay, we just wanted to remind you of it.

sc Okay, we are going to do it now, so we

won't forget it.
CAPCOM Okay Rusty,
sc And, we were just talking about, we have

to turn tank 2 (garble) and turn that inverter on yet.

CAPCOM Alright.
sc (garble) what the hydrogen looks like.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. Guess you will purge

a little more to? _

sc Yes, the pressure is way up today. It

still reads about 2 12 s 2 2 4 , or 224,

CAP COM Understand that is because we were real

good to you and let you sleep an extra 3 hours this morning.
6

sc Yes, you guys are so good, I can't believe

it .

CAPCOM Wei:, we are thinking only of you.

sc Yes, and we are thinking only of you.

CAPCOM I'm going to start calling you sweet lips.

SC No thanks

.

sc You wouldn't call him sweet lips If you

could see him. Hey Al , would you do me a favor?

CAPCOM Sure,
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sc Call my kids and tell them that I'm

really growing a fancy beard for them.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll do that.

sc Tell them I still can't bring it home

for them, because I have to shave it off when we get onboard

the ship; but tell them I'm going to have some pictures of

it for them.
CAPCOM Okay, I understand. I understand that

shaving it off to. You're a real full born Colonel up there.

Got to shave that beard off before you get onboard, huh.

SC No, not before I get onboard, after

I get onboard. I have enough beard to be proud of, I don't

have to shave mine off ahead of time, but it is anything

but fancy.
CAPCOM Don't want to mention any names, do you.

SC Yes.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, guess you are going

over the hill, see you guys in the morning.

SC Okedokey, night-night.
CAPCOM Night-night.
SC What time in the morning?
CAPCOM Just a second, let me check. It's getting

a little confused. It looks like it will be 184 plus 20.

SC Okay, thank you.

PAO At 176 hours ground elapsed time, the

spacecraft has moved out of the range of the tracking

ship Redstone. This is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Apollo C-ntrol at '76 hi urs,
f AU x..^- - r

59 minutes. During the pass over Tanananve, while we

did not have any air-to-ground with the Apollo •» crew

systems engineer is down here monitoring the spacecraft.

All systems were functioning normally. Spacecraft at

the present time is in the 112th revolution and it is

heading over India. So, at 176 hours, 59 minutes, this

is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 177 hours, 50

minutes ground elapsed time. About 25 minutes ago the Apollo

9 spacecraft was over the Hawaii tracking sight and at that

time the flight surgeon received some biomedical information

down from the spacecraft. He got biomedical parameters on

the Lunar Module Pilot which of course is Rusty Schweickhart

,

and the down link data indicated that Rusty was in the sleep

couch but not yet asleep. His mean heartrate was running

around, averaging around 60. The data that was transmitted

down OA the spacecraft indicated that everything was functioning

normally. The temperature in the cabin was 69 degrees farinheit

and the cabin pressure was holding steady at 4.9 pounds per

square inch. At the present time the spacecraft is approaching

the west coast of South America. More specifically coming

up over Santiago, Argentina. Next station to acquire will

be the Ascention tracking station at 178 hours, 5 minutes.

About 13, 14 minutes from now. At 177 hours, 52 minutes

this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 178 hours,
50 minutes. The Apollo 9 spacecraft is in the West Pacific
off Japan at the present time. About 40 minutes ago, while
over the Ascension tracking site, there was some biomedical
information transmitted down and the surgeon reported that
it was on the Commander, that is Astronaut Jim McDivitt.
The information indicated that McDivitt was resting on the
couch, but not asleep. His mean heart rate was in the

mid 60's. Also at that same pass, there was an indication
that all of the spacecraft systems are functioning, even
though the spacecraft is powered down. Everything seems
to be normal. At 178 hours, 51 minutes, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 179 hours,
51 minutes ground elapsed time. The spacecraft has just
moved out of range of the Ascension tracking station. While
it was acquired at Ascension, the surgeon reported that he
received biomedical data on the Commander who he identified
as occupying the left seat and the Command Module Pilot who
was in the right seat. According to the biomedical inf rotation,
that was transmitted back down to Mission Control hnre, the
Commander was evidently in a pretty sound sleep at the present
time, as is the Command Module Pilot. Astronaut McDlvitt's
mean heart rate is in the low 60's while Astronaut Scott's
heart was in the low 40's. Meanwhile the Flight Director
asked or polled the electrical environmental communications
engineer on how does it look. EECOM reported back that all
systems were looking good. As did the Guidance and Navigation
Control Engineer, who said everything was okay. The space-
craft at the present time is heading across Africa, on this
the 114 revolution. At 179 hours, 53 minutes, this is
Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 180 hours,
47 minutes ground elapsed time. Spacecraft at the
present time has been acquired by the tracking ship
Mercury, on this 114th revolution and according to the
information that was downlinked, all systems are still
performing well. There was some bio-medical information
on the Commander and the Command Module Pilot and the
indications are that both are sleeping. We're in the
process of shift change here, with the Orange Team headed
by Pete Frank as the Flight Director replacing the Gold
Team at 180 hours, 48 minutes, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 181 hours 55

minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is just crossing the

coast of China directly over Hong Kong. Midway through

the 115th revolution. The tracking station at Guam will

acquire the spacecraft in approximately 4 minutes. The crew

and spacecraft are powered down for the rest cycle. They

have another 4 hours remaining in their rest period but it

will likely run longer than that if yesterday's flight plan

was any indication. The count down clock now shows 56 hours,

55 minutes remaining until retrofire or deorbit burn. At

181 hours, 56 -minutes ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control, 182 hours, 50 minutes

™ t«„n„ Q haa iust beaun it's 116th revolution, and is just

minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. 183 hours 50

minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently is north of

the north island of New Zealand midway through the 116th

revolution coming up on tracking ship Mercury. In about

2 minutes some current numbers of the Apollo 9 spacecraft s

orbit and gross weight 98 nautical mile perigee 249.2 nautical

mile apogee total weight 25 thousand and 78 pounds. The

retrofire people are generating numbers for the Thursday morn-

ing nominal splash down in landing area 151-1, which shows

a retrofire or deorbit burn time of 238 hours 51 minutes

57 seconds. The sequence of events following retrofire and

in given in expressed in times after retrofire, 4 hundred

thousand feet altitude or sinceable atmosphere at 17 minutes

5 seconds after retrofire. Begin blackout 19 minutes 46

seconds. End blackout 22 hours 56 minutes, 22 minutes

56 seconds. Drogue deploy 27 minutes 13 seconds. Main

parachutes deploy 28 minutes even. Splash down 32 minutes

55 seconds. This computes out in ground elapsed time to

239 hours 24 minutes 52 seconds or in central standard time

9:24 am. The targeting point for this entry 151-1 is 67 degrees

west longitude 30 degrees, 39 minutes north latitude. The

retrofire burn will occur at an altitude of 212 nautical miles

which is down hill from apogee. Apollo 9 crew are still asleep

at this time with a little over 2 hours remaining in their

sleep period. at 183 hours 52 minutes ground elapse time

this is Apollo Control.
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pA0 Thl. 18 Apollo Control, 184 hours 50 .ln-

ute. GET. Apollo 9 .bout one-fourth of the w.y through th.

117th revolution Is now over the northern portion of the

tr.cklng station at 11 ulnutes pest the hour. Earlier In "is

revolution, during the crossing of the Antigua track »« »<"> •

i^re:r„rth.t
l
;soUr

^
sr„okr^lw"n.

c-r^^^n^
h

T
^^

atthe time - or individual crewmen are dreaming at the time

.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control, 185 hours 12 min-

utes ground elapsed time. The alarm clock is about to ring

for the crew of Apollo 9, we're coming over Carnarvon, Austra-

lia for a brief pass of about 3 minutes. It is anticipated

that spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa will call the crew

at this time and continue the conversation over Honeysuckle

and later over Mercury. We're standing by now for the initial

call. Apparently Roosa is conferring with the flight surgeon

to see whether the biomedical telemetry indicates whether

they're really awake at this time. Apparently the wake up

call is being delayed for a few moments. We have lost acqui-

sition at Carnarvon, however, Honeysuckle is coming up in a

little less than two minutes. This is the first Carnarvon

contact. Among the notations to be passed up to the crew in

the initial pass of the morning will be the RCS quads to be

used for maneuvering today. Spacecraft communicator Roosa

is getting from flight director Pete Frank this last bit of

information jotted down so that he can pass it up to the crew.

Their routine flight plan update, consumables update, block

data for contingency landing areas; all of the routine house-

keeping type chores will be taken care of first. The space-

craft will be powered up for the day's activities, the crew

will immediately begin digging out their breakfast meals

before moving into the days activities of the S065 multi-

spectral photography experiment and whatever else is generated

here in Mission Control in the way of tasks for the day.

Still a few seconds out of Honeysuckle. We've had acquisition,

we'll stand by for Roosa's call. Minor huddle going on down

around the environmental electrical and communications engin-

eers console as they discuss the spacecraft's systems config-

uration for the day. Roosa has activated his air-ground

transmit button, we're anticipating a call momentarily pro-

vided, of course, the crew -- there he goes.

CAP COM Houston, anybody up there got their

S-band up? Apollo 9, this is Houston. How do you read?

pA0 No response from Apollo 9 over Honeysuckle.

Apparently they do not have their S-band receiver volume turned

up where they could hear a call. Another attempt will be made

over Mercury in about 7 minutes using VHF. At 185 hours

21 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 185 hours 28 min-

utes GET. We're standing by now for a second attempt to talk

to the crew by spacecraft communicator, Stu Roosa. He has

actuated his transmitter key. We're in acquisition at tracking

ship, Mercury. About a 10-minute pass. The crew apparently

did not have their S-band receiver volume turned up during the

Honeysuckle pass

.

CAPCOM . • . Apollo 9

.

CAPCOM Good morning. How are you this bright

sunshiny morning?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Oh*s Good morning. Even though it is

dark outside, it must be time to get up.

Sc Oh, I guess it must. You're calling.

CAPCOM Oh yes.
SC How do you read me?

CAPCOM I read you loud and clear.

SC Okay

.

Now, we let you grab one extra hour, but
sleep too long here, you would over-

CAPCOM
we figured if we let you
sleep on retro morning.

SC Oh, we'll try not to do that.

CAPCOM Okay. I didn't figure you would.

CAPCOM We've got you zigging across Mercury,

here. I'll have you for about the next 7 minutes.
SC Alrightey. What would you like to start

on?
CAPCOM Well, I have block data or the consumables

update. Which is the easiest?
SC Well, let me find the book and find out.

SC Houston, Apollo 9. Why don't we start

with the consumables? Those are the only (garble)

CAPCOM
weak, there

CAPCOM
ables first.

Okay. You're coming through a little
Dave. How are you reading me?

Oh your part's clear. How me now?
Oh, you're real good. Okay, the consum-

185 hours 43 10 42 12 44 13 43 13 285 20 32

27 39 and your dap redlines service module, 25 31 34 34 and

the consumables.
SC Roger. 185 43 10 42 12 44 13 43 13 35

20 32 27 39 25 31 34 34.

CAPCOM Rog. Houston confirms the updates and

would you like to take some block data?
SC Well I reckon. Stand by one,

CAPCOM Okay.
SC Okay, Stu, I've got the appropriate

squares. Go ahead and fill them.
CAPCOM Okay, reading block data number 19.
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CAPCOM 119 1 Bravo plus 262 minus 0640 187 03

40 3515 120 1 Bravo plus 318 minus 06 80 188 42 36 31 06

121 I Bravo plus 336 minus 0663 190 25 20 3005 122 1 Alpha

plus 303 minus 0660 19207023445 123 4 Alpha plus 312 minus

1632 194 43 50 3198 124 4 Bravo plus 336 minus 1630 196

2535 2993 125 4 Alpha plus 312 minus 1632 1980 706 3221

126 3 Bravo plus 337 plus 1490 1992 549 2998 pitch and yaw

trim minus .64 minus .94. We've got about 60 seconds. Read

them back as fast as you can.
Sc Roger. I missed the second batch. You

broke up.
CAPCOM The second block, you say?

SC That right.
CAPCOM Okay, reading second block. 120 1 Bravo

plus 318 minus 0680 188 42 36 3106 and we'd better take your

readback over Antigua at 57 and we'd like to turn off the

fan and H2 tank 2, and turn off inverter 3.

sc Okay, we'll clean up to suit you. What

was the longitude on the first area?

CAPCOM Okay, longitude is minus 0640.

SC Okay, see you at 57.

CAPCOM Rog.
PAO And this is Apollo Control. We've had,

or momentarily will have, loss of signal at the tracking ship

Mercury. The conversation and flight plan updates and all

the preliminary exchange of information for the day's acti-

vities will pick up again at Antigua at 56 minutes 48 seconds

past the hour when Apollo 9 is acquired by the Antigua track-

ing station in the Eastern Test Range. People in Miami may

have an opportunity, this morning, to see the spacecraft at

6:30 am Eastern Standard Time. The spacecraft will rise from

the southeast, will have a maximum elevation angle of 19 degre

and will be at that maximum height at 6:35 eastern standard

time. The spacecraft will set in the east at 6:38 eastern

standard time. The Blant range at maximum elevation will be

372.7 nautical miles. This will be during the, or actually,

at the beginning of the 119th revolution. At 185 hours

40 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, 185 hours, 56 minutes
GET. Apollo 9 is just south of the ismuth of Panama, at the

start of the 118th revolution. We're anticipating continuation
of the wake up conversation that was begun over tracking ship

Mercury toward the end of last revolution. Should have acquisi-

tion of the eastern test range tracking station at Antigua with-in

about 6 seconds. Stu Roosa has activated his transmitter but-

ton. We'll listen for that first beep.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, how do you read?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, how do you read?
SC Roger, mighty fine.
CAPCOM I'm reading you real fine. Apollo 9, we'd

like to start a charge on battery Baker.
SC Okay, battery Baker percharge.
CAPCOM Okay, and our RCS configuration today we're

recommending using quad's Charlie and Delta, and A C row.

SC Roger, use Charlie, Delta, and A C row.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Apollo 9, if you wish,

you could - I'm ready for a read back from the block data.

SC Okay. Stand by one.
SC Okay, block data. Are you ready?
CAPCOM I'm ready, let her rip.
SC Okay, the first couple here, there were some

break ups even though I got some extra, so you might them.

1191 Bravo plus 262 minus 0640 1870340 3525 1201 Bravo plus

318 minus 0680 1834236 3106, turn the page, 121 Bravo plus

336 minus 0663 1902520 3005 1221 Alpha plus 303 minus 0660

1920702 3445 1234 Alpha plus 312 minus 1632 1944350 3198

1244 Bravo plus 336 minus 1630 1962535 2993 1254 Alpha plus

312 minus 1632 1980706 3221 1263 Bravo plus 337 plus 1490

1992549 2998 with a pitch trend of minus .64 and the yaw trend

of minus . 94

.

CAPCOM Okay, Dave. Two corrections under Delta VC

in the first block. It's 3515.
SC Okay, 3515 for 1191 Bravo.
CAPCOM Okay, under the second block 1201 Bravo,

the time of ignition is 1884236.
SC Okay 1884236.
CAPCOM Roger, and that's the block data confirmed.

SC Alrighty, thank you. We're charging the

B and we have inverter 3 off and the H2 band is off,

CAPCOM Okay, very good, and I've got a string of

flight plan update here for you at your convienence .

SC Okay, stand by again.
SC Okay, go ahead with the flight plan update.

CAPCOM Okay, let's start at 18610 and delete the

H2 perfeedered on, and go along with that at 18630 delete the
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CAPCOM - H2 perch.
SC Okay, 18610 and say again the other time.
CAPCOM Okay, 18630 delete H2 perch.
SC Okay, 18630.
CAP COM Okay, now these are all additions. At

18650, we'd like to do a P51 using the CO as option and then
a P52 to REESMMAT.

SC Hey, would you believe that we were all
set to do that? How about that, you were thinking right with
us Stu.

CAPCOM Well, you know I would like to take credit
for that, but I've got to admit we picked up your idea of the
DFC .

SC Oh you fellows are clever.
CAPCOM Well, I would have liked to have just kept

mum, but I'm an honest guy.
SC Oh, you're such a good guy.
CAPCOM Okay, and we'd like to have your tourqeuing

angles on that

.

CAPCOM Okay, at 1825.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM We'll do a P52 to moninal and your T aline

is 1903000.
SC Okay. 18825, P52 to nominal 1903000.
CAPCOM Okay, and at 18934 we'll have some SO 65

photos .

SC Oh very well. SO 65 and 18934.
CAP COM Rog, and we'll have your update and so forth

later on, and then at 19125 we want to do a P52 realine to nominal
and you T aline of that is 1920000.

SC 19125, P52 to realine to nominal at 19200000.
CAPCOM Okay, and now the next question is that do

you know they're wanting to photograph the waste water dump
from the ground, and one of the windows we have on there is

right around 192, but that's also during a SO 65 photography,
and we'd just like to have your comment on this. If you have
any doubts about it, we don't want to do the waste water dump.

SC Stu, I don't think we can do that and still
take pictures. It's not going to interfere, we have enough
guys to do it, but the deal is can we get enough for a roll
of pictures

.

CAPCOM Rog, do you need -

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM And we've got about 3 minutes here ...

let me finish up these updates when we pick you up at the

Canaries about oh in about 3 minutes ...

PA0 This is Apollo Control. There was some

deterioration in communications quality over the Vanguard

.

Tnere was an earlier report that the Vanguard's COM CEP an-

tenna relay antenna was on the fritz. This may account for

the poor communications over Vanguard. Stu Roosa is waiting

for acquisition at Canary Islands to pick up on the flight

plan update. We'll leave the circuit open and stand by for

restart of the air-to-ground communications. Apollo 9 is in

mid-Atlantic at the present time just South of the point at

which the tracking ship Vanguard is hove to. Some 2

out of Canaries yet. Less than a minute out of Canaries for

resuming the conversation. Standing by.

CAP COM Okay Apollo 9, Houston. How do you read

me?
SC Five by.

CAP COM Okay, we got real good com again now.

Okav you ready to continue with some update?

SC Oh, very well. We're ready. Go.

CAP COM Okay. At 19200 we will uplink you the

desired orientation and at 19255 we'd like to have an aline-

ment to that preferred option.

SC okay. Understand, 19200 you'll give us

an uplink with the desired and we'll aline to it at 19255.

CAP COM Okay. And the reason behind all that is

at 19308 we'd like to do a S-band high gain antenna test.

S C How about that. Okay 19308 we'll try

out that big antenna.
CAP COM Okay. And at 19335 we'll also have an

S-band high gain antenna test.

SC Okay, 19335 S-band.

CAP COM Okay, 19427 a P-52 nominal option P-aline.

195 plus 00 plus 00.P
sc R0 g, 19427 P-52 nominal, 1950000.

CAP COM Okay and at 195 plus 10, we'll have some

P-22 landmark tracking and we can kick this around now or

later, we're getting all the details but basically we re gonna

disable the 121 alarm so you will not get it. We do have them

trying to drum us up some body rates that correspond to that

six tenths CDU rate that Jim asked for the other day which

we haven't seemed to find yet and also we're having them look

into what the program will do with it if we do mark even though

you don't get the alarm but we can hassle with that l^er.

sc Okay, very good. Thank you. 19510 for

P_22
'CAP COM Rog. And at 19700 we'll power down the

spacecraft

.
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sc Okay power down at 19700.

CAP COM And at 19710, we like to get a radiation

survey through the pass across the Atlantic at that time and

I've got a couple of procedures on that meter that got stuck

down on the G&N signal conditionin' panel someway I guess -

is that the same one you all took into the LM that we show

on TV?
SC Roger, it is

.

CAP COM Okay and what we'd like to have at this

time would be to place the range switch to 0 to .1 revs per

hour and place the snub switch to OFF and obtain the ...

rate and time of occurrence between GET of 197 plus 23 and

197 plus 33 from one of the couch positions.

sc Okay, understand set the range to 0 to

.1, to snub off to obtain peak dose and time during the per-

iod 19723 to 19733.
CAP COM That's affirmative and that s all our

updates at this time. We would like to get a report from

»ya on your S065 frames remaining, the 70-mm and 16-mm films

remaining and anything about the targets of opportunity you

photographed yesterday that you feel you haven t told us.

SC Okay, stand by.

CAP COM And I'd like to have your S-band volume

up at this time, we'll be going over to Madrid in a minute.

sc Okay. We'll give you the photo stuff in

a little bit. We're coming over the top of apogee here and

we wanted to see if we could get some pictures.

CAP COM Oh, real good. (slurred too much) I 11

stop talking to 'ya and about the only thing else we'd like

to get from 'ya would be a crew status report at your conven-

ience so we can do it as 'ya come back around.

SC Okay, very well.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. We're still more

than a minute away from loss of signal, as you were, 4 minutes

away from loss of signal out of Madrid; however the conversa-

tion has been terminated so that the crew can unlimber their

cameras and take some photos of the Northern portion of the

continent of Africa. The crew rest reports and also the

updates on the targets of opportunity for photography that

were made yesterday will be passed on during the Carnarvon

pass or possibly the next stateside pass. We'll continue to

monitor the air-ground circuit for any possible conversation

until Madrid LOS some 3 minutes from now.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 it appears there will be no futher con-

versation during this pass. At 186 hours 16 minutes ground

elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 186 hours &4 min-

utes GET. Apollo 9 is mid-way through the 118th revolution,

coming up on Carnarvon. Should have acquisition at this

time. Carnarvon tracking overlaps Honeysuckle. Hone/ysuckle

has about 1 minute 30 second dropout between LOS Honeysuckle

and acquisition at Mercury. Apollo 9 is near apogee/ over

these stations and consequently the tracking times rfre some-

what longer than at a lower earth orbit. Spacecraft communi-

cator, Stu Roosa, is busily jotting down notes at his console.

His transmitter key is activated, but he's not making any

move at this time to start the pass. /

sc Rog. You send your voice deal:, good

morning. /
CAPCOM Oh, good morning, Rusty. /

sc It's a beautiful day over Africa. How

is it in Houston? /

CAPCOM Well, I don't know. It's still dark out-

side. At least it was when I came in. It's a little chilly.

We've been having some cold weather. /

sc Boy, I'm glad we chose this/time of year

to take our vacation. /

CAPCOM Yeah, you're missing - you'/re missing

all the cold weather here. It'll be nice and palmy when you

get back here. This should end and - the leayfes are budding

out you know, of course, it springtime, but id's cold.

CAPCOM And, if you want now, we <an take a crew

status report anytime you'd like to give it tfc us.

sc Houston, this is the CDR I here. I only

got 7 hours sleep and took one actifed. /

CAPCOM Rog. I copy that. /

- yes, and one actifed. /

CAPCOM Say your hours of sleep/again, Rusty.

SC Yeah, that's 6-1/2. /

CAPCOM Okay. i<
sc By the way, just out of curiosity, can

you tell any difference in the quality of the voice between

Dave and I or Jim and I?

CAPCOM You're coming through real good. Let s

have Jim say something else here.
SC ™

else .

CAPCOM
transmission. . _

I believe it sounded like Dave wanted to

couldn't hear it at all.
Oh, okay, how about mine now?

AruuP1 Yours isn't quite as clear. It's a little

mushy, but of the three, Rusty's is the best.

sc Okay, this is Rusty, I'm wearing a bunny

Roger, Houston, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or something

Okay, that's not quite as clear as Rusty's

CAPCOM
say something and

SC
CAPCOM
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sc hat and the other two are wearing light-

weights and we were just kinda curious.

CAPCOM Oh, well, it looks like we got a data

point. Hey, Jim, for your info, the weather looks - shaping

up real well for Thursday morning

be pretty good.
Sc Oh, that's fine and dandy's

Sc StUf you do good work.

CAPCOM Well, can't say anything yet.

when I say pretty good, that was compared to what

Looks like it's going to

I mean,
I gave you

That's not

in work and could we get

yesterday. Officially, we're forecasting 2000 feet, acanere

verbal, broken, 10 miles vis, winds 300 degrees at 15 knots,

the seas about 45 feet with a few high swells.

sc Well, keep working on it.

down to my specifications yet.

CAPCOM Yes sir, that'

a CMP sleep report.
SC

pills .

CAPCOM
SC

turn in, too.
CAPCOM

healthy

.

SC
so far.

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

know how much
SC

Rog. I had about 6-1/2 hours and had no

Rog. Copy.
Oh, yes, and one other thing we should

We each had a vitamin pill yesterday.
Okay. Very good. One vitamin. Staying

And, Houston, we've taken 85 frames of S065

Very good. Thank you.
And, at your convenience, we'

and 16 mm films you've got.

Roger. On the 70 millimeter,

d like to

roughly 200 frames left.
CAPCOM Very good.

CAPCOM And, Dave, a question just on curiosity,

here, I was wondering if anybody had tried the D-meter looking

at the ground targets and so forth - how they showed up in

that '

sc No, we haven't tried it yet, but we're

going to probably get around to it, here one of these days.

That's a good idea.
CAPCOM And, Apollo 9, Houston, another thing

while we've got a minute to chit- chat - on curiosity, I

noticed the cabin temp running down 66, 69 and so forth,

Do you not feel cool at that when you're sleeping, or do you

sleep pretty warm?
Sc Houston, as a matter of fact that s a

little warm around 70, I think. That's our general feeling.

sc Stu, with the cabin fan not running,

that's really the temperature of the cabin sensor, only.

It's a little hard to tell exactly what the temperature of
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sc of the cabin is, but if we turn the cabin

f*n on we noticed the other day, that it jumps up a few

Seirees so . that the cabin fan, I mean the temperature

sensor is locale* in a spot that's a little cooler than in

the main cabin.
CAPCOM Oh, very good. Thank you.

SC If y° u wanted a fairly honest reading,

we could turn the cabin fan on for a second and let it get

up there and turn it back off again.

CAPCOM No. No, that's no problem. I was just

thinking of you sleeping with that temperature. I was just

curious whether you thought it was cold or not

sc It kinda depends on where the hose out-

lets are whether you're cold or warm during the night.

CAPCOM And', if you would bring up your S-band

VOlU
°CAPciM

a8e
' Okay, Apollo 9, Houston, I've got you

through Honeysuckle. Did I get your S-band volume up?

SC Sure did.

that Charlie roll be enabled and Delta roll disabled.

END OF TAPE
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r»P COM and Apollo 9 Houston, ««'« r.cosi.ending

th . t suss ,on -si.ri;/i:;;;-ii.au.

"""el «' fi/JUi-iS.'"^.!-. th . EKG. ,-,1. -XX

"'"'SO How about now, do they settle down any?

CXP COM No it's ah, it's not, it's really going

wild. Muafeither be, if if. not moved it must be a bad

8en8
°S C Either that or my heart.

rriM Man I hope not (laugh).
C °M

So I have an idea that the electro tape

18 dryed out. It, the ground feels a little bit scratchey

right now. . vail impart me with

electro dumps.

"o Apollo Control. Apollo 9 pr.s.otl,

the point of Sidney where we
second dropout between

curious question If y ou v. got th. t Vh*» J™ . ^

:s.:;; ;u *» - ii eis;^
most of them disappear over ^ * ^ "J"£

y
0 „ t of the duck

r^nVng-urei'ou^.?
1

, u ..lon.ll, on. of tK..

•1U
caTcom'* cood°gr!."".v. "ou'got so., plctur.s of

those?
sc Ah » y ea -
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CAP COM Good. We're going to have an early LOS

here at Honeysuckle and we'll see you Mercury 3:05.

SC Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. We've not actually

had loss of signal in Honeysuckle according to the acquisition

table. Still about a minute remaining. Mercury coming up

at 4 minutes and 12 seconds past the hour. 3 and 1/2 minutea

from now. At 187 hours 1 minute ground elapsed time this is

Apollo Control standing by for Mercury.

END OF TAPE
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CAP COM And Apollo 9 this is Houston through the

Mercury and I wanna volunteer a map update here before my

friendly CDR ... me.
SC Okay, stand by I'll get something to copy

it

.

CAP COM Okay.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAP COM Rog, it's rev 118, which you're on now

time 187 24 55 longitude 108 degrees West.
SC Okay, 187 24 55 108 West.
CAP COM That's affirmative.
PAO This is Apollo Control some 6-1/2 minutes

remaining of this pass over the tracking ship Mercury. We'll
leave the circuit open and monitor any possible conversation
during this pass .

CAP COM And I copy your triangle difference and

your torquing there Apollo 9.

SC Roger and I'll run a quick sextant real-
inement on the S-band to see what kind of accuracy we got out

of this.
CAP COM I missed that Dave. Say again.
SC I say I'll hop down and run a sextant

realinement now on REFSMMAT to see what kind of accuracy we

got out of COAS

.

CAP COM Oh, very good and I take it the telescope
worked okay yesterday. Did it hang up at all with *ya?

SC No, yesterday was a clean day. Wasn't
one glitsch all day.

CAP COM Did *cha do anything or did it just go

away ?

SC No, apparently it just worked itself out.

Perhaps there was something on the outside from the LM thrusters

or something. Seems to have --

END OF TAPE
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sc _ LM thruster or something, but it seems

to have worked itself out.
r&prnM Very good.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, 40 seconds LOS Mercury,

see you at Texas 30.

SC Okay.

pA0 This is Apollo Control, apparently that

concludes the conversation over the tracking ship Mercury.

5."ll have acquisition at the Corpus Christ! ,
Texas tracking

acation at a little after 29 past the hour. At 187 hours, 15

minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control, 187 hours 29 min-

utes ground elapsed time and one item of information not

Si"cfly related to Apollo 9 but to Apollo 10, the roll-out

should begin right at this moment 6:30 am Eastern Standard

Time of Apollo 10 space vehicle from a vertical assembly -

er vehicle assembly building at Kennedy Space Center out to

launch complex 39B. Apollo 10 will be a launch to a lunar

orbit mission in the spring in which the lunar module will

descend to 50 000 feet above the lunar surface. Crewmen on

that mission will be Tom Stafford, Eugene Cernan, and John

Young. During the Apollo 9 pass over Carnarvon and Honey-

suckle, the crew gave a report on sleep and medications.

McDivit t had 7 hou rs sleep last night, _t onV on,e flrtlfed

which is a dT7?nle^ tant ;
JchweickarrT^d-6-1/2 hnnrfl * ppp

tSoE 1 acti fed; Scott had b-1 /2 hours s_1ppn took no pills,

ArT-Tr^r-^rvitamin Pill yesterday.. They have taken 85 frames

of the S 06 5 multi-spectral pffot^gTaphy experiment so far in

the mission and they have some 200 frames of 70-mm color

remaining. We'll listen in now for the conversation about

to begin over the tracking station at Texas.

CAP COM Standing by.

sc Houston, Apollo 9. Houston, Apollo 9

(too much static)
CAP COM Ah, Dave, the comm here is real bad.

Let's hold off for about 2 minutes. I couldn't copy.

Sc Understand (too much static)

CAP COM Okay. (pause) And Apollo 9, Houston.

We have a state vector for you if you would give us POO and

ACCEPT, please.
SC POO and ACCEPT.
CAP COM Understand. (pause) Apollo 9, Houston.

We'd like to turn the fan ON in H2 tank one at this time,

please. (pause) And Apollo 9, Houston. How do you read

now?
SC Ah, you're coming in five squeaky.

CAP COM Okay, Apollo 9. Verb 66 has been entered,

the computer is yours and I have a nav check to go along with

that vector.
SC Okay, stand by. Okay, go ahead.

CAP COM Rog, reading nav check. 1883000 minus

3329 plus 13537 2294.
sc Okay, understand. 1883000 minus 3329

plus 13537 2294.
CAP COM Rog, readback is correct and it looks

like we ought to have an answer here shortly.

Sc Here's your answer. And Houston, 9.

Let me give you some of this data from the COAS .
I think

you might find it Interesting.
CAP COM Rog, I'm ready to copy. I can read you
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CAP COM okay now, Dave.

sc Okay. I'll just give you the GET and

the gyro torquing angles and tell you what instrument we

used. Okay?
CAP COM Alright.
sc Okay, the first one's the COAS and I

used the calibration that I made during the rendezvous 5 days

a(to an d the COAS has been in and out about oh I guess 4 or

5 times since then and the GET was 187:14:30 and the gyro

torquing angles were minus 00080 minus 00013 and plus 00183.

CAP COM Hey, that sounds beautiful, Dave. That s

rG&l good

i

§ c ... star angle difference on that was

02
sc And on the sextant, which was the next

torquing we did, the GET was 187:19:00 and the torquing angles

was plus 00073 plus 00060 and minus 00084 and the star angle

difference on that was .01.

CAP COM Rog, Dave, I copy all those. Boy that

COAS bombed through there didn't it?

sc Yeah, then I did another couple here to

see if the ... were all the way down so I have another sextant

for you 187:24:00 and the gyro torquing angles were plus

4 balls 3 minus 3 balls 25 and plus 4 balls 2 which sorts

says the sextant's pretty good which we already know and the

star angle difference on that was .01.

CAP COM Rog, copy. V-e-r-y interesting.

sc Okay, and then not to neglect the —

END OF TAPE
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capcom .... "py. ,

dim, and I had a pretty hard tl«* B"^ g '
ay . The time was

swsrsss i^ii/SiS » f h ft: sr. °.r.

six Sir^u-^srt.a?:*::.
...» « ...

Sought through that t.l.tcje.

capability »ith that "AN lookpretty
"?

S
0M

.6 I have', couple of target, for you co.ing acroa.

ir.i;. « 4v%lcture "kln8 nood '

north .... »^
5^ 3

th
Ve

lb»" ml «"i« 7

firat frame 1875703. We woo
aadlr „ e](t

i°„::ri:. ".""isi>;s. "#««•. 10 •" 4 in" rva18 -

and right on the Nadir again. ^ 18? 7 , e8

SC
, .„A Jhe Nadir and 1880306, 7 fra.es. 10

in necond interval, and the Naair a»«

"•-^SJ""
1
' ^ha^.n^i^tt^rApolio 9.

|
C
C

Houston, you have a little ".crepanc,

^rror^^urovrchii:^o- aTorrh
d
ortt-at%oiivia.

off Just a little bit due to o ^ at the map here

riso 'anS^agreed thinU we .at have something

wrong on our first update. ^ ^ may gefc the Red Sea

-
:::: ?js"^Lr£-r3s.-=»

CAPCOM

we gut «- " - o-
,

Yes, I think it was, and

I sent it up to you so you We g .

lt on my map before I ...t
Yo tha^ /j-t want to get it
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Sc - straight.

Jfo
C°M

This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is in

*ni Atlantic now in acquisition by the Canary Island track-

J Atill We'll continue to monitor the air to ground circuit

END OF TAPE
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<f
com

srii... 5«:;::: .,.».

CAP COM Ok, Ji« f»e run th.t flr.t '««•'""'
CAP con

, Z i a k 0 n»ve 30 dearees south of the
on the map here and I wo

"

J

d
n
b
tJttwe have now. I don't know

»^nUe:r1
c

Mo U. t^r 0r;» r."^£^
t

-
:r; ne rr yiu-it

J

Shot at 30 degree. '^"^^."e ' .dvl.ed »e have .bout

2 and 1/3 roll, of 60 i. outdoor fll. still left. We

want to ..ve one roll for "-eo" y
; /3 rolle 16 „m and saving

^s- «... »^ p

LeKn:rarvar;.^::i..

t0 easiest and uh serve a random Pjoc...

.

•s s: ^S:;;-.,: "^riiro^ent
f^i:yo-rrnrn

8l
^;^r2

:^; ?n
-.

:orrru:;

""SJ'ioK «... «.•".»• •:::.s:i?:";\'
b

.

,

t"
t

20
M.drld^lthln a .lnute

He „a„ t „ report on another

sc Rusty broke it.

StS i- Apdlo Control. A few seconds

away
P

f r°om loss .f ji.-jl ^ -arn^vo^^u^rafifJ r ac^in,

ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control 188 hours 19 min-

utes GET about 30 seconds out of acquisition at Carnarvon,

Australia. Meanwhile, the Space Flight Meteorology Group

oTthe SL Weather Bureau issues the following f«
-t

today and tomorrow. In the primary landing "ne in the West

Atlantic about 800 miles east of Jacksonville, skies will be

mosay cloudy and winds northwesterly 20 to 25^nots eas

will range 6 to 8 feet, and temperature 55 to 63 deB*« 8
;

Tn the mid-Pacific landing zones about 600 miles northwest

S nono?u?u
P

artiy cloudySkies will J""" ^^PX"" "

winds about 18 knots. Seas are expected to be 5 to 6

ana temperatures near 60 degrees. In the West Pacific landing

area about 400 miles southeast of Tokyo, skies i*111 *",; S^I.
II" lidely scattered showers and winds southeasterly 15 knots.

Seas will be 4 to 5 feet and temperatures near 60 degrees,

in thf East Atlantic landing area about 500 miles southwest

of the Canary Islands, mostly cloudy skies with widely

scattered showers are expected. Winds will be southwesterly

20 to 25 knots, Seas 5 to 7 feet and temperatures around

70 degrees! We're standing by now for the initial call here

at Carnarvon. Carnarvon and Honeysuckle overlap for a total

time of about 19 minutes, and then there's about a minutes

anr a naff of dropout or'a minute and 3 seconds dropout be tween

Honeysuckle and Mercury. These long passes are due to the

fact that the spacecraft is near apogee at this time in the

southern hemisphere over Australia and Mercury tracking ship.

String by un'til spacecraft communicator, Stu Roosa, punches

up on t e air-to-ground and begins the conversation During

tnis pass over the tracking stations at Carnarvon and Honey-

suckle Creek, Australia, the crew has scheduled a realinement

of" the inertial measurement unit, Program 52. Here they go.

CAPCOM - standing by.

SC Hello Houston, this is Apollo 9. We're

reading you loud and clear.
CAPCOM Rog. You're coming in real good. And

the S065 on this rev over Africa has been cance

J

1 ** due <°
d

weather. The one on the next rev coming up will still hold,

hOWCV
Sc' Okay, real good. Yeah, Africa has a lot

of cloud coverage these days. (garble) It shows up better

along the end of the Red Sea. They show up pretty.

^
PC0M

Ana'we
OP
dId not get the ones along those

mountains

.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. We'd like to turn the fans off in

H2 Tank 1. We're going to let the pressure drop down during
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CAPCOM the day. Be looking at around 190, we

hope.
,

Sc Oh, very good. Fans are out in Tank i.

CAPCOM And, Rusty, when you get a chance, we'd

like to have you check your biomed leads going into your

blue signal conditioner.
sc Okay, I'll give that a check right now.

Would you say it again? The blue what, please?

CAPCOM (laughter) the blue signal conditioner.

I couldn't say it the second time, either. I give up.

Sc Okay, I want to ask you again.

CAPCOM That little blue box down there.

SC Roger.
sc Houston, I think that the blue leads are

alright. They're - Were you reading them okay right just

before we all sacked out.
CAPCOM That's affirmative, Rusty.

Sc Okay, I think it's just the sensors.

CAPCOM Okay, We're getting short burps of good

data and then long periods of erratic data.

CAPCOM And, Apollo 9, we'd like to have your

S-band volume up. We'll be going over to Honeysuckle in

about 20 seconds.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This la Apollo Control continuing to

monitor the Carnarvon Honeysuckle pass.
CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston with a couple of targets

of opportunity.
SC Stand by 1

SC Ok, go ahead.
CAP COM The first one is Cape Kennedy time 1 8

niner plus 10 plus 23. Shoot 3 frames, 12 second exposure,
should be right on the Nadir. Next target Bermuda 18 niner

plus 14 plus 07, 3 frames 12 second interval and that's going

to be real close to the Nadir might be about a mile off.

SC Ok, Cape Kennedy 189 1023 3 frames, dump

T of 12 seconds. Bermuda 189 1407 3 frames dump T 12 seconds.

Both on the Nadir.
CAP COM That's affirmative Apollo 9.

SC Houston
CAP COM Go ahead Apollo 9 Houston here.

SC How's the cloud cover down there today

around Texas?
CAP COM I haven't been out since it's been day-

light Rusty, let me check here. I understand there's broken

clouds in our area.
SC Ok
CAP COM And we'll see you Mercury 40.

SC Roger
PAO This is Apollo Control. Although we're

a few seconds out, actually about 3 minutes away from loss

of signal at Honeysuckle, apparently the conversation has

been terminated. Tracking ship Mercury will acquire Apollo 9

at 40 minutes past the hour. At 188 hours 36 minutes ground

elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 188 hours 40 min-

night* It appears spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa is about

to call the crew *gain.^ ^ Qf 188:29t00 plu8 00 827 plus

00098
CAi

U
COM

1792
' Rog. Would you read me the third one

again please, Dave? ^ ^ ^ ^ tQ &

alinement we course alined and that's why you get the big

number^there.
^ tQ make flure 1 wafl

getting it right. Thank you.

SC Okay.
pl0 This is Apollo Control. Some 5 minutes

remaining in the pass over the tracking ship Mercury, fairly

hilh elevation angle of 54 degrees. We'll continue to mon-

itor for the duration of this pass over Mercury or any

furthfr conversation. (pause) Apollo Control 2 » nu e

jr-rfurinei^co^rrrjior^t ;:.irs.5.-K:-:^5:s:

JU8t
CAP

C

C0M* Apollo 9, Houston. One minute LOS Mercury

Redstone 57.
sc Roger Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control and we have had

LOS at the tracking ship Mercury. We'll be coming up on the

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 188 hours,

„ m , nnt. ea an d the Redstone has acquired Apollo 9.

HI COS Apollo 9 Houston through Redstone you

have a GO for 136-1.
cr Roger on the go.

CAP COM And Apollo 9 Houston, do you read?

cr Roger, go ahead.

tap COM Roger. We've got you now for a nice

long pass We'll haveV until two-eight or so and I've

got an SO 65 update J^/^"^,, the SO 65.

rip COM Roger, Apollo 9. Standby one.

dl cZ Okay, Apollo 9, Houston. SO 65 update.

Inert al ^l... 1J0C
, JjJlOO 190

37JJ J™™.^^
T^llll^^^ J- ir^ll 03
taken anyway The next area Ch.rl.jton^O <H ^
rate data - your VWX?Z is the' same as you used yesterday.

Vein repeat It if you wish or if you have it copied you

C8tt
TvTo* Apollo 9. Houston. Do you read?

CAP COM HeUo'lpollo 9. How do you read? Hous-

t0tl
'

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. Do I have you now?

tap COM Apollo 9, Houston. Do you read?

el? cSm Apollo 9, Houston through Mils. How

do you read?
cr I'm square now.

CAP COM Roger. Evld.ntally »e didn't »ake It

.« .h. 1... sl gh t. Did y^X^Zirlt ... Ch...l..«.

rip COM Okay. Charleston is your second sight.

190 07 10 08 03. Your orb rate angles 180 327.5 0, orb

rate
Roger. Do we have Victor through Zero?

&L
t_ -u„„ Q Tkav are the

...e "Vest.rd.,. YolVi y.^ ^*VY°cr Negative. We have them.

CAP COM Okay, and one other comment as you come

nn ?h« U S we'd like to get some 70-millimeter

photos nortnward
S

acrcJ the U.S.'out of number 5 window,

sc Roger.
We're coming across backwards and up-

8idS
crcOM

0 "8'" This ... in connection .tth

th . ,0^5 PAD.

Roger. I have those. They are the
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CAP COM But you know I don't really think that's

a requirement. If you just take us some good old pictures

looking northward there that'll be all right.

sc Okay. We'll take some good old pictures

looking northward.
CAP COM But as you will notice on the map tnis

rev 121 you get up there quite a ways. That's really the

pass we want them on.
sc Okay. Could you tell me what time we

might get over Corpus Christi?
SC On this pass.
CAP COM You should be past it. You are not too

far off the west coast of Florida.
Sc Oh yes, I can see Cape Sandblast right

now. I wanted to say hello to my friends down in Refurio,

but it looks like I missed them.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger, go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog. Why don't you all think a little

bit today how much in the flight plan tomorrow afternoon you

would like to get squared away for reentry. We will be get-

ting you up right on time the next 2 days, but we thought

if you wanted, tomorrow you might want a few hours.

Sc Yes, we have some moving around to do

and we would like to be in a pretty posture for reentry when

we get up on reentry time.
CAPCOM Why don't you kick it around a little

bit and maybe give us an estimate in hours that you like

for tomorrow afternoon. We will make allowances in the photo

plan and so forth.
SC Alrighty.
Sc And Houston, do we have enough time for

the readback on the S065?
CAPCOM That's affirmative.
sc Okay, 200029610, all zips, 19037441930000

orb rate .066, local vertical angles, 180, 327.5, and 0.

Austin, 19042441003, weather broken but take them anyway,

Charleston, 19047100803.
CAPCOM That is affirmative and your data that

you load, you VWXYZ is the same as yesterday.
SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Astronaut Ron

Evans has relieved astronaut Stu Roosa at the spacecraft

communicator's console.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, 1 minute LOS, Tananarive

at 42.
g C Hello there, young man.

CAPCOM Good morning.

SC How are you today.

CAPCOM Well I'll tell you. It looks like I m

going to have to get a flight to get any sleep.
*

sc Aw, come on now, stop picking on us.

CAPCOM Okay. Any excuse to get a flight,

though

.

S C ^° 8e * •

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 189 hours 28

minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range at the Canaries ,
next

station to acqurie will be Tananarive at 189 hours 41 minutes.

During this last pass over the United States we updated

the crew with some S065 photography experiment explanations,

asking them to photograph Austin and Charleston on the next

revolution, which would be number 121. Ron Evans is the

CAPCOM at the present time. We'll come back up at Tananarive.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 189 hours 42

.lnutii° ,--.s~l h
o.. -------

.11.. p.rlg... Showing . c.bln
Ih. next .cation

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 189 hours, 57

minutes and Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.

cc Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon. 1

have one Hasselblad target of opportunity.

sc Go ahead Houston; this is Apollo 9.

cc Roger; your target will be Cape Blanc,

oceanography 191 plus 00 plus 33, 5 frames, 25 second interval,

and it's north 5 degrees; over.

sc 1910030, Cape Blank, oceanography, a irames,

25 second intervals, 5 degrees North.

cc Roger. And Apollo 9, Houston. We ve been

noting that you've been averaging about, oh, 20 pounds of

RCS per day, for the S065 landmark (break) was one of you.

You still have about (break). You still have about 70 pounds

above the SCS; RCS red line, and what we're saying is that you

can just about double your average usage and still be in good

shape, if you want to do some particular tracking on something.

sc Okay, very good. We've actually been

throwing in a little particular tracking now and then too.

I think the fuel usage that we've been having is probably all

that we need; thank you.
CC Oh, very well.

PA0 This Is Apollo Control. That photo target

is Cape Blanc - BLANC - it's on the west coast of Africa about

20 degrees north.
cc Apollo 9, Houston; we are coming up on

Honeysuckle, S band volume up in about 30 seconds.

SC Roger. Roger.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

in acquisition at the tracking ship Huntsville now We ve

had continuous coverage since Apollo 9 was acquired by the

Carnarvon station. We'll continue to monitor through the

Huntsville pass. ^ ^ ControI> The Huntsvllle

and the Mercury have overlapping coverage on this 120th

revolution. So our coverage will be extended several min-

utes by Mercury after leaving Huntsville.
a . rrtn(i,

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. In about 45 seconds

LOS. Redstone at three-zero.
SC All right.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 190 hours,

25 minutes and Mercury has lost the signal. During this

lone pass CAPCOM Ron Evans advised the Apollo 9 crew they

have been using about 20 pounds of Reaction Control System

propellant per day - rather low usage We told them that

they still have 70 pounds of RCS propellant above the red

lines for the best mode of RCS deorbit and we advised them

that if they want to use more propellant for attitude con-

trol during photography that they can double - just ^out

double - the usage that they had been experiencing. H °weyer,

Jim McDivitt came back and said that they have been able to

perform the photography within the usage to date and he

doesn't think they need to use much more than they already

have. The Redstone will acquire at 190 hours, 29 minutes.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 190 hours 40

minutes. Apollo being acquired at the Redstone now and we

win have continuous coverage across the United States and

most of the Atlantic down through the Canaries station.

CAPC0M Apollo 9, Houston through Redstone

standing by. It will be a long pass this time.

sc Okay, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM
Se^Houston, what's the forecasted weather

conditions on the east coast?

CAPCOM Roger, let me get you a good one for

t0day
S C

here
* Okay, and in particular, I'm interested

in whether we are going to get a good shot just north of

Charleston

.

CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM 9, Houston. From the indications we

have down here, it's looking pretty good and it ought to be

open up that way.
sc Real agreeable weather.

CAPCOM Rog.

pA0 This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

approaching the coast of Mexico now. Very shortly we will

be doing the S065 photography in the Austin, Texas area,

and th«, shortly after that, the Charleston, South Carolina,

area will be photographed.area win v s
plctures of clouds over Aus-

tin.

END OF TAPE
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rAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, I have a 16mm update.

lc Okay stand by 1, I'll get ready to copy.

rAPPOM Roger, standing by.

en Okly. Houston, go ahead and start.

CAPCOM Roger, Target will be Africa, Gulf of

n 4 A Mataeaskar, 16mm, 75mm lens, 6 frames per second,

CEX^68"i!"TtlrVli** 191 plus 03 plus 54, shoot south

30 degrees for 14 .

of t<> Matagaskar

16... ?5.. lens, 6 frames per second, CEX 368, 191:03:54,

^CrPCOr"
8 f ° r

Roge^
n
nirt'one, target will be Gulf

Stream same camera same film, start at 192 plus 22 plus 00,

shoot^n track for 3^1-ut:..
.

^ 192:22:00 on track

3 nln
rAPCOM Okay, on 1 roll of that CEX 368 we'd

like sole interior photos. Use a stop meter at ASA 200

setter Ip«S I/60th. use entire roll and mark the magazine

for correct processing .

^^ ^^ ^ f±lm tQ

do that. We still have some interior film. We only have

, , "i rn11o af exterior and we want to save one for
2 full rolls ° f *^erior a ^ ^
GUlf

cIpcSS" Oh, understand, I thought you had more than

2
*

sc There's 2 (garbled)

CAPCOM Okay, we're with you.

END OF TAPE
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CC And Apollo 9, I have some numbers where
you can start looking for a fuel manifold pressure decay, to

push the secondaries in your RCS.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CC Roger. Alpha through Delta will be 48, 52,

44 and 48.
SC Okay, understand Houston; the onboard gage

readout, is that correct?
CC That's affirmative, they'll be onboard

gage readings - we will update them as we go along here a little
bit more but that's where you can start looking for a fuel
manifold pressure decay to switch.

SC Okay, you want us to switch them 170?
CC Apollo 9, Houston; I missed your last

comment; say it again.
SC Roger, you want us to go ahead and bring

on the secondaries in 170 PSI?
CC That's affirmative; 170 PSI.
SC Okay.
CC 9, Houston. With your earlier comment on

fuel usage, we're predicting that you'll probably won't get to
those cross over points today.

SC Okay, understand; probably won't reach them
today, but we'll keep (garble).

CC Apollo 9, Houston; about 1 minute LOS; like
to verify the attitude set switches in GDC.

SC (garble) IMU.
CC Roger; request GDC unless you have a real

reason to put an IMU.
SC (garble) the last time I did a GDC set,
CC Roger. 9, Houston. In preperation to firing

up the S band, like to do the LMP check list, page 214, the first
6 steps of the telecomm system powerup.

SC Okay, understand, the first 6 steps on 214
LMP checklist.

CC Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 191 hours, 4 minutes

and Canary Island Station has LOS. We've asked the Apollo 9

crew to cake some 16mm movie footage from the Gulf of Guinea
to the Island of Madagascar and we've asked for some footage
of the Guld Stream. We also advised them of projected onboard
gage readings at which time they can expect the fuel mannifold
pressure to start a slow decay. As the fuel gets lower, we don't
expect to reach that point today, however, because the present
fuel usage Is quite low. The next station to acquire will be
Tananarive at 191 hours, 9 minutes. This is Mission Control
Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 191 hours,

16 minutes. Apollo 9 is coming within range of the Tanana-
rive station.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 191 hours,

25 minutes. Apollo 9 out of range at Tananarive now -

going through that pass without conversation. The Carnarvon
station will acquire at 191 hours, 32 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 191 hours,

32 minutes and Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon. I

have an SO 65 update.
SC Okay, Houston. Standby one.

CAPCOM Nine, Houston. While you are digging

things out you might dig out your procedures book and I

can update your high gain antenna test.

SC Okay. Why don't you give us the SO 65

first

.

CAPCOM Roger. You ready?
SC Roger. Go.
CAPCOM 180 00 289 90 yaw is all zips 192 09 30

192 00 00, orb rate first sight Colorado River 192 14 33

10 08, second sight Schneider, Texas 192 18 02 08 03, third

sight Cumberland Plateau 192 21 11 08 and 03. Over.

sc Roger. 180 00 28990 all zips 192 09 30

192 00 00, orbit rate Colorado River 192 14 33 10 08, and

someplace In Texas 192 18 02 08 03, Cumberland Plateau

192 21 11 08 03.
CAPCOM Roger. Readback correct. That's

Schneider, Texas and your Victor through Zulu numbers will

be the same as before.
SC Okay.
Sc Okay. What do you have on the high

gain S-band antenna?
CAPCOM Okay. Why don't we just copy these

things down", if you have got a pad there to copy and then

I'll go into the procedures and change of procedure itself.

SC Okay. Standby. All I need is to get

a pad

.

CAPCOM And while you are doing that we are

going to be kind of skosh there between the end of the

SO 65 and the first Carnarvon pass and also you have got a

P52 realignment in there, so if we miss that Carnarvon

pass we'll catch it over Hawaii.
Sc Yes. We can get that - no problem.

CAPCOM Okay. Good.
Sc Okay, go ahead with the PAD, Ron.

CAPCOM Okay. Platform is aligned out of plane

to the north, voice comm will be VHF. Okay. Change high

gain antenna test procedures as follows:
Sc Will you give me the PAD first or notes,

Ron?
CAPCOM I'll give you notes first.

sc Okay. Standby. I got the PAD first.

Hold on.
CAPCOM Oh, I'm sorry.
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sc Okay. I've got the procedures book

here now with our procedure in it. Will your notes follow

the procedures so I can mark directly on it?

CAPCOM Okay. Let's go into that part first

and then I'll give you some additional notes.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, in the procedures book you go

on down to step 7 and your antenna angles are pitch minus

45 degrees, yaw is plus 90 degrees.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay. Delete step 8; perform step 9

at 193 plus 06 plus 05 and add high gain antenna track to

reacquire.
SC As part of step 9, Ron?

CAPCOM Affirmative. At the end of step 9 there.

CAPCOM Do step 10 at acquisition which will be

at 08 plus 05. Delete step 12.

SC Any more than that, Ron.

CAPCOM Affirmative. While I think about it,

S-band volume up at four-two for Honeysuckle.
CAPCOM Okay. On step 13 - we'll do that 3

times. The first one at Carnarvon LOS - that'll be at

19 plus 40; at Hawaii AOS be 35 plus 22 and Hawaii LOS at

44 plus 09. And scratch steps 15 on.

Sc Okay. Is that everything on the pro-

cedures then?
CAPCOM Okay. That's all of the procedures

and like to get you set up in a Passive Thermal Control.

And I can give you some numbers for that so that we can be

in PTC as we are going through this test.

SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SC Okay, Houston, we're back with you now.

Go ahead with the PTC.
CAPCOM Okay, establish orb rate by using PTC

CMP checklist page 3-17. Okay, step 2: at 193 plus 06,
pitch 352.00, roll is 352.0, pitch and yaw are all zeroes.

SC Okay, do you have any more, or do you

want me to read all that back to you?
CAPCOM I have some more. New step 6 with

step 7 of the CMP checklist as follows: Verb 24 noun 01

enter 3125 enter 4 zips 2 enter 14713 enter. Step 7, verb 21

enter 3176 enter 23163 enter, and that should be it.

SC Okay, Ron, I get that. For step 6 is

only change is a 00002, and 14713, and the number on step
7 is 23163.

CAPCOM That's right.
SC Okay, on that - I got, just a minute.

Ron, I've got one more question. On the time you gave us

there shouldn't that time be for step 7?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, should be on step 7,

that time there, 193 plus 06.
SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM Glad you're checking us.

SC Okay, on the procedures, on step 7

you've got the pitch of minus 45 and yaw of plus 90, delete
step 8, perform step 9 at 193:06:05, and add after the
gooseing step 9 high gain antenna track to REACT, on step 10

that should be done at acquisition which should be at 0805,
delete step 12, step 13 we're going to do 3 times, Carnarvon
LOS at 119:40, Hawaii AOS at 23522, and Hawaii LOS at 4409.

Delete everything beyond step 15, delete step 15 and beyond.
Excuse me.

CAPCOM Affirmative, delete step 15 beyond the AOS

and LOS times I gave you were 193 in minutes.
SC Right. Okay, understand the platform

is going to be out-of-plane to the north, and we're going
to use VHF voice for radio.

CAPCOM Roger, I'll give you Carnarvon LOS
time is 193:19:40. Hawaii AOS is 193:35:22, LOS is 193:44:07.

SC Okay, understand the Hawaii LOS is at

44:07 instead of 09.
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay, we'll look these over and if we have

any questions I'll give you a buzz later.
CAPCOM Okay, except also note that on step 13

there where we take those 3 times, copy them down after the

antenna stops slewing.
SC Understand copy down after the antenna

stops slewing.
CAPCOM Roger.
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PAO Thl. 18 Apollo Control; We go right

into ctv.r.g. .t th. Hunt.vlll. on thl. revolution. We 11

continue to .t.nd hy. ^ c(mtr<jl contlnot lng to

through ,s:^i2-.r:K-it=

scheduled over Carnarvon end over H.».ll

.bout 193 hour, .t C«n«von. ^ ^ lBfor».tl.n concerning

the „.£ rt : t:.*.:
h

t.;!
r
;;..."

,t
,.r.x

b
.:t."-

irr.:
d
to

v
h: s:»;«.;J." s°"" r - lex" ,ai

the Cumberland Plateau.
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 191 hours 58

minutes. The tracking ship Huntsville has loss of signal.

In this 121st revolution, there is a very short LOS time be-

tween the Huntsville and Hawaii, about a minute and a half

total. We will continue to stand by for Hawaii acquisition.

Apollo 9 has started it's slow maneuvering to get into the

proper attitude for the multispectral photography, which will

be performed over the United States during this pass. Hawaii

is due to acquire at 191 hours 59 minutes. We should acquire

at Hawaii within the next few seconds. We will stand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go, Houston.
CAPCOM Rog. If you haven't guessed it yet, I

guess you can see the purpose of this S-band antenna test is

for testing the autoband react mode of this high gain antenna

during PTC when the crew may be asleep on the way to the

moon So ydu can use VERB 64 to monitor but we don t want

you to do any manual slewing to help the reacquiBition be-

tween Carnarvon and Hawaii.
Sc Okay, understand no manual operation.

We will make It authentic by sleeping too?

CAPCOM No, no you've got enough sleep. You can

just observe.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, go.

sc Okay, Houston. I'll make it authentic,

I guarantee you.
CAPCOM Okay.
sc Want our last gyro torquing angles?

CAPCOM Roger. Ready to copy.

Sc 191, stand by, we are getting ready to

start this maneuver. I'll get to you in a minute.

CAPCOM Okay.
Sc While we are waiting here, be advised I

have looked through the flight plan and I think if we go

through tomorrow just as it is scheduled in the flight plan,

we will be all right.
CAPCOM Very well. Sounds good then.

sc if we knock off at the time that we are

supposed to knock off, we will have plenty of time to stow

the spacecraft.
CAPCOM Okay, understand.
sc Okay, here are your gyro torquing angles,

if you are ready.
CAPCOM Ready to copy.

sc 1912600 - 00232 + 00509 - 00010.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

sc i think this is a pass of exceptional interest

SO 65 pass. We had some real nice weather over the clouded areas.

As a matter of fact Texas had a deck of clouds that looked like

it came right up next to it and I think both the geologist and

the weather man will really appreciate these because it shows a

solid deck of clouds and a mirro shaft break that the land sticks

out from underneath it. They ought to both get a good - a

pretty good pass of it.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

Very, very good, by golly.

And Houston, you got an uplink for us?

Affirmative. Request for an ACCEPT and

we have the ref mat standing by to send to you.

sc Okay. You've got POO and ACCEPT.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like you to

verify your SPS heater and gaging main A and main B circuit

breakers are open.
sc Negative. SPS system heaters and gaging

main A and main B circuit breakers are closed.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like to open them. We are

not going to use PUGS for the deorbit burn.

SC
right now.

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

MOCR holding up?
CAPCOM

All right, they are at the OFF point

Roger

.

Apollo 9, the computer is yours.
go back to the mark.All right,

Roger

.

That was pretty snappy.
They are still smiling.
How are all you guys down there in that

Are you in fatigue yet?
Oh no. We're still in good shape.

Good

.

Boy, I want those recovery guys to find

nice soft piece of water with no wind and no waves tomorrow

lots of sunshine.
We're working on it real good.
Oh, yes. I forgot one thing - a couple

SC

CAPCOM
SC

of helicopters too.
CAPCOM Okay.
gQ Tell those guys on the Guadalcanal we re

looking forward to seeing them.

CAPCOM Okay. You're still thinking about the

Cake
*SC Well, that and a few other things

that too.
CAPCOM Roger.

and
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

lr Go ahead, Houston.

Go ahead, Houston.

, take a look a'
"

gc Houston, Nine.yoa .^
C0A .... .."Si'. — 8

y
cr Houston, Nine.

CAPCOM Roger. You there now?

SC If
8

'
At- 192 dIus 43 plus 09 with a

""5? , ,„; ;!•, yai 326^ you should see P......

7

SC What was the roll*

capcom
*i"

iM
;ir:..i.. 357.8. 179.9, 326.*.

,....» 1. ,...1.. «;;:?•.".«. »* 77

CAPCOM R° ger '

at. nn You've act about 150

.^ss .... u^s's-,.:-.^. .«

a pretty good look
Were those inert ial angles or

local vertical? inertial angles assuming

yo »s .. - «• »<

and be advised we have taken we

S0 65 °^Aw Roaer One hundred and five frames.
"' C0M

s Apollo Control at 192 hours,
PA0 j u a« t ms Of Sianal. Ascension

33 minutes. The Vanguard has Loss Of Sig ^
will acquire at 192 hours 38 -i™"^ I ^ opportunl
this Ascension pass that the

Pegasus. We passed
to try to take a look at ^ ""11 it e g _ adviged them
up the pointing information to

J«J *|
r
_ Crew optical Align-

that it should pass
5
hrOUg

i,
t

i?^ t„ % seconds! It should
nent Sight - at 192 hour J^ ond

"
. They will be

be in view for approximately 45 n
nau£ ical mi les

920 miles - nautical miles - "**^ng '

as e feet
below. We ?

g ok at it - at that time,

of area, so they I1****!'
_J

*£° United States the crew per-
During this long

J*" te«.in photography. We gave

formed ^^^^"ion on the S-band high gain
them some additional

starting at Carnarvon
....... test, tut u e..l.l UP

l0'J^i;;. . lun . r co...
during this revolution. We want
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period when the crew might be asleep.
We want to test the Automatic Reacquisition Mode of the
antenna during Passive Thermal Control. Jim McDivitt vol-
unteered that he could make it even more authenic by sleep-
ing during the test. Ron Evans advised he thought Jim
had enough sleep and Rusty Schweickart came back with the
assurance that Jim probably would make it authenic by
sleeping. Spacecraft Commander McDivitt also advised us

that if we go through the flight plan tomorrow as it is
presently scheduled, he believes the crew will have enough
time to get ready for entry on Thursday. There has been
some discussion earlier in the day; crew saying they'd like
to do as much of the work as possible the night before so
that they would not be pressed too hard on the time line
zone rentry morning. They advised the crew of the recovery
ship Guadacanal. that they are looking forward to seeing them
on Thursday, and Ron Evans accused them of still thinking
about that 350 pound cake that awaits them on the Guadacanal.
We'll be up at Ascension in about a minute and a half. We'll
standby at Ascension to see what luck the Apollo 9 crew
has in spotting the Pegasus satellite. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 192 hours

^

38 minutes and Ascension should acquire any second. We 11

8tand
CAPC0M Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension

standing by.
sc Roger Houston, (garbled)

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, I can't read you.

You're in a keyhole right now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we might be able to

read you now.
sc say again, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, I missed everything you said there,
t,nc wwn o- -

Jim, we're in a keyhold on the S-band

sc Okay, I said we are going to nj
if we can't see Pegasus. I was wondering how long we could

expect to see it in view, how many minutes?

CAPCOM Would you believe 44 seconds to the -

just to the COAS part of it at that attitude so you can see

it a little bit longer than that going through the window.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we've been looking for

some other things with a little more of a trailing angle.

Seems like everything we've come across so far is about a

90 degree crossing.
sc oh, great, we're always out of phase.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, about 30 seconds LOS.

Tananarive at 53, .

sc Roger, Houston, and we saw Pegasus going

by. We were admiring (garbled)

CAPCOM Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 192 hours 45

minutes. Ascension has loss of signal. Rusty Schweickart

reporting that the crew did see the satellite Pegasus during

this pass. Communications were poor there, but we did

understand that the Apollo 9 crew spotted the Pegasus
.

This

Pegasus spacecraft was launched in May of 1965 aboard a

Saturn I. Upon reaching orbit it deployed 2 large folding

wing-like panels. It was launched to collect data on

meteoroids. Spacecraft measures 96 feet from tip to tip,

the center section 71 feet long. Pegasus is visible from

the ground. It twinkles instead of reflecting a steady

littht because it is slowly tumbling in space as it orbits

til earth. We're also looking for other satellites that might

be in favorable position to Apollo 9. If they are located

we will pass that information up to the crew to give them a

chance to take a look at them. Next station to acquire will

be Tananarive at 192 hours 52 minutes. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This i8 Apollo Control at 192 hours,

52 minutes and Apollo 9 is coming up on the station at Tan-

anarive^ ^ Apollo Control at 193 hours,

1 minute. Apollo 9 has gone by Tananarive without conversa-

tion Carnarvon will acquire at 193 hours, 8 minutes. Apol-

lo 9 will be performing the S-band high gain antenna test

during this Carnarvon pass, apd will repeat the teat again

over the Hawaii station during this revolution. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO , < This is Apollo Control at 193 hours 08

minutes. Carnarvon has \cquired Apollo"^.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston., through Carnarvon

standing by.
SC " Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. r
•''

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston! Can you confirm with
your own high gain antenna now?

SC That's affirmative 1

, we are high gain.
CAPCOM Okay, it's coming through real fine.
SC We've started passive thermal control now.
CAPCOM Okay, we noticed that. ^
PAO The Guidance Navigation and Control officer

has just advised Flight Director Gene Kranz that Apollo 9

is in passive thermal control rolling slowly to control
the thermal environment. That is part of this test.

SC Houston, Apollo^ 9.

CAPCOM Houston, go. v '

SC Did you catch the time we started the
PTC roll maneuver there?

CAPCOM Let me see if GNC.got it. Just a second.
SC Okay, we know the time. I just wondered

if you saw what time it was when we started.
CAPCOM Roger, we got it at 193 plus 11.

SC Okay; fine.
CAPCOM One minute to LOS and when you come up

to Hawaii there I'll give you the numbers to disable that
121 alarm for the landmark tracking thing.

SC Very good. I'm ready.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 193 hours 19

minutes. Apollo 9 is beyond the range of the Carnarvon
station. The tracking ship Huntsville will acquire at

193 hours 24 minutes. During this pass at Carnarvon Apollo 9

has been involved with the S-band high gain antenna test.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 193 hours,
24 minutes into the mission and the tracking ship Huntsville
is acquiring Apollo 9.

PAO And the entire contingency of Kansas
astronauts is at the CAPCOM console now. Astronaut Joe Engle
has joined Ron Evans.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Huntsville.
SC Houston, say again.
CAPCOM Roger, I have one target for passing

across the States.
SC Say again that last (garbled).
CAPCOM 9, Houston. I have one Hasselblad target.
SC Okay, stand by.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, Dallas/Fort Worth, geography,

193 plus 53 plus 11, 15 frames, 6-second intervals. That'll
be north 20 degrees, over.

HUNTSVILLE Huntsville AOS, very weak signal.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 193 hours,

33 minutes. Apollo 9 is past the range of the Huntsville
now. Hawaii will acquire in about 2 and a half minutes.
During this Huntsville pass we asked the crew to take 15 pho-
tographs of the Dallas/Fort Worth area, during this upcoming
pass over the United States. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 193 hours,

35 minutes. Apollo 9 about to tag up at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.

sc Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, I'll give you the disable, the

121 alarm, and then I'll have the landmark tracking update

for you.
Sc Okay, stand by.

sc Okay, Houston, Apollo 9. Go.

CAPCOM Okay, you disable it prior to going into

P22 by verb 21 noun 01 enter, 1341 enter, and 0 enter. Okay,

vou want to enable it again after you're through with P22

by verb 21 noun 01 enter, 1341 enter, and a 5 enter, so 5 is

the nominal value.
underatand . To di8able the alarm

verb 21 noun 01 enter, 1341 enter, with a 0 enter. And to

enable the nominal value is a 5 on address 1341.

CAPCOM That's rog.
| ,

sc Okay, you can pass the pad; I m ready.

CAPCOM Say again, Houston. I missed it.

c r say, go ahead with the landmark pad.

CAPCOM Okay, landmark pad: ID 006 195:22:1500,

NA on the PDAI and the shaft and trunnion. Your time of

closest approach, 195:25:5300, and you'll be at - the target

is 78
s

miles north.
under8tand „ Q06 ls 195 : 22: 1500,

closest approach 195:25:5300, target is 78 miles north.

CAPCOM Roger, the next one.

Sc Go ahead.

CAPCOM Landmark 130, 195:35:3100, TCA time

195-39:0400, and it's 27 miles north.

SC Roger, understand. 130, 195:35:3100;

closest approach 195:39:0400, 27 miles north,

CAPCOM Okay, and I've got some more pointing

data now for a little better pass on the Pegasus

.

sc Say again the last of your (garbled).

CAPCOM 9, Houston. Belay that; I want to re-

check the times on it.

sc Houston, 9. I'm sorry but there s a lot

of static. Can you say again, please?

CAPCOM Roger, we'll get your pointing data over

Antigua, probably. We're not quite sure of the times yet.

SC Okay, fine, thank you.

FLIGHT CAPCOM, FAO reminds me not to disable the

121 alarm until after they're through with their P52.
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FLIGHT "00 from FLIGHT. You w.nt to upd.te

"""'caPCOm' ApoUo 9 Houston.

SC Houston 9. Go.

r aptom Roger, for Redstone, be sure S-band an-

you want us to do that now, Houston?
7

CAPCOM Affirmative, now.

sc Roger, we're there.

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

rAPrnw Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

SC Roger, do you want the data read back now

on that S-band test?

Sf
C°" IS you^hrough

0
.!^ the PTC or do ,ou

"**"
CAFcSM

t0ntinU
"we hove - Apollo 9. Houeton. «« h.v. no

"'*"" <=o«tl»«. lt.^
wein jo back to drlftlng ilong .

?i
PC°M

S^""H.u.ton, here's the d.t. o. the
SC

S "b8n
rAPcSS* Roger, we're ready to copy.

Sc Okly, stand by one while I find my page

there

.

of
0™

Okay', at LOS at Carnarvon it was at

193:20:00 within a couple of seconds, and at that time the

at a yaw of 90 and a pitch of minus 70.

riProM Roger, we're with you.
CAPCOM

ok!y, and LOS at Hawaii occurred early

at 4250 and the antenna went right to the reacq angles of

minus 45 and plus 90.

CAPCOM Roger.
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rAPrm* 9. Houston. We have that, and Rusty,

while you're on the line there, on your EKG we're still not

«"lnl it! -nd so whenever you get a chance and no hurry on

It we ? d like you to remove, clean, and reapply the sternal

sensors, plus around these all three sensors on your chest

at your convenience.^ ^ ^ ±f i g#fc Dr ScQtt

" Pe
cI?cSM

an ° ther
°P0k.y'

iO
and I have some information on

Pegasus right here.

rAPTOM Okay' should be on the right side of

your wIS it 194 plus ll'pl«. 10. and it'll
J£J

It 194 plus 14 plus 40. Your inertial angles, roll, pitch

and vaw 288.3, 054.0 and 025.6.and yaw. , Pegasus gets to the right side of

the C0AS at 194:14:10, leaves -

END OF TAPE
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OVy. Pegasus Is good for the right side

" "SJSw ' J"*" A.* you .111 b. .bout 715 this

Siiie'::.^t^
£
:nruP5:irJhrs

t

t:tfyrctrr
u
.ur.'i

1

1

1

?h^
good deal things.

SC Oh, okay, great.

CAPCOM And while you are in a copying mood

"«v — •"•« 'eks^ °.;::r:;i£'; h.

first, Ron?
CAPCOM Okay.
cr Go ahead.

okav 194 + 06 + 00, the Barbados area,

ocaofr^y. 3 fr.-esT^second Interval, that's north 30

degrees.
sc Okay.

CAPCOM Well, we Just passed one of them, you

:::„„ : a u-sus-i."^-
:

:;:r£.
ht

SC R°8. we are 8ettin 8 movies of it right

now
CAPCOM Ok.y, good deal. tou

'
"^»«'\° f

.^;
•

A„d tnfotner .... clobbered 1»: found out, so th.fs It.

SC Okay, fine.

sc Hey , Ron (garble)

.

rAPrOM Say again. I missed it.

sf Did we just go over the recovery sites?

CAPCOM Stand by one, just a second.

cr Where's the Guadalcanal? I was just

looking down and I saw a great big ship down there. I Just

wondered if we happened to pass it.

CAPCOM I think you are way south of it.

sc Way south of it?

CAPCOM Affirmative.

pA0 Guidance and control officer Just re-

nnrted "hat Apollo 9 has loaded the Pegasus information into
P
u if *»tonilot We're in contact through Antigua

been the recovery carrier, the U.S.S. Guadalcanal, but
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of ^recovery area.^ ^^ lo£or>BtloB agaln .

Acquisition .time of 194 hours 14 minutes 10 seconds, it

should appear in the right side of the crew optical aline-

1 sighi at that time, pass out of the left side of the

sight 30 seconds later. Range between the two vehicles

will be 715 nautical miles, that is the slant range. Apollo 9

will be behind and below Pegasus.

CAPCOM ARIA 5, Houston Capcom. Go remote.

ARIA 5 Remote.
ARIA 5 ARIA 5 remote

Apollo 9, Houston through ARIA for

Just a little (garble) but it'll do.

Rog, I think you are a little less

CAPCOM
voice checks.

SC
CAPCOM

than readable. , -

sc All right, another one, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, Apollo 9 out
CAPCOM
SC

good too

.

Rog, it was much better that time, Jim.

Okay, and you are coming through pretty

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. Another voice

check - S-band.
sc Say again, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. I just wanted to - ARIA is

sending S-band back to us now for voice checks.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Loud and clear.

sc Roger. We can hear you pretty well, too.

CAPCOM Yes, I think they are working a little

better nowdays than they used to be.

sc Hey, I think they come in very handy.

CAPCOM Concur wholeheartedly.

PA0 Apollo 9 is about a minute away from

that Pegasus this time. And Ascension has acquired.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Any Joy?

sc Roger, Houston. We got it. He went

through the - he went to the diastemeter about a degree an

a half low -
. „ , _ .

.

sc And the same on the COAS , but on the

COAS he was only about a half of a degree low.

CAPCOM Okay. Half a degree low on the COAS.

sc Right. But now it's in the right win-

dow and it's probably not calibrated very well

sc He was a degree and a half in the lert

window which should be calibrated pretty good.

CAPCOM Okay. We're a little curious on the

times. How did the times work out there?

sc Looks like you was like - about 10 sec-

onds late.
CAPCOM Okay.

Boy, he's certainly moving.
Yes, that's just about a 90 degreeSC

CAPCOM
crossing there.

SC Yes.

SCst; Do you want, us to rendezvous with him?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. One minute LOS.

Tananarive at three-zero, and Carnarvon four-four.

SC Roger

.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 194 hours,

22 minutes and Ascension has Loss Of Signal. Thanks to the

ARIA aircraft between Antigua and Ascension we ve been in

contact with Apollo 9 since it was acquired by the Hawaii

station, and the S-band communications through the ARIA

were good. Apollo 9 crewmen getting their second look at

PegasSs during this pass at Ascension. Range was 7 5 naut-

ical miles at the time of that sighting. The crew is con-

tinuing to do a great deal of photography - the targets of

o5por?5n"y. We'passed up a couple this time - the Barbados
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area and the Virgin Islands. The space-

craft was near the Virgin Islands area at the time we re-

quested that and had already started photographing the

area with the 16-millimeter motion picture camera. And we

have asked Rusty Schweickart to - at his convenience to -

clean the sternal sensors in his biomedical harness. We

are not receiving EKG from Rusty. We passed up a couple of

landmark tracking areas for the crew to track through the

sextant and take marks in a navigational exercise. Land-

mark number 6 is the Point Loma lighthouse at San Diego.

We don't have the identification yet on landmark number 130.

We'll pass that along as soon as we do get it. And that

was Dave Scott who asked if we wanted the crew to rendez-

vous with Pegasus. Tananarive will acquire the spacecraft

at 194 hours, 30 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/11/69 GET

Thl. is Apollo control «t 194 hours 30

PA0 I Lnired Apollo 9. However, we have

„inut... I.h.n.rlv. h„ .c,u red £.11 ^ ^ ^
not yet put in . cell nor h.v.

Gu.rlc0 D.„, Guerlco,
xnentlfic^tion -^^"^ed d.ho,.. .,.11.* C.l.b....

S.'U .t.nd by through T.n.n.rlve ^ ^ m fc ,

ss.rss: afc-J=K---"Brs=; .r:

Ss il Misaion Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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APOLLO

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 194 hours 44

minutes and Carnarvon has acquired Apollo 9.^
CAPCOM " "

JJ

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

pretty good sized
SC

to

Apollo 9 Houston, standing by.

Roger

.

Roger

.

Apollo 9, Houston, we're copying a

middle gimbal there,
Roger. We're sort of Moseying

correct attitude for landmark tracking.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

see it.
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Guam at about
SC

It. When we

not .

CAPCOM
PAO

Okay, good.
Good eye, though.
Roger .

You keep on us, Ron.

We'll try that.
It's going to cut the day when we don't

Okay .

Apollo 9, Houston, you're on your own,

come up
Roger, Guam at 57. We'll keep an eye o

over Guam see if he's been into it or

Okay .

This is Apollo Control at 194 hours 55

minutes. Carnarvon has loss of signal. Guam will acquire

Apollo 9 at 194 hours 57 minutes, about 2, 2 and a half minutes

from now. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollci Control at "9-, h u.-s 58

minutes and Guam has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, *e are ali smiling
again

.

SC Aha. We fooled you, didn't we? I want
to know if there was anybody who placed any bet-? on it.

CAPCOM (laughter)

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston, Apoll 9.

CAPCOM Roger. Pretty smooth about walking
that around there. I have one more target of opportunity,

SC Stand by.
SC Okay, go ahead,
CAPCOM Okay, a time 1954332, it's the Amazon

delta, oceanography, 5 frames, 10-seccnd intervals, it will
be north 35 degrees.

SC Okay, understand 195<-?32, Amazon delta,
oceanography, 5 frames, 10 seconds delta T, north 35 de-
grees and be advised we kind of concluded after, unfortun-
ately having made the mistake that the Barbados oceanography shot
on the last rev should have been 30 south rather than 30

north, at least from our map here.. Unfortunately, we

didn't realize that until we had already taken up north.
CAPCOM Okay, let me see if you caught us again.
SC Yes, I'm not sure if that's right, Ron.

They may have actually wanted the pictures well north of

Barbados, but the Barbados were south of us.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 195 hours ?

minutes and Guam has loss of signal. Hawaii will acquire
at 195 hours 12 plnutes. We passed up another photographic
target of opportunity to be performed, if possible, at

195 hours 63 minutes, the delta cf the Amazon river. That
byplay between the crew and astronaut Ron Evans at the end
of the Carnarvon pass and acquisition at Guam .once^ned a

gimbal angle on the inertl«i platform. The guidance officer
here was watching closely on the ground but the cr e w was
apparently maneuvering and the guidance officer was watch-
ing him get near the gimbal lock area and we warned hi?
about that. If the spacecraft does go into gimbal lock,

it tumbles the platform and it's then necessary t' realine
the platform. This is Mission Control H^ust n.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 195 hours, 12

minutes! Apollo 9 is about to be acquired at the Hawaii

9tati
°J5* Apollo 9, Houston through Hawaii.

er> Hello there.
!S Roger; we're both right on that Barbados

thing- the island is .cto.il, aouth but »e wanted some pictures

» -e-rth £or .c.-
;!«;K. t̂;^;-;;; t you .. ti y0 u ,. e

pictures to the north and it's -""."'.fHc™- l.nd.ar*

*_ ?o a little bit marginal on that one.
tracking, the -ather^is ^^"tl. ^
probably nail it down though.

rc Ahh, very good.
The marginal we handle routinely; the

impossible we attempt.
Am„n rt 9 Houston.w

cc Okay, got you. Apollo 9, Houston.

Go ahead Houston.
lr Roger; we're thinking of putting in a

SC ^Houston, just north of us right now by

™hv^^»' ^^tonicr"^^^^
1 '

CC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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SC Okay here Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go ahead.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
Sc Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. I have you now. I read you

a while ago, but you weren't reading me.

SC Roger, Houston. Apollo 9. How do you

read?
CAPCOM Loud and clear now,

Sc Okay. Got five good marks on Point

Loma

.

CAPCOM Hey, very good.

SC Gee, the surf looks great down there.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I think you have to

procede on your display now for us to get the mark data

down here.
SC ' Oh, okay. I'm going to go all the way

through the program. Don't worry.
CAPCOM Oh, okay. Very good.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I've got the roll,

pitch, yaw and align angles for your GDC ALIGN there, if

you want to copy.
SC Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Roll align 246, pitch 315,

yaw 051, the south set stars. We'd like to leave the CMC

and IMU powered up for this alignment. Your GDC ball angles

will be 180 180 and zero.
SC Okay. I understand. Roll, pitch and

yaw at 246 315 051, south set stars. Leave CMC, IMU powered

up and GDC ball angles 180 180 zero.
CAPCOM Roger. And once you get to your GDC

align attitude can you hit us a VERB 06, NOUN 22 to compare

the IMU angles with what we think they ought to be?

SC Roger.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. That's VERB 06, NOUN 20

instead of 22.
SC Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Can you record these and just to

let you know what we think they ought to be. Roll ought to

be 180.4, pitch 237.5, and yaw 0,5.

sc Okay. 180.4, 237.5 and 000.5.

CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Within a few

seconds Dave Scott will start tracking this dam in Venezuela.

He reports he got five good marks while tracking the Point

Joma Hghthousf in San Diego. He said the surf looks good

ther6
pAO Also during this pass over South America

the crew will photograph the mouth of the Amazon River Delta.

In the beginning of this day the Apollo 9 crew reported they

had 200 frames of 70mm film remaining. That's out of a total

on board of 880 frames.
PA0 Antigua has acquisition now. We have

4Bftthe. apt a aircraft in the area between Antigua and Ascen-

"on wt'lt a^mpt to acquire through the ARIA about 2 min-

utes after LOS at Antigua. And ARIA acquisition should carry

us up to within 2 minutes of Ascension acquisition.

PA0 Antigua has had loss of signal at

195 hours, 42 minutes. We should get acquisition through

the ARIA tracking aircraft in approximately 1 minute. We 11

continue to stand by and see how we make out through the

ARIA.

END OF TAPE
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P0A This ia Apollo Control, Apollo 9 Is out

of range of that ARIA ; we did not converse with the crew.

Ascension will acquire in about 2 minutes. We'll come back

up then.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 195 hours

51 minutes and Apollo 9 is within range of Ascension Island

now

.

CAFCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Ascension,
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Apollo 9 here, reading you loud and clear.
CAPCOM Roger. I don't know if I mentioned it

on that backup 6DT aline we do not, I say again, do not want
you to cage the IMU

.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 195 hours 56
minutes. Ascension has lost Apollo 9 signal. Tananarive
will acquire at 196 hours 06 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 196 hours,

6 minutes. Apollo 9 coming up on the Tananarive station.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 196 hours,

15 minutes. Tananarive has loss of signal. Apollo 9 will

miss the Carnarvon, Australian station on this revolution.

The next station to acquire will be Guam at 196 hours,

33 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 196 hours,

33 minutes and Apollo 9 is within range of Guam.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.

SC Roger. This is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We need your P22 data there.

If you just call it up again I think we can get it.

SC Okay. In work.
SC Houston, we'd like to run this optics

GDC align again on the next pass. We'll have to stay
powered up until about 197 40 or something like that.

CAPCOM Roger. We concur.
CAPCOM And Nine, Houston. Have a target of

opportunity .

SC Okay. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. At time 197 13 00 - it will be

Ecquador, geology, ten frames, 10 seconds on track.

SC Okay. 197 13 00, Ecquador, geology,

10 frames and 10 seconds on track.
CAPCOM Roger.
SC And Houston, Nine. Those are the right

numbers for the second landmark.
CAPCOM Roger. I guess - just go ahead and

call P22. That 89 just won't quite hack it.

SC Oh, okay. You want me to just read

you the nav 89? You want the whole P22 again?
CAPCOM No. Just call up P22 so we can get

the mark data.
SC Okay.
SC How far would you like to go in P22?

CAPCOM Just call it up. That's all we need.

SC Okay. Fine. And it was sort of cloudy

over there and I didn't get identification until we were

just about overhead, but didn't get by part 2.

CAPCOM Okay -

SC So far, Houston, it appears the time

overhead was off by almost a minute.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. The computer is yours now and

we'll delay the E MEMORY dump and state vector another rev

here

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And do you have any results at all on

that GDC and ALINE?
SC Yes. Just a minute.
SC I guess we went through it. We learned

a few things. I guess relative to history and how the pro-

cedures have changed. We did it wrong the first time and
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- we'd like to
years ago on

we'll go back and do it right this time

and then when we get back down we'll want to talk about it

some .

CAPCOM Okay. I understand.
C Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston. Go.

SC We'd like to work out a

use the procedure that we used about 4 or 5

this thing and see how it compares. Okay?
CAPCOM Okay. I don't know if anybody had got

that procedure around. We'll see.

SC It all ends up the same way. We'll Just
use the same numbers and shoot it up the same way.

CAPCOM Okay. Very well.
SC We'll use the procedure and get you

the right numbers. How does that sound?
CAPCOM That sounds good. And watch your

gimbal lock as you are maneuvering around. That's all we

have got to say.
Yes. It fits right in there, doesn
Yes. Gets pretty close, I think.
You'll really have a good time watching

SC
CAPCOM
SC

this time.
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

date here?
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

12, right ascension
SC

longitude is 112.6.
CAPCOM
PAO

it?

Okay .

Hous ton

,

Hous ton

.

Roger

.

Apollo 9

.

Go.
Can you get us another map up-

Roger

.

Here we go. Rev 124 at 196 plus 29 plus
1517, longitude 112.6 east.
Okay. Rev 124 - 196 29 12 and the

Roger

.

This is Apollo Control at 196 hours,

42 minutes. Apollo 9 beyond the range of the Guam station.
Hawaii will acquire at 196 hours, 50 minutes. During this

pass at Guam we asked the Apollo 9 crew to do some photog-
raphy over Ecquador during their next pass over South
America. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 196 hours, 52
minutes into the mission, and Hawaii has acquired Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, through Hawaii.
SC Go, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. Our cryo plan this evening is

essentially the same. However, I guess you noticed that the
exhaust temperature on fuel cell 01 has stayed pretty much
constant today. So what we would like to do is essentially
maintain the same power load without any large changes, either
up or down. So in addition to the powered down procedure
we had last night when you power down your SPS stuff, put
in burner 03 on Main A and put the rendezvous transponder
switch to POWER.

SC Houston, do you read Apollo 9?
CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear. How me?
SC You're a little broken. I understand

that when we power down the IMU in the SPS you want
us to put the rendezvous transponders switch to POWER and
the burner 03 to Main A.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.
SC Okay, and on the cryo you want to let

the pressure drop down between 190 and 200 on the hydrogen
and then we're going to turn one of the fans on until it's
time for number 1 I guess,

CAPCOM No, we're going to use tank 02 again
tonight. Tank 02 fan ON just prior to going to sleep.

SC Okay, tank 02 fan ON tonight.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston, 9.
CAPCOM Roger. I guess RS on 65 count down here

shows about 97, and you said 105. Can you recheck that?
SC Roger, we'll get it in just a second and

do you have any biomed data on the LMP yet?
CAPCOM Roger, stand by.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, still looks the same

down here on the LMP.
SC Looks the same, huh, well, he checked

the retros and they are nice and damp and the retro case
looks fine. Guess we'll work on It some more.

CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 196 hours, 54

minutes. Hawaii has loss of signal, Redstone will acquire
in approximately 2 minutes.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We have some
tape from this Hawaii pass that we started into late. We'll
play that for you now.

SC Please read me that last bunch of landmark
tracks was with the telescope rather than the sextant (garbled)
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one

.

CAPCOM
Say again

Sc
PAO

acquire in 2 or
CAPCOM

CAPCON
in Hawaii.

SC

Apollo 9, Houston, you faded on that

The Redstone should
(garbled)
This is Apollo Control,

seconds.
Apollo 9 Houston, through Redstone.

Roger, Apollo 9 , go

.

Roger I missed your last comment there

Oh yea I, I Just mentioned that the

seconc group of marks on the second, sight - for the marks on the

"cond sight that were made from the telescope viced the sextant

^"cApSoV
116

^^"iarunreri^d. Oh incidentally it

looks Jike on that first set of marks the 121 alarm would

not have rung anyhow even, even if we had not disabled it.
not nave 8 j ^ that , 8 very lntere sting. Very

good

.

paphom Yes

.

SC Houston. I checked the SO-65 magazines

and we are reading about 104 or 105.

CAPCOM Okay, understand.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 197 hours.

Apollo 9's orbit is now 247.8 nautical miles Apogee, 98

nautical miles perigee. The white team is in the process
"

hlnaing over to She Gold Team. We estimate the change

of shift news conference for 3:30 PM central standard time.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

block data for you
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

09 3 —

9, Houston.
Hello there Alie, how are you?

Fine Jimmy how are you tonight?

Pretty good.
If you're ready to copy, I've got some

Just a minute.
Okay.
Okav . so ahead.
Alrighty. 1 2 3 Alpha +316 +1485 201 07

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - 201070931471283bravo + 259 + 145020247
153839129, detla charlie, - 220 - 160020435304829130 alpha
Charlie - 004 - 027020500375538131 alpha charlie + 120 -

0325206350747791322 alpha + 264 - 028020813153769133 alpha
charlie + 231 - 0589209413640441341 alpha + 286 - 068021116
483622 and the SPS trims are pitch, -0.64, yaw, -0.94, and
hold your readback for a minute,

SC Holding.
CAPCOM 9, Houston. I would like to give you

some pointing data here. It's going to be coming pretty
close here on this Pegasus.

SC Okay, have at it.
CAPCOM At 197 + 13+00, if you roll 00.89,

pitch 178.4 and yaw 062.7, you will pick it up at about
1100 miles, 4 minutes later, it will be into 100 miles and
your closest point of approach will be about 67 miles below
it, or behind it, I mean, 77 miles at the lowest, and 35
miles to the right.

SC Well, how about that. Let's see if
I got the numbers right. 1971300, that's the right time?

CAPCOM Affirmative. That's when it will be a
thousand miles off, it really moves in.

SC I believe it. And then the roll, say
again the roll, I missed that.

CAPCOM The roll was 8.9 degrees.
SC Okay, roll 8.9, pitch 178.4 and yaw

62.7.
CAPCOM Yeah. I don't know if you will be

able to track it in or not but it might be worth a try,
try a little Kentucky windage there.

SC Okay, we've got a lot of windage up
he re

.

CAPCOM Okay.
SC Hey, Houston, Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Houston, go.
SC Here we've been trying to avoid that

red dot on the ball all day and look what you gave us for
yaw

.

CAPCOM Yeah, it's pretty close there.
SC We will watch it.
SC What kind of odds are you giving whether

we go In it or not?
CAPCOM Well, the tracking is supposed to go

the other way, and the yaw gets better.
SC Alrighty.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
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PAO And Apollo 9 apparently has gone over

the hill out of range of the tracking station at Texas. The

next station to acquire will be the site at Tananarive at

41 after the hour. The Gold Team has replaced the White

Team and that last CAPCOM voice was that of Al Worden. At

197 hours, 8 minutes this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 198 hours,
17 minutes ground elapsed time. During the Change of Shift
Press Conference, we taped about 3 minutes or so of air-
to-ground while the spacecraft was passing over the
tracking station at Tananarive, and also over the site
at Guam. In both cases the communications with the
spacecraft was less than desirable. Over Tananarive
there was some reference made to the Pegasus Satellite
at viewing attempt and, over Guam, because of the low
elevation pass, the astronauts were fading rather
audibly in and out. Anyway, we do have that tape and
will play it back at this time.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive.
SC Hey, this is Apollo 9.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston. I guess we

have a few minutes here at Tananarive. We can get some of
this stuff out of the way. I guess, just for planning
purposes, when you get to Hawaii, we'll get the memory
dump, and the state vector update, and consumables, and
your PID readings. I guess while we are here at Tananarive
we can get the block and readback.

SC Garble.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, how do you read now?
SC Garble.
SC Reading a little better.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9. Understand. Reading

a little better. Communications here are not too good.
Did you get a chance to see Pegasus?

SC Houston, Apollo 9. We didn't get a
chance to. We really didn't see it. We may have come
close to it.

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston. Understand.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Guam. Dear

Apollo 9, Houston, reading you fairly weak. I guess we
could use some of this pass to tell you what we are going
to do over Hawaii.

SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM When we get a clear signal over Hawaii

we'll do a memory dump, then a state vector update, and if
you've got them ready, I'll get your consumables and PRDs
and I guess this is a good time to remind you of the waste
water dump. We want you to dump to not more than 20 percent
tonight. Not more than 20 percent and remind you of the
C02 change in the water chlorination and termination of
Bat B charge.
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SC Roger, understand. We'll terminate
that B charge now and understand you want us to dump water
to 20 percent.

CAPCOM That firmed it.
sc Okay. We'll be prepared to do an E

memory dump, and then we'll go into a state vector update and
as soon as we are through with that, we'll give you the
consumables and PRD

.

CAPCOM Yes, roger, Apollo 9. We'll pick you
up over Hawaii at about 25.

SC Okay. Very good.
SC Houston, are you still there?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, Roger, we're still here,

but we're reading you very weak.
SC Garble
CAPCOM Roger, understand that that VDP line

was successful?
PA0 We'll reacquire the spacecraft at

25 after the hour - in about two or three minutes from
now. In the meantime, at 198 hours, 22 minutes, ground
elapsed time, this is mission control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 198 hours,

25 minutes. In a matter of a half minute or less we expect

to acquire the spacecraft over the Hawaii tracking site,

and at that time we would expect to have better comm with

the Apollo 9 crew. So let's stand by here for the air-to-

ground .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger, we'll have to stand by for a few

minutes on memory dump till we get through the keyhole. In

the meantime, if you're ready on the consumables we'll take

that

.

SC We're ready; you ready?
CAPCOM I'm ready.
SC Okay, service module A, B, C, D: 52,

54, 45, 51. Bat C, pyro A and B: 36.9, 37.1, 37.1. And

the injector temperatures, 5 Charlie and Delta: 4.9, 4.9.

6 Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta: 4.8, 4.8, 4,9, 4.8. The

PRD's: Commander, 3120; CMP, 6122; LMP , 8022.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Consumables 52, 54, 45,

51, 36.9, 37.1, 37.1, 4.9, 4.9, 4.8, 4.8, 4.9, 4.8, and the

PRD's:' 3120, 6122 and 8022.
SC That's Charlie.
SC Hey, you want some angles on the GDC

aline?
CAPCOM Okay, fire.
SC Okay, 180.36, 236.10, 359.78. And that

was after the maneuver to 180, 180 zero, which took us like

about 28 minutes.
CAPCOM Roger, understand. Those angles, 180.36,

236.10, 359.78.
9C That's Charlie, And you want your block

data back?
CAPCOM Okay, we might as well go ahead and get

that now.
SC Hey, before you get that, the maximum

radiation going through the anomaly was .037 rads per hour.

CAPCOM Roger, understand the radiation survey

reading was .037 rads per hour.
SC Righto.
CAPCOM Okay, you can give me the block data

readback if you like.
SC All right. Are you ready now?

CAPCOM Yes •

SC Okay, 1273 Alpha, plus 316 plus 1485

2010709 3147. 1283 Bravo, plus 259 plus 1450 2024715 3839.
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129 Delta Charlie, minus 220 minus 160 2043530 4829. 130

Alpha Charlie, minus 004 minus 0270 2050037 5538. 131 Alpha
Charlie, plus 120 minus 0325 2063507 47 79 . 1322 Alpha,
plus 264 minus 0280 2081315 3769. 133 Alpha Charlie, plus
231 minus 0589 2094136 4044. 1341 Alpha, plus 286 minus
0680 2111648 3622. With a pitch trend of minus .64 and a

yaw trend of minus .94.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston. Copy correct.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, and we're ready for the U

memory dump if you'll give us the verb 74 enter.
SC Okay, on my mark. 3, 2, 1, mark.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston at Redstone.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog, we're not sure we got all that U

memory dump, would you do it again for us please?
SC Oh, yes, we'll do it again.
CAPCOM All righty, that's very nice of you.
SC Roger, you all set?
CAPCOM All set.
SC Roger, 3, 2, 1, mark.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We're ready to give

you a state vector if you'll give us ACCEPT.
SC Roger, you have ACCEPT.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. You might be

advised that we're reading Rusty' s bioraed now okay. Looks
like Dr. Scott's operation was a success.

SC That's great. The operation was a suc-
cess but the patient died. What we did was we took Rusty's
sensors and moved them over on Dave. They figured he was
the only one with a heart strong enough to beat through.

CAPCOM No wonder the doctors are scratching
their heads.

SC Hey, ask the Flight Surgeon on duty there
if he can unscramble all of our EKG's and he always knows
who's hooked to which comm cable.

CAPCOM Yes, that's right. He's been able to
do that.

SC Very good.
CAPCOM He knows you guys better than you do.
SC That's what bothers me.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. On that waste water

dump, maybe I didn't make it clear. They want you to dump
so that you have no more than 20 percent in the waste water.
Dump down to 15 to 20 percent so that -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM On that waste water dump, I didn't
make that clear. We want you to dump so that you have no
more than 20 percent in the waste water. Dump down to

15 or 20 percent, so that amount of water left at reentry
will be correct.

SC Okay, that's what we'll do. We'll
dump down to between 15 and 20 percent.

CAPCOM All right.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Your state vector

is in, we verify it for you and you have the computer back.
SC Okay. Read you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Rog. One last question. We'd like to

know how much of Redstone you have left.
SC I think we have about a hundred frames.
CAPCOM Roger. one hundred frames and we're

about to lose you here at Redstone.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay. We're still showing you in

acceptor, Jim.
SC Okay. We'll get out in just a minute.
CAPCOM Okay, we'll be losing you in about a

minute here at Redstone. I guess it's time for you fellows
to get tucked in for the night.

SC Okay. We haven't eaten yet, so we'll
be up for a while, so you can get hold of us.

CAPCOM Okay.
PAO It looks like the Apollo 9 spacecraft

has gone over the hill at the Redstone. Next to acquire
will be the tracking station at Tananarive at 17 after the
next hour. That will be 199 plus 17. We don't expect
much calm, over that pass. As you heard, the astronauts
will sejttle down to their meal and then, of course, go into
the resit period. At 198 hours, 39 minutes ground elapsed
time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE.

CoMM
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 199 hours, 50
minutes ground elapsed time. During the pass over the Tananavive
station, that was the last station that acquired the spacecraft,
we had no communication with the crew. Earlier they had said
that during that period of time they had planned to eat.
We'll have acquisition at the Hawaii station in about, well
at 1 minute after the hour or about 10 minutes from now and
we'll tape that pass and if there is any communication between
the air and the ground we'll play it back to you after the
Hawaii pass. At 199 hours, 51 minutes GET this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 200 hours,
9 minutes, ground elapsed time. We taped about 3 minutes
of conversation - air-to-ground conversation between the
Apollo 9 crew and ground here on this Hawaii pass which
we just concluded and we'll play that for you now.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Hawaii.
SC Roger. This is Apollo 9.
CAPCOM We see that you are not asleep yet,

so we thought we'd give you a call and give you the update
on the block data No. 20.

SC Okay. Stand by one.
CAPCOM All right.
SC Okay. Go ahead, Al

.

CAPCOM Okay. It's on rev 127 and the updates
are as follows: 127 Charley Charley plus 17 minus 1650201
21043082. End of update.

SC Roger. 127 Charley Charley 117 minus
165020121043082.

CAPCOM That's correct, Dave.
SC Okay. How's everything going down

there?
CAPCOM Oh, it's going very quietly down here.

How's it up there?
SC Oh, very quietly up here. We're just

sort of regrouping and getting ready.
CAPCOM You're about ready to go night, night?
SC Well, we'll try to sort of get organized

here so tomorrow night we can put everything in its proper
place with a minimum of disturbance.

CAPCOM Dave, we'd like to confirm that you've
got the H2 fans on in tank 2 and that you did do a canister
change - C02 cannister change.

SC Roger. Affirm. We did do a C02
canister change on time and H2 fan - we haven't turned
it on. We're going to turn it on just before we go to
sleep .

CAPCOM All right.
SC Which will probably be in about 15 or

20 minutes.
CAPCOM Okay. We'll take a look into giving

you an extra hour tomorrow.
SC No. I guess we'd just as soon get up

on time tomorrow and sort of get going so we have an even
day tomorrow.

CAPCOM Okay. We're with you.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like for you to

go ahead and turn that fan on tank 2 now, if you would,
please.
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SC Very well. It's on now.

CAPCOM Roger. Thank you.

SC You are welcome.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, nine.
SC Hey, Al . We just pulled the flight

plan out and took a look at it and there's really not much

to do the first couple or three hours, so why don't you

give us a ring about 209 in Carnarvon?
CAPCOM Dave, we'll see if we can work that

one out. It's okay from down here right now.

SC Okay. One thing we'd like to make

sure we do tomorrow, is get all the SO-65s done.

CAPCOM Yes , you bet.

SC All right. One more thing. If you

can't find any targets of opportunity for the space ships,

don't worry about It. We'll be able to take plenty of

pictures

.

CAPCOM Okay. Copy that.

SC Lots of things to take pictures of

up here.
CAPCOM Show Biz.
PAO That 209 at Carnarvon reference, of

course, was 209 hours into the flight while over the

tracking station at Carnarvon. That's when they anticipate

awakening the crew tomorrow morning. So, at 200 hours,

15 minutes into the flight of Apollo 9, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Apollo Control at 201 hours,

42 minutes ground elapsed time. We've acquired the Apollo 9

spacecraft at the Hawaii tracking station on this, the 127 rev,

and at that time the Flight Surgeon reported that the Command

Module Pilot data on him has been transmitted back to Mission

Control here in Houston. That would be biomedical data, and

the data indicated that Dave Scott's heart rates were, oh,

in the 45 beats per minute average, indicating that Scott

evidently is sleeping. The Flight Director called some of

the flight controllers for a status report on the spacecraft,

and of the report back was everything looks normal. We'll

next acquire the Apollo 9 at 202 hours, 18 minutes, or some

oh, about 35 or so minutes from the present time over the

Ascension tracking station. At 201 hours, 43 minutes ground

elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 202 hours,
55 minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 at the present
time is over China on the 128 revolution. The tracking
station at Guam will acquire the spacecraft in about 7 min-
utes. Previously the tracking sighted Ascension Island -

had the spacecraft, and on that particular track there was
biomedical information transmitted down from the spacecraft
to the ground on the Commander who is now asleep in the left
couch, and the Command Module Pilot who is now sleeping in
the right couch. According to the Flight Surgeon here at
MCC , the data indicated that both astronauts were in the
early stages of sleep. The systems on the spacecraft were
performing normally, with some 6 hours and 2 minutes still
remaining in the sleep period, or the rest period. At 202
hours, 57 minutes, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 204 hours,

3 minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9, at the present

time is just moving out of range of the Ascension tracking

station. During its pass over the Ascension station, the

surgeon here reported that the two Astronauts on which we

have biomedical information, namely Dave Scott and

Jim McDivitt, appear to be sleeping rather soundly, and

the indications are that they have been asleep now or at

least resting well and asleep lightly for the last couple

of hours. The spacecraft systems all seem to be functioning

normally. On this the 129 revolution, spacecraft will be

moving over the west coast of Africa shortly. There are

about 5 hours left in the rest cycle. Guam will be the

next to acquire and that should be something on the order

of 33 minutes from now. All systems are apparently func-

tioning normally. At 204 hours, 4 minutes GET, this is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 204 hours,

53 minutes ground elapsed time. Spacecraft at this time is

lust moving out of range of the tracking ship Huntsville, on

this the 129 revolution. There is an increasing level of

activity here in Mission Control as the orange team moves

in to replace the gold team. Flight Director for the on

coming shift is Pete Frank. The doctor reported that the

astronauts are still sleeping soundly on this last pass, and

the information that was down linked from the spacecraft

indicated the systems were functioning normally and well.

At 204 hours, 54 minutes GET, this is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 205 hours, 50

alnutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9, just et the beginning

of the 130th revolution, about one-quarter through that rev-

olution, Is presently over the Nile Delta in Egypt. The crew

is still asleep. All systems are functioning normally on the

spacecraft according to the telemetry read-outs on the ground.

The spacecraft next will be acquired by the tracking station

«t Guam at 14 minutes past the hour; and at 205 hours, 51

minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OP TAPE
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~
pAO This is Apollo Control, 206 hours, 50

minutes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently is over the

South Pacific, nearing the end of the 130th revolution. The

crew is still asleep at this time. The spacecraft analysis

report is coming out of the back room of the Mission Control

Center here on systems performance. The reports are getting

shorter each issue. The general run of the comments are

"All systems nominal." The next station to acquire Apollo 9

will be the Canary Islands station at 10 minutes past the

hourj and at 206 hours, 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this

is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 207 hours 50 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently Is midway through
the 131st revolution and is just clearing the east coast of the
island of Borneo, will come up on the tracking ship Hunts, as

you were, on the tracking station at Honeysuckle, Australia
at 7 in 7 minutes from this point followed by a pass over
Mercury of about 9 minutes duration. The crew is still asleep
at this time; it is anticipated they will be awakened at about
4 am Central Standard Time. The spacecraft continues to per-
form exceptionally well with no even minor problems at this
time. And at 207 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this
is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Hello, Houston, this is Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Boy, Dave, you sure do wake up in a

hurry. I never have to call you more than once.
SC Well, we're expecting you every morning.
CAPCOM Well, good morning and all that good jazz.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Let's join the

conversation in progress.
CAPCOM We'll have to think up something jazzy

to wake you up with tomorrow.
CAPCOM Hey, I've got a quick one here for you.

SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Okay. You're over the Canaries now.

When you come across Australia, you're going to hit it with

a - it's going to be almost sunset, but almost enough light

for a picture. I was wondering if you could get a picture.

It's generally dark down there, and we don't get many chances.

And this gives you about 30 minutes to get ready for it.

SC Rog. Houston, we'll do that.

CAPCOM Okay, if you've got something to write

on now, I'll give you a time.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM 209 plus 27 plus 11, 4 frames, 10-second

exposures, shooting on the Nadir, and you're shooting the

west coast of Australia, there, Beroom, Australia, and it's

for Geology and Oceanography.
SC Okay, 209 27 11, 4 frames, 10-second

intervals, on the Nadir. We can get that one.

CAPCOM Okay, real good, and like I say it's

coming up - it will be a little sun angle, but maybe we can

hack it, and at your convenience, we'd like to have inverter 3

off, and the rendezvous radar transformer off.

SC Okay, inverter 3 is off and I'll go down

and get the transformer.
CAPCOM Okay, and we'd like you to turn the fans

off in both H2 tanks .

SC Concurring H2 fans are both off.

CAPCOM Okay, and our good old RCS configuration

for the day will be quads Baker and Charlie, and Baker Delta

Roll

.

SC Okay, Baker and Charlie and Baker Delta

roll.
CAPCOM Okay, and make that H2 tank 1 fan on,

please

.

SC Okay, H2 tank 1 fan is on.

CAPCOM Very good, and you might whip up your

old S-band volume, there. We'll have Madrid here for 4 or

5 minutes.
SC Okay, S-band is up.

SC Houston, how do you read Apollo 9?

CAPCOM I'm reading you loud and clear, Jim.

SC Okay, like you say, it wasn't getting

out before, I guess I just didn't have all these things

plugged in quite right. One of these things just came loose.

CAPCOM* Maybe it's wearing out. Good morning.
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SC hello der.
SC Hey, I've got a little question. How

come we almost never use quad A? At least it seems to be the
least one that we require the least out of for service module
RCS deorbit, yet we seem to have the most fuel in it.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by one, here and let me give
you a good answer on that.

CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, the answer on that one
is that you require the most out of that for an SPS deorbit
and we're trying to hang on to the SPS deorbit capability.

SC Okay, that's a pretty good answer.
CAPCOM Okay, Apollo 9, we're going to - I've

only got you for about another 3 or 4 minutes here at Madrid.
And so, I don't think - I could get in a consumables update
if you've got a handy pad for that.

SC Okay, all set. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Alright. Hours 209 42 10 42 12 38 13

39 13 243 15 31 33 39 and your DAP red lines 25 31 34 34
end of update.

SC Rog. 209 42 10 42 12 38 13 39 13 243
15 31 33 39 25 31 34 and 34.

CAPCOM That is affirmative and that's correct.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston, we'd like to start

a battery A charge at 209 plus 25.
SC Roger, 209 plus 25, battery A charge.
CAPCOM That's correct and I'll wait until we

get over Carnarvon for the rest of the block data. I need
to get the block data and the rest of the flight plan update,
so we'll probably then lose Madrid here within a minute.
And it will be Carnarvon at 24.

SC Rog. You don't happen to have a handy
map update, do you?

CAPCOM That is affirmative. Your map update:
208 34 44 73 degrees west.

SC Roger, that's pretty snappy. 208 34 44
73 degrees west.

CAPCOM Rog, Doc, and I meant to get that for
you at - I had it all figured out here and blew it.

SC Oh listen, that's all right, looks like
you must have a file there of a thousand things in front of
you

.

CAPCOM No, I had - I had just updated my map
here to check that Australia bit. And we'll see you down
there, I hope you make it before sunset.

SC Oh we'll make sure. We wouldn't miss
Australia for anything.

CAPCOM Hey look at this rare opportunity you have.
Australia in the daylight.
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SC How about that?
PAO This is Apollo Control. The crew was

awakened during the middle of the Canary Island pass. And

was furnished with the consumables update and given instruc-
tions foT a photography assignment on the upcoming pass over

Australia when, for the first time in the mission, that it

will see parts of Australia in daylight. The Carnarvon-
Honeysuckle pass will come at 23 minutes past the hour,

followed shortly thereafter with about a 2-minute break to

the tracking ship Mercury. At 208 hours 58 minutes GET,

this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 209 hours 23 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is now Midway through
the 132nd revolution and is just south of the island of Java
in the republic of Indonesia. Coming up on Carnarvon, Australia
tracking station, within a few seconds. We'll stand by for
any conversation between mission control and the crew of
Apollo 9. Flight director is down in the trench discussing
some aspect of the mission with the flight dynamics officer.
Here goes the call from Roosa.

PAO Spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa is
confering with flight activities officer on some last minute
additions and flight plan notes prior to beginning communications
here at Carnarvon. We'll continue to stand by until Roosa
does call the crew.

CAP COM Carnarvon standing by
SC Roger, fine we're all set to take pictures.
CAP COM Very good. Looks like your in a race

with the terminator.
SC Yeah, it sure does, it's getting dark

pretty quick.
CAP COM Rog, I checked the sunset time on that.

On the ground you'll be taking with about 2 minutes or a

little over before sunset. We'll say a 5 degree sun angle.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Standing by

over Carnarvon as the crew procedes to take the assigned
pictures in that area. Conversation is being held to a min-
imum till they do complete that picture taking assignment.
We'll leave the circuit open for continuation of the conversation
between spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa and the crew of
Apollo 9.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. Bring up your S band
volume. We'll be going over Honeysuckle in about a minute.

SC Ok, looks like all those people down in
Australia are probably still asleep.

CAP COM Well let me see, they shouldn't have gone
to bed yet should they? It just got dark across there.

SC Oh that's the way the sun goes. It goes
from east to west. I thought it went from west to east.

CAP COM Well I've got a gouge here. I can call
up the display and I can watch the terminator move so I don't
have to do any thinking.

SC ' Say would you send me a gouge up here.
CAP COM Rog, and well have Honeysuckle about

7 or 8 minutes. It might be a good place to get the block
data at yall's convenience. When you get through looking across
the main land there. And we've got you locked up on Honeysuckle
now about 6 minutes

.

SC Ok, you're loud and clear on old Honeysuckle
today

.

CAP COM You're coming in fine and clear.
SC Is it really only 3:30 in the morning in

Hous ton?
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CAP COM That's affirmative. I always hate to

mention that, the time because I thought it might make you
(laugh) harder to get up.

SC If I'd just known then what I know now.
CAP COM Come on now.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We'd like to know if you
happen to notice any stratification when you strew/the CRYO'

this morning.
SC Houston, we haven't done it yeft , Stu.
CAPCOM Okay, very good. We've just #een some funnies

on our last data pass there.
SC All I've done is turn off the/H2 band and

turn on Hi band.
CAPCOM Okay, I understand.
SC Ofcourse we've turned the tr^nsmodular off

too

.

CAPCOM Very good. How about
your up there, we'll make the surgeon happy,
of the way right off.

SC Okay, we each had about 7 1 A2 hours sleep, and
1 vitamin pill, and the CMP had about 7 1/2 houfs sleep and
vitamin pill, and the LMP had about 6 1/2 hours/sleep and 1 vitamin
pill.

Rog, copy all that, and go old morning Rusty.
And Apollo 9, Houston. We fre about 30 from

Mercury around 42.
Okay, I think we'll stop a^d have breakfast

crew/ status report if
Jujst get that out

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

LOS Honeysuckle.
SC

CAPCOM All right. Sounds like a jgood idea.
PAO This is Apollo Control, nclt quite out of

acquisition yet at Honeysuckle. Conversation /will likely pick
up again over Mercury in about 2 minutes. During the Carnarvon,
Honeysuckle pass, the crew reported that the commander, James
McDivitt had a total of 7 1/2 hours sleep, CMP, Dave Scott, had
7 1/2 hours, LMP, Rusty Schweickart, 6 1/2 hofors , and each took
1 vitamin pill last night. Several cities in the southern
portion of the United States weather permitting may have an

opportunity to view Apollo 9. Starting at 5*231 , 5 hours,
542 and 31 seconds am central standard time in Houston, the

spacecraft will rise in the southwest, reach! a maximum elivation
of 8 degrees, and at 546, set in the east atl 54931 . Slant range
at maximum elevation will be 692 nautical miles. New Orleans,
a few seconds later, at 54254 am central standard time, space-
craft will rise from the south southwest, from maximum elevation
of 11.9 degrees, will set at 55056 centraljtlme in the east.
Slant range and maximum elevation will be #59 nautical miles.
Atlanta, 64450 eastern standard time, the spacecraft will rise
out of the south southwest, reach a maximum elevation of 9.3
degrees, at 64831, will set in the east southeast at 65214.
Maximum slant range at maximum elevation will be 618 nautical
miles. On the following revolution, Pheonlx, 61450 mountain
standard time, spacecraft will rise out of the southwest, reach
a maximum elevation of 7 degrees, at 61831 will set in the east
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PAO - southeast at 62145, Slant range maximum
ellvatlon 711.5 nautical miles. Less than a minutes later, ElPaso

71507, central standard time, the spacecraft will rise out of the

south southwest reach a maximum elevation of 14.3 degrees at 71931

will set in the east at 72316, Slant range maximum elevation will

be 481.1 nautical miles. We should have had acquisition at track-
ing ship Mercury at this time. The pass over Mercury will be some

10 minutes long, even thought its not dead center over the ship,

The passes in the southern hemisphere, particularly over the

Australian stations and Mercury are fairly lengthly because the

spacecraft is at apogee at this point and being highter provides
a longer tracking time.

END OF TAPE
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Spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa is in

a confab with other flight controllers here in Mission Control

Center We'll stand by until he keys his transmitter to re-

sume conversation with the crew. Still standing by. In"
nl tl« of tracking ship Mercury, next station following

Mercury will be the Mil., Merritt Island, launch area track-

ing station at 9 minutes past the hour. Here goes Roosa 's

Call,
CAP COM

6
* Apollo 9, Houston through Mercury standing

by
*

sc Roger. (pause) Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

sc Roger, our power was down a little bit

there so we just put the transponder back on to keep that

same power we would on the fuel cells.

CAP COM Rog, copy.
- Thl8 l8 Apollo Control, some 2 minutes

remaining in the Mercury tracking ship pass. The crew likely

"breaking out their breakfast meals for this morning prior

to .."it;! down for the days flight plan activities •
B.«

a real sparce amount of conversation over Mercury Starting

with Mil. tracking station at 9 minutes past the hour there 11

be a continuous tracking and communications pasi[
all the way

through Madrid 32 minutes past the hour; about 21 minutes

^"'CA? ;;"
gether,

Houston one minute LOS we'll see you over

the sunny Carribean around 10.

sc Okay, we'll be ready.

CAP COM Ro g

•

pA0 This is Apollo Control. Apparently that

does terminate the conversation over tracking ship Mercury.

Mila at 9:48 past the hour. At 209 hours 51 minutes ground

elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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!

jPAO This is Apollo Control, 210 hours 09 minutes
ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is just ending the 132nd revolu-
tion. We'll begin revolution 133 within a few moments as it
crosses the longitude of Cape Kennedy. We've just had acqui-
sition at the Merritt Island launch area tracking station in
Florida overlapping, of course, with Antigua, Bermuda, Van-
guard on through to Canary and Madrid. A pass ending at
32 minutes past the hour. We'll stand by here as we await
Stu Roosa's call to the crew.

CAP COM Apollo 9, this is Houston. We've got
you through Mila standing by.

SC Roger, Houston. Hey ... one thing that
we're a little concerned about here is this morning we're
going to be dipping back into a magazine of film that was
taken with a slightly faulty camera. On the EVA we took
the 70-mm wide angle out with magazine SO on it and we found
out subsequent to the EVA that the super wide was keeping the
shutter open too long or at least we think that it did so
we ran off an extra 10 or so frames wi^h nothing on them
and now we're going to use the remaining 100 today so - and
we wanna make sure that wh^en that film pack gets back that
the photo people know about it that the first part of the
film, the first third, may be exposed different from the
last third, ah for the last two-thirds rather.

CAP COM Okay, understand now. To make sure that
we got that. That 70-mm and the magazine is echo.

SC That's affirmative. We're not really
sure when the camera malfunctioned and so the first third
may also be okay but we don't have anyway of knowing it. We
know that the super wide keeps the shutter open for about 3

to 5 times as long as it should it looks like and so we're
gonna need special handling on the first third of that roll
of film.

CAP COM Okay, expect the super wide may have
kept the shutter 2 to 3 times normal and on that same subject
Rusty, we were just kicking around here a 16-mm magazine is
the word I have that may have been exposed at a wrong setting
during EVA. Is this correct?

SC Yeah, that's affirmative, Houston. One
of the 16-mm magazines may have been exposed at the wrong
setting

.

CAP COM Okay, at your convenience would you like
to give us that magazine identification so we could make sure
that word gets out.

SC Okay, we'll have to find out what the
number of it was.

CAP COM Rog. I suspect its probably buried down
somewhere but anyway you'd like but we would like to know it

so we could warn people.
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sc Okay. Well it was - we took some of the

stuff apparently set at 1/60 th and the rest of it at l/750th

so it's gonna be a little tough figuring it out I think. Let

me get the magazine ... for you.

CAP COM And Apollo 9, Houston. There are a couple

of targets we'd like photographed on this rev if you're so

inclined. One is around the Red Sea area about 15 minutes

from now and the other one is about 17 minutes after it.

Sc Houston. I believe the magazine letter

was P, magazine Peter ... and we think about two thirds of

it during the EVA and the first part of it was probably

exposed at l/60th of a second and the remainder at l/250th.

CAP COM Rog, copy. You exposed two-thirds of

it during the EVA and the first-third at l/60th and the rest

at 250.
. 1

sc Roger. They're the same subject material

for it,
CAP COM Rog, copy. Thank you very much.

Sc Okay. Okay go ahead with the update

thr ° U
CAPC0M Okay. The first one, time 210 plus 39

plus 34 7 frames, 16 second interval, zero degrees and this

will be the Red Sea. Oceanography, the second one, time

2 plus 10 plus 52 plus 07, 3 frames, 29 second interval,

you'll be shooting north of the Nadir 30 degrees. This is

weather and should be a tropical depression up there.

SC Okay. Let me see if I got these right.

210:39:14, 7 frames, 16 second intervals, 0 degrees, Red

Seai oceanography. 210:50:07, 3 frames, 29 seconds, North

30, weather tropical depression.
CAP COM Okay. The time on the Red Sea is 39

plus 34.
SC 39 plus 34, Okay.

CAP COM And the time on the tropical depression

is 52 plus 07.
SC 52 07, right.

CAP COM And Apollo 9, I have some block data.

At your convenience I'll pass it to you. You're still good

for about another rev and a half so no sweat on the time.

SC Okay lets ... now

.

CAP COM Say again, Rusty.

SC Gee, I'm ready to copy ...

CAP COM Okay. I'll tell you what Rusty we're

through the Vanguard now and it's a little static. Let's

wait until we get handed over to Canaries. I think it would

be better.
SC Okay.
pA0 This is Apollo Control. Communications

have been terminated during this pass over the tracking ship
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PAO Vanguard because of static. Pick up

again in about 3 minutes as the spacecraft crosses into the

Canary Island tracking station range. We'll continue to

monitor the air-ground circuit for any possible conversation.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control continuing to

monitor the spacecraft pass over Vanguard and on into the

Canarys at which time it Is anticipated that conversation
will resume. Have a considerable amount of static in communi-
cations through the Vanguard. Yesterday the Vanguard had
some problems with its COMSAT relay antenna and had to use

an HF link. That problem may atlll exist and account for the

static.
SC (static)
CAPCOM Okay, I have block data number 21, when

you're ready to copy.
SC All set.
CAPCOM Reading 1352 Bravo plus 292 minus 0270

213 16 11 3255 1362 Bravo plus 226 minus 0330 2145300 3332
1371 Alpha plus 276 minus 0680 21619 5233 80 1384 Alpha
plus 331 minus 1624 2185821 3232 1394 Alpha plus 331 minus
1624220 3920 30 26 1404 Baker plus 286 minus 1640 22220
10 3200. Would you bring up your S band volume here before
I continue over into Madrid shortly? And pitch minus .64 yaw
minus .94, end of update.

SC Okay, Stu, readback: 1352 Bravo plus
292 minus 0270 213 16 11 3255 1362 Bravo plus 226 minus 0330
214 53 00 3332 1371 Alpha plus 276 minus 0680 216 19 52 3380

1384 Alpha plus 331 minus 1624 218 58 21 3232 1394 Alpha
plus 331 minus 1624 220 39 20 3026 1404 Bravo plus 286 minus
1640 222 2010 3200 pitch minus .64 yaw minus .94.

CAPCOM Rog. That readback is correct. Thank
you

.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And, Apollo 9, about 1 minute LOS Madrid

and

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - 1 minute LOS Madrid, and we'll see you
over Carnarvon around 58.

SC Roger, Carnarvon at 58.
PAO This is Apollo Control at about a minute

to LOS at Canary Islands, but apparently the conversation be-
tween Stu Roosa and the crew of Apollo 9 has been concluded.
Carnarvon at 57 minutes past the hour. At 210 hours, 31 minutes
GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 210 hours 57 min-

utes ground elapsed time. We're coming up over the Carnarvon,

Australia tracking station over lapping Honeysuckle for a

19 minute total duration pass of Apollo 9. We anticipate

futher conversation over these two stations. After Honeysuckle

loss of signal there will be approximately a 2 minute drop-

out until actually more or like 1 minute dropout between
Honeysuckle and tracking ship Mercury. The Mercury pass

looks like about 12 minutes duration. Will stand by now for

spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa's call to the crew over

Carnarvon. He's now studying the acquisition time tables

to determine when best to call the crew.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.
SC Roger, Houston.
CAP COM And Apollo 9 Houston, we'd like to use

Alpha Charlie's roll today istead of Baker Dog as we passed

up before.
SC Understand alpha Charlie roll instead

of Bravo Dog.
CAP COM That's affirmative and just a little note

on that, what we'd like to do is get into that secondary

propellant tank on one of the quads and we think they'll

probably be quad C and this won't affect any of our deorbits.

We'll still have our SCS deorbit capability.
SC Ok. The action has been took.

CAP COM Very good. Thank you.

SC Say there worker of miracles. What's

the bobbing picture at the surface in the recovery area?

CAP COM I can find that out for you. I have

neglected to mention that subject so far here. I was going

to wait until you brought it up.

SC I was afraid you were going to...

CAP COM And Apollo 9 Houston. I have you about

another 6 1/2 minutes to Carnarvon here and I have 5 or 6

items on the flight plan update for today.

SC Ok stand by. Ok go ahead Stu.

CAP COM Ok the first one is at 212 plus 38 and

I'll just make this cometn now which will apply later in

here. As you see it in your time line everything is shifted

around 20 minutes or so due to the orbit so if it looks like

night or day or something is off well that's the reason. But

at 212 plus 38 we'd like to have a P51 P52 alignment to P52

to nominal and your T align is 216 plus 10 plus 00. Ok now

at 214 plus 30 and just want to make sure we don't get confused

here. I'm deleting the second SO 65 pass. The one that is

shown for over Africa, now in your flight plan that's shown

right around 215 but that is the pass, we're deleting that

SO 65 pass due to weather. We still want the first SO 65 pass

across the state and we'll have a pass for you later on that.

Ok now, 215 plus 38 for 1 of P52 to rest mat. And at 217

plus 10 we'd like to have a COAS calibration. Now you gave

us a real good alignment here with the COAS and I'm going to
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CAP COM change the shift to the flight plan people
here. I can't find any good details on why we want another
one, I think there's a requirement that says you want one
the day before re-entry but it looks like you've probably got
a good one but we'll stick that one in there 217 plus 10 and
at 217 plus 50 we'll do some T22 land mark tracking. Your
power down will be 218 plus 3 5 and at 219 plus 00 will have
a fuel cell 02 purge and that's the end of it,

SC Ok 21238 T 51 52 a nominal 2161000. At
214 30 we want to delete the second SO 65 pass over Africa
due to weather. We still want to keep the first one across
the states. 21538 T52 to REFSMMAT 21710 COAS calibration,
21750 T 22 landmark track 21835 power down 2 and 18 00 fuel
cell 02 purge

.

CAP COM That's affirmative Rusty. Have you got
em all. And I'd just like to ask a question on curiousity,
I was wondering how that T and N panel worked out.

SC Oh that works great Stu. Good job on that.
CAP COM How about with the chrome attached. Does

it fit in all right, you know we really needed a mount around
that and I was wondering about the light leak around the edge.

SC Well I had trouble getting the verb down
list out. It took me about 5 days to get that out and when
I finally got that out I haven't had a chance to put the chrome
back up.

CAP COM You mean it was jammed in there?
SC Yeah it sure was.
CAP COM That doesn't sound like it was so good.

Sorry about that.
SC Oh no sweat. I think we'll work that out

when we get back.
SC Stu I have a question on the SO 65. Looks

like we have many more frames of film left on the camera there
than we have allocated for pictures today. I don't think we
ought to come back with any film left in those cameras.

CAP COM Rog, copy Jim.
SC And I guess what I'm saying is that soon

as we get through with those SO 65s on the program I think
we'll just leave it in the window and take pictures until
we run out.

CAP COM Yes we're going to use it all today and
it's being planned that way.

SC Oh Ok fine.
CAP COM And Jim just to clarify it, this 16 mm roll

taken during EVA that you expose 2/3 of it that is all that
is been exposed on that roll. Is that affirmative?

SC That's affirmative. We're going to go take
some Sun going down into the water pictures with the rest of
.t

.

CAP COM Ok, very good so the rest of it will be
exposed so but we're really looking at the first 2/3 of it
on the EVA.
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SC Affirmative
CAP COM Ok, real good. We've got to make sure

that's developed right.
SC ' Roger.
CAP COM And let's have S band volume up please.

SC Affirmative, 1 through 50th all but the

same subject matter.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

p A0 This is Apollo Control about 3 minutes

remaining in the Honeysuckle pass, with about a minute drop

out after Honeysuckle LOS until Mercury acquisition. Will^

continue to monitor the air-to-ground circuit. Likely won't

be too much additional conversation during these passes, but

we'll leave the circuit up just in case.

PA0 This is Apollo Control, Apollo 9 presently

is crossing just to the north of the island of New Zealand,

and is midway through the 133rd revolution. About 10 seconds

to LOS at Honeysuckle, acquisition at tracking ship Mercury

will be at 17 minutes, 44 seconds just over a minute away.

LOS Honeysuckle. We're going to leave the air-to-ground circuits

open for acquisition Mercury, and any conversation that might

take place over that ship.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Mercury.
SC Rog. Houston, you're coming in five square
CAPCOM Reading you real good and we'd like to

have the fan in H2 Tank 1 off at this time.
SC Okay H2 tank fan 1 off.
CAPCOM Rog. thank you and I have the temperatures

in the recovery areas. Water temperature is 69 the air temp-
erature is 64. That's as of 1000 Z this morning.

SC Okay, they have the forecast with them
for tomorrow, too, as far as temperatures or anything else
goes ?

CAPCOM Well, we've got a forecast, yes. I

suppose you're interested in that?
SC The way you worded that you stimulated

our interest.
CAPCOM Okay, now I don't know what to say.
CAPCOM Okay, here's the way it stacks up. I'll

read it to you straight. 151-1 2000 scattered, variable
broken, high broken clouds, 10 miles visibility, wind 310
at 23 knots, waves 6 to 8 feet, swells 10 to 12 feet. How
does that sound?

SC Nice visibility.
CAPCOM Hey, that was a beautiful answer. Okay,

152-1 is 2000 scattered, 10 miles visibility, winds light
and variable, waves 2 to 3 feet, and swells 6 to 7 feet.

SC Hey, let's go there*j Let's go therelj

SC Yeah, take a pick, Stu.
CAPCOM Rog.
SC Gee, you sure made that dramatic, Stu.
SC Stu, which is the prime one?
CAPCOM The weather I read you first was the

prime recovery area.
SC Are they stuck on sending that to be

the prime one or are they going to shift it down one rev?
CAPCOM This has not been decided yet, Jim.

Of course that will come here within a few hours, but just
reading the weather, I'm sure you can make that decision,
also .

SC Yeah. What kind of backup capabilities
do we have if we don't get an SPS retro and have to do
service module RCS retro for the following rev, where does
that put us with respect to land? Will we still come down
on the water?

CAPCOM Okay, Jim, that's what we're hustling
so much over here right now, and what's making the retro
all grey-headed. We don't have one on the next rev in the
Atlantic, so that's what gets us hairy, is the - that we
go to the backup area here, which the weather certainly
dictates. Within - that puts us into the Pacific for a
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CAPCOM backup deorbit.
SC Okay. If we go into the Pacific, how

does the propellant requirement change with reapect to our

anomaly for retro into the Pacific?
CAPCOM No real change, Jim, and I think we're

looking, what? Around to Y, is it that - It's the backup

landing area is in the Hawaii area.
SC How's the weather there?

CAPCOM We're checking that. We haven't got a

real good hack on it yet, retro and recovery, we're hacking

hashing
that out right now, Jim.

SC Okay, that's the angle at which way we

all want to go. I think you probably know which way we all

want to go, too.
SC And consider the fact that we do have

some Pacific experience up here, in case that's needed.

CAPCOM Rog. Copy.
SC I'll tell you one thing, I don't want

to get in that part of the Pacific.
SC Hey, Stu, as far as the temperature is

concerned, they might bright along some - on the recovery,

they might bring along some fuzzy knickers. Ours are pretty

thin up here.
CAPCOM Alright, copy that, Rusty.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control, approximately 2

minutes remaining of the Mercury tracking ship pass.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we've still got about

2 minutes in this nice long pass, we'll be uplinking a state
vector once we get you in Texas acquisition. I've got a NAV
check, you can either copy it now, or there.

SC Oh, we've got a piece of paper here, we
can still do it.

CAPCOM Okay, reading the NAV check. 2124000 minus
3282 plus 11997 2127.

SC Okay, 2124000 minus 3282 plus 11997 212
decimal 7.

CAPCOM That's affirmative.
CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger. Go.
CAPCOM And rog. I guess just to close the loop on

this discussion here, we'll have ship at 152-1 if and when
you come down there, so I just thought I might toss you that
in case your wondering.

SC Yes, will it have the 350 lb. cake on it?
CAPCOM Yes, it will have a 350 lb. cake on it,

at least that's the word I have.
SC Okay, great.
CAPCOM And we'll lose you here in about 10 seconds,

and have you through Texas around 41.
SC Roger, did you say you've got the state

vector in?
CAPCOM Oh, negative. I said we're going to uplink

the state vector at Texas acquisition, and I've just given you
the NAV check now.

SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM Rog.
PAO This is Apollo Control, we've had LOS at

tracking ship Mercury. Next station to acquire will be the
tracking station at Texas overlapping MILA, Bermuda, Antigua,
Vanguard, Canary Islands, and Madrid for a total 26 minutes
tracking. Texas coming up at 40 minutes past the hour, about
10 minutes from now. At 211 hours, 30 minutes GET, this is
Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Thi* is Apollo Control, 211 hours 40 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Should have acqulstion at this time
with - through the tracking station at Corpus Christi. We're
standing by for resumption of the conversation begun over
tracking ship Mercury with additional flight plan updates,
targets of opportunity for photography tasks and other assign-
ments to the crew of Apollo 9 for the days activities. This
particular stateside pass has a duration of some 26 minutes.
The next stateside pass on revolution 134 will take in the
tracking ship Redstone, the tracking station at Guaymas

,

Mexico and add perhaps another 15 minutes to the total time
across the states and the Atlantic tracking ship Vanguard,
Canary Islands and Madrid. Still awaiting the resumption of

conversation between Stu Roosa here in Mission Control and
the crew of Apollo 9

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. Through Texas.
SC Roger, Houston.
CAP COM And if you'll give us POO and ACCEPT

we'll uplink your state vector and I'd like to ask you a

question about P22.
SC Okay, you've got POO and ACCEPT and go

with your question.
CAP COM Okay, Dave. What we're thinking of here

is on this uplink into the CSM slot and leaving the vector
as is in the LM slot and then prior to P22 shoving the vector
from the LM into the CSM and doing a P22 on it to see how it

can bring in the state vector rather than starting the P22
with a good vector.

SC Okay. I think that's probably a pretty
good Idea.

CAP COM By jove, I get one up then, okay. So

this vector we're uplinklng now will not Verb 66 it, it will
be in the CSM slot.

SC You still with us, Stu.
CAP COM Rog. We got 'cha through Texas here now

this will be a nice long pass.
SC Okay, you just faded. I guess then what

we want to do is Just prior to P22 is do a Verb 47.

CAP COM That's affirmative. Verb 47 and that's
back over into the CSM slot and then let's see how the P22

does and then we'll give you a good vector in both slots at

the end of it.
SC Sounds like a fine idea. How did those

work out yesterday?
CAP COM Your fading way out on me, Dave.
SC I say, how did it work out yesterday.
SC Okay, we're breaking up here, too. I

say again, how did the state vector updates work out yester-
day?
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CAP COM Okay. I don't really have that info, Dave,
I wasn't here and I haven't talked to anybody that's got a
good handle on how they went. I read through the transcripts
and it looked like it went well. But, I can't answer your
question specifically. We'll get an answer for you though.

SC Oh, don't worry about It. I was just
curious. We can pick it up postf light. No sweat.

CAP COM Okay, and Apollo 9 we are through with
the uplink and we have not transferred it to the LM slot.
The computer is yours.

SC Roger, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control, some 16 minutes
remaining in this state side and Atlantic station Canary Island
pass. Continuing to monitor the air to ground. Spacecraft
communicator Stu Roosa is in a huddle, leaning over the console
of the flight director Pete Frank. We'll leave the air to ground
circuit open for any further conversation during the remaining
15 minutes.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go Houston.
CAPCOM Okay, just to clarify this, I will have

the exact times for you later, but talking of this P22 NAV
updates here. When you do this verb 47, we'll have that over
a site somewhere, so as soon as you do that we will then
uplink a good vector into the LM slot, that way we won't leave
you at any time without a good vector.

SC You don't think we can get our vector update
properly, with P22, come on.

SC Look, Stu, I'm with you. Update is a good
one

.

CAPCOM Well now Dave, it's just your question there
like we believe you can use that P37 but we'll still send your
block data.

SC Oh, I was Just kidding you. I'll tell you
what, we'll have a contest to see who's state vector is the
best after P22, okay?

CAPCOM Hey, I think that's a good lick.
SC I think I know who will win.
CAPCOM Oh, and Apollo 9, I have about 3 more targets

here, we'd like to photograph. One of them is coming up in

about 7 or 8 minutes. If you can't make it, well no sweat.
SC Go ahead

.

CAPCOM Okay, the first one. 212 plus OA plus 16,

A frames, 7 second Intervals. Zero degrees, this is of Morroco,
for geology. Did you get that, it sounded to me like I faded
out .

SC Say again.
CAPCOM Rog, did you get the first update? It sounded

to me like I faded out on you.
SC Stu, we've got it.
CAPCOM Oh, okay. The second one is ... weather time,

2121056, 4 frames, 6 seconds exposure intervals, 0 degrees.
And these are the old Tibesti Mountains here in Chad, and you are
going to come over them this time, and our first one is 212 plus
16 plus 11, 7 pictures at 19 second intervals, 0 degrees. And
this is with Ethiopia Rid Valley, studying up on the geology
there, and the last one is 212 plus 19 plus 07, 3 pictures, 8

second intervals, 0 degrees, and this is geology and this is of
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CAPCOM - Somalia.
CAPCOM And that's all the update I have now.
SC Okay, thank you.
CAPCOM ' Rog.
PAO This is Apollo Control, some 6 minutes

remaining now in the pass over Canary Islands tracking station

END OF TAPE
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PAO - station in Madrid. We'll continue to

monitor air-to-ground circuit.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Some 3 minutes

until loss of signal out of Madrid. Continuing to monitor

air-to-ground for any further conversation.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We've passed

the time for loss of signal at tracking station Madrid.
Carnarvon at 33 minutes past the hour. Continuous coverage

from Carnarvon through Honeysuckle, tracking ship Huntsville,
on over to the Mercury for a total time of about 31 minutes.

At 212 hours 07 minutes GET, THIS IS Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. 212 hours 33 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Coming up on tracking ship, or

as you were tracking station Carnarvon, Australia. Will have

a rather lengthy pass because the spacecraft is in Apogee

and at the higher altitudes the passes naturally last longer.

Carnarvon overlaps Honeysuckle which in turn overlaps Hunstville

on across to Mercury. Or it looks like approximately 31 minutes

total time on this pass, it is almost as long as some of the

longer stateside passes. We'll stand by now for the conver-

sation here between Stu Roosa spacecraft communicator and

the crew of Apollo 9. We've had acquisition at Carnarvon

we'll leave the circuit open now to await the initial call.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston through Carnarvon.

SC Good morning Red.

CAP COM Rog,
g c How are they making out on the recovery

position decision?
CAP COM Ok, there still working on it Jim. As

far as I can tell I don't see there's much decision to be made

just really concentrating on the RCS backup on a couple of

revs later is the big planning right now.

gG Ok, Well that's kind of the way we felt

too. there didn't seem to be much choice between those two

sites. Are they putting down at 52-1?

CAP COM I cut you out there. I think you re

asking about the ship and I thought that in a little bit

the go yes the Guadalcanal should make 152-1 is the latest

word I have here.
SC Ok very good.

CAP COM On that ship, it might be that's just

some hastey imfo Jim. We'll have a good word for you just

as soon as we can and the final decision has been made. But

I guess it's touch and go and whether or not the ship actually

gets there.
sc ok> if non e get to us maybe we can fly

to it .

CAP COM Rog
SC We need that cake.

CAP COM Roger on the cake. And we're having a

time down here on this P22 bit about the state vector. Had

a little change of plans. Rather than do as we suggested

before I guess the LM vector would be quite so far out but

we're going to have you do your P22 on the vectors you re

carrying now by then it will be graded enough. The mark

should take affect and also the first cut at it is we re going

to have to change the waiting in this, right now I don t believe

the W matrix will take the P22 update but well give you some

numbers MIT is working this out. They're real anxious to try

this too.
Sc Ok, very good. We'll go into whatever

you like

.

CAP COM Ok
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CAP COM Ok, Jim I just got the word here. There's
no doubt about the ship being at 152-1.

SC Ok,, very good. Have them bring all the
good weather they can with it.

CAP COM All right or leave all the bad weather
where it is I guess would be the best way.

SC Yeah that's even better. Have those
guys been milling around out in those big heavy seas all of
this time?

CAP COM Yes, they sure have. Just a second
here and I'll give you some info. That temperature - air
temperature and water I got from you a while ago was from
the Guadalcanal and I say it's 10 hundred V and at that time
the waves were 4 feet. The swells were 14 feet and the
celling was 2 ,000 feet , visibility 7 miles. Wind blowing
26 knots.

SC Wowee. I don't think anybody up here
is good enough to say much for that.

CAP COM Roger. And I believe everybody here
agrees with that.

CAP COM And Apollo 9. Houston. Would you bring
up your S-band volume for Honeysuckle, please?

SC Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAP C 0M And Apollo 9, Houston. Anticipate a ...

on your H2 pressure.
sc Roger, Houston. Pressure one on the H2.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. Spacecraft is

now crossing the Eastern Australia coast between Sidney and

Brisborne about midway through rev 134. We're standing by

to monitor any further conversation. We still have another

15 minutes in this pass over the Honeysuckle station, the

Huntsville and Mercury tracking ships. Continuing to stand

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. I have two more

targets for you.
sc Roger, Houston. Just a minute.

CAP COM Rog.
sc Okay, go ahead Stu.

CAP COM Okay, time 213 plus 23 plus 54, 3 pict-

ures 20 second interval, shooting 45 degrees North, this

is along the Georgia coast and it's for weather. The next

one is 213 plus 27 plus 33, 3 pictures, 20 second interval,

30 degrees South, this is of the Bermuda area, oceanography.

sc Okay. We got a bunch of master alarms

here in the middle of that ... on the cryo press, Stu. Would

you lerome give you what I got and you can fill me in on the

rest I got 213:23:54, 3 pictures, 20 second intervals of

the Georgia coast, weather, I think you said North or South

but 1 'm not sure

.

CAP COM Rog, it's 45 degrees North.

sc Okay, 45 degrees North. And then another

at 213:27:33, 3 pictures, 20 second intervals, 30 degrees

South, Bermuda, oceanography.
CAP COM That's affirmative. I guess you had the

ri Rht cut there when we were talking about the Georgia coast

when you said South, I guess I should have said pardon the

expression when I said 45 degrees North there.

SC ... guess I had the right cut there, you

cutout. • —j

CAP COM Okay, we'll see you Mercury at 47.

SC Roger.
CAP COM Disregard that. We'll be pickin' up the

Mercury real soon. (pause) And Apollo 9 delay that .
.

time

I gave you there, we've got you through the Huntsville now.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. Some 10 minutes

remaining in the pass over Huntsville and Mercury tracking

ships. We'll continue to monitor the air-to-ground circuit

for anv further conversation.
SaPCOM And Apollo 9, this is Houston through

Mercury, standing by. Have you for about 9 minutes.

sc Roger, Houston.

sc Huntsville in the works.

PA0 This is Apollo Control. 8 minutes re- •

maining in the coverage at tracking ship Mercury. Continuing

to stand by, ^ Apollo Control . some 5 minutes

remaining now in coverage at tracking ship Mercury. It's

unTJkely that the conversation will continue until we get

into the stateside pass starting at tracking ship eds one

at 8 minutes past the hour, but we'll leave the line open

for any further conversation.
, ,

CAPCOM That's affirmative Apollo 9. We 11 have

you through Mercury another 5 minutes.

JusJt'in case my kids are listening, tell

them I'm growing a big beard for them.

CAP COM Okay. Wilco.

CAPCOM Seems like you ought to bring that back

so thjy could see it.^ ^ ^ ^ J£ yQu think

you hear a lot of data down there, man you ought to be up

here .

CAPCOM (laughter)

CAPCOM And, we just got another weather forecast

in here, and it's just about the same. 151-1 is looking a

little better, in fact the height of the swells are going

down. Winds light and variable, and scattered clouds, 10

nHl<m vis 2 to 3 foot waves.

SC That's not bad. Get the swelling down.

CAPCOM Yeah, well, on the last several hours

they've gone from 6 to 8 to 6, so they're going in the right

direction

.

SC • That's nice.

sc who do we have out there measuring them.'

CAPCOM Well, I don't know if we've got anybody

specifically on that stretch yet or not Jim.
P

gc okay. I thought maybe we had one of the

destroyers down there.
TAPCOM Say again, Jim.

SC I thought maybe we had a destroyer down

^"^APCOM We've got a bunch of ships out in there.

Let me find out if - the closest point they're getting their
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data tron tnere.
CAPCOtf

" And along with that weather forcast, the

151 looked just the same. No change in it, it's still looking

pretty grim, it will pretty well have the decision going.

SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And we're about LOS Mercury, we'll see

you at Redstone in about 4 minutes.
sc All right Houston, we'll be here waiting

for you, with golden tones.
CAPCOM Okay, fine.

SC Hey, speaking of golden tones, where

is golden throat these days?
CAPCOM I haven't seen old golden throat since I

lost myself in this hole over here.

SC Alrighty.
PAO This is Apollo Control, we've had LOS at

tracking ship Mercury. Coming up on Redstone at 8 minutes past

the hour, for a very lengthy state side pass. Redstone, Guaymas

,

Texas, Grand Bahamas, Antigua, Vanguard tracking ship, Canary,

and Madrid, and at 213 hours 5 minutes GET, this is Apollo

Cont rol

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 213 hours 8

minutes. Apollo 9 coming within range of the tracking ship

Redstone. Gene Kranz and the white team have relieved Pete

Frank and his orange team.
PAO Redstone has acquired. We will stand by.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Redstone. How

do you read?
SC Loud and clear. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog. I just wanted to tag up on the

weather info, we don't have a specific ship at 152-1, Guadal-

canal is probably heading that way shortly but it just comes

from other ships in the area, radioed into Miami. I'm hav-

ing a looksee how close a ship they have got to that area.

SC Okay, I just thought maybe we had one of

our destroyers down there, just sitting there with bated

breath waiting for us, but if not, thank you.

CAPCOM Rog.
SC You don't have to press on any farther

with it.
CAPCOM Okay, just for your info, the Guadalcanal

is 16 hours from 152-1. It's also 18 hours 151-1. It's been

covering the 137 dash one recovery area, so it's 16 hours

out of 152-1, plenty of time to be there.
SC Okay, fine,
CAPCOM And Dave -

SC ... running around in circles.
CAPCOM Rog. And Dave asked a question about

the tracking yesterday. The only thing that we checked in

with MIT, the only thing they say is the tracking went well,

but, you know, they are going to have take a while to analyze

the data, and so forth.
SC Okay, no problem, I was just a little

curious

.

CAPCOM Rog, understand. That is about all I

can tell you now.
SC Okay, well, we will see if we can't do

it right again today.
CAPCOM Today, with this procedure, you will be

able to get a first hack at it, to see how it goes.

SC Yeah, ought to be very interesting.
CAPCOM And I have the procedure that you will

use to put in your factors in your W matrix and I can give

you those any time.
SC Okay, stand by just one.

CAPCOM Rog. Lots of time, I just thought if

you wanted to take them now or anytime later.
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PAO This Is Apollo Control. A final deci-
sion has not yet been made, but it's beginning to shape up

at 152 dash 1, one revolution later than the original prime
recovery zone and south of that zone. The weather is very
good in that area. We expect a final decision shortly, but
they say it's beginning to look more and more like we will
go to 152 dash 1. If that decision is made, we will send the
Guadalcanal toward that area very shortly. The recovery
carrier is now halfway between 151 and 152 and we will be
able to make either area by splash time tomorrow. Flight
Director Frank has left his console. He has gone into a

huddle with recovery, weather, and flight dynamics people.
Flight Director Frank and his orange team will handle the
reentry tomorrow. That will -

SC Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC Okay. Go ahead with your procedures
about with the 22, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. Before and after you do P22, do

a VERB 83 so we can get comparisons before and after.
SC Okay

.

CAPCOM Rog. Now we are going to load into the
W matrix, and what the AUTO loads will do for you is give
you a 10,000 foot and 10 feet per second and this is what
we want, a VERB 24, NOUN 01 enter, 2004 enter*" 137 *nf»rV ^* '

*

762 enter.
SC Okay, understand set the W matrix at

10,000 and 10, with a VERB 24, NOUN 1 enter, 2004 enter, 137
enter, and 762 enter.

CAPCOM Rog. And a VERB 83 before and after.
SC That's a VERB 83 before and after,
CAPCOM Okay, have fun.
SC Okay. We will also reset that 121 alarm

and then set it afterwards, okay?
CAPCOM Yes, real good. And you still have the

procedure you used yesterday?
SC Yes, I've got it, thank you.
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The P22 that

Stu Roosa haB been discussing with the crew is the computer
program used during the landmark tracking exercises.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC Hey, on the night pass before landmark
tracking, after we get through with the COAS calibration,
how about another P52 to S-band to get the platform all
tweaked up, okay? "
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CAPCOM Rog, that sounds real good.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC And Apollo 9, Houston, you have a GO all

the way to 152 dash 1

.

SC Roger; go to 152-1; very good.

PAO This is Apollo Control; the decision has

been made to go to 152-1, recovery area 152-1.

CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Houston; 9; go.

CC Okay Dave; and I just want to verify there

again that we will do the P22 to the SCM vector that you have

now and that 47 we will not do prior to P22.

SC Roger; we understand that.
CC Okay.
SC You want us to do mode 66 now or you just

want to leave the other one in there?
CC We are going to uplink you a good one before

we start; I guess that's probably your choice. Just a second;

let's see what Guidance has to say about that.
CC Okay, Apollo 9, the Guidance said the same

thing I did; your choice.
SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control; preliminary coordi-

nance for 152-1; 23 degrees, 14 minutes north, 68 degrees west.

And the preliminary deorbit time, 240 hours, 30 minute, 8

seconds. That is the time for ignition of the deorbit burn

or 152-1. That would be 10:30 Central Standard Time. About 30

minutes and 8 seconds past 10 days even in this mission. These

numbers will be refined later; retro is working on them now;

as soon as we have the refined numbers, 400 K feet, and the

chute times, we'll be back and give you those. Apollo 9's

present orbit, 245 and one half nautical miles apogee; 98

nautical miles perigee. We'll continue to stand by during the

stateside pass. This is Apollo Control; the bottom clock on

the monitor identified 1 IGN" as now counting to the new deorbit
time. It's 27 hours, 4 minutes away.

CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Houston; 9, go.

CC Roger; we have made it official now; it will
be 152-1, and the time for ignition on my mark will be 27 hours
and 4 minutes. Mark.

SC Okay, we got that.

CC Okay.
SC Looks like it's 240 30 09.

CC Welli that's pretty close. It's really 08.

SC By George, I knew,,we'd mess .up. ,

CC You did good work.

END OF TAPE
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PXO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 Is

in acquisition with the Canary station. We will continue to

stand by for any air-to-ground.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Roger, Houston, 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We're showing quad charlie is

approaching the switchover point there and if it switches

over, we would like you to go back and use BD roll and dis-

able AC roll, over.
sc Okay, we'll keep an eye on it. We will

go to BD roll, and you still want us to use the BC quads,

right?
CAPCOM That is affirmative.

SC Okay .

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 213 hours 42

minutes. Canaries has loss of signal. Tananarive will ac-

quire at 213 hours 54 minutes. During this pass over the

United States, a decision was made to extend this flight one

revolution. The prime recovery now 152 dash 1, Apollo 9

landing early in the 157th revolution. Deorbit time for

this new landing zone, 240 hours 30 minutes 8 seconds. The

coordinates, we're showing right now, these will be refined

through the day after continued tracking, preliminary coor-

dinates 20 degrees 14 minutes, north latitude, 68 degrees

west longitude. The weather in this area is good and the

recovery carrier U.S.S. Guadalcanal has started speeding

toward this area and will be in the area. That deorbit time

again is 240 hours 30 minutes 8 seconds. That s the time

for ignition for service propulsion burn number 8, the deor-

bit burn. We do not yet have an estimated splash time. Get

that to you as soon as we do. Also during this last pass over

the United States, Apollo 9 continued with the photography,

setting some weather pictures on the Georgia coast and some

oceanography photographs of the Bermuda area. This is Mis-

sion Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 213 hours 54

minutes, and Tananarive is acquiring Apollo 9.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 214 hours 03

minutes. Tananarive has loss of signal. Next station to

acquire will be Carnarvon at 214 hours 09 minutes. This is

Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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to come out, but we

pA0 This is Apollo Control at 214 hours,

09 minutes. Apollo 9 is coming within range of Carnarvon

n°W
*

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon and

I have an SO 65 PAD for you.
Sc Roger. Standby just one.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Houston. Go.

g C Roger. We tried taking a couple of

photograph* through the sextant here, then we took five of

them- , I don'p know how they are going to »*

just thought we'd advise you.

CAPCOM Okay. Real good.

SC Okay, Houston. Go ahead with the SO 65

PAD

.

CAPCOM Okay. Inertial angles 180 00 262 00,

yaw all sips 214 55 26 216 10 00, orb rate and your Victor

through Zulu are the same as yesterday. First sight is

Willmington at 215 00 26 20 03. Over.

sc Roger. 180 00 262 00, all zips, 214

55 26 216 10 00, orb rate, Willmington 215 00 26 20 03.

CAPCOM Roger. Your readback is correct.

CAPCOM And Apollo 9, Houston. I have about

seven targets of opportunity here. That'll take care of

it for the day, I think.
SC Okay. Just a minute.

SC Okay, Houston. Go ahead and give us

the time first.
CAPCOM Roger. 214 51 30, 7 frames 26 seconds

on track; it's Mexico, geology. The time 214 54 46, 3 frames

24 seconds, it's north 60 degrees Rocky Mountains, geology.

At time 214 56 17, 3 frames 22 seconds interval; south

30 degrees College Station, Texas, weather. At time 215

21 05, 4 frames 20 seconds, north 45 degrees Gulf of Guinea,

weather. At time 216 31 06, four frames 8 seconds on track,

high plains, Lubbock, Texas, geology. At time 216 43 06,

18 frames 20 seconds, on track, that's BOMEX , weather. At

time 217 02 12, 9 frames 20 seconds, north 60 degrees, Cape

Fria, southwest Africa, weather. And that ought to do

it for the day.
SC Okay. Just a minute.

CAPCOM And we'll have S-band volume up at one-

nine.
Sc Roger. S-band up at one-nine.

Sc Okay. Time 214 51 30, 7 frames 26 sec-

onds, on track, Mexico, geology. 214 54 56, 3 frames 24 sec-

onds , it's north 60 degrees Rocky Mountains, geology. 214

56 17, 3 fraiii 22 aaconds, south 30 decrees, College Station
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weather. 215 21 05, 4 frames 20 seconds,
north 45 degrees, Gulf of Guinea, weather, 216 31 06, four
frames 8 seconds on track, Lubbock, geology. And 216 43 06,
18 frames 20 seconds, I've got B0MEX weather. 217 02 12,
9 frames 20 seconds, north 60 degrees, Cape somebody and
weather

.

CAPCOM Roger. And that BOMEX weather is on
track.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And that's Cape Fria, PRIA, in Africa.
SC Okay. Fine.
pA0 This iB Apollo Control. The Willmington

referred to in the SO 65 photography experiment update is
Willmington, North Carolina.

pA0 And to review the photographic targets
of opportunity for the day - Mexico, geology; Rocky Mountains,
geology; College Station, Texas, weather; Gulf of Guinea,
weather; the high plains around Lubbock, Texas, geology and
the area referred to as BOMEX - that stands for Barbados
Oceanographic and Meterological Experiment. This is a joint
experiment of NASA DOlJ and the Environmental Science Ser-
vices Administration. It's in the Barbados Island area,
and Cape Fria, southwest Africa, weather. We have over-
lapping coverage here between Honeysuckle and the tracking
ship Huntsvllle. We'll continue to standby.

HUNTSVILLE Huntsvllle right at your wing.

END OF TAPE
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CC
39.

PAO
minutes

Houston; 1 minute LOS; Hawaii

This is Apollo Control at 21A hours, 36

11BUl„. Huntsville has loss of signal; Apollo 9 will be with-

in range of the Hawaii station in about 3 minutes. This is

Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo at 214 hours and 39

minutes, and Hawaii has acquisiton of Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Hawaii.
SC Roger, this is Apollo 9. Go

CAPCOM Roger, we'll have you now all the way
up to about 10 minutes after the hour.

SC Oh, very good.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 214 hours 59

minutes. Apollo 9 over the United States now within range

of both the Texas and the Merritt Island, Florida, stations.

The crew busy getting set up for the mult ispectral terrain
photography. There has been no air to ground yet, during
this pass over the United States. We will continue to stand

by and monitor.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9*s cabin

pressure is holding at 4.9 pounds per square inch and we are

showing a cabin temperature of 68 degrees Farenheit.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, go.

SC Roger. Could you brief me on what we

are going to do with the S065 on the next pass?
CAPCOM Roger, stand by one.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston, 9.

CAPCOM Okay, on the S065 there will be taken

some about 7 pictures over the U.S., about 40 of them over

the Bomax area, and then we will pitch up and empty the cam-
eras on the horizon and we will pass up the angles and that

good deal stuff up to you.
SC Very well. Okay, very good. I was very

afraid you might have some film left.
CAPCOM No, we are going to use it all. As a

matter of fact, we will run up before we pitch up, I think,

on one of the cameras, but we will just use the other cameras

and have it on the horizon.
SC Okay, very good.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ThiB is Apollo Control at 215 hours 11

minutes. The tracking ship Vanguard in the Atlantic reports

loss of signal. The Canary Island station will acquire within
about a minute and a half. At the crew's request we passed

up some general information on the last S065 run, the multi
spectral terrain photography which will be performed during
the next revolution. We are now in the 136th revolution,
the last part of this experiment will be performed during
the last part of this revolution and the beginning of the

137th. We will pass up the detailed information to the crew
probably over the Carnarvon station on this revolution.
Generally we're looking for 12 exposures of the southwestern
United States, 7 over the state of Georgia, 40 over the
Barbados area, referred to as B0MEX, standing for Barbados
Oceanographic and Meteorological and Experiment. We expect
one of the cameras to run out of film during this B0MEX
photography and then we'll ask Apollo 9 to pitch to the

horizon and complete the film in the other cameras with
photographs of the horizon. The Canaries station has
acquired now. We will continue to stand. by.

PAO . This is Apollo Control at 215 hours 16

minutes. We've had loss of Bignal at the Canaries. The next
station to acquire will be Tananarive at 215 hours 30 minutes.
This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 215 hours, 30

minutes. Tananarive has acquired Apollo 9. This is Apollo
Control at 215 hours, 39 minutes. Apollo 9 has gone through
this Tananarive pass without voice communication. The next
station to acquire will be Carnarvon at 215 hours, 45 minutes.
Apollo 9 entered the nightside of this 136th revolution during
the Tananarive pass. This is Mission Control-Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 215 hours,
45 minutes. Apollo 9 coming up on the station at Carnarvon
now

.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon.
SC Go ahead, Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like to get a little more
information on quad Delta switch over. So if you could
use quads Charlie Delta for attitude control, right Bravo
Charlie.

SC Okay. You want us to go with Charlie
Delta now?

CAPCOM Affirmative. Charlie Delta for attitude
control, continue with Bravo Delta roll.

SC Okay, check. Here it is: Baker Delta
for roll.

CAPCOM Roger. Baker Delta for roll when you
switch over.

SC Wait a second now. Do you want me to

stay in Bravo Charlie now or do you want me to go to Charlie
Delta now?

CAPCOM Roger. We'd like to go to Charlie Delta
now for attitude control and then when you switch over go

to BD for roll.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I have 2 SO 65 up-

dates for you.
SC Okay. Standby Just one.
SC Okay. Go.
CAPCOM Roger. 180 00 27470 all zips 216 23 00

216 10 00, it'll be orb rate; first sight southwest U.S.
216 27 15 20 15; second sight Georgia 216 34 40 20 07;
third sight BOMEX 216 40 43 20 33.

SC Houston, are you there?
CAPCOM Roger. Go.
SC Okay. Ready for readback?
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay, 180 00 274 00 all zips 216 23 00

216 10 00, orb rate, southwest U.S., 216 27 15 20 15, Georgia
216 34 40 20 07; BOMEX 216 40 43 20 33.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston. Verify your pitch inertial
angle, 274.70.

SC Roger, 274.70.
CAPCOM Okay and now for this deplete in the

film there - what we want are some pictures of the horizon
to see if we can get these different shades of blue that
were observed in the Gemini program, and I'll give you
some orb rate angles. I guess as soon as you finish up

the last SO 65 just whip around in the orb rate ball at

these angles. I'll give you the time, then you can deplete
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the film as soon as you get to the atti-

tude .

SC Okay . Go

.

CAPCOM Okay. Your orb rate ball angles will

be 180 27 - belay that. Pitch will be 25.7, yaw 0. Your

time will be, 217 03 00, and S-band volume up for Honeysuckle.

Okay, you want a readback?

CAPCOM Your sight there will just be the horizon.

Deplete film and 10 second intervals.

SC Okay. Ready, Houston?

CAPCOM Affirmative. Go.

sc Okay. For the film depletion -

END OF TAPE
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SC Okay, ready, Houston?
CAPCOM Affirmative, go.

SC Okay, for the film depletion we used

orbit rate angles, pitch for roll will be 180.0, pitch

025.7, and yaw 000. The time will be 67:03:00. We put the

cameras on horizon, take pictures at 10 second intervals
until the film is all gone.

CAPCOM Roger, and Jim we're kind of short there.

You'll probably be going into darkness right away, so as

soon as you get the attitude just go ahead and start taking

the pictures.
SC Okay, we'll zip right up there.
CAPCOM And I can give you some inertial angles

if you want to check your orb rate and things.
SC Okay, fine, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Inertial angles will be 18000

16970 and yaw 0.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston. I think we have good

two way lock now,
SC Okay, Ron, I got the 180 but I didn't

get the pitch.
CAPCOM Okay, the pitch will be 16970 and yaw 0.

SC Okay, inertial angles are 180.0, 169.7

and and 00000.
CAPCOM Roger, and those inertial angles will

be good at 217:03:00.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9 Houston, approaching LOS.

Possibility no voice Honeysuckle 01, if not Hawaii at 13.

SC Okay, understand you might get us at

Honeysuckle and you may not, and Hawaii at 13.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Houston, Apollo 9 what's the last

(garbled) torqueing angle?
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston say again.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours

1 minute. Honeysuckle has lost the sigrfal, however, the

tracking ship Huntsville reports that it has regained voice

capability. We will acquire at the Huntsville within a few

aeconds. During this -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Huntsville.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Huntsville.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
COMM TECH Huntsville, Houston COMM TECH, net 01.

COMM TECH Huntsville, Houston COMM TECH, net 01,

confirm CAPCOM uplinking through your site.
HTV Houston COMM TECH this is the Huntsville

and you are very weak and lots of, background noise.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours 7

minutes. It doesn't appear likely that we are going to have
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PA0 much success in establishing communications

through the Huntsville. Hawaii will acquire at 216 hours

12 minutes. We'll take the circuit down now. If we do

have air-to-ground in . the remaining couple of minutes at

the Huntsville we will come back up. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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HTV Apollo 9 - Hunteville
S C Hello there Huntsville, this is Apollo 9,

how are you today?
HTV Apollo 9, our HF links through Houston is

out at this time, can I take any message for you for Houston?
sc (garble) preparing to do SO 65 and every-

thing else is okay.
HTV Roger. (garble)
SC (garble)
HTV Apollo 9, Huntsville. We're going in the

blind now, you're very bad here on HF link.
sc (garble) appreciate all the help you guys

have given us during the flight.
HTV Thank you.
S C Okay. (garble) for us, will you?
HTV Roger; we have, and (garble) pretty close

to the equator; it's pretty warm.
sc Yeah, I know. (garble) up here.
HTV Ah, you're getting closer to us.
SC Looks like.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours, 12

minutes. Hawaii has acquired Apollo 9.

There was some brief conversation just before LOS at Huntsville
between Apollo 9 crew and the Huntsville. We could not read

it here; we could tell that they were talking to the ship.

We'll turn that tape over to the transcript; we'll stand by

for any conversation at Hawaii.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead Houston; Apollo 9.

CC Roger. I'll take your torquing angles now

if you want to.
SC Roger, stand by.
SC Okay, GET, 215 AO 00; plus 00134 minus 00

017, minus 00105.
CC Apollo 9, Houston; roger, we copy.

SC Okay.
CC And I think I left you with the idea that

the depletion on that SO 65 was pointed right at the horizon.

Actually, the camera should be pointed 15 degrees below the

horizon

.

SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 216 hours 29

minutes. The crew of Apollo 9 busy with photographic tasks

during this pass over the United States, performing both the

S065 .experiment and several photographic targets of opportun-

ity.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Rog, go.

CAPCOM Roger. We had a little problem there in

semantics with the scientists. Your orb rate pitch rate

angle for the depletion time is really 040.7, the cameras

are pointing at the horizon and your inertial pitch angle

will be 184.7.
sc Rog, orb rate 040.7, inertial 184.7.

CAPCOM Roger.
SC Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CC Apollo 9, Houston; 1 minute LOS Ascension
at 51.

SC Roger. Okay, Houston, we are busily
snapping pictures for you.

CC Real good.
SC

, .... The States were really clear that time;
we ought to really have some nice ones.

CC Hey, that's what we like to hear.
SC Trouble is we're supposed to be taking

pictures of the weather out here and the ocean is clear as a

bell

.

CC Well, oceanographers will be happy then.
SC Yeah, just as long as we have the cameras

pointing down, we're pleasing somebody.
CC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours, 44

minutes and Antigua has LOS. Apollo 9 will be within range
of the Ascension Island station at 216 hours, 51 minutes. This
is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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Apollo 9, Houston through Ascension

PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours,
53 minutes and Apollo 9 is within range of Ascension.

CAPCOM
standing by.

SC
CAPCOM
SC

again

.

CAPCOM
a little bit.

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

Roger

.

Roger (garbled) -

Excuse me, Ron

.

all right.

cut you out. Say

You're pitching up

Hous ton

.

That '

s

We got it.
Okay .

Apollo 9,
Co ahead.
Roger. It looks like we are going to

get a pretty good tracking target on the ascent stage this
evening. It's - the closes point of approach will be 222 hours
and about 41 minutes. It's about an hour into your rest
period there, but we plan to let you sleep an hour in the
morning and kind of wonder what you thought about this.

SC Sure. We'd like to track it.
CAPCOM Okay. Real good. It looks like we'll

go ahead and work it into the flight plan there and update
you a couple of state vectors - both the CSM and the LM

.

Range will be out about 690 miles and we'll give you the
gimbal angles to point the optics out of. We'll take a

few marks and then we'll make a vector compare on it.

SC Great. Very good.
CAPCOM And we are tracking the ascent stage

by a C-band radar and skin track so that's where we are
getting our vector.

SC Okay. How did that ascent stage hold
up after we got out of it?

CAPCOM Beautiful. The Commander's buss went
down in about 7 hours - I think.

CAPCOM Oh, by the way, the lighting looks like
it's going to be about perfect for this tracking thing deal.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CAPCOM Roger. It looks like when you finish

your landmark tracking there, what we plan to do is set you
up in a PTC mode and we'll update the stuff for you here
later on, but just keep it in the PTC mode then you can go

ahead and get kind of squared away in there and we'll stay
in PTC until we start on the tracking of the LM.

SC Okay. We can also set ourselves up in
30 to 40 degree deadband hold to keep it out of gimbal lock
and that's what you want.
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CAPCOM No. We really want the data DAT on the PTC

with the DAP driving It so we can get an Idea on the fuel

and pressure operations and what have you.
SC Okay. What kind of pitch and yaw dead-

band are you looking for?
CAPCOM Roger. It'll be 20 degrees.
SC I'm not sure that PTC we have will set

for 20 degrees, will it?
CAPCOM I think so, but we will get you over

Tananarive - if not there Carnarvon.
SC Okay. How about checking into that,

will you, please?
CAPCOM Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 216 hours,

59 minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range at Ascension. Ron

Evans advising the crew, during this pass, that we'd like

to try to attempt to optically track the ascent stage of

the Lunar Module - roughly six hours from now. Elapsed time

of 222 hours , 41 minutes. At that time the ascent stage of

the LM will be at a range of 690 miles from the Command
Service Module. We'd like to track it through the optics,

take marks, and then compare the onboard vectors with the

vectors that we are getting here on the ground through C-band

radar skin tracking the ascent stage. We'll have good light-

ing for this tracking attempt. It will come on the Gold Team

of flight controllers shift. Gene Kranz and his White Team

will be on an hour later tonight. They are due to break

shift at 4pm Central Standard Time. The Gold Team will come

on for a nine hour shift and then the Orange Team will come

on and handle reentry of Apollo 9 tomorrow morning. PTC

reference in this conversation over Ascension is Passive
Thermal Control. During the next several sights we will be

passing up additional information to the crew for this attempt

to track the Lunar Module ascent stage. Tananarive will

acquire Apollo 9 at 217 hours, 7 minutes. This is Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/12/69 GET

This is Apollo Control at 217 hours 07

ffilnut

P
es°and Tananarive has acjuired^ollo 9. ^
PA0 T

J L. of sisinal. Carnarvon will be

is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 217 hours, 23

minutes. Carnarvon haB acquired Apollo 9.

CC Apollo 9, Houston through Carnarvon. I

have a landmark tracking update.
SC Okay, Houston; we'll be ready for the

landmark tracking in a minute; before you send us that data,

be advised that we went into the darkness taking a picture of

the dark horizon rather than the sunlit horizon; our plan is to

continue around and finish up the film taking a picture of the

sunrise, if that's okay with you. Now go ahead with your
update .

CC Okay. That's fine with us.

SC And we're ready to copy the update.
CC Okay, update follows: Landmark ID: 005

217 59 15 00, on down to TCA time, 218 03 13 00, north 10

miles. Next one - ID, 065 218 10 38 00, TCA time, 218 14

05 00, and it's north 30 miles; over.
SC Okay - 005 217591500, 218031300 10 miles

north; 065 218 10 38 00, 218 14 05 00, north 30 miles.
CC Apollo 9, Houston; your readback correct.
CC Apollo 9, Houston. Can you give us POO

and accept shortly for a state vector uplink?
SC Roger; as soon as we torque these angles you

can probably copy that down now.
CC Roger; we have them.
SC Okay, we'll be torquing at 217:25:30.
CC Roger.
SC Houston, 9.

CC Apollo 9, Houston, go.

SC Did you want the numbers from the COAS
calibration now, or do you Just want them recorded for later?

CC If you have them, then go ahead and get

them. If you have them, you can go ahead and get them.
SC Okay; I can give you - you've got POO and

accept now by the way.
CC Okay. Roger, copy.
SC Okay, and here are the two for today.

35981, 57239, 35977, 57296.
CC Roger, we copy.
SC Okay.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston.
CC Rog, if you can get it in there prior to

P22 we'd like you to do a verb 83 and copy down R, R dot

and theta, and then also hit a verb 83 after you've completed
P22 .

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The identifica-

tion on those landmark tracking areas, number 5 is Santa
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Catalina Island -

CAFCOM Go.
SC We have a question when you get around

to having us track the ascent stage. Are you going to do
anything on the dummy matrix?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by.
* " CAPCOM 1 Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Houston, 9, go.
CAPCOM Roger, computer is yours. You have a

good state vector on the LM slot and a deteriorated one in
the CSM slot.

SC Okay, we'll plan to use the CSM slot for
the updating on landmark tracking and then we'll take a look
after that

.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're still ginning up the
procedure there on that tracking thing. We'll let you know
on the W matrix.

SC •
1 Okay, very well.

CC Apollo 9, Houston. We'll see you at
Guam at 36.

SC Rog, Guam 36.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 217 hours,

33 minutes. Carnarvon has loss of signal. Guam will acquire
at 217 hours, 35 minutes. The identification of those land-
mark tracking areas: 005 is Santa Catalina Island off the
coast of California, 0065 is the north tip of Point Quest,
Q-u-e-s-t, Tortue Island, Haiti - that's T - o - r -

t - u - e. We have an updated deorbit time from the Retro-
fire Officer of 240 hours, 31 minutes, 30 seconds. Projected
time for reaching 400,000 feet, 240 hours, 44 minutes, 22 sec-
onds. 05 g, 240 hours, 46 minutes, 50 seconds. Begin black-
out at 240 hours, 47 minutes, 21 seconds. End blackout,
240 hours, 50 minutes, 45 seconds. Drogue chute deploy,
240 hours, 55 minutes, 5 seconds. Main chute deploy, 240 hours,
55 minutes, 53 seconds. Projected splash time, 241 hours,
0 minutes, 48 seconds. The coordinates of the aim point
have not changed. They are 23 degrees, 14 minutes north;
68 degrees west. The coordinates for the 400,000-foot mark
are 32 degrees 25 minutes north, 98 degrees 21 minutes west.
That,' s in

.
the Forth Worth/Dallas area, a little west of that

area. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Guam has acquisition.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 217 hours 44

minutes. Apollo 9 out of range at Guam. Hawaii will ac-

quire at 217 hours 49 minutes. This is Mission Control

Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO . This is Apollo Control at 217 hours,

49 minutes. Apollo 9 Is within range of the Hawaii station.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston standing by through

Hawaii.
SC Roger, Houston. Apollo 9. We are coming

around (garbled). And be advised we took some pictures of the

rise. We only had two cameras running when we started and one

ran out after about 3 or 4 frames, so we finished up with

the other camera.
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

there .

SC

Roger

.

Apollo 9, Houston. Check your gimbal

CAPCOM
minder on that

SC
CAPCOM

to 10,000 feet and
this morning.

SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

Roger, Houston. Apollo 9. Thank you.
Apollo 9, Houston. Just a little re-

MATRIX update.
Go ahead with your reminder.
Okay, to update the W MATRIX change it

10 feet per second - that we talked over

Roger. That's in work.
Okay. Good.
Houston, Apollo 9.
Apollo 9, Houston. Go.
Turns out we were just taking clouds

over the first landmark so we will have to try another one.

CAPCOM Okay. Can't get them all, I guess.

SC Everything else looks pretty good inland,

but there's a little low deck of stratus out there.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand.
PAO This is Apollo Control. That was Dave

Scott explaining they could not do the landmark tracking
exercise over Catalina Island because of clouds. The next

opportunity comes down over Haiti.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. The Antigua

station has acquisition of Apollo 9. Apollo 9 flying over

the Caribbean area. Perhaps shortly we will get a report

on this second attempt of landmark tracking today.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. About 2 minutes

LOS and I have your PTC procedures and I will give them

as flight plan updates.
sc Okay, ready to copy your PTC updates.

CAPCOM Roger. Perform CMP, page 3-17, 4 + .1

degrees per second. Your initial attitude, roll 0, pitch

231 .7 ,
yaw 0.

SC Okay, is that it, Ron?

CAPCOM Negative. Do step 7 at 218 +35+00
and 218 + 40 + 00, change ADAPT deadband to plus or minus

10 degrees. I think you have that procedure on page about

327, your CMP checklist.
SC Right. Anything else?

CAPCOM Roger. Just about every rev thereafter

we are going to want to try a different deadband, we will

try to get 20 degrees, then 25 degrees, th'en we will give

you a call on those.
sc Okay. Understand to perform - the pro-

cedure then is to perform the CMP 3-17 for +.1 degrees per

second, initial attitude, 0, 231.7, 0, do step 7 and 218

3500, and 2184000 change ADAPT deadband to plus or minus

10 de
****J^ Affirmative. And you will be kind of

on your own. Now you can do any housekeeping things you

want to do and we will update you for the tracking proce-

dure here a little later on.

Sc Roger, stand by for (garble).

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 218 hours

20 minutes. Antigua has loss of signal. Ascension will

acquire Apollo 9 at 218 hours 27 minutes. This is Mission

Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 218 hours, 27

minutes. Apollo 9 being acquired at Ascension.
CC Apollo 9, Houston, Ascension; standing by.

SC Roger.
CC Roger; loud and clear.
SC Hey, Houston; 9.

CC Apollo 9, go.

SC Yeah, I guess that data isn't going to be

much good to you on landmark tracking; there were clouds down

there and I marked at a wrong target.
CC That ought to give us a pretty good error,

anyhow

.

SC Yeah, it ought to really give you a good
error

.

CC Okay

.

SC Took a stratus back there - and the prime
one - there was one that looked like the prime one, and just
missed it.

CC You may have to break the spacelight I

guess

.

SC Yeah, I can give you latitude and longitude

of a good one.
CC Okay; let's use that one.
SC Okay, stand by.
CC Is this the one you tracked?
SC Roger; stand by and I'll give you latitude

and longitude; maybe you can put it together.
CC Okay, that'll help us.

CC Apollo 9, Houston. 30 seconds LOS,
Tananarive 44; if not there, Carnarvon 59.

SC Roger, Tananarive 44, Carnarvon 59.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 218 hours, 34

minutes. Apollo- 9 out of range at Ascension. Acquisition
time at Tananarive 218 hours, 43 minutes. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 218 hours

43 minutes. Tananarive has acquired Apollo 9.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 218 hours

51 minutes and Tananarive has loss of signal. The Carnal

station will pick up Apollo 9 at 218 hours 58 minutes.

This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 218 hours, 58
minutes ; Carnarvon is acquiring Apollo 9

.

CC Apollo 9, Houston, Carnarvon standing by.
SC Roger Houston, Apollo 9.
CC Roger, loud and clear Jim.
SC Houston, 9.
CC Apollo 9, Houston, go.
SC Okay, I'm going to give you the latitude

and longitude of the point that we marked on our last pass
and maybe you can make some good out of the data you got,
okay?

CC Hey, very fine; we can use it.
SC Okay, I'm sure you can figure out what the

point is when I give you the numbers. It's latitude 19.815,
longitude of 73.416.

CC Roger. 19.815 and 73.416.
SC Roger, and it's on the western coast of

Haiti there.
CC Roger.
SC And surprisingly enough, the OC 89 numbers

that came up out of the computer were pretty close.
CC Well - amazing, real good, thank you.
SC Yeah - sorta like it identified an unknown

landmark and then made it known, and figured out where it
was; it did a pretty good job.

PAO This is Apollo Control at 219 hours, 5

minutes; Carnarvon has LOS. Guam will acquire Apollo 9 at
219 hours, 10 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 219 hours

10 minutes, Apollo 9 coming up on Guam.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.

sc Roger Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Dave. Your best admirer and

2 little ones are watching you whip across the world here,

now

.

SC Say again.
CAPCOM I »»y y°ur be8t admirer and 2 l ittle

ones are watching you whip across the world.

S C oh, very good. Say hello to them for me.

CAPCOM You're saying it.

sc As a matter of fact, tell them I'll be

there for chow in a couple of days.

CAPCOM She's nodding.
PA0 This is Apollo Control. Dave Scott s

wife and children are in the viewing room here at the

Control Center listening to this conversation between Dave

and CAPCOM Ron Evans.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

sc For your informationright now we are

demonstrating how to take out and remove the center couch

at zero G in order to fill, I guess, one of the last DTO s

CAPCOM R««l fine. Any problems at all with it?

sc oh, no, it's real easy. As a matter

of fact, it's easier than it is down there.

CAPCOM That's what we were hoping.

sc We'll have some movies if Cecile B.

McDivitt and this other fellow here can come out with the

right production theme.
CAPCOM I decline.

What we really need are a couple of good

That's for sure probably.
Apollo 9 Houston. PTC is looking real

SC
editors .

CAPCOM
CAPCOM

good so far. We'll see what happens when you come up

perigee here.
sc Okay, let us know when you want us to

change dead bands

.

CAPCOM Will do.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Hawaii at 27.

SC Roger, Hawaii at 27.

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 219 hours

20 minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range at Guam moving over

the Pacific toward Hawaii. That station will acquire at

219 hours 26 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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pA0 This is Apollo Control at 219 hours,

of. nHm.tes Apollo 9 is within range of Hawaii.
26 -ijjt"- Apo11 °

Thlg lB Apollo control at 219 hours,

^ m1 utes Hawaii has Loss Of Signal, however, Redstone

will" pick up he" in about 30 seconds. The Fl i.ht Djnuic

llovll are still working with these numbers in an attempt

I IIIA the ascent stage of the Lunar Module using the

optics of the Command Service Module at about 222 hours

in 1 nutes - roughly. As soon as all the information is

asse^led we'll p

8
ass that up to the crew. Redstone has

acqul
CApcoM-

weI11
sriir;.".:":"

7
-! can .i.. you th .

times to change DAP deadband now.
Say again.

CAPCOM Roger,

change your DAP deadband.
sc

Go ahead.
CAPCOM

Okay .

^„ Roger.

DAP deadband to 20 degrees
SC

band to 20 degrees
CAPCOM

Roger

.

can give you the times to

You're coming through clear now.

At 220 plus 10 plus 00 change

Understand, 220 10 00 DAP dead-

Roger, and at 221 plus 45 plus 00 change

deadbandTo 25 degrees _^ ^ ^ ^ tQ 25 degrees .

SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM

Roger
Roger
Apollo like to talk

bit about your cryo plan
9, Houston,
for tonight.
Go ahead.

the same as last night
to 200,

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Roger. -~ - — -

-

except your H2 tank pressure can go down to 180

and then we'll stir-up tank 1 fans tonight.

sc Okay. H2 tank pressure down to 1HU or

?nn and we'll turn on tank one fan tonight.

CAPCOM Roger. Otherwise it's the same as last

night
g C okay, and we'll give a report when we

get everything done.
CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 219 hours, 46

minutes. And the tracking station at Corpus Christi has LOS.

Apollo 9 now in the orbits that sweep down across South America,

missing all the tracking stations in the Eastern Test Range and

in the Atlantic. The next station to acquire will be Tananarive,

at 220 hours, 19 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 220 hours,

Apollo 9 coming within range of Tananarive.
Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.
Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.

Go ahead, Houston. This Is Apollo 9.

Roger. Do you read well enough for a

Roger. I believe so.

Roger. When you are ready.

Go ahead, Houston.
Apollo 9, Houston. When you are ready

Go ahead with the

PAO
19 minutes

.

CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

flight plan update?
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

I will GO with flight plan update,

SC Roger, Houston,
flight plan update.

CAPCOM Roger, 220 plus 48 block data, up 221

plus 05 update state vectors 222 plus 25, maneuver to ascent

stage track attitude 222 plus 50, power down IMU and SCS

,

terminate BAT A charge, waste water dump to 35 percent. I

say again - 35 percent. Begin rest period. Over.

Sc Okay. How do you read Apollo 9,

CAPCOM Roger. Pretty good now.

SC We missed where you said 220 48.

you say that one again, please?
CAPCOM I'll send you block data.

sc Okay, 220 48 block data, 221 05 update

state vectors 222 25, maneuver to ascent stage track attitude

222 50, power down IMU and SCS, terminate BAT A charge,

waste water dump to 35 percent. Begin rest period. Over.

CAPCOM Roger. Your readback correct.

SC Houston, Apollo 9. What's the getup

. time in the morning?
,

CAPCOM Roger. Your normal time on the flight

plan was 232 plus 20, and we are thinking of making it

233 plus 35 or 233 plus 50. That's about 7 and one-half

prior to RETRO.
Sc Roger. Understand it will be 233 35.

CAPCOM Affirmative.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 220 hours,

31 minutes. Apollo 9 is out of range at Tananarive. We had

a flight plan update during this pass. Ask the crew to maneu-

ver to the ascent stage tracking attitude at 222 hours, 25 min-

utes. We are still looking for the tracking of that LM

ascent stage around 222 hours, 40 or 41 minutes. And Apollo 9

crew will fire down the spacecraft at 222 hours, 50 minutes

and begin their rest period. Getup time in the morning -

233 hours, 35 minutes. The next station to acquire Apollo 9

will be Guam at 220 hours, 47 minutes. This is Mission Con-

trol Houston.

Houston?

Would

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 220 hours,
47 minutes. Apollo 9 in acquisition at Guam.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Guam.
SC Houston, Apollo 9, go.

CAPCOM Roger, I'll take your block data over
Hawaii. I '-d like to talk over the P20 procedures now if you
want to copy.

SC Rog, let me get a pencil.
SC Okay, go ahead, Ron.
CAPCOM Okay, I'll give you the procedures, about

six steps, and then I'll give you the dope on the ascent stage
relative motion.

SC Roger. Ready to copy.
CAPCOM Okay, the first step is roll spacecraft

to blank angle - I'll get that to you in a minute - second
one, select normal P20 procedures with auto maneuvers starting
CMP page 4-1. Mark as long as desired at 1 minute intervals
and update LM state vector. Time of closest approach: 222

plus 1 - Belay that; I'll start again - 222 plus 41 plus 46.

You can call P20 anytime prior to closest approach but be
careful of middle gimbal angle on verb 5918. If you call it

too early that middle gimbal angle may be greater than 60 de-
grees.

SC Rog.
CAPCOM And your current W matrix initialization

is okay. And, actually, you can call P20 at 22 plus 35 plus
30. Your range is about a 1000 miles at that time.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Okay, your initial roll angle will be

345.6.
SC Okay, you ready for readback?
CAPCOM Okay, go.
SC Okay, the roll angle for initial acquisi-

tion 345.6 with an auto maneuver in P20 - normal P20 - mark
at 1 minute intervals, time of closest approach 222:41:46,
and*P28 'time prior to closest approach, and we'll keep an eye
on the middle gimbal angle. W-matrix is okay, and the range
is a 1000 miles at -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Roger, your readback
is correct.

SC Okay, we'll give it a whirl,
CAPCOM Okay, I've got some more dope here at

your point of closest approach, on it.
SC Yes, I was just going to ask you how close

and this sort of thing.
CAPCOM Okay, do you read me now still?



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY , 3/12/69, GET 220:47, CST 1447 602/2

SC Rog, go.
CAPCOM Okay, range will be 652 nautical miles,

R dot 32, CSM will be trailing 603 miles. You'll be below
272 miles, and you'll be 117 miles to the right.

SC Okay, understand closest approach 652

miles, R dot equals 32. That's what I heard. CSM trailing
603 miles, below 272, to the right 117.

CAPCOM Roger, your LM HA is 3741.7 by 127.8.
SC Roger, 3741.7 by 127.8. Hey, Ron, say

again the R dot at closest approach.
CAPCOM Roger, R dot is 32 feet per second.
SC Okay, 32 feet per second.
CAPCOM It's a pretty slow pass through there

also. Looks like you'll have about 10 to 15 minutes of

tracking there.
SC Okay, say again what you said just before

the 10 to 15 minutes of tracking.
CAPCOM It goes pretty slow across the field of

view .

SC Okay, does it go right to left or left
to right, or what?

CAPCOM It will be going left to right.
SC Okay, thank you."

PAO This is Apollo Control at 220 hours,
55 minutes, and Guam has loss of signal. During this pass
Ron Evans updated the crew on computer procedures to be used
during the tracking of the lunar module ascent stage. Advised
the crew that 222 hours, 35 minutes, 30 seconds the range
would be 1000 miles between the two vehicles. The point of
closest approach, GET of 222 hours, 41 minutes, 46 seconds.
The range at that time 652 nautical miles. The range rate,
32 feet per second. At that time, the time of closest approach,
the command module trailing the LM 603 nautical miles. Com-
mand module, below the LM 272 nautical miles, and the command
module 117 miles to the right of the ascent stage. Hawaii
acquires at 222 hours, 38 minutes, 46 seconds, during this

pass on which the tracking will be attempted. Redstone acqui-
sition 222 hours, 45 minutes, 19 seconds. If the crew acquires
early they should have 10 to 15 minutes of tracking on the

ascent stage. And the marks into the computer during the

tracking at 1 minute intervals. The orbital parameters for

these two vehicles at the present time: the command and
service module is in an orbit 245 by 98 nautical miles. The
LM ascent stage: apogee is 3741.7 nautical miles, perigee
127.8 nautical miles. Hawaii will acquire Apollo 9 next in

this revolution at 221 hours, 3 minutes, approximately 4 min-
utes from now. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY , 3/12/69, GET 221:03, CST 1503, 603/1

PAO This is Apollo Control at 221 hours,
03 minutes. Apollo 9 approaching acquisition at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Roger, Houston. Standby.
SC Okay. We are ready to copy the block

data.
CAPCOM I was afraid of that. I don't quite

have it yet. Request POO and ACCEPT.
SC POO and ACCEPT we got.
CAPCOM Very well, and you won't quite have a

Pegasus up there today and it's going to look like about
a fourth magnitude star we think and my interpretation of

the relative motion plot was wrong. The LM is going to be
moving from your right to left, so the CSM will be yawing
to the left.

SC Okay. Roger. Understand - right to

left and we'll be going to the left.
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Hey, when we get back we'll have to

talk about the PGC and where we stopped it. We stopped
it a couple of times now and we'll get with you and get
that all squared away. We have got the times.

CAPCOM Okay. Very fine. No problem.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. I have a nav check that

I can read up to you. This is a land nav check.
SC Okay. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. Time 222 00 00 00 plus 0252

plus 11936 0228. Over.
SC We understand. 222 00 00 00 plus 0252

plus 11936 and 0228.
CAPCOM Roger. That H is really at 3,000 22.8,

but the DSKY doesn't have room for it, or the PAD doesn't.
SC Okay.
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go
SC Okay, there goes your uplink again.

Your uplink had hung up there for a minute.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We've got a bit

of in and out of keyhole there in Hawaii. If we don't
quite get it, we'll finish it at Redstone. Redstone AOS

is at 09.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Hawaii has

loss of signal but Redstone will acquire in about 45

seconds. Over Hawaii Ron Evans informed the crew that the

ascent stage should look about like a fourth magnitude star.
He also told them that the ascent stage will be moving from
Apollo 9 to right to their left.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/12/69, GET 221:03, CST 1503, 603/2

SC Roger, Houston. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger. We had a couple of lines wrong

there due to keyhole, so we'll line by line to CSM, then
go straight up with the LM state vector.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. The computer is

yours

.

SC Okay,
CAPCOM Roger,
CAPCOM Nine,

today?
SC
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
SC

tracking light
CAPCOM'

thank you.

Houston. How's your eyeball

It's pretty good.
Very well.
We'll find that old fellow.
We're counting on you.
I hope. Dave is telling me the

is back on.
Right. Nine, Houston, super retro..

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 9, Houston. Super AUTO is check for

check and we are ready for vox 22.

SC Okay, . . . shoot

.

CAPCOM Roger. 141 charlie, charlie, + 174 -

162022357432834142 charlie charlie + 078 - 16902253255 2832

143 charlie charlie + 209 + 145022701063913144 charlie
Charlie - 258 - 162022851085825145 alpha charlie + 038 -

032022913075534146 alpha charlie + 198 - 030123049074539
1472 alpha + 293 - 030023226143813, your pitch trim -.64,
yaw «-.94.

SC Okay. What did you start with? 141

charlie charlie?
CAPCOM Affirmative.
SC Okay + 174 - 162022357432834142 charlie

charlie + 078 - 169022532552832143 charlie charlie + 209 +

145022701063913 -

CAPCOM Faster.
SC Are you still with me?
CAPCOM Affirmative, faster.
SC Okay, 144 charlie, charlie -258 -1620

22851085825145 alpha charlie + 038 - 032022913075534146
alpha charlie + 198 - 03012 30490 74539147 2 alpha + 293 -

030023226143813, pitch trim -.64, yaw -.94.
CAPCOM Roger, your readback is correct.
CAPCOM 9, Houston.
PAO This is Apollo Control at 221 hours 18

minutes and the Guaymas , Mexico station has loss of signal.
The next station to acquire will be Tananarive at 221 hours
54 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/12/69, GET 221:54, CST 1554 605/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control at 221 hours,

54 minutes and Tananarive has acquisition of Apollo 9.

PA0 Here in the Mission Control Center the

White Team is in the process of ending its last shift of this

mission and handing over to the Gold Team. We're estimating

the Change of Shift News Conference for 5:15 Central Standard

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston through Tananarive.

sc Hello there, Houston; how are you?

CAPCOM Oh, rog. Mighty fine. The White Team

bids you Sayonara and they will see you back at the ranch.

SC (garbled)

.

SC Houston, do you read Apollo 9?

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Loud and clear. How

m6?
sc We're reading you. I'd like to thank -

we'd all like to thank the White Team for all their efforts.

CAPCOM Roger, we appreciate it.

sc Tell that Flight Director that we still

have that debriefing that we've got to go through.

CAPCOM Okay, he copied.
sc Hey, is the big white Flight Director

there?
CAPCOM Say again.
sc • is that big white Flight Director there?

CAPCOM Affirmative, he's on the loop.

sc Okay, tell him we better have that de-

briefing. ,

CAPCOM We concur and we will schedule it accord-

ingly .

SC Tally Ho.

CAPCOM Roger.
PA0 This is Apollo Control at 222 hours,

6 minutes. Tananarive has loss of signal. The only conver-

sation during this pass, Ron Evans telling the crew that the

White Team would see them back here at the Manned Spacecraft

Center, aid Jim McDivitt thanking the White Team and inform-

ing Gene Kranz, the Flight Director of the White Team, that

he wanted to have a debriefing after the crew got back. And

that's spelled p-a-r-t-y. This is Mission Control

Houston

.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This Is Apollo Control at 222 hours,

27 minutes, ground elapsed time. The Gold Team has re-

placed the White Team this time. The White Director is

Gerry Griffin and the voice of CAPCOM, that is the astro-

naut who will be talking to the Apollo 9 crew will be that

of Al Worden. We are about some 11 minutes from acquisition

at the Hawaii tracking station and it could very well be

that prior to Hawaii acquisition, the crew of Apollo 9

will have begun to track the unmanned LM ascent stage.

This is planned for this rev and the crew could pick up

the LM as early as 222 plus 35, or two or three minutes
before Hawaii acquisition. So, when they come into voice
range, they may have acquired that unmanned LM and will

have been in the process of tracking for some time. The

tracking actually will consist of using onboard optics

in an automatic mode which they will call Auto Optics.
The point of closest approach will be at 222 plus 41 at

which time the spacecraft, the Apollo 9 spacecraft, and

the LM could be about 650 or so nautical miles apart.

This entire track can take place between - over the

Hawaii station as well as over the tracking ship Redstone.

We also have our present tentative plans covering the

return of the Apollo 9 crew to Houston after recovery
sometime tomorrow. The plan, at the present time, reads
something like this. Astronaut recovery, of course, will
take place tomorrow and then the primary recovery ship,

Guadalcanal, will steam, toward Eleuthera Island in the

Bahamas. The crew will remain on board the primary
recovery ship overnight and after dawn, sometime after

dawn, time to be determined, Friday morning which would
make that March 14th, the Apollo 9 crew will leave the

Guadalcanal and will fly via helo to Eleuthera Auxiliary
Air Force Base. There a NASA gulfstream aircraft will be

standing by and after some 10 minutes or so, which is

about all that is required to trans to helos to the gulf-

stream they will depart for a flight of about one hour and

one-half duration to the skidstrip at Cape Kennedy. There
the gulfstream will be refueled and following the refueling,
then the aircraft will take off and head for Ellington
Air Force Base for what we presently project as a Friday
arrival here in Houston. At 222 hours, plus 31 minutes,
with the spacecraft approaching the tracking station at

Hawaii, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 222 hours,
38 minutes into the flight. In a matter of some 25, 26

seconds or so we should have acquisition at the Hawaii
tracking station. The - on the scribing plotter board, that
10 foot by 20 foot board in front of us, we have both the
images of the LM - although in this particular case it looks
like the ascent stage, or sorry about that, the descent
stage - and the image of the command/service module, which
incidentally just turned green indicating that we have acq-
uisition. Let's stand by

ndicatin
monitor the conversation.

Apollo 9, Houston.
Go, Houston. This is Apollo 9.

Roger, just checking here with you.
• asking you f^r your E Memory dump here at

Okay, well we're tracking the LM right

Okay, understand. How's it going?
Okay, we've got it.
Very good. Lot of smiles around here.
Apollo 9, Houston.
Go ahead, Houston.
Rog, we can let the E Memory dump go

time bind tracking the ascent stage there.

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

We'll be doing
about 5 1.

SC
now and -

CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM
CAPCOM
SC
CAPCOM

if you get in a

We would like you to turn BAT A charge
SC Houston, Apollo 9.

) f f now though

.

Say again; I missed
that .

CAPCOM Okay, Jim. We can let the E Memory dump
go if you get involved tracking the ascent stage but we would
like you to turn BAT A charge off now.

SC Okay, battery A charge is off now.
CAPCOM All righty.
CAPCOM 9, Houston. We're watching the marks

and they're looking good.
Say again, please,
Roger, we're checking the marks as they

come in and they're looking good.
SC Okay.
PAO When Astronaut McDivitt reported that

the crew was tracking the upper stage of the lunar module
there was a momentary cry here in Mission Control of some-
what exaltation with Gene Kranz , who is the White Team Flight
Director, crying out "Three out of three" with some degree
of joy, some element of joy and happiness. Meaning, of

course, that this was the third successful attempt at track-
ing a piece of space debris out of three iries. Yesterday

SC
CAPCOM
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we attempted twice to track Pegasus and were successful, and

of course, today we attempted once to track the LM upper

stage and had some success. We did not, however, have much

success on our third attempt to track Pegasus toward the

latter part of the day yesterday. The astronauts attempted

to sight the Pegasus satellite on their third attempt as they

went past the Ascension tracking site yesterday in the evening,

that is, the evening of Central Standard Time, but had very

little luck. We're standing by to monitor any additional

conversation between the ground and the crew.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

gc Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM Rog. When you lose the LM, we'd like

vou to do a verb 83 and tell us what range you are at.

sc Okay. Right now, he's against the

earth background and Dave can't see him. We've been

marking him, but we just can't see him right now Auto

optics has been following him, but no more marks for the

last four minutes or so.

CAPCOM Okay, understand.
sc I can get him every once in a while,

but not long enough to get out of auto optics and take a

mark. We'll have to process the last one before we call

a verb 83 up anyway.
CAPCOM Okay, Dave.

CAPCOM Okay. You've got about two minutes

to LOS, if you can do it before then.

sc Okay. I'm picking him up every once in

a while and maybe he'll get to a dark background in a little

while where I can hold onto him.

CAPCOM Okay, if we lose you here, we 11 pick

you up in Tananarvie.
3

g C Yes. We'll pick up a verb 83 as soon

as we get through the last mark.
CAPCOM Okay, Dave.

PA0 Apollo 3 has moved out of range of the

tracking ship Redstone at the present time heading toward

the west coast of South America on this the 140th revolution

on the flight of Apollo 9. At 222 hours, 51 minutes,

ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 223 hours,

55 mi^es. During the change -f jr." «n^erence^

the spacecraft passed over the packing
minut es

and we recorded about two and one-h.l f
to thr

of conversation between the Apollo y crew an

Al Sorden, who is CAPCOM here on the ground. We will play

le for you, so roll the tape, please.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, through Tananarive.

sc Apollo 9. Do you read?

CAPCOM I read you loud and clear and just

wan t yfu'to know we are standing by Tananarive and we

exp ect
c

to talk to yo«
o

i«
r

H..
;

ii
i:

t "4.14.^^ we>11

give you our power dow
;

;

<
igarb led) .

^ _ w

are reading you a little better and we'll go ahead and

take some Jf your power down stuff now, if you have it.
taice son

^ tQ cQpy nQW>

^
PC0M

ra;.
al
Ser"ce

R
Mooui e A, B, C, D.

Z^O. 50, o £r^UTi^3"^;
n
3

5

lf3^02 :

.

sc Roger, you missed one 5.0 in tne

j n1ect:or 4.9 was 6 delta.

CAPCOM Roger. We copied that.

SC Okay.

CAPCOM And while we have you on the line,

aaa vnu set a ranee for LOS on the LM?
did you get a ra g

^ ^ ^ figures for you
^

0 n

t AiAn't eet vou a good range because I can t

Suiri: s:-.::: :s ;:r:.:;:.::;

:;\™»:\r:¥: ; ,.r:-..r;i';:.™:.::"-5::--
you there at 14.

cr very we 11.

PAo With the spacecraft presently over

r».<«. «n this the 141st revolution, we expect to be back

It,""" ^.S"""^ 22
1

3

1

h
b
our:,

q
5 9 »inuLs, CST this

is Mission Control.

END' OF TAPE
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p A0 This is Apollo Control at 224 hours, 14

minutes ground elapsed time. We expect to acquire the Apollo 9

spacecraft at the Hawaii sight in a matter of 10 or less seconds.

And during that pass we will transmit a considerable amount

of data to the crew, so we'll stand by for the air-to-ground.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston here.

g C Roger, hello there. Houston how you read

apollo 9? _

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston reads you loud and clear.

How are you doing?
sc Pretty good. I've got a couple of questions

for you.
CAPCOM Okay.
SC Did you want us to leave inverter 3 on

main A and transformer on tonight like last night?

CAPCOM That is affirmative, Apollo 9.

SC Okay we configured that right.

CAPCOM Okay, we've got a question for you. Have

you switched tanks on Quad Charley yet?

SC Negative.
CAPCOM Okay. We're reading a little low quanity,

we just wondered.
S C No unless they've been inadvertantly

opened sometime during the flight, they should still be closed

and we have not switched them.
CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston copy and you want

to give me that LM LOS stuff now?

SC Okay, let me give it to you real quick here.

The first sighting we had was at 222 25 55. It wasn't good

enough to mark on but we did pick him up occasionally. The

first mark was at 222 39 40. The last mark was at 222 45 40.

Then we saw him ever once in a while until 222 51 43 and

that was the last time we had any sighting at all.

CAPCOM Roger Apollo 9, understand you got your

first sighting at 222 25 55. You didn't take a mark. You

got your first mark at 222 39 40, and your last one at

222 45 40 and you had him in sight until 222 51 43.

SC Roge. The times we were not marking we

would only get a visual on him maybe on 2 seconds out of

every 30 or 40 so you couldn't really get him lined up to

take a mark. But with the state vectors you have and with

the machinery up there it really looked pretty good.

CAPCOM Roger, Dave understand. Would you give

us a verb 66 and shift that state vector over now?

Sc Okay here's your verb 66, and Houston

Apollo 9, we have some information for re-entry
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CAPCOM Roger, understand re-entry sto... go

ahead

.

SC Okay we have the, one of the large suits
and center seat suit folded and the L shaped . . . underneath
the center couch. We have rubberized pressure suits and all
3 helmets .... on the floor between the L shaped AGS, And

dock side canisters on the front part of the LEV4

.

We're going to have two large bags of trash that'll probably
be tied down in equipment bay and we'll give you more on
that tomorrow. The rest of the spacecraft will be stowed
essentially the same. The one exception being the food
Bl locker Bl, Bravo 1 that is lower equipment bay has just
trash in it right now, and it will weigh somewhat less than
it did at launch. Lockers L3 will be full of food. They'll
have somewhat less than the food that was in them at launch
but we'll stuff some trash in there and try to at least fill
them up. As I mentioned earlier all the LM data is over at

Al .

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston copy. Would you
give us a verb 74 right now just

—

SC Roger, verb 74 2 1 mark.
SC Houston, that's about all the data I have

for retro. Esentially the spacecraft is still pretty much
the same way it was at launch accept for the LM data in Al

.

The two pressure system or L shaped bag both of them on the
floor and other pressure suit lying crossways in the LEV, just
forward of the ,

CAPCOM Roger, Apollo 9, Houston copy all that and
the Gold team would like to say so long to you it's been fun
working

.

SC Say Gold team, we've enjoyed every moment
with you and we'd sure like to thank you for all your help,
and we'll see you at the de-briefing that

CAPCOM Roger, I think everybody's agreeable to

that .

SC Okay, You've got a fine bunch of guys.
Let me tell you.

PAO We believe that the spacecraft has gone
beyond range of the tracking station at Hawaii, The astronauts
of course will be doing some light housekeeping work now
in preperation to settling down in their couches for the
rest cycle. At 224 hours 22 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control,

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 225 hours,
5 minutes Ground Elapsed Time. We just passed out of range

of the Ascension Island tracking station, and during the

3 or 4 minutes that we were within range at Ascension, the

CAPCOM here in Houston, that would be Al Worden, tried to

call the Apollo 9 crew. He placed a half dozen or so calls
up to the crew, but there was no response. About this time

the crew is in its - probably in its eat, eating cycle, and
the belief here of course is that they have their head sets
off and were either eating their meal or perhaps eating and
stowing some of their food - eating their meal and stowing
their food. At any rate, we did not have any air-to-ground
with them although we did query them on a half a dozen or
so occasions. The spacecraft systems look like they're okay
according to the downlinked information. So at 225 hours,
6 minutes GET, this Is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ' Apollo 9 , Houston
CAPCOM Ap o 1 1

o

9 , Hous ton through As cens 1 on
CAPCOM Apollo 9 , Hous ton
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Hous ton through As cens 1 on
CAPCOM Apollo 9 , Hous ton
CAPCOM Apollo 9 , Hous ton
CAPCOM Apollo 9 ,

Hous ton through Ascension
CAPCOM Apol lo 9 ,

Hous ton
CAPCOM Apollo 9 , Hous ton

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 226 hours,
9 minutes, ground elapsed time. At the present time, the

spacecraft is over the Pacific Ocean, approaching the west
coast of South America. It will take another 20 or so minutes
before we are in range of a tracking station, in that case,

it would be the station at Ascension. The spacecraft on this,

the 142 revolution, is flying at an apogee or reaches an

apogee of 244.3 nautical miles, and its low point is 98.1 nautical
miles. It makes 1 rev around earth every 90 minutes, about

91 minutes., A little earlier, the Flight Dynamics Officer
passed the following information onto the people at Mission
Control here. He estimates now, that the descent stage will
reenter the earth's atmosphere on March 16, around 8:00 PM,

central standard time. At 226 hours, 11 minutes, this is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control at 227 hours,

13 minutes GET. About 35 minutes ago the spacecraft was

over the, or over the Ascension Island tracking site. And

at that time the ground received some information on, bio-

medical information, on the Commander and Command Module

Pilot who were in their couches and were beginning their

rest cycle. The information was interpreted by the Flight

Surgeon as follows. The astronauts were not asleep but were

resting. At same time the spacecraft data was downlinked

and the systems were working normally; no anomalies in any

of the telemetry data that was downlinked. At the present

time the spacecraft is just off the coast of China and will

be within range of the tracking site at Guam. We do not

anticipate any conversation since the crew are in their rest

cycle. So at 227 hours, 13 minutes, this is Mission Control,

Hous ton

.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control at 228 hours,

some 11 hours, 37 minutes remaining in the flight.

54 minutes, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control at 2 30 hours 37 min-

utes. The tracking ship Huntsville has the Apollo 9 spacecraft

in acquisition at the present time and according to the infor-

mation that's coming down from the spacecraft, all of the

systems are working normally. The astronauts, according to
^

the biomedical information, are in a rather sound sleep. We re

about 9 hours 53 minutes from ignition time for deorbit and

something less than 3 hours from the time when the ground

will awaken the crew so that they can continue their prepara-

tions for re-entry. At this particular time we're experiencing

a shift change here with the Orange Team, the one that will

have the re-entry exercise, taking over from the Gold Team.

All systems seem to be working - functioning normally, the

spacecraft will next be acquired by the tracking ship Mercury

at 42 after the hour or about 3 or 4 minutes from now. At

230 hours 39 minutes, this is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. 231 hours 50 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 presently is over India,

aooutT/3 of the way through the U|th r.j. .t ion
. 1

hour

44 minutes remain in the crew's sleep period. We re » nour

41 I utes away from the due orbit burn time At 231 hours

51 minutes ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is AdoIIo Control 232 hours 50 min-

li* a n ii n g nresently is over Venezuela and has just

;:.:-;:,;:r r.::;:,;:/:::":.™: •
,
:

-i- »«h i-h*. soacecraft moves back onto the range.

Ill j c U o"r
P
C«n«von duri„8 this revolutioa.

:;;
b
u:ir:;«:«:ir:;:.:

D
J ^ E.nir.jNrx/::;.:/'

Ind .e 232 hours 5! 1«t.. GET. thl. is Apollo

Control

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 233 hours 35 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Coming up on Carnarvon, Australia

tracking station, spacecraft communicator Stu Roosa will give

the crew a wakeup call during this pass. Apollo 9 presently
is in an orbit measuring 98.2 nautical miles at parigee

.

243 nautical miles at apogee. Spacecraft weight is now show-

ing on the displays being 24 thousand 902 Dounds. Standing

by for the initial call during recent pass over Canary Islands

during the last, during this revolution, revolution 147.

Flight surgeon Ken Beers said that the crew roused briefly
as he interpreted it. Sounds like Stu Roosa may be getting
prepared to make his call.

CAP COM ring (alarm clock) The alarm clock just

went off gentlemen.
SC Roger. I thought I heard a little ding-a-ling

from Mr. Alarm clock.
CAP COM All right. Out of the sack troops, let's

set to work. Today you come home.
SC Hot diggidy dog. I think we're all ready.

Ok, what would you like to do?
CAP COM Ok what do you have in front of you?

SC Juice to off switch and me.

CAP COM Ok. Do vou want to start with the con-

sumables ?

SC Ok, stand by.
SC All righty. Go with the consumables.
CAP COM Ok. 234 hours 42 10 42 12 33 13 38 13

I niner 5 11 40 31 3 niner. Ok and your dap red line 25

31 34 34.
SC Roger. 234 4210 42 12 33 13 38 13 195

II 40 31 39 25 31 34 and 34.

CAP COM Rog and you've probably noticed there

quad C is a little low. However we still have both dap and

SCS capability using 4 jet 2 jet.
SC Ok understand.
CAP COM All right and one other comment before

we get too far I like, the ah, just mention the dap is still

cycling so when you get squared away on that I just want to

let vou know that the dap is still powered up.

SC Oh is it really. That's very interesting.
CAP COM Ok. And let me see. Oh one thing else

I guess I just for vour info on the battery is, we're computing
you've got 71 hours on the water if that question ever comes

up .

SC 0k. Take a look at our croup 48 right

now .

CAP COM 0k. The story I have here Dave is that

that which you need a verb 46 inter to really kill with that.

SC (garble)
CAP COM Say again please.
SC I put that in last night too.

CAP COM Oh. Ok, we'll have them take another

look here then. 0k and I have some block data here for vou.

SC 0k stand by. Ok go with the block data.
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CAP COM Ok and make sure vour S band volume is

up. We might pass over Honeysuckle before I finish up.

SC All right.
CAP COM Ok reading 14 8 1 bravo plus 2 5 6 minus

0640233533741481491 Charlie plus 3 1 4 minus

0680235302236351502 bravo plus 2 7 0 minus

03102372707315 niner 15 11 Charlie plus 3 0

niner minus 0670238511530331521 alpha plus

2 3 3 minus 0680240325834021534 bravo plus

3 3 6 minus 1610243115432681544 bravo plus

3 1 0 minus 160024452533038155. Ok I think

I'm back with you again. I blotted out on that 15 5 didn't I?

SC Ah lost vou on the longitude at 1544 bravo.

CAP COM 0k, longitude minus 1600 2445253 30 38

1554 bravo nlus 23 niner minus 15 niner 4246 350 niner 3337

156 Charlie, Charlie plus 122 minus 1640 24811 2530 83 vour

pitch and YAW trims minus .64 YAW minus . niner 4 end of up-

date .

SC Ok...

END OF TAPE
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SC Okay, gee, since we're eoing to go that
far, here you eo. 1481 Bravo plus 256 minus 0640 233 53 37
4148 1491 Charlie plus 314 minus 0680 23530 22 3635 1502
Bravo plus 270 minus 0310 237 27 07 3159 1511 Charlie plus
309 minus 0670 238 5115 3033 1521 Alpha plus 233 minus 0680
240 3258 3402 1534 Bravo plus 336 minus 1610 2431154 3268
1544 Bravo nlus 310 minus 1600 2445253 3038 1554 Bravo plus
239 minus 1594 2463 509 3337 156 Charlie Charlie olus 122
minus 1640 248 1125 3083 with a Ditch trim of minus .64 and
a yaw trim of minus .94.

CAPCOM And, Rog, that's correct. Stand by one.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And read back your correct data.
SC Alright.
CAPCOM And, since I was mean enough to wake you

up with an alarm clock, I can give you some good news. The
on-the-hour report from the Guadalcanal says there's calm
seas, winds are 5 knots, visibility 10 miles, 2000 scattered.
And there are some 5-foot swells with about a 10-second
period and the ship is about 35 miles from the target point
now

.

SC Hey, that's a pretty good description
of the kind of weather we like.

CAPCOM Well, vou put in an order; we strive to
p le as e .

SC You guys are absolutely outstanding.
CAPCOM And let me see, we've still got you here

for about another 2 minutes. Let me see, the daylight dark-
ness as shown in your flight plan is off. It's slipped some.
I might update you on that if you think that will help you
any on your planning. I'll just call out this late one.

SC Okay, let me get the flight plans. Just
a minute

.

SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, well we've got you now in the

nighttime coming across here, but you'll come out of this
darkness pass just over Texas at about 23 - something like
that. These times are just rough; I don't think vou need
them. And then you'll go back in Carnarvon darkness again
right at 18; and that's at 235 plus 18, and come out over
Guaymas around 54. Okay, and then you'll hit back in again
at 236 plus 48 over Carnarvon; come back into daylight about
237 plus 25, and then darkness again at 238 plus 20 and day-
light at 238 olus 55, and you probably should be all realined
by then, but I'll give you the last one here, 239 52 you'll
go into darkness again, and you should come out just before
the burn at 240 about 25.

CAPCOM And we're going to have LOS here momen-
tarily, and we'll pick you up over the Mercury here, and
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CAPCOM stand by, I'll try to settle down here -

oh In about 4 minutes.
SC Okay, fine.
PAO This is Apollo Control. It's setting

pretty ragged at the edge of the Honeysuckle station there
in the amount of static coming over air-ground. Tracking
ship Mercury is about 2 minutes away. And this will be
about an 11-minute oass across Mercury. It's likely the
conversation will continue on feeding up to the crew all the
necessary numbers for today's reentry program. Until this
morning, the term wake-up alarm has been somewhat symbolic,
or at least just a suggestion of a wake-up alarm. Generally
the crew was awake, but this morning the alarm clock was
real. Spacecraft communicator, Stu Roosa, used an ordinary
electric alarm clock which he plugged in by his console and
held It by the mouthpiece on his head-set and keyed his
transmitter and turned on the alarm. Must be some kind of
a space first. Mercury in 2 minutes or less. Today's flight
plan, as revised here in Mission Control, calls for the
update for the deorbit maneuver and also the numbers on the
entry profile to be passed to the crew over Redstone, Guaymas

,

and Corpus Christi, Texas pass at 235 hours 50 minutes, that
will be over the stateside pass after the one upcoming. In
other words, we have 148. And at 237 hours over the Huntsville
and Mercury, they are scheduled to test the entry monitor
system, which is a display device inside the spacecraft cock-
pit which graphically shows the crew just exactly how the
primary guidance and navigation system is performing in
guiding the spacecraft through the entry profile. They will
be alining the platform - inertial platform at several points
during the time down to retrofire. The retrofire clock is
now showing 6 hours 30 minutes remaining until the entry
maneuver. Ignition time is presently 240 hours 31 minutes
16.5 seconds, but as additional accurate tracking over the
stateside oasses comes in, the retrofire officer likely will
change these numbers back and forth several times before
they settle down. These changes will not be more than a few
seconds one way or the other. And, as mentioned by Stu
Roosa in his conversation with the crew over the Honeysuckle,
the prime recovery ship Guadacanel is almost on station,
perhaps a couple of hours steaming time out of the prime
landing point, at -

END OF TAPE
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PAO couple hours steaming time out of the

prime landing point at 152-1. Standing by for Mercury conver-

sation. Roosa's studying the acquisition tables, has his

transmitter keyed, should be going on the air momentarily.

CAP COM 9, Houston through Mercury.
SC Rog, Houston. We have you. Go.

CAP COM Okay, we'd like to have inverter three

of f .

SC Roger. Inverter three off now.

CAP COM And also just to get squared away here

In plenty of time, we'd like to ask vou the question about

two jet vs. four let on the burn. The two jet would save

around 3 to 4 pounds per quad or about 7 pounds total and

just to make sure we don't foul retro up so he can start

planning, how would you like to play that?
SC How much fuel do we have? We have quite

a bit of fuel extra don't we?
CAP COM Ah, you're right on the redlines now,

Jim. It's - it's, ah, right there. Yeah, ah, veah this is

quad Charlie, quad Charlie is right on the redlines, as vou

can see we passed just 33 and 34 is the DAP redline but you
know this is within the gaging uncertainty and so forth and

so on. And that's --

SC Okay B and D are well up aren't they?
CAP COM Ah --

SC We'll do a two let then, Stu.

CAP COM Okay, you'd like to do a two let then?

SC Yeah, we'll do 18 second 2 jet on what

B and D I guess

.

CAP COM Rog, Jim. We concur with that.
SC Okay, thank you.
CAP COM Thank you.
SC Hey, Stu, why didn't we get a - a drop

in pressure and all that stuff is there any - do the guys

on the ground think that maybe we have the secondary propel-
lant fuel pressures open on quad C.

CAP COM That appears to be a good possibility
as we told you it should have opened up. There's a plus or

minus 6 percent on that doggone estimate so vou - but still
vet we should be down below that and so the feeling here is

it's quite nossible that that secondary valve is open.
SC Okay,
CAP COM We did a lot of talking about that here

this morning and you know we had those funnies on that - on

that separation there and we're - we're just not sure.

SC Yeah. That's sorta what I was thinking

af too. Hey, have you done anything - any new information on

our DAP here?
CAP COM No, we sure hadn't. You know to get us
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CAP COM squared away down here to make sure we're— - 8ht
'

could
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Verb 48 then we'll give'you Verb 46. Okay, here comes the

CAP^OM Okay. Okay, that got us squared away,

Jlm , and we show ^DAP^good shape.^^ _ ^
CAP COM All our data showed it was, yes.

I'll be darned. ... three way we ...

verification on that one last night but maybe it didn t Ret

In.
CAP COM R»g. copy.

SC H'y. stu -

C„ COM
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J„.« decided to have . six-!
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here that we'd like ^' 8»„foy
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and I'll cover the.e change. »he. »e see vou over Te». at

20 •
, r Okay, want to activate the prlm.ry boiler
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It and you have decided you'd like to cold soak and we 11

try to Rive you a recommendation on that,

cr Okay, fine.

CAP COM And we're approaching LOS here, troops,

we'll see you about 20.

p^o TS!s
r

is
2

Apollo Control. We've had loss

- Ana\„ r?ng%he
m
ne«t\.volu"on""o» no. on through the end
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PAO of this revolution essentially and the
beginning of the next, they'll be conducting system verifica-
tions and testing to make sure that all the systems are tuned
up properly for the job of bringing the spacecraft into the
prime landing area. Be coming up on Texas tracking station
19 minutes past the hour. We're overlapping coverages Texas,
Mila, Antigua, Bermuda, Vanguard, Canary Islands, Madrid
ending at 40 -- would you believe I can't read the display —
looks like 44 minutes past the hour. And at 234 hours 07 min-
utes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control. 234 hour. 19 .Inuto.

GET . landing by here for the resu.pt ion o^conve ^^
the 8 P acecraft communicator St u R°

and a8 lt crosses 80

Now nearing the end of the 147 revol . u8> That acqu isi_

degrees west longitude, we ^^^^J^tle spacecraft on the wall

tion at Texas, or atleast what the little p ^ ^ cM

s".;.;;i.".ir.isrs:^^ you 1B „. d .....

CAPCOM Very •
a ^ /°

*
a y do not reservice it

the cold soak, and on the ;*"r boiler
.

* *
ig wfi are no t 8ure how

prior to bringing it up. The reason i
ahead and brlng it

iuch water is in there and we would
J^J dry out ln the first

"'ir ""Si; ffli.
hr S £- one o £ those hand,

-v^r;- 8

;HL'ir;.r. 5-.k".;.^i-.:
,

;-',1m
"

locate that duty. I * i£Y».dlng by, thank vou.
SC

Okal to with you changes Stu.

0 on j.« C02 Ml..; change at 2 06. or t

th . second U.. ...^ » »

^^^^^ "SV^t:
,h,^?, t vSibils/-"--
Si/iil'Sli;- outMrfand^e'tUs i? you'd m. to take

;:>- do . ,„ ^^r^vC^"^
8ide

P
pa8S before the deorbit burn wo re g check> becau8e

altitude early and make « ur * w*
this part of the retro

the horizon probable won't be very gooo » ^ fllght pl

CAPCOM Okay, f^*^ 'Lnge in daylight and dark

changes I have here are lust ref Jf^ting s
need tQ change

.no K. addition of the REV no that s r-olly^
.f would

^briiU^chang" S e-y check list I-d m. t. talk to

-ou about.
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sc Well, I believe that. You've had about 10

days, and I'd be surprised if vou didn't have a chan ge.

CAPCOM Okay, and I found my map update here, if you

want to take that too.^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M , u d±g

out the entree check list in the mean time.

CAPCOM Okay, REV 147 which is completing 2341536

longitude 107 west. ^ rlght>

|c OkSy, go ahead with the entry check list then.

CAPCOM Okay, let's start here with page El-1.

cr All right. . fc

TAPCOM Okay, the first one - these are out now, but

I'll lust oss in the reminder of the very first line
J«

"h....!

8, your heater Rages and circuit breakers main A and main B. we

want those open.
<tr Okay, aot that.

CAPCOM Okay now your still under the SCS, the next

to the I«t line, auto RCS select, the check list is showing 16

main B. we'd recommend the command module 1 main A, command

module 2 main B, and AC| roll «ij B.^
& ^^ do hat .

CAPCOM All right, and now on page El-6 right at the

top r after C, vou can Just delete the
!
tu ' in *

th'^ 8

?
*

C0P
11 Okay, just delete step C, is that right?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, delete step Charlie.

SC Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM All right, on page El-13/14.

CAPCOM Okay, here is the 3rd line down, the second

logic 2 on up, would like to have that moved just above -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We'd like to have that moved just above

the mixed-in confirmed go for pyro arm, and essentially what

we're trying to do here is make sure that you have your ELS

to auto ELS logic on, and then when you throw the sex logic

we know then, we're all squared away to give you a go.

sc Okay, Houston, understand, and read

CB sequential arm 2 closed, ELS auto and ELS logic on and

then sequential logic 2 arm up

.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. Jolly Rood on that

one. Now on page E2-1

.

SC Ofcfly 8^*

CAPCOM And this I know you'll well aware of.

I'm just talking again with our decision to go on the 2 jet

ullage that drifts to 1 under the DAP 10102.
6
SC Okay, 10102. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay on page E2-3,

CAPCOM Alright, down here at minus 30 seconds,

we'd o - the firsttwo lines there, we'd like to reverse

the order of them. We'd like to have the tape recorder record

nigh-bit rate forward, be first followed by average G on up-

telemetry command reset and then normal.

SC Okay, so it will read this way: tape

recorder record high-bit rate forward, and then average G on

uptelemetrv command reset and then normal.

CAPCOM That's affirmative. And, just for info,

that's just to keep us from having to reacquire the data lock,

there. Okay, and now over on page E2-6.

SC Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we're showing AUTO RCS select

command module 1 main B. Change that to read main A and this

will agree with the configuration that we recommended over

on th^first nage. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rc£} 8elect

CM 1 main A.
CAPCOM That is affirmative.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM Okay, that's all T have.

sc Gee, that's not bad at all.

CAPCOM No, very good.

sc Okay, well, I guess everything else is

squared away on that. We went through it last night and

we Son' t have any questions on it. So if you see anything

else, you can Rive a whistle.
CAPCOM Okay, we sure will.

PAO This is Apollo Control. It sounds like

the crew of AdoIIo 9 will get back to their breakfast now,

after getting an update to'th. entry checklist from spacecraft

coLunlcator? Stu Roosa. However, there's still almost
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PAO 20 remaining In the »"°"
rld

take olace.
Apollo Control. Apollo 9 now

in ffiirAt ian tic . r..su s. ---Lr^i- 8
ios 8

e
; f

sir.; i
b-«'-^

officer*
11

s:vui:;r.
asi\^t - —

versation during thV" at""
1 was a little

CAPCOM And, Apollo "OUB
. n oing to

surprised asking for that map update. Are you g

be taking any Pi't-r.^thij^orning.^ ^
8PeCt

cI?cSM Okay, are you going to have vour cameras

out at all this «™;»«'
w;

1

;I. lly don . t have much in the way
sc

! ! Ll„t 15 frames on the Hasselblad

... ""xt 1» here f.„S A.....11. ^^ft""you"'
pictures and I wasn't even going to -«^™

r^ t^ y
„ ut 1£

h:?:r.n :T.u;.
4

Ut'::j:.
l4
.c.i.

b
.\«

t

t:;ii..

people down there want some pictures.

END OF TAPE
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SC That's ok. We've been trying to get a
picture of this area too. When are we going to go across?

CAP COM Well let me check my terminator here.
I think you're going to be in darkness but first in regards
to your comment the other night, the first one is some pictures
with a, of the light.

SC Ok, we'll see what we can do here. Give
us the time

.

CAP COM Rog, will do.
CAP COM Ok Jim. For the picture up first you

might bring up you're S band volume here too, we'll be going
over to Madrid.

SC Go ahead with the times Stu.
CAP COM Ok. We don't have your time now take,

get first, it's going to be two revs from now and the best
time it's putting vou is up at about 238 plus 22 which looks
like it's getting up toward the busy section.

SC Ok. We'll find out on the flight plan
if we can get it we'll try to get it.

CAP COM Ok. Let me give you the exact time here.
It'll be 238 plus 27 plus 33. That's your closest approach.

SC Ok will that be north or south track?
CAP COM It'll be just about over them. You'll

have about an 82 degree angle on them so you'll be coming
right over in about 226 miles.

SC Ok
CAP COM Ok Apollo 9. We've got about a minute

here I believe off of Madrid. If vou give us a crew status
report. If not we'll catch you at Carnarvon at 1 1

.

SC This is the commander. I had about 6 hours
of good sleep about 1 hour of poor sleep and I took one
actif ed .

SC I had some CMP and I had about 7 1/2 hours
of good sleep and no, I had a vitamin pill yesterday.

SC All right and I had a vitamin pill too.
CAP COM Rog, I copy both.
SC Rusty had 8 hours of good sleep, 1 Seconal,

1 actifed, and 1 vitamin pill.
CAP COM Rog, understand. Thank you very much.
PAO And this is Apollo Control. Apparently

we have had loss of signal through Madrid tracking station.
Toward the end of that pass the crew passed up there sleep
and pill report. Commander Jim McDivitt had what he described
as 6 hours of good sleep and 1 hour of poor sleep, 1 vitamin
pill. Command module pilot Dave Scott had 7 1/2 hours sleep,
took 1 vitamin pill. Lunar module pilot Rusty Schweickart
had 8 hours of sleep, took 1 Seconal, 1 actifed, and 1 vitamin
pill. Also over the Canary Island station target of opportunity
was passed up to the crew for a picture. At 238 hours 25 min-
utes over Perth, Australia. Apparently the citizens of Perth
are going to incur another big light bill. They've requested
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PAO that a photo be made of the city with
all the lights on. Perth in the past has served as sort of
a beacon to orbiting space travelers. Several missions in the
past in Mercury and Gemini they've purposely turned on all
their lights. Perth is approximately midway of around the
earth from Cape Kennedy and at the low point of the orbit
as it swings down in the southern hemisphere. Coming up on
Carnarvon and the next station at 10 minutes past the hour,
Apollo 9 is over Central Africa, the Sahara Desert. Just
begun revolution 148 at ...

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control, 235 hours 10 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Carnarvon acquisition in about

20 seconds. Meanwhile, the spaceflight meteorology group of the

ESSA weather bureau here in Mission Control headed up by

Allan "Sandy" Sanderson, issued a weather forecast for the

prime landing area which reads "light and variable winds are

forecast with seas one to two feet and swells six to eight

feet; skies will be partly cloudy with temperatures near

73 degrees; weather conditions will be excellent for the end

of mission landing area" which is about 300 miles north of

Puerto Rico. Standing by here for the Carnarvon Honeysuckle

and Mercury pass. Carnarvon and Honeysuckle overlap for a

total 18 minutes; then there's about a one minute 30 second

dropout to tracking ship Mercury and another 11 minutes over

Mercury. After Mercury some 6 minutes after LOS comes Red-

stone --

CAP COM — through Carnarvon standing by.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Read you loud and clear.

SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Go ahead, Anollo 9.

SC Ah, what quads you wanna use for the

early part of the day? A and B or —
CAP COM Rog, copy. Stand by. (pause) Okay,

Apollo 9, Houston. We're recommending that you lust no ahead

and use all of them for this since we won't really be using

that much and we'd like to have all four on bringing up the

platform.
Sc Okay, you'd like to have all four the

quads on when we bring up the platform?
CAP COM That is affirmative and you can just go

ahead and leave all four on with the exception of the two

jet ullage that we've already discussed.
SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. While Apollo 9

is just crossing the coast at about just north of Perth

between Perth and Carnarvon, the west coast of Australia,

we'll stand by to pick up any further communication between

the spacecraft communicator here and the crew of Apollo 9.

Meanwhile the span, or spacecraft analysis group, here in

Mission Control, has issued report for 234 hour ground elapsed

time on spacecraft performance —
CAP COM Would you bring up your S-band. We'll

be going over to Honeysuckle in a couple of minutes.

SC Okay.
PAO Getting back to the span report that's

one of the shortest on record. Most of the entries say

performance continues to be nominal or no change, no change,

no change. This includes Manned Spaceflight Network
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PAO Communications, crew systems, electronic
systems, propulsion and power which goes for the service
oropulsion system, reaction control system, batteries, fuel
cells and cryogenics all parameters and nominal. Guidance
and control - no change. Structures and thermal area - no

change. So it looks like even though we're about 5 hours and

13 minutes plus away from retrofire, end of the mission, the

spacecraft is ready to continue for an unknown Deriod. We'll
stand by here for the balance of the Carnarvon-Honeysuckle
pass and the subsequent pass over tracking ship Mercury.
Looks like spacecraft communicator Ron Evans is coming in to

relieve Stu Roosa at the spacecraft communicator console.
These men have been working some strange hours; somewhat out
of synchronization with the rest of the flight control teams.
Some 9 minutes remaining until Honeysuckle loss of signal.
We'll leave the air-ground circuit open for any possible con-
versation the rest of this pass. (pause) That burst of

noise is known as going through a keyhole.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This ia Apollo Control. 5 minutes re-
maining in the Honeysuckle pass. Just heard a report from

recovery that the ship, Guadalcanal, is now in station for

landing area 152-1, ready and waiting with a 350-pound cake,
which apparently has whetted the appetites of the crew of
Apollo 9.

SC Go ahead, Houston, Aoollo 9.

CAPCOM Rog. Guadalcanal is on station and is

waiting

.

SC Very good, thank vou.
CAPCOM Rog.
SC Houston, what are you talking to us

through ?

CAPCOM Stand by one, and I'll see what I'm
uplinking. Wait, we're through Honeysuckle; it's got to

be S-band.
SC Okay.
CAPCOM And, Apollo 9, Houston. Jim, since you

were so agreeable about that picture of, particularly of Perth,
there, that was - the data I gave you was for rev 150. You'll
come within about 80 miles of it on the next rev around, if

you'd like to take that time. If vou think it's going to be
feasible .

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Are you ready to copy?
SC We sure can see a lot of lights down on

the city - down on the ground right now, Stu.
CAPCOM Rog. There's two cities - well, there's

actually three; Sidney will be about 228 miles off your track
the next time around, but Perth and Brisbane both are - Perth
will be 80 and Brisbane 110, and sure like to get some pictures
of those, if you can work it in.

SC Okay, lust a second.
CAPCOM Rog. No sweat, it will be on the next

rev .

SC Okay, why don't you go ahead and give
us the data here, while we're doing nothing.

CAPCOM Okay, for Perth your time of approach,
236 plus 51 plus 36, and Perth will be 82 miles north of

the track.
SC Okay, and what's the other one?
CAPCOM Okay, the other one will be Brisbane,

PCA 237 00 plus 41, and it will be 110 miles north of the

track

.

SC Okay, very good, we're going to get them.
CAPCOM Okay, and I don't know if vou can reach

out 220 miles or not, but if you've got your camera out, I

might as well Rive you one for Sidney, and that will wipe us

out

.
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SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Alright, Sidney RCA, 236 plus 59 plus 37

and Sidney will be 228 miles south of track.
SC Okay, we'll have two north and one south,

is that correct?
CAPCOM That is affirmative. And you'll hit

Perth first, of course, by the time. We're going to leave
here at Honeysuckle, see you over the Mercury around 31.

SC Okay.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We have had

apparently loss of signal out of tracking station at Honey-
suckle .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, go. You're over the
hill, 1 believe.

PAO Apollo 9 did make one attempt to call
back to Houston right at loss of signal at Honeysuckle.
However, in about 1 minute and a half we should have acqui-
sition through tracking ship Mercury. We'll leave the
circuit up for resumption of conversation between the space-
craft communicators here in Mission Control and the crew of
Apollo 9.

END OF TAPE
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sc Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, ro .

Ic Roger, would you tell the good people of

Sidney' that we saw their lights about 5 minutes ago. A very

beaUt
ci?C0M

l8ht
* Good, eighty fine, than, you

f Good morning Ron, how are vou?

CAPCOM Hey, fine shape, and all set to go.

gc Very Rood.

SC Where vou going Ron?
r t,4„k

CAPCOM Hey, that's a good question come to think

ab ° Ut
ptn* This is Apollo Control, some 8 minutes re-

aalnin °on the tracing ship Mercury pass Continu ng t. . „*

-r-
w

-hi h'
-out

on the air to "ound.^
l8 Apollo Control , about a minute

PAO
away from -

Houston, about LOS

END OF TAPE
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PXO This is Apollo Control. About a minute

away from. .

.

CAP COM Houston. About LOS. Will pick you up

at Redstone 4 7.

SC Roger
pA0 This is Apollo Control. We're still a

few seconds away from Mercury loss of signal but apparently

there will be no other contact with the crew of Apollo 9

through Mercury. So at this time we'll take the line down.

SC Still want to read them?
CAP COM Affirmative, bo.

sc Ok, GET was 235 34 00 minus 00 128 minus

00 781 plus (static)
PA0 This is Apollo Control. An attempt was

made to pass down some numbers to spacecraft communicator

from the crew as they went over the hill at Mercury. These

were torking angles on a recent IMU alignment apparently.

And the breakup there was caused according to the net work

controller by loss of lock of the tracking ship Mercury's

comsat relay antenna. We'll pick up tracking ship Redstone

at 47 minutes past the hour, some 5 minutes from now and at

235 hours 42 minutes ground elapsed time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. 235 hours 48 min-
utes ground elapsed time. Should be in acquisition now
according to the station tables on the displays In front of
the control room here, with the tracking ship Redstone, which
is about midway between Hawaii and the west coast of North
America. Stand by for any conversation that might take place
during this pass over the states. Continuous coverage.
Redstone, Guaymas , Texas, Mila, Grand Bahama, Bermuda, Antigua,
Vanguard tracking ship in mid-Atlantic, Canary Islands, Madrid.
All of this overlapping coverage lasts until 17 minutes past
the hour. Which looks to be about a total of 30 minutes.
Ron Evans has replaced Stu Roosa as spacecraft communicator.
Roosa has moved his head set, is taking a stretch and munching
on a sandwich

.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston.
SC Houston Aoollo 9 go.
CAP COM Roger. We copied you're torquing angles

and we'll have you all the way through Canaries LOS will be
19.

SC Ok and did you copy what type alignment
it was?

CAP COM Negative
SC Ok we did a nominal to time 240 30 08

in order to get the type form outfitting plan.
CAP COM Roger, copy
PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is nearing

the end of the 148th revolution and shortly will cross directly
over Mexico City. Monitoring the air-ground circuit for
this stateside pass during which is scheduled updates to
the crew on maneuver or deorbit. Also the entry numbers,
once called an entry path. Such thing as bank angles, time
to reverse bank, retro elapse time to begin black out in
black out drogue deploy and main parachute deploy and so forth.
We'll stand by with the circuit open to monitor any conversation
during this first of about 3 more stateside passes until
re-entry .

PAO This is Apollo Control. Flight surgeon
Ken Beers is closely monitoring the heart rate and respiration
r ate .

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston go.
SC Roger, our original flight plan schedule

was for a H2 purge this morning and did you ask to do that?
CAP COM Stand by one minute.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. The fuel cells are looking
good here, disreguard H2 purge.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Request 2 in ACCEPT, state vector, and target

load and the REFSMMAT for vou.
SC You've got It.
CAPCOM Roger, coming up.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I have your maneuver pad.
SC Okay, stand by.
SC Okay, ready to copy Ron.
CAPCOM Okay, purpose 152-1 Alpha, 240311378 minus

01969 plus all zips plus 0 2 5 850 3 2 50030810116 24888 minus
064 minus 094150261032900 minus 2990 plus 105362329, over.

sc Okay, 152-1 Alpha, 240311378 minus 1969
all zips plus 025850325003081011624888 minus 064 minus
094150261032900 minus 2990 plus 105362329, over.

CAPCOM Roger, that is correct.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, the computer is yours,

ou have a state vector charter load russ mat, and a verb 66 it.
sc Oh very well, that sound like a full days

work thank you.
CAPCOM Roger, if vou in a copying mood, I have

your entree pad.
SC Okay, stand by one.
SC Okay, go ahead.
CAPCOM Roger, area, 1521 Alpha 046 plus 2325

minus 06800120152S99615271603 minus 03177 the roll right
506019011556192923462433 plus 42 plus 075, over.

SC Okay, I've got 1521 Alpha 046 plus 2325
minus 06800120152599615271603 minus 03177 the roll right
506019011556192923462433 olus 42 plus 075.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, vour read back is correct.
sc Houston, 9 again. Let me recheck the C02

filter, would you. Which one was 20 supposed to replace, number
8 or number 9.

CAPCOM Stand by one there.
SC Okay, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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SC Houston, Apollo 9.

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.

sc Ah, I think I've got it sorted out now.

You want to put 8 and 9 In and you want to take 20 out and

put it B6 and take 1 out and put it in A3. Is that right?

CAP COM 9, Houston. I think that's - 9, Houston

I think that's correct there but let me double check it with

FDO. (pause) Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Go ahead, Houston.

CAP COM Okay, here's the way the cannister - the

wav I ... it. You put 8 and 9 in — 8 in the B slot, 9 in

the A slot and close the door and vou take 20 and stowit

in B6 and you take number 1 cannister and stow it in Alpha 3.

%C Okay, that's what I thought. We just

wanted to make sure that we got the right ones going in the

ri glt place because surprisingly enough the C02 cannisters

were not marked for the flight.
CAP COM Rog, copy. (pause) Apollo 9, Houston.

I have a comment for vour entry update.

SC Houston, Apollo --

CAP COM Apollo 9, Houston through Canaries.

sc Roger. How do vou read now?

CAP COM Rog, loud and clear. Your comment for

vour entry update there is that you put the 31.4 degree

window mark on the horizon at 05G.

sc Okay, understand the 31.4 degree line on

the window on the horizon at .05G.

CAP COM Roger, and vou will lose your sextant

star at 240 plus 16 plus 53,

sc Understand, we lose the sextant star at

240:16:53.
CAP COM Affirmative.
PA0 This is Apollo Control, some 3 minutes

remaining until Canaries loss of signal. We'll continue to

monitor until LOS at Canaries for any further conversation.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo Control. We've passed

the time at which we should have had loss of signal out of

Canary Islands. Now to recap the barrage birage of numbers that

was fired at the crew of Apollo 9; on the maneuver update,

til crew was given the ignition time for the BPS burn number 8

our deorbit maneuver: 240 hours 31 minutes 1 3 . 78 «"* d8 .

total Delta V or velocity change in retrograde 325 feet per

second, burn time: 11.6 seconds, command and service module

weight before the maneuver, 24 880 pounds; then they were

given a navigation star for onboard use with the Apollo

sextant, start number 15 which in the Apollo 1st of stars

is Serius in the constellation, Greater Dog, in the south

celestial sphere. The star Is also known as the dog star.

Then the entry update included the - all the times after

the maneuver, in which various events occur and the splash

target coordinance, which were: 152-1 Alpha, 23.25 degrees

noth latitude, 68 degrees even west longitude, range to *o

after 05g or the first deceleration sensing of 1201.5 nautical

miles, inertial velocity at 05g 25 996 feet per second, retro

elapsed time of 05g, that Is, time after ignition and re

t

to-

fire, retro-elapsed time 05g 15 minutes 27 seconds retro-elapsed

time of .2 or 2/10ths g 16 minutes 03 seconds, the degrees

for right and left bank for backup stabilization control

system entry right: 50 degrees and left: 60 degrees The

roll right or reverse bank would be at 19 minutes 01 second,

after retrofire. Begin blackout at 15 minutes 56 seconds

retro-elapsed time; end blackout 19 minutes 29 seconds after

retrofire; drogue chute deploy 23 minutes 46 seconds retro-

el«psed time; main parachutes out at 24 minutes 33 seconds

retro-elapsed time. Tananarive tracking station at 32 minutes

past the hour is the next station. Total time over that

station is 6 minutes. We'll come back up at that time for

any voice communications through that station. And at

236 hours 23 minutes GET, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This is Apollo Control, 236 hours, 32 minutes

the circuit up.

Aoollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ThiB is Apollo Control. 236 hours 48 min-
utes Ground Elapsed Time. We're in acquisition over the
Carnarvon, Australia tracking station. Standing by for con-
versation out of Mission Control with the crew of Apollo 9.

E com just reported to flight that the primary evaporator
just came on the line in the spacecraft. Primary evaporator
removes heat from the systems as a sort of backup to the
space radiators which are back in the service module. Boils
water to dump heat over board.

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston through Carnarvon.
SC Rog, Houston go.
CAP COM Ah rog, Dave. We're not getting any

EKG on you and it looks something real simplified and other
wise we'll lust get by with your respiration.

SC Ok, I'll give it a quick check.
PAO This is Apollo Control. The crew of

Apollo 9 should at this time be able to see the lights of
Perth, Australia. The people of Perth have, are building
up a large light bill again. They're just after sundown at
this time in Australia or at Perth. Apollo 9 is midway
through revolution 149th. Turning on the lights at Perth
seems to be somewhat of a tradition. Continuing to monitor
the air to ground circuit over Carnarvon. Honeysuckle, Huntsville
and Redstone are as, over Mercury that is. ... der until LO . .

,

CAP COM Apollo 9 Houston. Looks like you fixed
the EK's either.

SC Say again.
CAP COM Roger. It looks like vour EKG is good

now

.

SC Oh, Ok. I'll disconnect it.
CAP COM Roger.
PAO This is Aoollo Control. While waiting

for conversation to resume we might recap here the times
for the retrofire maneuver at splash time. Ignition for
SPS burn number 8, retrofire deorbit burn is now Ground
Elapsed Time of 240 hours, 31 minutes, 14 seconds - or
10:31:14 CST. Splashdown anticipated at Ground Elapsed
Time 240 hours, - standby - 29 minutes, 29 seconds there-
after which would be 241:00:43 or 11am and 43 seconds.
Continuing to monitor the Carnarvon-Honeysuckle-Huntsville-
Mercury pass.

CAPC0M Apollo 9, Houston. S-band volume up
for Honeysuckle.

SC Roger. S-band up for Honeysuckle.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is

crossing the southern Australian coast at about Adelade
just north of Melbourn. We're continuing to monitor the
air-ground circuit for two-way communications over these
stations and we'll leave the line open until Loss Of Sig-
nal at Mercury.

END OF TAPE
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rA0 Apollo Control h.re. Apparently the lack

System. We'll leave the circuit up to monitor any possible

air-to-ground during this pass.

SVnoi-': =o. ApoUo 9. H.u.ton.

Go, we read you.
sc Houston, Apollo 9

.

i"at> rnM Aoollo 9, Houston. Go,
CAP COM

Rog . Did you get the general torquing

an8le
clp COM Negative. You went over the hill Just ^

before we got 'em.
237:05:30 minus 00395

.i.«."o223 plus 0053^ Anfthat U to the desired REFSMMAT

that you sent up.
CAP COM Roger, we copy.

END OF TAPE
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PA0 This is Apollo -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, Roger

sc Did you want an E memory dump today?

CAP COM That's affirmative. Stand by and I 11

give you a time on it.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.

SC Roger, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger. The computer was fired up all

night so I guess we don't need E MEM - E MOD dump.

sc Okay, very good.

sc Houston, Apollo 9.

TAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, go.

Sc Houston, we were doing a DSKY lamp test

there and I had a reset at the end of the thing, got a

212 aiar"m, which in our book says PIPA failed or PIPA not

being used. Says do a PIPA bias check. What do you think

^^'c^COM Apollo 9, Houston, I think that's the

aame thing we saw the other night when you did that, and

we think it's normal, but stand by one.

SC Okay.
CAPCOM And 9, Houston, we're getting bi-sets

down here any how, so PIPA bias check not necessary,
down ner y

^ j
. _ ^ yQu understand the

question, we got a 212 alarm and I guess you can see it on

the DSKY as well as we can so okay.

CAPC 0M Affirmative, we understand.

SC All righty.

CAPCOM Aoollo 9, Houston.

sc Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, we're sure that's a normal thing

It's tfe'power supply Jh.t gets interrupt.d .b.n you do that

DSKY check, and all jo^h^.to do^is hit "SET.^

RESET.
TAPCOM Okay.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, we'll pick you up

Redstone at 20

.

c r Roger, Redstone at 20.

pin This is Apollo Control. We have had

loss of signal over the tracking ship Mercury, coming up on

Redstone a? 19 minutes past the hour, in about 3

for a fairly long pass over Redstone, Guaymas ,
Texas Grand

Manama Antigua,
8
tracking ship Vanguard, Canary Islands

about 3/4ths of the way through revolution 149 and at 237

Jours 16 minutes ground elapsed time, this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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ky for conv.r..tlon t<
' «»»J; „orDln... .Lr. clock .pl.od..

PAO After ini» • become part of the

on. woid.r. «"» h"
4

th
f

•l
!
t
i:.J0, control c.nt./h.r.. ««»

.t.nd.r* .,uip«.nt in th.
J£5 „. o0 r. .propo. to w.k.

. choic. I think .cothini ««•"
«»J x k It «,..

u. th.« th. g.n.l. « »»"
t.°i,

m
; Jiihlr .ttr.ctiv. voung l.dy

i&&MI&: • :* ' S: "Sont"^.^'.-*

J..t.. tot.l dur.tion
ir

.r
IP0il 'control - .till

ov.r cr.ckin, -HIP !•«««•
fVnut.. l^t'lon of SPS bur.

-ss r. ess i. r J "3-. « r
S"^^.:-!

«

'

s -
: h:"tr/orit

d
t.u?%o

h
«"photo.

o'.r Pr.tori. «d """^"th.''U.-t'-.S forv.rd or .ngine

deorbit attitude, that J"*
1" fll|hti and pitch down 31.7

no«le toward the °*
tnlJ time they will conduct the

degrees below the horizon. At tni
sirius, a dog-

star check through the 8e *5 an ' i^winK tasks ; they'll get a GO

star, and over Carnarvon the following tas ^^ h

fron mission control center
J

"

u seconds ground elapsed

^ scheduled for 140 ^"'J 1 "1^"' ground here for this

time. We'll continue to *
m
*
u
*

t
*
f conversation that s

stateside pass ; there • ^ bu8 ier in the

;:^.;.s:r^
a
;:t sir..;

c..«.i—

^

air to ground.
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PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 la

crossing the Gulf of Lower California and is approximately
directly over the tracking station at Guaymas , Mexico. Air

to ground circuit is still open, monitoring this stateside
oass.

PAO This is Apollo Control. This is one of

the quietest stateside passes in memory except when the crew
has been asleep. They have lust begun revolution 150 aB

they cross the longitude of Cape Kennedy from whence the mis-
sion started some 10 days ago. Clock now showing 2 hours 53

minutes until retrofire, 3 hours 23 minutes -

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. Go.
SC Okay. We are going to open our secondary

propellent suit pressure valve in the service module RCS

mode .

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.
PAO The crew of Apollo 9 reported that they

were going to go to the secondary SPS propellant tanks, or

so-called Volkswagen tanks.
SC Apollo 9. We've opened the valve. You

see any change of state in anything on the ground?
CAPCOM Negative, no change down here. Which is

good

.

SC Yeah.
PAO This is Apollo Control. Some 19 minutes

remaining until loss of signal at Canaries. The air to

around circuit will be left up for the duration of this pass

to pick up any possible conversation, although neither end
of the circuit is very talkative at the moment.

PAO This is Apollo Control. Apollo 9 is now
out over the tracking ship Vanguard in the mid-Atlantic with
some 13 minutes remaining until loss of signal out at Canaries.
The spacecraft has just begun revolution 150. Continuing to

monitor air to around circuit.

END OF TAPE
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APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY , 3/13/69, GET 237.4b,

This is Apollo Control. Some 7 minutes
PA0 ;Ji c»oarv Loss Of Signal. Among

remaining in this J"^ 1

e 8

L
nt rol Room here is a

the sights in ^e M s o a ^ & deli _

large half-eaten 1" °* k°^ e
£ a
" ln \he control room last

catessen type
s

f"
\ . Continuing to monitor

night ^'^^fthe ily though Canary Loss Of Signal.

liJ;
B
:
0

f

tt

;«I ilJ %•»• ^at likely want be true for

the next two passes over the JtaU«. Recovery room
PA0 „ i nT Undini! platform helicopter

plot now shows the ^J^^^^^^^Ja' target point. Weather
ship, on station "J^"''^..? winds variable to light;
forcast showing visibility ™

; hei ht 2 t0 3 feet,
variable direction in ^J

11 * "P"*'
predicted uprange of

The Service Module impact point is pre di P ^ nau tical

the spacecraft target point Tt looks ^
11... Som= ^^"i^'^.u stay with the air-ground cir-
until Loss Of Signal, we ii "J and pick up again for

Th ia ^^r.r.i ,?:u:iis
t

.b..t

urs:-»: :ss a;. > >?n^/s^r,....

th"
CWCOM APollo 9. Houston. About 1 minute LOS.
CAPCun «f

e,,«a»t will be at two-zero.
Tananarive at >•"-£«;.

!5„ is Apollo Control. Apparently

that 'does conclude £y ontac during this ^ateside.ss

.

2! ^gear^e^^^^^^l^
up from a housekeeping ""^"J^; t whl ch according to

All the systems ready for the
, and 37 seconds

the countdown
J
1"* "

nVservJ ce Provision System burn
from now ^"J™ °Ls^down at 3 hours and 6 minutes

^m'now!
f

AniTt
d
23

y
7 Zlrl^\^ Ground Elapsed

Time this is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Aoollo Control at 2 38 hours.

S'l^r^EtcresToHd'r-i^^Mrrtt.r. ir\L
m
ii:ii*"

e

™„ie1. ?nen at separation when they did their turnaround

? ? fro. th. S-IVB it was command and service module and

uiar^dSlUs^inatLn. Durin, the »•<""" "X™*t

°th^crma'l-anf.rrvrc.^orui: th.r. was a comhin.tion of the

s^^^"^n.:
t
^:.r^^:i:....

h
:.r;:r.:::K.^;;.

i

^~
a«u.m a r. «t of the command and aervlce module only -

now for any o?88ible
P
conver 8 ation through ^ -"J

1" £now iot
M-la*aav Republic. It's unlikely there

,.. jj.^,,.,, .,..

;i
„,

:
,,
;
_, .....

CAPCOM Roger, if you turn H2 tank 2 fan on that

may Dump the pressure up in the H2 tanks there.

SC Okay, you want the fan on in H2 tan* i.

rAPCOM Tank 1 and tank 2.

SC Okay, tanks 1 and 2 (garbled^.

^
PC0M KSUn, vou want the heaters on also to

CA?cS"
88Ure

"Apollo 9, Houston. Say again.
CAPCOM

d j want the heater8 on also to

*Ct C

SWSS"""
UP?

APOllo 9, Houston. Negative.



.POLLO , MtSSXON COMMENTARY . 3/13/69, GET 238=06. CST 0806 640/2

TH . ts atjoIIo Control and apparently

We're .bout 29 seconds f«- 1"'
7
°'"„^ irom now, and at

Control

.

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 COMMENTARY, 3/13/69, GET: 238:22 (0822) 641/1

PA0 This 18 Apollo Control, 238 hours, 22

-noroximatelv 26 minutes until 48 minutes past the hour,
approximately * n

Apollo 9 , Houston thorugh Carnarvon.

SC Go Houston; Apollo 9 here; we're just doing

our star attitude check at this time, and we're gonna follow that

up v!llt!l last P52 to REFSMAT , and - we're standing by for

our check list. ^ Dave tQ „tch out

for a flare from F.rth'.t *26 . and don't mistake it for his

sextant star there.
Hou8ton , whic h direction is Perth

from our track, «rth«^..thl^ ^ ^^^
sc Roger. Houston, Apollo 9.

cc Apollo 9, Houston, go.

sc Okay, 3 S's on the DSKY.

re Roger, we copy.

r And we're just a tad off on attitude.

H Roger. I've got an oddball COAS star there,

if Jim wants to look at it.
or Okay, what is it.

^ Roger - it's, I can't even pronounce it -

P Y X I D T S, but it's a 4th magnitude star closest to

Regor, on a line between Regor and Alphard.

cc And it should -

CC Say again.
op You really found -

CC We really found a good one. It should be

ab0 ut
c

a half of a '.J™^^
Honeysuckle.

^ _ Honeyaucklej and s band up.

on the last one; look at that, all b

cc Hey, beautiful; you guys are getting pretty

Honeysuccie.
_ Honeyaucklej and s band up.

Dav idjeme through on^las ; look.
^
that

,
.l^alls

.

^

good up there. ^ tfant ^ ^ ^ ^ & flaflh here .

I'm aoing to hang it up right now.

PA0 ThlV comment from the crew that they were

tinuing over to the tracking ship Huntsville.



APOLLO 9

SC

COMMENTARY , 3/13/69, GET: 238:22 (0822) 641/2

st; Houston, Anollo 9.

rr Apollo 9, Houston, Go.

SC How long before retroflre do we com on

CC Roger,

SC Okay.
And

y
9, Houston, we moved over there a bit

H HV we'll still stay on Charlie for entry.

?
C
- Thills Apollo Control, still standing by

o a n Thisis Ap olio ^outiuA, - » — - —

END OF TAPE
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HTV Huntaville's valid two ways.

Ill This is Apollo Control, some 6 minutes

•:::
l
hiin.^t:i::u"hr»oS":::;i.n:^

0
it

1
/-.:-...-*

Hu.t.vill..
i(> „ conttol . we »»« "•«

t e laye? at 1200 feet, scatter broken visibility

10 miles wind light and variable, waves to 2 feet

overlaps" tr.ckln. ship Red.tone and all th....h eh. seaside

•is .« :;•«; the h ° ur
-

Mo,,it °riog

air-to-ground over Hawaii.^
d mj , lde

We will leave the circuit open on the air-to grouna

^ny osible conversation across the states here.

CAPWM Apollo 9, Houston
<; r Roger, Houston, Apollo 9.

rAPrOM Roger, we've been integrating your

state vector and we'd like to update you another one. We'll

do it in about 2 minutes at Redstone.
do it^in ao

ok^^ Qkay> yOU t ve got poo and ACCEPT.
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CAPCOM
sc okay

END OF TAPE

oger, we'll do it probably at 58.



. .....™ «.».....•• •»•'«•• •' " ""'

CAPCOM J!!!?' «tlh it up at Gold. ton.,
there at Red.tone. Wj'll catch it up ^ ^ MMm ,

C„ vou ,.t i» or °.
r
«.''«

t

t

,

th,.u,h y.t. Soon

. „, ch.ck tk... "
An« "St st«db„ „ vsc ill. So «t>«« the "v ch*;k -

cSpcok
00 00 3,12 plu*

10039 22)8. Oyer. „„ >tM, JU2 jlw

l0.M'Sm and jU.t a ly ere^^^^
^
PC0M

Si." St^e vector uplink. I under-

atand^ that ,e .n . w. «e «oing to have

^
looU^'Houston. The co-outer 1.

vour.^
okay< We have g0 t it and we will go

through P30 for
and we juSt wanted to give you

. UtUe'oStter hit» "an you had in playing ha.ehall

. «hll. o«ok. ^ Mre t#lX ,ort, i» that b.ll-

,«..'%• .»•-" «••"/»• to,U3r -

riPCOM That's right.

^
PC°M

Houston. Apollo 9.

CAPCOM iE
oUO

tI:t
B
S5ir;. a Unth of a foot

ner .econd difference
k
;eita

h
v^rut 1 gu can take

that '

CAPC0M Apollo 9, Houston. Say again. 1
missed

it. that gi Ve. us about a tenth of

SC
a <„\Ata vi: but I guess we can take

a foot per second in Delta v*.

that
* CAPCOM *°8«-
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643/2

APOLLO 9 MISSION COMMENTARY, 3/13/69, GET

Thi8 is Apollo Control. Aoollo 9 presently

PA0 v % h! Dallas-Fort Worth area and

i8 over north Texas a jo» • ^J/. very little .mount

ag aln on this ^^clrcult will be left open

of conversation *oing on but the ^ Vanguard

for the reminder o h a s wh
minM . from now.

at 22 minutes past h ur 8 °
round on Aoollo 9.

Apollo Control """iJJ/J^ol here. Apollo 9 is Just
PAO t?i fhe last full revolution of this

starting revolution 151 - the ^ bln pre8 8ure is now

mission. Aboard the -J"""*^^ t«p«r.J»r. is 70 degrees

^Len^rt.^We^Urontinu; t^oni tor' air-ground for the

duration of this P«»- Uo control. Some 6 minutes

remainfng until Loss 0f% gna through the tranship
Vanguard. Conversation i8 being kept ^ ^
the ground h"^^" 1" 1

,""
°°
tSe spacecraft ready for entry -

as the crew is busy ««"£»
|

™ e
x ^minutes away,

which now is some one a»*
fl and lape ls are sporting

PAO Console top
earlier in

many flags - small ^"""i^'o Evans. We'll
the morning by f/f^^^^und circuit until Loss Of

continue to monitor the air groun«

Signal at Vanguard. Control. Two ninutes

'""cAPCOM
by
Ap°u: 5. H»u«o». one »lnut. LOS.

A„cea.ion thr..-x.ro .^ _

END OF TAPE
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This ±i Apollo Control and we are right on

END OF TAPE



APOLLO 9 COMMENTARY, 3/13/69, GET: 239:29 (0929) 645/1

PA0 This is Apollo Control 239 hours, 29

minutes ground elapsed time, coming into acquisition at the

tracking station Ascension Island in the South Atlantic. We

will stand by for any conversation as it takes olace over this

station; meanwhile at the recovery zone, 152-1, in the West

Atlantic, Rescue 2 Aircraft is off the ground en route and an

aircraft out of McCoy Air Force Base near Orlando, a radar air-

craft, a Constellation, piloted by Col. Richard A. Naldreth of

Parkersville ,
Pennsylvania is en route to a point south of the

recovery station of the Guadalcanal, it will in turn sweep the

incoming track of Apollo 9 with its radars to get a leg up on

the fix, or the landing point, and the trajectory of the space-

craft.
CC Houston through Ascension.
SC Go Houston, Apollo 9.

C C Roger Jim - your altimeter Delta H is minus

100 feet and your sea water temperature is 75 degrees and the

air temperature is about 75 degrees - mighty fine.

Sc Great. We put on two sets of long under-

wear too, just expecting it to be cold.

CC I missed it there.

SC T said we even put two sets of long under-

wear on just so we'd be warm under water.

CC Roger; I don't think it'll be necessary.

PAo This is Aoollo Control; the recovery heli-

copters aboard the Guadalcanal are now estimated to take off

from the deck at 10:51 Central Standard Time; be on station for

Apollo 9 splashdown. Rescue 2 is in the air, en route to its

station, out of Kinnley Air Force Base in Bermuda. It'»s

piloted by Captain Thomas L. Stinstrum of Bloomfield, Conn.

SC Apollo 9.

CC Apollo 9, Houston, go.

Sc Roger. We are ready to add up our logic

here and need to report.
CC Roger; stand by'.

Cc Roger; you can go ahead and turn your logic

switches on.
CC You've got about 2 minutes.

Sc Okay - ELS logic on aut coming on,

ELS to auto - sex logic coming on.

Cc Apollo 9, Houston - you are GO for pyro

arm

.

SC Roger, ro for pyro arm.

CC One minute to LOS - Tananarive at 43 and

if not there Carnarvon at 58.

SC Roger

.



APOUO 9 COMMENTARY , 3/13/69, GET: 239:29 <0929> "5/2

sc Houston, if « fi« RCS "»»8 ° d RCS

p,...«l...l.. ^^r^a"""^-!! catch you at

Carnarvon

.

!5n ?n^'i8 Apollo Control coming up on LOS

at Ascension Is land\ racing Static, -11^^"J '^.r
vessels in the recovery f orce are °» frea> The ARIA
aircraft in the air en route t

°
J*

B r

."«If t
* these are Aoollo

1 or as vou were, ARIA 4 ,
and

j * Jl^ick Air Force Base,
range instrumented aircraft based at Pa rick Air Fo^

&

ARIA 4 piloted by Major Frank E. Cane, Jr
, ecraft comes

Captain T. L. Cherryho Imes Later on as the p pro file.

^l^^^^tV: j ARIA called an ALOTS

-o^the sne::^.:!^^:-^
will do a hard right turn, and attempt

J° J'JJ*™^ J t . Thi8
with the camera until, of course ^hey lose sight

was done during Anollo 8, as ^"^^I^siotted . They
entry, and entry in darkness and was ^dily^

g ^ dayllght
are not too «ure they ^ be

\?£ cr^ ss over wln be the
however. Next s tati

°\£f^° a^
W
or Madagascar ,

Malagasy
Tananarive station on the Island or «a s hours , 36 minutes
Republic, 43 minutes past the hour. And

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control 239 hours 43 min-

utes ground elapsed time. Apollo 9 is coming up on the

tracking station at Tananarive, about an 8-minute pass. At

this time, the crew, according to the flight plan, is maneu-
vering to the deorbit attitude, which is rolled over, heads
down, as you were headB up, blunt end forward on our engine
nozzle toward the direction of flight, and Ditched down 31.7

degrees below the horizon. On station at the prime recov-
ery zone is the tracking, as you were, the prime recovery
ship Guadalcanal, at this point is at 650 nautical south
southwest of Bermuda, 830 nautical miles east southeast of

Cape Kennedy, 311 nautical miles northwest of San Juan,
Puerto Rica. This point is some 464 nautical miles south
of what was to have been the prime recovery zone prior to

the extension by one revolution of this mission, because of

weather. The aircraft mentioned earlier that are in route
to the recovery zone, Rescue 1, will be on station 150

nautical miles uprange of the prime recovery ship and ap-
proximated 100 nautical miles north of the ground track.
Rescue 2, both of these incidently, are HC130 Herky birds,

Rescue 2 will be 150 nautical miles downrange of the ship

and 100 nautical miles north of the ground track. Airboss,
flying a helicopter, will be generally orbiting the prime
recovery ship and directing operations out there. The radar

Constellation, out of McCoy Air Force Base, will be located
50 to 60 miles north of the ground track and a beam of the

target point. Standing by here over Tananarive for any
possible conversation at this time. However, since the crew
ie maneuvering to reentry and deorbit attitude, it is un-
likely there will be a great deal of conversation. Countdown
clock shows 44 minutes 53 seconds remaining until ignition, and

1 hour 14 minutes until splashdown. We will leave the circuit

open here to monitor any possible conversation through
Tananarive

.

PA0 This is Apollo Control, about 3 minutes
remaining in the Tananarive pass. Carnarvon at 58 minutes
past the hour, some 10 minutes from now. During the Carnar-
von pass, Mission Control Center will pass up to the crew

a GO-NO/GO for the deorbit burn, which takes place over
Hawaii. We are standing by over Tananarive.

PAO This is Apollo Control. We have had

loss of signal at the Tananarive station and Carnarvon com-

ing up at 58 minutes oast the hour, about 7 minutes from
now. At 239 hours 51 minutes ground elapsed time, this Is

Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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This l« Aoollo Control at 239 hours,

5 , jzu. oror «p»{ ««-
rtm.s^.£:-«- :r°*-

^U^i"^ d.orbit burn. Ana

-"•jssr-
by

l«r "---.r.. f....
ready to support the arming and firing of th. command modul.

RCS
'cArcSM

11" 1""'
...... ' "° d l0Ck °° n °S

-

Y ° tt

can «o ahead.
co to R & 0 . ELS logic

on 0.
SC

*.*t logic 290l
8"; »e have a 00 for arming the p,ro.

now, Houston?
Affirmative. GO for arming the pyroa

.

CAPC0M CHKCS press mark. Looks like

We " 0
Ii°c5S

° f them,
R0

O

ger:°the y 're looking ,ood here.
CAPCOM

pv
»
ofl coming off> Hou8ton .

CAPCOM Roger.
The recove ry ship

0uadalc.n.l report. « t wn'c - - --"."that

S.^^!
h? F»»nr- t-:e't; monlcor'the

CarnarvonY- and !«.."» », -ir-ground. And some

eitll

^"r" "
goinr:rr;troilre over Hawaii,

^
PC°M o^rU'we'can expect a voice countdown.

CAPCOM Affirmative.

" minutes on my mark. Mark.

sJ Okay. Next time it', your turn.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. We've dumped th.

tap. rfcord.r, rewound It, and if. your. now.

;IAPC0„ Ann"; Houston. We'll have you through

th. HuntsvUl. until 23. Pick you up at Hawaii at 25.

sc Very good.
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SC Right now we're lust sort of holding,
getting ready to enter P40 . We'll enter there about T minus
12 or so.

CAPCOM Roger.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM AdoIIo 9, Houston, you are looking good
down here, you are GO for deorbit.

SC Roger, Houston, Apollo 9, we look pretty
good from up here, too. And we're ready.

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston, about 1 minutes LOS,
the Huntsville at 14.

SC Roger, we'll see you at the Huntsville.
CAPCOM Roger.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We have had

loss of signal at the Carnarvon, Australia tracking station.
We will pick up again at the Huntsville at 14 minutes past
the hour, some 4 minutes away. Meanwhile, word has come
in that air rescue aircraft has been scrambled out of
Kinley Air Force Base to go to the assistance of a Canadian
ship, the Ghislain, which is without power and is in danger
of sinking. The ship is located at 37 degrees North,
60 degrees West, which is just east of the Island of Bermuda.
Getting back to the subject of the ship position relative
to the target point or splashdown, some of the Gemini flights
were pretty close to the target point. For example,
Gemini 9 was .38 miles off the target point. This mission
was flown by Tom Stafford and Eugene Cernan. Next closest
was Gemini 12, 2.6 nautical miles off the target point.
Jim Lovell and Buzz Aldrin flew that mission. Next was
Gemini 11, 2.65, almost the same distance off the target
point. That was Gordon and Conrad, Dick Gordon and Pete
Conrad. Gemini 10, 3.4 nautical miles off the target
point, Mike Collins and John Young. Mercury flights MA8
and MA9 , Walter Schirra and Gordon Cooper, respectively,
were both some 4 or 5 miles off from the ship. These,
however, were pure balistic entries with no lift such as
the Gemini and Apollo spacecraft have. During the entry
the crew will be using a display device called an Entry
Monitor System which gives the crew 6 visual cues to monitor
the output of the Primary Guidance and Navigation Control
System. Among these are the 05 G light, which denotes
the start of deceleration, the first sensible deceleration
5/100ths of a G, the roll stability indicator, which shows
the direction in which the spacecraft lift if applied,
the spacecraft has a lift much like a pie plate thrown
by a child in that it sort of skips in the atmosphere to
some degree from having an offset center of gravity, and by
controlling this lift and rotating the spacecraft and thereby
the lift vector, the length of the entry can be controlled.
Also in the entry monitor system is a display called the
corridor verification indicator, which is not meaningful
in Apollo 9, as used on lunar returns. We've had acquisition
at the Huntsville. We'll continue to monitor here and cut
in as the conversation commences. Also in the entry monitor
system is a range of DETLA-V display, which shows the range
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PAO in nautical miles to the predicted

splash point. Also, the DELTA-V or thrust change velocity

change during thrusting, the flight monitor plots G's

and velocity, that is acceleration and speed on a visual

graph against known values. The entry scroll shows the

range to the impact point or splash point graphically in

the form of a lift profile. The Entry Monitor System display

is on the commander's panel, the left side of the spacecraft,

just above his flight director attitude indicator, which in

an aircraft would be called an 8 ball. The helicopters are

being deployed at this time from the Guadalcanal, getting

on station for this recovery operation. We're 16 minutes

now away from ignition for the SPS deorbit burn. After the

deorbit burn, in which they will be pitched down 37.1 degrees,

the spacecraft will yaw 45 degrees for the separation of

the service module. Let's listen to the conversation.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston.
SC Go ahead, Houston, Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear, Jim. The helos

are just now lifting off the flight deck of the carrier.

SC Houston, Apollo 9 here, I can't read you.

CAPCOM Roger, nothing important. How now?

SC You are very weak, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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motors for the large SPS engine have been turned on. This

a eround readout. The aircraft which will attempt to photo-

graph the Apollo 9 command module during the reentry pass

bv flying head on into the path uprange is on station. This

aircraft is called Gloworm 123, it's a KC135 with a camera

pod mounted on the *ide of the fuselage. Air to ground cir-

cuit is strangely auiet as the crew is Retting into Jeorbit

attitude, some 3 minutes 12 seconds away from deorbit burn.

We will leave the circuit open for any conversation.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Black out is predicted to begin 15 min-
utes , 56 seconds after ignition. Come out of black out at
19 minutes, 29 seconds with drogues out at 23 minutes,
46 seconds. Main chutes deploy at 24 minutes, 33 seconds
after ignition of SPS burn number 8. Splashdown at 43 sec-
onds past the hour.

CAPCOM Mark two minutes . You are looking
good.

SC Roger.
PAO All the recovery helicopters aboard

the Guadalcanal have been deployed from the deck and are
on station waiting for splashdown of Apollo 9.

CAPCOM Sixty seconds mark.
CAPCOM Mark 15 seconds.
PAO AND CAPCOM Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five,

four, three, two, one - RETRO fire.
CAPCOM Ignition confirmed.
CAPCOM And we've had cutoff confirmed.
SC Houston, Apollo 9. Burn looks good

up here nulling residuals and the EMS Delta V was minus
18.2.

CAPCOM Roger. Minus 18.2, and we have the
residuals.

SC Okay.
PAO Eleven point eight seconds burn time.
SC Diguals are zero.
CAPCOM Roger.
CAPCOM Nine, Houston. High speed tracking

shows it's a good burn. Mighty fine.
SC Roger. It felt good.
PAO Current tracking out of Hawaii now shows the

height at 163 nautical miles, velocity 25,198 feet per
second and dropping.

PAO Perigee predicted at minus 4.2 miles.
PAO Spacecraft has gone to seperation at-

titude according to the Guidance Navigation and Control
Officer, who is reading the spacecraft's attitude on telemetry.

CAPCOM Nine, Houston. I'll give you a time
hack at 3 minutes

.

SC Standing by.
CAPCOM Mark - three minutes.
SC Thank you.
PAO Velocity now 25,194 feet per second.

Altitude 163.5 nautical miles.
PAO Twelve minutes from beginning of black

out .

PAO We've had arming of the pyrotechnics
to cause seperation of the Command Module from the Service
Module.
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PAO We've had seperation of the Command
Module from the Service Module. Service Module is traveling
off now at some 45 degrees away from the flight path of the

Command Module to avoid any recontact possibilities

.

PAO Main busses on the spacecraft are

showing 27.7 volts DC.
CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. You're looking good

down here .

SC Roger, Houston. We're seperated now
and moving our reflector up at this time.

CAPCOM Roger.
PAO Tracking shows present heigth 118 nautical

miles. Present position 3259 north, 12725 west - off shore
California

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO All aircraft in the recovery area are

on station. The helicopters off the Guadalcanal and the

rescue aircraft out of Kinley Air Force Base, the ARIA,
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft, out of Patrick Air Force
Base, all are on station. Height has now dropped to 96.9
nautical miles. Present position 33:40 north by 115:52 west,
just crossing the California coast about the Los Angeles area.
Some 6 minutes away from beginning of blackout.

PAO Present -

CAPCOM 9, Houston. I have a postburn update.
SC Roger. Go ahead.
CAPCOM Plus 12091 25 996 1525 1601 minus 03256

roll right 50 60 1900, and I'll get the rest a little later.
SC Roger.
PAO That first number passed to the crew of

Apollo 9 was the range to go from the point at 05 g of 1209
nautical miles, and the velocity at that point 25,996 feet
per second. 61 nautical mile altitude. Should be encount-
ering 400K, 400,000 feet, which is a sensible atmosphere
at this time. Some 2 minutes away from beginning of black-
out .

CAPCOM Apollo 9, Houston. I have time to begin
b lackout

.

SC Go ahead.
CAPCOM 1553 1928 2346 2433.
SC Okay, I'll read the whole thing back.

1209.1 25996 1525 1601 minus 03256 right 50/60 1900 1553
1928 2346 2433.

CAPCOM 9, Houston, your readback correct.
PAO That last group of numbers involved

times for beginning and end of blackout, drogue deploy and
main parachute deploy.

PAO A rather noisy circuit at this time;
still about 40 seconds away from the predicted time for
beginning of blackout which is 15 minutes 53 seconds after
retrofire. End of blackout is predicted at 19 minutes,
28 seconds after retrofire. Drogue parachute deploy pre-
dicted at 23 minutes, 46 seconds, and main parachutes at

24 minutes, 33 seconds. On the water at 43 seconds after
11 AM Central Time. Mark, beginning of blackout, as pre-
dicted. Standing by here for spacecraft Apollo 9 to come
out of blackout. This is some 3 minutes from now. Hope-
fully, communications will be reestablished through the
relay aircraft orbiting around the Guadalcanal. Those com-
munications will be fed through this circuit as they become
available. Right now it's a waiting game. Quite a few of

the off-duty Flight Controllers have drifted into the Control
Room here

.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Quite a few of the off duty flight controllers

have drifted into the control room here and have plugged in,

standing where they can find room to monitor the entry of

Aopllo 9. Most of them have put in 10 long, hard days on their

respective shifts and want to see this thing through. Less

than 2 minutes now to end of black out. Present altitude
according to Texas tracking, 34 nautical miles, present
position 26.49 north, 76.29 west. Less than a minute now from
coming out of black out - present height 30 nautical miles
crossing the east coast of Florida. Coming up on end black
out at predicted time. Mark; predicted end time of black out.

cc Apollo 9, Houston.
PAO Retrofire officer John Lewellyn is esti-

mating they are going to be right on the target point.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
PAO It is reported that the radar aircraft out

of McCoy does have radar contact at this time.
CC Apollo 9, Houston.
PAO Present height, 23.7 nautical miles.

Coordinance 23 .58 north, 68 -

NETWORK Houston, capcomm, go remote.
PAO Remoting through the ARIA aircraft.
CC Apollo 9, Houston, through ARIA.
SC Roger. Apollo 9 here.
CC Roger, Apollo 9, we can just barely read

vou

.

SC (too weak)
PAO Some two minutes away from drogue deploy-

ment. Drogue chute deployment. 19 nautical miles altitude.
It is reported that the Guadalcanal crew did hear a sonic
boom as the Apollo 9 spacecraft came into the atmosphere.
Contact by the McCoy radar aircraft was 236 nautical miles
range. 7 minutes away from splash mark.

CC Apollo 9, Houston through ARIA.
SC (too weak) Apollo 9, ready to read.
CC Ahh ,

Roger, Apollo 9, Houston, go.

SC Okay, present 23.26 minus 68.01 and it

looks like we're about a mile off.
CC Roger - real good - I have chutes in about

10 seconds .

SC Okay.
PAO Very good communications through ARIA;

should have confirmation of chute deployment shortly. Drogue
chute deployment that is. Present altitude showing, well, it

iust disappeared off the display - delay that. Main chute
should be going out at this time; Guadalcanal reports a

contact at 308 degrees bearing from the ship. Crew at the

Guadalcanal apparently has heard a double sonic boom as Apollo
9 smoked back into the atmosphere.
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PAO The Guadalcanal was on a northerly heading
just south of the target point. Standing by for resumption of

communications through the relay aircraft; should be getting
AIRBOSS shortly as -

PAO We have voice contact from the Guadalcanal
to Apollo 9.

PAO Recovery 3 helicopter has visual contact.
And it's visually in sight from the carrier. Big cheer went
up here in the missions operations control room; as they saw it on
tube; estimate now 3 miles from the ship.

AIRBOSS I have 3 main chutes; they are (garble)
Approximately 2 miles from the command module and his altitude is

2500 C approximately it's in there. Apollo 9, Apollo 9, AIRBOSS
here; if you read me, we'll get a second AIRBOSS: we're currently
coming down from about two thousand. AIRBOSS (garble)

SC Go ahead.
AIRBOSS Roger. I have (garble) Roger; I have you

in spite of it and we have no contact with the command module.
Apollo 9, AIRBOSS; we're getting you a little bit broken;
Recovery 3 is circling you at this time; you're looking real
good; give me your status rate.

SC We're all right fine; we're okay.
AIRBOSS Roger, understand; the crew is in good

shape. That's correct. Apollo 9, this is AIRBOSS; we're not
reading vou, stick your propellant dump - stand by.

PAO And we have splash^ At 53 seconds past
the hour - big cheer and a lot of clapping going on here in
mission control.

AIRBOSS Control, AIRBOSS - Parachute has been
jettisoned, capsule is reading stable one at this time.
Looking good.

PAO The spacecraft is now in stable 1 - that is

ap ex up .

AIRBOSS Looking good.
PAO Aircraft - the spacecraft is now in stable

1 - that is apex up .

AIRBOSS Control, AIRBOSS. Control, AIRBOSS. (garble)
Use 1 HF.

PAO This is Apollo Control - splashdown time
was at 53 seconds past the hour - which is some 10 seconds later
than they predicted splash time of 43 seconds past the hour.
The estimated range from the carrier to the spacecraft of some
3 nautical miles - however this does not mean necessarily that
the spacecraft was 3 miles off the target point. The carrier
Guadalcanal was steaming toward the target point from the south.
Recover 3 is going to drop a flare at the spacecraft.

END OF TAPE
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SC You haven't got the ... spacecraft.

RECOVERY Roger, 9. (garble) before deploying the

... uprlghting. Recovery 1 says ... apex cover,

(garble)
PAO Quite a myriad of voices coming over

the loops out there through the various relays, all of which

are being passed into the air to ground circuit here In Mis-

sion Control. Apparently, it's pretty much of a routine

recovery exercise. The spacecraft is in Stable I, apex is

up, no need for the flotation bags.
(garble)
PAO The flotation collar Is now being attached

by the swimmers from Recovery 3. These swimmers again, gun-

ners mate second class Cecil Eubanks of Port Arthur, Texas;

Seaman Richard B. Perry of Derry, New Hampshire; and Seaman

Clay P. Rhyne of Clinton, Maryland.
AIRBOSS Recovery 1, Airboss.
RECOVERY 1 Go ahead, Airboss.
AIRBOSS Roger. Turn the apex cover - attached

to the raft, go ahead -

PAO The flotation collar is almost deployed

to the spacecraft. Communications is getting somewhat noisy

at this time. We will continue to monitor the relay cir-

cuits .

AIRBOSS This is Airboss. Negative. You worry

about the apex cover.
RECOVERY Roger.
PAO It is reported that the Guadalcanal is

approximately 1 mile from the spacecraft and no doubt slow-

ing down, so as not to overrun the position.
RECOVERY And I've got a nice cake waiting for you.

Have anything you want.
RECOVERY (garble) the collar is on at this time

and they are securing the collar at this time.

AIRBOSS Roger, 5165, stand by.

SC Airboss, this is Apollo 9.

AIRBOSS Go ahead, Apollo 9.

SC I've (garble) uprlghting bags (garble)

AIRBOSS Stand by.
CONTROL Control, Airboss. Apollo 9 wants to

know whether or not to pop the uprlghting bags, the collar

is attached at this time.
PAO The collar, flotation collar has been

attached to the spacecraft at this time and the three swim-

mers from the underwater demolition team out of Recovery 3

helicopter are standing on the flotation collar.
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RECOVERY 3 Recovery 3, Airboss. The collar inflated

y6t?
AIRBOSS Recovery 3, negative. Just got it se-

CUre
PAO Recovery 3 helicopter still hovering over

the spacecraft after having unloaded the swimmers earlier

for the flotation collar deployment. This Mission Control

Room here has quite suddenly gotten rather crowded. Pro-

gram people, off-duty flight controllers, everyone sprouUng

a cigar out of their mouth.
sc Airboss, this is Apollo 9.

AIRBOSS Apollo 9, this is Airboss. You are

okav, belay your uprighting bags, the collar is inflated

around you at this time.
SC Roger.
PA0 We have confirmation that the flotation

collar has been inflated at this time.
# . .

AIRBOSS Recovery 3, the collar is fully inflated

and they are getting at the present time. The command

module is riding very nicely in the water and all appears

to be real Rood.
AIRBOSS Recovery 1, what's your status?

RECOVERY 1 This is Recovery 1. We are — apex

cover is sort of unlatched at this time. I have a - we

should had ... apex cover.
AIRBOSS Roger. Control you copy?

CONTROL I copy.
PA0 Still monitoring the conversation with

Airboss 1 on scene.
AIRBOSS - Airboss. Do not deploy your upright-

ing bags, over.
SC Roger, Airboss.
AIRBOSS Recovery 3, you copy Apollo 9?

RECOVERY 3 (garble)
AIRBOSS Guadalcanal Control, be advised that

Ap0ll
<5C

9
Do not deploy uprighting bags?

AIRBOSS Apollo 9, that affirmative. We do not

want vou to deploy the bags.
SC Roger.
CONTROL Rhyne, this is Control. Have you (garble)

sc Hello, this is Apollo 9. You really

look «ood to us.
CONTROL Roger. You look pretty good to us too.

did you dump your fuel on the way down?

sc Roger, that firm, on the way down.

CONTROL Real fine.

AIRBOSS Recovery 3, two of the ... are securing

... on the collar (garble) just put the others up now.
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AIRBOSS Apollo 9, Aoollo 9, secure your SARAH

beac
°sc

°
Ver

* We have already secured the beacon '

" HIT thanl^you. 1 need (garbled)
AIRBOSS Roger, than* you.

f ° r m
REC
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°
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REC 3 This is Recovery 3. Second astronaut is

egressing from Apollo 9.
rnBttr

iTDROSS Control here, roger.

til Astronauts McDivitt, Schweickart and

Scott presently egressing the spacecraf t into t e r raf

t

c.u.ed
^l>ll t*\l?\ 0°l"- ... «h.« th. cr«

n„ !f the spacecraft the communications through the

mSswi lc a We'll continue to give reports f rom

til Guadalcanal\s the crew is brought on to the ship and

later the spacecraft. All 3 crewmen are now in rafts.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Still standing by here for crew pick up

and consequently - or subsequently - the pick up of Apollo 9

Command Module

.

PAO They are presently establishing a cir-

cuit out to the Guadalcanal from the White House. The swimmers

are now securing the Command Module hatch, closing it from

the outside.
PAO Recovery Aircraft 3 flown by Commander

George M. Rankin, Jr. of Bethesda, Maryland, is apparently
making a run to pick up the crewmen. They're lowering the

basket now to pick up the first crewman. Everyone in Mis-
sion Control still watching the three big 10 by 20 foot

screens - all three of which have the same picture from the

commercial television on board Guadalcanal. First attempt

in getting the crewmen in the recovery hoist apparently was

aborted. Recovery 3 still hovering over the spacecraft at-

tempting to get the recovery hoist and cage out to the

rafts without crowning anyone in the head. The down wash

from the helicopter makes things a little more complicated
in that it disturbs the water - makes the spacecraft drift

a little more and consequently away from the recovery sling.

There goes one crewman in the sling - hanging on for dear

life - like the flying trapeze. Considerable amount of

guffhawing here as all this takes place. Someone commented

it's like a Max Sinnett comedy.
PAO This is Apollo Control. We'll come up

again as the crew is on the Guadalcanal and the spacecraft

is recovered. At 241 hours, 40 minutes Ground Elapsed

Time and 1 hour and 9 minutes after RETRO FY this is Apollo

Control

.
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PAO This is Apollo Control. All three crew-
men are aboard the recovery helicopter and are anticipated
to be on board the Guadalcanal within a few moments. Announce-
ment of the postrecoverv press conference times will be forth-
coming. This is Apollo Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Apollo Control. In the large

center screen here in Mission Control, a three-color patch

for Apollo 9 has been projected on the screen and it brought

a rousing cheer from everyone in the Control Room here. There

must be 150 people crowded in here. A lot of handshaking
going on; a lot of cigar smoke wafting up to the ceiling.
We're waiting now for the crew to leave the helicopter on

board the Guadalcanal. The helicopter touched down on deck
about 10 minutes prior to 12 o'clock Central Standard Time.

The Management Press Conference will take place in the Manned
Spacecraft Center main auditorium at 12:15, followed immedi-

ately thereafter with the Operations people in a second press

conference. This is Apollo Control signing off.

END OF TAPE


